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THE FLUIDITIE8 AND VOLUMES OF SOME
NITROGENOUS ORGANIC COMPOUNDS. XXX'

BYHUGSN8C. BINGHAM,HENRYS. VANKLOOSTER,
ANI) WA~T~R G. KLEINSPËHN

Introduction

In previous papers~the atomicconstants have been given
for a number of the elements, which enable us to calculate
the temperature required to givea compounda certain fluidity.
It was a matter for regret that the data at hand did not per-
mit the calculation of the corstant for nitrogen. We have
nowstudied the fluidity and densityof a number of nitrogen
compoundsfrom o° to 100° C in order that we might get
someidea of the value of this constant.

Preparation and Purification of M&tepials
AComparison of Densitlesof Samples

i. Phenylcyanide.-The sample was prepared from lead
thiocyanate. The densities weredetermined as follows:

TABLE1

-1~1.Il~ .li 1

Temp. p pP
p. I2o6D~ </4° Perkin'p.t2o6

0 t.020C)
'o 1.0128 t.013820 f.oo3S 1.004.8
40 0.9866
60 0.9687
80 o.95'4
90 0.9~)8

'oo o.93t9
Corrected boiling point 190.7", Kahlbaum too.6", Perkin 190.7°.

1
Contribution from the Cayley Chemical and Metallurgical Laboratory

ofI~afayetteCoUege.

Am. Chem. Jour., 43, 287 (i9to).

Jour. Chem. Soc., 69, 1025 (t896). ÇM;e<<ra/MM o/'<<Kobtained Av ,M;<f-
~oMott.
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2. Or~o~MMftMp.–Twosampleswere used.
A. Kahtbaum's produet was pun6ed and distiUed
B. A laboratory samplewas repeatedly redistilled.

_TAB~E II

Temp. p p p
Deg. Sample A Sample B Jaeger'p.~9 Pefkinp.~to

o '.ot55 '.0153 '.0:35
to 1.0074. '.ooss [.0063
20 0.9989 0.9988 0.9965 0.9980
30 0.990~ 0.988 0.9901

40 0.9823 0.980 0.98)9

50 0.9735 0.973 0.9734
60 0.9656 0.9653

70 0.9572 0.9575
80 0.9~89

90 0.9403
too o.93!3 o.93!3 0.934

The boiling point of Sample B was determined (with a

thermometer reading to fifths of a degree) to be constant at

198.2° corrected. Jaeger' gives t97.4° p. 149 and Perkin

199"-200°p. I2ÏO.

3. Aniline.-Three samples of aniline were tested. Sam-

ple A was from Kahlbaum's aniline sulphate, Sample B was
a purified and distilied sample of Kahlbaum's aniline, and

Sample C was a laboratory sample purified and distilled.
The densities were as follows:

TAB!~III

Temp. p p pp p p
Deg. Sample A Sample B Sample C Jaegerp.t-t~Perkinp.iMy

o f.0391 1.0390 t.038
Io !.0307 f.02t)f
25 '0)73 i.oi6 t.oiô.t
30 i.0t30 !.OI2
50 0.9950 0.9958 0.994.
6o 0.9872 0.985)
70 0.9766 0.976 0.97~9
75 0.9735 0.9698

iQO 0.95:3 o.95!6 0.949 0-9495
Zeit. anorg. Chem., tôt, 149 (t9t7).
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Sample A boiled constant to 0.01° at 182.7° corrected.

Sample B boited constant at ï82.8°. Jaeger p. ï~ and Per-
kin p. 1207both give i8<).°.

4. DM~bittMtt~.–A sample from Kahlbaum, containing
only traces of water, gave a boiling point which was constant
to within o.ï°. It was fractionated four times, however, the
final distillate being atmost colorless. The boiling point, read
on a thermometer reading to single degreesand tested against
pure aniline, was found to be 2t2° corrected. Perkin gives
216-216.5° p. 1208. UUmann' gives 215.5°.

The densitiesobservedare as follows:

~TABLE IV

Temp.
p

Deg. Pcfkinp.)zo8

5,5 0.9496
'0 0.9~2) 0.9~22
~o 0.9340 0.934°
qo o.9'79
60 o.qoiy
80 0.8854
98 o.8?to

5. DtMMt~yfoKtHMf.–Twosamples of different origin
were used for the determinations of density and viscosity.
Sample A was the purest commercial product of Baker and

Adamson, while Sample B was a Kahlbaum product. They
were similarly purified by drying over lumps of KOH, frac-

tionating twice,freezing out twice in melting ice, m. p. 2.1°°

which agrees well with Jaeger p. 148, 0.5°, and Ullmann p.
444, 2.5°. An attempt was made to purify still further by
transformation of the product into trimethylphenylammo-
nium iodide and then decomposing the iodide by heating in
a stream of dry hydrogen chloride, as recommendedby Mer-

riH,"but there resulted the production of anilinehydrochloride
as shown by the aniline reaction with calcium hypochlorite.
This confirms the observation of I<auth.' The density and

Encyctop.techn.Chem.,t, Berlin(t9t~).
jour. prakt. Chem., t?, 286 (1878).

Comptes rendus. 76, 1209 (1873).
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viscosity of this Sample C werealso abnormal p"/< = 0.9830
instead of 0.9726. The method was thereforeabandoned.

The SamplesA and B werefree from anilineand methyl-
aniline as indicated by calciumhypochloriteand acetic anhy-
dride. The corrected boiling points found were A !92.~o",
B 192.37°; f. Jaeger p. 1~8, i9t°, Perkin p. 1207, 193°,
Ullmann p. 192.5°. The densitieswereas follows:

T~BLEV.w

Temp. p p p p
Deg. Sample A Sample B Jaeger Perkin

o 0.9724~ 0.9729
'o 0.9646 0.9654
20 o.9565 0.9566 0.956 0.9570

30 0.9479 0.948 0.9493

40 0.939S 0.9397 0.940 0.9410

50 0.9318 0.93' 0.9327
6o' 0.9235 0.9235 0.922 0.9245

70 o.9t5~ 0.914 0.9162
80 0.9067 0.905 0.9077

90 0.8982 0.897 0.899!

98 0.8918

6. Monoethylaniline,-A Kahlbaum sample was dried

over K2C03and distilled twice. The sampte gaveno test for

aniline. The corrected boiling point was 203.60; cf. Perkin

p. 1208,205-206° and UUmann204~°. The densitiesobserved

were:
ÏABLE VI

Temp. p
Deg. P Perkin

o 0.9782
!0 0.9675
20 o.9616 0.9594
40 0.9450
60 0.9282
80 0.9114
90 0.9026

too o.8o/t8

7- Monomethylaniline.-Sample A (Kahlbaum) was dis-

solved in dilute HCI, and a solution of NaNO: added to the
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aqueous salt solution cooled iri ice, as describedby Nôtting
and Boasson.' The resulting nitroso compouad was taken

up m ether, the ether distilled, and the nitroso compound
reduced with tin and HCI. The methylaniline, regenerated
in this way, was taken up in ether, dried over granulated
KiCO!, the ether distiUed,and the compound fractionated
three times. SampleB was the original Kahlbaum produet,
fractionated three times. The results were identical both in

respect to boiMngpoint anddensity. The boilingpoints were
A 194.7°, B t94.8°; cf. Jaeger p. 146, 195.5°and Perkin p.

ï 207,195.5°. The densitieswere:

TABLEVII

Tetnp. p p p
Deg. SampleA SampleB Jaegerp.f~ô Per):mp.t2oy

0.3 !.0027 t.OIg
to.o 0.99~,1 0.9943
20.0 0.9868 0.9868 0.9864
30.0 0.9783 0.985
40.0 0.9703
50.0 0.9622 0.9644
6o.o 0.9538 0.958
70.0 0.9456 0.947
80.0 0.9371 0.937

[oo.o 0.9M2 o.0!05
8. N~o!)OM~Ke.–Alaboratorysamplewasdried and twice

distilled. Correctedboilingpoint209.3° cf.Jaegerp. 112,209°
and Perkin p. n8o, 210.8°. The densitieswere as follows:

TABt.EVIII

Temp. p p
Deg. Jae~er Perkin

10 .2138 t.2î0 t.2:30
20 .2037 1.2033
30 .t934 t94 i 1937
40 .'836 t.t85 !838
50 .!734 1.1739
6o .1636 i.!66 1.~638
70 .'537 '.155
90 .'334

100 1232 t.!25
1Ber. deutsch. chem. Ges., 10, 795 (1877).
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The densities are all determined in the pycnometer illus-
trated in Fig. i, which has the advantage that tt can bp em-

ployed satisfactorily at temperaturesbelow the room

temperature. It is so compact that it occupies little

space and exposes little surface,is not readily broken
and is convenient to manipulate. Thé instrument
is filled to the mark betweenthe two bulbs by means
of a capillary pipette used in filling the viscometer.
While the instrument is suspended in the constant

temperature bath any surplus liquid is removed.
As the liquid warms up to room temperature, the

liquid expands into the smaller bulb, but is pre-
vented from vaporizing by means of the capillary
tube above this bulb and the stopper of the instru-
ment, which is not shownin the figure. The instru-
ment is ealibrated by weighingthe instrument filled
with water at the varioustemperatures. Thé formula
for the density then becomes

?' !f'–tf
P,<,= – D –0.00t2 –––––

w w

wherew' = weighto!liquidat <°C
w = weightofwaterat <°C
D = densityofwaterat <°C

Visoostty Measarementa

Thé viscositiesof the samples were determined
in duplicate by the method which has been de-
scribedelsewhere. 1Theresultsare givenin the follow-

ing tables, in which is the correctedpressure in

grams per square centimeter, P is the pressure used

solely in overcoming viscous resistance, is the

viscosityexpressed m centipoises, is thé Suidity in
absolute units. The constants of the instrument have already
been given and were repeatedly tested during the investiga-
tion. The viscosity is given by the equation

= C P < =

1 Bulletin 298, U. S. Bur. of Standards.
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and the loss in pressure-headin imparting kinetic energy to

the liquid isthe liquid is
r" p

With tnore viscous liquids and slower rates of flowit

was found necessaryto excludedust particleswith great care,

otherwise the dupUcate measurementswould not agree as

closelyas the method wouldwarrant.

The viscosityof anilinebas been determinedby Faust,'
1

by Thole, Musselland Dunstan' and alsoby Drapier.3 Thèse

values do not agreewellamongthemselves. Our own values

accord with thoseof Drapier. Ourvalues fornitrobenzeneare

also in accordwith the vatuesobtained by him.

TABLEIX.–PHBNYMYANtDB_

Limb Temp. Time p p in cp. IpL'~ Deg. See.
P If'

I, 0.26 585.! 234.64 234.'4 .957 S'o
R 0.29 5842 235.04 234.54 '957 5'.09
L io 482.9 234.64 23392 -6'4 6:.97
R to 482 7 235.02 234.3° 6i6 61.90
L 20 287.3 325-57 323.56 1.328 75-3°
R 20 288.4 325 97 3~3 96 .332 75 o8
L 20 287.6 325.57 3~3 56 .329 75.22
L 30 245-8 325-57 322.83 .t34 88.22
R 30 245.4 325.99 323 '5 '33 88.27
L 40 214.0 32556 32' 98 0.9843 'ot.59

,R 40 213.5 325 96 322.38 0.9833 iot.70
L 50 26t.7 233.49 231 t2 0.8641 !t5.73
R 50 26t.! 233.88 231.5' 0.8635 H5.8o
L 60 233.' 233.50 230.53 0.7677 '30.27
R 6o 232.5 233.90 230.93 0.7670 130.38
L 70 209.8 233.50 229.86 0.6889 145 '5
R 70 208.6 233 90 230.26 0.6862 '45 73
1~ 8o 190.6 233 27 228.9' 0.6233 '60.44
R 8o '89.9 233.67 229.3' 0.622; !6o.75
L 100 '83.5 2'o.'o [96.48 o.5'5' '94 '5
R !oo t82.5 20'.50 '96.88 0.5133 '948'
L 'oo '83.5 20'o 196.48 o.5'5' '94 '5

Zeit. phys.Chem.,79, 97 (t9n).

JoM.Chem.Soc., 103, !to8 (!9t3).

But!.Acad.roy. belg.,Y,62! (içti).
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TABI<EX.–ORTHOTOLUIDIN~

Sam- T.. Temp. Time
Sam- Limb Temp. Time P 17inCp Ifple De);. Sec. tmcp.

A L 0.30 :7!9.3 4t2.o6 412.00 jo.iz 9.882
R 0.32 t7!2.9 412.48 412.42 to.09 9.909
L :o 1092.11 412.03 411.89 6.426 15.56R to 1091.7 412.~2 412.28 6.430 t5.55
L 20 746.6 4" 5~ 4H.22 4.386 22.80
R 20 744.6 4".86 4"-56 4.378 22.84

3° 541.7 4" 92 4".62 3.185 3<.39
R 30 541.3 412.26 411.96 3 '86 3~39
L 30 54< 1 4H.92 4i"-62 3.)88 31.37
L 50 329-0 410.13 408.63 1.920 5207R 50 328.5 4'053 409.03 1.920 52 'o
L 50 328.5 410.13 408.63 t.9:8 .52.15L 70 224.2 4!o.i7 40700 1.304 76.71R 70 223.4 410.55 407.38 t.300 76.9~
L 90 165.0 410.16 404 28 0.9529 104.94R 90 164.7 4'o.53 404 65 0.952) 105.04R 100 180.5 326.50 321.77 0.8297 !2o.52L too 181. 1 326.90 322.17 0.8335 11998
R 100 !8o.4 326.50 32t.77 0.8293 120.60

B L 744.8 414-36 41406 4.406 22.70R 20 743.2 4~4.70 4'4.4o 4.399 22.73L 30 542.4 4~4.32 41402 3.208 3' '7R 30 541.3 4'466 414.36 3 204 3'. 2'
L 40 412.4 414.08 4'3.'2 2.434 41.09R 40 412.7 4t4.48 413.52 2.438 4!.02

60 266.6 414.07 411.85 ~569 63.75R 6o 270.0 414.45 4'2.23 1.590 62.89
L 6o 267.9 41405 411.83 '.576 63.45L 8o 189.9 4I3.93 409.55 i'" 90 0!
R 8o t89.t 4~433 40995 '.107 90.30
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TABLE XI.–ANIUNE

Sata- Llmb Ttmp.
Time

p p 7jin ep.

A L 0.5 1781.9 394-97 39492 '0.05 9.947
R 0.5 1777-1 395.85 395.8o to.o5 9-952
L 10 "49.9 395.43 395-30 6.494 '5.40
R !0 "48.6 395.8' 395 68 6.493 '5.40
L 20 784.7 395.37 395.10 4.428 22.58
R 20 784.5 395.70 395-43 4-43' 22.57
L 30 569.6 395.'3 394-62 3-2M 3'4
R 30 573.' 395 65 395-'4 3.235 30.9'
!< 45 383.5 395.03 393.90 2.'58 46.34
R 45 382.9 395.50 394.37 ~57 46.37
L 6o 277.6 395-'o 392.98 '558 64.'7
R 6o 277.2 395.50 393-38 '.558 64.20
L 8o t96.22 394-96 390.79 '094 9'-34
R So '96.0 395.43 39'.26 '.095 9' 28
L 98 '64.' 364-22 358.37 0.8403 "90
R 98 '63.3 364-59 358 74 0.8368 t'9.5

B Iv 5.0 '438.4 399.52 399.44 8.2!0' '2.'8
R 50 '433.6 399.83 399.75 8.'900 '2.21
L '5 943-' 399-43 399.24 5.379 '8.59
R '5 938.9 399.8 399.6 5.36o '8.66
L 25 669.4 399.4' 399-04 3.8'6 26.2'
R 25 66i.4 3998' 39944 3 773 26.50
!< 25 658.7 399.4' 399.04 3-755 26.63
R 35 495.4 399.43 398.88 2.823 35.42
L 35 496.2 399.79 399-24 2.830 35.34
R 35 495.9 399-43 398.88 2.826 35-39

C L 0.5 '739-6 405 '8 405-'3 !.oo68 9.932
R 0.5 '737-S 40544 405-39 '.0050 9950
L fo "2t.o 405-20 405-06 6.472 15 45
R 'o r'23-s 405.5' 405.37 6.506 15.37
L 30 5559 406.20 4o5.66 3.222 3'-04
R 30 556.' 405 52 404.98 32'7 31.08
L 6o 27' 6 406.24 40402 '.568 63.79
R 60 270.9 40560 403.38 '56i 64.06
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p "e.lm Deg. Sec. P n C.>

I< 0.5 666.t 1 404.62 404.27 3.847 26.00
R 0.5 663.6 405-ot 404 66 3 836 26.07
L 'o 493 9 4~4 6~ 404.0' 2.85' 35 o8
R 10 493 2 405-05 404-4' 2.849 35 to
L 20 379 40462 40354 2.t85 45 76
R 20 378.4 405.02 403.94 2.t8~ 45.80
L 40 248.! 404-62 402.14 4~5 7o.t66
R 40 247.7 405.02 402.54 1.424 70.20
1~ 60 312.t 230.50 228.97 t.ozt 97 97
R 60 3" 8 230.88 229.35 t.022 97 89
I< 8o 238.6 230.52 227.93 0.7769' t28.7!
R 80 238. t 230.96 228.37 0.;768 128.74
L 98 t94 8 230.57 226.75 0.6310 158.47
R 98 '94 2 230.99 227.17 0.6302 158,67

TABLE XI!–MIXTURE 50 WT. PERCENT ÂNIUNE AND 50 WT.

PERCENT DtM8THYLAK!UNE

Limb Temp. Time
p p '1 in cp. tp

Deg. Sec.
p v

L 0.5 699.8 399 24 398 90 3.988 25.08
R 0.5 699.' 39964 39930 3.9S8 2.5.08
L to 5234 399-22 398.62 2.980 33 55
R to 522.8 399 58 398.98 2.980 33 56
L 20 403 4 399 22 398.20 2.295 43-58
R 20 403 399.59 398.57 2.295 43.57
L 30 321.7 399-21 397-6' .827 54-72
R 30 320.8 399.6l 398 0) .824 54 82
L 30 3~' 8 399.2< 397.6' .828 54.71
L 50 22t.o 39920 395-93 250 80.00
R 50 220.8 3996o 395-33 -247 8o.f9
L 50 223 9 394" 39084 1.250 79.99
R 50 223.8 394.53 39'-26 .254 7976
L 70 '67.3 394" 1 390.90 0.9343 '0.70
R 70 f67.3 39455 39'. 28 0.9352 '0.69
L 70 166.4 ,394-r5 390.88 0.9292 10.76

ÏABLR XU.–DiETHYLANtUN~
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TABLEXIV.–DiMËTHYLANILINB

Sam T.t. Temp. Time p cp.pte Deg. Sec.

A L 359.2 330.20 329.0 .688 59-~3
R to 358 6 330.60 32936 .687 59.27
L 20 300.1 330." 328.35 .408 7'-04
R 20 300.0 330.48 328.72 .409 70.98
!< 20 300.4 330-16 328.40 -4'4 70.89
!< 30 255.8 33'3 328.72 .201 83.25
R 30 2554 33'-50 329.09 -20t 83.28
L 4o 221.9 330. 326.89 .036 96.50
R 40 221.! 330.5' 327 29 -034 96.73
L 40 221.7 329.9 326.7 .035 96.64
R 40 221.3 330.49 32727 035 96.65
L 6o 172 4 330.25 325.o6 0.8006 [24.9
R 60 171.8 330.55 325.36 0.7985 '25.2
L 70 '546 330.'4 32385 o.7'52 t39 8
R 7° '540 330.54 324 25 o.7'34 '40-2
L 90 '97.7 209 22 205.37 0.5800 172.4
R 90 '96.5 209.69 205.84 0.5778 '73'
L 90 '97-3 209.30 205.45 0.5791 172.7
L 98 '83 8 209.72 205.22 0.5388 185.6
R 98 '82.8 209.33 204.83 0.5349 '87.0

B !< 2o 3~0.2 262.26 26t.f6 ).4'8 70.50
R M 3792 262.6t 261.5' '4'7 70.59
L 40 279 262.06 260.06 '037 96.44
R 40 278.8 262.55 260.55 '038 96 36
L 50 244.6 262.13 2~955 0.9069 '10.3
R 50 244' 262.49 259.9' 0.9043 "0.66
I< 6o 2<6.9 262.t6 258.90 0.8022 124.7
R 60 216.o 262.55 259.29 o.8oot '25 o
L 6o 217.2 262.)4 258.88 0.8033 124.5
I. 80 i75.2 262.5' 257.<" 0.6448 '55-ï 1
R 8o '74.' 262.tt 25721 0.6397 '$63
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_TABLE XV.–MoNOETHYt. ANH<!NS

Iremp. Time P.. inep.M~b Deg. Sec. p p -ncp.

L 0.27 706.2 408.5! 408.:9 4.118 24.28R 0.27 709.1 408.89 408.57 4.:39 24.t6
L 0.27 705.4 408.50 408.t8 4.113 24.3'

'o 5!o 408.55 407.93 2.978 33-58R lo 5'o8 408.97 408.35 2.980 33.56
L 20 386.4 408.54 407.47 2.254 44.36R 20 385.9 408.93 407.86 2.248 44.48
L 40 247.3 408.54 405.97 '.434 69.72R 40 246.9 408.94 406.37 !.433 6972
L 6o t76.o 408.48 403.50 '.of4 98S7R 6o t75.6 408.88 403.90 '.oig 98.70
L 6o '75.4 408.48 403.50 i.on 98.91
L 80 t89.9 286.27 282.o6 0.7652 '30.69R 8o t89.3 286.67 282.46 0.7639 '30.9'
L 90 243.9 '96.27 '93.74 0.6750 148.14R 90 242.9 196.80 t94.27 o.6741 '4834
L 99.67 219.4 '96.37 '93.27 0.6058 16508
R 'oo 2i8.4 '96.40 '93 30 0.60311 t65.82
L 100 218.4 196.80 '93 70 0.6043 '65.48

TABt,E XVI.–MoNOMETHYLANiUNB

L. Temp. Time
Pp p .p.. 0

I, 20 40:.7 403.20 402.19 2.308 43 33R 20 402.0 403.60 402.59 2.312 43 25
L 30 3's8 403.16 40~53 8tz 55.20R 30 316.2 40360 4~-97 8t6 55.07
L 30 3'47 40320 40t.57 -8o6 5539
L 40 2572 403.20 400.77 473 67.9'
R 40 2590 403.68 401.25 .485 67.36
L 40 256.3 403t8 400-75 467 68. !5
L 50 265.!1 322.92 320.65 .2t4 82.35R 50 265.4 323.t3 320.86 .2t6 82.20
!< 70 265.7 235.52 234-11 0.886 112.54R 70 2646 23598 234.57 0.8867 !!2.78
L 0.3 7940 375i8 374-92 4.~53 23.5'R 0.3 7990 37562 375-36 4.285 23.34
L !o 5750 37525 374-74 3.078 32.49R !o 569.6 375.63 375-~2 3:053 32.76
L 20 428.7 37523 374.34 2.293 4362R 20 428.7 375.63 374.74 2.295 43.57
L 40 273.ï 374-i8 372.02 1.452 68.88
R 40 272.8 374.68 372.52 1.452 68.88
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Mmb ~P-
Time p

.10 P ~incp.lm
Deg. Sec. r IDcp. rp

L 0.30 542.5 399.03 398.34 3.086 32.40
R 0.30 542 8 398.06 397 37 3.080 32 46
L to 441.5 398.96 39792 2.509 39-86
R to 442.6 398.o6 397 oz 2.509 39 85
L 20 356.0 398 27 396.68 2.017 49.59
R 20 355.99 397 32 395 73 2.on 49-72
L 30 298.2 398 o8 395 84 1.686 59 32
R 30 297.6 397 25 3950t 1.679 59 57
L 40 254.8 398. t4 395.11 .438 69.55
L 50 222.6 398.o6 394 .253 79.83
R 50 222.4 397 24 393 29 249 8o.o6
L 60 t95 4 398 13 39304 .097 9t. t8
R 60 '94.7 397.26 392 '7 -09' 9' 70
L 70 471.4 t46 66 '45-78 o.98t4 toi.90
R 70 465 4 !45.82 144.94 0.9633 103.80
L 70 467.2 146.78 '45 90 0.9735 102.73
R 70 465 2 145.91 14503 0.9635 103.78
L 90 376.8 146.9' '45.58 0.7834 '27.65
R 90 375.2 '46.01 144 68 0.7752 !28.99
L '00.5 340-7 '46.90 14529 0.7069 !4!.46
R '00.5 339 4 !46oo '4439 0.6999 142 89
L too.5 34' 5 '46.90 '45 29 0.7086 :4' '3
R !oo.5 340.7 '46.00 144-39 0.7025 '42 34

Thé fluidity-temperature curves of the different sub-

stances are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 as taken from Tables IX-

XVIII.

Discussion

Of the compounds studied phenylcyanidehas the high-
est fluidity and aniline the lowestat the higher temperatures.
The slopesof the amino compoundsare similar,Figs. 2 and 3,
but not identical. Thus orthotoluidineand anilinehavenearly
the same fluidity but the curves cross, the fluidity of aniline

increasingfaster as the temperature ia raiseddue, presumably,
to its higher association which breaks down as the temper-
ature is raised. Monoethylanilineand diethylaniline show

the same phenomenon as aniline and orthotoluidine, the

monoethylaniline having the higher temperature coenident

TAmBXVII.–NrfROBENZBNE
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as we should expect, since monoethylaniline would be ex-

pected tô be the more highly associated of the two. The
curve for monomethylanilineis closelyparaUel to monoethy~
anilineas we shouldexpect, and it of coursecrosses the curve

II Orthotoluidine
!VDithylaniline
VMixture~opercentbyweightanitinewith;;opercentdimethylaniline

of diethylaniline. Were~these amino compounds unasso-
ciated we should expect them to have not only the same

slope but we should expect a different placing of the curves
on the diagram,for as we add methylene groups to the homo-

logueswewouldlookfor a constant increase in the temperatufe

~7ï/W

F)f!
1 Phenytcvanide
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requiredto giveany givenSuidity, as, say, too or 200. What

we find, however, is that adding a methylene group to the

benzene ring in aniline at moderate temperature (55°) is

2M!-

Fig.3
)I[A))itine

VJDimethytanttine
VII MonoethytaniUne

VIII Monomethytanitine
tXNitrobenzenc

without effect,since the associationof the aniline is decreased

just sufficientlyto make up for the increasedsize ofthe mole-

cule. But the decrease in the association is comparatively

slight so long as the substitution is in the benzene ring, hence

the low fluidity of orthotoluidine. When the methylene
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group is added to the amino group the effectis much greater,
and the fluidity is increased thereby over 50%in monomethyl-
aniline. A more logical wayof expressing it is to say that
the temperature required to give any fluidity is some 20°
less, but this is an unaccustomed mode of expression. Mono-

ethylaniline inereases the fluidity a little more, but if this
side chain were still further lengthened it is safe to predict
that there would be a decrease in the fluidity. Of course

dimethyl and diethylaniline still further destroy the char-
acter of the highly associated ammonia and, as a result, di-

methylaniline shows the highest fluidity of all the amines.
The association having been largely destroyed already, the
further addition of methylene groups can only cause a de-
crease in the fluidity, and as a matter of fact diethylaniline
and monoethyl aniline have curves which cross each other,
the temperature coefficient of diethylaniline necessarily being
the smaller of the two because diethylaniline is less associ-
ated. Higher homologues of diethylaniline would be ex-

pected to show a still lower fluidity in a regular manner as
the molecularweight increased.

Phenylcyanide has a fluidity-temperature curve which
is closelyparallel to the curve for dimethylaniline, the phenyl-
cyanide having the highest fluidity of any of the substances
studied. This may be due to lack of association or to some
other cause, which would produce a larger "free volume. 1

This cannot be settled by a simple inspection. Nitrobenzene,
on the other hand, has a low fluidity and the lowest temper-
ature coefficientof fluidity. This, however, does not neces-

sarily indicate lack of association because we expect the slope
of the curve to vary from class to class.

According to Batschinski,~ when we plot the fluidity
against the specifie volume, we should get linear eurves for
substances which are unassociated. Of those shown in Fig.
4, phenyl cyanide gives a linear curve except for the two
lowest points. Aniline,orthotoluidine, and diethylaniline give

1Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,36,1393(19:4).
Zeit. phys. Chem., 84, 643 <!9t3).
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curves which deviate from linearity to a greater or less degree.
By extrapolating the fluidity-temperature eurves we have

obtained the temperature corresponding to a fluidity of 200.
Thesevalues are givenitiCotumn 2of Table XVIII. Bingham
and Miss Harrison' have given the values for the atomic

irhenyteyanidc

H0rtt)oto!uidine
tHAnitine
IVDicthyluniline

absolute temperatures corresponding to this fluidity as C =

–95.7, H = 59.2, 0 = 24.2. In an unsaturated compound,
there is compensation for each pair of hydrogen atoms short

of complète saturation to an amount of ii~ which we refer

1Zeit. phys. Chem., 66, 23 ('909).

Am. Chem. Jour., 43, 307 (t~to).
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to as thé value of a double bond, although thé termis objec-
tionaMe. We can now calculate thé value of thé molecule

except for thé nitrogen atom as givenin thé third column of
Table XVIII.

ÏAHLRXV111

THE VALUEOFA NiTROGCNA'fOM

Subst. Obs,Temp. Mo Ca)e.Temp.ofresiduc DM.

Phenylcyanide 375.5 3:2.5 6.0
Orthotoluidine ~.to.o 320.5oS 89. s
Aniline ~.oo.o 297.8 foz.z
Diethylaniline 392.0 3~8.6 3.~
Dimethylaniline 378.5 343.22 35.3
Ëthylanitine 392.0 343.22 ~8.88
Methylaniline 394 o 320.55 73.55
Nitrohenzene 412.0 227.8 !84.2

We have calculated the values on the assumption that
benzene C6Ha required 4 pairs of hydrogen atoms to give

complete saturation. In phenylcyanide it is necessary to
have 2 more pairs.

We find that the difference between the observed tem-

perature and that calculated varies widely, so that it is im-

practicable at this time to securea good value for the constant
for nitrogen. However, assuming diethylaniline to be non-

associated, we may take the value for the nitrogen atom to
be 3.4.and then we can calculate the associationfactors of
the other compounds by dividing the observed temperature
by the calculated. We get the values which are given in
Table IV. Aniline is found to have the highest association
of the amines with orthotoluidine coming next in order. Then
corne in order monomethylaniline and monoethylaniline,
followedby dimethylaniline and diethylaniline. This is as we
would expect from the known properties of liquid ammonia.

Ramsay and Shields,however,have regardedevenanilineasnon-
associated.

The high values for the association of phenylcyanide
and nitrobenzene are the most surprising and particularly in
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Substance Obs. Temp. Catc. Temp. Association
Substance

~,=200 = 200 Factor

C,HtCN 3755 3'5.9 '9
NH.

C~<, /NH: 411 o 32.3 9 '.27

~CH,(o)

CcHtNH: 400.0 30t. t .33

CtHtN(Ci!Hj22 392.0 39~.0 .oo

C6H.N(CH,)s 378.55 346.66 .09

CcHsN~-iHs) 392.0 346.6 .13

C,HtNHCH: 394.0 3~3 9 zz

CtHtNO: 412.0 231.22 .78

the case of the former,one is led to suspect that constitutive

influencesmay be at work which render the value given for

the associationunreliable. The temperature required to give

phenylcyanidea fluidity of 200 is not relatively great and

its molecularweight is not small as compared with the other

compounds studied. The low calculated value arises from

the lowconstant for nitrogen and the fact that carbon has a

constant which is a large negative number. It is possible,

therefore,that in cyanides and nitro compounds the constant

of nitrogenmust be given a special value. Fortunately such

constitutive influenceshave not had to be taken into ac-

count heretoforeexcept in the case of the halogens. A.much

larger amount of experimental materiat is required to sep-
arate completely the effects of association and constitutive

influences.

We have measured the fluidity of one mixture of aniline

with dimethylaniline over the range of temperature from

o° to 100° C, and we find that at mean temperatures the

fluidity lies exactly on the linear fluidity-volume concentra-

tion curve. It appears, therefore, that at low temperatures
there is a vcry feebleunion between the aniline and dimethyl-
aniline. The union is, however, so very unstable that at

higher temperatures it is entirely masked by the dissociation

of the aniline,causedby the presence of the dimethylaniline.

TABMXIX
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Summary

Measurements of the fluidity and densities of various

organiccompounds containing nitrogenindicate that:
i. Anilineis considerablyassociated.
2. Substitution of groups in the benzenering affects the

associationbut slightly.
3. Substitution of groups in the aminogroup reducesthe

associationprogressively.

4. The atomic constant for nitrogenin anilineat a fluidity
of 200 is 3.4, but it remains an open questionwhether it has
the same value in nitriles and nitro compounds.

5. Mixtures of aniline and dimethylaniline fouow the
additive fluidity ruie fairly closely.

Thé authors desire to thank R. B. Karn, M. Marasco,
and W. T. Spry for assistance in the experimentalpart of this

investigation.
ËM<OK,Pa.

Yt~y 10, ip~p
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MUTUAL ACTION OF SOLS

If we mix colloidal solutions of two substances,each of

which adsorbs the other, the mutual adsorption will have

some effect on the adsorption of the peptizing agent. If it

causes a decrease in the adsorption of the peptizing agent,
this means a decreasing stability of the colloidalsolutionand

may lead to precipitation over some range of relativeconcen-

trations. In case this occurs, we shall have colloidalsolutions

of decreased stability when either colloid predominatessuffi-

ciently and precipitation for intermediate relative concen-

trations. The range over which precipitation occurs may
be great or small, depending on the ease with which the pep-

tizing agent is displaced or neutralized. The most familiar

case of such precipitation is when we are dealing with two

colloids having opposite electrical charges. This point was

studied carefully by Biltz' and the general statement is to be

found in ail the text-books on colloidchemistry. The nega-

tively charged colloids studied by Biltz were platinum, gold,

selenium, cadmium sulphide, antimony sulphide, arsenic

sulphide, stannie oxide, molybdenum blue (Mo~O~),tungsten
blue (W~Os)and vanadium pentoxide. The positivecolloids

were the oxides of iron, aluminum, chromium, thorium,

zirconium,and cerium. Precipitation occurs when eachposi-
tive colloid is mixedwith each negative colloidin properpro-

portions. Biltz was interested in determining the concentra-

tions at which the most complete precipitation takes place;
but he was not especially interested in the rather vaguepoints
at whieh precipitation does not take place. While his data

are quite sufficient to show that precipitation is spednc,~
2

they are hardly adequate to show that the range variesmark-

edlywith different substances.

Since a colloid peptized by water may be charged posi-

Ber.deutsch.chem.Ges.,37,tocs(190~).
Bancroft: Jour. Phys. Chem., t$, 363 (t9'3).

BY WILDER D. BANCROPT

__Y1_1 -Ir a~ ~L
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tively or negatively, there is no reasonwhy it should not pre.
cipitate anothercolloid under suitableconditions. We usually
consider the colloids peptized by water solely as protecting
colloids, but this is clearly an inadequate view, as is shown
by the experimental data. Years ago Schulzel pointed out
that small amounts of a gelatine solution were as effective
as litne or alum in causing the rapid sédimentation pf clay
and that addition of minute quantities of gelatine to barium

sulphate simplifiedthe question of filtration and washingvery
mttch. He, of course, gave no adequate explanation of the

phenomenonand the real explanationwas given by Billitzer,
who called attention to thé fact that while gelatine, agar-
agar, etc., ordinarily check the precipitation of colloidalsolu-
tions by electrolytes, small amounts of these same substances
may have a precipitating action. This can be detected even
when the gelatine produces no precipitation itself. Billitzer
cites the experiments of Neisser and Friedemann in which
it was found that a mastic emulsion containing a trace of
gelatine was precipitated more readily by sodium chloride
than whenno gelatine is present. Billitzerfinds that gelatine
precipitates such negative colloids as antimony sulphide and
arsenic sulphidein acid or neutral solution,but does not pre-
cipitate positivelycharged sols such as hydrous ferrie oxide.
Gelatine in ammoniacal solution precipitates hydrous ferrie
oxide, though no precipitation occurs if ammonia is added to
a mixture of gelatine and ferric oxide. Bismarck brown,
which is a positive colloid,.is precipitated by an alkaline gela-
tine solution while eosine is precipitated by an acidifiedgela-
tine solution.

Graham" points out that "soluble silicic acid forms a
peculiar class of compound~, which like itself are colloidal,
and differentirely from the ordinary silicates. The new com-

pounds are interesting from their analogy to organie sub-
stances, and from appearing to contain an acid of greatly

Pogg.Ann..129,369(t866).
Zeit. phys. Chem., 51, t~s ([<)03).

3 Jour. Chem. Soc., ts, 246 (t862).
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t 11
higher atomic weight than ordinary silicicacid. Like gallo-
tannic acid, gummic acid, and the other organic colloidal

acids, silicic acid combines with gelatine, the last substance

appearing to possess basic properties. Silicate of gelatine
fatls as a Saky, white and opaque substance, when the solu-
tion of silicic acid is added gradually to a solutionof gélatine
in excess. The precipitate is insoluble in water and is not

decomposed by washing. Silicate of gelatine, prepared in
the manner described, contains 100 silicie acid to about 92
gelatine. This is a greater proportion of gelatine than in
the gallo-tannate of gelatine and requires for soluble silicic
acid a higher equivalent than that of gallo'tannic acid. In
the humid state the gelatineof this compounddoesnot putrefy.
When a solution of gelatine was poured into silicicacid in

excess, the co-silicate of gelatine formed gave, upon analysis,
100 silicic acid with 56 gelatine, or little more than hait the

gelatine stated above as found in the compoundprepared by
reversing the mode of mixing the solutions. The gallo-
tannate of gelatine is known to offer the same variability in

composition. Thé gelatine used in the preceding experi-
ments was isinglass, purified by solution in hydrochloricacid
and subséquent dialysis. When the acid escapesby diffusion,
a jelly is formed in thé dialyzer. This jelly is fromthe earthy
matter, amounting to about 0.4 percent in isinglass,and is
not liable to putrefaction. Co-cilicic acid also precipitates
both albuminic acid and pure caseine."

Lumière and Seyewetz' have studied the action of salts
of chromium upon gelatine because of its importancefor the

theory of chrome tanning. If a suitable amount of chrome
alum is added to a gelatine sol or if sheets of gelatine are
soaked long enough in a chrome alum solution, the gelatine
becomes insoluble even in boiling water and doesnot putrefy
on standing as the original gelatine would have done. They
found first that gelatine could be rendered insolubleby treat-
ment with almost any salt of the formula Cr~Xs,sulphate,
sulphite, nitrate, ehloride, fluoride, acetate, formate, citrate,

Btdt.soc.chim.Paris,(3)29,[077(t'jf~).
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or lactate. Since it had beenshownby Namias that the power
of chrome alum to make gelatine insoluble was increased by
addition of alkali up to the point where precipitation of

hydrous chromic oxideoccurred, experiments were made with
the green basic chromic sulphate of Recoura. Gelatine
treated with a solution of this salt resisted repeated washing
with boiling water better than gelatinewhich had been treated
with a solution which was not basic. On the other hand,
gelatine is not made insoluble by treatment with a so-called
solution of chromic oxide in potassium hydroxide; but this is

probably due to the excessof alkali. If the proper amount
of ammonia is added to gelatineand then a chrome alum solu-
tion, the gelatine becomes insolublein boiling water; but this
is not the case if ammonia is present in excess.

Experiments on the amount of chrome alum necessary
to make gelatine insoluble in boiling water showed that two

grams of chrome alum per hundred grams of gelatine is the
minimum amount. This ratio is independent of the concen-
tration of the gelatine solution taken; but with gelatine con-
centrations of less than five percent the time necessaryto make
the gelatine insoluble increases with increasing dilution and

may reach fifty hours with a 2.5 percent gelatine. The maxi-
mum amount of chrome alum whichcan be fixed by gelatine
is 21 grams chrome alum per hundred grams of gelatine.
When more chrome alum is taken chromium can be washed
out of the solidified mass by boiling water. lumière and

Seyewetz formulate their results by saying that "to saturate
one hundred grams of gelatine with chromium takes about
ten times as much chrome alum as the minimum amount

necessary to make the same weight of gelatine insoluble."
While there is no seriousobjectionto speaking about saturat-

ing the gelatine, they were really measuring the range of rela-
tive concentrations over which completeprecipitation occurs.

Experiments with chromicsulphate, chloride, nitrate, and
acetate showed that approximately the same quantity of
chromic oxide was necessary to make the gelatine insoluble

irrespective of the nature of the acid. Since this impliesthat
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only the chromic oxide counts, experiments were made to
see what became of the acid radical. Sheets of gelatine
were immersed in a known chromie sulphate solution and the
solution analyzed afterwards. The ratio of chromium to

sulphate in the solution was practically thé same before and
after treatment with gelatine whieh meant apparently that
the chromic sulphate was taken up as a whole. It could not be
the chromic sulphate as such which made thé gelatine insolu-
ble because the same result could be obtained when chrome
alum was added to an ammoniacal gelatine. When the gela-
tine containing chromic sulphate is washed repeatedly with
boiling water, acid is extracted very slowly, but after some

washings the gelatine swells and a little is carried off in the
wash water, leaving the residue relatively richer in chromium,
the chromic oxide content running up to 5.4-5.6 grams per
hundred grams of gelatine. If the gelatine is treated with
dilute alkali, it is possible to removethe acid without causing
any swellingor any solution of the gelatine. When the gela-
tine is treated in this way the maximum amount of chromium
found in the gelatine is 3.3-3.5 grams Cr:0~ per hundred
grams of oxide.

Thé explanation seemsto be that the chromicoxidemakes
the gelatine insoluble and that the acid is adsorbed strongly
by the chromic oxide, the gelatine, or both. When the acid
is washed out at high temperatures, it causes a swelling of
the gelatine. In fact, an insoluble gelatine, which has been
freed from acid, swells rapidly and finally dissolves if boiled
with water containing small amounts of acid or alkali. If
the acid is adsorbed by the chromic oxide in the gelatine, it
would be interesting to know whether there is a time factor
and whether after standing for a month it would be easier to
wash out the acid.

Coming back to the general problem, if the ratio of gela-
tine to the other colloid is increased sufficiently, we shall

pass through the precipitation range into the range where the
colloidal solution is stabilized by gelatine and then. behaves
more like a water-soluble colloid. Colloidal gold and col-
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loidal silver solutions, when stabilized by gelatine, can be

evaporated and redissolvedbecause the gelatine prevents
the irreversibleagglomeration. When less gélatineis used, it

may retard, though not prevent, the change of red colloidal

gold to blue. Zsigmondy'definesas the gold number the
number ofmilligramsofaprotectingcolloidwhichjust prevents
the color change in a io percent red gold solution, contain-

ing 0.0053-0.0058 percent gold, when one cubic centimeter
of a 10 percent sodiumchloridesolution is added. Of course
a strongly adsorbed non-electrolyte,such as sugar, will act

similarly to gelatine;but, in most cases, the adsorption is so
much less that these substances are only int~resting theo-

retically as stabilizers.
t\

Ëven though the gelatineor similar substance may not
be present in sufficientamount to prevent precipitation, its

presence may make itself known by cutting down the ag-

glomeration of the colloidal precipitate. When caseine is

preeipitated from cow'smilk by acid, it comesdown in rela-

tively coarse lumps which is one reason why cow's milk is

bad for infants. By addinggelatine2to the milk, the growth
of the curdyprecipitate ean be prevented. In human milk
a protecting colloidis present and consequently coarse curds
are not formed. Thispropertyof gelatine and other strongly
adsorbed substances of keeping down the size of precipi-
tates is made use of in the préparation Qf many colloidal

solutions. By varying,the amount of gelatine one can vary
the fineness of the precipitate. The addition of gelatine to

ice cream prevents the formation of coarse crystals. In

electrolytic refiningof metals and in electroplating, addition

agents are used to make the deposited metal less coarsely

crystaUine. An addition agent must not be carried away
from the cathode by the current and must be adsorbed by
the precipitating métal. Gelatine is used in lead refining
and has a great effect in an acidifiedcopper sulphate solu-

tion. Many of the essentialqi!s have proved satisfactory.

Zeit.ana).Chem.,40,697(t90i).
Atexander: Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., t8, 280 (tçot)).
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Glucose can also be used in some cases,not because it is a

colloid, but because it is adsorbed strongly by the preeipi-
tating metal.

In the case of two colloidseach peptized by water, the
mutual adsorption may eut down the adsorption of water

sufficiently to cause precipitation. This seemsto be the most

plausible explanation for the behaviorof gelatine and tannin.
Thé only difficulty is that the adsorptionismore markedwhen
thé gelatine is positive and the tannin negative, which is
more what one would expectif the two werecolloidspeptized
by ions. There seem to be at least two possible ways out
of this difficulty, It may be that gelatine is not really pep-
tized by water and that we are dealing with a case of ion

peptization where the range of instability is very small.
Thé other possibility is that we get a different adsorption
when the colloids are chargedoppositelyand that the result-

ing complexis less readily peptized by water under those

conditions. This is not an impossibility. Earlier in this

paper it was shown that ammoniacalgélatine precipitates
colloidal fethc oxide, whereasthere is no' precipitation if the

gelatine and ferrie oxide sols are mixed before the ammonia

is added. There seems to be no way at present to decide

this question.
Tannin and'basic dyes give a precipitate, but the range

over which this occurs is very limited and in'order to make

use of this property in dyeing,it is customaryto fix the tannin

with a salt of antimony. Of course,in so far as the water

peptization is eut down the mixturewill tend more and'more

to behave like a colloidpeptizedby ions.

Tiebackxl finds that when a hait percent gelatine solu-

tion is mixed with a four percent gum 'arabic solution, the

mixture is precipitated readilyby acids. If the acid iswashed

out, the eoagulum can readily be dispersed in water. Tie-

backx points out that the propertiesof a gelatine and gum
arabic mixture are almost those of a globulinor of caseine.

"Caseine is peptized by dilutealkaliesand somewhatstronger

Zeit. KoUoidehentic,8, to8,~38(t9n).
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acids, the precipitation range lying between these two limits.

Sulphuric acid is also adsorbed by caseinesomewhat more

strongly than hydrochlorie acid. With globulin and caseine
the acidsarealsodisplacedby salts as can be shownby methyl
orange. The displacement of acid also involves a peptiza-
tion for van Dam' has shown that presence of five percent
sodium chloride increases the amount of caseine peptized
by a givenconcentration of acid."

Il

Apparently gelatine and agar-agar are two practically
non-miscibleliquids for Beijerinck2reports that it is impossi-
ble to mixa hot te.n percent gelatine solution with a hot two

percent agar solution, one of the liquids being emulsifiedin
the other when the two are shaken together. The phenom-
enon is even more marked when ten percent soluble starch is
shakenwith ten percent gelatine.

Biltz3obtained no precipitation upon mixing any two
of his positivelycharged sols and no precipitation on mixing
any two of the negatively charged sols except when gold or
seleniumwas mixed with the sulphides and there chemical
action probably took place. Biltz concluded that sols of
like chargehad no effectupon each other; but this doesnot
followbecauseadsorption of one colloidby the other would
not neutralize the electrical charge and therefore wouldnot
cause precipitation. In certain cases we know that there is

adsorption. In alkaline solutions peptized chromic oxide
holds up ferrieoxide if the latter is not present in too large
amounts~and is carried down completely by it if the ferrie
oxide is present in excess. Other cases of the same type
could be cited. The fact that gelatine protects ferrie oxide
whenaddedbeforethe ammoniashowsthat it must have been
adsorbed by the ferric oxide. Bechhold~has shownthat an
ultra-filter whichwill stop Prussian blue and will let arsenic

"VanBemmelenGedenJcboek,"10~(t9to).
Zeit.Kolloidchemie,y,16(f~to).
Ber.deutsch.chem.Ges.,37,tog~(t~o~).

'NorthcoteandChurch:Jour.Chem.Soc.,6,54('854);Naeef:Jour.
Phys.Chem.,t~,3. (t9t5).

Zeit. phys. Chem., 60, 299 (1907).
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holds back the ars~mf <:t<tr<h<~owh~n t~!v~~sulphide pass, holds back the arsenic sulphide when mixed
with Prussian blue. Although both are negatively charged
sols,it seems evident that there is a mutual adsorption. On
the other hand, Bechhold found that hemoglobin can be

separated from Prussian blue by filtration through a suitable
ultra-filter, the hemoglobin going through the filter. Iti
this case there is no appreciableadsorption.

The general results of this paper are as follows:
i. When positively charged gelatine is mixed with

a negatively charged sol or negatively charged gelatine with
a positively charged sol, there may be precipitation over a
range of relative concentrations.

2. When two water-peptizedsols are mixed, the mutual
adsorptionmaydecrease the adsorptionof water to such an ex-
tent that precipitation occurs.

3. There may be, and often is, mutual adsorption when
two sols having the same electricalcharge are mixed.

<)..The mutual adsorption of positively charged ferrie
oxideand positivelychargedgelatine givesa different product
fromthe mutual adsorptionof positivelycharged ferrie oxide
and positively eharged gelatine. This probably has a bear-
ingon the mutual adsorptionof gelatine and tannin.

Co~t~MUniversity



BY HARRY B. WBISER AND BDMUND B. MIDDLETON

Adsorption by Hydrous Ferrto Oxtde

Since the precipitation of a colloidal solution by the ad-

dition to it of electrolytes is accomplished by the neutral-

ization of the charges on the colloidalparticles by the adsorp-
tion of ions of opposite charge, it would seem possible to de-

duce the order of adsorption of ions from the critical concen-

trations of electr~lytes necessary to produce coagulation. In

a recent communication on the adsorption of anions by pre-

cipitated barium sulphate it was shown, however, that the

order determined from coagulation data was not the same as

the order determined by direct analysis of the precipitatéd
sait. Thus Kato~ found that approximately equivalent
concentrations of chloride, bromide, iodide, chlorate and ni-

trate werenecessary td effect precipitation of colloidalbarium

sulphate, whieh would indicate that these ions tend to be ad-

sorbed to the same degree. By direct analysis of the pre-

cipitate obtained by mixing solutions of sodium sulphate
with a definite excess of the barium salt of the respective

anions, the following order of adsorption was obtained:

nitrate > chlorate > chloride > bromide > iodide.

Moreover,there was a wide variation in the amounts of the

different ions carried down. The results obtained by Kato

are in exact accord with what one would expect if Schuize'ss

law held, namely, that the power of an active ion to precipi-
tate colloidal solutions is a function of its valence or of the

number of electrical charges which it carries. Thé results

obtained by direct analysis indicate that there is a specifie
factor in addition to the valence factor which causes barium

sulphate to adsorb ions of the same valence to widely different

degrees. The results obtained by direct analysis are not

Weiser and Sherrick: Jour. Phys. Chem., <3, 20~ (t9'9).

Mem. Coll. Sei. Eng. Kyoto Imp. Univ., a, tS? (t~o~-to).
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~f rt~<~faMn ~~ttt tti~c<~ ~«nf)~ fffMTi ~rm<m1attftti
strictly comparable with those deduced from coagulation

data since the salt analyzed was not precipitated from a col-

loidal solution as such. It would seem, however, that the

manner of precipitation wouldaffectonly the absoluteamounts

adsorbed and not the order. Colloidal barium sulphate is

positively charged as a rule. Precipitation takes place when

an anion is adsorbed in sufficient amount to neutralize the

positive charge, thereby allowing the finely divided colloidal

particles to agglomerate into masses sufficiently large to set-

tie. If the charge on the anion is the only factor that deter-

mines the amount adsorbed, coagulation should take place

in the presence of equivalent amounts of the various ions

and equivalent quantities should be carried down in the pre-

cipitate. On the other hand, if barium sulphate shows a

specificor selectivetendency to adsorb certain ions more than

others of the same charge, this tendency must be independent

of the charge so that ions of the same valence may be carried

down in widelyvaryingamounts. Sincethis selectivetendency

will manifest itself during the process of agglomeration and

precipitation, one would expect to find the same relative

amounts of ions carried down by precipitated barium sulphate

whether this precipitation took place from true or colloidal

solution. This would seem to be the case particularly with

univalent ions which precipitate only in the presence of a

relatively large excess. In the previous paper it was pointed

out that the method of getting critical coagulation concentra-

tions is open to certain errors and that these were magnified

in the case of colloidal barium sulphate. However, this

source of error seemsinadéquate to account for the apparent

absence of a spécifie factor in the above-cited data from

Kato's coagulation experiments with colloidal barium sul-

phate, whereas this factor is distinctly marked as shownby

direct analysis of the precipitated salt.

Some quantitative data obtained by Whitney and Ober'

are frequently referred to2 as proof that equivalent concen-

1Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,23,8~ (tçoi).
Taytor:"ChemistryofColloids,"104(<9t~);Zstgmondy-SpeM:"Chcm-

istryofColloids,"5( ('9t7);Phitip:"PhysicatChemistry,"2o6(t9'3).
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4_a: ..c ..n .4..a: _· ..1- f.trations of all precipitating ions are carrieddown by a precipi-
tated colloid. From a quantitative determination of thé
amounts of certain ions carried downby colloidalAs~Sa,these

investigators conclude that the amount of an ion carried
down by a precipitated colloidis independentboth of the con-
centration of the colloid and the electrolyte;and that equiva-
lent amounts of different ions are carried down by the same

weight of precipitate. In their experiments100ce or 200 cc

portions of the colloidal solutions were precipitated with
solutions of the chlorides of calcium, strontium, barium and

potassium. In each case, the amount of metal in the solu-
tion before and after the precipitationwas determined gravi-
metrically, the differencerepresentingthe amount adsorbed.
Table 1 wasconstructed fromtheir results.

TABLE1

Satt Cottoid EtectrotyteMetatadded Meta)adsorbedby na ce ce g tooceofcoUoid

ObsetvedCatcutated

CaC!: 100' 25 0.0724 0.0020
0.0022CaC!. 200 25 0.0724 0.0019

SrG!~ 200 25 0.1071 0.0036
SrC!, 200 25 0.1071 0.0041 °~9 2:%

BaC!a 200 .)o o.t675 0.0076 0BaCtt 200 30 o.!675 0.0076 0.0076 –

KC! ioo – 2.oo 0.0032
0.0043KCt 200 500 o.oo36 ~°°~

We should expect to get equivalent quantities adsorbed
in the presence of an excessof the precipitant only in case
arsenic trisulphide shows no selective tendency to adsorb
one ion more than another. The results above tabulated
do not show the absence of this factor. Whitney and Ober
assumed that the determination of barium ion was probably
the most accurate and used the amount of this ion adsorbed
as a basis of comparison. In the next to the last column of
the table are given the amounts of the various ions equiva-

1Dilutedwithtoocewater.
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lent to 0.0076 gram of barium; and in the last column the

percentage differencesbetween the observed and calculated

values. There is a variation of more than 20 percent in cer-

tain cases. Furthermore the amounts adsorbed are less than

they should be on the assumption that the calculatedvalues

are correct. This may be explainedby assuming that arsenic

trisulphide shows a stronger tendency to adsorb barium ion

than the other ions and hence carries down relatively
more of it. Because of the small adsorption, it was difficult

to determine the amount adsorbed. Thus in the case of

potassium, only about one six-hundredth of the amount

added was carried down. However, the variation from strict

equivalencecannot be attributed to experimental errors since

the correctionmight show greater rather than smaller varia-

tion. Whitney and Ober did not carry out the precipitation
in equivalent concentrations of electrolyte because the pre-

cipitation value for the potassium salt is much greater than

that for salts of the divalent metals; and also because they
concludedthat the concentration of electrolyte had no effect

on the amount adsorbed. It may not be possible to detect

the effect of smalt variations in thé concentration particu-

larly when the concentrations are all large relative to the

amount adsorbed;but the concentration of potassiumionused

was approximately one hundred times as great as that of the

other ions. It wouldbe interestingto know howmuch barium

ion, say, would be adsorbed from a solution one hundred

times as concentrated as that actually employed.
On the basis of Whitney and Ober's experimentsand

similardata on the adsorptionof aniline ion and new magenta

cation, Freundiich' makes the assumption that in the coagula-
tion of a colloid,equivalent amounts of precipitating ions are

carried down by the same weight of colloid. A logical de-

duction follows, namely, that the most readily adsorbed ion

precipitates in the lowest concentration and Mecversa. In

order to account for the marked influence of the valence of

inorganic cations, say, on the precipitation of a negative

'FreundHch:Zeit.Kolloidchemie,i, 321(1907).
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~lt.t t,o fmrti~.ornoC'ft.u~~fh.,f i..W:o ~f r1H;n.+ molr~ocolloid, he further assumes that cationsof different valence

are equally adsorbed from equimolar solutions which

would explain the well-known fact that the precipitation
values (which correspond in the first instance to equivalent

amounts) are very different. To test his theory, Freundiich'1

extended the work of Whitney and Oberby an investigation
of the relationshipbetween the precipitationvaluesof various

ions for colloidalarsenic trisulphideand the adsorption of the

ions hy precipitated arsonictrisulphide. The criticalcoagula-
tion concentrations of a number of saltswere first determined

for a colloid containing i. 857grams per liter. This was fol-

lowed by direct determination of the amounts of several

ions adsorbed by arsenic trisulphide. The followinggeneral

procedure was used in finding the adsorption values: A

colloidal solution was prepared and precipitated with hydro-
chloric acid. The precipitate obtained was thoroughly

washed, dried at 50" to 60°, and ground in a mortar. A

weighed amount of this powder was next shaken with a solu-

tion containing a given cation and the adsorption calculated

from the concentration of the solutionbefore and after shak-

ing.

Although the above-mentioned method of determining

adsorption from solution is quite generallyemployed, Leigh-
ton" has shown that the results are correct only in case no

liquid is taken up by the adsorbent. If the solid adsorbed

the solute and solvent in the same ratio in which they oc-

curred in the solution there would be no change in concentra-

tion and the apparent adsorption wouldbe zero.

The first point tested by Freundlichwas whether organic
cations with the largest precipitation values were adsorbed

the least and vice versa. The adsorption of the following
salts with organiccationswas studied:anilinechloride,p-chlor-
aniline chloride,morphinechloride,strychninenitrate and new

magenta. Since the degree of adsorptionwas comparatively
small and the methods of analysis not all that could be de-

Zeit.phys.Chem.,73,385(f9<<)).
Jour. Phys. Chem., 20, 32, r88 (t9[6);cf. Weiser and Sherrick: Loc. cit.
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sired, and since the sulphide was not obtained absolutely

pure, no high degree of accuracy was claimedfor the results.

By comparing the adsorption isothermsfor the different salts

with the coagulation data first obtained, considerablevaria-

tion was noted. Thus, strychnine nitrate showed a high

precipitation value and a high degree of adsorption. Also

the precipitation concentration for aniline chloride was 2.5g
times as great as for p-chloraniline chlorideand yet the ad-

sorption isotherms almost coincided throughout. A doser

investigationof the coagulationwith strychninenitrate showed

that there were two critical coagulationconcentrations: one

low and another relatively high. "In short, in the case of

strychnine nitrate, one is confrontedwith a seriesof so-called

abnormal values such as is recognizedfor saltsof heavymetals

and dyes. It results in the case of a negative colloid,when

precipitation is accomplished with a salt derived from a

difficultlysolublebase. This, when addedin excess,can sur-

round the colloidal particles and produce a positive colloid

which is precipitated again by the anion only at higher con-

centration. The lower precipitation value corresponds to

arsenic trisulphide colloids,and the higher to a positive col-

loid of the base concerned." In viewof this sourceoferror,

the precipitation values of all the organic ions were rede-

termined. A comparison of the revised precipitation values

with the adsorption isotherms shows a doser agreement.

However, aniline chloride again shows a precipitation value

more than twice that of p-chloranilinechloride and yet the

adsorption isotherms practically coincide,as above mentioned.

On thé other hand, strychnine nitrate, morphine chloride

and new magenta precipitate in almost the same concentra-

tions, 0.39, 0.36 and 0.30 millimol per liter, respectively,
and yet the isotherms are quite widely separated compared
to those of the anilinechlorideswhichhavemarkedly different

precipitation values. Furthermore, strychnine nitrate pre-

cipitates at a higher concentration than morphine chloride

and is apparently more strongly adsorbed. However, the

isotherm for morphine ehloride was drawn from data calcu
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lated from a different sample of arsenic trisulphide than that
used in the other cases. In the light of these variations, it
would seem, therefore, that even the revised data scarcely
warrant the conclusionthat the "parallelism is satisfactory
throughout."

The second point consideredwas whether metal cations
were equally strongly adsorbed from equimolar solutions.
This was tested by determining the adsorption of ammonium,
uranyl, aluminum and ceric ions. The determinations were
carried out in the same manner as above described, but they
were rendered particularly difficult on account of the very
slight adsorption. Colorimetricmethods were used through-
out. The methods for cerium and uranium were most satis-

factory, but a "half quantitative method" was used for alu-
minum and the Nesslermethod for ammonia was inaccurate
on account of the reactionbetween the mercury of the reagent
and the hydrogen sulphide and arsenic trioxide in the solu-
tion. "The curves for UO: and Ce" coincide within
the limits of experimental error. The point for aluminum
is quite close. The curve for ammonium is distinctly lower

but, as before mentioned,such errors are introduced that the
adsorbed amounts are probably too small." On the basis
of these data, Freundiich concludes that for the light metal
cations, equimolar amounts are adsorbed from equimolar
solutions. As a matter of fact, the adsorption value is so
small, 0.0001 too.ooo2 mole per gram, that it is question-
able whether the data can be regarded as sufficientlyaccurate
to justify the conclusion;particularly, since the actual values
show almost twice as much adsorption from cerium nitrate
solutions as from ammonium chloride solutions of the same
concentration.

Freundiich next precipitated colloidal arsenic trisulphide
with solutions of uranyl nitrate and ceric nitrate of known
concentrations and analyzed the supematant liquid colori-

metrically for uranyl and ceric ions, respectively. From
these data, he found that 0.088 milliequivalent of uranyl
ion and 0.069 milliequivalent of ceric ion were adsorbed
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per gram of arsenic sulphide. The molar concentration of

uranyl nitrate at the start was nine times that of the ceric

nitrate which is the approximate orderof precipitation values.

It will be noted also that thé amount adsorbed in milliequiva-
lents is about thirty percent more for uranyl ion than for

ceric ion. Nevertheless, he concludesthat equivalent (not

equimolar) amounts of cations are carried down in the pre-

cipitation of colloids.

In order to test this last conclusionmorefully, Freundlich

and Schucht' determined the precipitationvalue for colloidal

mercuric sulphide and the amount of adsorption by the pre-

cipitate in the regionof the precipitationconcentration. Thé

adsorption was determined for the metallic cations NH4,

Ag', Ba' Cu' and Ce' and for the dye cations new

magenta, brilliant green, auramine, and methylene blue. The

method of determining the adsorptionvalues was as follows:

"The experiments were carried out with a definite volume of

the colloid (usually about 50 ce) to which was added, as a

ruie, five cubic centimeters of electrolyte containing the

cation whose adsorption it was desired to measure. The

mixture was allowed to stand fifteen minutes, the particles
centrifuged out, and the clear solution poured off and ana-

lyzed. This gave the equilibrium concentration. Since the

concentration at the outset and the content of colloid was

known, the amount adsorbed per gram of mercuric sulphide
could be found. The concentration of the electrolyte must

be in the neighborhood of the precipitation value. It could

be somewhat smaller as the flocks will still centrifuge out

well, but not if the concentrations are very much smaller.

In general, it must not be too large, otherwisewith a number

of cations one gets into a zone of non-precipitation,or if this

is not the case, the change in concentrationdue to adsorption

may be too slight.

"The analysis of the end concentration offers consider-

able difficulty and a number of specialmethods had to be

Zeit.phys.Chem.,85,64:(<9t3).
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used since one is dealing with regions of exceedingly small
concentrations, as shown in Table II."

Thé abovemethod of procedure is open to the saine ob-
jection referred to in the determination of adsorption by
arsenic trisulphide, namely, that it assumes that the precipi-
tate adsorbs none of the solvent. The results follow:

"We first compared the amounts adsorbed in milliequiv-
alents obtained at the precipitation value. The majority
of these have been found directly. With the dyes the results
are obtained from the precipitation value since the concen-
tration after adsorption is practically zéro. It is only neces-
sary to determine how many milliequivalents there are in
55 ce and how many grams of mercuric sulphide there are in
5o ce of the colloid; and divide the one by the other. In
order to facilitate this calculation the content of the colloid
in grams per liter is given in parenthesis after the precipita-
tion value. Also with copper nitrate, the concentration
after adsorption may be regarded as practically zero when one
observesfrom Table VIII that with a concentration somewhat
larger than the precipitation value, only a small percentage
remains in solution."

The results are reproduced in Table II.

TABLEII

Adsorptionat pre-
p.ecioitatinn ConcentrationofCation Ctp~t~v~ue. '°" colloid.

Milliequivalent VmLlue
Gramsper literMtthequtvatent Gramsper titer

~< 0.050 10.20 13.7~.
Ag 0.020 o.28 u.~New Magenta 0.008 0.097 f3.7~
Bn!!tantGreen 0.004 0.048 8.38
Auramine 0.011 0.09~ 'o.og
Methylene Blue 0.007 0.097 ~96
Ba °°~ ° 5'~ 8~26
Cu Cu(NOa)2 0.030 o.~o 8.26
Cu CuS04 0.022 0.26o 14-43Ce 0.012 0.082 ro.45

From the secondcolumn of the table it will be noted that
the adsorption as determined varies continuously aU the
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way from o.oo<).to 0.05o milliequivalent per gram. It
would seem that the data disprove rather than prove the as-

sumption that. equivalent amounts are adsorbed at the pre-

cipitation concentration. Freundlich recognizes the lack of

uniformity in the results, but attributes thé variation to the

minute amounts adsorbed and to the difficulties and errors

incident to the detenninations. Although there are un-

fortunate difficulties in this particular case, one cannot pre-
dict with any degree of certainty whether the same experi-
mental method would show greater or lesser variation with

greater adsorption and more quantitative determinations.

To quote from Freundiich: "The differences in the second

column in the table appear large at the first moment. The

absolute differences are, however, not greater than with the

arsenic trisulphide colloid, only in the latter case the precipi-
tation values and the adsorbed amounts are much greater
and the relative differencesare therefore smaller. Also, the

values that are the farthest off (NH4 and Ba) are not easy
to determine and are therefore not very certain. Above all,
should be considered how difficult are the determinations

and how small the amounts. With this understanding the
results speak rather for than against equivalence. They in-

dicate with assurance that the great differences in the pre-

cipitation values are perhaps not due to great differences in

the amount adsorbed but much more to great differencesin
the adsorbability."

"The following particular points may be emphasized:
new magenta and methylene blue have the same precipita-
tion value and their adsorption isotherms almost coincide.
From Figure 4 may be seen that barium ion is much less ad-

sorbed than copper ion, at least in the region of the small ad-

sorption values which are necessary for the precipitation of

mercury sulphide colloids. The barium ion curve is much

steeper than the copper ion curve, therefore the precipita-
tion value of the first is considerablygreater than that of the
latter. The fact that the curves for copper nitrate and copper

sulphate do not coincide need not be attributed to experi-
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mental errors. The adsorption of the cation is unquestion-
ably influencedby the nature of the anion as shown by the
investigations of Michaelis and I~achs' and by Freundichand v Eussafon. Apparently the salt ;s first adsorbed asa wholeand then there is an interchange between the more
readily adsorbed ion and the ion already on the colloid. At
any rate, what we know is that sulphates are less stronglyadsorbed than nitrate, chloride, bromide, etc. This accounts
for the greater precipitation value of CuSO<compared with
~UH\u.~j!.

As Freundiichpoints out, the precipitation values of new
magenta and methylene blue are identical and the adsorptionvalue of the cations are almost the same. It is interestingto note, however, that the precipitation value of auramineis but three percent Lwer than that of new magenta, but the
adsorption value is thirty-seven percent higher. Moreover,the precipitation value of brilliant green is only one-halfthat of newmagenta and the adsorption value at this concen-
tration is in reality but half as much instead of being thesame or larger in accord with Freundlich's conclusions from
experimentson the adsorption of organic cations by arsenic
trisulphide. There is no doubt that the anion has an effectas aboveexplained;but it does not seem likely that this effectalone would account for the precipitation value for CuSO<
being 75 percent higher than that for Cu(NO.),; particularlyin view of the fact that Freundlich found thallium nitrate
and thalliumsulphate precipitated colloidalmercuric sulphidein almost the same concentration. The conclusions finallyreached show the need of more quantitative data. "These
investigations confirm the theory d.vetoped coneemingtherelation between adsorption and coagulation. Hven thoughearlier investigations with arsenic trisulphide show more
strikingly the equivalence of the amounts adsorbed and the
relationship between the precipitation value and adsorba-
bility or valence,because the observed effects were larger and

Zeit.H)e)ctfochemie,t7, 1. 917(ign).
Zeit.phys.Chem.,fj), ~to(tçiz).
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easier to measure, the results with mercuric sulphide colloid
have the advantage that conclusionsfrom analogy and ex-

trapolation are unnecessary. The adsorption experiments
with arsenic trisutphidepowderwerecarried out at a concen-
tration quite different from the critical coagulation concen-
tration of colloidal arsenic trisulphide while with the mer-

cury sulphide colloid,the adsorption was measured directly
by the particles of the colloiditself in the region of the pre-
cipitation concentrations and the expected relationship con-
firmed. The necessity of working at very low concentra-
tions and with a limited amount of adsorbent introduced very
appreciable difficultiesin addition to the instability of the
colloid itself which makes it apparent that the numerical
relationsare in part only hait quantitative."

From the abovesurvey of the important available quan-
titative data on the relationship between precipitation of
colloids and adsorption by the precipitates, it would scem
that an important point mentionedat the beginning of this

paper had not been taken into account. Since the first step
in the precipitation of a colloidby an clectrolyte is the neu-

tralization of the chargeby adsorption of an ion of opposite
charge, it followsthat two adsorbingmedia are concerned in
the process: thé electricallycharged particles and the elec-

trically neutral particles. Accordingly, the total amount
of a given ion carrieddownby a precipitated colloid is deter-
mined by (i) the adsorption of the charged particles during
the process of neutralization, and (2) the adsorption by the

electricallyneutral particles during the process of agglomera-
tion and settling. Since neutralization is accomplished
whenequivalent amountsof ions are adsorbed, it might seem
to followthat one would find equivalent amounts of ions in
the precipitate after the neutralization. This would be true
if the electrostatic attraction of the charged particles for ions
of oppositecharge was the determiningfactor or if the parti-
clestended to adsorb a11ions of the same valence to the same

degree. As a matter of fact, such is not the case. There
is a tendency to attribute the differencesin the precipitating
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value of salts with cations, say, of the same valenceto differ-
ences in the degree of ionization~to differencesin the mobility
of the ions,2to different stabilizingeffectsof differentanions,
and to errors in determining the critical coagulation concen-
tration. While all these things must have an effect, the im-

portance of which will be consideredlater on, there are many
unmistakableexamplesof ions of the same valence havingan

abnormally high or abnormally low precipitating power
that can be due only to marked variation in the adsorption
tendency.

Since the electrically charged particles show a selective

tendency to adsorb certain ions more than others even of
the same valence, it is evident that this tendency is inde-

pendent of the charge and one should expect the neutralized

particlesto show selectiveadsorption. Accordingly,although
equivalent amounts must be adsorbed to effect neutraliza-
tion, the amounts actually carried down in a given casewill
be the sumof (i) the amount necessaryto neutralizethe charge
on the colloidand (2) the amount adsorbed from the solution

during the process of agglomeration and settling. The first
amount is necessarily constant for ions of the same valence;
the secondwillvary with the nature of the adsorbingmedium,
the nature of the adsorbed ion, and the concentration. If
the amount of adsorption of a series of ions is determined
at the precipitation concentration as Freundlich did, it is
evident that the agglomeration and precipitation will take

place in varying concentrations of solution. With certain

electrolytesa considerableexcessis necessary to effectprecipi-
tation while with others, notably the dyes, the precipitation
concentration may be so low that all the added electrolyte
may be removed from solution. In the first case the ad-

sorption may attain approximately to the saturation value
for the given ion; while,in the latter case, this value wouldnot
be reached. Comparisons of the amounts adsorbed at the

Hardy:Zeit.phys.Chctn.,33,385(tçoo).
~PreundHch: Ibid., 44, t~ (~03); Pappadà: Caxz. chim. ital., 42, I,

363 (t9!2).
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m fnnnpntfatinna tnxBt tifffaaafitv ehniv snmf ~af<a-precipitationconcentrationsmust necessarily showsomevaria-

tion unless the precipitation concentrations are identical.

The variations from equivalence in the adsorption values

detennined by Preundlich are probably due quite as much to

the varying concentration and adsorbability of the ions as to

errors in the analyticalprocedures. The adsorptionofequiva-
lent amounts of ions effects neutralization but the amounts

carried downby the precipitate are not equivalent because of

selectiveadsorption of ions by the neutralized particles.
As above explained, the adsorption values at the pre-

cipitation concentration are not comparable because of the

variability of the latter and the consequent variability in

the degree of saturation of the adsorbent by the adsorbed

phase. Accordingly, the adsorption values should be com-

pared above the precipitation concentration, so that one is

workingin a regionof the "nat" of the adsorption isotherm,
where the adsorbent is practically saturated. The adsorption
values of the sulphides are so small and consequently the

errors in analysis so great that our attention was tumed to

hydrous ferric oxide. The physical character of the latter

is such that one shouldexpect to get relatively high adsorption
values.

Considérablework has been done on the precipitation
of colloidal ferrie oxide. For the most part, this has been

carried out on the colloid prepared by Graham's' method

which consists in dissolving freshly precipitated iron oxide

in ferrie chlorideand dialyzing until the colloidgivesno test

for ferrie ion with potassium ferrocyanide.
1 This colloid is

highly hydrous, is colored deep brown and the particles are

very finely divided. It lacks unifonnity, as it does not all

precipitate at once on the addition of a certain concentra-

tion of nitric acid. "This is because the more hydrous form

changesgradually on standing to the less hydrous form which

latter precipitates first when nitric acid is added. A num-

Jour.Chem.Soc.,tg,~o (t86!).
Pisher and Kusnitzky: Biochem. Ze!t., z?, <'9to).

'Bancroft: Jour. Phys. Chcm., 19, ('9';).
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ber of investigators have determined the critieal coagulation
concentration of electrolytes for the Graham colloid. From

incomplete data obtained by Hardy, the order of adsorp-
tion of anions appears to be-

citrate > sulphate > oxalate > nitrate > chloride.

Duclaux,' working with a colloidcontaining 203 X to"° equiv-
alents of iron and ï6 6 X 10""equivalents ofchlorineper liter,
found that the critical coagulation concentrations of sodium

sulphate, citrate, chromate, carbonate, phosphate hydroxide
and ferrocyanide varied from 13 X io-° in the case of

ferrocyanide to 19 X io- equivalents in the case of

phosphate. From this, he concluded that equivalentamounts
of the various ions caused the same effect, and, further-

more, that the amount necessary for precipitation is the
same as the chloride content of the colloidwithin the limits
of the experimental errors inherent in the method of deter-

mining the coagulation*concentration. A marked variation
was observed with sodium chloride and sodiumnitrate which

required 2000 X io- and 1880 X to-" gram equivalents,
respectively, to precipitate the same amount of çolloidas the
seven salts above referred to. From Duelaux's data, the order
of adsorptionappears to be

ferrocyanide > chromate > hydroxide > citrate > sulphate >

carbonate > phosphate > nitrate > chloride.

Freundiich,~ working with a colloid containing sixteen milli-
mois of iron per liter, found the order of anions to be

dichromate > sulphate > hydroxide > salicylate > benzo-
ate > formate > chloride> nitrate > bromide> iodide.

Pappadà's~ experiments on coagulation indicate that the
order is

citrate > chromate > sulphate > hydroxide.
As will be seen, there is apparently a wide variation in

the order of ions as deducedfrom the coagulationexperiments

Jour.chim.phys.,5,XQ(t~o?).
"Kapi)!archemie", 3~2, 3~8 (1909).

Zctt. KoHoidehemie, 9, 233 (t9[t).
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of differentinvestigators. This is particularly evident among

the strongly adsorbed ions which precipitate in relatively

low concentration. Thé variation in the results is undoubt-

edly due to variations in thé method of determining the crit-

ical coagulation concentrations and the errors inherent in

the process.
Péan de St. Gilles prepared colloidal iron oxide having

properties somewhat different than the Graham colloid, by

continuedboiling of a solution of ferrie acetate. The colloid

so prepared was turbid in reflected light but clear in trans-

mitted. It gave a much more intense light cone than the

Graham colloid and hence contained much larger partieles.

Giolitti made an extended study of the precipitation of the

Péan de St. Gilles oxide by a number of electrolytes. He

found that considerable amounts of hydrochloric, hydro-

bromic, hydriodie, nitric, perchloric, and bromic acids must

be added to a suspensionof the colloidin order to eftect pre-

cipitation. The oxide came down as a brick-red powder

which was peptized by water when the acid was washed out.

He found further that traces of sulphurous, selenious, iodic,

periodic, boric and phosphoric acids and of salts effected

precipitation. Under these conditions he observed that the

precipitate was gelatinous and did not redissolve on washing.

The precipitation of ferrie oxide in two different states by

different electrolytes is an interesting and important phe-

nomenon that has been studied in this laboratory and will

be reported on in a subsequent communication.

Determination of Preoipitation Values

Preparation of the Colloid.-The colloid prepared by the

method of Péan de St. Gilles has been used throughout these

experiments. This was chosen on account of the relative ease

of preparation and the faet that it is apparently more uniform

and homogeneous than the Graham colloid which becomes

less hydrous with time. The actual procedure employed in

the preparation was as follows: Twenty-five grams of ferric

Gaz:chim.ital.,35Il, 181(t<)05);36II, !57.433('9<~).
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choride were dissolved and precipitated with a slight excess
of a solution of sodium carbonate. The solution in which
was suspended the gelatinous precipitate was transferred to
250 ce bottles and centrifuged until the precipitate was thrown
down. After pouring off the supematant liquid, water was
added and the matted gel thoroughly stitred up. The solu-
tion was again centrifuged and the washing process rbpeated
until the wash water showed no test for chlorides. The gel
was then suspended in a solution of acetic acid containing
slightly less acid than enough to dissolve the oxide. This
was allowed to stand for several days with frequent stirring
after whichthe solution wasnitered, highlydiluted and boiled

vigorously. The boiling was continued from 24 to 36 hours,
or until there was no odor of acetic acid in the vapors above
the boiling liquid. The red color of the ferrie acetate became

gradually brick-red as the boiling continued; and the liquid
which wasclear at the outset becameturbid in reflected light,
owing to the presence of the suspended particles of ferrie
oxide.

Since a quantity of the eolloidwas necessary for the ex-

periments that were planned, several portions were prepared
as nearly as possible in the same way and the several solu-
tions mixed. Before starting the experiments,approximately
twenty-five liters of the colloid were prepared containing
i 5~ .grams of iron oxide per liter. The same colloid was
used in all the experiments herein described. The experi-
ments were carried out with as much dispatch as possible in
order to avoid variations arising from possible variations in
the colloid. This precaution was doubtless unnecessary,
however, since a portion of the colloid has been standing
several months without apparent change. Moreover, the
critical coagulation concentration for potassium sulphate has
remained constant, indicating that the colloidwas very stable
in the absence of electrolytes.

Determinationof Precipitation. Values.-In order to pre-
cipitate a colloid by a given electrolyte, it is necessary to ex-
ceed a certain definite minimum concentration. As pre-
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viously pointed out, it is difficult to determine the critical

concentration since several factors are involved: such as the

rate of addition of the electrolyte,' method of strirring, time

of standing, etc. Several methods have been used to de-

termine the coagulation concentration. Sehutze" allowed a

drop of the colloid to flowinto a large volume of the electro-

lyte. In this way a series of determinations was made until

that concentration of solution was found that just coagulated
the drop. Hardy3 added the electrolyte from a burette a

drop at a time to a given amount of the colloiduntit precipi-
tation just took place. Both of these methods are objec-
tionable since experience has shown that a quantity of salt

that will not effect precipitation immediately, will frequently
do so on standing; and that the quantity of electrolyteneces-

sary to effect precipitation is different when the electrolyte
is added all at once than when it is added in severalsuccessive

portions. In order to obtain results as nearly comparable
as possible, Freundiich~ used the following procedure: "A

constant volume of salt solution was added with constant

shaking to a constant amount of colloid (usually 2 ce of the

solutionto 20cc of the colloid)in a glasscylinder that had been

steamed out a few times. The mixture was set aside for a

definitetime (two hours), after whicha few cubic centimeters

were filtered off and analyzed colorimetrically or chemically
to determinewhether or not any colloidalmaterial remained."

Duelaux" followed a similar procedure but added sufficient

electrolyte to cause immediate coagulation of the colloid.

The method first used in these experiments consisted
in placing ten cubic centimeters of the colloid in a large test

tube and ten cubic centimeters of the electrolyte in another.

The electrolyte was first poured rapidly into the colloidafter

whieh the solution was transferred rapidly from one test tube

SceFreundlich:Zeit.phys.Chem.,44,t29(t903).
'Schutxe: Jour. prakt. Chem., jx) zs, 43 ('SSz); 22, 320 (t884).

Zcit. phys. Chem., 33, 385 ((900); cf. Papp&dâ: Zeit. Kolloidchemie.

9, '36. 233 ('9' '); !0, 3'4 ('9'2).
<Zeit. phys. Chem., 44, t3t ([903).

Loc. cit.
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to the other, two or three times. In this way it was hoped
to get rapid and unifonn mixing. By making a séries of
determinations in the regionof the critical coagulation concen-
tration it was possible to get that concentration which would
just cause coagulation. Early in the investigations it was
found, however, that resultscould not be duplicated by this
method of procedure; particularly with those electrolytes
that precipitate in very low concentration. The method
served to determine the approximatecoagulation concentra-
tion and was used throughout for that purpose only. It was
evident that the method of mixingand shaking was in some

way at fault and the procedurewas modified accordingly.
In order to obtain rapid and unifonn mixing, an appara-

tus was designed and manipulatedas follows: A glass tube 4
cm. in diameter and 20 cm. long was fitted with rubber
stoppers. A groove was eut around one of these in such a

way that a stopper was madeforoneend of a smaller tube that
held it concentricwith the first. The small tube was 2.5 cm.
in diameter and 7 cm. in length. The apparatus was thor-

oughly cleaned, rinsed carefullywith distilled water and al-
lowed to drain. Into the smallertube wasmeasured a definite

quantity of an electrolyte ofknown strength which was sub-

sêquently made up to twentycubiccentimeters. The stopper
was then fitted securely in the larger tube and twenty cubic
centimeters of the colloidwererun into the space between the
two tubes. After stoppering, the tube was inverted with
a quick jerk that rapidly and effectivelymixed the two solu-
tions. The contents of the tube were then poured into a 50
ce graduate which was stopperedand allowed to stand for

twenty-four hours, after which the observations were made.
Duelaux's method of adding sufficient electrolyte to cause
immediate précipitation was unsatisfactory, particularly with

electrolytes that precipitated in high concentration.
In order to determine whethercoagulation was complete

in a doubtful case after twenty-four hours, the supematant
liquid was poured from the graduate into a tube and centri-

fuged for five minutes. A portionof the solution was trans-
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ferred to a test tube and one cubic ceiltimeter of A~/2 potas-
sium sulphate was added. The absence of a precipitate after

standing for an hour indicated that precipitation had been

complete. This method of detecting complete precipitation

was highly satisfactory since even a trace of the gelatinous

red precipitate could be readily detected. The procedure

was sufficiently accurate that it was possible to determine

the critical concentration to within o 05 ce of <V/ioo solu-

tion in 4o ce, with those electrolytes that precipitated in

low concentration. Moreover, no difficulty was experienced

in duplicating results with a given electrolyte.

As the colloid is positively charged, the anions are chiefly

concemed in the precipitation. In the first series of experi-

ments, potassium salts were used, thus eliminating the effect

of the cation in so far as possible. It is obviously impossi-
ble to render the effeet of the cation constant since the con-

centration differs in every case. Half-normal solutions of

salts with univalent anions were used in all cases except with

potassium iodate. Hundredth-normal solutions of other

salts were employed. A 10 ce calibrated pipette was used to

measure the half-normal solutions and a 2 ce Ostwald pipette

to measure the hundredth-normal solutions. As before

stated, the quantity of electrolyte taken was diluted to 20

ce before tnixing with an equal volume of colloid. It was

necessary to determine the approximate coagulation concen-

tration first, after which a series of experiments in the critical

region located the value with considerable accuracy. The

results are recorded in Table III. In the first column is

tabulated the anions; in the second, thé number of eubie centi-

meters of solution in 20 ce that just failed to precipitate com-

pletely 20 cc of the colloid in the third, the number of cubic

centimeters in 20 ce that caused complete precipitation; in

the fourth, the- précipitation concentration in milliequiva-

lents per liter, calculated from the data in column 3.
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From the data tabulated above the order of adsorption of
ions appears to be

ferrocyanide > ferricyanide > dichromate > tartrate > sul-

phate > oxalate > chromate > iodate > bromate >

thiocyanate > chloride > chlorate > nitrate >
bromide > iodide > formate.

With the exceptionof formate ion, the order of ions is identical
with that deduced from Freundiich's' data for those ions that
are common to both series. This is what one should expect,
since the adsorbing medium is hydrous ferric oxide in both
cases, the only differencebeing the degree of hydration and
the relative size of the particles in the two colloids.~ Itt
will be noted that univalent ions, with the exceptionof iodate
ion, precipitate only in relatively high concentrations, and
that the precipitation values differ widely, varying from 31,
for bromide ion, to 172for formate ion. Ions, other than uni-

valent, precipitate in exceedinglylow concentrations in every

Loc.cit.
Bancroft: Jour. Phys. Chem., tg, 232 (tçts).

.r. 11 w.aasa~su vawn

Rtcctroty~ Eteetrotyte
Prce.pitat.onvattK-.<

te MtHieqtttvaients

per liter

Ferrocyanide 1 .05 N/too 1. 10N/ioo o. 275
Ferricyanide t.ta~V/too [.15~/100 0.287
Dichromate t.~A'/too t.5oA~/ioo 0.375
Tartrate 1.55~/100 i.6oN/too 0.400
Sulphate t. 70~/100 t. 75~/100 0.437
Oxalate 1.85~/100 !.9oA~oo 0.47,
Chromate 2.55~/100 2.6o/V/ioo 0.650
Iodate 3.55~oo 3.6o/V/ioo 0.900
Bromate 2.40 ~V/z 2.50 ~~2 3 3
Thtocyanate 3.65~/2 z 3.75~/2 46.9
Chloride 8.00/V/2 8.25~/2 .03.1 r
Chlorate 9 00 N /2 925~/2 2 n 5.6
Nitrate 10.25~/2 :o.50~/2 t3i.2
Bromide to. 75~/2 n.oo~/2 137.5
lodide t2.ooN/2 [2.25~/2 153.6
Formate f3.6o~V/t i t3.8oN/! 1 !72.5

ÏABLRIII
Précipitation Valuesof Potassium Salts
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case. The variations in the precipitation values of different

multivalent ions are somewhat greater than observed by
Duclaux;' but it was found, as previously stated, that Du-

claux's method of procedure was less satisfactory than our

own. Duclaux recognized the difficulties involved, but bp-

lieved that the variations in his values were due to experi-
mental error. It is be!ieved,however,that a redetermination

of precipitation values on the Graham colloidusing the method

outlined in this paper would show variations as great as we

observed with the Péan de St. Gillescolloid. A study of the

Graham colloidwas not made since the order of variation is

relatively unimportant compared with the fact that the pré-

cipitation valuesare not th' same, as Duclaux believed. The

Graham colloid is stabilized by preferential adsorption of

hydrogen ion and probably some ferrie ion. The chloride

ion present in the solution is a measureof the cations adsorbed.

Different concentrations of electrolytes are necessary to neu-

tralize the adsorbed ions and precipitate the colloid. The

concentration of anion necessary to effect neutralization will

approximate the chloride ion concentrationonly in so far as its

adsorption tendency approaches that of the adsorbed cations.

A series of precipitation values was determined with

various acids in the same manner as described for the potas-
sium salts of the anions. T he results are tabulated in Table

IV.

It will be noted that, as usual, univalent ions precipitate

only in relatively high concentrations, while divalent and tri-

valent ions precipitate in very low concentrations. This is

in accord with Giolitti's results above referred to. lodic and

periodic acids behave like sulphuric acid, which would indi-

cate that in these cases we are not dealing with the normal

acids HI03 and HI04, respectively. The evidence indicates

that concentrated solutions of iodic acid are associated to

form complex molecules like (HIO~z and (HI03h; and that

the acid behaves as if it were polybasic.~ Above one-eighth

!.oc.cit.
See Abegg: "Handbuch der anorg. Chem. 4, Il, 500 (t9t3).
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1.1
TABLEIV

Précipitation Vatues for Aeids

~ci(t Ktcctrotytt- Htcctrotyt~ Précipitationvalues.,'1
ce ce MiUifquivatentspertitet'

!t.

Dichromic o.y5A' too o.SoA'' 100 o.2(X)
Tartane ).8~A~/)0<) t.~oA' toc' ".475
Sutphurk' t.t)oA//too t.~sA' [oo 0.48~
Citric

).9oA'/too j 2.00 A' 100 0.500
Oxalic 2.o;)A')oo 2.toA' foo 0.52:,
!odic } 2.gA' too 2.~oA. too 0.600

t'hosphohc H4oA"foo 3.soA'/)oo "~75
HydrouMonci )6.o A', 2 ? 200.o(?)
Nttnc t7.o A'2? 2t2..s(:')
Formic ~.5.25 2A' 5.5 2 A' .75.0
Bonc '~753~ 7.o jA' 525.0

normal, however, thé association of the acid is apparentty

inappreciable and it behaves like a monobasic acid.' 1 Periodic

acid, H.JOe or HIO~~H~O, is ionized chiefly as a binary

electrotyte~ but it gives some divalent anions, which may
account in part for the small precipitation value. Giolitti

has included boric acid with sulphuric and phosphoric acids,

whereas our observations show that it precipitates only in

very high concentration. As a matter of fact, one should ex-

pect it to behave as a weak monobasic acid for it ionizes but

very slightly, giving only the ions H and H.BO'.i.

The order of ions would seem to be

dichromate > tartrate > sulphate > citrate > oxalatc >

iodate > phosphate > nitrate > chloride >

formate > borate.

Considering the ions common to both series, it will be noted

that the order is the same with the acids as with the potassium
salts. The precipitation values of the former are somewhat

MioiatiandMascctti:Gaxy..chim.itit)..gt, t. 93 (ff)0t); Atti Accnf).
).)t)cci.t5) 14I, 2t7()')os~.

Rothmuxf)an()I)rucker-.X~'it.phys.Chem..46,849(t<)o.<).
MiotatiandMnscctti:[.ne.cit.: cf.Thomscn:Bcr.(k'utsch.<;hcn).(~s.,

7, 7' <tR74'
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larger since hydrogen ion is more strongly adsorbed than potas-
sium ion.

Determination of Adsorption

Weiser and Sherrick determined the amounts of various
ions adsorbed by barium sutphate, by precipitating the salt
under definite conditions; washing the precipitate; and ana-

lyzing it directly for the adsorbed anion by a suitable method.
For two reasons it was decided to adopt a similar process for

determining the ions adsorbed by precipitated ferrie oxide: in
the first place, the analysis of the solution before and after

precipitation is not applicable when a high concentration is

necessary to effect coagulation since the amount adsorbed is
too smalt compared with the amount added; in the second

place, this method probably does not give correct results in

any case and it certainly would not with a gelatinous precipi-
tate like ferrie oxide, which must adsorb some of the solvent
as wellas the solute. Giolitti' pointed out that acids with a

high precipitation value like hydrochloric, hydriodic, hydro-
bromic and nitric, produce a granular precipitate that redis-
solves on washing. Accordingly it was decided to use the

potassium salts that produce a gelatinous precipitate, which
it was thought would not redissolve on washing. Unfor-

tunately such was not the case with those salts that precipi-
tate in high concentration. In the procedure that wasadopted,
the precipitation was nrst effected by addition of the elec-

trolyte after which the precipitate was centrifuged out and
the supematant liquid poured off. Distilled water was then

added for the purpose of washing; the precipitate stirred

up; and again centrifuged. As a rule, enough of the precipi-
tating agent was washed out by the first washing so that a

part of thé colloidwaspeptized. Repeated attempts to modify
the procedure to enable the precipitate to be washed, failed
to give satisfactory results. The precipitate was gelatinous
but thé adsorption of univalent ions was so slight that they
were readily removed." This difficulty was not encountered

Loc.cit.
Cf. Hancrnft: Jour. Phys. Oton.. tQ, 2:<f)(<9<3.).
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with the precipitate obtained with multivalent ions, for the

latter were not removed by washing, owing to marked ad-

sorption and the precipitate did not redissolve. Our atten-

tion was accordingly directed to the determinationof the ad-

sorption of multivalent ions by the hydrous oxide.

Since the alkali salts of weak acids are hydrolyzed to a

greater or lesser extent, it was decided to precipitate the col-

loid with the acids rather than their salts. From experi-

ments with uranyl nitrate and béryllium sulphat&,Freundlich1

concluded that hydrolysis had no effect on the precipitation
value. Since these salts at dilution V = 1024 liters are

hydrolyzed to only approximately five percent,2 the effect

may not be very marked; but with a salt like the normal

potassiumor sodiumphosphate,whichis98percenthydrolyzed,
$

the effectmust comein. Moreoverit seemsaltogetherproba-

ble that the high precipitating power of certain alkali salts

with organicanions may be due in part, at least, to the forma-

tion by hydrolysis of the strongly adsorbed hydroxyl ion.

General Method of P~oc~M~.–As before explained, if

comparable results are to be obtained the amôunt adsorbed

must be determined in the presence of an excessof the pre-

cipitating agent. Accordingly, fiftieth normal solutionsof

the electrolytes were made up and thé concentrations accu-

rately determined by a suitable method, which was the same

as that used for determining the concentration after adsorp-

tion. An amount of the electrolyte equal to 5o ce of A~/so

solution was used to effect the precipitation. This was car-

ried out as foltows: An apparatus was employed similar to

that used in determining the critical coagulation concentra-

tions except that it was larger. The outer tube was 5 cm in

diameter and 38 cm in length, while the inner tube was 3

cm in diameter and 18 cm in length. The electrolyte

was placed in the inner compartment and 200cc of colloidin

Zcit. phys. Chem., 44, 129 (igos).

Ibid., 30, t93 (t899)

Shields: IMd., 43, ~t (t9os)-
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amnortmnnt Rv ;'tn'Ari~t1(J' ti~t~ ~nn~rofs~e amiththe outer compartment, By inverting the apparatus with

a jerk and shakingbriskly,rapid and uniform mixing was ob-

tained. This solution was immediately transferred to a

275 ce wide-mouthbottle, taking care to rinse the apparatus
three or four timeswith threeto fiveeubiecentimeters of water

each time. After standing for five minutes the bottle was

placed in the centrifugeand centrifugedfor ten minutes at

the rate of 2000 r. p. m. By this process, the precipitate
was matted firmly in the bottom of the bottle, so that the

supernatant solutioncouldbe pouredoffinto a glassevaporat-

ing dish. In order to removethe electrolyte as completely
as possible, the bottle wasinverted and rinsed by directing a

fine stream of water from a wash bottle against the sides,

using particular care to avoid dislodgingany of the precipi-
tate. About 20 ce of water was then added to the bottle,

which was subsequentlyshaken by a rotary motion until all

the precipitate was completely broken up; after which it

was transferred quantitatively to a special thick-walled tube

of 60 ce capacity. The total volumeof solution was 50 ce.

This solutionwascentrifugedfor ten minutes at 3000r. p. m.,
the supematant liquid added to the glass evaporating dish,
and the sides of the tube carefully rinsed. Twenty cubic

centimeters of water were then poured over the precipitate
and a stopper wasinsertedin the container,whichwas shaken

briskly for severalminutesuntil the precipitatewas thoroughly
broken up. The stopperwasremovedand rinsed after which

the solution wascentrifugedand the washwater added to the

rest. Thé washingwas repeated but it was probably un-

necessary. This methodofwashingthe precipitate was much

more effective and rapid than the usual method of washing
on the filter paper, since a gelatinousprecipitate is difficult

to break up simplywith a stream from a wash bottle. The

supematant liquid and washingswere either evaporated
and analyzed directlyor diluted to a definite volume and an

aliquot part taken for analysis. This general procedure was

followed in determiningthe adsorptionof phosphate, citrate,

iodate, sulphate, tartrate, oxalateand dichromate ions. The
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determination of adsorption of the specificions will now be

consideredin detail.

Adsorption of Iodate Ion

Af~cd o/ /lMa~M.–An approximately ~y~o solution

of iodic acid was prepared by weighinga calculated amount

of pure iodine pentoxide and dissolvingin water. Ten cubic

centimetersof this solutionwereplacedin a 350ce Erlenmeyer

flask, diluted to 100cc and the solutionrendered alkaline by
the addition of a slight excessof standard potassiumhydroxide
solution. To this solutionwere then added ten cubic centi-

meters of five percent KI solution and an excessof acetic

acid. The followingreaction takes place:

KIO~+ 5KI + 6HAc= 6KAc+ 3H:0+ 61

The liberated iodine was titrated with standard thiosulphate

solution, using starch as indicator. The thiosulphate solu-

tion was approximately fiftieth normaland just before using
it was standardized against a weighed amount of purified
resublimed iodine. This precaution was necessary on ac-

count of the tendency of thiosulphate to undergoslight oxida-

tion on standing. That the method gives concordant results

is shownfrom Table V.

TABLEV
Standardizationof IodicAcid

11
Thiosulphate taken

fod.cae.dtakcn
0.022227~ Normatityofacidce

ce

toU 53 79 o.0t9~3 Average

to 53.88 0.01996

to 537' o.o!<)c)o o.o[()ç3

Adsorption6t/ /~o<c/OM.–To 200ce of colloidcontain-

ing 0.3088 gram of ferrie oxide were added 50.18 ce of the

standard iodic acid whieh is equivalent to So ce of ~V/50acid.

The procedure was carried out as previouslydescribedin de-

tail. The solution containing the unadsorbediodic acid was

'diluted quantitatively to 500 ce and 50 ce were taken for
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analysis. Four determinations were made and the average
was taken as the adsorption value. The details are given
in Table VI.

TABL.BVI
Adsorptionof IodateIon

Thiosutphatctakcn ~/5olodieacid Absorptionva)ue.
M ce Mittiequivatents

Av~eTakea~ I.crEFc.U.01 II Averagelak-eiimainingsorbed 'crg 'C;

20.53 20.55 20.54 50.00 38.05 f'-95 0.2390 0.7739~'B~e
20.~3 20.9.320.93 5~'oo 38.76 tt.2~ 0.22~8 0.7292
20.52 20.52 20.52 50-00 3~ i* 99 0.2398 0.77~5
20.92 20.96 20.94 50.00 38.7~ it.22 0.2244 0.7266 0.75'~

Adsorption of Dichromate Ion

Ostwald' has shown that the solution of chromic anhy-

dride in water is not chromic acid, H~CrO~,but the dichromic

acid, HsCri-O?. An approximately ~V/50 solution of this acid

was prepared and analyzed iodometrically, taking advan-

tage of the following reaction:

K-Cr~ + 6,KI+ 7H:SO<= 4~804 + Cr:(SO,)s +7H20 + 3!

Seubert and Hinke2 have made an extended study of the rate

of progress of the reaction in the presence of different quanti-

ties of the reacting substances. The following proportions
were found to be particularly satisfactory for analytical pur-

poses dichromate, 0.05 g; potassium iodide, 05 g; sul-

phuric acid, !.8 g; total volume, 100 cc. Under these

conditions the reaction is complete in about six minutes. The

procedure used in the standardization was as follows: 10 ce

of the acid were measured into a 500 ce Erlenmeyer flask, neu-

tralized with potassium hydroxide, and diluted to 65 ce.

To the dichromate solution were added 10 ce of five percent

potassium iodide solution and 25 ce of eight percent sulphuric
acid solution; after which the flask were stoppered and allowed

Ostwatd: Zeit. phys. Chcm., a, 78 (:888).

Zeit. anorg. Chem.. 14, tt~7 (<902).
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to stand for ten' minutes. The liberated iodine was titrated
with standard thiosulphate solution, using starch as indica-
tor. The green color of the chromic salt did not interfere
with the starch-iodide end point and excellent results were
obtained.

TABLEVII
Standardizationof DichrotnicAcid

Acid taken Thiosulphate taken “

Normality
~~°

o~~7~
N N.n.a..tyce

ce per liter Nonnatity

to.oo 26. t3 0.2U02 0.01936 Average
'0.00 26.!0 0.2to8t 0.0t93~
'o.oo 26. t3 0.2H02 0.0:936
to.oo 26.15 o.2! t2~ 0.01938 0.01936

Determinationof Adsorption.-Thesolution,after the usual

precipitation and washing, was evaporated to about 150 ce
and then transferred quantitatively to a 200 ce volumetrie
flask and diluted to the mark. Fifty cubic centimeters
were taken for analysis and the processcarried out as above
describcd. Check determinations were made on each sam-

ple. The results are given in Table VIII.

TABLEVIII

Adsorptionof DichromateIon

~Ao Dichromicacid Adsorption value.

ce
7 N

ce MiUiequivatents

1 II
Aver~TakenJ~ PergofFe.O,

maining sorbed

30.~0 30.41 30. 50.00 ~.5-o6 ~.9~ 0.0988 0.3199 Average
30.58 30.58 30.58 50.00 45.3' 4 69 0.0938 0.3037
30.49 3053 30.51 50 oo 45 2' 4 79 0.0958 0.3132
30.56 30 59 30.57 5o.oo 45.34 4.66 0.0932 0.3018 o.3!i9 <

In order to detennine whether the adsorbent was approxi-
mately saturated with dichromate ion under the conditions
above described, the adsorption value was redetermined
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~t«~~f.~j«~ ~f~i. -1 ~<usinga moredilute solution of dichromic acid. This waspossi-
ble because of the low precipitation value of the acid. The
experimentswere carried out as before except that 50 ce of
A~/icosolutionw?rpused to effect the précipitation. Thesolu-
tion after the precipitation was evaporated to 200 ce, diluted

quantitatively to 250 ce and 80 ce taken for analysis. The
results are given in Table IX.

TABLBIX

Adsorption o~DichromateIon fromN/5ooSolution

Thiosulphate taken ~/too Bichromie acid Adsorptionvalue.
ce <-c Mi))iequiva)ents

1 H Avo-MeTaken PerfofFe.O,ntammg sorbed ° °'

'7 78 17.77 Ï7-78 50.00 4.f.6f 8.84 0.0884 0.2862 Averse
'7.63 17-74 '7.68 50.00 40.93 9.07 0.0907 0.2937 '0.2904.

Since the adsorption value obtained from the moredilute
solution is but slightly less than was found for the more
concentrated solution (0.2904. as compared with 0.3119
milliequivalent anions per gram of ferrie oxide) it is evident
that the adsorbent is approximately saturated under the
conditions chosen; and hence that the adsorption would be
increasedbut slightly by increasing the concentrationof solu-
tion.

Adsorption of Oxalate Ion

Methodof Analysis.-A fiftieth normal solution of oxalic
acid was prepared by direct weighing of the required amount
of Kahlbaum's oxalie acid "for analysis." This solutionwas
used for the standardization of a permanganate solution that
was subsequently used to analyze the solution after precipi-
tation. An approximately ~V/so solution of potassium per-
manganate was prepared and allowed to stand several days
before standardization. Since the volume of solution to be

analyzed was approximately 350 cc, the standardization of
the permanganate was made in this volume. Before adding
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el-- ilthe permanganate, a definite excess of sutphuric acid was
added and the solution heated to 6o degrees. By taking the

necessary precautions, accurate results were obtained, as
shown in Table X.

ÏAHf.HX

Standardizationof Permanganate

.V/Oxa)tCi.ci<) ~Mnganatc
sohtt)on Horn)Mhtyofj)crnmn);itt)atf'ce

~.30 ~M ~o~~6
~0.03 24.95 0.024912
~o.5 .'5.0.5 0.024862
~5 2506C)6 0.024862
~o.S 24.95 0.024886 0.02487

D~MMMa~f o/ /ld.<o)-~hoM.–Théprécipitation was
carried out in thé usual way and thé entire solution analyzed
direcUy. The results are given in TaMe XI.

TABLEXI

AdsorptionofOxalateIon

Permanganate ;V/s« ftxatic mid Adsorption value.
ce

MiHiecjuivatents

Taken
Rpi

Adsorhed her g re.oamaining
Adsorhed PcrKFe,0,

2~ 95 50.o 36.00 f~.oo 0.2800 0.9066 Averag~
29.00 50.o 36.06 f3.c~ 0.2788 0.9028
28.90 ~0.0 35.93 '4.07 0.28: o.9H2
-'8.65 !50.o 3563 '4.37 0.2874 0.9306 o.t)t28

Adsorption of Tartrate Ion

Method t~/ AMo~M.–Since oxalic, tartaric and citric
acids can be very readily titrated with sodium hydroxide, using
phenolphthalein as indicator, the direct titration of these acids
would seem to be the simplest method of analysis. A com-
plication arises from the fact that the colloidal solution is
slightly acid with acetic acid which was not completely re-
moved in the boiling process, so that the solution after pre-
cipitation can not be analyzed directly. It was found, how-
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ever, that solutions of citric and tartaric acid, to which has
been added a little acetic acid, couldbe evaporatedto dryness
and heated in the drying oven to 70 degreesto remove the
acetic acid. There was no loss of citric or tartaric acid in
this way as the subsequent experiments show. As is well

known, oxalie acid can not be subjected to such treatment,
as solutions of the acid can not be boiled without loss. A
fiftieth-normal solutionof tartaric acid waspreparedby weigh-
ing the calculated amount of Kahibaum's reagent "for anal-

ysis." This was titrated with sodium hydroxide solution,

compared with the A~o oxalic and found to be ~V/soas is
evident from Table XII. In order to show that a small
amount of acetic aeid may be removed without the loss of
tartaric acid, 25 ce of the solution were taken, three drops of
acetic acid added, and the solution taken about to dryness
on a hot plate. It was then placed in the oven at 70 degrees
and heated for one or two hours after ail the water had been
driven off. The acid was then redissolvedin 50 ce of water,

phenolphthalein added and finally titrated with NaOH
which was 0.019304 normal. The results of Experiments
7 and 8 as compared with 4, 5 and 6 show that the acetic
aeidhad heen removedwithout lossof tartaric acid.

'i'AHmXII

StandardisationofTartaricAeid

Ko. Acid 1 Base
ce cc

.1-); nt Oxalic 25 25.90
z OxaHc 25 2S.95
3 Oxalic 25 25.95
4 Tartaric 25 25.95
5 Tartane 25 25.95
ô Tartaric 25 26.00

7 Tartane 25 25.93
S lartaric 25 ~59~

Uetermination o/ Adsorption.-As the titration of the acid

proved to be entirely satisfactory, the precipitation was
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~V/5oTartaric acid Adsorption value.
KaOH taken ce Mitliequivalents
o.oj93o~ ~V ––––.––––––––––––

CC pce
nmining Adsorbed PergofFc,0.

3! 75 50.00 30.65 t9.~ 0.3870 t.263: Average
3' 95 50.00 30.85 19.!6 0.3832 t.2408
3'.80 ~o.oo 30.79 '9-2! 0.38~2 1.2440
32.00 go.oo 30.89 19. 0.3822 1.2376 t.2~

Adsorption of Citrate Ion

Methodof Analysis.-A fiftieth-normal solution of citric
acid was made by direct weighingof the required amount of
Kahlbaum's reagent "for analysis." Thé normality was
tested by comparisonwith the ~V/sooxalic and found to be
correct. (CompareExperimenti with 2, 3 and 4.Table XIV.)
That the solution could be evaporated to dryness to remove
aceticacid was shownin the samemanner as above described.

(Experiments5 and 6, Table XIV.)

TABLEXIV
StandardizationofCitricAcid

No. Acid Acid Base
ce M

Oxalic 25 25.93
2 Citrie 25 25.90
3 Citrie 25 25.90
4 Citrie 25 25.90
5 Citrie 25 25.86
6 Citrie 25 25.89

D~cfWtWtttCMof Adsorption.-The precipitation and

washing were carried out in the upual way. It was found,

carried out in the usual way. The solution after the precipi-
tation was taken almost to drynesson a hot plate and the dry-
ing completed in the oven at 70 degrees as previously de-
scribed. Thé results are givenin Table XIII.

TABLEXIII

AdsorptionofTartrate Ion
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however, that in this case the secondwashing could not be
added to the rest since an appreciableamount of the precipi-
tate went into colloidal solution. The results are given in
Table XV.

TABLRXV
AdsorptionofCitrateIon

~V/50Citrie acid Adsorptionvalue.
NaOH taken ce MiUiequivatentti
0.0)930~ N ––––-––––––––––– –––––––––––

ce ncc
Taken

maining
Adsorhed Perj;ofFe,0,

~7'77 50.00 26.8o 23.20 0.~6~0 t.~02~ Average
28.00 50.00 27.02 22.98 0.~596 1.4882
27.45 50.QO 26.48 23.52 0.4704 '.523' '.5046

Adsorption of Sulphate Ion

Method of ~Ma~M.–Att approximately~V/~osolution of
sulphuric acid was prepared and analyzed gravimetrically
by the barium sulphate method. 50 ceof the solution were
taken for analysis; diluted to 200 ce, 0.2 ce of hydrochloric
acid added, and heated to boiling. To the boiling solution
was added from a burette a definiteslightexcessof a solution
of barium chloride, the addition being made drop by drop
with constant stirring. This solutionwas then digested on
the hot plate for six hours, after whichit was filtered through
a Gooch crucible and the precipitatewashed,driedand ignited
in the usual way. See Table XVI.

TABt~XVI
StandardizationofSulphuricAcid

Sutphuricacidtakcn BaSO<foundSul
ce

acidtak~n
g
round

NomMktyofacid

5000 0.116~. 0.0199~ A'vcra.j;e
5000 o.ttôô 0.019979
50.00 O.!t62 0.01<)9<!
50.00 o.uôz o.ot99tt o.ot99.j6

Determination of ~d~o~ttOM.–Thésolution after precipi-
tation and washing was evaporated to 200 ce and analyzed
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for sulphate in exactly the same manner as above described.
The resuttswereentirelysatisfactory, as shownin Table XVII.

TA~BXVIÏ

Adsorptionof SulphateIon

Adsorption of Phosphate Ion

~<o<~ of ~.f:a~M.–Analysis of the phosphoric acid
solutionsweremadeby the volumetric method of Pemberton'1

which consistsin precipitating the phosphate ion as phospho-
molybdate, dissolvingthe latter in standard alkali and titrat-

ing back with standard nitric acid. One mole of P~O. re-

quires forty-six moles of KOH. The précipitation was ac-

complished by ammonium molybdate solution which was

prepared in the usual way and allowed to stand for ten days.
Thé solution and back titration were accomplishedwith tenth
normal solutions of NaOH and HNO~, respectively. The

procedurein detail was as follows: 40 ce of an approximately
A~/50phosphoricacid solution were allowedto run into a 250
ce Erlenmeyer flask supplied with a clean rubber stopper.
This solution was heated to forty degrees in a water bath
and to it wereadded t~ cc of ammonium nitrate solution con-

taining 750 gramsper liter, and 50 ce of the molybdate solu-
tion. The flask was set in the water bath at forty degrees
for thirty minutes, after which it was shaken vigorously for
fiveminutes and retumed to the water bath for an additional

thirty minutes. It was then filtered, the precipitate washed
first with two percent nitric acid to free from ammonium

Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,t6, 278(iSo~).

BaSO~found A~oSutphuneucid Adsorptionva)ue.
S Mi))icquivak'nts

Talen Re- Ad- 1
m~inx s~-d P<-rt;oft~0,

0.0889 ~o.oo 38.08 ft.92 0.238~ o.77)t) Avcragp

o.o8t)2 50.00 38.zt n.79 0.2358 0.7635

0.0898 so.oo 38.46 ti.5~ 0.2308 0.7473

0.0893 50.00~38.25 ft.75 0.2350 0.7609 0.7609
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an~ ~ti~nv ~juîttt f\tta-~ctr*ttt T\t~f~Qt~ <it~t~f~M~tt~molybdate and finally with one-tenth percent annnonium
nitrate to free from nitric acid. Care was taken to use just
as little wash water as possibleon account of the sti~ht solu-

bility of the precipitate. The precipitate with the filter

paper was transferred to a beaker, dissolved in a measured
excessof A~/io NaOH and after adding six drops of one per-
cent phenolphthalein the excessalkali was titrated back as

rapidly as possible with the standard acid. The results of
the standardization are given in Table XVIII.

TABU!XVIII
Standardizationof PhosphoricAcid

AeMtaken Baserequircdtodissotvc fec phosphomotybdate Normahtyofac.d

Base Acid Difîcrcnce
ce ce ce

~o.oo 74.'8 n.~i 62.77 0.020~.6 _~Y~I''K'L__
40.00 7~.25 tf.~8 63.tj, 0.02058
40.oo 75 ~3 it.20 63.29 0.02063
40.00 7~.33 9.02 63.31 o.02060 j
40.00 7~ 47 9.44 ~3 03 0.02054 0.02056

Determinationof Adsorption.-Aftercarrying out the pre-
cipitation and washing in the usual way, the solution was

evaporated to 50 ce, transferred to a 150ce Erlenmeyer flask
and analyzed as describedabove. The results are given in
Table XIX.

ÏABt.EXIX
AdsorptionofPhosphateIon

.V/!oAtka)itodisso)ve
phosphomotyhdatc 50 Phosphore acid Adsorption Ya)uc.

ce cc Milliequivalentsce Mtthcqmvatents

~J~~d
>ase el

ence
a

cn maining sorbed Per g pe2o.,3

50.68 i4.<)o 35.78 50.00 23.34 26.66 0.5332 1.7265 Average

5t.04 14 84 36.20 50.00 23.56 26.44 0.5288 t.7123
50.40 14.2t 36.19 50.00 23.60 26.40 0.5280 t.7097
5o.4t t4.68 37.73 50.oo 23.31 26.69 0.533S 1.7284
50.49 I4.2! 36.t8 50.00 23.66 26.34 0.5268 [.7058 1.7165
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Discussion of Results

The results of the above series of experiments are sum-
marized in Table XX. In the last two columns are tabulated
the degrees of ionization and the ionization constants of the
various acids. Since the adsorption values were determined
from solutions that were ~V/z~oat the outset, the degree of

ionization at this dilution was calculated from conductivity
data. The numbers (i), (2) and (3) before the ionization
constants indicate that the values are for thé first, second and
third steps.

_TABLEXX

Adsorption value
Per gram Fe,0, Précipita- jonization

Anion
tion value.

'?" Iontzation
Anion Mi))iequiva.<"°.°°'t'" constants

Milli- Milli- lents per S~ut-ons KX.ooo
gram equivalent liter f~~mt

anions anions

(!) t!.0
Phosphate 0.5721 t.7165 0.875 70 (z) 0.002

(3) 0.0.4
(t) 0.82

Citrate o.$ot8 t.so~ô 0.500 ~t (2) 0.03

(3) 0.0007

Tartrate 0.6232 ..2464 0.475 53 6

Oxalate 0.4364 o.9tz8 0.525 88 '°° °Oxa ate 0.4364 0.9128 0.525 88
(2) 0.05

Sulphate 0.3804 0.7609 0.485 95 2 17.0
Iodate o.75;2 0.7512 o.6oo 96 (t) t~o.o

Dichromate 0.~59 0.3119 0.200 98 (1) large2 large

From the table it will be seen that all the ions are strongly
adsorbed by hydrous ferrie oxide; the amounts varying in

milliequivalents per gram from approximately 0.3 in the
case of dichromate to i. 7 in the case of phosphate ion. The

average adsorption value in milliequivalents per gram of
arsenic trisulphide was found by Whitney and Ober' and by

Loc. cit.
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to be approximateîy 0.08; and the averageFreundlich to be approximately 0.08; and the average
value per gram of mercuric sulphide was but 0.02." The
values for hydrousferrieoxide show clearly that the amounts
of ions catried down by a precipitated colloidare not equiva-
lent. As a matter of fact, the actual variation in the values
is less than noted by Freundlich with mercuric sulphide;
but he attributed the variation from equivalence to the ana-

lytical difficulties connected with the determination of very
small adsorption values. Thé relatively large adsorption
values in the case of hydrous ferrie oxide and the accuracy
with which they may be determined indicate conclusively
that thé values are not even approximately the same. As
beforeexplained,other conditions remaining the same, equiva-
lent amounts must be adsorbed to neutralize the charge on
the colloidalparticles; but the adsorption does not stop with
neutralization of the charge and the amounts actually carried
down by the precipitate will vary with the adsorbability of
the ions.

If the ions are arranged in the order of their adsorption
values expressedin milliequivalent anions per gram of adsorb-
ent, the followingseriesis obtained

phosphate > citrate > tartrate > oxalate > sulphate >

iodate > dichromate,
the phosphate being adsorbed the most and the dichromate
the least. Thé precipitation values expressed in milliequiva-
lents per liter would indicate the order of adsorption to be

dichromate > tartrate > sulphate > oxalate > citrate >
iodate > phosphate.

It is evident that there is a tendency for ions with the lowest

precipitation values to be absorbed the least and vice versa,
which is diametrically opposed to what one should expect.
Since the ionization constant for the third step in the ioniza-
tion of both citric and phosphorie acids is very small it might
seem preferable to consider them as dibasie acids rather than

Zeit.phys.Chem.,73,385(;9to).
FreundtichandSehueht:Ibid.,85,6~t([9:3).
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tribasie. The only change that this would make in thé series
of adsorption values would be to put tartrate ion ahead of
citrate and phosphate ions, the series becoming
tartrate > phosphate > citrate > oxalate > sulphate >

iodate > dichromate.

Under thèse conditions the precipitation values wouldindicate
the order to be

dichromate > citrate > tartrate > sulphate > oxalate >

phosphate > iodate.

The marked difference between the order of ions as deter-
mined by direct analysis and as deduced from précipitation
valuesindicates one of two things: either there is someexperi-
mental error in the procedures or the precipitation values do
not give a true measure of the order of adsorption. On ac-
count of the accuracy of the analytical methods employed in
the determination of the relatively large adsorption values
and the closeagreement amongthe several determinations for
each ion, it would seem that the adsorption valuesare quite
accurate. By carrying out the experiments in the same way
each time there was no difficultyin checking the précipitation
values. But as previously pointed out, there are certain fac-
tors other than the valence of the precipitating ion that can
not be maintained constant with a series of electrolytes;and
these may have a marked influence on the critical coagula-
tion concentrations. Among these variable factors may be
mentioned the degree of ionixationof electrolytes; hydrolysis
of certain salts; the mobility of the ions which for certain
ionsdecreaseswith the dilutionon account of increasedhydra-
tion the stabilizing influence of the ion having the same
charge as the colloid; and the rate of coagulation. More-
over the method of determining the critical coagulationcon-
centrations may influence thé order of precipitation values
for a given colloid. Since these variable factors have an ef-
fect in determining the precipitation concentration that is
more or less independent of the specificadsorption tendency,
it is evident that precipitation values in themselvesmay not
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give a tiue measureof the relative tendency of ions to be ad-

sorbed by a given disperse phase. Accordingly it is not

surprising that the order of adsorption detennined by direct

analysis is markedly different from the order deduced from

precipitationdata. We shoutd ordinarily expect the deduced

order of adsorption to be least accurate in cases where the

précipitationvaluesare closetogether and comparatively small.

At firstthought it tnight seempreferable to determine the

adsorptionvalues at the precipitation concentration. But as

previously pointed out, in the nature of things comparable
values could not be obtained under such conditions. The

colloid is neutralizedwhen equivalent amounts of various ions

are adsorbed; but the particles after neutralization adsorh

the various ions in proportion to their spécifie adsorbability
and their concentration in the solution. Since the precipi-
tation concentrationsvary widely, the degree of saturation
of the adsorbingmedium at the precipitation concentration
will necessarilyvary so that the results will not be compara-
ble. Accordinglythe adsorption values were determined at a

constant concentration considerably above the precipitation
concentration.

Since the precipitating power of an electrolyte is deter-

minedby the precipitatingpower of the active ion, one might

expect to find the electrolyte with the greatest ionization con-

stant having the greatest precipitating power.. As a matter

of fact, there is apparently little connection between the two,
as may be seen from the table. The electrolytes arranged in

the order of ionizationconstants beginning at the largest are

dichromate > iodate > sulphate > oxalate > phosphate >
tartrate > citrate;

whitethe electrolytesin the order of their precipitation values,

beginningwith the smallest, are

dichromate < sulphate < tartrate < citrate < oxalate <

iodate < phosphate.

That there is little connection between the precipitating
powerand the ionizationconstants is readily understood when
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we consider that most of the electrolytes are quite highly
ionizedin o.oo4 normal solutions and are evenmore strongly
ionized at the precipitation concentrations. Accordingly,
the differencesin the degreeof ionizationat highdilution may
b<.relativelyunimportant compared to the other factors that
determine the precipitation value. In line with this we find
that the precipitation values of the relatively highly ionized
potassiumsalts of the acids followthe sameorderas the acids
themselves.

Since all the acids are fairly highly ionizedat the dilu-
tion used in determining adsorption values it is questionable
whether differencesin the ionization have an effect at all
comparablewith the differences in the specificadsorbability
of the differentions. Thus dichromic andsulphuricacids are

practically completely ionized and yet sulphate ion is ad-
sorbedmore than twice as strongly as dichromateion. More-
over, iodicacid is as strongly ionized as sulphuricacidand the
univalent iodate ion is adsorbed about as strongtyas the di-
valent dichromate ion. Futhermore, citric and tartaric
acids have approximately the same ionization constants;i
are ionizedto approximatelythe same extent;andhave nearly
the same precipitation values; and yet the adsorptionvalues
are quite different. As before mentioned, it may be that
citric and phosphoricacids should be consideredasdibasic,but
this would not change the order materially.

The series of adsorption values is unfortunately incom-
plete since the adsorption of but one univalent ion could be
determinedunder the constant experimentalconditionswhich
must be maintained if comparable resultsare to be obtained.
However, it will be noted that the trivalent ions have the

largest adsorptionvalues and with the exceptionofdichromate,
the univalent iodate ion is least adsorbed. This same ten-
dency for ions of higher valence to be adsorbedmost strongly
was noted in the case of precipitated bariumsulphate. That
there areexceptionsto this rule and that ionsofthe samevalence
are frequently adsorbed in widely varying amounts may be
expected since adsorbability is a specifieproperty of ions.
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Summary

The results of this investigation may be summarizedas
follows:

(ï) Since the first step in the precipitation of a colloid.
by an electrolyte is the neutralization of the charge by the

adsorptionof an ion of opposite charge, it followsthat twoad-

sorbingmedia are concemed in the process: the electrically
charged particles and the electrically neutral particles. Ac-

cordingly the total amount of a given ion carried down by
a precipitated colloid is determined by (a) the adsorptionby
the electrically charged particles during the process of neu-
tralization and (b) the adsorption of the electricallyneutral

particles during the process of agglomeration and settling.
Failure to take (b) into account has led to the erroneouscon-
clusionthat the amounts ofall precipitating ionscarried down

by a precipitated colloid are equivalent.
(2) The adsorption of equivalent amounts of precipitating

ions will neutralize a given amount of colloid, providingthe

stabilizing effect of the ion having the same charge as the
colloid is maintained constant; but the amounts adsorbed

by the neutralized particles will vary with the nature of the

adsorbing medium, the nature of the adsorbed ion and the
concentrationof the ion in the solution.

(3) The determination of adsorption values at the pre-
cipitation concentration, as a rule willnot give comparablere-
sults because of the variability in the latter and the conse-

quent variability in the degree of saturation of the adsorbent

by the adsorbed phase.

(~) The variation from 'equivalence in the adsorption
values determined by Freundlich are probably due quite as
much to the varying concentration and adsorbability of the
ions as to the errors in the analytical procédures.

(5) The precipitation concentrations of a number of
acids and salts and the adsorption values of phosphate, tar-
trate, iodate, sulphate, citrate, dichromate and oxalate ions
have been determined for colloidalhydrous ferric oxide pre-
pared by the method of Péan de St. Gilles. Thé relatively
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ctrnnor n~ienrntinn nf thn nhnvo.o.,t:i t. a.t. ~1.strong adsorption of the above-mentioned ionsby the hydrous
oxide made possible the accurate determination of the ad-

sorption values.

(6) The adsorptionof univalent ions by the hydrous ferrie
oxide was so weak relatively that the precipitate was readily
peptized by washing, owing to removal of the precipitating
ions.

(7) The amounts of the ions adsorbed are not even ap-
proximately equivalent. Thé order of adsorption is: phos-
phate > citrate > tartrate > oxalate > sulphate > iodate >

dichromate, the phosphate ion being adsorbed the most and
dichromate the least. The order of adsorption determined

by direct analysis is entirely different from the order deduced
from precipitation values on the assumption that the most

strongly adsorbed ion precipitates in thé lowest concentra-
tion. The latter order is: dichromate> tartrate > sul-

phate > citrate > oxalate > iodate > phosphate.
(8) In addition to the effect of the valence and the ad-

sorbability of precipitating ions, the precipitation values are
influenced by differences in the degree of ionization of elec-.

trolytes; the hydrolysis of certain salts; the stabilizing effect
of the ion having the same charge as the colloid; the mobility
of the ions which in certain cases decreases with dilution

owing to increased hydration; the rate of coagulation; and
the method of procedure in determining the critical concen-
trations. Because of these effects the order of adsorption
of ions deduced from précipitation values are not trustworthy,
particularly in case the ions compared ail precipitate in very
low concentrations.

(9) The order of precipitation values is the same for the
acids as their potassium salts exçept that the former precipi-
tate in somewhat higher concentration than the latter owing
to the stabilizing effect of the strongly. adsorbed hydrogen
ion. There is apparently no connectionbetween the precipi-
tation values and thé ionization constants of the acids investi-

gated, probably because precipitation takes place at such

high dilution, 0.0002 to 0.0008 normal.
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(io) The order of precipitation values of the potassium
salts beginning with the smallest is: fen-ocyanide< ferri-
cyanide < dichromate < tartrate < sulphate < oxalate <
chromate < iodate < bromate < thiocyanatc < chloride <
chlorate < nitrate < bromide< iodide < formate. The order
is practically the same as Freundlich found for the Graham
colloid. This would follow if the only differencebetween
the two colloids is in the size and degree of hydration of the
particles.

(11) The precipitation values of salts of polybasie acids
are not so close together as Duclaux found for the Graham
colloid. This is partly due to differences in the methodof de-

termining the critical concentration. The precipitation
valuesare not the sameand equivalent to the chloridecontent
of the colloid, as Duclaux supposed. The chloride content
of the Graham colloid is a measure of the adsorbed ferrie
and hydrogen ions by which the colloid is stabilized. Other
conditions being the same, the precipitating values of anions
will approach equivalence to the chloride ion concentration
in so far as their adsorbability approaches that of the stabil-
izingcations.

(12) There is a tendency for ions of the highest valency
to be most strongly adsorbed. That there are exceptionsto
this rule and that ions of the same valence are frequently
adsorbed in widely varying amounts may he expected since

adsorbability is a specifieproperty of the ions.

Investigations on adsorption by precipitates are being
continued in this laboratory.

/?<<-<we)t< o/ C/tCtMt~)'
7'Af Rice /M~K~

//OM~f)M,7'f.Yf~



NOTE ON THE LIQUEFACTION 0F GELATIN BY
SALTS

BY T. R. BRIGGS AND EVBt<YN M. C. HIEBER

It is a well-knownfact that both the velocity with which
aqueous gelatin solidifieson cooling and the temperature at
whieh the jelly forms are influenced by the presence of dis-
solved substances.' Alkali sulphates, citrates, tartrates and
acetates, as wellas glycerin,raise the temperature of gelatiniza-
tion, while chlorides, bromides, iodides and sulphocyanates
lower it, the iodides and sulphocyanates being most active.

The following simple experiments serve well to illustrate
the phenomenon and they also showthat the salts are without
permanent effect upon the gelatin We are unaware of any
one having established the latter point experimentally, though
Larguier des Bancels hints of having done so."

Commercial gelatin of the highest grade was submitted
to long-continued dialysis to remove soluble impurities.
Mixtures of gelatin, salt and water were prepared, each con-
taining approximately 5 percent of gelatin. Thé mixtures
were placed in test tubes in a constant temperature bath at
t9° C and allowed to stand 36 hours. The data follow:

TABLE1

Acided Concentmtionof
ConditionofGelatinat t<)°C

Added Concentrationof –––––––––.––––––
Rtectrotyte Satty ~tt

After 3o After 24 After;;6
minutes hours hours

ZnC~ 33% Fluid Fluid Fluid
KCt 33 jelly Jelly jeUy
NH<NO. 33 Fluid Fluid Fluid
KSCN 33 Fluid Fluid Fluid
MgCI, 33 Fluid jelly Jetty
KNOa Saturated (cold) Fluid Semi-fluid Semi-Huid
NH<C1 Saturated (cold) Fluid Jelly JeUy

Cf. Pascheles: Paager's Archiv.,71, 333 (1898) Steete: Zeit. phvs.Chern.,
4o, 689(!9o~); Lévites: Zeit. Ko))oidchemie,t62 (t9o8); SadikotT:Zeit. phys.
Chen)., 41, (tgo~).

Larguier des Baneets: Comptes rendus, 1~0, 29o (t9o8).
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'Jonnnfn"fa .~F s.t. ~4. a..t_ ..v__The contents of the test tubes were then transferred to
dialyzing thimbles of collodion. After 24hours' dialysis at
19° C, thé mixtures in all the thimbles were found to have
set to a firm jelly. The experiments show that removal of
ZnCt2, NH~NOg,KSCN or KNOa permits the gelatin to
reassume its normal power of gelatinization.

The three thimbles, containing the solidified gelatin
from the experiments with Zna~, NH~NOsand KSCN, were
next placed in solutions of ZnC! NH~NO,and KSCN (33
percent), respectively. After one hour the contents of each
thimble were seen again to be completelyfluid, showing that
the process of liquefaction and gelatinization produced by
salts is entirely reversible, being similar in this respect to
liquefaction and gelatinization due to changesof temperature.

CornerUniversity
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Catatysis in Theory and Ptactice. ~y ~nc /Mf<nt/ffMd/A .S'. 7/fy/
~< X cm; ~w + 496. A'ftt ]'o~ 7'Af A/o. w)7~<)Co., /p/p.- In thé préface
the authors say: "tn thé deveiopment of ehemicai science during thé prcccding
hundred years, the steady pro~ress in importance which catatytie operations hâve
nchieved is distit!ctiy rpfnarkahk'. Their importance emerges a)ike in thc purety
theorcticid und in the technical aspects of thé subject. In thc naturat order.

a)so, investigation has shown how predominating a part the catalytic phenomenon

plays. Prom the strictly utnitarian point of view, indnstry was not slow toapprc-
ciate the adva))ta)!es to )Mderived from the emptoyment of ageneies whieh should
faeitttate and 'spced up' manufacturing proeesscs. nor was thcrc tacking a bOdy
of seientitic workers who steadily supplied thé investigative and theoreticat bases

upon which such applications could be reared. As the seieuti<ic viewpoint

devetopcd, the physiologist and hioto~ist rapidly assuciated thc simpler chemic:d

phettomena with thé tnor~'complex processes operating in living nmttcr. Toduy,
therefore, catalysis intruftes prominently into ail branches of natural science,
hoth pure and applied. The need for an exposition of the fundumenta) prin-
ciptes invoh'ed m this particular field of general chemistry an<) of thc applica-
hi)ity of such principtes in modern fifc has ))een widely felt und has offprcd to thf
authors thc neeessary in<)ucement to prepare the present volume."

The chapters arc entitled: early history; thcoretica) introduction; thc

tneasurement of reaction velocity in catalytic processes; oxidation processes;

hydrogen and hydrogénation dehydrogenation the fixation of nitrogen hydration
and hydrolysis; dchydration; applications of catalysis to organic chemistry;
ferments and enzymes; catalysis in ctectro-chemistry; catalysis by radiant energy;
catalysis in analytical chemistry.

Under oxidation processes arc included: contact and chamber sulphuric
acid; the Hargreave salt-cake process; thé oxidation of ammonia; the Deacon
chtorinc process; thc \c)don cMorineproecss; the Chattcc-Oau'! sulphur proccss;
the remova) of hydrogen sutphide from illuminating gas; surface combustion; the
Wctsbach mantle; the préparation of forrnatdehyde: the preparation of aniline

hlack; and thc drying of oils.

Uuder hydrogen the authors consider thé e)ectro)ytic process. thé steam-
ifon profess, and thé catalytic water-gas process. The last process is considered
the best even though thc carbon dioxide which rnust ))e removed is upwards of

thirty precent of the gas mixture. With the new catalytic agents, p. f6~, it is

possible to oxidize and eliminate traces of carbon mfmoxide. Hydrogen of high

purity can be prepared by exploding acetylene under pressure by means of an
ctectric spark; but the cost is high. It is suggested, p. 174, that a catalytic

process should bc developed whcreby hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide shoutd

react to form hydrogen and carbon monoxide. Under hydrogénation thc hard-

ening of oils is techiiically thé most important sub-heading.
In the chapter on thé fixation of atmospherie nitrogen, thé processes con-

sidered are thé arc process, the Haber ammonia proeess, the cyanamide process,
the nitride process, and thé Bucher process. It has been found by the Hadische

Company that the positive eatatytic effect produced by a given substance may
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inereased considerabty by thé addition of smaUuuantities of other substances

which are ea))ed promoters. In regard to thi? Kideai and Taytor say, p. 3):
"Thé method of activation of a catalyst by addition of small quantifies of pro
moters is tjcing extended rapidty in technical applications, an') atready in such

important industries as ammonia synthesis, ainmonia oxidation hy non-ptatioun)

eatatysts and contact sulphuric acid manufacture using base metal contact mate

rials, thé use of promoters has been c)ain)t'(t definitely in the patent titcraturp.

Thus far no theory put forward to account for the acecteration of reaction by
minute quantities of promoters added to the main catalyst material, is completely

satisfactory. A possible mechanism, which, however, has received no experi-
mental test, may ()p advanced by considering the case of ammonia sy~thesis
from mixtures of nitrogcn and hydrogen. Reduced iron is an avaitabte contact

-.uhstance, the activity of whieh may tjc regarded ns due to thé simuttaneous

formation of the compounds, hydride and nitride, with subséquent réarrange
ment to Kive ammonia and unchangcd iron. Or, maybe. the activity of the iron
is due to simultaneous adsorption of thé two gases. The particutar mechanisrn
of thé catalysis is unimportant for thé present considérations. Now such bodies

as motybdenum, tungsten, and uranium have bet;!t proposed, among others, as

promoters of thc activity of iron. It is conceivable that these act hy adjusting
thé ratio in which thé etonentary cases are adsorbcd by or temporarity eombined

with thé catalytic material to give a ratio of réactive nitrogen and hydrogen tnore

!)ear)y that required for the synthèse, namely, on': of nitrogen tu threc of hydro-

gen. From thé nature of the materials suggested as promoters, it tvoutd seem

that they are in thc main nitride-formin); materia!s, which.on the above assump-
tion of mcchanism would tead to the.conctusion that thé original iron tcnded

to adsorb or form an intermcdiatc compound with greater pro)X)rtion of hydroKen
to nitrogen than required by thé stoiehiometric ratif). The catalytie activity of

rKhteed iron as a hydrogénation agent would tend to confirm this viewpoint."
Under hydration tht- tcchniea))y important pro))iems during tht- war were

synthetic acetic acid and acétone. These two proa~ses arc apparentty on a sound

commercial basis whieh is more than c&n said of synthetie atcoho) at présent.
Thé Canadian proecss for oxiftiiiing aldéhyde to acetie aeid im'oh'es the use of

oxygen under pressure with manganèse acetate and other substances as catalytir

Ktients. Care must )x: taken to prevent thé formation of instabte per-acids.
The Ba<nsche Company claims to have cot round this difficulty by using eont

hineft salts of iron and the alkaline earths. makin); it possibte tn oxidize at low

t<nt)eratnres. p. z~r

On page 974 thé authors point out that )ime acts catatyticany in sa))oni

fyutK fats )x:cause one need use only onc percent of lime. They do not show that

the probabjp reason for this action is thé cnudsification of water in oit in presence
of a calcium soap. Under dehydration the most important process during thé

war was thé conversion of atcoho) into ethylcne in presenct of alumina or kao)in

as catatytic agent.

The ehapter on ferments and euxyme action is goo<). Hnxymcs arc état

sined as inducing coagulation, hydrolysis, and réduction or oxidation. Bertrand

considers that enzymes consist essentially of an a)buminous organie colloid asso

ciated with an ittorganie colloid. whieh latter is thé active catalyst, thé co-enxyme
or co-fcrmcnt. Hc regards thé fottowinj; e)ements as ))eing thc basis of enzyme
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catalytic aetivity: manganesein the oxydasesand calciumin coagulationpro-
ecsses.while iron is associatedwith haemogtobin.magnésiumwith chtorophyt).
and iodine in thc thyroid gland. The authors say in regard to this, p. 350,
that "Bertmnd's hypothesiswoutdappear.tenable if thé varionsenzymesacting
eataiyticaiiy in the aboveprocessescould also be divisibleinto three groups,and
if in eaeh grouponeenzymewererepiaceaNehy another of thé same group. We
have atready noted that with inorganiecatalysts rough groupingsmay bc com-
piled,such as certainoxidesforprocessesof oxidation,reduccdmetats forhydro-
genation, and irredttcibleoxidesfor dehydration and dehydrogenation,und we
might postulatean even morerigidclassificationfor the enzymesin eachgroup.
But, inactual fact,enxymesare not interchangcableto the extent whichwould))t-
logically expected from Bertrand's hypothesis. Although thé extrême view
frequentlystated that each chemicalaction requiresits ownparticular enzyme,
whichis inoperativeforany otherreaction, isnot entirelycorrect, yet the specifie
nature of enzymeaction is so markedas to demandan inquiry into the reason."

Under catalysis in eiectrochemistry we tind cathodic and anodic over-
voltage, and passivityas the important features. Under catalysis by radiant
energy,a gooddeaiofspace isof coursegiven to thé actionof light on the hydro-
gen-chlorinegasmixture. Thé authors considerthat a preliminary ionizationof
the chlorinedoesnot occur, p. ~to. "Thé workof Lenardand his pupils forms
contributory évidencein oppositionto the eiectronictheory of photo chemical
reaction. These workers showedthat ionization, the formation of fogs, and
chemical reaction are three quite distinct results of light action whieh have
nothing to do witheach other. Thus fog formationin illuminatedchlorineisno
évidenceof ionization,and in the ozonizationof oxygen,ionizationand chemical
reaction are affectedby differentregions of the spectrumand may be reaiixed
separately. The later investigationsof Le Blanc and Vo])meraiso show that
ionization is not detectable in a hydrogen-chlorinemixture iituminated by an
Osram lamp."

Catalysis in analytical chemistry includes preferential combustion of
gases, volumetrieanalysis involving permanganate, reduction of nitrates and
chlorates,the Kjeldahlprocessfor nitrogen determination,etc.

Thé bookis an excellentone and the authors are to be congratulatedon
their work. The only criticismthat the reviewerdesiresto make is that they
have not always differentiatedquite clearly enoughbetween technicatand tab-
oratory processes. For instance,under dehydrogenationwhich, if any, are of
importancetechnicaiiyat present?

WilderD. B(M<yo/<

PiezochemieKondeBaierterSysteme. By .E~KMiCoAet)and W. &/<«<.
z6 X cm; pp. x + 44?. M~ Akademische~geM~c/M/<, /prp.
This book wasnearly printed in Juty, 1914,just beforethe war broke out; but
was, of course,heldup in consequence. The papers whiehhave appearedsince
that time are givenin an appendix; but no attempt has been made to rewrite
the text. The reasonfor writingthis book was the excellentone that the data
whieh are here gathered together are scattered through at least Mty different
journals, whilethe subject is treated very brieffyin the recognizedtablesof phys-
ical and chemicaldata. Onlythose data are ineludedin this volumewhiehdeat
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with sharpty defined substances. Thosc who know thc previous books by the
senior author wiU not need to be to)d that the work has been done weti

The first ehapter deats with thé production and measurement of high pres-
sures. The authors have devised an automatic regutator which enahles them to

keepany pressure up to t5<.)oatm. constant to within one-tenth of a percent for an
indefinite period. The second and third chapters are devoted to compressibility,
inctuding as suh-heads: definitions and methods; discussion of methods; com-

pressibility of glass, mercury, water, and ice; coefficients of compressibility (of
thé elements and thé solid compounds coefficients of compressibility) of liquids
and solutions adiabatic compressibitity. The fourth, fifth and sixth chapters
are concerned with the effect of pressure on the coefficient of expansion, the sur-
face tension, and the point of maximum density of water and aqueous solutions.
The surface tension increases with increasing pressure at the dinerie interface for

mercury and water mercury and ether, and carbon bisulphide and ether, while
it decreases for water and ether or chloroform, the change in all cases being a
iinear function of thé pressure. !n the seventh chapter are data in regard to the
effect of pressure on melting points and inversion points. Under these latter thé
author discusses the speciat cases of ammonium nitrate, ice, silver iodide, carbon

dioxide, zinc sulphate, carbon tetrabromide, and dibrompropionicaeid.
The eighth chapter deals with the flow of solids under pressure and with

permanent changes in density. The authors accept the formula of Johnston
and Adams which is based on the assumption that a pressure, which is exerted

only on the solid phase, inereases the vapor pressure and the solubility of the
solid phase and lowers its melting point. White this is unquestionably truc, it
does not seem to the rcviewer to follow neccssarity that ail Rowing of solids under

pressure, is preceded by a melting. The authors accept the explanation of

Johnston and Adams that in KaMbaum's expertments on the permanent change
of density with high pressure, Kahlbaum was really working with unequal pres-
sures but they consider that a possible change to an allotropie modification is
more probable than the formation of an amorphous film. The reviewer would
have welcomed a discussion whether an amorphous film can be formed with a

metal cven if melting does take place.
The ninth chapter gives data on thé viscosity of water and of aqueous

solutions as affected by pressure. With pressures up to 900 atm., the viscosity dc-
creases with rising temperature between o" and 32 °. Above 32 ° there is a decrease

up to ~.ooatm. and an increase of viscosity when the pressures exceed that value.
The effect of pressure on the viscosity of sodium chloride solution varies with the

temperature and the concentration. At +2" the viscosity of an eight percent
solution decreases with increasing pressure, white at t~° it increases.

There are six ehapters on the effect of pressure on the elcctrical conductance.
the transference number, the thermoetectric force, the dielectric constant, thé

Faraday )aw, and the electromotive force after whieh cornes a ehapter on the effect
of pressure on solubility and one on the effect of pressure on reaction velocity.
Thé last three chapters deal with diffusion, refraetivc index and rotation of the

ptane of polarized light.

This brief outune will show what an amount of ground is covered by the
book. The whole subject is presented critically from a single point of view.
The American Chemicat Society is preparing to publish a series of scientific and
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teehnicat monographs. If we can tum ont anything as good in its way as this
volume. we shat) have donc very well.

!Mcf7).B«M<

Handbook of Chemistry and Physice. By C/t~/M P. Hodgman, M, 7'.
Coo~NM~.att~C. B.?cMjpmnt;S'eff<t<A~t' 77 X ~7CM; C/eM/«M<
The CA<-Mtt<-a/~nMf~ Com~tty. /p~.–In this seventh édition the chief change
is in thé introduction of an entirely new and very much enlarged table of the
physical constants of organie compounds. Thc list embraces about two thousand
compounds including many whieh have only reecntty become of importance.
Thé more common alkaloids and their salts have been included. No absotutety
sharp division between thé organic and the inorganic tables can be made, certain
substances being listed in both tables in deference to their importance in both
branches of ehetoistry. !n general, metallic salts formed by thé organie aeids.
such as acétates, citrates, oxalates, etc., are listed under inorganie compounds.
It is hoped that the numerous cross références and synonyms given will make
the list more vatuaMe to students not familiar with the nomenclature of organie
chemistry. The constants, however. will be found in each case under thé pre-
ferred name: The figures given havc been made as accurate and as definite as
possibte. The moteeutar weights have heen recomputed and the constants are
so far as possible ehecked by reference to two or more authorities.

The reviewer is glad to ))ear witness that he has found the book hetpfut
on thé occasions on tvhich he has had occasion to refer to it. He cannot endorse
thé statement, however, that tannic acid is soluble twenty parts ))er too ce of
water.

Wilder D. &ttf<

French Educationat Ideals of Today. By /<<<KaM<<Buisson <f)~
~<c F. /.o~tn~n. X cm; ~w + j~. KM~try-CM-~H~H.- H~M
Book C<Wt~.y. ,0/9. Price: Sz-–Recognizing the fact that the American
pub)ie is quite ignorant of French methods and ideats of éducation, the authors
have compiled this volume of addresses on educational topics by distinguished
frenchmen. There was unquestionably a need for such a book and this volume
will be hetpfu) in bringing about a clearer understanding of what is being donc in
France. On the other hand the title is mMeading hecause the book does not
deat with university éducation or ideats at ail. Some of the titles of the papcrs
are: letters to the primary teachers of France; new methods in the Paris primary
sehoot; thé new program for infants schoots; the place of science in secondury
education; the teaching of elementary geometry; the modern subjects in sccondary
education. tt is a good book and an interesting one; but it dots not help the
university teacher with his prohtems and never was intended to.

Wilder /<<;MCM//



METALLIC SALTS 0F PYRROL, INDOL AND

CARBAZOL

BY EDWARD C. FRANKLIN
'*)

j 1
t Introduction

The ammono acids, that is to say, the acids of the am-
monia system of acids, bases and salts,' are derivatives of

ammonia in whichone or two hydrogenatoms of the ammonia

molecule are replaced by negative groups. A number of ex-

amples of compounds so related to ammonia are acetamide
or acetyl amide, CH~CONH~;nitramide or nitrosyl amide,

NO~NH~;benzenesulfonamideor benzenesulfonylamide,CeH)-

SO~NH!;phthalimide or phthalyl imide,
.CO.

C6H4< ~CO~ .)NH;

benzenesulfonnitramide or nitrosyl benzenesulfonyl imide,

CaH~SOjiNHNO!;methyl nitramine or methyl nitrosyl imide,

CHsNHNOz; acetanilide or phenyl acetyl imide, CHsCONH-

CeH~;trinitraniline, C~~NO~~NH! urea, CO(NH:)2;hydro-
cyanic acid,2 CNH; cyanamide,2CNNH2;etc.

Am. Chem. Jour., t8, 83 (<9~);47t ~85 (tgn); Eighth Int. Gong. App.

Chem., 6, <t9 (tçt?); Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 37, 2279 ~915).

Hydrocyanie acid and eyanamide arc carbonous and carbonic acids,

respectively, of the ammonia system as the following considerations will show.

Esters of ortho carbonie acid, C(OR)t, are known as are also esters and

metattic salts of ordinary carbonic acid. Reactions, however, whieh might bt

expected to form ortho carbonic acid give instead the final dehydration produet,
carbon dioxide. This fact is usually explained by assuming that the ortho acid

primarily formed loses water in accordanee with the scheme C(OH)<–~

CO(OH):– CO). A similar scheme representing the stcpwise deammonation

of an hypothetical ortho ammono carbonic acid may be written as follows:

C(NH,)<–>NHC(NH,),–>-NHCNH or NCNH.–~(NC),NH–C,N,.
in which are to be recognized the formutas for guanidine, cyanamide and dicy-

animide. The first and last formulas represent no known compounds. Thé

three known compounds are obviously related to ammonia as carbonie acid is

related to water. Guanidine, although undoubtedly a very weak one, is an acid

to thé extent at least that it forms a copper and silver salt. A considerable

number of salts of cyanamide are known. The technically important calcium

cyanamide is prepared by the nitridation of calcium carbide in a manner anal-
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Thesejsubstances are true acids ranging in acidity from

benzenesulfonnitramide, which approaches the ordinary min-

eral acids in strength, through such compounds as phthal-
imide and benzenesulfonamide, which are well known to pos-
sess weak acid properties, to acetamide and urea which are

not ordinarily recognized as acids at a! The acid proper-

ogous to the formation of calciumcarbonate by the oxidationof the same cal-
cium eompound. In liquid ammonia solution eyanamideconducts the eteetric
current, discharges the rcd color of an alkaline solution of phenolphthalein
and attacks the more positive metals, with the evolutionof hydrogen, to form
satts. Cyanamide is certainly an acid, and moreoversinceit is related to am-
moniastrictly as aquocarbonieacid is related to water, it is an ammonocarbonie
aeid. Urea, it may be noted here, is a carbonie aeid derivedat the same time
from both ammonia and water. Written NH~CONH~it is an ammono aeid;
thé formula HNC(OH)(NH:) represents it as a mixed aquo ammono carbonic
acid.

A possibtc tautomerie formuta for formicacid is C(OH)t,tn whiehcarbon
is divalent. Thé familiar action of carbon monoxideon potassium hydroxide,
which might be expected to form potassium carbonite, gives instead potassium
formate. Ati analogous tautomerie formula for formamidine, HC(NH)NH:,
formattyammono formicacid, is C(NH!):. Lossofa moleculeof ammoniafrom
this formula gives CNH which is Nef's formuta for hydrocyanie acid. This
aeid, therefore, appears to be an ammono carbonous acid.. The tautomerie
formula for hydrocyanic acid, HCN. since it results fromthe loss of ammonia

by the formamidine formula HCNHNHt–HCN and also by the loss of
water from the formamide formula, represents an acid anammonide. From
these considerationsit seems reasonable to assume that the acid properties of
hydrocyanic acidare due to the présenceof the ammonocarbonousacid molecules
in the tautomerie eompound.

Cognizanceis, of course,taken of the well-knownfactthat thé acidamides
and imides of the oxygen aeids are tautomerie eompounds. Benzenesulfon-
nitramide, for example, may bc represented by any one of the formulas

CtHtSO:NHNO:. CtH,SO,NNOOH or C(H.SOOHNNO,. the first of which

represents the compoundas an ammono acid, the latter two as aquo acids. In
ail probability the salts of the acidamides are tautomerie compoundsjust as thé
freeacids are, although there are observationson recordwhichseemto showthat
in certain metallic derivatives thé tneta) is definitelyattached to nitrogen, in
others to oxygen. (Hantzsch: Ber. deutsch. chem. Ces., 35, ~7'7 (190~);
Peters: Ibid., 40, 235 (1907).) Assumingfor the moment that in such satts as
mono potassium urea and potassium benzenesulfonnitramidethé metal is in
combination with oxygenand that, therefore, the eompoundsare aquo salts and
not ammono salts it is still necessary to concludethat in suchcompoundsas di-
potassium urea and dipotassium benzamideone cf the potassium atoms must
be in combination with nitrogen and, therefore, to this extent an ammono salt.

Obviously,there can be no question of tautomerismin conneetionwiththoseam-
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.4.7.7 ~.t. _t_ .t-ties of acetamide, urea and other very weak ammono acids,
however,showthemselvesdistinctly when in solutionin liquid
ammoniaas has been shown by the writer and his students
in earlierpapers.

The fact that acids too weak to bc recognizedas such in

aqueoussolutions are still capable of showing acid properties
when dissolvedin liquid ammonia is undoubtedly due to the

monoacidswhichcontainnooxygensuch,forexample,ashydrazoicacidor
ammononitricacid,HNNN;cyanamide,NCNH<;ammonotitanicacid,NTiNH,;
suecinimidine,(CH:CNH):NH;etc.

Some light seems 'to be thrown on the tautomcric properties of thé acid

amides by reviewing the resemblances between the amino and imino groups, on

the one hand, and the hydroxy) group on the other, a resemblance which to a

considerable extent exists also between the oxidcs and nitrides. Just as the aquo
acids and bases are ciectrophites, so atso are the ammono acids and bases. Thé

amino group of an ammono base ionizes as such when the base is dissolvcd in

liquid ammonia giving a solution whieh conducts thé eleetric eurrent, brings
about the striking color changes with which we arc famitiar in connection with

the hydroxyl ion, and shows other characteristically alkaline properties. The

amino and imino groups present in ammono acids dissociate on hydrogen ions
when dissolved in ionizing solvents precisely as hydroxyl groups present in aquo
acids do under similar circumstances. As hydroxyl groups give to the alkyl

hydroxides the general properties known as alcoholie, so we find the primary and

secondary alkyl amines possessing many properties in common with thé alcohols.

The dehydration of polyhydroxy compounds to oxides is paraUeted by the de-

ammonation of amino compounds to form imino compounds and nitrides. As

compounds eontaining two hydroxyl groups in eombination with the santé car-
bon atom are rare, so similar diamino compounds are not numerous. Compounds
eontaining an amino group and an hydroxy group in combiuation with the same

carbon atom are known but such substances lose either water or ammonia with

greater or less ease just as dihydroxy compounds lose water and diamino com-

pounds lose ammonia. From urea, for example, either water may be removcd to

form cyanamide, or ammonia to form cyanie (cyanuric) acid, after the manner
indicated in the equations OC(NH}).t = OCNH or NCNH. or NHCNH + NH,
or H,0 and NHC(NH~(OH) = NHCO or NCOH or NHCNH or NCNH~ +
NHa or H:0.

When now these close)y related groups are found in compounds attached
to thé same carbon atom it certainly is not surprising to find the ionizable hydro-
gen (or metal) wandering from nitrogen to oxygen and vice versa. Enquiring
whether CHjCONH, or CH,CNHOH is the formuta for acetamide is something

like asking whether the acid hydrogen atom in acetic acid, CHtC<./0 (:)J [H,

isattached to oxygen atom (t) or (2).
~)
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lowersolvolytic' action of the latter solventas compared with
the former, which in tum results from the very slight auto-
ionization~of liquid ammonia.

It follows, therefore, that salts of the weaker ammono
acids which, because of the strong hydrolytic action of water
are incapable of existence in the presence of this solvent,
have been easily prepared from liquid ammonia solutions.

CH=CH~

>NH,
indol, .CH~~CH,andcarbazol,

PyrrotJ CH=CH~)NH,mdot,C,H~~NH/~CH.andcarbazot,

CaH~–/C6H.),\NH~

are obviouslyderivatives of ammonia in which ammonia hy-
drogen is replaced by distinctly negative groups. They are

therefore to be classed among the ammono acids and as

such should react in liquid ammonia with the more electro-

positivemetals and their amides to formsalts.
The experiments described below show that these sub-

stances react with metallic potassium, sodium, calcium and

magnesium and with the amides of sodium, potassium, cal-
cium and silver to form salts after the manner whiehhas been
shown to be characteristic of ammono acids, amides and
imides in general.

3

MetaHicSalts of Pyrrol
A freshly distilled spécimen of pyrrol from Kahlbaum

failed to dissolve completely in liquid ammonia. A slightly

Certain salts in liquid ammonia undergo decomposition which is strictly

analogous to hydrotytic decomposition in water. The writer some years ago
coined thé word ammonotysis tu describe such phenomena. Bruni and Manuelli

(Z. Eiektrochem., 11, 554 (")05)) caUed the analogous reactions in formamide

solution amidolysis. Alcoholysis is a name notunfamitiar. Finally, reactions

have been observed in this laboratory in connection with the study of the alkyl
amines which are analogous to ammonolytic reactions. The word solvolysis
is suggested as a suitable name by whieh to designate the general phenomenon

independently of the particular solvent.

Justtowhatextentliquidammoniaisionixedhasnotbeendetermined.
Since,however,it isa comparativelyeasymattertoobtaintheliquidwitha
specifieconductancelessthanone-eighththatofthepurestwater,itsautoioniza-
tionmustbemuchbelowthatofwater.

*Cf FranklinandStafford:Am.Chem.Jour.,28,84(1902)Franklin:
Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,37,~79(<9i5).
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.În ~t't'J' -_l'Io~ti.1- .a.L. _Lsoluble impurity, presumably some hydrocarbon, was ob-
servedsuspended in the pyrrol solution in the formof color-
less globules. Before use, therefore, the preparation was

purified by the method ofCiamicianandDennstedt.' Pure

pyrrol dissolves abundantly and completely in liquid am-
monia.

Potassium Pyrrol, Q~A~–This salt has been made

by the action of metallic potassium"on pyrrol and also by
heating pyrrol with fused potassium hydroxide.3 It is a

crystalline solid which hydrolyzes completely in the pres-
enceof water.

An attempt was made to prepare potassium pyrrol by
bringing together potassium amide and pyrrol in liquid am-
monia solution. On evaporating the solution to high con-

centration and cooling no separation of the salt could be

brought about even at temperatures approximatingthe freez-

ingpoint of the solution. Whenthe ammoniawasevaporated
away an amorphous viscousmass was leftbehind.

When a solution of metallic potassiumwas addedto a
solution of pyrrol the blue color of the metal solutionwas

rapidly dischargedand at the sametime hydrogengaswasset
free. Thé quantity of hydrogenevolvedwasnot detennined.
The produet of the reaction refused to crystallizewhen the
concentrated solution was strongly cooled. Notwithstand-

ing these failures to prepare a crystallizedsalt there can be

scarcely any doubt of its formation in accordancewith the
reactionsrepresented by the equations

C,H<NH+ KNH:= C<H<NK+ NH, and

C,H,NH+ K = C,H,NK+ H,

whichrepresent the action of an ammonoacid on an ammono
base and metal, respectively.

Sodium Pyrrol,' C~Va. and CJfJWf!.–Sodium

Ber. dcutsch. chem. Ges., iç, ~3 (t886).

Anderson:Trans.Roy.Soc.Kdinburgh,21,IV,571(<8s8).
aCiamicianandDennstedt:Loc.cit.

Metattic sodium acts on pyrrol at high temjieratures. Ciamician and

Dennstedt: Loc. cit.
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amide, whichis practically insoluble in liquid ammoNia,dis-
solvesreadily in a solutionof pyrrol. On evaporating a solu-

tion made by dissolving thé sodium amide formëd from
o. t05 gm. of metallic sodiumin a moderate excessof pyrrol
to high concentration and cooling to the temperature of a
bath of a carbon dioxideand ether, a crystalline mass was ob-
tained from which a small amount of mother liquor was

drained. The salt was redissolved in a small quantity of

pure solvent, the solutionagain cooled to crystallization and
the erop of crystals obtained drained of a small quantity of
mother liquor. The preparation was then dried in vacuum
at -39°. On warmingto 20° it lost 0.0395 gm. NH~. Its

weight dried at 20" in vacuumwaso. 2134gm. One-half gave
0.0850 gm. Na~SOt. The other half gave 0.0167 gm. N by
the method of Kjeldahl.

The salt separates from solution at low temperatures
containing one moleculeof ammoniawhich it losesat labora-

tory temperature. The salt is vigorouslyhydrolyzed in the

presence of water to pyrrol and sodium hydroxide.
Calcium Pyrrol, (C'4~N)!C0.4NH3and (C<~N)zCa.–

This salt was madeby the action of pyrrol on metalliccalcium

in liquid ammonia solutionin accordancewith the equation
Ca + 2C<H,NH (C<H<N),Ca+ H..

The compound containing four molécules of ammonia was

obtained well crystallized and quite colorless. The anam-

monous salt was slightly yellowand had the dullappearance
of a salt which had emoresced. It is vigorously attacked by
water, giving as productsof its hydrolysis,pyrrol, andéalcium

hydroxide.
For analysis the salt was treated first with water, then

with dilute hydrochloricacid and finally with sufficientalco-

Calculatcd for CtH<NNa Found

Na 25.9 25.8
N !5.7 i5-7
iNH: 19.t 1 18.5
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hpl to.dissolve the pyrrol. Calciumwas determinedby evap-
orating an aliquot part of the solution to dryness,treating the
residue with sulfuric acid, heating to drive off the excessof
sulfunc acid and weighingas calcium sulfate.

Preparation Z.–Into the two legs of a reaction tube were

introduced, respectively,o. 105gm. ofmetalliccalciumand i. 2

equivalents of pyrrol. On mixing the liquid ammonia solu-
tions of these two substances the blue colorof the metal solu-
tion was rapidly discharged,hydrogen was liberated and soon
a crop of crystals began to separate from the solution. The

product of the reaction was well washed with pure solvent
and. dried in vacuum at -39°. Thé specimenon warming
to 20° lost 0.0772 gm. NHg. Its weight, dried at 20°, was

0.2034 gm. Two-nfths gave 0.0647 gm. CaSO<. One-fifth
distilled with potassiumhydroxide gave a trace of ammonia.
Two-fifths heated with sulfuric acid accordingto the method
of Kjeldahl gave 0.00133 gm. N.

Preparation 77.–A second crop of crystals obtained by
concentrating and cooling the mother liquor from the pre-
ceding preparation was washed, then dried in vacuum at

–39°. Heating the ammonated salt to 30° entailed a loss
of 0.0436 gm. NHa. The specimen dried at 39° weighed
o.II32 gm. Two-fifths gave 0.0362 gm. CaS04. Another
two-fifths heated with sulfuric acid according to Kjeldahl
gave 0.0076 gm. N. One-fifth distilled with potassium
hydroxidegave 0.0003 gm. N.

Preparation III.-Surmising that the nascent hydrogen
resulting from the action of pyrrol on metalliccalcium might
bring about the reduction of pyrrol to tetrahydropyrrol the

hydrogen evolved in this experimentwas collected and mea-
sured. Thé action of 0.129 gm. calciumon o.433 gm. pyrrol
gave 65.0 ce hydrogen, whereas the quantity calculated on
the bases of the equation

Ca + zCJ~NH
= (C~N~Ca + Hz

should have been 71 ce. A small portion of the pyrrol was

probably reduced.
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A portion of the specimen dried ât –39° in vacuum

weighed 0.1590 gm. Two-fifths gave 0.0360 gm. CaS04.
Thé remaining three-fifthsdistilled with potassium hydroxide

gave 0.0220 gm. N. The pyrrol nitrogen wasnot determined.

Found
Ca)cu)ated [or

(C4H<N):Ca
––––––––––––––––––––––––

1 II

Ça 23.3 23.4 23.5
N t6.3 16.4 i6.7
4NH939. 38.0 38.5

Calculatedfor Found

(C<H,N):Cit.4NH, 111

Ca tô.y 16.7
N 11.7
NHa 23.3 23.1

Magnesium Pyrrol, (C'4~<~V)!Mg.~A~3.–Pyrrolin solu-

tion in liquid ammonia attacks metallic magnesium slowly
with the evolution of hydrogen gas and the formation of a

colorless, slightly soluble, magnesium salt. Thé product
formed by the action of0.310 gm. pyrrol on a slight excessof

metallic magnesium was transfetred from the unchanged

magnesium to the secondleg of the reaction tube where it

was thoroughly washedwith successive portions of solvent.

Dried in vacuum at 20° the specimen weighed o. t~oo gm.
Two-fifthsgave0.0387gm. MgS04. Three-fifthsgave 0.0327

gm. N by the methodof Kjeldahl.

Calculatedfor c
(C.H<N),Mg.zNH,

Mg tz.8 12.3
N 29.s 34.3

In viewof the highnitrogencontent of this preparation and

of the fact that but onespecimenwas made there is some un-

certainty conceming the composition of this salt.
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St~ Pyrrol, C~N~N~–Silver amide dissolves

readily in a liquid ammonia solutionof pyrrol to form a clear,
colorlesssolution from which a well-crystallizedproduct of
the composition represented by the above formula may bc
easily obtaincd. Althoughalmostcolorlesswhenfirst formed,
the crystals of the salt rather rapidly becomegray and finally
black. The solution also, on standing, slowly deposits black
metallic silver. The salt is hydrolyzed in the presence of
water to silver oxideand pyrrol.

Preparation /.–In this experiment the silver amide re-
sulting from the action of one équivalent of potassiumamide
on o. 225gm. ofsilvernitrate wasdissolvedin a liquid ammonia
solution containing 0.220 gm. of pyrrol. A small quantity
of black insoluble residue, partly platinum used in the forma-
tion of potassium amide, was allowedto subside after which
thé clear, colorlesssolution was decanted into the secondleg
of the reaction tube, there evaporated to small volume and
cooled to the temperature of a liquid ammonia bath. The

crop of well-formedcrystals obtained was recrystallizedonce,
giving a specimen which, dried in vacuumat –39°, weighed
0.1779 gm. On heating the salt to 35° a colorless liquid,
which could have been nothing but pyrrol, was observed

condensing in the cooler neck of the tube. The heating was

interrupted, thé tube cooled and weighed. It had lost 2~
gm. in weight. The salt was obviously undergoing ammo-

nolysis into pyrrol and silveramide in them anner represented
by the equation

C~H.NAg-1-NHa= C<H,NH+ AgNH2.
The spécimen gave 0.1321 gm. AgCl.

Preparation /jf.–Thé silver amide from 0.340 gm. silver
nitrate was treated with a solutionofone equivalent of pyrrol,
which, however, failed to dissolveail the silver amide. Com-
plete solution followedthe addition of a further half equiva-
lent of pyrrol. From the clear, colorlesssolution, after ad-
justing the concentration and cooling to -39°, a goodcrop
of crystals was obtained. Thé product was not recrystallized
but simply drained of a relatively large volume of mother
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liquor. Dried at "39° in vacuum the specimen weighed
0.2418 gm. It gave 0.1765 gm. AgCl and 0.0350 gm. N
by the method of Kjeldahl.

Preparation777–Thé combinedmother liquors fromthe
preceding experiments were evaporated to a proper concen-
tration, then cooledto –39°. The crop of well-formedcrys-
tals obtainedwas drained of mother liquor, then dissolvedin
pure solventand recrystallized. The spécimendried in vacuum
at 20° weighed0.1262 gm. It gave 0.09:1 gm. AgCl and
0.0178 gm. N by the method of Kjeldahl. The atomie ratio
Ag to N is exactly i to 2.

Catcutated for
~°"~

C<H.N~g.NH,
––––––––––––––––––––––––

1 II !I!

56.5 56.0 5s.i ~.4
N '4.7 14.7 M.:

MetaUtoSalts of tndol

Indol is very soluble in liquid ammonia. In contact
with ammonia gas at laboratory temperature and atmos-
pheric pressure the substance rapidly absorbs ammoniaand
deliquesces. On evaporating the solvent away from a solu-
tion of indol a thick, viscous residueis left behind.

Sodium Indol.-Sodium amide dissolves readily in a
liquid ammoniasolutionof indol, forming, undoubtedly, the
sodium salt. The product of the reaction is, however, so
extremely soluble that all attempts to obtain a crystalline
product wereunsuccessful. The salt is left behind asa viscous,
amorphous mass which could not be brought to crystallize
even at temperatures approaching the freezing point of the
solvent. Pure, dry ether was added to the ammonia solution
in the hope that the salt might be brought to crystallizefrom
the mixed solvent. At low temperatures the mixture of am-
monia, ether and salt separated into two layers, an upper
layer of ether and a lower one consisting of a concentrated
solutionof the salt in liquid ammonia.
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~o<osMMMt7~.–Although.undoubtediy, potassiumindol
is formed by mixing solutionsof potassium amide and indol
and also by the.actionof metallicpotassium on indol in liquid
ammonia solution, it was not possible to bring about the
separation of a crystallineproduct. When the solvent was
evaporated away from these solutions either at high or low

temperature a syrupy residue was left behind which, after
standing for a long time at very low temperature, solidified
to a crystalline mass from whieh it was not practicable to
separate any mother liquor.

Calcium~K~, (C~V~iiCa.–Metallic calcium dis-
solves readily in a liquid ammoniasolution of indol to form
calcium indol whieh separates, beautifully crystallized, from
the moderatelyconcentratedsolution.

Preparalion 7.–Into one leg of a reaction tube 0.245
gm. of indol was introduced and into the other 0.042 gm.
metallic calcium,after whieh àmmonia was distilled into the
apparatus to dissolvethe calciumand indol. On pouring the
metal solution into the indol solution the blue color of the
metal rapidly disappearedand at the same time a vigorous
evolution of hydrogentook place. With proper adjustment
of the concentrationof the resulting calcium salt solution it
was a simple matter to obtain an abundant crop of erystals
by coolingthe solutionto –30°. The crystals were dissolved
in pure solvent and recrystallizedand then washed several
timeswith smallquantitiesofsolvent. Preparatory to analysis
the salt was hydrolyzedby treatment with water and then
dissolvedin a mixtureof hydrochloricacid and alcohol. Cal-
cium was weighedas sulfate. Nitrogen was determined by
the method of Kjeldahl.' Thé specimen,dried in vacuum at
20°, weighed 0.1655 gm. Seven-tenths gave 0.0467 gm.
CaS04. The remainingthree-tenths gave 0.0151 gm. N.

Preparation fZ.–In this experiment 0.174 gm. of indol
with an equivalent quantity of calcium was used. The crop

Aftera numtxrof unsatisfactorynitrogendeterminationshadbeen
madebythismethodit wasdiscoveredthatindo)escaptswiththesteamfrom
asolutionstronglyacidwithsulfuricacid.
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of crystals obtained was yellow. After pouring off the mother

liquor the salt recrystallized from the pure solvent was still

yellow in color. After crystallizing a third time the salt was
colorless. What the cause of this behavior may have been is
unknown. The specimen, dried in vacuum at 20°. weighed
o.tô55 gm. After heating a short time at 100° a sublimate
was noticed in the upper cooler portion of the container and
in the tube connecting with the air pump. Examination of
the sublimate showed it to be indol from which it follows that
the ammonated salt, when heated, undergoes ammonolysis in
accordance with the equation

(C.H.N~Ca + 4NH, = zCJI.NH + Ca(NH,),.

Ammonated silver pyrrol' and the ammonated copper salt
of benzenesulfonamide2 undergo ammonolysis in a similar
manner when heated. The residue in thé tube gave o 0666

gm. CaSO~.

Preparation /7/.–It was surmised that possibly the hydro-
gen resulting from the action of calcium on indol might attack
the latter reducing a portion of it to hydroindol. Accord-

ingly, the hydrogengas set free by the interaction of 0.035 gm.
calcium and 0.279 gm. indol was collected and measured. A
little over n ce of hydrogen gas was liberated which is some-
what more than half of what should liave been evotved had
none been used up in reducing the indol. It thus appears
that at most one quarter of the indol may have been reduced
to dihydroindol. This experiment could not be repeatcd on
a larger scalc in order to isolate a possible reduction product
of indol for thé reason that a total of two grams only of indol
was available for the work described in this paper. Thé eolor-
less crop of crystals obtained was recrystallized, then washed
several times with small quantities of solvent for analysis.
The specimen, dried at 20° in vacuum, weighed 0.2371 gm.
Forty-five hundredths gave 0.0421 gm. CaSO,. Three-
tenths gave 0.0166 gm. !s:.

Cf.supra,p. 89.
~Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,37,2291ftQt.~).
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f. for
Found

Ca)cu)atcd for

(C.H.N),Ca.4NH,
––––––––––––––––––––––-––-

1 m

Ça n.7 n.8 tf.8 n.~
N 24.6 30.5 23.3

Magnesium Indol, (C'~A~)2Mg.N~.–When a solu-
tion of indol, contained in one leg of a reaction tube, is poured
upon a clean spiral of metallic magnesium in the other, evolu-
tion of hydrogen soon begins, the metal surface shows signs
of corrosion and after a time well-formed, colorless, needle-
like crystals begin to separate from the solution. In contact
with an exccss of indol the crystals sccm to be stable but when

recrystallized from fresh solvent or when the mother liquor
is replaced by pure solvent they begin to disintegrate after
a time, giving a product which is no longer soluble. It is

probable that this behavior is duc to the ammonolysis of the
salt.

Preparation 7.–A piece of clean magnesium ribbon weigh-
ing 0.027 gm. was treated with a liquid ammonia solution of

0.263 gm. of indol. Evolution of hydrogen began at once.
After a few hours all but a very small quantity of the metal
had disappeared and the walls and bottom of the reaction
tube were covered with beautiful, colorless crystals. Thé

crystals were shaken loose, transferred to the second leg of
the reaction tube and washed twice with small quantities of
solvent. The specimen, dried in vacuum, weighed o. 2623gm.
Forty-five hundredths gave 0.0453 gm. MgSO~ By the
method of Kjeldahl, three-tenths gave 0.0160 gm. X and one-
fourth gaveo.ot29 gm. N.

Preparation 7~.–An excess of magnesium metal was cov-
ered with a solution containing o. 144 gm. indol. After several

days the product of the reaction had separated as an insolu-

ble, poorly crystalline mass which was suspected to be an
ammonobasic compound or mixture. The product was
washed several times, dried at 20°, and analyzed. It was
found to contain 9.5 percent magnesium and 21.7 percent
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nitrogen, results which are in agreement with the assumption
that thé preparation was a basic mixture.

Preparation 7/7.–A strip of clean magncsium weighing
o.ozt gin. was treated with a solution containing 0.210 gm.
indol. Thé evolution of hydrogen began at once and after a
short time a crop of well-formed crystals had separated from

the solution. The crystals were simpty drained of mother

liquor for analysis. Dried in vacuum at 20° the specimen
weighed 0.0827 gm. Six-tenths gave o.0:88 gm. MgS04,
the remaining four-tenths gave 0.0053 gm. N when distilled
with potassium hydroxide.

Found
Ca)cu)atcd for

(C,H.N~Mg.4NH,
–––––––––––––––––––

(C,H.Ny,Mg.4NH,

1 tH

Mg 7.5 7.8 7.6
Total X 2;).f) 2o..jt<).7'
XitiNHa [7.3 f6.o

.S'th'fyIndol, 6'Y/Vs.–This salt was prepared by

dissolving silver amide, made in accordance with a method

whieh has been described eisewhere,~ in a liquid ammonia

solution of slightly more than an equivalent quantity of indol.

The salt is cxtren)ely soluble in liquid ammonia and can be

separated from the solution in crystalline form only at tem-

peratures approaching the freezing point of very concentrated

solutions. After once obtaining a crop of crystals subse-

quent recrystallization takes place easily, provided care is

taken to prevent complete solution of the salt. The solu-

tion shows the phenomenon of supersaturation to a very
marked degree. When the solvent is evaporated from the

solution at higher temperatures, around the boiling point
of ammonia, the salt fails to crystallize; it remains behind as a

viscous mass which after a time changes to a solid crystalline
mass from which mother liquor cannot be drained.

Preparation 7.–Thé silver amide resulting from the

Nitrogen in indolcannotbcdeterminedby thcmethodofKjeldahl.
Jour. Am.Chcm.Soc.,27,Sj3(tços).
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action of one equivalent of potassium amidc' on 0.170 gm.
silver nitrate was dissolved in a solution containing o. 120 gm.
indol. From a highly concentrated solution at a tempera-
ture of –80° the salt separates as a crop of well-formed crys-
tals. The crystals were drained of a small quantity of mother

liquor, dissolved in a fresh portion of solvent and recrystal-
lized. Again they were drained of mother liquor, dissolved

in fresh solvent and crystallized a third time. The specimen,
dried in vacuum at 20°, weighed o.t~o~ gm. It gave 0.08~3

gm. AgCI and by the mëthod of Kjeldahl 0.012~ gm. N.

Preparation /7.–This experiment was a repetition of the

preceding excepting that o.o5g gm. potassium, 0.225 gm.
silver nitrate and 0.177 gm. indol were used. The salt was

recrystallized twice as in the preceding experiment for analy-
sis. Thé specimen, dried in vacuum at 20°, weighed 0.1728

gm. and gave o.iou gm. AgCl and by the method of Kjel-
dahl 0.0137 gm. N.

Prc~ara<MMIII.-The mother liquors from the pre-

ceding two preparations were united, evaporated to high
concentration and cooled to –80°. The crop of crystals ob-

tained was drained of mother liquor, redissolved in pure sol-

vent and again crystallized. Dried in vacuum at 20°, the

specimen weighed 0.1385 gm. Forty-nve hundredths gave

0.0367 gm. AgCl. An acidified solution of the remaining

fifty-five hundredths was boiled until all the pyrrol was re-

moved. Distilled then with excess of potassium hydroxide,

Found
Cak'u!atM)for
C,HcNAH.NH, --–––––––––––––––––––––

1 H JH

44.8 45-t 44 2 4~.5
TotaIN n.6 6 8.8" 8.o~ ioy'
NinNH, 5.88 58 g

Preparcd hy thc action of )i<)ui<):unn)')nia on 0.039 gm. potassium in t)K'

prcsfHcc of a trace of ptatumm Maek.

't'hese rcsults arc )ow for the rcason that nitrogen in itn)o) cannot bc

<jctfnniuc(t hy thc mcthmt of KjcMah).
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0.0043 gm. N was obtained. The filtrate from silver chloride
treated by the method of Kjeldahl gave 0.0067 gm. N, whereas
0.0072 gm. should have been obtained.

Salts of Carbazol

A specimen of carbazol from'Kahlbaum was purified by
crystallization from alcohol and dried in vacuum over sul-
furic acid. It is moderately soluble in liquid ammonia.

~7.~tM~ ( ( -<.A~, and C,A-. ~V/
When a liquid ammonia solution of carbazol was treated with

an cquivatent amount of metallic potassium a strongly col-
ored solution was formed and at the same time only a very
small amount of hydrogen was liberated. No attetnpt was
made to isolate a product from the solution.

In a second experiment 0.~80 gm. carbazol was treated
with an équivalent quantity of potassium amide. From the
yeUow solution, showing greenish fluorescence, a crop of very
soluble crystals was separated when the concentrated solu-
tion was cooled to the temperature of a bath of liquid am-
monia.

The specimen, dried at 39° in vacuum, lost 0.0437 gm.
NH. on heating to 20~. Dried at the latter température "thé
specimen weighed 0.256! gm. One half gave o.o~t gm.
KiSU,. Thé other half was lost.

.s/v/- r~ <sA'A'y, and <–
Silver amide disso!es readily in an ammonia solution of
carbazol to form the silver salt which separatesfrom a solu-
tion of moderate concentration on coolingto –39° in well-
formed crystals of the compositionrepresentedby the second

Pota-Niumcarbazol,C.,H,NK,hasbecnpreparcdbyheatingcarbazolwithpotasammhy<)rnxidetoa temperatureof220-~0°.

Calculated for
I~ounclC,:H,XK.XH, *°"

K f~.6
X )2.6

2XH:. f2.6
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of the above formulas. On warming they lose one mole-

cuie of ammonia.

P~~u~~M)! A l'quid ammonia solution of 0.370 gm.

carbazol was poured upon nine-tenths of an equivalent of

silver amide. A clear, slightly colored solution resulted from

which a crop of slightly darkened crystals was obtaincd on

cooling to the temperature of an ammonia bath. The product
was not recrystallized. It was simply washed several times

with liberal portions of pure solvent. The preparation, dried

at –39°invacuum, lost 0.022: gm. XH~ on hcating to ~0°.
Dried at the latter temperature it weighed 0.3728 gm. The

specimen was lost during preparation for analysis.

/~c/7a~-a~'<;); -A repetition of the preceding experi-
ment gave a solution which was evaporated at taboratory

temperature until an adequate crop of well-formed ye!!owish

crystals was separated. After washing with four successive

portions of pure solvent the crystals were dried in vacuum at

–39°. On warming to ~o" the lustrous crystals became dutt

in appcaranee and lost 0.0170 gm. ammonia. The specimen,
dried at ~o°, weighed o.2956 gm. Distillation with potas-
sium hydroxide gave 0.0~2 gm. N. Carbazol nitrogen
was not determined. The specimen gave o. 1~.61gm. AgCt.

Co/n'MMtCarbazol. (('i2/s~')2C'<A'3 axd (C'n~~A'~tCo

~A'i.–Into one leg of a reaction tube 0.32~ gm. carbazol

was introduced and into the other slightly less than one equiva-
lent of mctaUtc calcium together with a minute quantity of

platinum black. Within half an hour after distilling am-

monia into the reaction tube the calcium was converted into

the amide which is insoluble in liquid ammonia. On pouring

–- -– ~t~j~

!ot)n<)

Ca)cu)utt'<)for

C,.H.NAt;NH,
1 )I

37.2z 37.2z
NmXHs .t.8 ~.8
\H:,)ostat.to°

°
s 8 599 S S
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the solution of carbazol upon the calcium amide the latter

dissolved rapidly to a clear, yellow solution from which, after

a short time, beautiful, yellow crystals, showing greenish

fluorescence, began to separate. Thé crop of crystals was

washed several times with liberal portions of solvent and

dried in vacuum at – 39°. On heating to 30°, 0.0223 gm. N

as ammonia was given off and the specimen weighed o. 2~2

gm. One-half gave 0.03~.8 gm. N when distilled with potas-
sium hydroxide, the other half gave 0.0377 gm. CaSO~.

Preparation /f.–On concentrating and cooling the mother

liquor from the preceding preparation, a crop of crystals was

obtained whieh was washed and then dried in vacuum at

–39°. It lost 0.0125 gm. N as ammonia on heating to 50°.
Its weight after heating to the later temperature was o. 1329

gm. One-half of the specimen gave 0.0167 gm. N, the other

half gave 0.0206 gm. CaSO~.

Found
Catcutated or

(C,.H<N).Ca.4NH,
I II

Ça f).t g.! 1 9.I9.1

Nin~NHa 12.7 i~.z 12.8

~NH~ 9.5 9.i I 9.4

Summary

Any compound of nitrogen which may be looked upon
as ammonia in which one or two of the hydrogen atoms are

replaced by negative groups should show acid properties.
Such compounds are ammono acids.

Pyrrol, indol and carbazol should, therefore, in liquid
ammonia solution, react with the more positive meta.Is and

with metallic amides to form salts.

The following metallic salts of these ammono acids have

been prepared:

Sodium pyrrol, C~H~NNa and CtHjNKa.NH~.

Calcium pyrrol, (C<HtN).tCa and (C<H4N).:Ca.NH:t.

Magnesium pyrrol, (C.tHjN~Mg.zNH.-j.
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Silver pyrrol, C4H4NAg.NH3.
Sodium indol, C~HeNNa.xNH~.
Potassium indol, C~HcNK.xNHs.

Calcium indol, (C,HcN)2Ca.4NH,.

Magnesiumindol, (C~H.,N)<Mg.4NH3.
Silver indol, C,H.NAg.NH..
Potassium carbazol, CnHsNK.zNH~and C~HsNK.NHg.

Silver carbazol, C,i.HsNAg.2NH,and C~HsNAg.NH,.
Calcium carbazol, (Ct.iHsN~Ca.yNH:,and (C,2HsN),Ca.-

~NH,.
~<)M/o~ Unircrsily

CM/;yo<'MM



SUPERSATURATIONAND CRYSTAL SIZE

BY WH.DERD. BANCROPT

Since von Weimam was the first man to make a systematic

study of the form in which substances precipitate from solu-

tion under varying conditions, it is necessary to take von

Weimam's theory' as a starting point. "The process of con-

densation [or precipitation] depends on a number of very
different factors: on the solubility of the substance, on the

latent heat of precipitation, on the concentration at which

the precipitation takes place, on the normal pressure at the

surface of the solvent, on the viscosity of the solvent, on the

dielectric constant of the solvent, and on the molecular weights
of the solvent and of the precipitate. It is of course impossi-
ble to take into account now the effect of ail these complex
factors on the precipitation. We will therefore simplify the

problem by considering only two of the factors, the solubility
of the precipitating substance and the concentration at which

the precipitation begins, or, in other words, the initial concen-

tration of the precipitating molecules. The process of con-

densation can profitably be divided into two parts. In the

first stage the molecules condense to invisible crystals or to

crystals which can only just be seen in the ultra-microscope
under the most favorable conditions--molecular complexes.
From a molecular kinetic point of view, the first stage of the

condensation process takes place exactly like a reaction in a

solution. The velocity at the important first moment of the

first stage of the condensation can be formulated as follows:

W = K co"sation pressure ~Q_~L = K ? == KU (i)W
condensation resistancece

K
L L

KU

where W is the rate of precipitation in the first movement,

Q is the total concentration of the substance which is to pre-

cipitate L the ordinary solubility of the substance in coarse

crystals; Q– L = P the amount of supersaturation. The

"Grundzügeder Dispcrsoidchemie,"39 (t<)n).
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ratio of P/L = U may be called the specifie supersaturation
[percentage supersaturation] at the moment when precipi-
tation begins. One must not forget that this formula applies
only to the first stage of the condensation process when the
excess molecules and their-smallest complexes corne in contact
in the dispersing medium and condense. It is only under
these conditions that the kinetic conceptions have a meaning
analogous to those which have proved useful when studying
the kinetics of homogeneous systems.

"Thé second stage in the process of precipitation is con-
cerned with the growth of the particles as a result of diffusion.
The rate of this precipitation, according to the Nernst-Noyes
theory, is given by the equation

V=~.0.(C-/) (,)

where D is the diffusion coefficient, thé length of the diffusion

path (the thickness of the adherent film), 0 the surface, C
thé concentration of the surrounding solution, and thé solu-

bility of the particles of the dispersed phase for a given de-

gree of dispersity. C -1 is the absolute supersaturation.'
These two equations cal! for some comment. Direct experi-
ment shows that, under otherwise similar conditions, thé rate
at which precipitation occurs is greater the large he value
of P and that for the same value of P the rate of precipitation
is greater the smaller L is. It follows experimentally, there-
fore, that the rate of precipitation varies directly with U = P L

increasing or decreasing as U becomes larger or smaller. The

experiments do not prove that the rate of precipitation is

directly proportional to U. The reason for assuming such a

proportionality in Equation i is that-hat is the simplest, most

natural, and, theoretically, most pobable relation as well
as the one which is the easiest to apply in an analysis of the

Rqu!ttion2 is not onlythé resultof the theoryof Noyesand Xernst,
but has beenverifiedbrilliantlyby JohannAndrfjewin an extensiveseriesof
experimentson thé rate of.growthof crystalsofcitricacid,orthochrodinitro-
benzene(in ether), and sodiumchtorate. Jour. russ.chcm.Ces.. 40, 307:
Zeit. Kolloidchemie.2, 236(;9o8).
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phenomenon of precipitation. Thé more characteristic cases
of precipitation become quite clear when considered with
référence to Equations i and 2, and one is ab!e to classify
many phenomena of condensation which at first sight seem

quite unrelated.

"Thé equation V=D.O(C–<)/~ shows that the

growth of the particles of the dispersed phase is eut down

very much in two cases, when either C – 1 or D is very small.
The first occurs in very dilute solutions of the reacting sub-
stances, and the second in very concentrated solutions when
the great rate of precipitation W in the first moment causes
thé formation almost instantaneously at many different

points in the dispersing medium of particles which are not

molecularly dispersed and which do not diffuse rapidly.
Thèse particles agglomerate but stowly.

"By meansof Equation i, W = K (condensationpressure/
condensation resistance) = KP/'L = KU, the followingphe-
nomena among others may be easily explained and made to
seem matters of course. With a condensation pressure of

several grams (P) sparingly soluble substances such as A~Og.-

~HjO and AgCl are obtained in the form of a very fine jelly
or of a curdy precipitate due to the coalescing of very fine

crystals, while readily soluble substances such as NaCt are
obtained as small crystals. From Equation i we see that in
the first case the condensation resistance was small and there-
fore the rate of precipitation of W very large, while the rate
of precipitation is very small in the second case because the

resistance to condensation is large. From Equation i, how-

ever, we see what conditions must prevail in order to reverse

the results previously obtained with A1203.3H20and NaCl.
If we carry out the formation of Al.i03.HiOin strongly am-
moniacal solution in which this substance is a good deal

more soluble than in water, we shall get microcrystals. If

we precipitate sodium chloride by letting HCI and NaSCN,
or still better sodium alcoholate,l react in a mixture of ether
and amyl alcohol in which NaCl is practically insoluble, we

Jour.russ.chem.Ces.,40,1127(t()o8).
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rftvnrffinitatf'Mfrt/m'nt~.t.t~f A~r't ~*L~«.get a eurdy precipitate very like that of AgC!. Thèse illus-
trations when taketi in connection with équation t are very
convincing. Any reasoning man will see that there is no
such thing as a specifically amorphous colloidal substance
and that one can obtain any substance in large crystals, no
matter how insoluble it may be, by making P and conse-

quently W very small. In extreme cases, when L is vanish-

ingly small. it will of course take seas of reacting solutions and
centuries of time to produce large crystals; but it would be

just as foolish to doubt the possibility of getting large crys-
tals as it would be to say that NaCl does not occur in crvs-
talline form because it can be obtained in a curdy state.

"We must now take into account that the terms 'prac-
tically insoluble' and 'practically instantaneous reaction or

precipitatioti' are very flexible. In most cases the rates of

precipitation, W, of practically insoluble substances from
reactions between solutions cannot be differentiated quanti-
tatively by our senses and appear to be equally instantaneous
for 'practically insoluble' substances which, however, have
different solubilities. We cannot doubt, however, that some
of these rates are really ten-, a hundred- or a thousand-fold
some of the others, just as the practically insoluble substances

vary very much in solubility. While we cannot of course
measure the true reaction velocity, W, in many cases, we can
judge its change from the value U which is proportional to it.
To bring this out clearly we give a table for U and W at con-
stant P but varying L:

_i.

u w

'o~

n

lo"'

5
io'' K.to'

'o~

2
)o~ 10~ K.io~

10'' )o-c °
,o< K.)o"

'o'
I

!0~ K.to'
'0 '0'' t0'= K!0"

10~ io-' ,o' K.to'

'0'' 10- KtO'-
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"From this table it can be seen that with equal P but

varying U. such as U = to~ and U = to'. we cannot get
dispersed systems of identical properties beeause the rates
of precipitation vary markedly, from W = K. 102 to W =

K.to". It must be noted that for an understanding of the
formation of suspensoid solutions it is very important to know
that the spécifie concentration C// is the important thing'
and not thé absolute concentration C. It would be entirely
false, however, to say that the absolute concentration is

unimportant, for the latter determines whether a jelly or a

suspensoid solution is formed. An equal and high value for
W can be obtained in two ways, either by increasing P when L
is fairly large or by decreasing P when L is very smaU. In
thé second case the dispersed particles are far distant one
from another and we get a suspensoid solution or suspension,
and in thé first case we get a curdy or gelatinous precipitate."

Von Weimam~ considers that with increasing super-
saturation five stages can be distinguished fairly definitely in
the case of sparingly soluble substances, though there is, of

course, no sharp dividing line hetween the stages. For slight
supersaturations, no precipitation occurs inside of several

years. This may be called the stage of colloidal solutions. In
the next stage of higher supersaturation perfect crystals arc
obtained in a relatively short time. In the third stage skele-
ton crystals and needles are obtained. When the fourth

stage is reached, a curdy, apparently amorphous, precipi-
tate is ohtained, and in the highest stage of supersaturation
a jelly is obtained. It is immaterial whether all these pre-
cipitates are crystalline or not. Von Weimam considers
them all crystalline; but he considers a liquid and a gas as

crystalline. This may be true, but it is not helpful because
we should then have to invent another word to describe what
most people mean by crystalline and that would be confusing.
It is undoubtedly true that many precipitates are called

amorphous when they are really crystalline but if a liquid is

'Zeit Kolloidehemie,g, f;;y (t9o<)).
"Zurt~hrevondenZustandenderMaterie,"fr' ()f)f~).
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amorphous, a precipitateconsistingof supercooledand very
viscousdrops is alsoamorphous.

Von Weimarn'has tested his theory on barium sulphate,
among other substances,by mixing équivalent sotutions of
MnSO, and Ba(SCN)~. When the reacting concentrations
were approximatelyN/20ooo N/yooo no precipitate was
formed in the courseof several years. With concentrations
of about N/7ooo–N/6oo perfect crystals were obtained,
the rate of crystallizationbeing very small with the more
dilute solutions. With initial concentrationsof about N/6oo
to 0.75 N skeletoncrystals and needlesare formed. When
the initial concentrationsare about 0.75 N 3 N the pre-
cipitate is curdy, becominggelatinousat the higher concen-
trations, while jelliesare obtained, at least temporarily,when
thé concentrationsare about 3 N 7 N.

Satisfactory resultshave been obtained by von Weimarn
with an extraordinary number of salts and he daims never
to have found an exception. In spite of that the general
presentationdoesnotseemto meideal. Whileit is apparently
true that one can get any salt comingdown in a gelatinous
form if the concentrationsof the reacting solutionsare suffi-
ciently high, those are not the conditionsunder which jellies
are usualty obtained. Then von Weimarn'sconditionshold
only for the casewherethe solutionsare not stirred after mix-
ing. He separatesthe colloidalsolutionsfrom the curdy pre-
cipitates in spite of the fact that one can often pass directly
from one to the other. The effect of a slight excessof one
of the reacting substancesis not diseussedeffectively,though
the matter receivesa perfunctoryand formaiconsiderationin
the later work,' wherethe effectof viscosityis alsodiseussed.

1 have foundvon Weimarn'sviewsdistinctly more help-
ful if one discardsthe formulasand restates the wholething
from another point of view. The mean size of the crystals
is determined by the total amount of material crystallizing
and the numberofcrystals. The reallyimportant thing there-

"ZurLchrcvondenZustandenderMateric,"2<(~9)4).
Von Wcimatn: /M.. 6 (tçt~).
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fore is the number of nuclei whieh are formed. under any
given conditions and von Weimarn appears to have over-
looked this factor entirely. The difference which this may
introduce can be seen very clearly from the behavior of very
dilute solutions. Von Weimarn has deduced very properly
that the condition favorable to the growth of large crystals
is the existence of a very slight supersaturation, but he does
not lay stress on the fact that the reason for this is that there
is then only a very slight tendency for the solution to crys-
tallize spontaneously and consequently the crystallization
takes place only on the crystal whieh is to grow. If one stirs
such a solution vigorously, a number of nuclei are formed
and we get colloidal solutions because the number of nuclei
is so large that the excess material cornes out chiefly as nuclei.

There has been no direct experimental study, so far as 1
know, of the way in which the number of nuclei varies with
the increase in supersaturation; but we can deduce it em-

pirically from the observed behavior of supersaturated
solutions. For a definite rate of stirring the number of nuclei
seems to increase at first less rapidly than the supersatura-
tion and afterwards more rapidly. This means titat we get
colloidal solutions of lead chromate, for instance, if we mix

very dilute solutions of potassium chromate and lead ni-

trate,' because the number of crystals is so great that the total
mass of each one is very small. At a little higher concentra-
tion we get flocculent or curdy precipitates because of the

agglomeration of the crystals. At still higher concentra-

tions, the number of nuclei has apparently not increased pro-
portionally, for the crystals are distinctly larger. With

continuously increasing supersaturations the crystals pass
through a maximum size and then begin to decrease either
because the number of nuclei are increasing more rapidly
than the concentration or because the rate of crystallization
becomes so high that good crystals are not formed. At

very high degrees of supersaturation, gelatinous precipitates
are formed. This was known before in isolated cases, as for

1Free:Jour.Phys.Chem.,13, (1909).
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instance whenconcentrated sodium carbonate and calcium

chloridesolutionsare mixed; but von Weimarnwasapparently
the first to formulate the général statement. 1 am not cer-

tain whether a gelatinousprecipitate is a limiting case when

the size of the crystals becomes very small. It seemsto me

quite possiblethat wearedealingwith theappearanceofasecond

liquid phase;but 1 shallprobably discussthis in a later paper.

Empiricallywe find that the relative number of nuclei

decreaseswithrisingtemperature becauseweget morecoarsely

crystallineprecipitatesat higher temperatures, a point which

is apparently not covered by von Weimarn's theory. The

question of adsorptionreceives very little attention fromvon

Weimarn' in spite of the fact that barium sulphate is well

known to precipitate more coarsely crystalline in presence
of sulphuricacid or hydrochloricacid and very finelydivided

in presenceof barium chloride. This has been discussedin

detail by Weiser"so 1need not gointo it.

The generalresultsof this paper are as follows:

1. The theory of von Weimam as to the relation bc-

tween degreeof supersaturation and size of crystal is inade-

quate beeauseit does not take into account the number of

nuclei formed.

2. With vigorousstirring and increasing supersaturation
we get: colloidalsolutions, curdy precipitates, fine crystals,
coarser crystals, fine crystals, gelatinous precipitates in the

case of a salt whichnormally precipitates anhydrous.

3. Precipitates are normally more coarsely crystalline
at higher temperaturesthan at lowerones.

4. Von Weimarn's theory applies explicitly to solutions

which are not stirred. The conditionsfor forminglarge crys-
tals are those in which there is no spontaneous formation of

nuclei and in whichthe rate of crystallization is so slowthat

branched crystals do not form.

5. The effectof adsorption on the growth of crystals is

not coveredadequately by von Weimarn.

Corneli t/tWCMt/y

"Grundziige der Dispersoidehemie," 59 (t9n).
2

Jour. Phys. Chem., 21, 3)4 (t<)t7).



BENZENE SUI<FONNITRAMIDE,TOI<UENE-4-SUI<FON-
NITRAMIDE.2-NITROTOLUENE-4-SULFONNITRA-

MIDE, AND SOME 0F THEIR SALTS'

BY BRUCE RE!D MATHBWS

!ntroducHon

Benzenesulfonnitrideis an ammono acid" and has the
distinction of being one of the strongest, if not quite the
strongest acids,of this classknown. Baur~has shownthat it
approaches in strength the ordinary minerai acids. A spéci-
men of this acid and its homologue toluene sulfonnitramide
were desired for certain purposes in this laboratory so their
preparation was undertaken by the author. With the acids
at hand it seemed worth while to determine the extent to
which they would form metallic salts. The results obtained
are given herewith.

BenzeneSulfonnitramide

Benzene sulfonnitramidewas prepared by 0. Hinsberg'
by the action of a mixture of colorlessnitric acid,sp. gr. t .4.8,.
and ordinary concentrated sulfuric acid on benzenesulfon-
amide. He recognizedthe acid properties of the compound
to the extent of preparing the potassium and ammonium
salts.

Severalattempts weremade in this laboratoryto prepare
benzene sulfonnitramide by Hinsberg's method with only
partial success. The compound is difficult to prepare be-
causeof its instabilityand extremesolubilityinwater. Several
times, whilerecoveringpart of the ether used in extracting the
nitramide from water solution, violent decompositionset in
and the compoundwas entirely lost. It wasfound, however,

Froma thcsissubmittedtotheDepartmentofChemistryofStanford
Lmversityinpartialtulfillmentoftherequirementsforthed~recofMasterofArts.

Am.Chem. Jour 47, 285 (t9;2).
Ziet. phys. Chcm.. :), ()897).

Ber. dcutsch. chem. Gcs.. 25, fo~j (toox).
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ins ammonia auicklv when sie'nR of dfcnmnn';i-that by adding ammonia quickly when signs of decomposi-
tion appeared, the nitramide could be recovered as the
ammoniumsalt. In fact, most of the other salts were pre-
pared from this compound. Water was the only solvent
used throughout this investigation, thus all solubilities,when
not otherwise indicated, refer to water.

Salts of Benzene Sulfonnitramide

AwtKOt!t'MWbenzenemlfonnitramide,C~~S'OsA~A~OzA~
was prepared by neutralizing benzenesulfonnitramidewith

aqua ammonia. Thé product is moderately soluble in water
and crystallizesin fine,yellowprisms.

Calculated for C~SO~NN~NO,: S, 1~.7; N, 19.2.
Found: S, 13.9; N, 19.5.

5od<MMbenzenesulfonnitramide,C'e~O~~VO~A'H, was

prepared by dissolving the ammonium salt in water and

adding an equivalent quantity of sodium hydroxide in solu-
tion. The ammonia was then boiled off and the produet
allowedto crystallize. Colorlesscrystals were formed which
were moderately soluble.

Calculated for CcH.SOsN(Na)NO. Na, 10.3. Found:

Na, 10.5, lo.o.

Calcium ~CM2eMMM</OMKt~aW!'dc,(Ce~~Oi.A'.NO~i'C'Q.-
3~0, was prepared from a hot aqueous solution of the am-
moniumsalt and milk of lime. The milk of lime was added
as long as it would dissolve after which the solution was fil-
tered. The ammonia was boiled off, and the salt allowedto

crystallize. Small, colorlesscrystals were formed which were

moderately soluble.

Calculated for (C.Hj.SOiiN.NO.~Ca~HtO:Ca, 8.1; H~O,
10.9. Found: Ca, 8.1, 8.0; H20, 10.5,

Barium 6~~M~M</o!M~y-a~dc,(Ce~i~'O~.A~O~~o.O,
waspreparedfrom a hot aqueoussolution ofthe ammoniumsalt
and an equivalent quantity of barium hydroxide in solution.
A slight excessof barium hydroxide was added and the am-
monia boiled off. The moderately soluble salt crystallized
in fine, white, lustrous plates.
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Calculated for (C~SO~N.NO~Ba.sH~OlBa, 23 t; H~O,
9.t. Found: Ba, 22.8, 22.8, 23.0, s~.i.H~O, 9.6,9.6, 8.6,

~OM<M(M ~~n~f(/ot;M!<faw~, (C~SO~.A~!)-
3~0, was prepared by adding a hot aqueous solution of
strontium hydroxide to an equivalent quantity of the am-
monium salt. The ammonia was boiled off and the salt al-
lowed to crystallize. The produet formed very soluble, color-
less crystals.

Calculated for (C.H~SO,N.NO,)~Sr.3H..O: Sr, 16.0; H.O,
7.9. Found: Sr, 15.7, 15.9:~0,9.8,

Lithium ~MCMCXM~KMt<faM~, CWsS'~NNOtLt, was

prepared by adding smaU portions of an aqueous solution of
lithium hydroxide to a hot aqueous solution of the ammonium
salt as long as ammonia was evolved. The produet was fine,
colorless crystals which were moderately soluble.

Calculated for C,,H,SO~NNO:U: Li, 3.q.. Found: Li,
33

/ltMwo);a<~ silver bMzc)!~Mj'/oKM!~aM!~e,C'}5'0.VA''(~-
.4g..V~. was prepared by adding silver oxide to a hot aqueous
solution of the ammonium sait. The produet was moderately
soluble and crystallized readily into small, drab-colored prisms.

Calculated for C.H.,SO,NNO:Ag.NH,: Ag, 33. i NH3, 5.2.
Found: Ag, 32.8, 32.2; NU,, 6.3, 6.o.

Hydrated ~th~'r 6~zcMMtf~bKK«mtM!'Jc.C,V;S'0:AW(.)..i.-lg.-
H}0, was prepared by two methods. First, an equivalent quan-
tity of silver nitrate in solution was added to a hot aqueous
solution of the ammonium salt. On cooling the silver salt

crystallized out. The second specimen was prepared by add-

ing silver oxide to a hot aqueous solution of benzenesulfonni-
tramide as long as it would dissolve. The produet crystal-
lized in small, lustrous plates of a drab color. The salt was

moderately soluble.

Calculated for C.H.SO.NNO~Ag.H~O: Ag, 33.0; H20,
5.5. Found: Ag, 32.6, 33 3. 32.?, 32.0, 32.0, 32.5; H.O,
58, 5.9. 6.5. 59.

Thallium benzenesulfonnitramide, C,,H:S'0.:AWOJ7, was
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prepared from hot aqueous solutions of equivalent quantities of
the ammonium salt and thallium nitrate. The product was

only slightly soluble in cold water, and crystallized in almost

colorless, fine, lustrous plates.
Calculated for CcHiSO.NNO.T): T), 50.3. Found: T),

50.0, 50.1.

~y(/~<fj cM/~t'c~M~M<'x!<~KM!~«w~, (C'c/A'.A'~).i-
Ctt.O, was prepared by neutralizing a portion of the nitra-
mide in hot aqueous solution, with copper carbonate. The
excess copper carbonate was filtered off and the salt allowed
to crystallize. Beautiful, light blue crystals were formed
which were very soluble.

Calculated for (C.H.SOtN.NO.Cu.?~ Cu, 12.7;
N, n i. Found: Cu, t2.5o, 12.5, 12.6; N, 10.7.

Ammonated fM~~t' ~H<~M7/OMK!~O~K«/<?,(Ce/y.A'

A''D.;):CM.V//9, was prepared in two ways. The first specimen
was obtained by adding an equivalent quantity of ammonated

copper nitrate, Cu(NO;i)i!~NH9, to a hot aqueous solution of
the ammonium salt. The product was fine, deep blue needles,
whieh were only slightly soluble. The second specimen was

prepared by adding aqua ammonia to hydrated cupric benzene-

sulfonnitramide, heating carefully until the salt was dissolved
and allowing to crystallize.

Calculated for
(CcH~N.NO.~Cu.~NH: Cu, ti.();

NH,, 12.8. Found: Cu, 11.2, 11.3, 12.3, t2.o; NH,, 12.9,

13 o.

Hydrated ~'c~ ~K~);MMj'/oK)~a)M~, (Cc~~OsA'.A~).~
A~O, was prepared by adding nickel hydroxide in

slight excess to a hot aqueous solution of the nitramide. The
excess nickel hydroxide was then fi tered off and the salt al-
lowed to crystallize. The crystals were of a green color and

very soluble in water.

Calculated for (C.H.,S02N.NO.~Ni.6H~O: Ni, !0.3; H:0,
19 o. Found: Ni, 10.0; ~0, 18.3.

/hnwoKa~ nickel ~nMM//oMM~?-QM<tde, (Ce~/sSO.

A'0.)2A/6A~:t, was prepared by adding an equivalent quantity
of nickel nitrate in solution to a hot aqueous solution of the
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ammonium sait. The sait crystallized into light purple,
stout needles whiehwereonlyslightly soluble.

Calculatedfor (CeH'.SOsN.NO~.Ni.ôNHa:Ni. !o.3; NH,,
t8. t. Found:Ni,!o.NH3,t8.i.

Strychnine ~a~, ~5'O~HN(~.C~N~Benzene-
sulfonnitramide unites readily with ammonia to form the
ammoniumsalt. This led us to suspect that it would unite
with the alkaloids,whichwasfound to be true.

Strychninenitrate waspreparedfrom the sulphate. This
in solutionwasadded to a hotaqueoussolutionof the acid. A

precipitate was formed immediatelywhich was found to be

very slightlysolublein water.

Calculated for CeHtSO~NHNO-i.C~HMN. N, 10.5.
Found: N, 10.9, n .6.

Severalother salts of the acid were prepared but not in
sufficientquantity for analyses. Among these were the mag-
nesium, zinc, mercury, manganese, cadmium and cobalt
salts. Each one except the mercury salt showed a definite

crystalline form and atl of them could have easily been pre-
pared in quantity.

Solubility of Saltaof BenzeneSulfonnitramide in Uquid
Ammonia

Rough indicationsof the solubilityare indicated by thé
abbreviationsv. e. sol., veryeasily soluble; v. s., very soluble;
m. sol., moderatelysoluble;etc.

Ammoniumsait, v. e. sol.,cupric sait, v. sol., barium sait,
v. e. sol., potassium sait, v. e. sol., mercurous sait, blackens,
nickel satt, s),sol.,calciumsait, v. e. sol., sodium sait, v. sol.
silver sait, v. sol., lithium sait, v. sol., thallium sait. v. sol.,
strontium sait, v. sol.

The Actionof Nltrie Acidon Paratoluenesulfonamide

The preparation of a toluene compound similar to ben-
zenesulfonnitramidewas next attempted. Accordingly,para-
toluenesulfonamidewasselectedfor the purpose. This amide
was nitrated and the nitration product extracted from the re-
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!r~n iii!vfnrn tn t~r~~tc~lut~t~ cat-nf*mamtftf ~f~eff!h~~~waction mixture in preeisely the same manner describcd by

Hinsberg for the preparation of benzenesulfonnitramide.1 It

was found, however, that by using nitrie acid of spécifie gravi-

ties 1.42 and t. 48, two different compounds were formed.

These were found, upon investigation, to be paratoluenesul-
fonnitramide and 2-nitrotoluene-4-sulfonnitramide, respec-

tively.

Paratoluenesulfonnitramlde, CeH<<,/CH.(p)
~SO~NHNO:

This compound was prepared by placing 100 grams of

colorless nitrie acid of sp. gr. 1 .42 in a 250ce Erlenmeyer flask,

cooling to o° in a freezing mixture of salt and ice, and slowly

adding 25 grams of paratoluenesulfonamide. Then 60 grams
of concentrated, ice cotd sulfuric acid were added in small

portions. The mixture was kept near o° at all times by fre-

quent shaking in the freezing mixture. Before all of the sul-

furic acid was added the nitramide separated out as a white

crystalline mass. The reaction mixture was poured into a

small volume of ice and water and then extracted three times

with ether. The ethereal solution of the nitramide was then

shaken three times with a small volume of saturated sodium

chloride solution to remove the excess nitrie acid. Part of

the ether was distilled off at 50° and recovered; the last por-
tion was allowed to evaporate in the open. The evaporation
was hurried by placing the concentrated ethereal solution on

a water bath at 40° to 45°. The yellow, crystalline mass was

recrystallized from toluene into a colorless product. The

melting point at first was 105°, but after repeated recrystalliza-
tion from toluene it rose to no°. The yield ranged from ten

to fourteen grams. This compound, like benzene sulfonni-

tramide, was found to be very soluble in water, ether, alcohol

and benzene.

Calculated for CH~H.SO~NHNOt: N. 12.9; S, 14.8.
Found: N, 12.6; S, :4.5.

!.<)< crt.
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n_n._ _e.
Salts of Paratoluenesulfonnitrarnide

Ammonium ~Ora<C~MM(/ÛKM~rQM<C7/CJ/v77-
~0, was prepared by neutralizing an aqueous solution
of the nitramide with aqua ammonia. The product crys-
tallized in slightly yellowplates which were moderately solu-
ble.

Calculated for CH~H~SOsNHNOt.NHa: NH. 7~
Found:NH~,7.i,7.o.

Potassium ~)-a<o~MM~K«?-a~ C~CJY~O~-
N02K, was prepared by adding an equivalent quantity of
potassiumhydroxidein solutionto a hot aqueous solution of
the ammonium salt. The salt crystallized in small, light
yellowplates whichweremoderately soluble.

Calculated for CH~H~SO~NNO~K: K, 15.4. Found:
K, 15. t5.i, 15.6.

Ilydrated barium po~-a~M~~M~OKK~ow~, (C/~C~-
~AWOs):Ba.2~0, waspreparedfrom hot solutionof equiva-
lent quantities of the ammonium salt and barium hydroxide.
The product crystallizedin moderately soluble,yellowplates.

Calculated for (CH,C.H,SO~NNO.)~Ba.2H,0:Ba, 22.8
H.i0,6.o. Found:Ba,22.8;H:0,5.8.

Silver /'(!ra<c/M~MM~OMK~MM<C~C~~A~A~Ot/lg,
was prepared by adding an equivalent quantity of silver ni-
trate in solution to a hot aqueous solution of the ammonium
salt. The product crystallizedin moderately soluble yellow
needles.

Calculated for CH~Cr.H~NNO~Ag: Ag, 33. round:
Ag, 33 3. 33 9.

Ammonatedsilver /'ara~fK~M//oMM~K~, C~C~<-
.S~AWf~/tg~A~ was prepared from a hot aqueous solu-
tion of the acid and as much silver oxide as would dissolve.
The excessof silveroxidewas filteredoff and a slight excessof
aqua ammoniaadded. The product crystallized in moderately
soluble, gray-coloredneedles. The low percentage of am-
monia could not be accounted for. The specimen was re-
crystallizedand again analyzed but gave the same results as
shownby number II below:
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ated for CHtCoHtSOijNNOijAg.zNHa:AE. -!0.Calculated for CHtCoHtSOiNNOjjAg~NHa:Ag, 30.3;
NHa.9.5. Found:Ag,3o.5,3o.4; NHa, 7.2, 7.2.

Ammonatedcupric ~(!fa<~t<~MM~t<«fOWl~,(C~e/Y~-
.S09A~A~02)t6'tf.~N~3,was prepared from hot aqueous solu-
tions of equivalent quantities of the ammonium salt and
ammonatedcoppernitratewitha slightexcessofaqua ammonia
added. The salt crystallizedin slightly soluble, deep blue

prisms.

Calculated for (CH,C6H4SO.iNNOi!):Cu.4NH3:Cu, II.3;
NH~.tz.t. Found:Cu,o,n.NH3,i2.3.

Hydrated cupric paratoluenesulfonnitramide,(C/73CJ74-
~0!AW~)2CM.3/y!C),wasprepared by adding powdered cop-
per carbonate to a hot aqueoussolution of the acid as long
as it would dissolve. The excess of copper carbonate was
filtered off and the salt allowedto crystallize. The product
was very soluble and "seeding"was necessary to start crys-
tallization. Light blue plates were formed.

Calculated for
(CHiCcH.SO~NNO~iCu.sHsO: Cu, 11.6;

N, 10.2. Found: Cu, u. n. N, 10.1.

Ammonatednickel paratoluenesulfonnitramide,(CH3CrH4-
SO~VNO.:)2Nt.V~s,was prepared by adding an equivalent
weight of nickel nitrate in solution to a hot aqueous solution
of the ammonium saIt. Aslight excessof aqua ammoniawas
added before the salt crystallized. The salt formed in very
slightly soluble,bluishpurpleplates that lost ammonia when
heated to 170° and decomposedcompletely at 290".

Calculated for (CH~H~SOjjNNO.~Ni.ôNHa:Ni, 9.9;
NH9,t7.3. Pound:Ni,9.9;NH:3,i6.8.

Hydrated calcium ~f!fa<O~KMMj!/bMM~OMM~,(C~C'
.~AWOt~Ca.iO, was preparedfrom a hot aqueous solution
of the ammonium salt and milk of lime. The excessmilk of
lime was filteredoff and the solution boiled free of ammonia.
The salt formed in very soluble,yellowplates.

Calculated for (CHiCeH~SOtNNO~tCa.HtO:Ca, 8.2;
~0,3.7. Found: Ca, 8.2; ~0,3.8.
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So!uM!tty ofSa!t8ofParato!uenesu!fonnitrtnntde ln

Liquid Ammonia

The acid is very soluble. Ammonium sa!t, v. sol.,
potassium sait, v. sol., nickel satt, s!, sol., calcium sait, st. sol.,
copper sait, si. sol., silver sait, v. sol., barium sait, st. sol.

y'-HJ
(1)

2-Nitrototuene-'t-su!fonnttramtde. C.H~N()~ (~
\S02NHNO, (4)

This acid was prepared from paratoluenesutfonamide in

exactly the same way as paratoluenesulfonnitramide, except
that the nitric acid used was of specific gravity i .~8-1.5. It
was found that when nitric acid of sp. gr. 1.~8 was used,
there was no certainty that a second nitro group would be in-
troduced into the benzene ring. It seemed that when nitric
acid of sp .gr. i .~8 was used, small variations in the tempera-
ture control determined whether a second nitro group was in-
troduced or not. To be sure of preparing 2-nitrotoluene-4-
sulfonnitramide, nitric acid of sp. gr. i. 5 was used.

The acid was crystallized from toluene into beautiful,
faint yellow needles and when pure melted at 118.5°. A
second specimen prepared in the same way as the first melted at

'15 5° after repeated recrystallization. From twenty-five
grams of paratoluenesulfonamide fourteen grams of the nitra-
mide were obtained.

The nitramide was found to be very soluble in water, ab-
solute alcohol and ether.

One would expect the second N0~ group to enter the
benzene ring in position (2) for the reason that when mono
nitrotoluene is prepared, a mixture of the ortho and para com-
pounds is present. In this work, paratoluenesulfonamide
was used where the para position was already taken, so one
would expect an N02 group to go into position (2). Besides
this, it is usually difficult to introduce an N02 group next to
a S020H group which would lead one to expect the N0.j
group to go into position (2). To test the conclusion, the
nitramide was decomposed by cautious heating into the corre-

sponding sulfonic acid and the amide of this acid prepared.
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The melting point after purification was found to be 14.2.5°.

According to Otto and Gruber,' however, 2 nitrotoluene-
sulfonamide melts at 128°. A second specimen of the nitra-

mide was decomposed by adding acetic anhydride and the

amide prepared. This melted at 14.2°.
Calculated for CH,C6H3NO.~O:NHN(~: N, 16.o; S, t2 .3.

Found:N, 15.8, 16.o; S, 12.1, t2.o.

Salts of 2.Nitrototuene-4-Su!fonnitramtde

Hydrated /'o~~MMW 2-M~o<o~<'Kt'XM//oKMt~aw<Jc,

C'~C'V~A'O~.S'O~'VNO~O, was prepared from hot

aqueous solutions of equivalent quantities of the acid and

potassium hydroxide.
Calculated for C7Hr.O.N3SK.2H9(). K, 11.7; H~O, 10.8.

Found: K, n.2; H~O, 10.8.

Hydrated CM~~C2-M~fO~MPMC-M~))tt~M~dP, (C~3-

Ce~~NO.i~O~'V~O~.iC'M.O, was prepared by adding a

slight excess of copper carbonate to a hot aqueous solution of

the nitramide. The salt crystallized in very soluble, greenish
blue prisms.

Calculated for Ct4H,O~N6&Cu.3H!0 Cu. 10.0; H:0, 8.5.
Found: Cu, 10.0; H:0, 8.3.

Ammonated cupric 2-)!~O~M~KP-St(//(;)n!t;fUMn'dc, (~V:j-

C'o~~A/O~S'OsNNO~tCM.V~~ was prepared from a hot

aqueous solution of the nitramide and an equivalent quantity
of ammonated copper nitrate in solution. A slight excess of

aqua ammonia was added. The salt crystallized in very

slightly soluble, fine blue needles.

Calculated for C~H,sOnN.StCu.5XH,: Cu, 9.5; \H:

12.7; N, 23. i. Found: Cu, 10.0, 10.3, io.8, 9.7; NHs, 12.4,

i2.4; N, 23.2. Tctal nitrogen was determincd by the method

ofKjetd.ht.
/)M<M~O)!a/CC/~Y:'C/-~-)n'~<0~<(;'MC-S'K/û)))!)<r!jf,C/Y3Cf,/y:r

(A~.SY~AWO~g.~A'/y:), was prepared from a hot aqueous
solution of the acid and what silver oxide would dissolve. The

excess silver oxide was filtered off and a slight excess of aqua

I.K'big'sAn)).,145.2~()8f)8)
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amntotua added. Tttp salt crystallized in slightly soluble.
ttne.grayptatcs.

Calculated for CvH.OnN.SAg.zNH: Ag, 26.9: NH. S.5.
Pouhd: Ag, 27.0: NH~. 80.

S~(T .?-'N'<ft')!t'<f(~M));L!nt«/t', (')(',i/V(~)-
.VA~ was prepared from a hot aqueous solution of
thé nitramide and what silver oidde would dissolve. The
cxccss sitver oxide was Hitered off and the sait allowed to crvs-
tallize. The satt formed in slightly soluhle, heautifut. golden
colored crystals.

Calculatcd for C7H..O..N:,SAK:Ag. 29 4. Found: Ag.
29 4.

~!)!M~Hct~<))/(A'< J-«);)tt~;C-<0)t);;<tiMi~t. (( 7/~

<c/(A').su.A'A'(~).t, was prepared by ))rin{;ttig to-

Sether équivalent quantities of the nitramide and nickel
nitrate in hot aqueous solution and adding a stight excess of

aqua ammonia. The crystals formed in very slightly soluble,

nnepurpteptates.
Calculated for C,,H,jO~XeS,i.6NH. \i. 8.5; ~H: f;o.

Found: Ni, 9 9.3, 8.9: \H: [4.2. 13.4.

//T(/)(t~'t/ wa<)gj);(w ~(t')!('s;)n<;<))t;Jt',

'C~~6/(A'j.S~AW~)j;U)<(). was preparcd front an

équivalent quantity of powdcred manganèse carbonate and
a hot aqueous solution of the acid. Thé product formed in

moderatety soluble, brownish white pt-isms.
Calculated for CnHi.H,.jN.;S.jMn.5H~): Mn. 8.3; H.O.

'35. Found:Mn.8.3.8.2;H,.(.i3.2.

SotubiHties of the Salts of 2-Nitrotoluene-4-Sulfonnitramide
in Liquid Ammonia

Copper satt. m. sol., potassium sait. sol., manganèse
salt, st. sol., silver sait, v. sot., nickel satt, st. sol.

This work was donc under thé direction of Professer
HC. Franklin.

Summary

The sodium, calcium, barium, strontium, lithium, silver.
thallium, copper, nickel and strychnine salts of Hinsberg's
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bcnzenesulfonnitramidehave been prepared together with
the ammonated salts of silver, copper and nickel.

Paratoluenesulfonnitramideand its ammonium, potas-
sium,calcium,barium, silver,copperand nickel salts, together
with thé ammonatedsilver,copper and nickel salts, have been

prepared.

2-Nitrototuetie-4-su!fonnttramide,the potassium, copper
and silversalts, and thé ammonatedsilver,copper and nickel
salts have been prepared.

.S'fM/t!~~');/f'<*f.t~t'
( fj~f~tf t(t



BY T. R. BMGGS

Emulsions by Shaking
If one shakes together in a bottle, benzene and aqueous

sodium oleate, carrying out the processsteadily and without
interruption, the time required for complete emulsification
inereasesvery rapidly as the ratio of benzene to water grows
larger.. With uninterrupted shaking, a very longtime and the
expenditure of much labor are needed to produce an emul-
sion relatively rich in benzene. Data regarding this point
have been submitted in a previous paper' of this séries. By
way of illustration, in one case two hours of violent agitation
in a mechanicalshaker were required to emulsifycompletely
96 ce of benzene in ce of one percent solution of sodium
oleate. As the machine was producingabout ~oooscillations
per minute, this time interval represented approximately
48,000 shakes. Had the shaking been performed by hand,
some patience and no little endurance would have been de-
manded. The data follow:

TABM!1
Kmutsioas by Uninterrupted Shaking. Mechanical Shaker.

Benzeneand One PercentSolutionof SodiumOleate. Room
Température

Votumebenzene requireintoovotume<! i'merequtredtoemutsify Numberor shakes
mixture (Minutes) (Approx.'

30 less than 1 less than 400
40 i 400
50 3 f,2ofj

7 2,8oo
7~ to ~,000
°o '5 6,ooo
90 22 8,8oo
95 40 !6,ooo
96 t25 ~8.000
99 (incompiete after 8 hours) ?

Briggs and Schmidt: Jour. Phys. Chem., 19, ~8 (1915).
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It is well known, however, that little difficulty is met

with and comparativelyslight labor is required, when emul-

sionsare formedaccordingto the procedurefollowedin making

mayonnaise. In the latter case the total quantity of oil is

added little by little and the emulsion is built up gradually
but far more easilyand quickly than by the method of com-

plete mixingat the start and uninterrupted shaking. Indeed,

an emulsionof 96or even 99 parts of benzeneis quite a simple

thing to make, provided only that the benzene is added very

sparinglyat the start and care is taken to emulsifyeach in

crementbeforecontinuing the additions.

Observationof a rather puzzling phenomenonled me to

retum to this problem. On one occasion an emulsion was

beingmadeby shaking oil and soap solution in a glass bottle.

For somereason the shaking was interrupted before the emul-

sionwascompleteand the bottle was set aside. The unemulsi-

fied portion of oil floated to the top in the usual way. On

renewingthe shaking after a few minutes, it was observed

that three or four shakes (by hand) completedthe emulsion,

with quite unexpected celerity, for the ratio of oil to water

wasrather large,and long and tedious shakingwouldnormally

be required with uninterrupted agitation. It seemed not

unreasonablethat the modeof performing the shaking might

be an important factor; indeed, the fact soon developedthat

intermittentshaking was vastly more effective than the un-

interrupted agitation heretofore employed.
Theexperimentswhich followwereperformedby Messrs.

J. C. Ashmead,C. F. Tears and Iv. H. Clark as part of their

senior research. Ail experiments have been confirmed in-

dependentlyby at least two of the students mentionedabove.

Benzeneand one percent sodium oleate were mixed in

200 cc bottles. After five powerful up and down shakes-

necessarilyby hand-the bottles were placed upright on the

table for 30 seconds,this interval proving sufficientto allow

the unemulsifiedoil to noat on the surface of the incomplete

emulsion. The shaking was repeated and the bottles allowed

to stand for another 30 seconds. Intermittent shaking in
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f~liC mann~Y uro~~ nnnt:i .t:1 .~11 tt. 1,this manner was continued until all the bpnxene was emulsi-

fied. 'l'he data form 'l'able II

'r.\)t).).;H

!n)u)sions by Intcrtuiltent Shaking. Shaking Doue by Haut).
T\vo Shakes followed bY Interval of 30 Seconds. Benzene in
One Percent Sodium f~eate. Room Température.

\'o)ut)H'))Mtxcnt.'inxx. Ti))tt'requir<-<ttocn)u)<ifv
:¡ 1111f 1 \kvohxwsmixtur' ~tinut~s' AUtnhcrufshakf.

4" tcssthan!

)essthan)

tcssthan~

~4 3 ,o
S~

7

75
~o'~ fos
'?' J.· f2'=i

2t()

42 4<s

A second series of emulsions was prepared in thé way

just described, except that only c';)cshake was given between
the rest intervats of 30 seconds. The results follow.

T.\B).)-:HfE

Emulsions hy Intermittent Shaking. Shukin~ Donc bv Kand.
il]Onc Shako fo))owK) by fnterva] of .;o Seconds, f~nxcnc h)

One Percent Sodium Oleate. RoomTetnperaturc

V")un)t.h(!!x<-n'int"f) Timcrcquircdtoctnu~ifvi f k'Svnhnm'sntixturt ~tinutcs~ \"m)~ruf.h.)kes

.7

t n
86

71 .4

<- ,8¡;

')" '2' s 2~

~5': *~» !)1

~'=
45i

< 4" .So

To reuder the comparison more direct, two emulsions
were made with uninterrupted shakin); hy hand. at the rate
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of approximately 180 shakes per minute. 'l'he resutts were

as follows:

T.\XL).:t\'

Htnutsionsby L'ninterruptcd Sftakit~. Shaking Donc by Hand.

\'nhm)e))cn?.tnfint()(,)'im(;r(.'<juirM)tm')m~s)fv;umhcrofshakt,vohtmconixturc .fJnt!(cs. Aumhcrofsh~kcs

-t!2 75"
.SO() ~,300

'rhc data recorded in the four tables preceding bring out

clearly thé extraordinary difference between continuous and
intermittent agitation. Intermittent shaking reduced thc
numher of shakes in the case of the 80 percent emulsion from

6,300 to y and in the case of the 96 percent emutsion front

48,000 to 80. Intermittent shaking rnay be six hundred or
c'/en a thousand times more effective than uninterrupted bot

equally violent agitation.
Mr. Clark has carried out some further experiments, as

follows:

(f!~ oo parts by volume of benzène and ton parts bv volume
of one percent sodium oleate solution were added to a hotttt-
and shaken without interruption for an hour in a shaking
machine. The emulsion was still ineomplete. At tôs r. p. m.
this is cqui\-a)c!]t to 0,000 shakes.

f&) Thé same mixture was con)p)ete]y emulsified b\-
means of only 12 shakes by the intermittent method, shaking
~<«' up and down hy hand, and waitin~ f)))cminute hetween
each single shake. Time about 122 minutes.

(c) t8 shakes were needed when 30 seconds were a))owed
to elapse hetween each shake. Time about to minutes.

(</) 3f shakes were needed when onty [o seconds were
attowed to eîapsc hetween shakes. Time about 6 minutes

(e) On cmptoying thé method used in (6) (intervais o)'
60 seconds) only ~5 shakes were needed to emulsify 95 parts
of benzene in 5 parts of soap solution. Such an emutsion coutd
not be obtained by /;M<rxof continuons shaking.
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Mr. Clark's data showthat the rest interval is alsoa factor.
As the rest interval increasesup to one minute thé shakes
needed decrease, but the time elapsing increases. Since the
time with zero interval (continuous shaking) is very large,
the time required to form a completeemulsion passesthrough
a minimumas the rest interval inereases.

These experimentsas a wholemay account for an inter-
esting observationby Lenher and Buell, from whose paper'
the followingparagraph is quoted:

"In order to study this emulsifying action of the soap
with water and immiscibleliquids, it is noted that,
simplya uniformshaking,suchasis givenby a shakingmachine,
is insufficient. A shaking machine, even when running at
high speed, gives unsatisfactory results. In fact a shaking
machine doesnot give as satisfactory results as does the jerky
double motion by hand."

When emulsions are prepared by the method employed
in making mayonnaise-that is, by adding oil little by little-
the mixture in which soap solution is the eontinuous phase is

always large by comparisonwith the unemulsified layer of
benzene. It is true that, for a given mode of shaking, the
greater the volume of the soap solution plus the emulsified
benzene the easier it is to emulsifya given quantity of fresh
benzene. The experiments just described seem to indicate
that another factor besidesthe relative volumes must be con-
sidered. The building of a complete emulsion is facilitated

by allowing the emulsion complex and the benzene phase
to form two distinct layers beforeeach shake, This probably
means that emulsions are formed most readily when rela-

tively little oil is agitated brieflywhile in contact with a rela-
tively large and unbrokenvolume in which soap solution is
the continuousphase.

Continuous shaking in a bottle must disintegrate into

drops both soap solution and benzene. Since the soap solu-
tion in an emulsionis the continuousphase, any process tend-
ing to disintegrate soap solution must retard emulsification;

Jour.Ind.Eng.Chem.,8,702(t9:6).
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likewise any process tending to disintegrate benzenemust aid

emulsification. When benzène is disintegrated into drops
in soap solution the soap prevents the drops from coalescing.
There is nothing, however, to prevent the rapid coalescence

of water drops in benzene, so that it is not difficultto sec why

shaking produces in due time a completeemulsionof benzene

in soap solution. It should be harder to disintegrate all the

soap solution and easier to break up the benzene when the
volume of the solution is relatively large, hencethe emulsion
should resultquickly. Sometimemustelapsebeforemaximum

disintegration of the soap solutionoccurson shakingand during
this time it seems reasonable to believe that benzene would
be emulsifiedpermanently in greatest amount;hence the first
few shakes should be more effectivethan the subsequent ones.
If this be granted, the beneficialaction of intermittent shaking
follows at once.

In the light of this reasoning, one is justifiedin expecting
rapid and easy emulsification whenever benzene is disinte-

grated under conditions unfavorable to thé simultaneousdis-

integration of soap solution. Rolling or dragging the

benzene layer over the soap solution might fulfillthese condi-

tions. One way of doing this experimentallyis to employ
a mortar and pestle, as is done in tlie so-calied"Continental"

method. Rolling a mixture of benzene and soap solution in
a cylindrical bottle is another, and this experimentwas tried

for me by Mr. Tears.

't'A BLEV

Emulsionsby Rolling. One PercentSodiumOeatc.

Volume benzène iu [oo Time required to cmutsify Distance
volumes mixture (Minutes) (Feet)

60 2 6o

70 Va 80

80 1 f~o

90 2 2~6
9~ 3 4~0

By adding 30 small glass beads to the 92 percent mixture the
time of rolling was reduced to less than '/2 minutes.
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A 250-00 cylindrical bottle containing benzène and soap
solution was rolled backwards and forwards in a simple ap-
paratus. The total distance travelled by the rolling bottle
and thé time required for complete emulsification are recorded
in Table V.

Thèse data. taken in conjunction with those of 'i'ab!c 1
and elsewhere, bring out in a striking manner the ease with
which benzene emulsions may be made by the method of
rolling. They also afford support to the general theory out-
lined in the preceding paragraphs.

The general results of this paper may be summarized as
follows

t. In making emulsions by direct shaking, intermittent
shaking is far more efficient than uninterrupted shaking, even
in a shaking machine.

2. The time and the number of shakes required to com-
plete an emulsion both vary with the rest interval between
shakes.

3. Emulsions are easily made by rolling or rotating cylin-
drical bottles containing oil and soap solution. This mode of
procedure is similar to the "Continental" method. which will
form the subject of a separate paper in this series.

-t. Thé ideal emulsifying process is one causing the benzene
to break up into drops with the least disintegration of thc
aqueous soap solution.

~'ffM<t'Mft't'f.tth'v
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When carbonaceous material is heated or otherwise de-

composed in the absence of air or in the presence of insufficient

air to cause complete combustion, a porous, carbonixed or

charred produet is obtained which is known as charcoal.

Charroal is often called by d itèrent names, varying with thé

material from which it is made. Thus we have wood charcoal,

bonc charcoal, b!ood charcoa). sugar charcoal, and gas char

coal. Charcoal made from gaseous material may also be called

soot, tamp-btack. carhon black. and gas carhon. though this

last term is also used to denote carbon from the hlast fumace.

Charcoal from coal is usually called coke and is ordinarih

not considered as charcoal though it cornes under thé definition.

Graphite is usually not classed as charcoal though it is reaUv

a limiting case. Another differentiation is into vegetat)!e.
animal, and minera) charcoal, where minera! charcoal cer-

tainly inctudes coke and may include the gas charcoals. 'l'he

two properties of charcoal which interest us are the power of

adsorhing or condensing gases in thé pores and thé power of

extracting coloring matter and other substances from solu-

tion. This property of wood charcoal was discovcred hv

t~ôwitx in tyçn and was made use of in thé reHnin~ of sugar
until a pharmacist named Fiquier showed in i8n that animal

charcoal was an even more effective decolorizing agent. In

the foHowing year, Derosnc emptoyed animal charcoal for the

treatment of hcet juice in thé place of wood charcoa). which

had been used for this purpose in France since thé hcginning
of the beet sugar industry there.

Wood charcoal is made hy ))urning or distilling wood in

stacks, in pits. in elosed chamhers of brick or stone, or in

iron retorts. The yield of charcoal will vary with thé kind

of wood. thé temperature at which it is charred and the amount
of air whieh is admitted. The yie)d of charcoal is less, the

higher thé température. Violette' obtained yields nf 50~

Cnxtptcsrendus.j2, 7).)'<X.s~3~,«)7(tS.

CHARCOAL MFORI': THf': WAR. 1
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at 250°, 33% at 300°, 20% at 400°. and !$% at 1500°, the

highest temperature that could be reached. These tempera-
tures are not to be considered as accurate. At constant tem-

perature the amount of charcoal is greater thé longer the time

of carbonization. Thus, very slow charring at 400° gave

twice as much charcoal as very rapid charring did. At 250°
°

the charcoal contained about 65% carbon, this figure rising to

73% at 300°, 80% at 400°, and about 96% at tsoo°. When

wood is charred in a completely closed vessel thé yield of

charcoal is much greater because much of the volatile car-

bonaceous matter is decomposed. When heated to 300°

400° in an absolutely closed vesse!, wood seems to melt and

now, sticking to the waits. When cooled, the mass has no

structure and forms a black glistening mass like tar, containing
about 67% carbon and 27% oxygen, the unstated balance

being probably ash and hydrogen.

Charcoal made in kilns is not homogeneous. It may
contain 73%. carbon near the outside of the kiln and 85%
at the center where it has been heated more. When wood

is charred in superheated steam, the product is more uniform

and can be controiïed better. Thus, it is quite simple to get
a reddish charcoal containing 70% carbon or a very black

charcoal with 88% carbon. Wood charcoal made at 280° is

friable, reddish, and inflammable. When made at 1000°-

!5oo° it is very black, very dense, and very slightly inflam-

mable. When heated to the melting point of platinum, it

is hard to break, gives a sonorous ring like a metal when struck,

burns with difficulty, and can be heated red-hot in a flame,

like iron.

The amount of ash in wood charcoal varies with the nature

of the wood; but is ordinarily between one and three percent.

Berthelot' analyzed one sample containing 1.61% ash and

found the ash to consist of SiO!, 0.083; CaO, 0.679; KzO,

0.156; iron, alumina, minerai acids, etc., 0.792.
Poster~ has determined the amount of carbon and hydro-

1 Comptesrendus,14!,793(iQOS).
Proc.Chem.Soc.,18~2,46.
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gen in charcoals obtained by carbonizing sugar and starch,

getting the following results:

Cross and Bevan' lay stress on the fact that charcoal is

not, strictly speaking, a form of carbon, and that sulphuric
acid does not convert sugar into carbon and water. They

propose the term pseudo-carbons for the black substances,

containing a more or less high percentage of carbon, which

are formed by the charring of carbonaceous compounds either

by the action of heat or otherwise.

Carbon Mack'~is the soot produced when a flame of natural

gas buming with insufficient air impinges against the lower

surface of an iron plate. The yield is very low, not over one

pound per 1000 eu. ft. of gas. All carbon blacks have a gen-
eral family resemblance, being very intense in color, and glossy
whether rubbed in the dry or in vamish. When pure, they
mix readily with water; but traces of oily matter prevent this.

It is said that there is a difference in this respect between car-

bon black and lamp-black which is the soot from oits; but this

is not a reat distinction. Lamp-black is usually dirtier than

carbon black and consequently is wetted less readily; but it

is merely a question of degree of purification. Carbon black

is an extremely light, fine powder, weighing less than five

pounds to the cubic foot and it will sometimes oscillate in

waves, almost like water, owing to the large amount of air in

the mass. It is easily electrified and fiies up in the air if a

piece of sealing-wax is rubbed over the sleeve and then passed
over the black. To compress carbon black it is necessary to

let the air escape without carrying the black with it. This

l'hit.Mag..~j :j,325 ()882).
'Cabot: Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind., t3, t28 ~894); Int. CongressApplied

Chemistry,XewYork.12,18(t9;2).

C H 1

Sttgar 95.0o f.i1 High température
Sugar ()~)1 ).22 ï.owtemperature 1
Starch 95.0o 0.9<~
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CM)bc donc bv fnvf'rintf thf* nhincf~r nf t)i~ nrmcan be done by covcring the plunger of thé press with a sheep-
skin, wootty side out. The wool retains the black but lets the

airpassthrough.

It is cktitncd by Frank that if acétylène is mixed with
carbon monoxide or dioxide and decomposed by explosion.
thé carbon of both gases is deposited in a pure form, free from

tarry condensation products, according to thé équation C.-Hj +
CO = 30 + HtO. 'l'he carbon black so o))tained is said to
be superior to the best American carbon black in color and

coverins power. If carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide bc
allowed to act on carbides of the alkalies or alkaline earths at
a high tPtnpcraturt. the carbon cornes out as graphite, thé re-
action being represented bv the équation CaC. + CO = 3C +
CaO.

Morehead bas patcnted thc preparation of carbon black
from a gaseous mixture of acetylene and oxy~en or air, thc

proportion of air being above i percent, and preferably about

4.5 percent. The mixture is compressed, passed into a vacuous

explosionvesset, and exploded, the minimum pressure required
to cnect dissociation being used, name!y, about 60 tbs. per

square inch. Thé resulting carhon is removed from the ex-

plosion vesselby an air-l)last. ·

Mixter" has studied thé carbon whieh scparates when acet

ylene under pressure is exploded. Asitcomcsfromthebomb
it is a grayish ))tack. lusterless, and very bu!ky, porous mass.
When compressed it has a brilliant black luster, but not the

tnctaUic appearance of graphite. It is not graphite and does
not contain graphite and yet the heat of combustion of 12grains
is 94.,728calories which is fairly close to the value of <)~ooo
calories for graphite and considerably less than thé value of

~6.500calories for su~ar charcoal and gas-retort carbon. Mix
ter considers that this is a special allotropie form of carbon but
it is quite possible that it is a vcry pure form of carhon hc-

'Jour.Soc.Chcm.h!()..24,t[t7~t<)<)~)
t. S. Pat. 779.7.!i< ft'

'An).J"ur.Sci..m!9,~3~~()o~j.
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cause Mixtcr gives its composition
as 90.95~ carbon and

o.o~~f, hydrogen.

When pure acétylène' is passed over copper foil at 250"

or uver reduced, pulverulent copper at about 180°, the gas is

absorbed at first without apparent change in the structure of

the copper, while hydrocarbons of thé ethylene series condense

in the cooler parts of the tube. After absorption is neady

complete, thé copper begins to swell very considerably in butk,

the color becoming lighter, and thé condensing liquids changing

to a mixture of ethylene and aromatic hydrocarbons, while

thé escaping gas consists chieny of a mixture of ethylene hy-

drocarhons with some ethanc and hydrogen. and a little acety

lene. 'l'he solid nnaUyhccomesasoft. light or dark yellow,

substance, cotnposed of mattcd filaments. When compressed

gently, it resemhles touch-wood. It burns in air with a smoky

name and an arornatic odor, and )ea\es a slight residue of

copper oxide. It is a hydrocarbon of nnknown molecular

weight and apparent)y having thé empirical formuta C:H,

corresponding to about 02. carbon. The name "cuprene"

~~asbeen suggested for it.

Moissan" points out that amorphous charcoals always

contain hydrogen and arc likely to contain traces of iodine,

lead, zinc, iron. etc., depending on thé way in which thcy are

tnade. They retain \vater quitc nrmty and thé truc density

varies apparently hetwcen 1.76 and 1.87. The higher the

temperature at whieh the charcoal has been preparcd, or to

which it has been heated, the less readily docs it burn in oxygen.

the ignition temperatures as determined varying from 370°
G

to 506". It also becotnes less readilv attacked by a mixture

of potassium bichromate and sulphuric acid. 't'he changes

takc place slowly at each température. Thé amorphous

charcoals preparcd by Moissan usually contained about 03~<

carhon. the rcmainder being presumably ash. hydrogen. and

water. The lower thé temperature at which thé chareoat is

prepared. thé more ncarty brown thé color is rather than htack.

Sabatic'rant)St-n<k'rc!)s:C<))n))tMrcu()t)s,130,2.V)(t<)oo!
Ann.Citin).)'hys..[7!8, .S<~)S<~
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Black, amorphous carbon, prepared from any form of

organic matter by destructive distillation or imperfect com-

bustion, always retains small amounts of hydrogen, oxygen,
or nitrogen (if nitrogenous matter be used). One of Mallet's
students, therefore, attempted to prepare charcoal from
material absolutelyfreefrom theseelements. Metallicsodium
was freed very carefully from any traces of naphtha and was

placed in a hard-glasstube from whichall the air was driven

by carbon tetrachloride vapor, after which the sodium was
heated in presence of a current of carbon tetrachloride. In
order to protect the glass, the sodiumwas placed at first on
a layer of pure, well-burned lime. The violenceof the re-
action caused somevolatilizationof the sodium, however,and
the upper part of the glass tube was attacked. introducing
siliconinto the product. To avoid this the lime was placed
later in a loose inner tube of copper foil, platinum having
proved unsatisfactory. The carbon always contained some
calcium and some copper, which had to be removedby pro-
longedtreatment with nitric and hydrochloricacids, followed

by washing with water. After much difficulty a specimen
was obtained finally which was almost free from ash. To
drive off gasesso far as possible the carbon was heated to a

temperature not much below that at which it would have

begunto bum and was then burned in a little platinum bout
in a stream of carefully purifiedand well-driedoxygen. One

specimengave absolutely no water, showingthe absenceboth
of water vapor and' of combined hydrogen. Unfortunately,
theseexperimentswerenot carriedfurther, soweknownothing
about the propertiesof this charcoal.

Mixter~ calls attention to the fact that the difficulty
in obtaining amorphous charcoal fairly pure is a serious ob-
stacle in a study of its properties. It is usually stated that
the hydrogen may be removed by heating charcoalin chlorine;
but Mixter was unable to find out who was the authority for
this statement or whatanalytical tests have been used to show

Porcher:Chem.News,44,ïoj (f88t).
Am.Jour. Sci., ).;) 45, 363 (t893).
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whether the resulting product was free from chlorine. Berthe-

lot and Petit' treated wood charcoal with hydrofluoric and

hydrochlorie acids, then with chlorine at a red hcat, and finally
calcined it in a Perrot furnace, which probably remo\'ed aiï

the chlorine. When Weber'' was dctcrmining the specific
heat of carbon, he prepared amorphous carbon by heating wood

charcoal to hright redness for fifteen minutes in a streani of

chlorine in order to remove hydrogen; but he docs not say
how he proved the absence of chlorine. Wright and Luff~'

heated sugar charcoal for two hours in chlorine and then ig-

nited it for six hours in platinum over a blow-pipe to remove

ehlorine. Two*analyses gave the following results:

Carbon 9~'7 iî 95'

Hydrogen o.8.t. 0.7~
Ash ).5G t.68

(.)xygen(hydif!'crcncej f~~ 2.

These analyses are interesting as showing how tenaciously
charcoal retains hydrogen even after ignition in chlorine.

While attempting to prepare amorphous carbon free

from hydrogen, Mixter observed that charcoal retains some

chlorine even at high temperatures. He worked with carbon

black, sugar charcoal, and gas carbon. The sugar charcoal

contained 0.13% hydrogen and o.o~/( ash. It burned with

difficulty in oxygen, was hard enough to scratch glass, and was

a good conductor of electricity. The carbon black was made

from natural gas;' it contained t.o~f, hydrogen, and o.o~,f
ash. An air-dry specimen showed 0.23~ nitrogen by thc

absolute method. After the carbon black had been ignited
for two hours in dry nitrogen and then allowed to cool in the

gas, no nitrogen was obtained on burning with copper oxide.

This kind of carbon black conducts electricity when pressed
into compact pieces. When heated in a vacuum it yields a

'But).Soc. chim. I'aris. !j):,ço (<?()).

-'Phi).Mag.J49,t6),276~875~.

'Jot)r.Chem.Soc..33,t7()878).

Mallet: Cheni. News, 38, 94 (~878).
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small sublimate. The gas carbon was the inner portion of a

thick piece. It contained 0.035% hydrogenand 0.88% ash.

'l'he gas carbon did not take up chlorinewhen heated with

it, whereas the sugar charcoal and the carbon black, whieh
contain more hydrogen, retain some chlorine persistently,

apparently because the chlorinehas reacted with the hydro-
carbons in the charcoal. While carbonblack does not retain

nitrogen whenheated with this gas, it doeswhen heated with

ammonia or with oxides of nitrogen. Mixter assumes that
these gases decomposeand that the nascent nitrogen reacts
with thé. charcoal. It is not knownwhat the product is, but
it cannot be paracyanogen because this woulà be converted
into cyanogenat high temperatures.

Since charcoals may contain graphite, it is necessary to

have some definition and test of this substance. Berthelot

defines as graphite any sort of carbon which yield graphitic
oxide on oxidation.1 The best oxidizingmedium is a mixture
of potassium chlorate andnitric acid. Thehigher the tempera-
ture at which the graphite has beenformed,the less readily it

is attacked by the mixture. Certain graphites swell when

oxidized. This is due apparently to the sudden evolution of

gas between the plates. While the characteristic reaction of

graphitic oxide is extraordinarily sharp with lamellar, natural

graphiter it is difficultto apply with the very fine, pulverulent
charcoal obtained by certain reactions in the laboratory.

Graphitic oxide is absolutely insolubleand keeps the special
form of the oxidizedcarbon. With natural graphite one gets

yellow plates of fair sizewhich settle rapidly in water and in

salt solutions. It can be recognizedeasily. With very

finely divided charcoals, it cornesdownas an inpalpable dust,

scarcely yellowish,which stays suspendedfor a long time in

liquids. Precipitation and washing by decantation require

many precautions and much time. The graphitie oxide thus

obtained can be recognizedby its property of deflagrating

Moissan:Ann.Chim.Phys.,~7)8,306(t896).
Le Chatelier and Wologdine: Comptes rendus. t<t6, 49 (t9o8); t~S,

'7') ('909).
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when heated, forming a black, voluminousmassofpyrographitie
oxide.

The densities of graphites, as determined by flotation

in mixed liquids vary from f.ôz to 2.44., depending on the

source of the graphite. When purified carefully, the values

ail come out practically 2.255, 15° 4°. There is, therefore,

only one graphite. Le Chatelier and Wologdine consider

that there is also only one amorphous earbon with a density
of about 1.8. Mixter found 1.919 for the earbon obtained

by thé explosion of acetylene under pressure but this probably
contained some graphite because Le Chatelier and Wologdine
state that acetylene black containing graphite will give 2.05

2.15.

The so-called graphitite from Wunsiedel in the Fichte)

gebirge, has always been looked upon as amorphous,' and

Luzi bas made further examination as to whether this is really
correct. He finds that the minéral consists of pure earbon

containing neither hydrogen nor nitrogen; microseopic ex-

amination shows no signs whatever of the substance being of

crystalline nature. The conclusion arrived at is that this

form of carbon is amorphous, but that it differs considerably
from wood charcoal, for ordinary amorphous charcoal has a

sp. gr. 1.57-1.88 while the graphitite in question has the sp.

gr. 2.21-2.26 (Ceylon graphite according to Brodie has the

sp. gr. 2.25-2.26) again, ordinary amorphous carbon is com-

pletely oxidized by potassium chlorate and red fuming nitric

acid, without formation of the slightest trace of insoluble

graphitic acid, whik amorphous graphitite gives an insoluble

crystalline oxidation produet perfectly analogous to or identical

with that obtained from crystalline graphite. Schungite

occurring in Russia cannot well be compared with the above,

since it contains 0.5 percent of hydrogen and 0.5 percent
of nitrogen, but it agrees well with ordinary amorphous carbon

in that it has about the same specific gravity and in that on

oxidation it yields no graphitic acid.

Animal cbarcoal is usually bone charcoal though it may

Luxi:Ber.dettt'.ch.chem.Gcs.,2St '37~f'~z).
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Fu. tT1nrt~ irr.r., .ir:7 1.1~7 L7~L, t. t.be made from dried blood, flesh,horns or leather. It should
be made from well-selectedclean bonesof compact structure.'1

These are crushed and then treated with a solvent such as
petroleum naphtha to remove the fat and they are then car-
bonized in cast-iron retorts. Charring for 10-12 hours at a
red heat gives better results than charring at a higher tem-
perature for 6-8 hours. A cherry-redheat is the best for pro-
ducinga black charcoal. At lowertemperatures the decompo-
sition of the organicmatter is not complete and the product
has a characteristic reddish brown color. Too high a tem-
perature gives rise to a vitreous charcoal which generatty has
a bluish tinge. It is important that the temperature should
be kept lowin the initial stage of the process, until all of the
water has been drawn off, after whieh it is raised gradually
to a cherry-redglow. The charcoal is removed from the re-
torts and cooled in closediron vessels. When the charcoal is
cold, it is crushed to the desired size. In Austria charcoal
is used in lumps the sizeof a walnut; in Germany the lumps
are no larger than a hazel nut, while the French crush to

granules of the sizeof linseed,and in Hngland and America
millet seed is the standard.

In new charcoal the carbon should range from 9 to n .3
percent, the siliceousmatter should not exceed 0.5 percent,
the ferrie oxide 0.15percent, and the calcium sulphate 0.2

percent. The balance is chiefly calcium phosphate. The
color shouldbe blackor dark brown. The charcoalshould be
hard but alsoporousand shouldadhere strongly to thé tongue.
Charcoal made from dried blood, etc., is usually too friable
foruse in sugar refining;but is usedto someextent inbleaching
oils, fats, glycerine,etc. Unless dried, bone black may easily
contain ten percent water. Bone black always contains

nitrogen;but this isnotusuallygivenin the analyses. Wallace~
found t.55 percent in a total of 8.5 of so-called carbonaceous
matter in char madefromhome-collectedbones, but in another

NewlandsandNew):tnd<Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,7,4t<)(1886).
~Zapiski: Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., 12, 532 (f~).
Chem. News, 17, 2. ()!!68~.
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sample made from foreign bones it was 1.08out of 9 parts
of carbonaceous matter. It diminishes in quantity as the
char is used. Two samples of moderatelyold charcoal gave,

respectively, 0.3 and 0.55 percentnitrogen, while the carbon

was reported at 15and 17percent,respectively.
When the fatty tnatter in uncharred bones is extracted

with ether and the minéral matter with hydrochloric acid,
there remains a semi-transparent substance of somewhat

variable composition–called ossein. When treated with hot
water it is converted into gelatin. The mean value of the

analyses of all the bones comprisingthe skeletonof an ox are

ossein 2~ percent and ash 66 percent. The large bones such

as the femur are the richest in osseinand, therefore,the best
for the manufactureof charcoal. Boneswhichhave been ex-

posed to the atmosphere or to moisture lose their ossein and

yield a charcoal of little value, whichmay be recognized by
its gray color.

Glassnerand Suida' give the followinganalysesof various
charcoals.

Water content refers to air-dried charcoal, the other

figures to charcoalsdried to constantweightat 110°.

Water C H
X

Ash

Anima! eharcoat 8.29 78.03 0.4 302 5.34 t3.2f
Bloodcharcoat 25.99 69.98 (.72 y.; 9 t~.yt 6.4
Bone charcoal

'7.95
67.t2 1.24 6.9 20.58 4.16

Ctuecharcoat 4.86 6~.61 2.25 !2.2) 9.43 12.5
Soot 3.87 92.o6 0.73 7.2;
Sootl 1 – 9' 70 0.7) 75.9
Soot II – 93.67 0.5; 5.82 –
Woodcharcoa) 3.83 6i.)7 2.55 Trace 34.05 2.23
Sugar charcoal 3.99 78.<)t 0.7~9 20.30 –
Acétylène Mack – 98.98 o tt – 0.91 –

Pattersoif gives analyses of a series of typical charcoals

used in sugar refining.

Liebig's Ann., 357, toi (<907); 361, 354 (t9o8).

Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., 2!, 6~2 (tço~).
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ANAt/ïSHS OF CHARCOALS

ï 11 in iv

Carbonaceousmatter. 18.22 14.47 8.84 9.72
Organic matter soluble in

HtSO). [.97 2.09 [no [70
Organic matter soluble in

HCt. 1-37 '.59 1.33 '.46
Organtc matter soluble in

~33

water. 0.44 0.43 o.t2 0.28

C0:iostontgtntion. 2.00 2.96 3.02 2.98
Ash. 76.00 78.46 84.79 83.86

100.00 100.00 tOO.OO tOO.OO

Total COt.. 2.48 3.50 3.53 3.166
N in carbonaceous and

H:SO~organic matter. j.Ss 1.75 0.99 084
N in HC1 and HtO organic

matter. 0.51 0.33 o.io 0.26

iotatmtrogen. 2.36 2.o8 ~09 r.io

V VI VU VIII IX

Carbonaceous mat-

ter. 10.t3 n.36 16.25 5.o.5 17.05
Organtc matter sol-

10-13 11-36 16.25 5.0.5 17-05

ubteinH~SO~ 0.27 0.29 0.40 o.o2 004
Organic matter sol-

ubteinHCt. 0.55 i.o6 0.97 –

Organic matter sol-

uMeinwater. 0.56 – – –

C0:!ostonignition. 2.tz 1.77 i.ti 0.07
Ash. 86.37 8s.52 81.27 95.03 82.82

tOO.OO tOO.OO 100.00 ÏOO.OO 100.00

Total CO2. 2.45 2.07 t.6i 0.09 0.253
N in carbonaceous

and H~O~ organic
matter. 0.55 o.67 0.7;

– –

N in HCt and H20

organic matter. – o.<8 0.07
– –

Total nitrogen. –
0.85 0.78 0.155 o.66

No. 1 is the dust from new charcoal. Nos. II. III, IV, and V
are new charcoals. No. VI is refinery stock charcoal which has
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been8 weeksin use. No. VII is refinerystockcharcoa!whichhas
beenin use for 35weeks. Nos.VIIIand IX are spent charcoals
ttfrnedout of refineriesas usetess.'

A great differenceis noticeablein the percentage of car-
bonaceous matter in these charcoals. I and II have been
made from bones from which little, if any, of the gelatine
was boiled out before charring, like III, IV,and V. VI and
VII are stock charcoals from one refinery where the carbona-
ceousmatter increaseswith use, by thé charring of vegetable
matter absorbed from the sugar solutions in the process of
revivification. In VIII the carbonaceousmatter had been
reduced to about half that in newcharcoal by air leakages in
the same process; and No. IX, likeNo. VII, has accumulated
carbon, to the extent of about 7' percent in the course of

long use.

Thé organic matter solubleinwater is a trifling quantity,
but it is present in all new charcoals. Of course the first

washingremoves it.

Thé organic matter solubleinsulphuricacid is a significant
constituent of animal charcoal. Together with the carbon-
aceousmatter it forms the residueobtained on treatment with

hydrochloric acid, usually calledcarbon. No. V, whieh only
contains 0.27 percent, has beencharred at a higher tempera-
ture, and probably for a longerperiodthan the other four new
charcoals. The refinery stock charcoals, VI and VII, have
lost a large portion of this organicmatter, and the spent char-
coals, VIII and IX, contain little more than a trace. This

organic matter probably piays an important part in the life
of the charcoal. The organic matter soluble in hydrochloric
acid, although a different quantity and probably containing
a little water, is also a significantconstituent.

Bone black is used to removecoloring matter and lime
salts from sugar. It also takes out gummy matters and, un-

fortunately, adsorbs a certain amount of sugar.'
"In refining sugar, a hot solution of a density of about

50° Brix is passedthrough filterpressesor bag filters, and then

.'Oark: Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,3:,262(t9t3).
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slowlyrun on to animal charcoal, contained in cistems about
20 ft. high and 8 ft. in diameter and holding about 30tons.
For 20to 40 hours the liquid percolates through the charcoal,
after which hot water is tumed on to wash out ail the sweet
matters. The absorbentpropertiesof the successivelayersof
charcoalbrought into play, the upper portions becomingsoon
saturated with impurities, while the lower portions only be-
come charged after a considerable time. The liquor which
mns off at first, is quite colorlessand serves for the manu-
facture of the highest quality of white sugar. In the course
of a fewhours it becomesslightlyyellowish. and as filtration

proceeds,there is a graduai increase in color intensity, until
at the end of the operation, it is of a more or less brownish

yellowcolor and can only be utilized for making lowerquali-
ties of refined sugars. About one ton of charcoal is used per
ton of sugar. Without a well-purifiedsugar liquor, a large
yield of the .best quality of white sugar cannot he obtained
fromthe massecuite,owingto the loss of sugar cyrstals in the

centrifugalmachines from the subsequent excessivewashing
with water which is necessary to remove adhering colored

syrup. The decolorizingpower of the charcoal is more or
less affected by the nature of the impurities present in raw
cane sugars, and it is a matter of common experiencethat

sugarshavingpracticallythe samepolarizationsare not equally
serviceablefrom a refiningpoint of view. This may be due
to the variety ofsugarcane crushed,the soi!on whichthe cane
has been grown, or to the processof manufacture of the raw

sugar."
Given two sugar solutions of the same color intensity

but one containing more salts and more invert sugar, bone
black will decolorizethe solution with the lesser quantity of
salts and invert sugar more effectively than the other. A
solutionof raw sugar,having a certain color intensity but with
a lowcontent of invert sugar and salts may have 93% of its
colorabstracted by boneblack while another raw sugar solu-
tion of approximately the same color but containing more
invert sugar and saltsmay showno more than 85% decoloriza-
tion after contact with charcoal.
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In time thé bone black ceases to be active, owing to the

accumulation of lime salts and of organic matter. It ean be

revivified by igniting and treating with acid or in other ways.
The general question of revivification will bc discussed in de-

tail later; but now it is necessary to consider what factors

affcct thé adsorption by bone black.

As has been pointed out, thé so-called carbon in animal

charcoal is not pure carbon but consists of a series of complex

organic compounds containing a large percentage of nitrogen.

The calcium phosphate is not the important ingredient in the

decolorizing because the char loses practically all power of

removing coloring matter' if it is bumed perfectly white.

If the calcium phosphate be removed," the residual char de-

colorizes more effectively than the original char. Thus it was

found by experiment that the decolorizing effect of the carbon

from 1000 grams of old char was greater than that of the en-

tire weight of the char from which it was obtained. It is

not practicable, however, to use in sugar refining a charcoal

from which the calcium phosphate has been removed because

the product is too soft and because it sinters too much when

reburned. It is apparently agreed that the main part played

by the calcium phosphate is to give the proper structure and

rigidity to the charcoal. This does not mean that calcium

phosphate has no adsorbing powers. Stenhouse'' found that

the decolorizing power of wood charcoal was increased by im-

prégnation with calcium phosphate and it seems probable
from his data that this is a specifie effect. It is worth noting,

however, that the maximum beneficial effect was obtained

with only 7.5 percent calcium phosphate whieh is a very differ-

ent value from that for bone black. This point will be dis-

cussed later.

In view of the fact that ordinary wood charcoals, which

contain no nitrogenous compounds, are very poor decolorizers,

'WaUace: Chetn.Ncws.t7, 249 ('868).

Newlands and Newlands: Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., 7, 429 (i888).

l.iebig's Ann., lot, 24.3 (18s6).
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Patterson' believesthat the efficiencyof bone black is duein
large part to the presence of nitrogenous compoundsand he

attempts to prove it by extracting this material with hydro-
chloric acid and sulphurie acid, and observing its properties.
The organic compounds extracted by boiling sulphuric aeid
were precipitated with water and tested against a standard
caramel solution. Weight for weight their decolorizingaction
was 16-40 times as much as that of a good boneblack. The
substance extracted by cold sulphuric acid was sixteen times
as effectiveas equal weightof bone black. There is, therefore,
no question but that the nitrogenous compoundsmay be the
effectivedecolorizingagents though it doesnot followthat they
must alwaysbe.

In order to get more information as to these organiccom-
pounds, Patterson treated a large portion of charcoal dust
with hydrochlorieacid solution, washed by decantation, and
dried thoroughly. "The dried carbonaceousresiduefrom the
hydrochloric acid treatment was further digested with cold

sulphuric acid to separate the organie matter. The acid
filtrate was poured into water, and the precipitatedorganic
matter washedby decantation, and finally collectedon a filter,
seraped into a porcelainbasin, and dried. The operation is
tedious, but 2 to 3 grams of the organic body were finally
obtained. In the processof washing to obtain the pure body
it was noticed that after five washings by decantation the
precipitate would not settle, but remained in suspensionor
in colloidal solution in the next washing water and sulphuric
acid had to be added to throw it down again. Washingwith
water on the filter does not dissolve the precipitatewhen the
acid is removed, although it carries it through mechanically
if stirred up in doing so; but the organic matter separatedby
sulphuric acid at 100°C goes freely into côlloidalsolutionon
the filter as the acid is washed out and separates again after

long standing.
"In the dry condition the organic body presentsa homy

Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,tï, 608(1903).
!bid., 22, 610 (1903).
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appearancewith conchoidal fracture. Heated in a test-tube

it chars very easily, giving off whitish yellowvapors with a

strong smellof burnt bones. Thrown into water it does not

againassumethe hydrated condition. It is insolublein water,
coldor hot;and insolublein alcohol,ether,benzene,and chloro-

form. It dissolvesfreely in sulphurie acid, from which it is

thrown down by water in the gelatinouscondition, but the

acid solution has a reddish color, not yellowtike the dilute

acid filtrate from the first sulphuric acid separation, which

indicatessomeslight change due to the treatment. Concen-

trated hydrochloricacid dissolves the hydrated body in the

cold to a brown solution. Boiling makes little difference.

Dilution with water throws it down again, from which a fil-

trate is obtainedwith a very slight yellowcolor. Boiledwith

concentratednitric acid, free from nitrousacid, the body dis-

solveswith liberationof a little nitrous acid, to a brown solu-

tion. On dilution with water a portion of the substance

precipitates, leaving the solution yellow. The addition of

ammoniadoesnot increasethe colorof the filtrate, as it would

if proteidswerepresent. Neither doesMillon's test give any
reactionfor these bodies. Glacial aceticand citric acids have

very little action. Tannin does not produce any precipitate
in the colloidalsolution referred to above, but aluminium,

iron, copper, mercury, and magnesium salts do. They do

not precipitate the dilute sulphuric acid solution, perhaps
becauseso little substance is present. Strong ammonia dis-

solvesthe hydrate freely and dilution doesnot precipitate it,
but it fallsout partially on heating, leavinga yellowsolution

whichdepositsa fewyellowneedle-likecrystalswhenevaporated
to dryness. This reactionpoints to the body having the prop-
erties of an acid in very dilute solution, while it has those of

a base in the originalcharcoal.

"The dried organic body is only very slightly soluble

in strong ammonia, but ammonia does not separate any of

it from the carbonaceousresidue of charcoal. It is insoluble

in soda solution. It neither contains sulphur nor ash. A

50 percent solution of sugar shaken with the dried organic
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body dissolves a very little to a brownish color which remains
brownish when diluted.

"Thé following results were obtained on analysis of the

organic body: I. 0.2262 g gave 0.52:7 g CO~ and 0.0861 g
H.O. II. 0.2024 g gave 0.~738 g CO: and 0.0797 g H.O;
and by the Kjeldahl process: I. 0.5262 g gave NH3 =

4.485 ce normal H~SC~ solution. II. 0.4866 g gave NHa =

4.160 ce normal H~SC~ solution. Worked out, these figures
give the following percentages:

1
Hfperiment

Ox-bone

1

1

II
Cartilage

Carbon. 62.90 63.26 8tCarbon.
62.90 63.26 49.81

Hydrogen. ~.23 ~37
Nttrogcn. ft.~S u.97 [7.32
Oxygen. 20.89 20.4.0 25.67

too.oo too.oo 99.94

"These results correspond with the empirical formula

Ci~uN.tOe. The decomposition and oxidation products have
not yet been studied. But since we know the body itself to
be a decomposition product of bone cartilage, 1 have put along-
side an analysis of the latter by Fremy' for comparison. It is

apparent from this analysis that decomposition has not pro-
ceeded far, or at any rate so far as we might expect, when we
recollect that the bones must have been submitted to a red

heat for at least 12 hoursinreducingthemtocharcoal. The

large percentage of oxygen, which with its equivalent of hydro-
gen from the elements of 23 percent of water, might lead us

to infer that this substance is a product of the action of the

sulphuric acid on the carbonaceous matter, or that it is due
to the organic body holding added water so tenaciously that
a temperature of too° C is incapable of drying it. Had the
action been the result of oxidation or hydrolysis the weight
of the organic body would have been considerably increased,

Watt'sDictionary,i, 620.
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and the analysis of the carbonaceous residue froin hydro-
chloric acid, given above, would have shown this. But the

three constituents of that residue were estimated directly,
and they total rather under 100. We have seen that no heat
is developed and no gas liberated when this residue is treated
with sulphuric acid, as would have been the case had the
acid acted chemically on it, and had it contained uncombined
water. Much heat is liherated when the residue is not dry from
the combination of the acid with the water present. The
action seems to be a simple case of dissolution on the part of
thé acid. We must, therefore, conclude that the oxygen is
a constituent element of the organic body, and that it exists
in the eharcoal itself, as it does in the bone cartilage. 1 am
not aware that oxygen has previously been observed as a con-
stituent of charcoal, but its presence accounts for the fact that
water can be driven off at all temperatures up to joo° C.
Clark' objects to the theory that the decolorizing power of
bone black is due chiefly to nitrogenous organic compounds
or to "complex nitrogenous carbon" because bone black reaches
its maximum decolorizing power only after repeated washings
and reburnings, when much of the nitrogen combined with

organic matter disappears. It seems to him that the maxi-
mum decolorizing power should be exerted when nitrogenous
organic compounds were present in large excess. This ob-

jection would be sound if it were a question of solution; but thé
state of the surface is very important in the case of adsorption
and it is probable that a given bone black will give the best
results with a definite amount of nitrogenous matter, and this
concentration need not necessarily be that which occurs

fortuitously in fresMy-bumed charcoal. On the other hand
there seems to be good reason to believe that a wood charcoal
can be made having a higher decolorizing power than most
animal charcoals and perhaps higher than any animal charcoal.
so that nitrogenous compounds are not necessary though they
may be desirable. Since adsorption is specifie, we must dis-

tinguish two factors, the nature and the structure of the sur-

Jour.Soc.Chem.Iud., 32,26: (1913).
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face. If a given surface wiHnot take up a dissolvedor dis-

persed substance, we can get results by impregnating with a

third substance which is adsorbed strongly by thé surface and

adsorbs the dissolved or dispersed substance. Cotton ad-

sorbs certain coloring matters so slightly that it cannot be

dyed withthem. Dyeing can be effectedby mordantingcotton

with alumina or tannin as the case may be. The adsorption

by woolis so much greater in many cases that a mordant is

not necessary though one may be used. The.difference be-

tweenwooland cotton may be realizedin charcoalby unspeci-
fiedchangesin the structure. Wecan considerthe nitrogenous

compoundsas mordants for the coloringmatter in sugar. If

we have a charcoal of low adsorbing power, the presence of

the nitrogenous matter in suitable amount will increase the

adsorption very much. If we have a charcoal with just the

right structure for adsorbing a particular coloringmatter, the

addition of nitrogenous matter may clog the pores or disturb

things otherwise so as to be positively detrimental. On this

hypothesis it is easy to see why peopleworkingwith different

charcoals may get apparently contradictory results. There

has beenno way of making quantitative comparisonsbetween

structures and consequently this factor has only been recog-
nizedto a minor extent. Peoplehaverealizedthat the porosity
of the charcoal was important; but they have not asked them-

selveswhat was the proper size or shape of pores to give the

best results.

C<~H<MUniversity
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PHARMACEUTICALEMULSIONS

Introduction

Pharmaceutical emulsions ar" prepared on a sma!! scale

most satisfactorily by the so-called "Continental" method,

which consists in making what is termed an "emulsion nucleus"

with more or less definite quantities of oil, water and gum and

subsequently diluting this nucleus with water, as desired. The

making of a suitable nucleus is looked upon as something of an

art in which success follows only upon strict adherence to an

arbitrary method of procedure.' The best practice is to place

the oil (4 parts) in a dry mortar of sufficient capacity, add

acacia (2 parts) and triturate until a smooth paste is formed.

Water (3 parts) is then added all al once, with trituration,

whereupon a creamy nucleus results almost immediately.

This nucleus, of course, is an emulsion of oil in water, con-

taining relatively large quantities of oil and gum, the latter

acting as the peptizing or "emulsifying" agent. The nucleus

is viscous and very sticky, both of which properties may ac-

count for the characteristic "crackUng" sound which is emitted

whenever the completed nucleus is stirred. Being an emulsion

of the oil-in-water type~ it is miscible with water and can be

diluted without difficulty.

Roon and Oesper, in the paper cited, have published some

interesting studies on pharmaceutical emulsions. They be-

lieve that their results confirm Fischer's hypothesis,3 "that

their production )i. e., the production of emulsionsl is always

associated with the discovery of a method whereby the water

(or other medium) which is to act as the dispersing agent is

1Cf. Bancroft:Jour. Phys.Chem.,16,747(fç~); Roonand Oesper:
Jour. Ind. Kng.Chem.,9, 156()9'7).

'Cf Newman:Jour. Phys.Chem.,18,34(t9t4); Briggsand Schmidt:
Ibid..19,493(!9's).

"Fatsand Fatty Degeneration,"5 (<9t7).

ËXPERIMBNTS ON EMULSIONS. IV
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all used in the formation of a colloid hydration (solvation)

compound. In other words, when it is said that the addition

of soap favors the formation and stabilization of a division of

oil in water, it really means that soap is a hydrophilic colloid

which, with water, forms a'cottoid hydrate with certain physical

characteristics, and that the oil is divided in this. The re-

sulting mixture cannot, therefore, be looked upon as a sub-

division of oil in water, but rather as one of oil in a hydrated
colloid."

Roon and Oesper go even farther than Fischer and con-

clude' "(i) that the presence of a hydration compound is

necessary for emulsification; (z) that this hydration compound
is most efficiently used if formed at the moment of dispersion
of thé internat phase-in other words, the thfee eonstituents,
the internat phase, emulsifier and water, in critical proportions,
must all be mixed at one time in order to form a properly

hydrated nucleus; (3) slight variations from the proper pro-
cedure or from the critical proportions yield either less stable

emulsions or none at all; (4) no emulsion results if thé emulsifier

is diluted (hydrated) before dispersion of the internai phase."
The most striking part of the hypothesis of Roon and

Oesper is that emulsions are formed only when the "hydration

compound" is produced at the moment of trituration or agita-
tion with the oil. Later on, we shall return to review this

hypothesis in the light of what our own experiments indicate.

Emulsions by the Continental Method

/~K/'<'rtWf)!<f.–4 grams of powdered gum arabic (acacia)
were added to 9 cc of olive oil contained in a large porcelain

mortar (diameter 20 cm) and the mixture was thoroughly
triturated. Microscopie examination of the produet resulting

showed that it consisted of a coarse suspension of gum in oit,

stabilized more or less by the viscous nature of the oil. With-

out discontinuing the grinding, 6 ce of water were now added,

when in about 20 seconds a creamy emulsion (nucleus) re-

sulted the latter, owing to its viscous, sticky nature, emitted the

characteristie "crackling" sound. The nucleus prepared in

1Jour.Ind.Eng.Chem.,9, t6t ([9:7).
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this way was perfeetly miscible with distilled water to form a

milky liquid containing globules of oil whose size varied be-

tween 2 and microns in diameter. No free oil floated to

the top of the diluted nucleus on standing in a closed tube, even

after several days, nor did the concentrated nucleus separate
into layers. This experiment illustrates the standard "Con-

tinental" method of making an emulsion.

~cr!'MCK< 2.Instead of adding dry gum to the oil

and adding water subsequently, a yoht<M)!of gum arabic con-

taining 4 grams of gum plus 6 ce of water was added to the

oil with grinding. No emulsion nucleus resulted. Thé oil was

only slightly emulsified, much free oil remained undispersed
and the oily mixture in the mortar gave no "crackling" sound.

Ex~WtMCM~'–Thé procedure of Experiment i was fol-

lowed except that the water was added a few drops at a time

instead of at once. No useful nucleus resulted; the emulsion

was very incomplete. After the addition of the first few drops
of water the gum in suspension throughout the oil coalesced

into sticky lumps which adhered to the mortar and prevented

proper mixing of thé oil and water.

T~x~nMtCM~~.–No satisfactory nucleus resulted when

gum arabic solution was placed in the mortar and oil was added

subsequently and all at once, with grinding.
Thcsc four experiments hring out the importance of the

order and manner of mixing the various components of the

emulsion nucleus. They confirm the results of Roon and

Oesper. Apparently, unless one "hydrates" the gum at the

moment of trituration in the presence of oil and unless this

hydration is carried out in one step, no satisfactory nucleus

results. As a matter of fact, the oil is completely emulsified

only under these limiting conditions; in all those experiments
which failed to produce a satisfactory nucleus, some, though

little, of the oil was actually emulsified.

Unfortunately, the hydration hypothesis of Roon and

Oesper cannot be correct for it is easy enough to emulsify olive

oil in a ~o<M<~Mof gum arabic by shaking oil and solution

in a bottle. Such an emulsion can be improved and the globules
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of oil made smaller by subsequent treatment in a homogenizer.
One does not "hydrate" the gum in the presence of the oil and

yet one gets an emulsion. Thé experiments which follow will

serve to demonstrate that simultaneous hydration is not es-

sential when fonning emulsions in a mortar.

The Effect of Finely Divided Sollds

E%)'!MtfKt ~.–9 ce of oil were placed in the mortar and

rubbed with 3 or 4 grams of sand (finer than 100mesh). Gum

arabic solution (4 grams of gum plus 6 ce of water) was added

and, on triturating, there resulted a satisfactory nucleus,

very nearly the equal of the nucleus obtained in Experiment
i. Time–15 seconds. Oit globules-4 to 12 microns. Noo

emulsion was formed when water instead of gum solution was

added to the oil and sand, showing that we were not dealing
with sand as the peptizing agent (cf. Pickering's emulsions).

R~~Mtc~ d.–Experiment 5 was repeated using 6 grams
of cane sugar in place of the sand. On grinding for 10 minutes

a paste resulted containing irregular fragments of sugar

averaging about io microns in diameter. On adding gum
solution and triturating, a perfect nucleus resulted. Time–

12 to 15 seconds. Oil globules --2 to 4. microns, maximum 8

microns.

Ex~n'tK~Kt ~.–6 grams of sodium chloride were used

instead of sand; otherwise same as 5. Perfect nucleus. Time

15 to 20 seconds. Oil globules–2 to 4 microns.

As control experiment a nucleus was made by the stand-

ard "Continental" method (cf. Bxpenment t). Time–20

seconds. Oil globules-z to 4 microns. Experiments 5, 6

and 7 were checked by performing them in duplicate.
This second series of experiments proves that it is possible

to prepare a normal nucleus, even by the use of gum arabic

solution, i. e., with previously "hydrated" gum, provided a

finely divided solid is present in the oil. Powders soluble in

water and powders insoluble in water seem more or less equally
effective. "Complète nucleus emulsions were obtained with

sand, ground quartz, pulverized glass and several other finely
divided solids, with gum as the peptizing colloid.
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FinenessofSand Remarks

60-100 mesh Unsatisfactory nucleus; incomplete emulsion
100-200mesh Satisfactory nucleus; complete emulsion; 5 to

lomicrons

200-350 mesh Satisfactory nucleus; complete emulsion; 3 to
io microns

Through 350mesh Excellent nucleus; complete emulsion; 2 to 5
microns

Pn each of these individual experiments the nucleuswas

diluted by adding 25ce ofdistilledwater and set aside in order

that the permanence of the emulsionmight be tested. The

emulsionsmade with sand finer than 100 mesh were fully as

permanent as similar emulsionsmade by the standard "Con-

The Surface Faotor

Experiment 'S'. t~ctr~'Mgthe 5'~ of Mortar and P~–

Three mortars and three pestleswereused in makingstandard

"Continental" emulsionsas in Experiment i. Large mortar

–20 cm in diameter; 7.3 cm deep. Medium mortar–9 cm

in diameter; 4.2 cm deep. Sma!)mortar–6.5 cm in diameter;

3.5 cmdeep. Width of pestlesat base-large, 5.8 cm; medium,

3.2 cm; small, 3.0 cm. Mortar and pestles of porcelain.

(a) Large mortar, large pestle. Time–25-30 seconds.

Oil globules-i to 2 microns. Exceedinglyuniform emulsion.

(b) Medium mortar, medium pestle. Time–25-30 sec-

onds. Globules–2 to 6 microns. Fairly uniform.

(c) Small mortar, small pestle. Time–35 seconds.

Globules-4 to io microns. Non-uniform(many large drops

ofoil).
This experiment showsthat the best results are obtained

when the largest rubbing surfaceis madeavailable. A mortar

with a slightly roughened surface seemsbetter than a smooth

one.

''i' Experiment9. VofytMgthe /t)~MM~'o/ 5aMd.–Following
the procedure of Experiment 5, one gram samples of sand

(SiO!)were ground gently with 9 ce of oit and gum solution

wasadded. The data follow:
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~l,tl'
tinental" method. It is evident that the finer the sand,
i. e., the greater the spécifiesurface-the better the nucleus
emulsion. The sand employed in this work was a pure white
material used in the manufacture of high grade carborundum.

CoM<~ Ex~vMK~.–Oit, 350 mesh sand and water
(without gum arabie) did not give a satisfactory nucleus.
The results of Experiment 9 cannot therefore be due, save

possibly very slightly, to the sand as peptizing agent.
~w<~y /o. t'o~M~ the OMaM/ 5'oKd.- -Thèse

tests were carried out according to the procedure of Experi-
ment 9, usingsand of too to 200mesh and varying the quantity
of sand added. The results follow

Wei~htofSand
itcmarksfGrams) R~narks

0.5 Poor nucleus; some unemutsiHed (free) oil
o Good nucleus; no free oil; to 10 microns

<..s Cood nucleus; no free oi); 3 to fo microns
2.0 Very good nucleus; no free oil; .).microns
2.5 t':xcettentnucleus; no free oH; less than microns

These data show that increasing the quantity of solid
results in a more satisfactory nucleus containing smaller

globules of oil. Taken in connection with Experiment 9,

they also indicate that the larger the surface of solid exposed
to thé mixture of oit and solution, the more perfect is the re-
sultant nucleus.

Experiment Vor3'!)tg~t\Na<Mrc of the /~))~' 7.)<M~~

Solid.-In order to keep the surface factor under control and
as nearly constant as possible, all the powdered solids were

roughly of equal fineness and were used in equal volumes.

PowdercdSo)id Gramsj Rcmarks

Sand–SiO;! 2.5 Good nucleus, uniform; 2-4.microns
Chaik–CâCO~

2.2
z Good nucleus, uniform; 3-6 microns

Gaiena–PbS 7.5 Poor nucleus, non-uniform ,3-25 microns
Zinc Mende–XnS

4.0
Poor nucleus, non-uniform; 3-20 microns

Aluminum 2.7y Poor nucleus, non-uniform; 3-30 microns
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To realize the latter condition experimentally, weights in

grams were taken equal to the density of the solid. Care

was taken not to grind unduly the powdered solid when sus-

pending it in the oil.

These experiments indicate that there are distinct and

spécifie effects due to the nature of the finely powdered solid.

Apparently solids easily wetted by water (sand and chalk)

are more satisfactory than solids less readily wetted by water'

(galena, blende, and aluminum) so far as the production of

small globules and uniform emulsions is concemed. The

influence of the wetting factor will be brought out clearly in

later experiments.

Emulsions wi~h Sodium Oleate

Experiment grams of powdered sodium oleate

were ground in the mortar with 9 ce of olive oil. On adding
6 ce of water and grinding, a perfect nucleus resulted. Other

experiments, similar to Nos. 2, 3 and 4 showed that all the

results obtained with gum arabic could be duplicated with

sodium oleate. The diluted nucleus made by the standard

"Continental" method contained globules averaging 2 to 3
microns in diameter.

Experiment 2.6grams of sand (350 mesh) were added

to 9 ec of oil, whereupon a solution of sodium oleate (4 grams

soap plus 6 ce of water) was added with grinding. Although
the soap solution was in the form of a paste the nucleus emul-

sion was obtained after sufficient grinding. Globules–2

microns. This nucleus was even more perfect than the one

made by the standard method.

This group of experiments shows that sodium oleate and

gum arabic behave in essentially the same way. The effect

of finely divided solid is the same in both cases.

Emulsions with Other Oils

Experiments with different oils and gum arabic carried

out according to the standard "Continental" method, showed

Cf. Hofmam:Zeit. phys. Chem.,83, 385 (1913);Bancroft:Jour.
Phys.Chem.,19.29~(!9ts).
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fairly conetusively that the more viscous oils, such as olive
oi!,linseedoil and pine oil, are much more readily emulsified
than are the less viscousoils, such as benzene,toluène,chloro-
fonn, and aniline.

Discussion of Results

In view of the foregoingexperiments, it is evident that

"hydration" of the emulsifyingagent-gum arabic or soap-
neednot be carried out at the moment of disintegratingt he
oil. It is possibleto prepare a perfect emulsionofoil in water
with previously "hydrated" gum or soap by using a solution
instead of the dry material, provided one followsa suitable

procedure. One way to succeed is to use a fairly viscous

oil, mix the latter with nnely divided solid, such as sand or

sugar, and finally to add the solution of acacia or soap with

energetictrituration.

It is knownthat the "Continental" methodof thepharma-
cistgivesemulsionsof oliveoilwhoseglobulesare muchsmaller
on the averagethan they are whenoil and previouslyhydrated
gum are mixed and shaken by hand in a bottle. One might
argue from this that simultaneous "hydration" produces a
far better emulsion. Opposed to such a point of view, how-

ever, are the experiments with sand and sugar, in which pre-
viouslyhydrated colloids (solutionsof gum and soap)afforded
emulsionsfully equal to the "Continental" ones. Of course,
onemight say that sand or sugar are "hydrated" by gumsolu-

tions, but this is certainly stietching the theory beyond its
elastic limit, at least so far as sand is concemed. It seems
better to abandon the hypothesis suggested by Roon and

Oesper,and to substitute a new one.
Our own experiments indicate that the presenceof finely

dividedsolidin the oil is the sine çManon of the "Continental"
method. Finely divided solid was present in every experi-
ment which resulted in a satisfactory nucleus emulsion. In
the standard "Continental" method powdered gum or soap
play the part that sand or sugar do in the subsequentexperi-
ments. Finely divided solids serveto increase thearea of the

interfacebetweenoil and water or betweeno~ and solution.
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Anythingwhichinereasesthe interfacebetweenoil and water,
assistsin the productionof an emulsion.

We may consider the mechanismof the "Continental"

method to be somewhatas follows: Gum arabic is suspended
in a viscousoilby grinding. Water is added and the grinding
is continued. Gum being soluble in water (it is really pep-
tized by water) it is probably much more readily wetted by
water than it is by oil. Water, therefore, tends to displace
the oil fromthe gumso that each particlehecomescoatedwith
an aqueous,film. The interface between oil and water is

thus enormouslyincreased. The gum soon dissolves,leaving

drops of solutionsc~ttered momentarily throughout the oil.

The triturating actionflattens out thesedrops and in the pro-
cessoil is disintegratedand emulsifiedin the solution. The

dropsof gumsolution,as they are stirred around in the mix-

ture, exert an interfacialtearing effect upon the oil and aid
in its dispersion. Thé large drops of gum solution,eachdrop
bearing its load of emulsifiedoil, soon coalesceto a uniform
massofemulsion(thenucleus). In thestandard "Continental"

method the powderedgum plays a double rôle (i) that of

finely divided solid, (2) that of emulsifyingand stabilizing
colloid.

The part playedby finely dividedsolids needsno further

elucidation. The solidrelievesthe gumof one of its functions
in the standardmethodso that the gum solution may nowbe

used. The experimentswith solublepowders, such as sugar
and sodiumchloride,showthat insolubilityis not a necessary
requirement.

There are, however,some other interesting possibilities.
Onemight suggest,for example,that when water is added to

sodiumoleate suspendedin oil, the sudden change (decrease)
in the surface tension, produced by soap dissolving,might
account for the disintegrationof oil, much as changesof sur-
face tension at the interface are said to account for Gad's

so-calledspontaneousemulsions.' That the change of sur-

Cf.Bancroft:Jour.Phys.Chem..t6,348([~tz).
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face tension is actually not an important factor was shown
in the following manner.

~t'M!CM< f~.–Powdered sodium oleate (4 grams) was

suspended in olive oit (9 ce) by triturating in a mortar. In-

stead of pure water, 6 ce of a two percent solution of sodium
oleate were added. An excellent nucleus emulsion made its

appearance after a few seconds' grinding. Globules-2 to 3
microns. It was found by experiment that the surface ten-
sion of a two percent solution of sodium oleate is very slightly
changed by further additions of sodium oleate. Thus a 2 per-
cent solution of sodium oleate rose 15 mm in a given capillary
tube; an 8 percent solution rose 16 mm and pure water rose

~o mm.
It is not at all improbable, however, that the process of

wetting the suspended solid with water or solution, entailing
as it does a displacement of oil from the surface, may help to

disintegrate the oil and form the necessary globules. We

should, therefore, expect to find such substances as are easily
wetted by water' assisting most ably in the emulsion forming

process, /~M'MM they are .pMf~ in the oil. Thé experi-
ments which follow were designed to test this point.

E~t-nw~ f,.–Pa~ a. 2.6 grams of sand (350 mesh)
were suspended in 9 ce of olive oil, whereupon :o ce of gum
arabic solution were added. A nucleus emulsion resulted
after grinding for 35 seconds. Globules–t to microns.

Part b. 7.5 grams of galena (350 mesh) were suspended
in 9 ce of olive oil and gum solution (10 ce) was subsequently
added. It required no less than 5 minutes of vigorous tri-

turation to produce a complete emulsion. Globules i to
microns. Note that 2.6 grams of sand occupy about the sam

volume as 7.5 grams of galena.

Experiment 15 may be regarded as strongly supporting
the hypothesis. Oil will be displaced by solution more rapidly
from sand than from galena. It should therefore be easier
to form the emulsion with sand than with galena, and such

proved to be thé case.

Cf.Hofmann:Zeit.phys.Chem.,83,385(1913).
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It follows, as a further necessary consequence of the

theory, that sand will be most effective when present originaltv
in the oil and least effective when added with the solution of

gum arabie, for under the latter circumstances the displaee-
ment of oil does not take place and the solid serves only to

increase the interface. Experiment supports this deduction.

Experiment ~<–Pof< a. 2.6 grams of sand (350 mesh)
were added to 10 ce of gum arabic solution in the mortar.

Vigorous grinding for 5 minutes was required to emulsify

9 ce of oil in this mixture. Globules–t to microns. Com-

pare with Experiment 15, Part a.

Part 7.5 grams of galena (350 mesh) were added to

10 ce of gum solution in the mortar. Vigorous grinding for

nearly 8 minutes was needed to complete the emulsion. Glob-

ules–! to 4 microns. Compare with Experiment t5, Part b.

Ex~m~< r~.–J~a~~ a. 2.6 grams of sand (350 mesh)
were added to 9 cc of oil in thé mortar and :o ce of gum
solution were subsequently added. An emulsion resulted in i

minute. Globules–! to 2 microns.

Part b. 2.6 grams of sand were added to to ce. of gum
solution. Nine minutes of grinding were needed to emulsify 9
ce of oil on placing thé oil in the mortar and adding the

mixture of sand and solution. Globules–2 to microns.
Ail of these experiments were checked by tests in dupli-

cate. It is evident that a longer time and more work are needed

to make an emulsion when the solid is first wetted by the aque-
ous solution.

It is now quite definitely established that finely divided

solids, whether soluble or insoluble in the aqueous phase,
serve greatly to facilitate the formation of emulsions in thé

mortar. The same is also-true of finely divided solids added

in the bottle when emulsions are made by shaking. On grind-

ing sodium oleate in benzene and shaking the mixture with

water in a bottle an excellent emulsion resulted. A still better

emulsion was obtained when a more perfect suspension of soap
was made by adding to benzene a small amount of a fifty percent
solution of sodium oleate in ethyl alcohol (Squibb's soft
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soap). Experiment seemed to show that the finer the

particles suspended in the oil the more important and bene-

ficial becomes the process of displacing the oil by the aqueous

liquid.
When the oil contains particles readily peptized in water

-such as gum arabic or soap-the act of peptization may be

looked upon as an extreme case of wetting by water. Pep-
tization should therefore entail rapid displacement of oi!.

Rapid displacement produces maximum disintegration, and

might if rapid enough, give rise to so-called "spontaneous"
emulsions–emulsions formed merely by contact with water

and hence with a minimum of mechanical effort. If one were

to produce a colloidal solution of sodium oleate in benzene an

emulsion should form exceedingly easily on adding water, and

might conceivably develop practically spontaneously, wherever

water and benzene corne in contact. Indeed, certain oily
mixtures are known to give spontaneous emulsions in water,
for example, lysol and the creosote emulsions. In both these

instances, the oil contains the hydrophile' colloid in some form

of suspension and the act of peptization into the water phase

gives rise to an extremely perfect emulsion, almost entirely
without extemally applied mechanical effort. We have sur-

prisingly little information available conceming spontaneous

emulsions, though mixtures giving them are common and somc

are commercially important.
An effort was next made to apply the theory to the case

of water-in-oil emulsions." Linseed oil was heated with rosin,
some of which dissolved. Six ce of water wereplaced in a mortar

and ground with various powdered solids. Thé linseed oil-

rosin mixture was then added, following the procedure of Experi-
ment 5. With galena or mercuric ibdide emulsions of water in

linseed oil were formed in the mortar. These emulsions were

analogous to the oil-in-water ones, they could be diluted with

linseed oil, but they were very unstable. With water, galena
and pure linseed oil no emulsion could be made nor could one

Cf.Bancroft'sdéfinition:Jour.Phys.Chem.,19,275('9~.
Cf. BriggsandSchmidt:tbid.,19,478(t9i'.).
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be made with water, sand and linseed oil-rosin. The failure
with sand might be attributed to the non-wetting of sand by
linseedoil and the absenceof the displacement factor. White
lead plus water in the mortar, with linseed oil-rosin added

afterward,gavea water-in-oilnucleus,exactly what one should

expect from the behavior of white lead, water and linseed oil.'
The general results of this paper may be summarized as

follows

i. The hypothesis of Roon and Oesper that hydration of
the emulsifyingcolloidmust take place at the moment of dis-

integrating the oil has been shown not to be in accordancc
with the results of experiment.

2. Even in a mortar, emulsions may be made with pre-
viously "hydrated" colloids,provided one modifiesthe "Con-
tinental" procedure.

3. Emulsions are easily produced by the method of tri-
turation in a mortar if the area of the interface between oil
and water is made sufficientlylarge. One way of doing this
is to suspend in the oil finelydivided solidswhichare readily
wetted by water.

4. The effectivenessof the solid is increasedby decreasing
the averagesizeof the particles.

5. Up to a certain limit, the readinesswith whichan emul-
sionformsinereasesas the quantity of finelydividedsolidgrows
larger.

6. It is better to suspend the finely divided solid in
the liquid to be emulsified, before adding the dispersing
solution.

7. The most effectivesolids are those readily wetted by
the dispersionmedium.

8. In the "Continental" method, gum arabic (acacia)

plays the part both of finely divided solid and emulsifying
colloid.

9. Thé finely divided solid serves to increase the area
of the interface between oil and water.

Cf. Bancroft: Met. Chem. rng., 14, 631 (t9t6).
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.f
J Wetting phenomenamay alsocause the displacementof ône liquid by the other and consequently give rise to dis-

integration of the displacedliquid. It is not known to whatextent the action dependsper se upon the emulsifyingpowerof the finely divided solid.
n. Emulsionsof water in oil may be made in a mortarin the presenceof finelydividedsolidseasily wetted by oit.

Cm~ t/nw.t<h'



The Met<t)s of the Rare Earths. By 7. /S'f~f~r..?.{ X /j cm; p/
A-+ ~y~. New ~o~: ~oMgtnat)!, Crcct; and Ce., /p/ ~r«:< S~o. –In thé

préface the author points out that "since the rare earths have attained a commer-
cial and économie importance, and .since their scientine importance is so very
great and will probably become greatcr, it woutd seem essential that a student.
before tcaving his college career behind him. should possess some knowledge of

'thèse substances. Consequcntty. it has been deemed advisabte to add this work
to thé series of monographs on Inorganic and Physical Chemistry."

The titles of the ehapters are: history of thc discovery of thé rare earths;
occurrence of the rare earths in nature; séparation of thé rare earths; methods of

controtting the fractionation of the rare earths; thé cerium group of rare earths;
thé yttrium group of rare earths; thorium; atomie weight determinatioos; rare

earths and thé periodic system; uses of thc rare earths.

fn addition to thé regular chemistry, there are a number of items of es-

pecial interest to thé physical chemist. The possibility of separating thé rare

earths hy shaking with phosphate-frce charcoal is discusscd, p. 52. "Hofmann
and Krüss ptaced a solution ofthe earths of equivatent weight B'" n6.
in a bottle together with charcoal and shook for some time. The solution was

then filtered and the equivalent weight of thé earths contained in thc charcoal

determined, and found to be R'" = 134.4. Obviously, therefore, a decided sep
aration had becn effected. It must be noted. however. that thc amount of ma-

terial ahsotbcd by thc charcoal is small; in the case mentioned 0.5 gram was

adsorhcd by 8 grams of eharcoal from 2 grams of thc mixture. The wcaker

bases are adsorbed first by the charcoal. In the case of a mixture of yttrium
earths (R'" = 9303), a mixture of earths was adsorbed by the charcoat in a

single opération, which gave R'" = 96.0. This is a far more efficient séparation
than is possible in one opération by mcans of the aniline fraetionation."

On pp. M 240, and 78. it ispointed out that "many of the compounds
of ceriun) exhibit strong catatytie properties in connection with many types of

chemical reactions. Cerium chloride, and indeed thc chtorides of all the rare

earths, exhibit an oxydase action and acceleratc thé absorption of oxygen by

hydroquinone. Fouard has shown that when a quantity of hydroquinone is

sealed in a series of tubes, together with équivalent qtiaiitities of chlorides of thé

rare earths and a measured quantity of air, larger quantifies of oxygen are ab

sorhed than would bc the case in the absence of rare-earth chtorides. Thus thé

following perccntages of the oxygen present arc absorbed in the dînèrent cases:
with samarium chloride, 75.8 percent; thorium chloride, 63.; percent: cerous

chloride, 57.7 percent; ncodymium ch)cride, .54.2percent; praseodymium ch)ori<h,

53 3 percent;and lanthanum chloride, 22.6 percent. When sodium chloride was

used, thé percentage of oxygcn absorbed was only t7.8 percent. The velocity
of oxidation of oxa4ic acid by nitrie acid is greatly accelerated hy thc presence of
ccrous sulphate, whereas thc sutphates of yttrium, lanthanum, praseodymium,
and neodymium have no such action. Oxalic acid is oxidized rapidly by potas-
sium permanganate in the cold in thé presence of cerous satts, thus showing
that cerium is akin to manganèse in this respect. A layer of cerium dioxide

NEWBOOKS
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serves as a catatytic agent in the burning of organic substances in the Dennstedt
method of combustion; it is not poisoned by arsenious oxide or sulphur dioxide.
Ammonia is oxidized at 630'' when passed over a layer of eprium dioxide; thé
oxides of tanthanum, praseodymium and neodymium have the same action.

Nitrogen and hydrogen, when passed over cerium nitride at 200°. combine to
form ammonia to the extent of about one percent."

"Crude cerium earths eonstitute an efncient catalyst in the contact
process for the manufacture of sulphuric acid; thé catatytic material is prepared
by soaking pumice in a solution of the mixed sulphates and igniting strongly.
Cerium sulphate is the active medium in this action but the presence of the
other rare-earth sulphates increases its activity. Thé copper ehloridc catatyst
used in thé Deacon process may be replaced by thecerium earth chlorides. With
thèse substances the réaction takcs place most efïicientty at 350 "-480°. Double
alkali sulphates of cerium are thé best catalysts for the production of aniline
black by the action of potassium chlorate or chromate on aniline. According
to Lipski and Whitehouse, ceriutn hydride and nitride act as catalysts in thc
combination of nitrogen and hydrogen to form anxnonia: but the catalyst very
soon loses its activity.

"When cerium is heated in hydrogen to 250 "-270", combination takes
place with incandescence and the formation of thc hydride. It is somewhat
doubtful whether this compound is cerous hydride or ceric hydride since thé per-
centage of hydrogen contained in it is found to vary between the amounts re-

quired for thé two compounds. It isa non-crystalline, dark bhte or Mack powdcr
which takes nrc spontaneously in the air. It is decomposed rapidly by moist
air, water, and alkalies with the evolution of hydrogen; acids décompose it with
the evolution of hydrogen and the formation of cerous satts. When heated in
the air it décomposes with a stight explosion and forms a mixture of oxide and

nitride, ammonia also being produced. When heated to 800 "-900° in nitrogen
it is converted into nitride. When cerous hydride is shaken in a closed glass
tube, it emits light."

The cerium carths find a certain use in the glass and porcelain industries
as coloring materials, p. 239. "When one percent of ceria is added to potash
glass a bright yellow color is produced, white larger quantities give shades down
to brown. Lime-soda glass in which a portion of the lime is replaced by cerium
oxide not only has the colors stated above but also thé properties of a potash glass.
Neodymium compounds added in small quantities to glass produce blue optical
glasses. Such glass exhibits, without any special apparatus. the characteristie

neodymium absorption spectrum. If an excess of cerium dioxide is fused with
an opaque glass melt a beautiful yellow enamel is produced.

"Many derivatives of the cerium earths possess fire-stable colors which
may be used for coloring porcelain. Antong these may be noted neodymium
phosphate and praseodymium phosphate which give an amethyst-red and a
bright green color, respectively. Suitable mixtures of these salts produce many
intermediate shades which are very useful in decorating porcelain. Ccrie titanate
produces a shining yellow color, ceric moiybdate a beautifu) bright Mue, ceric

tungstate a bluish green, cerium mangani-titanate an orange-yellow color;
neodymium tungstate produces a bluish red color."

Since lanthanum acetate acts as an oxygen carrier in the oxidation of
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hydroquinone. the author eonsiders that this points to the possihitity of )an-
thanum existing in a higher state of oxidation. p. f<)4. When tanthanum acétate
is precipitated with ammonia, a slimy semi-transparent precipitate is produccd.
When this precipitate is wc[) washed and treated with a little iodine solution, it
takcs on a deep blue which spreads slowly through thé whole mass. The re-
action occurs only when the acetate is used and when the precipitate is slimy.
p. tos. If the précipitation is effected from hot solution. the hasic acetate is
granular and does not adsorb iodine. Thé reaction is indeterminate and usetess
in the presence of other cerium earths. praseodymium giving the same co)or.
for instance, p. <t3. The eatatytic action of thoria receives a brief mention, p.
<70. Of course the important use for thoria is in the Wetsbach manttes, p. 23~.
"Cotton fibre was originally used in thé manufacture of mantles but this was
supplanted by ramie fibre and artifieial silk (viscose or nitrocellulose silk). Thé
libre is woven into tubes of thé required size and then washed to removc fatty
material and to reduce the ash. The process diners in the various cases. Ramie
fibre web is soaked for about twelve hours in two percent nitric acid, centrifuged
to removc excess or acid. and then washed with distilled watcr. Cotton weh i-.
washed first in 3-5 percent sodium hyrdoxide, and then in <-3 percent hydro-
cholric acid at about xo°. Silk weh requires no preliminary water washing.
The web is then dried in a eurrent of hot air. Cotton and ramie webs are eut
into thé requisite size at this stage. The web is then soaked for two minutes in thc
case of cotton and ramie, and for fivc hours in thé case of silk, in a solution con
sisting of too g thorium nitrate. ;o g cerium nitrate, 5 g beryllium nitrate and

.5 g magnésium nitrate in two kilos of water. Cotton and ramie webs are now
passed between rollers to removc thc excessof solution; thc silk web is eentrifuged.
The web is then dried at 30°, cotton and ramie stretched on glass cylinders, silk
on woodcn rollers. After drying, the manttcs arc formed, fitted with asl)estos
loops and other supports, and strengthened by coating the top and hottom with
thorium solution containin<; salts of calcium, atuminum, and magnésium. At this
stage the mantle may he branded by stamping with a paste of t kg didymium
nitrate, 20~ g glyceritte, 25 g ntethylene Mue. 300 g 96 percent ateoho) and 3~
K distilled water. The mantlc is now shaped on a woodcn form and burnt off
with a Bunsen flame starting at thé top.

"The next process is that of hardcning which is carried out by raising thc
mantte to a high temperature for a few minutes. The mantle is now finishcd
but so fragile that any movement is hkely to break it. Consequently, before it
can hc put on thé market it must bc strenKthcned. This isdonc by immersing
it in a solution of foo g percent collodion, 40 g ether, 6. g camphor, and 3.5
g castor oil, and then drying it at .so°-6.o°.

"A few modifications inthcabove proccss are made when nitrocellulose is
used. In this case thé fibre must be denitrated Irefore burning off; with viscose
ttns )'; unneccssary. Silk web aftcr heing washed in ether containing a little
carbon disuiphide is impreguated in thc usual way, and. aftcr drying. thé mantlc
is denitrated by immersion in o.s percent alcohol containing a little hydronuoric
acid. The other points are in gênerai much like those in the case of ramie and
cotton manttes."

There are some other uses for thorium salts, p. 236. "Thorium compounds
lind use in sevcritt déviées for intense illumination. Thus, small cytinders. after
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thé nature of the 'limes' used in lime tight tanterns, made of thoria mixed with a

little ceria are used for thé headlights of motor cars and also for '.earchtights.

Thorium tungstate, chromate, an<) other salts are mixed with powderC<) mag-

nesium in the production of flashlight powders. These powders when fired do

not émit so much smoke as thc simple magnesitim powders, and are to be pre-

ferred on that account. The filaments of the later formsof the Ncrnst tamp are

eomposed of mixtures of thoria, yttria, and zirconia, to which sntaft (ptantities

of ceria art' sometimes added. Alloys of thorium [?) and tungsten art: used in

thé production of filaments for electric lamps. The titamcnts arc obtained hy

squirting a colloidal mixture of the two metals. finatty, thorium compounds have

a considerable use in radiofog)-

The chaptcr on rare earths and thc pe riodic systemis excellent and thc

hook is extremely vatuabte as a whote. The reviewer does not sympathixc cu-

tirely with thc practice of saying more strongty and less strongly basic when onc

means more sparingly and less sparingly soluble. It is a pity that no référence is

made to I.oewcnstein's work on the continuously varying vapor pressures of thé

oxatate'! of cerium, )anthannm, erbium, yttrium, and thorium

)t''<M<'fP. BnKff"/<

Organic Chemistry. ~y Victor pmt /<<fAhf. ï'fuKy/afed aHd revised tv'v

Percy B..S'~M/monM. t~. t. Second (revised) «<tftOM. 2~ X 77 CM;,~w< +

77?. /'A<7(ffM~«t.' P. B/fff~f~ott'y Sons and Co., ~7p. ff;<'<; ~.oo.–Thc

nrst English translation as distinct from the American translations, appeared in

t'i. ln spite of the scarcity of chemical students in Hnstand during the war a

new édition has been ca))ed for.

The générât form of Richter's organic chemistry is perfectty familiar to

students of organic chemistry in this country. Thi~ volume is devoted to the

fatty compounds, atiphatic substances or methane derivatives, chain or acyclic

derivatives, thé e)mptcr<! beingentittcd: hydrocarhons; hatogenderivativesofthe

hydrocarbons; the monohydric alcohols and their oxidation products; dihydric

a)coho!s or glycols and their oxidation products; trihydric alcohols and their

oxidation products; tetrahydric alcohols and their oxidation products; the pen-

tahydric alcohols and their oxidation produets; hexa- and poly-hydric alcohols

and their oxidation products.

There are one or two statements which physical chemists cannot approve.

The molecular lowering of the freezing point is not 0.62° for an substances and

solvents, p. 16. That was an inaccurate generaHzation by Raouft and was

given up years ago. Nobody uses Rudolphi's dilution formula nowadays, p. 60.

On p. 50 it would have been a good thing to refer to mixtures with constant

hoiling points; and, on p 47 substances with varying melting points like acct-

aldoxime should bc mentioned. On p. 6~ students arc likcly to get thc idca that

carbides are made at 3000° whereas this temperature référence is a purely irrel-

evant and inaccurate one as to what can be done with an eleetric furnacc.

H~Mef D. Basf~



THE NATURE 0F PROTOPLASMIC AND NERVOUS
TRANSMISSION'1

BY RA)<PHS. LILUE~

One of the many remarkable peculiarities of the living
system-perhaps the one that impresses us as the most dis-
tinctively vital-is the regular and rapid transmission of
metabolic and functional influence bftween its different
parts. In all higher animais tissues and organs which are
widely separated and apparently unconnected except by
narrow tracks and strands of protoplasm are observed to
exert a profound influence upon one another's activity; and
it is a familiar fact that slight changes in the surroundings
may, by acting as "stimuli," instantly alter the whole behavior
of thé organism. Thus we poke or stir an apparently dead
animal to see if it is alive. Such facts show at once that the
transmissive agency,.whatevcr its essential nature, is inde-
pendent of the transport of material between the regiôns
affected; in this general respect the transmission of physiologi-
cal influence in living matter resembles the transmission of
sound, light, wave-motion or electricity. And since all vital
processes are dependent on chemical réactions, we mav sav
that living matter exhibits in a high degree the power of
chemical action at a distance.' 3 This property is not con-
fined to special organisms, tissues or cells; apparently all
forms of protoplasm transmit influence in this manner, though
in varying degrees and at different rates. Its fundamental
biological significance is apparent, since it is the chief means
of controlling and coôrdinating the various separate funetions
and activities of the organism--a necessary condition of
continued !ife. Transmission of this kind reaches its highest
development in thé nerves of higher animats; the conduction
of states of nervous excitation has been the most fully studied

Lectureddiveref)bcrorethé Répare). Lahoratoryof thé General
J'.tectncCompany,Schenectady,K.Y.. Decemher);. 19;9.

Biotogica)I~boratory,Ctark University,Worccster,Mass.
O.itwa)():"ChcmischeFernewirkung,"Zeit.phys.Chcm..9,540(.SQ.L
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phenomenon of this class, and the nature of the nerve-impulse
has long been one of the traditional problems of physiology.

Nervous transmission, however, is only one specialized
case of the more general process–whieh is perhaps best

called "protoplasmic transmission." This process is illus-

trated whenever the organism or one of its parts, or even a

single cell, responds as a whole to a localized stimulus; some

"physiological" influence is transmitted from the original

point of stimulation to more or less distant regions of the

living system, and either arouses these into activity or changes
their already existing activity. Thus, to give a familiar

illustration, if we touch or otherwise stimulate a Paramecium

at one point, there follows instantly a temporary reversai

of the ciliary stroke over the whole surface, as a result of

which the animal stops and swims backward; it then tums

and swims forward again in a different direction; the whole

sequence of movements constituting a well-defined normal

fea-ture of its behavior, the so-called "motor reaction." This

is a typical case of stimulation; evidently the direct action

of the stimulating agent is to cause some local alteration

in the surface-layer of protoplasm, and in some manner this

initiâtes a disturbance which is propagated rapidly over the

whole surface and alters everywhere the activity of the motile

surface-structures or cilia.

It is especially significant that this effect follows a slight

change in the surface of the cell; since there is much evidence

that alteration of the protoplasmic surface-layer forms the

essential condition of many if not all cases of protoplasmie
transmission. Chambers has found that when a red blood-

corpuscle is touched loeally by a capillary needle, the whole

cell undergoes rapid dissolution; the first visible effect is the

diffusion of haemoglobin into the surroundings, not only
at the point of contact with the needle, but over the whole

surface.' Evidently some physical alteration of the surface-

R. Chambers:l'roc. Am.Assoc.Anatomists,t<)[3fabstractin Anat.
Record,10, )<)o(«)t6~; cf. alsoScience,40, 6.'5, ~24;ami4!, ~pofor othcr
observations.
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film, associated with loss of semi-permeability, is transmitted

over the cell-surface. Similarly, a leucocyte locally punctured
or eut undergoes rapid disintegration. Thèse experiments
well illustrate the remarkable structural instability of many
forms of protopiasm. Blood-corpuscles especiaUy are often

extremely sensitive to mechanical contact or other local

change of condition; and this property is so highly developed
in certain blood-cells (e. g., of Crustacea), that they have

received thé name of "explosive corpuscles" from the sudden-

ness and completeness of their breakdown; the platelets of

mammals exhibit a similar behavior. Changes of activity

produced by local physical or chemical alteration in irritable

cetls have also a marked tendency to spread and to involve

the entire cell, so that it reacts as a whole; and thcre is un-

doubtedly a common basis for the transmission in all of these

cases, although normally stimulation, unless carried to excess,
has no evident destructive effects. A muscle-cell stimulated

at one end undergoes contraction as a whole; it is impossible
in a normal cell to localize thé contractile activity, which is

instantly transmitted from one end to the other. Hence such

a cell exhibits the peculiar type of response called "aU or

none," responding either completely or not at aU–a form of

behavior which (we may note in passing), although highly
characteristic of irritable living éléments, is by no means

confined to these but is found also in many inorganic systems
which readily conduct chemical disturbances, c. explosive
mixtures or compounds. Another interesting instance is thé

transmission of a peculiar structural and chemical change
over the surface of the eggs of many animais during fertHiza-

tion, starting from the point of entrance of the spermatozoon.
This phenomenon has recently been demonstrated with great
clearness by Just in the sand-dollar egg.'

Finally, many of the processes of so-catted "physiological
correlation" in animais and plants, by which growth or

physiological activity in one region influences or controls

similar processes in other and often distant régions, appear

Just:Bio)ogica)Bu))etin,36,i (1919).
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to be based upon transmissions of the same essential kind.
Cases of form-regttlation or other structural changes due to
transmitted influences are often attributed to the transport
of special material substances or hormones; but this form of

explanation, while it has been shown experimentally to hold
true in certain cases, by no means applies to all. For ex-

ample, the effect of severing a nerve-trunk near its origin is to

produce highly characteristic metabolic and structural changes
at the periphery; these so-called "degenerative" changes
occur too rapidly to be accounted for as due to the transport
of substances along the axone. Apparently the maintenance
of normal structure and functional capacity in this tissue are

dependent upon some innuence transmitted from the nerve
cells in the central nervous system; this influence is com-

parable with that seen in the dependence of the normal tone
and nutrition of a muscle upon its innervation. Thé altera-
tion in the structure of a gland-cell, foUowing stimulation
of its innervating nerve, is another instance of a similar kind.
Other related cases are seen in lower animais like planarians
and hydroids, where growth and formative processes in de-

velopment and regeneration are normally carried out under
the control or dominance of the most rapidly growing parts
of the organism, usually the anterior or apical regions. Many
such instances have recently been brought forward by Child,
who has referred the transmission of this peculiar "trophic"
influence not primarily to a transport of material between the

regions concemed, but to some kind of transmitted effect or

activity comparable with the nervous.' But evidently
reference to a nervous or "neuroid" influence does not "ex-

plain" phenomena of this kind; it merely places them in the

same class with the phenomenon of nervous activity which,
familiar as it is, is only one special instance of a more funda-
mental property or mode of action which is universal in living

protoplasm. There is little doubt that all of these different
forms of transmission are to be regarded from the same general

Cf. C. M.Child:"Individualityin Organisms,"Universityof Chicago
Press,t9ts.
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point of view, as examples of protoplasmic transmission,

c., transmission of physiological influence without accom-

panying transport of material--what may he called

"physiological distance-action."

It is interesting to note that inhibitory as well as ex-

citatory influence may be thus transmitted; for example,

growth in one region of an animal or plant frequently inhibits

or prevents growth in adjacent regions; this influence is of

great importance in the correlation of development or other

morphogenetic processes, and undoubtedly plays a great

part in the control and regulation of normal ontogeny and

regeneration. Similarly, functional activity in one region

of an organ may inhibit or prevent activity in another region
of the same or a different organ; this is notably the case

in the central nervous system, where the neurones innervat-

ing antagonistic muscle groups have a reciprocally inhibitory

influence on one another's activity. The same kind of recip-
rocal influence is seen in other tissues, c. g., in peristaltic
movement ("myenteric law"), and apparently is usual in

conducting elements like nerve-fibers.

Now it seems unlikely that a phenomenon so universal

in organisms-one on which so many of their most character-

istic activities depend, especially in animals--should be

entirely confined to living matter; it is rather to be assumcd

that processes of the same essential nature are present also

in non-living matter. Such a conclusion is implied by evolu-

tionary theory, and if it is granted the question becomes:

what is the general type of physico-chemical process to whieh

protoplasmic transmission belongs, as a particular and highly

specialized instance? The essential or general basis for con-

duction-processes of the protoplasmic type must exist in

some form in inorganic processes, and our problem is to de-

termine what type of inorganic system presents phenomena
of the same fundamental kind, and under what conditions

they are manifested.

In considering the physico-chemical nature of the physio-

logical conduction-process it seems desirable to dissociate it
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as completely as possible from associated and dependent

processes of other kinds; and accordingly the special conducting
tissue, nerve, in which this dissociation has apparently been

accomplished by nature, is the one upon which most of the

exact studies of protoplasmic transmission have been made.

1 shall therefore discuss more especially the conditions in this

tissue. These conducting protoplasmic strands, which every-
where pervade the organism in higher animais, transmit

excitatory, inhibitory and controlling influences with extraor-

dinary quickness, regularity and dependability. They arise

in development as outgrowths from nerve-cells, and in ac-

cordance with this mode of origin they must be regarded as

possessing the general properties of irritable living proto-

plasm in addition to–or in correlation with-their own

specialized peculiarities as conducting éléments. Hence we

may consider the conditions under which a nerve is stimulated

and conducts stimuli as representing the fundamental condi-

tions of protoplasmic excitation and transmission in general;
and these conditions, as well as the constant features of the

changes undergone by the nerve itself during transmission,
have been determined in great détail by the labors of a long
series of investigators. The essential generalizations estab-

lished by this work may be stated thus briefly (t) The

excitation-state may be aroused or initiated by a variety of

means, inctuding mechanical, chemical, thermal, and espe-

cially electrical; a high degree of electrical sensitivity is uni-

versaI in conducting tissues. (2) Once aroused the excita-

tion-state is transmitted automatically from one region of the

tissue to the next adjoining; in this manner the active state

is propagated continuously along the tissue to any distance

without evidence of decrease in intensity. This implies that

some process associated with the local activity has the effect

of initiating similar activity in adjacent regions. (3) The

local process ceases when stimulation ceases, <. e., it is auto-

matically self-Iimiting, the tissue retuming quickly to the

resting state; after a brief interval of lowered excitability

(refractory period) it may be again stimulated as before.
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(4) The rate of transmission exhibits a wide range of varia-

tion in different tissues and organisms--from a few centimeters

per second to 100 metcrs or more per second. Undcr normal

conditions and at a definite temperature the rate is constant

and specifie for each tissue and each organism. (5) This

velocity is in any single case dependent on température.

showing a temperature-coemcient like that of most chemical

reactions at ordinary temperatures (Q)o = 2 to 3) e. g., in the

frog's sciatic nerve the rate at !o° is ca. tg meters per second,
at 20° ca. 30, and at 30° ca. 60 meters per second. This fact

impties a dependence of the whole transmission-process on

some kind of chemical or metabolic change in the tissue.

(6) Transmission may also be influenced reversibly by chemical

substances; in particular it is readily decreased in rate or

prevented by lipoid-solvent or lipoid-soluble substances and

certain salts (especially K, Mg, Ca, Sr, etc.); also by elec-

trically polarizing the conducting elements by an externally

applied current (electrotonus). (7) It is unaccompanied by

change of form, by evident change of temperature, or by

optical change; but is invariably associated with a change of

electrical potential in the conducting tissue, the active area

becoming temporarily negative (to the galvanometer) by a

P. D. of ca. 30 to 50 millivolts relatively to the inactive areas.

This variation of potential travcts at thé same rate as thé

activation-wave, and undoubtedly forms an integral part of

the latter.

The question now arises as to the general physico-chemical
nature of a transmitted activity having thèse characteristics.

Can we characterize it more dcfinitely than as a "molecular

change"a once favorite expression in thé text-hooks? First

of all it is important to note that the excitation-wavc on

reaching thé terminal organ, p. g., muscle, affects the latter

in a manner which can be closely simulated artificially only by
stimulation with the electric current, especially thé inter-

rupted current. This fact in itself suggests that what is

really transmitted to the muscle is some form of electrical

influence and that the stimulating effect is essentially an
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electrical effect. There are various reasons for attaching-chief

importance to the electrical factor in the transmission-process.

Sensitivity to electric currents is a universal property of living

protoplasm. We find also that in its normal activity living

matter gives rise to electrie currents in the surroundings.

Both of these fundamental discoveries date from the time of

Votta and Galvani. It is therefore not surprising to find the

suggestion made at different times in the history of physiology

that the active région in a conducting nerve may stimulate

the adjacent resting region electrically by means of the bio-

electric current formed at the boundary between thé two

regions, and that transmission is due to this local electrical

stimulation. The active region is negative relatively to the

adjacent resting region, so that a circuit is formed between the

two. Just as the action-current of one muscle may stimulate

another muscle to contract, so the local action-current pro-

duced when one region of a nerve enters activity may be

sufficiently intense to excite the adjacent resting regions.

It is readily conceivable that in this way the excitation-

state might be transmitted from active to resting regions.

We know that the nerve is sensitive to weak electric currents,

and also that such currents arise whenever the tissue becomes

active. This general hypothesis thus seems a consistent one,

and recently it has again becn brought forward and attempts

to test it experimentally have been made by several physiol-

ogists, including especially the late Keith Lucas, perhaps the

most ingenious and exact of recent experimenters in this

field. In his Croonian Lecture of 1912' Lucas points out

that since the electric disturbance is an invariable concomitant

of the excitation-wave, it is possible that the two are in reality

identical, and that the disturbance of electric potential at one

point in a nerve may be the actual and direct cause of the same

phenomenon in a neighboring part; and he has brought for-

ward various facts favoring this hypothesis. The majority

of physiologists, however, have apparently continued to

regard the electric variation as a mere by-product of the

KeithLucas:"CroonianLecture,"Proc.Roy.Soc.,85B,507(i9iz).
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xcitation-process and not as Diavincin itsetf anv essentialexcitation-process and not as playing in itself any essential
rôle in transmission.

Let us nowbriefly reviewthe chief general facts indicat-

ing that the local bioelectric current accompanying local
stimulation is the essential factor in the spread of stimulation
to adjoining regions of the irritable tissue. On examining
the electric current accompanying activity in a conducting
tissue like nerve we find that its directionof flow and other
chief characteristics-intensity, duration, rate of develop-
ment-are such that the above hypothesis receives decided

support. A current flows between the active region of the
tissue (AA) and the adjoining regions (BB) which at the
time under considerationare still in a state of rest (see Fig. t).

In this diagram the area AA represents thé region of thc nerve-axone whieh

is active, or occupied by thé excitation-wave, at the instant under consideration;
its length in a frog's motor nerve at 20° is about 6 cm. The wave is regarded as

moving in the direction df the large arrow. The region nowundergoing secondary
electrical stimulation by thé local action-eurrent between regions A and B ex-

tends to the distance AR(ca. 3 cm) beyond the M'avc-front. The direction of

the current (positive stream) in part of t)M local circuit is indicated by the small

arrows. The région fB,B,) immediately ))ehind thé excitation-wave is tempo-

rarily in a refractory state.

This current is the so-called aetion-current; the local bio-
electric circuit between regions A and B may be called the

"active-resting circuit." Observation showsthat the current

(positive stream) of this circuit invariably leavesthe tissue
at the inactive or resting regions and entersit at the active

region this is what is meant by the usual statement that the
active region isnegative,or that a "negativevariation" accom-

panies activity. Now when we study the conditions under
which an external electric current led into the tissue from a

battery causes stimulation, we find that stimulation always
originates at the region where the positive stream of the

stimulating current leaves the tissue, i. e., at the negative
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electrode while at the positive electrode, where the current

enters the tissue, there is the reverse effect of inhibition or

decrease of irritability. This characteristic "polar" condi-

tion is found in the great majority of irritable tissues, and is

known as the "law of polar stimulation;" in général, anode

and cathode have opposite physiological effects upon irritable

and other living systems. It is clear, therefore, that wherever

in the resting region (B) the current of the bioelectric circuit

has sufficient local intensity, it will have a stimulating effect,

i. c., will initiate a new state of activity, while at the active

region itself (A) its influence will be inhibitory or will tend

to eut short activity. Now the very fact which we are trying

to explain is that whenever any local region (A) of a con-

ducting tissue like nerve is made to enter excitation-by

whatever means, normal or artificial--a similar state of

excitation, after a brief interval, appears in the resting area

(B) adjoining A and disappears from A itself; i. e., a wave of

excitation appears to be transmitted from A to B; B upon thus

becoming active repeats tins effect upon régions beyond;

and in this manner a wave of activity travels along the tissue.

Ail of the characteristics of thé activity thus transmitted are

those which we should expect to find if the bioelectric current

were in fact the condition of transmission. It is a well-estab-

lished fact that thé action eurrent of a tissue like muscle or

nerve is amply capable of stimulating another portion of the

same tissue. The stimulation of one muscle by the action-

current of another is a simple and fréquently performed

experiment; if the two muscles are in close contact and one is

stimulatcd through its nerve the other contracts, and a similar

experiment can be performed, though less readily, with nerve.

Thus both the observed intensity and the direction of the

action-current are consistent with the hypothesis that thé

local bioelectric current, when it is brought into existence

by stimulating one region of the conducting tissue, itself

stimulates the adjoining regions. By a repetition of this

effect at each active-resting boundary as soon as it is formed

the state of excitation may be transmitted along the tissue
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for a distance which may be indefinitely great if the tissue is

normal in its condition and uniform in its properties through-

out its length.

The question now arises whether this hypothesis explains
the other characteristic features of the excitation-wave, and

especially the high velocity whieh it attains in the motor

nerves of warm-blooded animais. Evidently if we are to

have rapid transmission by the above means the local bio-

electric current must rise quickly to an effective strength
and its stimulating influence must extend for a sufficient

distance beyond the région immediately active. The fact

is, however, that in rapidly conducting tissues like nerve the

rise of the bioelectric current to its maximum at any point
is very rapid, occupying about o.oot second in the frog's
motor nerve at 20°. Moreover the tissue is extremely sensi-

tive to weak electric currents; two platinum electrodes differ-

ing in potential by 20 millivolts and placed three centimeters

apart or even more will stimulate; this P. D. is less than that

normally existing between the active and the resting areas

of thé nerve. The intensity of the normal action-current

where it traverses the nerve at a point 3 centimeters distant

from the active-resting boundary must be about the same as

at a stimulating electrode in the above experiment, since the

P. D. and the resistance of the two circuits are similar. Now

it is evident that the current of the active-resting circuit is

most intense near the boundary between the active and the

inactive regions, for the simple reason that thé local intensity
of the current is determined (in accordance with Ohm's law)

by the P. D. and the total resistance of the circuit, and this

resistance is directly proportional to thé distance between the

two areas of unequal potential. Hence near the active-

resting boundary the current will be relatively intense, and

beyond a certain critical distance from this boundary (AR
in diagram) it will be too weak. to stimulate. But if the

stimulating influence extends for only 3 centimeters beyond
the boundary, the speed of development of the bioelectric

current is great enough (and the latent period of stimulation
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brief enough) to account for the actually observed rate of

transmissionin nerve. In the frog's sciatic nerve the time

occupied by the rising phase of the bioelectric variation

(i. e., from zero to its full intensity of 30 to 40 millivolts)
is about0.001secondat 20°, the wholevariation lastingabout

0.002 second; if the current on reaching its full intensity
stimulates the adjoining resting regionat all points up to a
distance of 3 centimeters from the active-resting boundary,
stimulationwill be initiated at a point 3 centimeters in ad-
vanceofthe activearea at a time0.001secondlater than at the

activearea itself. The localresponsethus secondarilyevoked
is of full intensity-i. c., is the samequalitatively and quanti-

tatively as at the original active area, since the tissue reacts
on the "all-or-none"principle-hence there is no change in
the intensityor other characters of the excitation-waveas it

progressesby a repetition of this processat each new active-

resting boundary. But a transmission of 3 centimeters in

o.oot secondis30 meters in one second. This is the observed

velocity of transmissionat this temperature. Observations

on the influenceof temperature on both processes confirm

this interpretation. Raising the temperature 10° doubles

the rate of the bioelectrievariation;at the sametimeit doubles
the rate of propagation of the nerve-impulse. Lucas has

found a constant proportionality between the rate of the
localchangeof potential in muscleand the speed of the con-

traction-waveat different temperatures. With a tempera-
ture-coefficient(Qx) of 2, a velocityof 30 meters per second

at 20°wouldbe equivalent to oneof 120meters per secondat

40°.

In generalwe find a close correlationbetween the local

rate of developmentof the action-current in different con-

ducting tissuesand the speed of propagationof the excitation-

wave.2 Further it is remarkable that tissues with rapidly

K.Lucas:Jour.Physiol.,39,207(1909).
In Am. Jour. Physiot., 34, 484 ()9î4) 1 have given a table showing the

relation between speed of transmission and local rate of development of the bio-

electric variation in a large number of different tissues and organisms.
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developing action currents and rapid conduction are readily
stimulated by rapidlydevelopingelectric currents which are

led into the tissue fromoutside,but not by slowlydeveloping
currents. Such tissuesalsorequireonly a brief duration in the

stimulating current of threshold intensity; the latent period
of stimulation is also brief. Quicknessof responseis charac-
teristic of rapidly conducting tissues, and vice versa. Each

irritable tissue has its own characteristic "time-factor" of
electrical stimulation, called "chronaxie" by Lapicque; this
is best measured by the minimal duration of the stimulating
current of threshold intensity, which is brief in rapidly re-

sponding and rapidly conductingtissues; and correspondingly
such tissues are found to be responsive to rapidly changing
but not to slowly changingcurrents. This correspondence
between the time relationsofthe stimulatingeurrent and of the
tissue's own action-currentis highly characteristic; a rapidly

conducting tissue always has a brief and rapidly developing
action-current, and respondsto (or is stimulated'by) rapidly
developing currents of brief duration. It is as if the tissue
were "timed" or adapted to respond to electric currents

having the special peculiaritiesof its own action-currents.'
The hypothesis that transmission is due to the stimulating
effects of the local action-current appears thus consistent

with all of the observedcharacteristics both of the normal

responseof the tissue to electric stimulation and of its own

normal electrical behavior.

Further support of this hypothesis has recently come

from a quite differentdirection. It will be seen on reference
to the diagram that any definite velocity of transmission

implies that the local bioelectric current hàs an intensity
sufficient to stimulate the resting tissue for only a certain

limited distance (AR)in advanceof the region alreadyactive.
Beyond this limit the current will necessarily be too weak
for excitation. Everywhereup to the critical point R there

willbe full and completestimulationin a normal nerve, since

Cf.Lapicque:Jour.dePhysiol.et dePathol.gén.,!0,601(1908),for
anaccountofthetime-factorinelectricalexcitation.
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under normal conditions this tissue exhibits the "all-or-
none" type of response, and if it responds at ail responds with
full intensity. But if by any means we lower the intensity
of the current traversing the nerve at the point R, e. g., by
decreasing the electrical conductivity of the local circuit,
then activity in the area A will no longer cause stimulation
at R, but the limit of the secondarily stimulated area will be
shifted nearer to the active-resting boundary linc (c. g., to R,).
In other words, the immediate stimulating effect of any active
area will then be exerted through a shorter distance; this

implies that the propagation-velocity will bc lowered. Ac-

cording to our hypothesis, this velocity should be proportional
to the electrical conductivity of the circuit. Recently Mayor
has shown in experiments on the nerve-ring of the marine
médusa Cassiopea that the velocity of nervous transmission
when the tissue is immersed in sea-water of different dilutions
runs closely parallel with thé electrical conductivity of the
medium. 1 This is precisely what we should expect to find
on thé theory of transmission through stimulation by the
local bioelectric currcnt. The existence of such a relation is
difficult to explain unless electrie currents passing through the
medium are an essential factor in the transmission of excita-
tion. The further fact, which has been demonstrated in a
number of instances, that stretching the nerve leaves its rate
of conduction essentially unaltered,2 confirms this inter-

pretation, since it implies that stimulation is always being
initiated at a certain linear distance in advance of the already
active area. In any solution electrical resistance is pro-
portional to linear distance.

If transmission is thus essentially a case of secondary
electrical stimulation, thé problem of transmission resolves
itself into the more fundamental problem of how the electrie
current produces its stimulating effects in protoplasm. The

A.G.Mayor:Am.Jour.Physiol.,42,~69(tQt?)and44,~t (t~ty).
~Cf. Carlson:"Evidenceof the Fluidityof the ConductingSubstance

i))Nerve."Am.Jour. Physiol.,13,35; ([905).and 27,323(;<)););atsoMc-
Clendon:Proc.Nat.Acad.Sci.,3, 703(;9<7).
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primary efïect of the current must be a chemical one, since

vital proeesses are ehemical processes; and, if so,protoplasmic
transmission must be referred to the chemical effects produced
in thé irritaMe element by the local bioelectrie current, espe-

cially at its points of exit and entrance, since it is here that the

stimulating effects originate. Now there is much evidence

that the bioelectric current itself is primarily the index or

expression of some change in the physical and chemical state

of the surface-layer of protoplasm. As wc have seen, a change
in thé physical properties and permeahility of the proto-

plasmie surface-film appcars to be a general accompaniment
of stimulation; and there is clear evidence that the electro-

motor variation also accompanying stimulation is a direct

consequence of this surface-change. Any change in thé

chemical composition or physical properties of the cell-surface

will necessarily alter the potential-difference of the double

electrical layer between protoplasm and medium; and wc

find in fact that any injurious modification of the surface-

layer of the living protoplasm (like poisoning or mechanical

injury) alters its electrical potential in the same manncr and

to the same dcgree as the normal process of stimulation;
i. c., it produces a charaeteristic local change of potential, thé

altered region becoming negative relatively to the unaltered

regions by a P. D. of 40 or 50 millivolts. The local current

arising between stimulated and resting areas appears to be thé

index or result of a similar local change of potential, due to a

temporary alteration of the surface-film at the active area;
and this current, by means of the chemical changes which it

produces in the adjoining portions of the film, produces there

an alteration of a similar kind; and so the effect spreads.
Since there is evidence of a temporary loss of semi-permeability
in many irritable tissues during stimulation,' it seems probable
that this alteration consists in a more or less complete tem-

porary disruption or disintegration of thé surface-film. The

precise nature of the critical or initiatory chemical change

t tmvcsttmmarizeclthispvidpnecinscvera)p)aces:cf.AmJour.Physiot.,
28. [97~9M)an()37.i56()Q[.5j
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induced where the eurrent passes from cell-surfaceto medium
(the region where stimulation originates) is not definitely
known at present; but the general evidence already available
indicates clearly that stimulation is primarily the result of the
chemical and structural changes which the eurrent there
induces in the surface-film. Nernst has shown that etectrical
stimulation depends upon the polarization-effectsproduced
by the eurrent at the semi-permeablesurfaces of the irritable
tissue;' and the chemical effects immediately followingthis

change of polarization appear to form the first step in the

stimulation-processproper. The next succeedingstep in the

process is apparently an extensive alteration or dissolution
of the film, followedby its reconstitution as the tissue retums
to the resting state.

We retum now to the question whether transmission-
effects of this general type-through the chemical effects

produced by the currents of local electrical circuits–exist
also in inorganic systems, and, if so, in what respects'such
systems resemblelivingsystems.

In point of fact, self-propagating chemical effects due
to local circuits are a frequent phenomenonin certain types of

inorganic system which, though apparently widely different
from protoplasm, are in certain fundamental respects closely
related, namely, metals in contact with electrolyte solutions.
The most familiarinstance is the rusting of iron in water or a
salt solution. According to the "local action" theory of

corrosion, original with Faraday and de la Rive and now

generally accepted, the chemicaleffect is due to local electric
currents formed between adjoining areas of the metallic
surface which differ in composition or physical state. Pro-
cesses of electrolysis at the electrode-areas of these local
circuits are the direct cause of the chemical change. The
surface of ordinary iron is typically non-homogeneous,with
areas of greater and lesssolution-tension;the regionsof higher
solution-tensionform localanodeswhere the iron cations enter

solution; there they react with carbonate and hydroxyl ions

Cf.Nemst:Arch.ges.Physiol.,1M,275(!9o&).
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to form a rust deposit. This local deposit spreads or grows
becausewhen onceformed it acts as a local cathode and pro-
motes the solution of iron from the unrusted areas in its

vicinity. This effectis greatest at the boundary of the rusted
area becausethere the intensity of the localeurrent isgreatest.
There is in fact a kind of autocatalytic action, the rate of
rust-formation increasing as the periphery of the rust spot
extends.

The spread of chemical influence over the surface of the

metal is in this case a graduai one, and can scarcely be re-

garded as an adequate model for the rapid chemical trans-
missionsfound in living protoplasm. We can, however,easily
conceiveof possibleconditions under which the spread might
be rapid. If we could find a metallic surface coveredwith a
thin film of unstable material which is readily and rapidly
altered or removedby local electrolysis,we shouldexpect it to
show chemicaltransmission-phenomenawhiehwouldbe rapid
in rate and would extend wherever the film extended. Take,
for example,a metal (e. g., iron) covered by a thin continuous
film of readily reduced oxide; wherever such a film were

locallyinterrupted we should have side by side a free metallic
area and an oxide-coveredarea; in any electrolyte solution
these areas would form a local electrical couple with the

metallic area anode and the film-coveredarea cathode. But
since the chemical influence at the cathode is of a reducing
nature, the film would be at once removed by reduction

wherever the intensity of the local circuit was sufficient.
The free metallic area would thus be automatically and

rapidlyextended, since the sameconditions wouldbe repeated
at every boundary-region between film-coveredand metallic
areas. Nowthis is precisely the situation found in passive
iron immersed in an electrolyte solution and also in many
other caseswhich 1 shall not now consider, of which mercury
in hydrogen peroxide is perhaps the most interesting; and it
can hardly be an accident that this system showsphenomena
of activation and transmissionwhich in a surprisingnumberof

particulars resemble closely the conditions found in irritable
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protoplasmie systems like nerve. In hoth cases we arc

dealing with film-covered systems which are susceptible to

the polar influence of the electric current, as weu as to mc-
chanical and other influences. And since the changes occur-

ring during the transmission of activation in passive iron are

relatively simple and well understood, we may expect that

their study will throw light upon the general physico-chemical
nature of thé changes underlying transmission in living proto-
plasm.'

1

It has long becn known that iron exposed temporarily
to strong nitrie acid or other favorable oxidizing agent assumes

the so-called passive state, in which it is remarkably résistant

to chemical change; c. g., such iron will no longer react with

dilute nitrie acid, in which ordinary iron dissolves rapidly.
But if a piece of passive iron, c. g., a wire, immersed in dilute

nitrie acid be touched with a piece of ordinary or active iron

or a base metal like zinc, or if it be bent or scratehed with a

pièce of glass, or made the cathode in an electrie eurrent of

moderato intensity, it is at once rendercd active and reacts

vigorously with thé acid until dissolved. The whole metal
is not activated simultaneously, but the active state is ob-

served to spread rapidly from the original point of activation

over the whole metal; this process of spreading can best be

observed in a wire dipped in acid and held suspended in the air

and then touched below with a piece of active iron or zinc;
the passage of the active state along the metal can be readily
followed by the eye, each successive region as it becomes

active tuming dark (from formation of lower oxide) and

effervescing in the adhering acid. Under these conditions

the rate of transmission is only a few centimeters per second
but if the wire is activated while it is completely immersed

in the acid, the transmission over its whole length is so rapid
as to appear almost instantaneous, the rate being often some

hundred centimeters per second. This difference of velocity

depends on the difference in the electrical resistance of the

Fora moredéfaite;)accountof this and other para))e)switliliving
irritablee)empt)t-cf.Science,48,5; ()9t8);50,259.~6 (t<);9).
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circuit between the passive and active areas under the two

conditions, this resistance being high when the metal is in

air, with onty a thin layer of electrolyte adhering; the in-

tensity of thé local current then falls oCfrapidly with increase

of distance from the active-passive boundary line, and is

sufficient to reduce thé film only in its immediate neighbor-
hood. But when the wire is immersed in a large volume of

electrolyte the conductivity is high and the transmission

correspondingly rapid. There is thus a relation between the

electrical conductivity of the circuit and the speed of trans-

mission, just as in protoplasmic transmission.

1 shall now describe briefly thé more important resem-

blances between the conditions of activation and transmission

in thé two systems under comparison; the case of proto-

plasmie transmission will then appear in a clearer light and

its specifie peculiarities can be considered to better advantage.
In the first place, both systems may be activated either

mechanically, chemically or electrically, and both give the

same kind of transmitted effect whatever the method e'm-

ployed for activation. A passive wire is activated by jarring,

bending or scraping, by contact with reducing substances,

or by being made the cathode in an electrical circuit; similarly
an irritable tissue is activated or stimulated by mechanical

treatment, hy various chemical substances, and by an electric

current at one of its poles (thé cathode). The elcctric eurrent

is most effective in activating either protoplasm or passive
iron when it rises suddenly or rapidly to its full strength;
when its intensity is increased gradually, i. c., from zero or

subliminal to a strength more than sufficient for activation

with a sudden closure, no effect follows, the system apparently

undergoing under these conditions some compensatory change
whieh keeps it inactive. In both cases a single "stimulus"

may be ineffective, while a succession of stimuli will call

forth activation; this phenomenon of "summation" is espe-

cially characteristic of living irritable systems. Again, the

character and intensity of the response in any instance are

typically constant and independent of the nature of the
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activating agent; i. c., activationis either completeor absent,
a type of behavior called"all-or-none" in physiology,where

it is well known to be highly characteristic of irritable and

rapidly conducting elementslike muscle-cellsor nerve-fibers.

In both the inorganicand the living systems th~ activation-

wave travels at a velocitywhichvaries under differentcondi-

tions and has a high temperature-coefficient;in the motor

nerves of the moreactiveanimaisit is usually severalhundred

centimeters per second, reaching in warm-blooded animais

velocities of more than a hundred meters per second; in

passive iron velocitiesofsomehundred centimeters per second

are usual, although exact measurements under different

conditions still remain to be made. The passage of the

activation-wavemay be blockedin both systems by locally

altering the electricalpolarizationof the surface (a phenom-
enon known in living tissuesas electrotonus), or by certain

other means like mechanicalconstriction or aneasthetization

in nerve, or by the contactof a noble metal in passive iron;
in these cases also the localchange in electrical conditions is

probably the essential factor in the effect. A fundamental

resemblanceis that in both systemsthe passage of the activa-

tion-wave is associatedwith a local variation of electrical

potential, which is readilydemonstratedas the active-inactive

circuit accompanying the wave passes the electrodes of a

galvanometer connectedwith the conducting tissue or wire.

The so-called "positiveafter-variation"in nerve, in whichthe

active region of the tissuebecomestemporarily more positive
than normally on returningto the resting state, is also simu-

lated by the passivewire, whichis more positive (cathodal)

immediately after spontaneous repassivation than later.

And finally, what is perhapsthe most striking resemblanceof

all, both tissue and metalonretuming to the resting or passive
state after temporary activation always exhibit a certain

period of delay (called the "refractory period" in irritable

tissues) before they recovertheir former condition of sensi-

tivity and conductivity.
This last phenomenonshould be described more fully,
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since it is perhaps the dearest indicationof ail that the funda-
mental conditionsof activationand transmissionare the same
in the protoplasmicsystemand its metallicmodel. In every
irritable tissue excitation is immediatelyfollowedby a brief

period of inexcitabinty, the so.called refractory period; the
duration of this is brief in rapidly responding tissues like
nen'e and voluntary musde (where it lasts only a few thou-
sandths of a second), and relatively prolonged in "slow"
tissues like heart-muscle (about one-third of a second), or

involuntary muscle and certain special sensory elements

(e. g., photoreceptors in mollusca), where it may last for
several seconds or even minutes. Each nerve-impulseas it

passes along a nerve is thus followedby a trait or wake of

temporary inexcitability. The refractory period evidently
represents an interval during which certain processesof res-
toration or recovery (probablyassociatedwith chemical and
structural resynthesis)are at work it hasa number of features
in commonwith fatigue and may be regardedas a temporary
or evanescentinstanceof this phenomenon.'

Normally a nerve or muscleretums automatically to the

resting state after stimulation, and after the refractory in-
terval can be again stimulated as before. Now in a passive
wire immersed in strong HN03 there is a similar automatic
retum of passivity, so that the activation-reaction which

sweeps over the surface when the wire is touched with zinc
is only local and temporary, like the excitation-wavein nerve
or muscle. The remarkablefact from the physiologicalpoint
of view is that the metal immediatelyafter the return of

passivity is entirely refractory to reactivation as a whole,
and recovers its full power of transmissiononly by degrees,
and the more slowly the stronger the acid. In acid of 60
volumes percent (of HNO: sp. gr. 142) complete recovery
usually requires one or two minutes (varyingsomewhat with

temperature and other conditions); at first the activation-
wave is transmitted slowlyand for only a short distance, like

Anaccountofthérefractoryperiodinnerveiscontainedin therecent
bookbyKeithLucas:"ConductionoftheNcrvousImpulse,"London,1917.
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the transmission-wave in a fatignted or anaesthetized nerve

which conducts with a "decrement;" by degrees the distance

through which it travels (as well as its speed) becomes greater
and greater, until eventually rapid transmission through an

indefinite distance becomes again possible.
New passivity in iron is almost certainly due to the

presence of a thin film of oxide or oxygen compound which

adheres closely to the surface of the metal; this film gives the

passive iron the properties of a cathodal or noble metal, with

a potential about 0.7 volt higher (in dilute HNOs) than the

normal or active iron. The spontaneous return of passivity
in strong acid indicates therefore the deposition of a fresh

film of oxide, and this must occur first at the local anodal

regions of the metal, since, as is well known, making an active

metal anodal has a strong passivating influence. Each region
travcrsed by thé activation-wave becomes temporarily anodal

as it becomes active, and is therefore subject to the oxidizing
influence résident at every anode; this influence, added to

that of the HNO~, at once reinduces passivity. We thus

understand why the local activation is temporary and is at

once transmitted to the adjoining passive areas of the metal,

which, as already pointed out, are cathodal; being cathodal

they are immediately activated by reduction and then at

once become anodal, upon which they are automatically

repassivated in the manner just indicated. The refractory
or non-transmissive condition just described indicates that

the newly formed passivating film is in a different physical or

chemical condition from an older film; it is less readily re-

moved by cathodic reduction; hence transmission is im-

perfect or absent. Possibly thé film is too thick when first

fo.rmed-the reflecting power of the surface is then less than

later-or its physical condition is otherwise unfavorable to

rapid change. The essential condition for transmission is

that the film should be readily and rapidly removed by cathodic

reduction; and from general considerations it seems probable
that the condition which it reaches eventually, when sensitiv-

ity is completely restored, is one in which its molecules are
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closely packed, similarly oriented, and in a layer of about

one molecule in thickness. The film is in fact similar to an

adsorption-film, whieh, as the work of Langmuir and others

has shown, is in many cases of this order of thiekness.' On

this view, the period of recovery represents a period during

which ail of the surface oxide molecules, except those directly

attached to the metallic iron, are dissolved away by the outer

acid, and the remaining molecules are uniformly distributed

over the surface in a layer one molecule thick. The film is

then in a condition favorable for rapid transmission.

Now in the irritable protoplasmic system (e. g. nerve

axone) it seems probable that closely analogous conditions

exist. During activation the surface-film (which apparently
consists largely of some unstable readily reducible material)

is rapidly altered, possibly in large part disintegrated or re-

moved during the succeeding refractory period it is restored

and recovers its original constitution and physical properties.~
I am inclined to believe-and in this 1 acknowledge my

obligations to Langmuir's work-that the material which is

thus altered and replaced during protoplasmic excitation is

spread out in a very thin laycr, possibly not more than one

molecule thick, separating the protoplasm from the surround-

ing médium. This film eonsists of some chemically reactive

water-insolubte material, probably chiefly lipoid. Just what

chemical changes it undergoes during excitation is difficult

to say at present. In its reconstitution or redisposition

during the recovery phase oxidation-processes appear to be

especially important, since ail processes of recovery and re-

construction in protoplasm are favorcd by the presence of

oxygen.

I. Lan){t)'u'r:Jour.Am.Chcm.Soc.,39, )8.)8()9<7).
2 Theseprocessesoccurunderthc innuenccof thc localhioeledriccircuit

betweenthéactiveandthé Mdjoinittgiaactivearcasof thcnerve. Intmediatety
beforebccomingactiveany givenarea (whichis at this timea resting,i. c,

positive,area)is travcrsedhya bioelectriecurrentpassingin thé directioa/)-aM<

~M<o/)~M)f/f)Ht~dfKm(positivestream);whenthé area hccomcsactive fanf)
hencenegative)this directionis immediatcjyrevcrscd. l'o this reversa)in its

direction(shownin the "diphasic"characterof thégatvanomeer cnrvc)corre-

spondsa reversa)in théchcnuca)efTectofthécurrentat théarea in question.
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Wc have a~QttmM~ thm~crhr~tt nxf ~nm~n~enWe have assumed throughout our comparison that the

electriccurrent can effect chemical changes, especiallyoxida-
tions and réductions, at the cell-surface in essentially the

same manner as at thé surface of a metallic electrode, and in
fact we have ascribed to the protoplasmie surface-film all
of the essentialproperties of an électrode. Can such a point
of view be justified? Usually it is assumed that electrolysis
is a phenomenonconfinedto the région of contact between a

metallic electrode and the electrolyte solution adjoining,
and that a combination of metallic and electrolytic con-

ductorsis necessaryboth forelectrolysis and for the production
of electriccurrents by chemical action.

There must, however, be something insufficient about

this manner of regarding the phenomena in question. The

conditionsin livingmatter prove that metallic conductors are

not essentialeither to.the production ofchemical changeby the

current, or to the production of a current by chemicalchange,
since it is a fact that the electric current atters profoundly
the chemicalprocessesin the living system, and also that the

living system during its activity produces electrie currents

whichtraverse the surroundings. We have seen that different

areas of the protoplasmicsurface, e. g., of a nerve-fiber, give
rise to local circuits whenever they differ in their activity or

in their physiologicalstate, just as do two differently con-

stituted areasof a metallic surface; and we have alsoseen that

these eurrents are intense enough to stimulate other irritable

systems of the same kind.

Now it is well known that the electric current produces
no chemicalchange in the interior of an electrolyte solution

during its flow; the chemical changes which occur are con-

fined to the région where electricity passes between electrode

and solution,i. e., to the surface-layer of the electrode and the

adjacent layer of solution. When, however, a current is

passed through living matter the case is entirely different;
chemicaleffectsare produced not only at the électrodes but

throughout the entire mass of protoplasm. In its general

physico-chemical constitution protoplasm is essentially a

colloidalor emulsionsystem containing electrolytes and freely
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partitioned by semi-permeable membranes and other thin
films; and we must conclude that the chemical effects produced
by the current depend upon this partitioned or film-pervaded
structure of the system, since they are absent in homogeneous
solutions. We know further that the passage of a eurrent

changes the electrical polarization between the opposite faces
of any partition whieh interferes with ionic movement; and
the case of electrolysis at metallic electrodes shows that when
the P. D. across a boundary-surface reaches a critical value
there is a transfer of electricity associated with chemical

change. Apparentty what is essential to produce this latter
effect is that there should be a sufficient fat! of potential
across a short distance. The thin surfaee.nims in living
protoplasm, not only at the general cell-surface but also
within the interior of the protoplasmic system, may be assumed
to act in a similar manner. Any change in the P. D. across
such a partition must effect displacements of electrons in the
chemical substances forming the film or in immediate contact
with it, and these displacements will, if sufficient, lead to
chemical reactions which secondarily alter the character of the
film. Chemical and structural changes in these films may
thus occur comparable with those induced in the surface-
films of passive iron when the metal is made cathode; and if
such changes are accompanied by increased permeabititv
or breakdown (like the changes in the passivating films) they
may lead to self-propagating waves of chemical and structural
alteration similar to those occurring in the metallic system.
It thus seems probable, judging from the far-reaching nature
of the chemical changes produced in a highly irritable cell,
e. g., a muscle-cell, by a slight local stimulus, that in such a
case an extensive system of colloidal films or partitions per-
vading the entire protoplasm is broken down or altered by the

rapid propagation of a wave of decomposition originating
at the cell-surface. It is as if a heap of passive iron filings
immersed in nitric acid were activated; at every film-covered
surface a chemical decomposition occurs resulting in the

temporary destruction of the film; the film is then recon-
stituted and the system resumes its previous condition.
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Presumably in muscle the accompanying changes of surface-
tension in the colloidal structural elements composing the
fibrils form the direct mechanical condition ôf the contraction.
We may thus understand why conditions that stabilize the

protoplasmic surface-films, like cold, anaesthetics, and certain

salts, prevent the propagation of these waves of alteration and
hence render the living system irresponsive to stimutation.' 1

There can be little doubt that the electrically controlled
chemical reactions in protoplasm are surface-reactions; and,
as in other instances of such control, what is needed to initiate
these reactions is the conveyance of electricity (positive or

negative, according to conditions) into the surface-tayer of
reactive material from the adjacent electrolyte solution or the
other phase contiguous to the reacting laver. In the ordinary
case of electrolysis at a platinum electrode this electricity is
furnished to the reacting molecules in the surface-layer from
the metal, whieh is connected with some external source o~

potential. In the case of a chemically alterable colloidal sur-
face-nim in a protoplasmic system the electricity is pre-
sumably derived from the molecules of chemical sub-

stances, e. g., oxygen combined as peroxide, which are in
contact with the film. In principle thé two cases are not

different, as we can readily see if we imagine (for example)
the length of metal connecting the oxidizing and reducing
surfaces (or dectrode-areas) in an oxidation-reduction cell
to be progressively reduced until it becomes xero; in such a
case the substances whose reaction gives the current would
be in direct contact; the reaction and the accompanying
electrical transfer would occur as before, although there would
be no external evidence of the latter. Similarly two chemical
reactions with oppositely directed electron-transfers may
occur at different areas of a thin surface-film separating
adjacent solutions, in such a manner as to create an electrical
circuit between the two areas, provided the potential is suffi-
cient and the electrical resistance not too high. In a system

Ina récentarticleon thctheoryofanaesthesia,BiologicalBulletin,30,
31 ([9f6);1havereviewedtheévidenceindicatingthat anaesthetiesactinthis
manncr(cf.pp.352seq.).
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of thé structure of protoplasm, pervaded by thin films of
reactive material, the electrical transmission of chemical
irfiuence to a distance is thus theoretically possible, just as it is
in a system consisting of a solution containing reactive sub-
stances at different regions which are connected through a
metallic conductor so as to form a circuit.

There is no difficulty about the conduction of electricity
through the general mass of protoplasm or through the sur-

rounding medium; both contain salts and are good conductors
of the second class. Thé critical question is: can conduction
take place across the protoplasmic surface-films in association
with processes of electrolysis, t. e., chemical change depending
on electrical transfer between the interacting molecules under
the influence of an externally imposed H. M. F? The fore-
going considerations show that if this is possible in the layer
of molecules in contact with the surface of a metallic electrode,
there is no theoretical reason for denying its possibility at a

suniciently thin layer of chpmically reactive material inter-
posed between two electrolyte solutions.

Physiological distance-action thus becomes a special case
of chemical distance-action in a system where thé reaction-
surfaces, instead of being metallic surfaces, consist of thin
films of chemically alterable organic material. We must
assume this material to be water-insoluble, if weare to accuunt
for thé characteristic immiscibility of living protoplasm with
water and the general stability of protoplasmic structures in
their predominantly aqueous media; and since all forms of
protoplasm are rich in water-insoluljle constituents, the
lipoids, we are led to ascribe a physiological rôle of funda-
mental importance to thèse substances. They apparently
furnish the essential material for the alterable surface-films
whose properties we have heen considcring. The properties
of proteins seem less adapted than those of lipoids to fulfil
this rôle. The investigation of the properties and the condi-
tions of formation and disintegration of surface-films in general
and of lipoid films in particular becomes thus a matter of
fundamental physiological interest.'

1 rora discussionofthé paral1elshetwcn thc hchaviorof protop!asmiesurface-filmsandthésurface-filmorpassiveiron,cf. SeieMe.50,25~~.6 ~.o).



THE CONCENTRATION OF RADIUM AND MESO-
THORIUM BY FRACTIONAL CRYSTALLIZATION*

BY JOHNL. NIERMAN

Introduction

Markwald'" and Soddy" hâve shown independently that
mesothorium is absolutely identical in chemical nature with
radium and cannot be separated therefrom. In consequence
all radium separated from uranium minerais containing
thorium, contains also the mesothorium in the minera!, and
all preparations of mesothorium contain the radium that is
present in the minéral from which the thorium is derived.

In the extraction and recovery of the minute quantities
of mesothorium and radium present in radioactive minerais,
these elements become associated with barium and follow the
barium throughout the process. The refining of mesothorium
and radium then consists in separating these elements from
barium, the method generally followed being fractional
crystallization of the barium solution, first as chloride, and
later as bromide. The mesothorium and radium continue to
be enriched in the crystal fractions, and reduced in the succes-
sive mother liquors.t

In practice, a fair concentration of acid is maintained
throughout the chloride and bromide systems, for the reason
that the factor of enrichment of mesothorium radium chloride
from barium chloride and also of mesothorium radium bromide
from barium bromide is regarded as more favorable in acid
than in neutral solutions. While it has been shown' that the
crystallization factor is higher for bromides than for chlorides,

the effect of the
acidity of the solutions on the progress of

Abstractofa thcsissubmittedin partialfmtUn.entof therequirementsfor thedegreeof Mastcrof Arts in the CraduateSehoo!ofthe Universityof
At's<!oun,Au~u-.t.)<))Q.

Thcreferencenumbersreferto the appendedbibjiography

\n
t Themethodis describedin Bulletin '"4. U. S. BureMofMines(1915).
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concentration has not been clearly established. This in-

vestigation is confined to the effect of hydrobromic acid
on the crystallization factor in bromide solutions of barium..
mesothorium and radium. Our experiments show definitely
that the crystallization factor is independent of the acid con-

centration. In other words, the enrichment of mesothorium
and radium is the same in neutral as in acid solution when

equal fractions of crystals are separated.
The tenus "crystallization factor," "concentration

factor," "factor of enrichment," "fractionation coefficient"

appear to be used synonymously in the refining of radium and

mesothorium, but not aways with the same meaning. Evi-

dently these terms always refer to a ratio, but the ratio may
be expressed in several related ways, as (1) the concenlration
of mesothorium in the crystals separated to the concentration
of mesothorium in original crystals, used in preparing the

solution, concentrations being given as milligrams of meso-
thorium (expressed in terms of radium) per gram or kilogram
of anhydrous crystals; (2) total mesothorium in crystals
to total mesothorium in mother liquors; (3) concentration of

mesothorium in crystals separated to concentration of meso-
thorium in crystals from mother liquor, where the ratio is
used in the sense of a partition or distribution coefficient.

Throughout this paper the term crystallization factor will be
used with the first meaning: the ratio, concentration of meso-

thorium. in crystals separated to concentration of meso-

thorium in original crystals. This factor serves directly in

compufing the radium or mesothorium content of the head

crystals in "stepping up" as this factor raised to the nth

power, n being the number of crystallizations, gives the de-
sired multiplier.

Since mesothorium has never been obtained pure, its

amount is expressed by its activity compared with radium.
One milligram of mesothorium is the quantity of mesothorium-

one, with its equilibrium amount of mesothorium-two, whose

gamma ray activity is equal to that of one milligram of radium

containing the equilibrium amounts of its short-lived products.
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Thé radioactive bromides used in these experiments were
loaned by the Welsbach Company through the courtesy of

Dr. H. S. Miner. Before beginning determinations of the

crystallization factor, two lots of high grade bromides each

containing mesothorium and radium equivalent to about

iSo mg of radium in 50 grams were refined by fractional

crystallization so as to gain familiarity with the technique of

fractionation in acid and neutral solutions.

Puriaoatton of Bromides

Before undertaking the determination of crystallization
factors the bromides selected for the single fractionations were

purified. The three samples of anhydrous bromides weighed

approximately 5.7, 3.6, and 9.8 g and contained, respectivety,
about 2.1, 0.5, and 0.2 mg of mesothorium per g. The crude

bromides were fused with a fusion mixture consisting of equal
molecular weights of sodium and potassium carbonates and
thus converted into carbonates. Thèse carbonates, after

being well washed, were converted into bromides by dissolving
in pure hydrobromic acid. After adding about 5mg of thorium

bromidc, the solutions were made barely alkaline with ammo-

nia, thus removing radiothorium, the isotope of thorium,
in thé precipitate of thorium hydroxide. The radiothorium
was removed in order to have solutions practically free from

thorium X and its final product thorium D, which emits a

powerful gamma radiation which would interfere with our

measurement of activity by the gamma ray mcthod. Hy-

drogen sulfide was then passed into the solution to precipitate
lead and any other heavy metals as sulfides. After filtering
the solutions were evaporated to dryness in silica dishes and

thé ammonium salts smoked off. The dry salts were then
dissolved in water and the solution nttered. They are now

ready for crystallization and addition of hydrobromic acid.

Crystallization of Bromides

The bromides were concentrated to the desired point by

evaporation on an electrically heated water bath. Upon
cooling groups of compact crystals form from both neutral
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and. acid solutions. Thé formation of soft, mushy crystals
from neutral solutions appears to be duc to the presence of
ammonium salts. The liquor was then decanted, and the

crystals thoroughly dried, dehydrated, and finally sealed in

weighed glass tubes, and their weight determined. The

degree of acidity of the liquor from which the crystals sepa-
rated was now determined by pipetting one ce of the liquor
into a flask, diluting and titrating with a standard solution of

ammonia, methyl orange being used as thé indicator. After

returning the titrated portion to the liquor originally poured
off the crystals, thé solution was evaporated to dryness, the
ammonium bromide smoked off, and the anhydrous bromides

sealed in a glass tube of the same dimensions as thé one con-

taining the crystals.
AU crystallizations were made in flat-bottomed silica

dishes with nearly straight sides, and the same dishes were

used as much as possible. After the activity of the crystals
and the bromide obtained from mother liquor had been

measured, the salts were combined and brought into solution.

Other crystallizations were then made with thé view of finally

obtaining a series of different quantifies of crystals separated

ranging from 25 to 70 percent of the bromides in thé solu-

tion. Working first in neutral solutions thé work was then

extc-nded to acid liquors. Different quantifies of crystals
were separated from solutions of différent acidities ranging
from normal to approximately six times normal. After each

crystallization thé entire procedure of separating crystals and

mother liquor, titrating, drying, sealing, and measuring was

repeated. In this way crystallization factors were obtained

corresponding to different quantities of crystals from liquors
whose acidity ranged from neutral to six times normal.

The graphs obtained by plotting thé crystallization factors

on one axis and the corresponding pcrcentages of crystals
on thé other axis of the ordinary system of rcctangular
co-ordinates are coincident within thé limits of experimental
error, and therefore show that the presence of acid bas no

effect on the value of crystallization factor. The experi-
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mental data upon which this conclusion is based are sum-

marized in the tables below.

About one-fifth of the total gamma ray activity of the

bromides is due to radium. The values given are expressed
in terms of a radium standard. After each crystallization
the activity of the crystals and of the salt obtained from the

mother liquor was determined with a Lind" lead-lined electro-

scope. The glass tubing used in sealing the bromides was of

uniform bore and thickness. At first the tubes were measured

directly after sealing and every twelve hours thereafter up to

108 hours from the time of sealing. After a number of

measurements had been made in this manner, it was found

that after sixty hours the activity became practically con-

stant, the equilibrium amount of mesothorium-two having

accumulated, so that the activity at the time of sixty hours

after sealing was taken as a measure of the mesothorium-

radium content of the sample.

Attention should be directed to some sources of error

in the experiments. In the first place, as the anhydrous
bromides are very hygroscopic it is difficult to keep out traces

of moisture in sealing. Again, as a small amount of organie
matter always enters the material from brushes used, filtering
is necessary which results in small losses in the course of many

crystallizations. As the bromides are finally ignited, small

quantities are apt to adhere to the dish. Then too, as ail

crystallizations were made in open dishes, small losses some-

times result from "crawling."

In the following table several complete sets of results

are given for each sample of bromides used in the experi-
ments.

The crystallization factor, Cc/Co, is given in the fifth

column. Similar tabulations were made for all crystalliza-
tions made, but inasmuch as we are concemed chiefly with

but two items in Table I, namely crystallization factor

and percentage of crystals corresponding thereto, the other

results have not been included in the tables that follow.
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j' Crystals MothcrLiquor

Wt of ~c.––––.––––,–––––––'–––––––––––––––

OriKinn) C°. i !conc.i L ~Concentra- p
t. Mc'.th.) !Af~f), Ce~ ttonofU

PcrKg WdKht~ ofCrys, of M.so.

5.735 z.tt!i.f)ff) 5.o< 2.35 33.4 3.8i()i 0.69 2t.4
5.735 2.rr !!1.910I' 5.01 12,35133.4 3.819i 0.69 .21.45.785 2.itj.2.64t 4.08 i.f)5!46.6 3.t43; 0.46 n.8

~5-
2.f3 ~3.269 3.4.5 t..s6 6~.9 2.469~ o.~o 7.7 L

9.7fo o.)9~2.8o4 0.52 2.64'28.8'6.906' o.o6~3"~
9.833 o. 19 13~804 ~43~26~_38_7~~6_f)29~ 0.048 14.9
3~34 o.54: t.579 f.o6 1.96 ~'4' 2.054 o.~ ~4if~T;'
3.&43 o.54 j 1.759 o.99 1.83! 48.2 t.883: o.f22 t2.) t

Percent of Satt as CrystuUixation Percent of Sait CrystaUi/ation
Crystals Faetor as Crystals Factor

~4.3 2.57 ~.8 .[)8
27.9 2.62 .).6.6 .<,)6
33-4 2.35 ~8.9 .8.3
35.' 2.3~ 53~ .7'
3~.3 2.23 56.9 62

38.7 2.26 62.3 .47
43.4 '.96 i 69.0 t.44

Percent Crystalliza- ~T~ Percent ;Cry-;ta))iza-j'ofSatt, tion of8a)t. tion
Crystals Factor ~°~ Crystals FactorLtquor j I.tquor

28.0 2.79 .33 g~.3 1.68 2.M
~8.8 2.64 .16 29 O 2.60 4..t2
29.6 2.66 i, 3~.2 2.34 4.23
36.4

8
2.19 .56 48.8

8
.8t 432

38.8 2.22 .75 52.8 .70 4-58
56.9 '.59 .'4 6..77 .56 4.34
66.3 1.36 .1)4 68.22 .35 4'o
32.2 2.45 2.3[ 51.5 .74 6.91
37.' 2.19 2.36 65.8 .4< 5-52
43.4 2.oo 2.55 83.6 .i6 6.88

ÏABLR II–CRYS'fAI,t,!XAT!ON FACTORS FOR XHL'TR.U. SOLUTIONS

ÏARf.E III–CRVSTAt.MXATMXS FROM AdD SOLUTIONS

ÏABt.[{ 1–SËI.ECTRDSMCI.t}FxACTtONATIONS
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Having shown that the crystaUization faetor is inde-

p~'ndent of the acid concentration of the solution it is of

interest to point out that thé enrichment is apparentty not

influenced by the differences in concentration of mesothorium

of our solutions. In the course of the crystallizations with the
three samples of mesothorium-bearing bromides almost the

same percentage of crystals scparated ont. As shown in the

following table the crystallization factor remains constant.

T.\m.R IV

-=oc.=::=-=-
~iciclity of ^i Couc.

of
Percent of I CrystallizationConc~tc'st)). Acidityof Conc.of Percent of Cry'ihUti/.atiott

)~rK~n j Sotu'ion Cryst:t)!.
Crysht)!;

-I

Factor

o.t9 !eutrat 0.43 38.7 2.26

0.55 ~Xcutrat 1.23 38.3 2.23

3~3 ij.:jX.Hnri ~.96 38.8 2.22

An Application to Practice

Assume we havc 1000 grams of barium bromide containing
one mg of mesothorium per gram to be concentrated by
fractional crystallization, thé desired product to contain :8o

mg of mesothorium per gram. Whcn ~.o percent of the salt

crystallizes ont the factor of enrichment is 2.1. The numher

of series of fractionations, )), necessary to obtain head crystals
\vhosc mesothorium content is 180 times that of thc original
bromidcs will be given by thé relation –(2.1)" = r8o.

Sotving we have M= 7. Since 8~ percent of the total meso-

thorium in the head dish passes up in successive fractionations,
the amount of mesothorium in the first head crystals removed

from the crystallizing system after seven series of fractiona-

tions will be given by 1000 X o.8~/ or 29~.5 mg. The

weight of the first head crystals is cxpressed by 1000 X

(o.~)~ = 1.636 g. If mother liquors are removed from thé

crystallizing system when their total mesothorium content is

reduced to o.! mg, about 35 individual crystallizations will

be inctudcd in the seven series of fractionations.

When 60 percent of the salt is allowed to crystallize out

the factor is 1.52. Simitar calculations for this case will show
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that 12 series of fractionations involving about 80 single

crystallizations will have to be made to obtain head crystals

containing t8o mg of mesothorium per gram. Since 91.2

percent of the total mesothorium in tlie head dish passes
forward with successive fractionations thé first head crystals
will contain 331 mg of mesothorium and will weigh 2.178 g.

By extending computations of this kind to inctude the

second and third crops of head crystals of the desired meso-

thorium content, it can be shown that in 10 series of fractiona-

tions embracing about 65 single crystallizations 534 mg of

mesothorium will he obtained as high grade crystals weighing

2.97 g, when 40 percent of the salt is allowed to crystallize
out in each dish. To obtain an equal quantity of high grade

crystals, containing t8o mg of mesothorium per g, when

60 percent of salt crystallizes out, will involve more than twice

as many individual crystallizations and about 17 series of

fractionations. In making these computations, the crystals

moving forward are combined with mother liquors backwards

from dishes two places apart from each other in the system.12

Since the solubility of barium bromide falls off very

rapidly with increase of hydrobromic acid in thé solution,

the tendency in crystallizing from solutions of fair acid con-

centration is to separate larger crops of crystals than from

nearly neutral solutions. As we have found in this work that

the crystallization factor is independent of the acid concentra-

tion we conclude that the concentration of radium and meso-

thorium is effected more rapidly in very dilute acid or neutral

solutions of the bromides. One advantage gained, as Mme.

Curie pointed out, in crystallizing from acid solutions of fair

concentration consists in increasing the volume of the solu-

tion when the quantity of high grade crystals becomes re-

latively small.

Summary

(t) The crystallization factor of mesothorium and radium

in bromide solutions was found to be independent of the con-

centration of hydrobromie acid.
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(2) The crystallization factors correspondingto different

percentagesof crystals separating were determined.

(3) For concentrationsof mesothorium up to 2 mg per g
of salt, the crystallization factor remains constant.

(4) The separation of mesothorium and radium from
barium can be conductedadvantageously in neutral or dilute
acid solutionsof the bromides.

This work was suggested by Dr. Herman Schlundt and
was carried out under his direction. To him the writer is
indebted for muchvaluable advice, assistance,and encourage-
ment.
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BY WILDERD. BANCROFT

When spent bone-black is burned the charcoal diminishes

markedly in bulk.' According to Wallace, a ton of new and

dry char fills a space of about 48-50 cubic feet, while a ton of

old char will occupy no more than 40, 35, 30, or even 28 cubic

feet, the apparent density of the dry charcoal thus increasing
sometimes nearly to double the original value. There is very
little change, however, in the absolute specific gravity of the

charcoal, which means that the change in apparent density
must be due to a decrease in the amount of pore space. Wal-

lace found that a specimen of new char lost as much of its

porosity by being heated in a covered crucible for eleven

hours as it would hâve lost by reburning about one hundred

times in a sugar-house. This experiment is not helpful,
because we do not know whether the charcoal in the crucible

was heated higher and therefore sintered more or whether

there was more charring of otherwise volatile matter in the

covered crucible, thus clogging the pores. In the regular

buming there might easily be some oxidation of carbon,

which would increase the porosity. Wallace believes that the

change in porosity is due primarily to a sintering of the calcium

phosphate, which is not unreasonable. He states that new

charcoal will hold 80-100 percent of water and is made per-

ceptibly wet by 20 percent, while old charcoal (two or three

years in use) will hold only 30-4~5 percent and is made per-

ceptibly wet by 5 percent of water.

There is some evidence that part of the change in porosity
is due to precipitation of carbon because the percentage of

carbon may increase from 8-9 percent up to 14-15 or even to

19 percent, the carbon coming from the organic impurities
in the sugar. The carbon from these impurities is deposited

partly on the outer surface of the charcoal and partly in

the pores. It is possible to prevent this, because the per-

Wallace:Chem.News,17,249(<868).

CHARCOAI, BEFORE THE WAR. II
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t
centageofcarbon does not increasein some refineriesand even
decreasesif tite buming is done car-)ess!y. When the retorts
are quite tight and the temperature is kept low, the carbon
is certain to increase unless the charcoal has been washed

sufficientlythoroughly to removenearlyall the organiematter
adsorbed from thé sugar liquor. This necessitates washing
with boilingwater and one of the most advanced of the Clyde
sugar refiners insists that the charcoal should be boiledwith
the water.

Newlands and Newlands' point out that burning at a

high temperature means a waste of fuel and causes serious

injury to the char by contracting its pores and thus rendering
it less active. When workingchar was heated in an oil bath
to 285-290° for one hour, it acquired the same decolorizing
poweras the same char re-burned in a pipe kiln; whenheated
in a bath of melted lead at 325° foronehour, it showedrather
more decolorizing power than similar charcoal re-bumed
in the kiln. They believe that a very short and intimate
contact with heat not exceeding390° is all that is necessary
to obtain good results. It is impossibleto work at so low a

temperature in a pipe kiln of the best designand with the most
careful management. Even if the pipes in the kiln revolve,
they are sure to be heated unequally, the row nearest to the
fire being heated more than the others. In order to get
round the difficulty experiencedin re-buming charcoalevenly,
the use of superheated steam and of various gases has been
recommended. While this gives a uniform heating, there is

danger of destroying the carbon by the action of the steam
or the gas if the temperature is too high. However, this loss
can be reduced to an insignificant amount. An ingenious
apparatus was patented in 1885by Poulton, Perrett and New-
lands" (EnglishPatent 15,897). By means of a fan the steam
or gas wascaused to circulatethroughtwo vesselson chambers,
one containing fire-bricks arranged as in the case of regenera-
tors, and capable of being heated by means of a fire or by

Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,7, ~zt (r888).
Ibid., 7, 4:3 (t888).
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gas, and the other chamber containing the charcoal to be

revivified. The second chamber is provided with sets of
movable shelves, one above the other, so arranged that the

charcoal can be let down by incliningthe shelves from one set
to another, the charcoalcoming in contact in every movement

with more and more superheated steam on its way to thé

bottom, and finally falling into cooling pipes. Working
charcoal eontaining 18.9~ percent carbon was passed through
the apparatus fifty times, being moistenedwith water between
each re-buming, this number of re-bumings being about

equivalent to six months' work in the refinery. The carbon
was determined at intervals to see whether there was any
loss.

To find out whether prolonged heating was necessary,
the charcoal was left for 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5,and 15minutes on each

of the six shelves, or 30, 45, 6o, 75, and 90 minutes in the

kiln. The temperature of the bottom shelf was 345 and

of the top shelf 177°. The best results were obtained with the

charcoal which stayed in the kiln the shortest time. Thé

thirty-minute charcoal was better than that whieh had been

re-burned in a pipe kiln.

Newlands and Newlands consider that in those refineries

where the carbon in the char is kept as nearly as possible at

the same percentage as when new, this is accomplished partly
as a result of thorough washing but chiefly by the accidental

introduction df air into the pipes of the kiln. Thé carbon

destroyed in the kilns is partly bone carbon and partly sugar

carbon; and consequently they believe that a slight regular
increase in carbon content is a lesser evil than changing to

%c

Original char. 18.94.

Afterre-burning20times. 17.83
After re-burning 30 timcs 17 32

Afterre-buming~otimcs. 17.20

Afterre-burning~otimes. 17.22
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some extent from bone carbon to sugar carbon. This con-
clusion seems to rest on the proved assumption that some
of the bone carbon burns before the last of the sugar carbon.

The inorganiccompounds taken up by the charmaycause
the latter to deteriorate.~ In ordinary cane sugars there is

0.5-1.0 percent of soluble minera! matter, consisting of salts
of potash, soda, lime, and magnesia; and in beet sugars there
is much more–1.5-3.0 percent, and sometimes as much as
6 or 7 percent. The highly solublesalts, such as the salts of

potash, do not affect the charcoal, because they accumulate
in the syrups; but calcium sulphate is detrimental, owing to
its comparative insolubility, and to the fact that it is readily
adsorbed from the sugar liquor by the charcoal. It may be

removed, however, by copious washingand boiling, and it is
even removed in solutionby washingwith weak sugar liquors.
Such charcoal is sure to have its calciumsulphate increased if
it be washed with water naturally containing that substance
in large quantity. Somecharcoalscontain 2.5 percent of the

salt, and the usual amount in old char is 0.5-0.75 percent.
In extreme cases it may be present in Clyde charcoal to the
extent of one percent. The calcium carbonate present in
some hard waters is also adsorbed by the charcoal.

While too much calcium carbonate is objectionable,
Wallace daims that there should always be some present.
It is of use in neutralizing the small proportion of free acid

present in almost all sugars except beet; and it is still more

important in neutralizing the lactic and other acids formed
in the weak liquors, by a processof fermentation which it is
difficultto prevent. Heace charcoaldeprivedof its carbonate
of lime is objectionable,and its use is certain to producesour

liquors and give rise to the presenceof iron in the low-class

sugars. As the water of Greenock and Glasgow contains

only traces of carbonate of lime, the quantity of that salt

naturally in charcoal lessens gradually, until in pretty old
char it is sometimes reduced to about 1.5 percent. In re-
fineries conducted on scientific principles the amount is

Wallace:Chem.News,t?, ~9 (t868).
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never suSered to fall so low. If it falls below 2.5 percent,
sour liquors are sure to follow. When very hard water is
used the carbonateof lime either decreasesvery slightlyor it

increases,and sometimes even to an alarming extent, as in
the continentalbeet refineries,where the evil is a very serious
one.

Variousmeanshave been devised to removethe excessof
calciumcarbonate.' Treatment with dilute hydroehloricacid
to convert the calcium carbonate into calciumchlorideis the

ordinary mode adopted on the continent in the beet-sugar
faetories;but this plan'is open to the objectionthat a certain

quantity of calciumphosphate is sure also to be decomposed,
and that the framework of the charcoal will consequently
be injured. To obviate this to some extent it has been pro-
posed to exhanst the air previous to the introduction of the

acid, so as to bring the latter instantaneously in contact with

every particle of thé charcoal, and in this way equatize its
action. Asanother way of overcomingthis difficulty,Beanes
used dry hydrochloric acid gas, which is said to have no
action on calcium phosphate. Stenhouse and Duncan pro-
posed to use dilute nitric acid in place of hydrochloricacid,
and there is little doubt but that it possessesadvantagesover
the latter. Cook has suggested treating the charcoal with a
solutionof ammoniumchloridc, and then re-bumingso as to

produce ammonium carbonate which goes off, and calcium

carbonate, which is afterwards dissolved out. Cook also

patented thé use of phosphoricacid to décomposethé calcium
carbonate. Patrick, Beanes, and others have proposed to
dissolveout the calcium carbonate by means of a saturated
solution of carbonic acid. In English refineries the calcium
carbonate in ail cases decreasesduring use, and this appears
to be due to the employment of cane sugar, whichis generally
slightlyacid.

It has been proposed by Eisfeldt and also by Phillips to

digestthe charcoalafter use in a solution of caustic ammonia,
potash or soda in water or alcohol, the ammoniaand alcohol

NewlandsandNewlands:Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,7, 423(i888).
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being recovered by distillation. In this way the coloring
matter and a large portion of other organie and minéral
matters can be removed without having to re-burn the char.

Clark' takes a somewhat differentview. "By repeated
revivificationscharcoalloses much of its porosity; and organie
matters, other than carbon, are reducedto a small amount.
Calcium carbonate, whieh usually amounts to 9 percent in
new charcoal, may amount to no more than 3 percent in a

working char. Provided the charcoal is well washed before
revivification, its decolorizing power lasts for a long time
and the falling off in decolorizationis very graduai. It has
been assumed that the loweringof the efficiencyof charcoal
is due to the deposition of vegetable carbon on the surfaces
of the particles of animal carbon of a complexnature, and
while that, no doubt, is true to a large extent, it does not
afford a complete explanation of the matter in question.
Treatment of the charcoal in the coldwithdilute hydrochloric
aeid improves its decolorizingpower considerably, and the
effect of this treatment is to dissolveout some lime and phos-
phoric acid and raise the carbon content slightly. The fol-

lowing experiment showstins plainly: 100grams of charcoal
were treated in the cold with 500cc of i percent hydrochloric
acid and the solution tested for calcium and phosphoric
pentoxide. It contained 2.8 g calcium and 3.0 g phos-
phorus pentoxide. By this treatment the carbon in the char
was raised approximately 20 percent. A low refinery syrup
containing 50 percent solid matters was then heated with
treated and untreated charcoal on the water bath in closed
bottles for 2 hours and the amount of decolorization ascer-
tained. Quantities of liquor and charcoal taken from the
tests were exactly the same in both cases,so that the results
are strictly comparable. The untreated charcoal removed

69.8 percent of the color, and the charcoal after treatment
with acid, and subsequent washingwith water to neutrality,
removed 8~6 percent of the color from the solution. If the
carbon were the only agent taking part in removing color,

Jour.Soc.Cbem.Ind.,32,262(igij).
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it is difficult to understand why treatment with dilute acid
should have improved its power of decolorization so mark-edlv.
Calcium carbonate in the eharcoal taken for the experiment
amounted to 3.5 percent and the total calcium present was

approximately the same as that in new charcoal. It is évi-
dent that some of the other constituents of the charcoal have
an important influence on the decolorizing efficiency. With

repeated reviviiication, calcium carbonate, as has already
been stated, becomes reduced from 9 percent to ahout 3
percent, and thé rest of the calcium is found as calcium oxide
in stable combination with phosphate of lime, so that it
cannot be converted into calcium carbonate bv simptv
moistening with ammonium carbonate. Attention has been
drawn to this compound by different experirnenters. Treat-
ment with dilute acid partly décomposes this basic phos-
phate of lime, and as it is after removal of this compound
that the decolorizing power of the eharcoal is improved,
there is a strong presumption that this substance, as well
as vegetable carbon, has a considerable influence in reducing
thé efficiency of animal charcoal."

Clark's reasoning does not seem to he sound. Présence
of adsorbed calcium carbonate would be expected to eut down
the adsorption of coloring mattcr. Hc is apparently making
the unnecessary and tacit assumption that the oniv thing that
counts is tlie total amount of carbon, whereas a charcoal
coated with calcium carbonate would be quite memeient and
would be improved by treatment with hydrochloric acid.
Thé statement that hydrochloric acid removes some of thc

calcium phosphate is a matter which is in dispute, the dis-

crepaney perhaps being due to differences in the bone-black.
Stammer' reports that, "experiments with bone eharcoal
showed that hydrochloric acid does not remove the theoretical
amount of lime. In one case the removal of calcium carbonate
was 1.26 percent instead of 2.oS; in another experiment it
was 2.8 instead of 6.2. Thé nner the charcoal is thé better
the removal of calcium carbonate. Calcium phosphate is

'Chc<n.Cet)tr:t)b)att.~) 13, too2(t868).
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not dissolved under these circumstances. Special experi-
ments showed that equal volumesof fine charcoal, containing
less lime, decolorizedbetter than coarser charcoal containing
more lime. Since the decolorizingpower did not increase

proportionately to.the removalof limeit is probable that thé

increased decolorizing is due to the state of the grains. In

one set of experimentsequal weightsof finely divided charcoal

decolorizedbetter than coarser charcoal and in another set

the reverse is true. If ignitedcharcoalis washed with slightly
acidifiedwater very little lime is removed, but the charcoal

becomes a deeper duller black and its decolorizing power
increases distinctly. The conclusionis drawn that the re-

movat of lime from a charcoal has very little effect on its

decolorizing power and that this property depends jointly
on the aggregation of the charcoaland the condition of thé

surface."

In a second paper Stammer' goes one step farther.

"When used bone-black is treated with hydrochloric acid, it

often happens that the calciumcarbonate is not removed so

completely as one would expect from the amount of acid

added; that however the acid is neutralized completely by
the lime; and yet the phosphates in the charcoal do not go
into solution. These apparent contradictions can only be

explained on the assumption that lime is present in bone-
black in some other form than as carbonate or phosphate.
Directanalyses showthat in oldbone-black0.7 to 3.9percent
lime is present which is not combined with carbon dioxide,

phosphoric acid or sulphuric acid, and must therefore be

present in combination with organicsubstances. The nature
of these organie limecompoundsis not known." It is possible
that we are dealing with markedadsorption rather than with

unknown organic compounds.

On the other hand Knapp' found that hydrochloric
acid did dissolve appreciable amounts of calcium phosphate.

"Chemically pure hydrochloric acid and acetic aeid of 2

Chem. Centralbiatt, [3) 3, 393(t872).
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percent concentration were added to quite fresh, half-used,
and completely exhausted bone-black, and were allowed to

stay in contact with them for three days. After determining
the amount of lime removed, it was calculated how much
aeid should have been added to convert the lime to calcium
chloride or acetate. Thé hydrochloric acid was too effective
and not only dissolved the lime on the surface of the charcoal
but took out some calcium phosphate and sulphate. After
treatmcnt, the solution contained nearly all the lime from the

sugar solution and 'a to of the calcium phosphate. Acctic
acid did not remove all of the lime. White dilute acetic acid
removed only 63 percent of the lime in three days a concen-
trated acetic acid took out between 95 and 98 percent. It is

pointed out by Scheibler that one objection to acetic acid is
that it does not dissolve iron phosphate; and iron oxide conse-

quently accumulâtes in the pores of the bone-black. On the
other hand the presence of acetic acid in the charcoal is less

damaging than the presence of hydrochloric acid. If the char-
coal !s ignited, any calcium acetate in the pores is converted
into calcium carbonate and acetone while calcium chloride
is easily fusible and apparently glazes thé charcoal, cutting
down its decolorizing and adsorbing power to an amazing
extent."

Pfleger and Divis' use a dilute ammonium chloride
solution for purifying bone-black. This acts chiefly by re-

moving the adsorbed lime or calcium carbonate. The
ammonia which is set free acts on the organic substances
which have been deposited in the bone-black and the ap-
paratus is so constructed that the ammonia vapors going from
one vessel pass into a second, third, and finally a fourth one.
To reduce the cost of revivification to a minimum the ammonia
is condensed and converted back into ammonium chloride.

Eisfeldt and Thumb".subject bone-black to fermentation,
then boil with sodium carbonate or hydroxide solution, and
wash. It is then treated with ammonia. The lime taken

Chem.Centralblatt,(3)4. 543('873).
~Ibid., )3)4.4' ('873).
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out by the bone-black is present partly as calcium sulphate
and partly as calcium salts of organic acids which have been

formed during fermentation. T he calcium sulphate is said

to be decomposed by the ammonia into ammonium sulphate
and calcium hydroxide and a similar decomposition is assumed

to take place with the calcium compounds of the organic
acids. It is very probable, however, that double compounds
are formed. In thé evaporation residue of the ammonia

which has been used to purify bone-black, varying amounts of

calcium sulphate and calcium hydroxide are found, but only
traces of phosphate. A concentrated ammonia solution is

much more effective than a more diluted one. 1000 grams
of 2 percent ammonia contain 0.7~2 gram of inorganic suh-

stance while 1000grams of a ~A percent solution contain only
0.186 gram. The advantages of purification by ammonia

are as follows: Saving of almost all the hydrochloric acid

hitherto used and, when fermentation is employed, a com-

plète saving of soda with only a slight loss of ammonia; saving
in the wear of the bone-black because it is not attacked by

ammonia; saving in the igniting and the consequent dis-

advantages."

A number of years later Lewicki~ obtained a patent for

regenerating bone-black after fermentation.. "The organic

impurities, which collect in filtering media, such as the bone-

char of sugar refincries, are destroyed by fermentation by
means of artificial cultures of bacteria suitable for the purpose.
It is not necessary to remove the char from the filtering

vessels; fermentation is started in sittv by running into thé

filter some diffusion liquor in wrneh the desired organisms
are in active growth. Where possible it is desirable to employ
aérobie bacteria and to inject air into the filter during fer-

mentation. Purification is effected in a few hours, and the

filtering medium may then be washed and sterilized if neces-

sary."

Pampe~ regenerates charcoal by heating in a current of

HngHshPat.2o,3o3(t~oz).
~Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,6, 829(<887~.
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steam at a température of 600-700°. He states, however,
that the charcoal must not be very finely divided but should
be as large as peas in order that the steam may penetrate
readily between the particles.

Blachier and Rouillon' daim that hydrogen can be used
for revivification of bone-black, the coloring matters ad-
sorbed by the charcoal being destroyed by the hydrogen.
This does not seem to be a very encouraging method as it is
extremely improbable that the hydrogen would make much
of the adsorbed material soluble enough so that it could be
washcd out readily.

A number of attempts have been made to prepare a
synthetic bone-black and these are interesting theoretically
though they seem not to have found favor commercially.
Meyer2 states that the decolorizing power of bone-black is

usually inversely proportional to the density and that the
amount of gelatine in thé raw material is important. Too
much gelatine doses the pores and gives a brilliant charcoal,
white too little gelatine gives a brownish black charcoal.
He finds that when gelatine is removed before charring, bv
heating with water vapor at 160-170" for 22 hours, the char-
coal is brown on the surface and gray to yellowish white
inside. Since the charcoal prepared from this material had
thé same decolorizing power as charcoal madefrom thé original
material, Meyer concludes that the only value of the eharcoal
is to give pores of the right size. While this conclusion is
true in part, it does not seem to follow from this experiment.
Meyer tried to prove his point by making a clay charcoal
containing no carbon. The material proved a better de-
colorizer than the best bone-black from the Waghauselfactory.
On the other hand, this clay charcoal, containing no carbon.
took out almost no lime from tlie sugar solution which seems to
show that the carbon is thé substance which adsorbs the lime.

Pilter3 has started from the opposite point of view. "The

Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,2t, 602(t<)o~).
Chcm. Ccntralblatt, (3) s, 270 (tSy~).
Bcr.deut~ch.chcm.Ces.,11,354([878).
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organic substance in bones is ossein which is isomeric with

gelatine. In order to duplicate bone-black dicalcium phos-

phate and magnesium phosphate are mixed with gelatine,

thë mass is compressed under hydraulic pressure, dried and

calcined. The charcoal thus obtained is identical in physical

qualities with bone-black and is more effective in certain

respects. The relative amounts of the two solids and of

gelatine can be varied. For disinfection a charcoal is made

which contains onty magnesium phosphate."
These experiments of Pitter are in accord with what we

have previously seen, that a nitrogen content is desirable in

bone-black. On the other hand, Stenhouse has tried to

prépare a substitute for bone-black from wood charcoal.

He states that a good bone-black can be obtained by heating

wood charcoal impregnated with aluminum sulphate. The

charcoal was black and worked best when containing 7.5

percent alumina. It proved an excellent decolorizing agent

for tartaric and citrie acid solutions. He also made a synthetic

bone-black by treating wood charcoal with calcium phosphate

dissolved in hydrochloric acid. In this case, a concentration

cf 7.5 percent calcium phosphate was the best. The action

of the minéral substances may be two-fold. They may

decrease the size of the pores and thereby make the wood

charcoal more active, or they may act as mordants. This

second explanation is the one adopted by Stenhouse and it

seems the more probable, because he found that these two char-

coals behave entirely differently as against gases, which would

not be the case if one were dealing with a matter of the size

of the pores alone. The two charcoals behave differently

when treated with campeachy wood extract. After such a

solution is decolorized and the charcoal is then washed with

dilute aqueous ammonia, the filtrate is straw-yellow from the

alumina charcoal, a little darker from the bone-black, and as

dark as ink from a bone-black which has had the calcium

phosphate removed. This is fairly conclusive evidence that

the adsorption of the coloring matter is due at any rate in

part to the alumina and the calcium phosphate. This is
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confirmed by some experiments by Glassner and Suida.' on

lamp-black. "When lamp-black is extracted with hot water

there is a distinct smeitofcamphor; but the residueon evapora-
tion does not adsorb dyes. The same is true in regard to the

alcoholicextract. On the other hand, benzeneextracts from

lamp-black an oil whiehis partially volatile with water vapor
and which smells somethinglike camphor. The dry residue

removes from aqueoussolution the distinctly basic dyes like

crystal violet and fuchsinebut does not take up acid dyes.
This seems to prove that lamp-black contains substances

which give rise to the decolorizing action of this charcoal

towards basic dyes. The dyes are held vcry weakly by the

lamp-black and go into solution readily in presenceof dilute

acids or alkalies,alcohol,or dilute acetic acid."

It seems very desirable that further experiments should

be made on the decolorizing action of suitably prepared
calcium phosphate and alumina. Since these substances are

apparently acting as mordants in Stenhouse's charcoal, there

is no reason why the optimum concentration should be the

same as in bone-black, where the calcium phosphate acts

primarily to give structure to the carbon. Instead of adding
a calcium phosphate solution to wood charcoal, it can be

added before the wood is charred. Melsens~daims that a

good decolorizingcharcoalcan be made by impregnatingwood

with calcium phosphate dissolved in hydrochloric acid and

then charred. He doesnot give any details and consequently
it is hard to tell whether he has made any advance over the

results of Stenhouseobtained 18 years before.

MLotz~ daims that a decolorizing charcoal can be made

from a minerai charcoalor bituminous mass by treating with

ammonia or an alkali carbonate and then with sulphuric
acid before igniting. If preferred, the acid treatment may

precede the alkali treatment. This looks like a crude method

for impregnating the mass with ammonium or potassium

Liebig'sAnn.,36!,353(t9o8).
Comptesrendus,79,37~(t874).
German Pat. 248,571 (t9t~).
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sulphate, and is probably a method for getting a charcoal
with suitable pores. If the statements are to be trusted, it

means that a good decolorizing charcoal can be made which
will contain little or no nitrogen.

Ostrejko' treats "substances containing carbon with

aqueous solutions of calcium or magnesium chloride, and then
submits the product to dry distillation without access of air,

washing the charcoal thus obtained .with water, treating it
with hydrcchloric acid solution, and then again washing it

repeatedly with water, and finally drying it or heating to a
red heat a second time without access of air." The charcoal
thus obtained is elaimed to be excellent for decolorizing acids,
as well f.3 for ordinary industrial applications. It is stated
that charcoal obtained as described from birch wood is from
10-12 times more efficient than ordinary bone-black, and
from 50-60 times better than birch-wood charcoal as usually
prepared.

Richter and Richter find that a finely divided charcoal
can be improved by treating with oxygen and then igniting
in absence of air. They also daim that the best way to treat
with oxygen is to moisten the charcoal with water. Thèse
two cases are cited merely to show that many people daim
that a good decolorizing carbon can be prepared from other
substances than bone-black. Thé theory of these two treat-
ments will be discussed later.

Thé apparent density and the properties of carbon can
be varied enormously by precipitating carbon in the pores.
Sidot~ states that when any sort of wood is heated in a por-
celain tube in the presence of carbon bisulphide vapor a

metatHc, elastic carbon is obtained which is as sonorous as
steel. The carbon bisulphide decomposes, precipitating carbon
in the pores of the wood charcoal. Methyl alcohol, hydro-
carbons, etc., act similarly. If methyl alcohol is passed
through a white-hot porcelain tube, filaments of carbon are

Jour.Soc.phetn.fnd.,tp, !o~9(tçoo).
Cerman Pat. 2so,399(t9t2).

Comptesrendus,70,6o~(tSyo).
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obtained one centimeter long and silvery white, apparently
formed of coalescing bâtis. Jacquelain' purified gas carbon

by heating it white-hot and treating it with chlorine. He then

filled the voids by passing in hydrocarbons which cracked at

that température. By decomposing a purified tar in a closed

vessel he obtained a brilliant sonorous charcoal having the

grain of melted steel. Schenck~ has patented a method for

increasing the density of charcoal by introducing into the

heating ehamber gases or vapors containing carbon, which

will crack at that temperature.

Since charcoal is not ordinarily pure carbon, its apparent

properties will vary with its composition and this has an

important bearing on the question as to the molecular formula

of solid carbon. Verneuil' has shown that when strong

sulphu,rieacid reacts with wood charcoal, three of the products
formed are mellitic acid, Ce(CO.:H)c, benzene-pentacarboxytic
acid, C6H(CO<H).5H<0, and pyromellitic acid, C~H~CO~Hh.-

zH~O, all of which are benzene derivatives. The charcoal

used by Verneuil was dried at 130° and then had the com-

position earbon 87.62, hydrogen 2.55, oxygen 8.38, and

ash r.4.3. If the charcoal was heated white-hot before being

exposed to sulphuric acid, the attack by the acid was very
slow, the acid was not discolored, the charcoal did not dis-

integrate, and there was practically no yield of thé benzene

derivatives. This rather implies that meHitic acid is not

necessarily an oxidation product of pure carbon. This con-

clusion is confirmed by the work of Meyer' who showed that

the yield of mellitic acid from different wood charcoals may

vary between zero and 40 percent. If wood charcoal is

heated to white heat before being oxidized, the yield drops
almost to nothing. ~o mellitic acid can be obtained from

graphite, or onty traces, though mettitic acid can be obtained

from graphitic acid. Meyer concludes that mellitie acid is

Comptesrendus,94,873(t882).
HngtishPat. 23,08.5()899.).
Comptesrendus,!32,340 (;90t).
MonatshcftfiirChetnie,35, '63 ('9'4)
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not an oxidation product of pure carbon and that it comes
from the oxidation of some hydrocarbon. Consequently no
conclusion as to the structure of the carbon moleculecan be
deduced from the allegedoxidation to mellitic acid.

The occurrenceofhydrogen as an integralpart of the char-
coal has been ignored'prctty generally up to recently and a
number of peoplehave based their reasoningon the formation
of mellitic acid. Thus Dewar' says: "Much investigation
is stillnecessary to clear up the nature of the various charcoals
and their properties. One chemical character they possess,
and that is that, by powerfuloxidizingagents likeconcentrated
ûitric acid or permanganate of potash, they seem all capable
of giving a greater or less yield of an acid calledmellitie acid,
which occurs in nature as the aluminium salt commonly
called honeystone. This acid, we know, is a derivative of

benzene, and its production from charcoal suggests that the
latter has a structure of double benzène rings, each containing

C C

/\c=c~\c-c )c- C< C-c
~-<

c~-––\c

twelve atoms of carbon, as shown. This givesa fundamental
molecule containing a large number of latent valences avail-
able for chemical or physical combination, and.this structure

may have something to do with the general absorptive power
of charcoal."

Armstrong and Colgate' state that carbon should be

represented by expressionssuch as Cx, Cy, etc., in which x
and y are high unknown values. Each element in these
carbon complexes may be thought of as undergoingoxidation

separately and the simple oxide which is obtained eventually
may be regarded as formed by the breakdown of the more

or less completely oxidized complex. "The only définitive

Chem. News,~7,19(t()o8).
Jour. Soc. Chem. Ind., 24, 478 (t()05).
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evidence, available at t present, as to the nature of the carbon

complex is that afforded by the production of mellitic or

benzene-hexacarboxylic acid, C~CO~H~, on oxidation of char-

coal. The formation of such an acid may be regarded as

proof of the existence of at least one Co benzene (phene)
nucleus. Bearing in mind the marked tendency of carbon

atoms to become grouped in sixes–revealed in the formation
of complex benzenoid hydrocarbons at high temperatures-
it may be postulated as probable that the carboxyt groups in

the mellitic acid are severally formed by the breaking down

of Ce groups in the charcoal, much in the way that phthalic
or benzene-dicarboxylic ac'd is formed from naphthalene or

diphene. Assuming that a tetraphene complex is fundamental

to the carbon motecutc, to aecount for the absence of hydrogen
it must be further supposed that at least two such systems are

superposed or united. On such an assumption the molecule

of amorphous carbon would contain at least 36 atoms."

Dimroth and Kerkovius' oxidized wood charcoal with

nitric acid and decided that thé carhon molecule is verv large.
Aschan'' writes a structure formula for carbon and Copissarow3
has published some ratlier indefinite speculations as to the

carbon molecule. VaubcP has approached the subject from a

different but more faulty point of view. From a so-called

gravity affinity constant and the heats of adsorption he

deduces that four atoms of carbon combine with one molecular

weight of SO~, NH4CI. CH~Cl or HCI, or with two molecular

weights of CO: or N;0. Consequently tlie carbon molecule

is some multiple of €4 and he belicves that thé true value is

Cn. Della Croce' considers that thé molecular weight of

carbon vapor is probably represented by thc formula C:.

Therc are also difficulties in connection with the oxygen

Liebig'sAnn.,399, )2o (;9t3).
2Chem.Ztg.,29,529(1905).

Mem.ManchesterLit. Phil.Soc.,58, No. fo (t9t~).
Jour.prakt. Chem., [2) 57, 3~.2(tSgS);74, 232 (fgoS);Zeit. angeM'.

Chem.,13,<io,~20(tQoo).
Mon.Sci., k) 5, 25 (t9is).
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n~tn.,f .~C 1- nt__J a.content of carbon. Rhead and Whee!er' discuss the ad.
sorption of oxygen by carbon.

"The experiments show that carbon, at all temperatures
up to 900° and probably above that temperature, has the
power of pertittaciously retaining oxygen. This oxygen can-
not be removed by exhaustion alone, but only by increasing
the température of the carbon during exhaustion. When
quickly released in this manner it appears, not as oxygen,
but as carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. The pro-
portions in which it appears in these two oxides when com-

pletely removed depend on the temperature at which the
carbon has been heated during oxygen fixation. No physical
explanation alone can account for this fixation of oxygen;
but, in al! probability, it is the outcome of a physico-chemical
attraction between oxygen and carbon. Physical, inasmuch
as it seems hardly possible to assign any definite molecular
formula to the complex formed, which, indeed, shows pro-
gressive variation in composition; chemical, in that no isola-
tion of the complex can be effected by physical means. De-
composition of the complex by heat produces carbon dioxide
and carbon monoxide. At a given temperature of decom-

position these oxides make their appearance in a given ratio.
Further, when a rapid stream of air at a given temperature
is passed ovcr carbon (which has previously been 'saturated'
with oxygen at that temperature) carbon dioxide and carbon
monoxide appear in the products of combustion in nearly
thé same ratio as they do in the products of decomposition
of the complex at that temperature. Our hypothesis is
that the first product of combustion of carbon is a loosely
formed physico-chemical complex, whieh can be regarded as
an unstable compound of carbon and oxygen of an at present
unknown formula, C.,0, It is probable that no definite
formula can be assigned to this complex.

"For the present it is sufficient to assume that several
carbon molecules hold one oxygen molecule, in bond as it
were, and do not allow it to escape in conjunetion with one

1 Jour.Chem.Soc.,t03, (1913).
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of their atoms. A considerable évolution of heat takes place

during this attachment of oxygen molecules, so much so that

some of them eventually acquire sufficient energy to seize

hold of a carbon atom and depart with it as carbon dioxide.

Some of them become torn apart in the process--become

atomized-and leave the carbon molecule as carbon monoxide.

This formation of a complex, and partial decomposition as

fresh oxygen molecules become attached, goes on until the

carbon becomes 'saturated,' the products of combustion

during this period (a comparatively short one) being CrOy,

C02, and CO. After the carbon has become saturated there

is an altemate formation and decomposition of the complex.
Each molecule that impinges on the carbon is at once seized

hold of to form the complex formed from previous oxygen
molecules. So that, finally, when air is passed over saturated

carbon maintained at a constant temperature by the applica-
tion of an extemal source of heat, carbon dioxide and carbon

monoxide appear in the products of combustion in volume

sufficient to account for the total volume of oxygen in the air

originally passed."

Armstrong and Colgate' believe that thé compound is

probably the suboxide Ci~ which Meyer and Steiner~

obtained by dehydrating mellitic acid. While this may be

true, this would not account for the compound brcaking down

gradually as the temperature rises, giving a different ratio

of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide at each temperature.

We can postulate one of four things in order to account for

the graduai decomposition with rising temperature. There

may be a succession of definite compounds of carbon and

oxygen, similar to the hydrocarbons. This seems very im-

probable. There may be several definite compounds which

form a series of solid solutions. This also seems improbable.
On either of these two hypotheses, one ought to be able to

prepare these compounds in a pure state and they should

show the same properties in the absence of charcoal. The

Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,32,396(19)3).
Ber. deutsch.chem.Ges.,46,8t3 (t9tj).
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third possibility is that there is a definite compoundwhich
forms a series of solid solutions with carbon. This again
seems improbable. The fourth possibility is that there is a
definitecompoundwhichisadsorbedby the charcoaland which
therefore has a decompositionpressure which varies with

varying temperature. This is not impossiblebecauseweknow
that the vapor pressure of adsorbed water does thé same

thing.' When charcoal dried at 153° or 200° is moistened
and again dried at 100° it retains the portion of the water
which was lost thé first time after heating above too°. In
the table are given thé data for four different hone-blacks.
T hedata are expressedin percentagesand show the amounts
lost when heated from 100° to the given temperature, and

regained when moistenedand heated only to 100°.

1 n

1

vi vin

~t I-ost ,~d Lost J~ I.ost
J~,

°c
At;j,o t.03 :6 o.9/ t.oo 0.72 0.68 o.;o 0.13
At20o 1.59 t.59 r.~8 1.49 i.t~ 1.08 o.to 0.14
At~o 2.76 2.o6 2.39 1.89 1.95 r.~3 0.20 0.23
At300 4.20 2.22 3.54 1.97 3.05 t.6o 0.28 0.23

At 150° the new charcoals,Nos. 1 and II, lose about i

percent of their weight, but on moistening with water and

drying at 100° they regain that i percent. The stock and

spent charcoals, Nos. VI and VIII, lose less, but they too
recover in weight all that was lost on moistening and drying
at 100°. The same remark applies to the charcoals heated
at 200°, only in this case they lose and recover more weight
under the same conditions. When the temperature is raised
to 250° the loss is much greater and the charcoals, except
in the case of VIII which is spent, are unable to regainall the

weight lost at the high temperature. The differenceis one-

Patterson:Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,2. 6t2(1903);Milne:Chem.News,
28,t3 (1873).
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ha!f percent to three-quarters percent on all the charcoals

except VIII. This inability to regain lost weight is still more

apparent in charcoals heated to 300°,in whichcase only about
one-half of the loss is recovered at 100°. The carbonaceous
matter in VIII has been so thoroughly carbonized by the

repeated re-burnings of several years that heating, even to

300°, makes very little differenceon it. At all temperatures
except 300° it regains rather more weight at 100° than the
fraction which is lost at the high temperature.

On this hypothesis the pure compound,possibly CisO~
or a decomposition product, wouldbehave in one way when
heated by itself and quite differentlyif heated when adsorbed

by charcoal. This experiment should be tried with the sub-
oxide C1209and with any other compound which might
conceivably break down to form a compound having the

properties described by Rhead and Wheeler. It is not neces-

sary to assume that this compound must break down in
different ways at different temperatures. There is ahvays
an excess of carbon present and on slow heating one would

probably always corne very close to the equilibrium ratio for
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and carbon for the tem-

perature in question.
Charcoal which has been freshlyburned and cooled in a

vessel from which air is excluded gives out a considerable
amount of heat on being exposed to air, owingto adsorption
of the latter.22 If conditions are right, the charcoal may tàke
fire spontaneously as a result of adsorbing oxygen. Bühler3

points out that after any distillation of wood there is less

danger of spontaneous combustion, the more rapidly the
charcoal is cooled. This is merely another way of saying
that the lower the temperature at which the oxygen is taken

up, the less the danger of the charcoal being heated to the

temperature at whieh it ignites. The previous history of the

DielsandWotfBer.deutsch.chem.Ces.,39,689(1906)Dielsand
Meyerheim:Ibid.,40,355(tço?).

NewlandsandNewlands:Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind.,7,421(t888).
Zeit. angew. Chem., 1900, iss.
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chareoal is also a factor in determining whether ignition will

oceur.' 1 Dogwood, willow, and aider are said by Hargreaves
to make the best charcoal for sporting powders. If they are

heated too high, they are less hygroscopic but they also burn

less readily when used as powder, so it is necessary to strike

a happy mean. If these charcoals are ground one day after

they have been burned, they take fire spontaneously; but not

if they are ground two days after burning. By that time they
have taken up about ail the oxygen they are going to, to-

gether with some moisture, and thé only evolution of heat is

that resulting from the grinding. Hargreaves found that in

forty-eight hours some of these charcoals absorbed 2.16 per-
cent oxygen. In two wecks they took up 6.9 percent water

under the unspecified conditions of the experiment, after

which there was not much change.

Urnst~ passed air slowly over heated coal and found

that the percentage of carbon as carbon dioxide was about

95 at 650° and practically zero at 1000°, the carbon being

present entirely as carbon monoxide. Boudouard3 made

equilibrium experiments on carbon, carbon monoxide, and

carbon dioxide, finding 89.3 percent CO.; at 550°, 6i percent
at 650°, and 7 percent at 800°. By extrapolation he calcu-

lates that the equilibrium values are 98 percent CO2 at 450°
and 0.7 percent at 1000°. The two sets of experiments were

done in a different way, with a different gas mixture, and with

a different so-called carbon, so that the discrepancies at thé

lower temperatures are perhaps not surprising.

In presence of water vapor the carbon dioxide ratio does

not change much. Theoretically it should not change at all

at constant volume. Long* treated wood charcoal with boit-

ing hydrochloric acid and then with boiling nitric acid. He

washed the purified charcoal with distilled water, dried, and

Hargreaves:Jour.Chem.Soc.,t!, 420(tS?~).
'Jour. prakt. Chem.,[2)48,3t (t893);Naumann:Zcit.angcw.Chem.,

ï8ç6,200.
Boudouard: Ann.Chim.Phys.,[7) 24,s (<90[).
<Liebig'sAnn.,192,288(t878).
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heated in a Hessian crucible, passing in water vapor when the

charcoal was at a red heat. The approximate yields were:

hydrogen 64.2 percent, carbon dioxide 30.7 percent, carbon

monoxide ~8 percent, and nitrogen 0.3 percent, or nearly
83.7 percent for carbon dioxide in a mixture of dioxide and

monoxide. The temperature at whieh Long worked is not

known; but if we call it 600°, the value of 83.7 agrees fairly
well with that of 89.3 percent found by Boudouard at 550°.
The two equations are C + CO~ = 2CO and CO2 + H.j =
CO + H2. Both can hold simultaneously when the concentra-
tion of the carbon monoxide is proportional to the ratio of the
water concentration to the hydrogen concentration.

y~
Cn.o

K~co
=

~–.
Ln,

Thé amount of hydrogen in Long's experiments is rather less
than it should be relatively to the carbon dioxide and carbon
monoxide. Long shows that this is due to the presence of

oxygen in some form in the chareoal.

By working at temperatures at which the water gas
equilibrium is not reached in measurable time all sorts of

queer results can be obtained. Mond' passes carbon monoxide
over pulverulent nickel at 350-400°. This catalyzes the re-
action 2CO = C + CO~, and we get the equilibrium concentra-
tion which is practically 100 percent C(~. If steam is passed
in, this oxidizes the precipitated carbon, forming carbon
dioxide and hydrogen. When carbon monoxide and steam
are led over pulvérulent nickel at 350-400°, the final products
are carbon dioxide and hydrogen, which is not what one would

expect.

Farup" has studied the rate of oxidation of purified
electric light carbons by oxygen, carbon dioxide, and water.
At 850° carbon dioxide and water vapor react at the same

speed, while oxygen reacts at this same speed at about 4.50°.
In thé case of carbon dioxide the reaction velocity is ap-

Jour.Soc.Chem.[nd.,8, 767(1889).
'Zcit. anorg.C))em..50,276(;')o6).
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proximately proportionate to thé square of the gas con-
centration. The author concludes that we are not dealing
with a surfacereactionbecause thepresenceofcarbon monoxide
would eut down the rate enormously. The only explanation
that he can oSer is that carbon dioxide dissolves as such in
solid charcoal and dissociates there to carbon monoxide and

oxygen which later reacts with the charcoal. He has not
considered the possibility of a marked selective adsorption
of carbon dioxide.

Co~Me~t/Mtff~~



BY PHtUP BLACKMA~

M<o<–Two glass bulbs, hest made from some gradu-
ated tubing (< g., disused burette tnbing), about 4 inches

(to cm) in length, are joined together by a short piece of

capillary-tubing, and their free ends are drawn off sufficiently
wide to admit a narrow glass "weighing" tube, Fig. i. The

~J.L!

A COMPARATIVE METHOD FOR DETERMINING
VAFOUR DEKSITIRS'

graduations are merely to permit observing
and noting thé heights to which the mercury
used in the apparatus rises. The apparatus
is placecl upright and ha!f filled with pure

mercury. The substances whose ~'apor-densi-
ties are to he compared are weighed out

(weights and K' respectivety) in very small

quantities in narrow glass tubes and ptaced
one in each bulb. The atmospheric pressure P""1- 1_

is observed. One of thé buths, for example A that containing
the substance of weight ~), is seatcd off, and whenit has cooled
to room-temperature /° thc difference in hdght m between the

mercury levels is mcasured, and the positions of thé mercury
levels on the graduations noted so that later on thé enclosed

volume of air V in thc bulb A may bc de-

termined, Fig. 2. The other butb B is now

sealed off, and when it has cooled to room-

temperature ~°, the difference ))!. in height
between thc mercury levels is measured, and
the positions of thé mercury levets on the

graduations noted so that thé volumes Vi
and V2of the enclosed air in the bulhs A and

B, respectively, may he subsequently deter-

The apparatus is now placed vertically in a

deep beaker and completely covered with some suitable

Rexd bcforc a meeting of thé (London) Chemical Society, )9~. and
continued front thé Journal of thc Chemical Society, 107, 1500 (t9t5).
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medium which is heated to a temperature ~° sufficientlyhigh
to vaporizecompletely the two substances. The positionsof

the mercury levelsin the twobulbs arenoted

so that afterwards the enclosedrespective
volumes and v2 of thé gases in A and B

may be measured; and the differenceM)}in

height between the mercury levels is also

determined later on, Fig. 4. The bulbs are

now eut off from the conneeting tube and

the mercury is removed. Mercury is poured
into them from a burette reading correctly

to 'o ce to reach the positions occupied by

the mercury in order to determine the volumes

V, VI, V.2,t'[ and The vapor-densitiesc/t
and (/i can then be compared by the aid of <

the forrnula given below, and if one be known –i

the other can be calculated.

AU measurements are made with the

bulbs in a vertical position.

Strictly speaking V, Vt and V< should

represent thé respective air-volumes less, respectively, the

volumes of the substances tf),

The method cannot of course be used with substances

which react with mercury.
If the results are to be trustworthy a substance which is

used for the comparison, and hence whose vapor-density is

known, must be pure.

7/tpor)'.–It is assumed that at o° C and 760 mm i gram

of hydrogen occupies m6o ce.

As the vapor-pressure of the mercury is equal in both

bulbs it is unnecessary to make allowance for it.

(a) In A (before seating B) at <°, air-pressure = p m

(always –m, because when A is being sealed up the air in

it is heated and because of its expansion it is ultimately on

cooling at a lower pressure than the outside air).

(b) In A (after sealing B) at <t°,

(~–M!)V(273+<,) t sn,-P'-cssurc =
v.+,) i)
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a!r-nrf":<:)trf* alon in Tt at ~.° f-i- <«. u~hnn tha ~.Q.=
air-pressure also in B at <i° (+ ml when the mercury

in A is on a lower level than in B, and –M. when the mercury
in A is on a higher level than in B).

(c) In A, at <! air-pressure

r~)V~73+<.) irv.~73+ ~)1

L(

fi yst)V(z73+ t,)

'jLVt(zy3

i_-

t_·r)1

:t: (1)
L ~~73+0 1) ~'JL'~T~~J

and vapor-pressure

= "'60 X 760(273 + ~)~
(2)

m rFo

273

-f-
(2)

(d) In B, at <°, air-pressure

= P-73+<.)
irv~73+~)-!

..(3)
L

VOz73 t)

,[ ~z(z73

i-

t,)'
(3)

L V.(273+<) 1) ""JL~273+~J

and vapor-pressure

"'60X~60(273 +<)!~
(4)

273~
.(4)

Now(t) + (2) = (3) + (4),whence

~(/M)V(273+~). )/
i )<V, V~

rv.(273+~)

+

"}{273+7.}

(

t V,(273+0 t) }.273+I¡J}."1 '('2f

M'9
3fo68wt

31068M'

273 + d)! (/ z

(+ ?2 or –W2 when the mercury in A is on a lower or higher

level, respectively, than in B). Now in general /° = ~° if

the bulbs be both sealed within a short interval of each other,
so the formula reduces to

{~-}{~.}~VI ~z73+ttJ l t'I vzf d,v,

± = 3'068~2
1)

273+~ 12 ~2
.(.i)

is small in comparison with any of the other quanti-

ties and may be left out of account unless a very great degree
of accuracy is required, and the formula then becomes

{~-}{~.}{~}
VI ,273 + Il VI V2

3!o68tfi 3to68M2
.(II)1"1 2'l12
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It would be more accurate to substitute V ~/S(,
Vt – ~)At and M~Ai(~( and being the respective

specific-gravitiesof M~and as measured at ~°) for V, V)
and Vs,respectively,and the formula will then read

((/'–w)(V–w,) W i_) ~V.–u' V.j-t~
Vi-u'tiSi j2.z~3-i-t~~)_ i~ i°-1 V,

ml
273 + f ) ~––" ~~–– fVI-WljSI l273+h VI V2

=b + 3:068~) 3to68!t~
(III)

273+<:/2
+

or without the negligiblysmall quantity W!/(273+1:)

((~–m)(V–) H
i ) ~Vt–ïi V:ï:)

Vi-W -WI/SI) :cml {l' {VI-WIÍSI V2-WdS2}V. ~(~~+,.(-(~–~––~

3!o68~, 3'o68M~u~
(IV).H~

The comparativevalues of these four formulaeare shown

in table on page 228. Corrections made for the follow-

ing are of theoretical interest only and of no practical
importance: (i) the expansion of the glass bulbs between

<t° and /i.°; (2) the expansion of the mercury between ~°
0

and ~°; (3) the volumesoceupiedby the glassof the weighing
tubes.

It is assumed in each case that the first substancegives
the theoretical vapor-density and that the second is the
calculatedvalue.

/7acAM<yT'MAnt'ca~/)t~K~

London,N.E. (England)



BY 0. W. BROWN,C. 0. HRNKRANDI. L. MtLLER

Thé electrolytic oxidation of potassium ferrocyanide to

potassium ferricyanide has been investigated by several

men, ineluding Hayek,' Brochet and Petit,2 and Grube.~

The results obtained by these men, as reported in the litera-

ture, seem to be somewhat at variance. All of them used a

cell with a diaphragm, the oxidation being effected in the anode

chamber. In each case the electrolyte in the anode chamber

was agitated with a mechanical stirrer.

Brochet and Petit state that the oxidation of potassium

ferrocyanide to potassium ferricyanide takes place according
to the following reaction:

3K,Fe(CN). + Fe(CN). = 4K3Fe(CN)G.

Near the end, when the solution is poor in ferrocyanide, oxygen
is evolved. To account for this reaction, Brochet and Petit

give the equation

Fe(CN).~ + zH~O = H<Fe(CN). + 0~.

Hayek daims that a current yield of 100% can be ob-

tained. He also states that, with too high a current density,
the current efficiency is decreased through the décomposition
of water by the ferrocyanide ion, whereby free alkali at the

anode is neutralized, and through the electrolytic decomposi-
tion of potassium hydroxide.

Grube gives the following table to show the effect of cur-

rent density on current efficiency:

1Hayek:Zeit.anorg.Chem.,39, 240(ff)04);Jour.Chcm.Soc.. 86, 479
('904)

Brochetand Petit: Comptesrendus,139,855(fço~);Zcit.Etekirochtmie,

n, 104(1905).
Grubc:Zeit.Etektrochemie,20,334('9t4).

THE ËLECTROLYTIC PREPARATION OF POTASSIUM

FERRICYANIDE
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TABLE I

Influence of current density on eurrent efficiency.
Anode solution–0.5 molar K4Fe(CN)6.3H20(46.76grams of the

salt in anode chamber at start).
Cathode sohttion–0.1 normal KOH.
Température–18° C.
E!ectrodes–Nicke!.J.

Until bubbles of oxygen began to appear, Crube elaims
a current efficiencyof 100%. Thé table shows that with a

lowering of current density the current efficiencyis increased,
a fact which onewould expect.

The effect of temperature on current efficiencywas also

investigated by Grubc. His results are given in the follow-

ing table:

TAHLE11I
Influenceof températureon currentefneieney.
Anode–Ptatinum.
2.0amperespersq. dcm.

Thus the current efficiency according to Grube increases
with temperature up to 50° C after which it decreases with

increase in temperature. He accounts for the decreasc above

50° C by assuming a chemical decomposition of the potassium
ferrieyanide according to the following equation:

Température K.~<-(CN)..3H:0 Percent oxidized
Currentt"°'

centigrade
re

at start whenOap-
n

eent.grade cmc.cncy

r
ru., card

'S°

T

4'97 8~.o8 78.03
12 I 40

~I'-
84.08 78.0313 40 4'.97 9'4 83.39

'44 50 42-24 9~97 86.~6
'5 60 42.24 84.54 74.68
i6 70 4i.'5 77.88 70.38

.,· n""

No. Ambres KJ~CN~~H~OPercent oxidized Currcnt eH)-
:0.

per sq dent ~PP~d when0 ap- cicncyfor com-per sq. cm.

_1

Grams peared ptetcoxidation

2.0 7.62 83.70 8o.s7
"5 570 87.8! 83.06

3 lo 3.48 92.56 9049
4 0.5 2.05 9562 9~.51
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t3K,Fe(CN). + 6H-0 + çKOH = ~(OH~ + 6NH, + 6CO.. +

i2KJ''e(CX)e.

In our first experiments we tried to ciïcct the oxidation
without the use of a diaphragm. This was attempted hoth
with and without a stirrer, also with the electrodes in various

positions and shapes; but in all of our attempts without a

diaphragm the highest yie!d obtained was about 50%.
In at! of our following experiments a diaphragm was

used. The apparatus used in the next four experiments con-
sisted of a beaker n cm in diameter and 21 cm high with a

capacity of about 2000 cc. Thc cathode chamber consisted
of a porous clay cup. inside of which was placed a cvHndncai
iron wire gauxc cathode. Thé anode was a 20-mcsh copper
wire gauze 8 cm by 8 cm, and was held in a horizontal posi-
tion about 2 inches from the bottom of the beaker. Just
above the anode there was a glass stirrer which was rotatcd

by a smati electric motor. An ammeter was used to indicatc
the eurrent. Although this would introduce an crror due to
the variation in current, this error was small as the varia-
tion was s)ight and the ammeter was read quite fréquent~

T.\t)t.t: 111

Kxperiment t

To dcterminp the amount of KOH fornted.
Anode sotution–t~oo ce of saturated solution of K<Fc(CX).

3H:0.

SH~O.

Cathodeso)utioti–t75 ce of saturatcd solution of KJ''p(C?<)“

Currcttt–t.o~ atuperes (o.~oampcre per sq. dem.).
Bath tension- -2.5 volts.

Timeafter Tota)KOH K~ Percent KOI-1fin Percent

starting formf.d of total cathode of total

Hours Grams
chanihcr tnanode chamber incathcxteHotirs

I Grams chambrr Grams rhambrr
Grains

Crams chamhcr Crams chamber

6 '4.9l- 6.43 ~.2 8.48 ~6.8
~4.7~ t3.2t 53.4 n.54 46.6

i6 35.3~ 20.08 ~6.7 15.3' 433
42.16 24.09 57.1 i8.o7 42.9
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These results compare favorably with those of Grube.
Thus he secured from 39 to 41 where we have 42.9% of total
KOH in cathode chamber, and from 6t to 59 where we have
57.1% of total in anode chamber. To account for the potas-
sium hydroxide in the anode chamber Grube gives the equation

2K~Pc(CN). + 0 + H:0 = 2K3Fe(CK).+ 2KOH.

The object of the next three experiments was to determine
the effect of potassium hydroxide on currcnt efficiency. The

apparatus used was the same as in Experiment No. î. The
current used in Experiments 2, 3 and 4. was 1.25, 1.15 and
1.10 ampères, respect! vety.

TABLEIV

Experiments 2, 3 and 4

GramsKOH.A ) \'ottafrf iPfrf'fnt t
No.~(~-)~H,0

addcdto .~d t, Cu~ntN K¡F{'(CNJ..Ü¡,o\added
per sq.

ef

511

1 oxidized
Curffireno.

Gtnpcrhtcr anode pcrsq.sq. ~whenO0 l'
ehanthet- Start );nd aj)f)<-aLr(-d'

2 ~4~7 20 0.99 2.s! 96.88 99.5
3 286.84. ~0 0.91 2.2.o! 98.8 MO
4 276.66 6o o.86 2.0~2.0! 98.0 ico.o

The current efficiencywas calculatedup to the time when
bubbles of oxygen began to appear. This was 15, 20.33 and
20.33hours for Experiments 2, 3 and respectively.

Thé results show that potassium hydroxidedoes not de-
crease the current efficiencybut rather mcreases it slightly.
Also the potassium hydroxide decreases the voltage required
which is a distinct gain.

The apparatus used in the followingsixexperiments was
like the one used in the preceding four, except that a rec-
tangular glass battery jar 7'/2 cm by 12cmby 17'~ cm high
was used instead of the tall beaker.

Experiment 5

The object of this experiment was to titrate with both
potassium permanganate and sodium thiosulfate and to see
whether or not ail of the potassium ferrocyanide that is de-
composed is converted into potassium ferricyanide.
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The electrolyte in the anode chamber consisted of 1000

cc of a solution of potassium ferrocyanide containing 192.~6

grams of K~CN~Hi.O per liter. To this 30 grams of

potassium hydroxide were added. The cathode chamber con-

tained 110 cc of a 5% solution of potassium hydroxide. The

anode was a 7 by '/2 cm copper wire gauze. The bath

tension was 2.0 volts both at the start and'at the end. Thé
current varied from 0.92 to 0.95 ampere, the slight variations

being noted.

Bubbles of oxygen began to appear at the end of 12.92
hours. At this time titrations with potassium permanganate
and sodium thiosulfate gave the following:

KMn04–2.78 grams K4Fe(GN)e.3H:0 per liter.
'47.85 grams K,Fe(CN)e per liter (by difference).
Current efficiency99.6%.

Na:S:09–143.19 grams K:Fe(CN)6 per liter.
Current efficiency96.5%.

This goes to show that a part of the potassium ferrocyanide
which is decomposed is not converted into potassium ferri-

cyanide. This fact leads us to believe that the efficiencies

in Experiments 2, 3 and 4 should be decreased by about 3%,
as the permanganate method was used. In all the following

experiments the thiosulfate method was used.

The permanganate determination was made in the fol-

lowing manner: 5 or 10 ce portions were pipetted out, diluted

with water, acidified with dilute sulfuric acid and then ti-

trated with decinormal potassium permanganate. The differ-

ence in the permanganate titrations, before and after a run,
was taken to indicate the amount of ferrocyanide that had

been oxidized to ferricyanide.
The sodium thiosulfate determination is carried out thus:

To 5 ce of the bath add about 20 ce of water, potassium iodide

solution' in excess (the iodine is liberated by the ferricyanide
which is converted to ferrocyanide) and then about 10 ce of

concentrated HCI. Shake well, add an excess of zinc sulfate

to gramsofpotassiumiodidein400ccwater.
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solution,' mix thoroughly and let stand for t$ to 30 minutes.

After standing slightlyoverneutralizewith sodiumbicarbonate

and titrate with decinormalthiosulfate using starch indicator.
Thé permanganate method determines the ferrieyanide

indirectly, by assuming that all the ferrocyanide that is de-

composed is converted into ferrieyanide. The thiosulfate
method determines the ferrieyanidedirectly, that is, by the
amount of iodine it sets freefrom potassium iodide.

Brochet and Petit determined ferrocyanide with per-
manganate, then reduced the ferrieyanide and again titrated
withpermanganate, the differencein the titrations representing
the amount of ferrieyanide. Grube does not state how he

determined the amount of ferrieyanide.
'l'he apparatus used in the next five expetiments was the

same as that used in Experiment 5. The object was to
determine the effect of anode material on current efficiency.

TAB).f!V

Experimcnts6, 7, 8, 9 and 10
Anodechamber–toooce.of potassiumferrocyanidesolution.
Cathodechamher–:10ceof potassiumhydroxidesolution.
Sizeof anode–7' cmby n'/s cm.
Currentvaricdfrom0.90to 0.9~ampere,thé variationsbeing

noted.

Température–18"C.

~'taf;e
~(CN)~H,0

vo. Anode –––––– Rm pcr )iter
Secotid Tliir(l Aver-

StartFnd at start
!irst Second ThirdAver-

Mart
t.na~ ipcnodpcriudpcriod

6Copper 2~ 2. t '79.51 !9t3 M 3 96.3943

7 Nickel 2.7
–

i795' 95' i 9~. 9779~.3
SPtatinum 2. 9 2.5!

182.28 94.~ 949 96.695.~
9 Graphite 3.0 177.66 92.7 959 997 96. 1

to Pbcovered 2.3 166. 95 96.o 93 o 94 9
withPb02

The anodes in Nos. 6 and 7 were wire gauzes white those

in Nos. 8, 9 and io were perforated plates.

~o grams of crystallizcd zinc sulfate in 400 ce of water.
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The electrolysis was divided into periods as follows:

First period-from start to end of two hours.

Second period-from end 2 hours to end 3'/2 hours.
Third period-from end 3 y: hours to end 5 hours.

These results are quite interesting. Thus with the ex-

ception of the lead peroxide anode the efficiency m each case
is the highest in the third period. This is especially true of the

graphite anode, the efficiency being 7% higher in the third

period than in the first period. Also graphite is 2% higher
in the third period than the second highest which is nickel.
The efficiency of the graphite anode is almost theoretical in
the third period, being 99.7%.

These results seem to be at variance with those secured

by Brochet and Petit, who give graphite a current efficiency
of but 33.2%. However, they used a larger current density
and their results are for 60 minutes and it will be noted that
for the first two hours our efficiency was but 92.7%. It is
not unusual for the efficiency of a graphite electrode to in-
crease after being used. Thus in making sodium hypochlorite

by electrolysis, if a graphite electrode is used, the efficiency
is low at first but the efficiency increases with use, probably
until the graphite is saturated with chlorine, when the effi-

ciency is quite high. For nickel, lead, iron and platinum sirni-

larly low efficiencies are given by Brochet and Petit.

On the other hand Hayek says that 100% efficiency can
be obtained. Likewise Grube daims that he secured 100%

efficiency with nickel, platinum, copper, iron and lead peroxide
anodes up to the time when bubbles of oxygen began to appear
on the anode; however, he does not state how he determined
the amount of ferricyanide formed. We never secured 100%

efficiency, the nearest being with the graphite electrode in
the third period which gave 99.7% efficiency.

In the next experiment the apparatus used was the same
as that used in Experiment i. The anode solution was kept
saturated with ferrocyanide by the continued addition of this
salt during electrolysis. The potassium ferricyanide sep-
arated out in crystals along with a little insoluble matter.
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Grube states that the ferricyanide separated out on the anode,

inereasing the voltage and decreasing the current efficiency,
We had no trouble with this latter point. The voltage was

rather constant at about 2.6. The stirrer was just above the

anode and continually forced the electrolyte through the gauze

anode, so that thé potassium ferricyanide separated out in

the space below the anode instead of on the gauze.

Summary of Résulta

i. We were unable to secure high current efficiencies in

the electrolytic oxidation of potassium ferrocyanide to po-
tassium ferrieyanide without thé use of a diaphragm.

2. By leaving a space below the anode and forcing the

electrolyte through it, the ferricyanide can be made to crys-
tallize out in the space below instead of on the anode which

would cause voltage losses.

3. Potassium hydroxide is found in both chambers after

electrolysis.

4. Potassium hydroxide does not decrease current effi-

ciency but rather increases it slightly and decreases the voltage.

5. AUthé ferrocyanide that is decomposed is not converted

to ferricyanide.
6. Different current efficiencies are obtained with differ-

ent electrode material and is usuallv greatest after the

electrode has been used for about four hours. The highest
current efficiency in the electrolytic oxidation of potassium

ferrocyanide to potassium ferricyanide is obtained with

Acheson Graphite anodes.

T.ato~OfyofPAynca/CAffM~/fy
/H<haM<t~'Mt['<fy<ty

B/comttt~ott



Catatysis in Industrial Chemistry. ByG. G. /7<.);</(.M.n. 22 X cm;
M-t-~f~. ~~t'K~Ot)~Ht)y,Cff<'n9n~Co.,7pt(). ~n'ct.oo. TheHrst

chapter begins with gcncratitiesinregardtocatatysisand eatatytic agents, inctud-
ing it discussion of autocatalysis, négative catatysis. catatyst poisons, and pro-
moters. The latter part of the chapter deals with thepreparationof active n)a-
terials. The second ctmpter is devoted to hydrogen; chtorine and chlorine com-
pounds xraphite carbon tctraehtoride and phosgene; removal of carbon disulphide
from coal gas; sulphur, sulphuric acid, sulphuryl chloride, persulphates; régénéra-
tion ofehromic acid. Thé third chapter deals with ammonia, nitric acid anc) other
compounds of nitrogen, white thé fourth chapter bas to do with hydrogenation.
Dehydrogenation and oxidation are the subjectsof the fifth chapter, white hydra-
tion and hydrolysis, dehydration, potymcrixation and condensation are discussed
in chapter six. The last chapter inctudessuchthings as: prcparation of hydro-
carbons. halogen derivativcs. amine derivatives, diaxo compounds, aldehydes and
ketones, and sulphur compounds; intramolecular rearrangetncnt; eni'ymcs;
surface combustion. In an appendix is a list of catalysts.

There is only a slight attempt made to consider thc theoretical side of the
subject. On p. 3 thé author says: "Thé theories whieh have been advanccd
to explain the mechanism of catalysis fall into two e)asses, thé chemica) and thé
physical. The former asserts that thé effect of thc catalyst is to be attributed
to the continuous formation and décomposition of unstaMe intermediatc prod-
ttets: while thc physical theory explains the phenomena as heing due to thc
condensation, or increase in concentration, of the reactins substances at the sur-
face of thé catalyst. such increase in concentration being brought about ).<ycap-
illary forces. Here it must suniec to statc that beyond doubt many catalytic
réactions, and probahly all which take place in homoj;eneons systems. depend
upon the formation of unstabte intermediate compottuns, and that it is dimeutt
to nndcrstand how thé physical theory can anord an explanation of the specifie
action of

catalysts and of the diversity of thé cnects which thcy prodnee. In
many cases of heterogeneous catalysis the possibility of thc formation of intcr-
mcdiate products is by no mear"- exclucled. The cuect of metats as catalysts
of ttydroKenation may bc exptaincd on thé assumption that ntetallic hydrides
are formed, which nnder the conditions of the experiment give up their hydrogen
to thé substance undergoing hydrogénation. The catalytic action of metals in

promoting the combination of nitrogen and hydrogen to form ammonia tnay Ire
attributed to the formation of mctallic nitrides which interact with thé hydrogen;
and in fact nitrides. such as uranium nitride, are excellent eatalysts of the re-
action. The dehydrating action of alumina on atcohots may be the result of thé
formation and subsequent décomposition of aluminum atky) oxidcs, which, m
fact, are known to exist and to hreak down under the influence of hcat; for ex-

ample, thc formation of cthylene from ethyt alcohol may bc represcttted hy the
following equations:

(') AM), + 2C,H,.OH = H:0 + AM)JOC:H;.),
(2) Ai~(CC;Hi): = H:0 + AttO) + 2C,H<

NEW BOOKS
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Many other examples might be quoted, but at thé same time it tnust he ad-

mitted that in at least some cases of heterogeneous catalysis the physical theory

appears to offcr the only explanation of the action of thé catalyst."
It is interesting to read, p. 9, that "the behavior of a nickel catalyst

toward poisons is said to differ eonsiderabty according to its method of prepara-
tion. A catalyst prepared by distributing basic nickel carbonate on an inorganic
carrier ~nd reducing it at a température of ~50" was found to be remarkably
résistant to poisoning hy anticatalysts such as hydrocyanie acid, sutphurctted

hydrogen, and carhon disulphide, and, for hydrogénation at thé ordinary tem-

perature, to have an activity much greater than that of nickel prepared by re-

duction at much lower temperatures."

Under hydrogenation, p. 93, there arc a couple of paragraphs which cer-

tainty ça)) for more study. "In discharging a number of dyes employed in

))attern printing on textile fahrics. the addition of a catalyst to thé reducing

agent has been found to increase its efficiency in a very marked manner. Naph-

thylamine Bordeaux, Paranitranitine Red. Ch)orounisi<)inc Orange, o-Nitro-

totuidine YeOow, Diaoisidine Black, Chrysoidine Bistre and anatogons com-

pounds are discharged by means of neutral or slightly atkatine pastes containing
sodium formaldehyde sulphoxylate along with a met:d, metallic oxide, or metallie

s;dt, whicheither itself is a reducing agent or is capnMc of acting as a carrier of thé

reducing powcr of thé sulphoxylate; thé salts of iron, e. g., ferrous sutphate or

ferric chloride, are j)refcrre() as eatalysts.

"Somewhat )ater the remarkabje discovery was made that thc enect of

thé color-discharging agent is much intensified by thc addition to it of small

quantifies of certain dyes themselves. For example. sodium hydrosulphite em-

ployed in a ncutrat médium, e. g., in the présence of dexthn and glyeerol. gives
an itTtperfeet discharge on tissues dycd with o-Kaphthytamine Claret, but com-

ptete discharge takes place readijy when certain basic dyes, for instance. Thio-
nine Blue, Auraminc, or Rhodamine 6 G, are added to the mixture. With

sodium formatdchydc sutphoxytate also somc dycx appear to have a catalytic
effect in promoting the discharge of colors; thf'sc which hâve becn found to act

most powerfutty in this direction are Setopaline and Nitroahxarine. Rhodaminc

G and Aeridine YeHow act in a similar manner but their efTect is not so marked."
On p. 160 thé author says: "The rubbers obtaincd synthetically from

isoprene and other similar hydrocarbons corresponf) not on)y to the supposed
constitution of Para rubber but also to various :ma)ogues of that substance.
and exhibit (tifferences in properties which dépend upon thc constitution of the

hydrocarhon from which they are prepared by potymerixation and the method

hy which this change is brought about. Harries classifies synthetic rubbers

in one or other of two groups: The first comprising the 'normal' rubbers which

are obtamcd ))y the potymerization of thc unsaturatcd hydrocarhons hrought
about by heating them alone or along with acctic aeid, the second inctudmg thé

'sodium' rubbers obtaincd hy thé action of the alkali metals, especially sodium.
on the hydrocarhons. The two series arc not idcntica). but exhibit various

différences. Ostromisstcnski. in the course of a discussion of the différent syn-
thetic rubbers, ctaims that thc product obtained ))y thc polymerization of /i-

myrccnc differs from all previous synthetic caoutchoucs, )x;ing perfectty idcntica)

with natural Para rubhcr."
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When diseussing the organic accelerators of the vulcanization of rubber.
p. tSy, thc author says: "The organic accelerators difîer from such substances
as magnesia or oxide of lead in so far that exccedingly small quantities are effec-

tive their action is apparent))- catalytic in character. ln tliis conneetion it
should be noted that certain organie compounds possess thé property of retarding
vutcanixation. that is to say. appear to act as anticatatysts; among such are

phenyfhydraxine. methylene blue and gfucose.
"As already in<)icated, most of the effective organie cataiysts are basic

in character, and their activity is roughly proportional to thcir atkatinity, a

relatively fcebte base likeaniline having little influence on the rate of vulcanization.
The inorganie acce)erators in common use are also hasic in character. Bearing
these facts in mind Twiss was led to attrihute thé relative advantage attaching
to thé use of organie bases ehiefly to the faet that these substances are soluble
in ruhber. whcreas the inorganic catalysts. being sparingty soluble, arc not so

nniform)y (tistributcd through the mass. Hc therefore eonctuded that thc
alkali hydroxides would prove to be excellent accelerators if a solvent for these

eompounds could bc- found which would itself dissolve in rubbcr. He finally
patented the use of glycerol which dissolves approximately 23 percent of potas-
sium hydroxide and a smaller proportion of sodium hydroxide. If front t to 2

percent of this solution is added to a rubber-sufphur mixture the vutcanixation

process is strongly accelerated, the effect being comparable with that of the

strongcst organie accelerator." Wilder D. BaK<;ro/;

Chemical Engineering Catalog. By Francis M. rMrner, Ir. /-oKr<A
~t/~fOM. X cm; pp. /~oo. y/ff CAemt'ca~Cu~o~ Com/'aMy, /K< /p/p.
f''t<'e: ~oo.–Thé fourth annual edition is an improvement over the preceding
three. It presents an enormous mass of information in an easily accessible
form and is conseqnentty of great value to all who purchase equipment and ma-
terials in the various industries using chemical proeesses of manufacture. As
the publishers point out. the field of the Chemical Industries is a broad and vital

one, cmhracing such tine.! of manufacture as sugar making and refining, fertilizer,
cément, paints and varnishes, prepared foods, leather, textile bleaching and dye-
ing, paper and pulp, rubher, metals, oils, soaps. extracts, glass and many others in
addition to chemicals and acids. It is worth noting how many on this list in-
volve eolloid chemistry.

The technical and scientific books section has been expanded very much,
to6< books being listed as against 325 in the totSedition. Theincrease in space
from twenty-tM'o to sixty pages has made it po.œib)c to include a subject index
which simplifies the problem of finding références in regard to a particular topic.
In most cases the date of publication of the book is given. This is distinctly
valuable because the individual publishers of scientific books are vcry apt to
omit that information from their catalogs.

The fact that the number of firms using space has increased from fgx in

i0t6 to 60~ in t9to shows that the catalog was needed and that consumers
are making use of it. Wilder D. BaMcro/<



PROMOTER ACTION IN CATALYSIS

BY ROBERTNORTONPEASEAND HUGHSTOTTTAYLOR

It was recognized early in the development of the field

of catalysis that catalysts were very susceptible to inhibition

or "poisoning" by impurities originally present in the catalyst
or absorbed from the reactants. Thus, Faraday found that

the catalytic combination of hydrogen and oxygen in presence
of clean platinum voltameter electrodes was markedly inhib-

ited by such diverse substances as carbon monoxide and tap-
grease. The fact was further emphasized by the early diffi-

culties experienced in the technical application of the con-

tact sulphuric acid process due to the poisoning of the platinum

catalyst by As, Sb, P and Pb compounds present in the con-

verter gases. On the othcr hand, it has more recently been

shown that in certain instances, a foreign substance is able to

render the catalyst considerably more active. Such sub-
stances are called "promoters" in the patents of the Badische

Anilin und Soda Fabrik. Thé term "promoter action" may
be assigned to the corresponding phenomenon. An extract

from a Badische patent specification, on improvements in

the preparation of hydrogen-rich gases from water-gas and

steam. which deals with the function of promoters, may be

of interest. The extract runs as follows:

"In the researches on the production of hydrogen from
mixtures of carbon monoxide and steam, according to the

equation
CO + H.:0 CO2+ H2

wë have found that the power of catalytic agents generally
can be improved by the presence of certain bodies which may
be termed PROMOTERS.We have found, for instance, that

the activity of the catalytic agents, especially those consisting
of or containing iron, or cobalt, or oxides thereof, and also the

eata!ytie activity of other metals or oxides even such as, by
themselves, are less active, can be greatly increased by thé
addition of certain compounds or bodies to which, as afore-
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said, may be given the name, promoters. Thus, the activity
of catalytic agents consisting of or containing iron, nickel or

cobalt, or oxides thereof, can bc greatly increased by the addi-

tion of oxygen compounds of chromium, thorium, uranium,
( beryllium, antimony and the like. Further, a catalytic agent

consisting of or eontaining iron in admixture with less than

its weight of nickel, particularly after working for a long time,

yields better results than does either iron or nickel when em-

ployed by itself. In many cases, particularly when using
catalysts of weak activity, we prefer to employ as promoter
a compound whieh differs considerably from the catalytic
agent, in particular with respect to valency, chemical basicity
and capability of reduction. The contact masses contain-

ing iron as catalytic agent, and a smaller quantity of nickel,
as above described as promoter, bring about rapid and far-

reaching conversion without the simultaneous formation of

methane, even when a comparatively low temperature is em-

ployed, and, as compared with pure nickel, are further charac-
terized (especially when suitable oxides or oxy-compounds
are employed as binding agents, or as promoters) by possessing
greater stability and less sensitiveness to deleterious influences

such as, for instance, fortuitous increase of temperature and

impurities in the gas mixture."

In attempting a definition of promoter action at this

time, it seems best to make the term rather more compre-
hensive than the above quotation would suggest and to in-
cîude under it all those cases <Hw/Mf/:a w)~h<~ of <M~or more
substances is capable û/' ~o~«-~ a g~'o~ cN<o/)'c ~cc< ~ott
can <?' MCC'OHt)<~for on the supposition that each substance W
the MM~Mrcacts independently and in proportion to the amount

present. As far as the study of the literature has revealed, the
term "promoter" was first applied in the patents of the Badische

Anilin und Soda Fabrik on ammonia synthesis, to substances,
themselves inert catalytically, which are able to increase the

activity of a moderately good catalyst by admixture with it.
Cases of promoter action, however, as here understood, were

Brit. patent t9,249,8/[6/to, C. A.,6, [346.
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well known prior to this time, as will émerge in thé foiïowing
discussion. Among such, many cases arc known in whieh a

mixture of two or more substances-each by itself a moderately

good catalyst-is unusttally active. It is to such cases that

the definition given above more directly applies. Neverthe-

less, it is reasonable to regard examples in which one or more

of the components of the catalyst are by themselves relatively
inert as limiting cases of the general rule, particularly, as in

many cases to be cited later the efficiency of the promoter by
itseif as catalyst is at present unknown. When more than

one of thé components are themselves catalysts a difficulty

présents itself in choosing between "promoter" and "promotcd"

analogous to the difficulty in distinguishing between solvent

and solute in liquid mixtures. On thc hasis of the available

data, it is not possible to designate one component as catalyst
and thé othcrs as promoters even though that may be legiti-
mate particularly in cases in which one component prepon-
derates. The distinction will, therefore, be made between

"ac~t'aho~" of a catalyst by a substance relatively inert

catalyticaUy, or by a small quantity of a relatively active sub-

stance, and "co-<a//oM" of a number of cata!ysts each

by the rest. Thus in homogencous catalysis, neutral salt

action is a clear case of simple activation, since the salt by
itself is without notkeahle effect. In the synthesis of am-

monia, the iron-molybdenum catalyst furnishcs an interesting

example of co-aetivation. Iron and molybdenum are both

catalysts for the reaction. A mixture of equal parts of the

two, however, is a much superior catalyst to either one alone.

Information on thé subject of promoter action is widely
scattered through the literature and is in gênera) meagre, being

la.-gely limited, in the field of heterogeneous catalysis, to

simple statemcnts in patent specifications that certain sub-

stances are able to activate some particular catalyst. White

it is known that in the industries the field has becn developed
to a considerable extent, almost no useful information on thé

subject has found its way into thé literature. The purpose of

this paper is to collect what information is available and to
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draw attention to promoter action as a promising field for in-

vestigation. Some experimental work on promoter action

is at present being carried forward in this laboratory.
It is not intended that thé present communication should

deal intensively with the causes of promoter action. Rather

is the aim to collect examples of such action already to be

found in the existing literature. At the same time, it is to bp

understood that several cases of promoter action have been

exhaustively investigated. Especially is this true in the case

of neutral salt action in ester hydrolysis and in similar reac-

tions of this type.
In order the better to systematize the material available,

the literature had been analyzed with respect to different re-

actions and differing types of reactions. Thus, the examples
of promoter action in the case of a particular reaction have been

collected together and are summarized in the succeeding
sections. Owing to their more general technical importance,
cases of promoter action in heterogeneous catalysis are first

discussed.

Promoter Action in Catalyttc Hydrogenation Processes

A number of cases of promoter action are known in con-

nection with catalytic hydrogenation processes. The standard

catalysts for hydrogenation are the platinum group metals,

especially Pd and Pt, which work at room temperatures in

some cases, and Ni, Co, Cu and Fe, the activity of these metals

decreasing roughly in the order named.

Ipatiew appears to have been among the first to detect

promoter action in a heterogeneous system and this quite by
accident. He found' that in the presence of CuO and in a

copper tube, amylene was only one-third converted into iso-

pentane by hydrogen at 200 atm. and 300° C in 28 hours;

whereas with CuO in an iron tube under the same conditions

complete conversion was effected in 12 hours. He has re-

peated this experiment with the same results and has found

the same relation to hold in the reactions:

Ber. deutsch. chem.Ces., ~3, ~87 (tçfo).
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tetrahydrobenzenc– hexahydrobcnzenc

tetrahydrotoluene–>- hexahydrototuene

as weUas for the hydrogénation of pincne and carvene.

Badische patents~ state that for general hydrogenation,
such as the hydrogenation of fats, of phenol to cyclohexanol,
nitro-benzene to aniline, and oxides of carbon to hydrocar-

bons, Fe, Ni, Co or Cu may be used as catalysts and may be

improved by addition of one or more of the following--often
in quantities of less than i percent: oxidesor oxygen-contain-

ing salts of the alkaline earth or rare earth metals or Be,

Mn, Mg, U, V, Nb, Ta, Cr, Ti, or B or difficultlysoluble phos-

phates, tungstates or selenates of the alkaline earths (or Li)
or compounds of F, Te and Sb, or elementary Te or Sb. An

example states that 4o parts NiCOs and i part of ammonium

tellurite, ignited and reduced, will hydrogenate cotton-seed

oil at too°. It would be interesting to knowwhat the velocity
of hydrogenation was at this temperature since the working

temperature of Ni alone is normally nearer 200°.

Another Badische patent2 for the catalytic reduction of

nitro-aromatie compounds to the corresponding amino com-

pounds states that the copper used ascataiystmaybeconsid-

erably improved by addition of Zn, Ag, MgO, Al~Osor sodium

silicate. Satisfactory catalysts are: Cu-Zn; pumice impreg-
nated with Cu, Ag and Mg nitrates, ignited and reduced; or

130 g pumice, 2~ g CuCOa, 3 g ZnCOa and 20 g com-

mercial water-glass, ignited and reduced. It may be pointed
out that for this reaction, too active a catalyst is undesirable

since further hydrogenation of the ring may take place or

the compound be completely broken up. Thus, Sabatier

and Senderens~found that Ni, whieh is a more active hydro-

genation catalyst than Cu, tended to split off NHa or even

to form CH~at 300°. Hence the use of Cu.

Dewar and Liebman state' that for the catalytic hydrogena-

Brit. patent 2306, 1/28/14, C. A., 10, 287; German patent zS~jS:,

!2/;2/t. tbid., 9, 24<)t.

Brit. patent 5,692, 4/15/15, Ibid., 10, 2~to.

Comptes rendus, 133, 321 (t()0)).).

U. S. patents [,268,692, C. A. 12, i8~t; f,275,4os, IMd., 12, 2t39.
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tion of fats, Ni, Co and Cu can be activated if two or three
of them are mixed togcther or with finely divided Pt, Pd, Ag
or Ag~O. Another advantage claimed is that the oxides of

the metals may be reduced in thé fat at ordinary hydrogéna-
tion temperatures (180-200°), whcreas Ni oxide alone re-

quires a température in the neighborhood of 250° for reduc-

tion-a temperature which results in some decomposition
of the fat. A solution of Cu and Ni nitrates corresponding
to JO percent Cu and 90 percent Ni after evaporation and

ignition, yields an oxide which can be reduced at too° C and
the product will hydrogenate cotton-seed oil rapidly at thé

same temperature.
That a mixture of two catalysts is not in ai! cases superior

to cither one alone is indicated by some interesting experi-
ments by Paal and Windisch' on catalytic hydrogenation,

using as catalysts either platinum or palladium deposited on

various other metals. Of the metals used as supports, Ni,i,

Co, Fe and Cu are by themsctves hydrogénation catalysts

working at temperatures in the neighborhood of 200°, Ni be-

ing thé most active and Cu and Fe the least, whereas Pt and

Pd will work at room temperature. It was found that deposi-
tion on Ni and Co had no appréciable effect on the activity of

the Pt or Pd while deposition on Fe or Cu rendered the Pt

or Pd almost compictety inactive even at somewhat increased

temperatures and pressures. Thus, those catalysts whose

activity is most widely different from the Pt and Pd appear

actually to act as poisons. Experiments at considerably
higher températures to détermine whether there was any im-

provement in thc activity of the Fe or Cu catalysts werc not

made but would be of great interest. Of the other metals em-

ployed as supports, a!! but magnesium completely inhibited the

action of the Pt and Pd. On the other hand, the activity with

Mg was very high. Thé activity of magnesium by itself is

unknown, but by analogy with effects here produced by Ni

and Co would appear to be rather great and is worthy of in-

vestigation.
t

Bcr.deutsch.chem.Ges.,44,1013(t~n); 46,40:0 (;9t3).
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The results for deposition on Pd are given below. Cotton-

seed oil was the substance hydrogenated. The catalyst was

placcd in a shaking vessel connectcd with a burette containing

hydrogen. 2-5 g of oil and 2 g of catalyst were placed in

the vessel, connection to the gas burette made and the dimi-

nution in volume of hydrogen read off. The experiments were

carried out at room temperature and pressure, the results be-

ing for the first hour of the run. The efficiency of Pd by itself

is not given but is said to be approximately that obtained with

Ni, Co and Mg.

The palladium and platinum were deposited from HCI

solutions of their respective chlorides. In certain cases,

the inhibition noted may be due to this method of prepara-
tion. Thus, in the case of silver, a thin film of AgC! might
form a protective coating over the catalyst. However, apart
from this, there is evidently a specifie efïect of support metal on

catalyst which is a function of the catalytic activity of thé sup-

port. A further investigation of this case should yield valu-

able results in connection with promoter action.

The above investigation was suggested hy Ipatiew's obser-

vations on promoter action in hydrogenation of an ethylenic

linkage (q. v.).

Dehydrog~enation ofMethy! Alcohol

Hochstetter has found2 that higher yie)ds of formalde-

hyde may be obtained from methyl alcohol, in the présence
of oxygen, if a catalyst consisting of a mixture of Ag and Cu

or one of the Pt group metals is used in place of any one of

these metals separately. Two reactions may occur when

Ms polder wasusedforthefirstexperimcntandt'ibhonfor the second.
U.S. patents i.too.oyô,C.A.,8, 2770;t.tto.~Sg,Ibid.,8,36[8.

Pd Dcpositcd on Cu Fc Ni Co Mg' Zn AI Ag Sn Pd

WetRttt. Pd–ntg 60 6o 30 6o 60
6oj

6o 60 6o
~o 60~

Weight, mct:d–g 2 2.2 2 2 2 z z! 3

H:absorbed–ce 2 358.<).7o.~to.j. 20) 0.6 o o i i

~i°îin f,nll.~llW rr, onrl nlnf;rmr" urn,·o rl.E~~1 C. Llh1
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CHsOH and air are led over the catalyst. HCHO may be
formed by oxidation:

CH~OH+ 0 ~tHCHO + H:0

or by dehydrogenation:

CH~OH–~ HCHO + H2'

The latter reaction may proceed further to give

HCHO –~C0+ H:.

Pt or Cu deposited on asbestos are energetic catalysts for
the complete dehydrogenation of CHaOH to give CO and H..
acting at 95° and 300-400°, respectively,' although at lower

temperatures (200-300°) the reaction proceeds to give more
HCHO in presence of Cu, according to Sabatier.' Kuznetzova
was able to obtain maximum yields of $o percent and 70
percent with Cu and Ag, respectively, and found that the
amount of further decomposition to CO and H2 depended on
the temperature, as Sabatier states. It appears, therefore,
that the function of the mixed catalyst is either to accelerate
the oxidation reaction (or primary dehydrogenation) or to

depress the complete dehydrogenation reaction. Further
information as to the course of this conversion and the effect
of mixed catalysts on thé relative velocities of these reactions
would be of interest. Hochstetter emphasizes thé fact that

such an association of metals as will allow the

vapors to contact with each of the metals as individuals" is
to .be used. He believes that the increased yields (he daims
100 percent conversion) in the presence of two metals are to
be explained by the fact that one metal catalyses more par-
ticularly the oxidation reaction and the other the dehydrogena-
tion reaction. By causing the two reactions to proceed simul-

taneousiy, a more complete conversion is secured. He cites

especially as suitable catalysts, a copper tube containing
metaUic silver; and silver associated with a Pt group metal,

particularly rhodium.

Or)ov:Jour.Russ.Phys.Chem.Soc.,39,855,10:3;C.A.,2, 263,)692.
La Catalyseen Chimieorganique,t6) (tptj).
'Jour. Russ.Phys.Chem.Soc.,45,557;C. A.,7, 3t:6.
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An interesting case of promoter action, in which a hydro-

genation and a dehydration catalyst appear each to acti-

vate thé other when the two are used together to carry out

a reaction whieh would ordinarily invotvc' a number of suc-

cessive steps, has bccn noted by Ipatiew.' Thc reactions taking

place are, hydrogénation of a carhonyl group, dehydration
to give an ethylenic linkage and, finally, hydrogenation to give

thé saturated hydrocarbon.

He found that camphor was hydrogenated in presence of

NiO at 320-350° to bomcol. This in turn could be dehydrated
at 350-360° in presence of A!:03 to camphene, which could

then be easily hydrogenated at 2~0° to give camphane. By

using a mixture of NiO and AI~O~in presence of hydrogen,

camphor could be converted directly into isocamphane at 200°

or less. Thc steps involved are:

H

ILC––C––CH: –CH, –CH –CH<

I~CCCH, f
–~ j –)- –

C––c––C = 0 –CHOH -CH –CH.

H2 CHa
Camphor Bornéo) Camphene Camphanc

Similarly, fenchone2 may be hydrogenated to give fenche-

not in presence of NiO at 2-).o°, but the dehydration of thé

latter and subséquent hydrogcnation of thé fenchene are very

difficult to effect directly at atl. Yet, in presence of a mix-

ture of A~O~ and NiO, fenchone can be directly converted to

fenchane at 2150 C.

Promoter Action ln Ammonia Synthesis

The Badische Company has patented a great number

of catalysts for use in ammonia synthesis. One patent covers'

Bcr.deutsch.chem.Ges.,45,3205(t')[2).
Jour.Russ.Phys.Chem.Soc.,44, [6~; C.A.,7, ttyo.
Brit.patentt9.~9, 8/)6/<o, Ibid.,6, t.;46.
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the use of Fe, Ni or Co with Mg, Al, Zr, V, Ta, Cr, Mn, Mo,
W, U, Th, the alkali, alkaline earth or rare earth metals
or their compounds. Anotber' covers thc use of mixtures of
metals or their compounds from different groups or sub-

groups of thé periodie table.

According to Maxted/ Fe activated by KOH is probably
used in the Badische plants.

The use of thé nitrides of thé alkali metals with other
metals such as Ni bas been patented by thé General Chemical

Company." According to thé patent claims, these are par-
ticularly active catalysts working at 500-550° C and 30-100
atmospheres as against 200 atmospheres used in'the German

plants. In an example, a mixture of Co (59 parts) and Na

(69 parts) is treated with ~H:; at 300° C and the resulting
nitride used as a catalyst for ammonia synthesis at 520-5~0°
and So-9o atmosphères.

An interesting suggestion has bcen made as to the func-
tion of the mixed catalyst in ammonia synthesis. In thé case
of the iron-molybdenum eatalyst, which is used to a consid-
erahte extent, iron is known to he a good ahsorhing agent
for H~ and molyhdenum for X. It is possible that the
mixture of the two owes its superiority to the bringing to-
gether of thé two in increased concentrations by means of the
mixed catalyst. Indeecl, thc Hadische Company has patented
thé use of a catalyst which sha)] consist of onc substance

capable of abxorbing H~ and another capable of absorhing
~'2.' PaUadium-mo)ybdenum is cited as an example. Whi)c
there is no direct évidence to support this assumption, thc
fact that ammonia can be prcpared hy atternatety passing
Ht and X~ over a catalyst consisting of Mo atone or a mixture

containing Mo, in which the absorption of X.~by Mo would
seem to hc one step, lends support to the hypothcsis.

Brit.patent26,t67,;2/i~/ti, C.A..7, t~S.
Jour.Snc.Chou.Ind.,36,777f')<))7).

'U. S. p:)t<L))t'i f.f.5f,.i.~7, t,<5~.i6. ;j66. c. C. A., 9, 22~.
< Brit. patent ::t,i5f,9/25/)t, Ibid.,7, toRj.

G~rmanpatent265,~4,s/3/t2. Ibi't.,8, .)oX.
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Promoter Actionin Ammonia Oxidation

In the catalytic oxidationof ammonia, Maxted' has pub-
lished curves indicating the relative cHieieticiesof iron alone
and admixedwith othcr metalsas promoters. The percentage
compositionsare not stated nor are any data available to show

100

Fig.'1

the efficiencies of the promoters by themselves. It seems

probable, however, that the mixtures are those of maximum

activity in each case and that thé promoters, with thé excep-
tion of Cu, are not particularly active by themselves since their

Jour.Soc.Chcm.Ind.,36,777('9t7).
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use has not been patented. An examination of the accom-

panying curves (Fig. i) indicates that Bi, W and Cu (a!so
Th and Ce) render the iron considerably more active while
Ca and Mn have thé opposite encct. Addition of Pb gives a

very flat curve, that is, thé yield of nitric aeid, though low
in any case, is not appreciably affected by the rate of passage
of the gases over the catalyst. The Fe-Sb mixture was found
to give high initial results (as would be expected from the
close relationship of Sb to Bi) but to approximate to the value
for iron alone after a short time, probably because of the slow
oxidation of the Sb and volatilization of the oxide. KOH had
little effect on the activity of the iron.

Maxted and Ridsdale daim that tubes of Fe, Ni, Co, Cu
or Pt alone or eoated with the corresponding metals, by treat-

ing with a solution of Cu, W, Ce, Th, Bi or Pb nitrate and re-

ducing, are satisfactory catalysts. The ahove-mentioned
metals may also be "coupled" with Cu or Ag. They have
also patented" the use of a mixture of iron oxide, oxide of a
metal electro-negative to Fe, whieh will be reduced but not
fused under working conditions, such as Cu, and the oxide
of an alkaline earth metal. A mixture of Fe, Cu and Ca
nitrates is precipitated by NaOH or Na~COs and the precipi-
tate molded, dried, calcined and used as a catalyst.

Some of the eatatysts given in thé Badische patents for
oxidation of ammonia~ are mixtures of substances from any
two of the following groups:

oxides of metats of the iron group
oxides of the rare earth metals

Bi oxide.

One such was presumably in use at the plant at Oppau.

Examples Fe and La or Yt oxides

Fe and Bi oxides.

Brit. patent 126.083. 12/4/16, C. A., t), 2259.
Brit. patent ioyRt, 7/26/ts. U)M.,13, t62.5.
Brit. patent 13,8~8. 6/t8/t4, Ibid., 9, 3338.
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Other Badische patents' give metals of the iron group
with Bi or its compounds. Thus, ~5 parts Fe or Mn nitrate

with i part Bi nitrate, precipitated with NHs, dried and

heated, will give a 90 percent yield of oxidcs of nitrogcn at

700~ C. Again it is stated that Bi or its compounds plus

Ti, Si or MgO or that Pt group metals deposited on carriers

and activatcd by Bi may bc used. Te or its compounds may
be substitued for Bi or its compounds. Other examples given

are granular copper oxide impregnated with ammonium tellu-

ride and one or more of Ag, Au and the Pt group metals with

tellurium or its compounds.2 A later patent covers thé use

of lead or its compounds as promoters.3
In the United States, platinum gauze containing iridium

is used as catalyst for this reaction. The function of the iridium

is merely to increase thé mechanical strength of thé gauze, the

activity of the platinum not being appreciably altered by its

presence in small quantities.'

Contact Su!phurio Acid Process

Experiments have been conducted to discover cheap
substitutes for platinum catalysts in the contact sulphuric
acid process. Burnt iron pyrites appears to be the only one

that has been used on a large scale. According to Rideal

and Taytor," oxides of Cu, V, U, Cr, Ni or Co incorporated
with oxides of Al, Be, Zr or Zn have been suggested.

It is of interest that arsenic oxide, which acts as a poison
to Pt catalyst, is itself a fair catalyst for the reaction, working
at a somewhat higher temperature. In other words, a mix-

ture of these two catalysts, working separately at somewhat

different températures, is by no means better than the platinum
alone. Whether or not it is superior to the arsenic oxide alone,

Germanpatents 283.824.,4/t5/!4, C. A., 9, 2577;287,009.5/24/[4,
Ibid.,10,<583.

Brit.patents 7,65;,s/2t/ts. Ibid.,Io, 297!; tj,2<)7,5/2; Ibid.,tï,
528.

Brit. patent tj.~ç! .2t/ts.

*Pursons:Jour. Ind. Chem.Hnx.,n, 549(t9t9);scc, howevcr,Pcrtcy:
Ibid.,t2, Il (t<)2o).

"Catalysisin Thcoryand Praeticc,"p. 87 (<9t9).
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is not stated. Thé problem of the behavior of mixed solid

catalysts will be seen to be complicated by the difficulty of

estimating t!tc surface of each exposed and by thé faet that

they may work alone at quite different températures. A case

similar to that described above will be found under "Catatytic

Hydrogénation."

Preferenttal Combustion of Carbon Monoxide in Presence of

Hydrogen

Harger and Terry' have found that carbon monoxide

present in hydrogen may be preferentially oxidized in thé

presence of certain catalysts, the hydrogen being praeticaUy
untouched provided the temperature is not too high. The

process consists in leading H~ containing small quantities of

CO and a little more than enough oxygen to combine with the

CO over the catalyst at suitable temperatures and rates of fiow.

In the examples given, the catalysts are the mixed oxides of

Fe, Cr and Ce, or Th, or both

Fe, Cr, Al and Ce

Fe, Bi and Ce.

The following expérimental results are contained in the

patent specifications. A catalyst is prepared by dissolving
in water:

<<)~parts ferrie nitrate

5 parts ammonium bichromate
i part thorium nitrate.

The solution is evaporated and the residue calcined at a low

temperature. Hydrogen containing i. 5 percent CO with

air was passed over this catalyst at different rates of flow

and the CO: in the effluent gases determined. io ce of cata-

lyst were used.

Temp. Hâte Percent
°C I.tt.Hour CO,

260 10.5 1.3

255 '5.0 t.5
2~0 12.0 1.~

215 9.0 1.5
2'5 9.oO t.5 0t9" 9.o i.o

Brit. patent t27,(xx), ~/28/)7.
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The CO was completely removed in aU but thc tast experi-
ment at thc towcst temperature.

The mixed oxidcs named above have been found to bc the
most satisfactory. Thé working temperature of iron oxide
alone is about 300° C.

Rideal and Taylor' have applicd thé above process to the
determination of small quantities of CO in hydrogen, They
find that whereas iron oxide a!one is eata)ytica))y active at

300°, addition of chromium oxide towers the working tempera-
turc to about 250°, while a mixture of 97 parts iron oxide,
2.5 parts chromium oxide and 0.5 parts cerium oxide gives a

catalyst working at 180°.

Thé Water Gas Reaction

Promoter action has been studied in connection with the
water gas reaction .carried out catalytically at !ow tempera-
tures for thé rcmova! of carbon monoxide from hydrogen.
Thé reaction involved is:

CO + H,() ~± CO, + H..

Thé following table will give an idea of the effect of add-

ing varions promoters to thc iron oxide catalyst. The results
are for a water ~as containing 25 percent CO and 75 percent
Hj, steam having been introdnced to make thc stemn-tL
ratio 2:1. The term space velocity is used to express the
ratio of ce gas per hour to ce apparent volume of catalyst
and may be takcn, togcthcr with thc quantity of carbon mon-
oxide convertcd, as a measurc of thé activity of thc catalyst.

The foifowing catalysts were emptoycd after ignition

(t) Spathic iron ore ignited at 600° C.

~) 85-Fe nitrate and i5-Cr nitrate

(3) ~.o-Fcnitrate, 5-Cr nitrate and g-~i nitrate

(4) t94-Fe nitrate, 5-(NH,):Cr.-07 and i-Thorium nitrate.
All tests \verc made at -t-).o-5o° C.

ThcAu:dyst,44,Kt)ft'j)f)).
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Catatyst (,) (,) (j) ) (~

GasHow–Ht't)our 3. zr.s 8 16
Apparoit votume,cataiyst–ce 5 3 2
Spacevetocity 620

yooo
4000

5300

3

Pt;rœntCO;iUiefHm'nt 20.2 2~ 25.2 25.0

With iron oxide alone, the oxidation was incomplete at
thé relatively small space velocity of 620. Addition of ap-
proximately 3 percent of chromic oxide and 0.5 percent
thorium oxidc resulted in complete conversion at a space
velocity of 5300–over cight times as great.

In the results gi\'en above, the comparatively great effect

produced by so small quantifies of promoters becomes some-
wliat more explicable if one takes into account thé fact that
thé catalysts were prepared by evaporation of a solution of
the soluble salts of tlie metals and subséquent ignition. In
the evaporation, the promoters, being present in small quan-
tities, will only begin to deposit toward the end of the evapora-
tion while the iron oxide begins to corne down fairly early as a
flocculent precipitate. This forms a pasty mass on the sur-

face of which it is to bc expected that the promoter salts
will be slowly deposited. The mass is stirred during the evap-
oration. The promoter will therefore presumably be largely
concentrated on the surface of the iron oxide finally obtained,
where the gas reaction is subsequently to take place. An

experimental test of the validity of this view-point would not
be without interest.

The Badische Company have made comprehensive claims
in the case of this reaction also. Thus, one patent' states
that suitable catalysts are mixtures of Fe, Ni or Co oxides
with Cr, Th, Ce, U, Be or Sb oxides; Fe, Ni and Cr oxides; Fe,
Cr and Th oxides; Zn, Pb, Cu, V, Mn or Ti oxides with a pro-
moter and oxides of the following pairs of metals Zn-Cr, Pb-W,
Cu-Zr, Mn-Cr, Ti-Sb, V-Cr and Ce-Cr.

Brit.patent27,963,t2/4/t3, C. A.,10,97.
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The Incandescent Mantle

Auer von Wctsbach has found that additions of small

quantities of ceria to thé thoria used as refractory in incan-
descent mantles considerably increased the light emissivity,
thc latter reaching a maximum for the mixture, 99. percent
thoria, 0.9 percent ceria.

If one may consider that thé thoria acts in part as a cata-

lyst for thé oxidation of thc gas, then it would not appear im-

probable that thé ceria played the rôle of a promoter. It has

usually been assumed that the thoria aets simply as a radia-
tor and that the ceria is possibly an oxygen carrier. From
the point of view of catalysis, wc are dealing here with a case
of surface combustion. Thé mantle is a catalyst for the oxida-
tion of iHuminating gas. In thé light of this, the increascd

emissivity of a mantle containing ceria is due in part at least
to more rapid combustion, which rcsults in the mantle attain-

ing a higher temperature. In general, ceria appears to be

especially usefut as a promoter in oxidation reactions. A di-
rect détermination of the catalytic activity in this reaction, of

thoria, alone and containing small quantities of écria, would be
of interest. Discovery of a maximum in catalytic activity
corresponding to thé maximum in light production would go
a long way toward explaining what is at present a very puzzling
phenomenon.

As already mentioned, 0.5 percent of ceria has a marked
accelerative influence on the catalytic preferential combustion
of CO in presence of H.2by the iron-chromium oxide catalyst.
It is not known whether or not there is in this case a maximum

activity corresponding to a small amount of ceria. A study
of this point would be of interest.

Hydrotysis–The Twltchell Reagent

The Twitchell reagent for the saponification of fats fumishes
a very interesting example of what may property be considered
as intra-molecular promoter action.

It has been known for a long time that sulphuric acid
is a catalyst for the saponification of fats. If the fat is mixed
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with 2-3 percent H.SO), heated for a short time at 150" and
then boikd with water, hydrolysis takes place. Thé pre-
liminary heating is essential and is supposcd to lead to thé
formation of stearo-sulphonic acid, which then acts as a catatyst
for the reaction.

Twitchett bas found that by introducing a benzene or

naphthalene ring into this compound, thus forming benzene-
(or naphthalene-) stearo sulphonic acid. a much superior
catalyst is obtained. This substance is much more stable
than stcaro-sutphonic acid, not being hydrolyzed even by
hoiling water, wlien thé latter is very largely hydrolyxed. It
is more soluble in both fat and water and is highiy ionized,
which property an efficient catalyst for hydrolysis must

possess. Ahout o. 5 to t .0 percent of this catalyst is sufficient.
The benzene or naphthalene ring may be regarded as a

sort of promoter which bas been added to thé stearo-sul-

phonic acid molecule.

Siccatives

The drying of oils, such as linseed oil, when exposed
to air is an oxidation process, and it is generally agrced that
the action is auto-catalytic, that is, a catalyst appears to be
formed in thé oil during thé reaction. This is shown by the
fact that the velocity "constant" increases markedly in the
initial stages of the réaction. The auto-catalyst is probably
a peroxide of thé oil..

It has bccn found that addition of various substances,
known as "siccatives," such as salts and especially organic
salts so!uh)e in the oil, accelerates thc oxidation considerably.
Mn, Pb, Zn, Co, V and W are suitabte metals employed in thé
form of salts such as the borates and especially soaps such as
lead oleate, manganèse rosinate and cobalt linoleate. Thé inor-

ganic salts, being insoluble ia thé oil, are much less effective
and in some cases the solid particles appear to inhibit the re-
action by assisting in thc decomposition of thé auto-catalytic
peroxides.

It is a matter of uncertainty whether the siccative itself
acts as a catalyst or is in rcality a promoter which acceterates
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the reaction by hastening the formation of the auto-catalyst
or by giving it greater stability.

Ingle and Mackcy' have corne to the following conclu-

sions with regard to the action of different siccatives:

i. When present as a soap soluble in the oil, those metals

which exist in more than one state of oxidation act as driers,

provided the salts of the lower oxides are the more stable.

2. Metals which form a number of oxides are the more

active.

It was found, however, that sodium and silver, which

are univalent, were more active than this fact would lead one

to expect.

Promoter Action in Homogeneous Catalysis

Several weti defined cases of promoter action in homo-

geneous liquid systems have been investigated. Few prob-
!ems in catalysis have been more thoroughly studied than that

of ester hydrolysis by hydrogen-ion catalysts and certainly no

case of promoter action bas received so much attention as

has thé accelerative action of neutral salts of strong acids on

the catalytic effect of the corresponding acid. It is beyond
the scope of tins paper to describe in detail the work that has

been done or to summarize thé literature. (For such a sum-

mary one may consult Lewis: System of Physical Chemistry,
Vo]. I, p.4.23 et seq. (t~iS).)

The rcaction

RCOOR, + H:0 RCOOH + R,OH

is known to be catalyzed by hydrogen-ion, If, in addition to

a strong acid, a neutral salt of that acid is added to thé reac-

tion mixture, it is found that the velocity of the reaction is

increased rather than diminished as would be expected from

the fact that according to the law of mass action, the dissocia-

tion of thé acid (and therefore the hydrogen-ion concentra-

tion) is repressed by addition of thé ion possessed in common

by both acid and salt. As the neutral salt by itself has no

appreciable effect on the hydrolysis, this is clearly a case of

Jour.Soc.Chem.!nd.,35,45~('9t6); 36,3t7 (tt))?).
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simple activation-which is, however, not as simple as it

sounds if one may jttdge by the amount that has been pub-
lished on the subject.

A number of cases of co-aetivation in homogeneous liquid

systems have been observed.

Bredig and Brown' have found that in the catalytic
oxidation of aniline by sulphuric acid according to the equation

(CcHsNI~.SC~ + 28H2SO,–~(NH<).SO~ + zSSOz +I2C02 +3~0,

CuSO<and Hg~S04 are together more active than their sepa-
rate catalytic activities would lead one to expect.

The progress of the reaction was followed by means of

the volume of gas evolved, the above eqttation being quanti-
tative for very dilute aniline solutions. In Fig. 2 arc given

80,––––,––––,––––,––––,––––.––––!–––-dD––––!––––!––––j––––!

Fig.2 z

Oxidation of aniline sulphate by conc. H{SO<in presence of

various catalysts. Tcmp. 273° C (C~Hi~H~SO~ =

0.03~6 g; CuSO< = 0.3746 g: Hg,SO< = o.t4 g;

H}SO< = 4~.0 cc

curves representing total volume of gas evolved against time.

Curves 1 and II are for Hg~SO.; and CuSO~, respectively,

alone. Curve III gives the value calculated for the two used

together on the assumption that they act independently,

Zeit. phys. Chem., 46, 502 (fgo~).
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that is, that their effects would be simply additive and Curve
IV gives the obsened results for the mixed catalyst. It is
clear that the observed velocity for the mixed catalyst is

greatcr than that calculated; that is, the two catalysts have
activated eue another. Bredig and Brown eonsider that a

reciprocal oxidationand reduction of Cu and Hg may be the
cause of these unusual results. As no further results fur other

pairs of salts are given, it is not possible to say whether either
one of these two is particularly susceptible to activation or
what relation holds between the acceleration noted and the

proportion of salts present.
Priée' has very thoroughly studied thé effectsof catalysts

on thé reaction

K~Os + 2KÏ -~± sK~SO.,+ I:.

He has foundthat the effectsof CUSO.,and FeSO~together are
more than additive. Below are given the accelerations ob-
served and those calculated on the assumption that the effects
were additive.

A'/SoK~O, A-/40 Kl

Accote-ration
Cône.Cata!ysts–Eaeh

Moiar
Obscrved j' Cateu)ated

1/16000 ~2~ iço
1/32000 238 99
1/6-tOOO 122 ~I
J/!28o00 6~ 27

It will be noted that thé observed accelerations are con-

siderably greater than the calculated.

FcSO.) alone is rather active; CuSO< is only slightly so.

MnSO.t and ZnS04, which are also only slightly active, each

gave results with FeSOj which were less than additive. With

CUS04 they gave additive results.

Similar results were obtained by Brode" in the reaction

H202 + zHI zHiO + I,.

Zcit.phys.Chem.,27,499(1893).
'Ibid.,37,~7 (f903).
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FeSO< was found to bc a good catalyst for the reaction

and CuSO, a rather poor one. A mixture of the two was found

to bc extrcmely active as Traube had previously reported.
The latter suggested its use in tcsting for H202 in thé presence
of acids with starch-KI.

This probably represents thé first observation of pro-
moter action.

Enzyme Action

Cases of promoter action are to be found in thé field of

enzyme action. A number of thcse, taken from Bayliss:

"Thé Nature of Enzyme Action" (191.).), will be given.
Effront has found that amylase, which is present in malt,

and converts starch into mattose, was rendered considerably
more active by the addition of asparagine (p. 103).

Mendel and Blood have found that papain was aetivated

by HCN and H.jS. No others of a number of substances

tried had a similar effect. This is puzzling since thé only dis-

tinctive property whieh these two possess in common, be-

side a low hydrogen-ion concentration, is their reducing action,
which has no apparent connection with the hydrolysis of pro-
teins.

The action of iaccase, an oxidizing enzyme present in

the pancreatic juice, is accelerated by the presence of man-

ganèse salts and, in gencral, manganèse and iron have a de-

cided influence on the action of various oxidases. Since one

or other of these substances is always present in thé ash of these

enzymes, Bayliss suggests that the enzyme may simply be a

means of rendering these metals extremeiy active and that

addition of the salts to the enzyme merely increases the con-

centration of the former present in the active state. Indeed,

Dony-Henault has been able to prepare artificial laccase by

precipitation with alcohol of a solution of gum arable, man-

ganèse formate and acid sodium carbonate, which is about

as active as true laccase.

Enzymes have been found to be especially. susceptible

Ber.deutsch.chem Ges.,17,toûz(1884).
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to electrolytes as would he expected becausc of their coUoidat

nature (p. 102). Thus, Cole has found that ptyalin was much

more active in the digestion of starch in the presence of acids

in low concentrations and of neutral salts. Sonicwhat

similar results were obtained with invertase. Again, trypsin
is activated by low hydroxide-ion concentrations while prac-

tically inert in neutral or acid solution (p. 87).¡.

It is possible that the auto-accelerative property of in-

vertase noted by Victor Henri (p. 88) is duc to thé formation

of acids during the reaction. As mentioned aboyé, acids

activate invertase and it docs not appear improbable that this

may be thc explanation. The fact that Ku))gren has ob-

served the formation of acids in the inversion of cane sugar

at 100° is significant. Such an example of auto-catalysis,
if authentic, is to be distinguished from simple auto-catatysis,

in which a rcactant or product has a direct catalytic effect

on thc reaction. Hcre the spécifie effect of thé product is

on the catalyst. Bayliss recognizes Uns, but is inctined to

inctude both under thé term "auto-catalysis," From the

point of vicw of promoter action such a tenu as "auto-activa-

tion" or "auto-promotion" would bc more approphate.

Co-Enzymes

Certain enzymes furnish us with a spcciat timiting case

of promoter action which bas no analogue in othcr nc)ds of

catalysis. It is somctimes observed that an enzyme is com-

pletely inactive in the absence of certain substances called

"co-enxymes" or is made up of t\vo or more components, each

by itself inactive. Thus, Harden and Voung (p. 124) ]M\'c

found that if xymase be dialyzed under pressure, thé colloid

left on thé geiatin is inert, but becomes active again on addi-

tion of a portion of thc filtrate, which is also inactivp by itself.

It was further found that thé filtrate containecl two substances,

both of winch were requircd to activate thé non-dialyzed por-

tion. Onc of these was soluble inorganic phosphate, which

is known to accelerate thc action of thc originat ycast juicp.

Thc nature of the other substance is not known, but its ex-
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1Cf'lHnnio wllv~f,i-wr 4-L.,C.b 4i.4 ~i.t~.a. _1_ .iistence is proven by the fact that phosphates alone are not
able to hring about the activation.

Magnus has obtained similar rcsults with extract of liver,
which contain lypase. LoevenJiart has shown that bile salts

possess aU thc properties of the co-enzyme in this case and
can probably be so dcsignated.

Many other examples of this phenomenon might be cited
in which the co-enzyme is an inorganic salt. Thus Bierri,

Giaja and V. Henri have found that dialyzed pancreatic juice,
which is inactive, can be rendered active by addition of chlo-

ridc or bromide-ion.

As to thé explanation of the phenomena here grouped
together, it can only be pointed out that since catalysis itself
is as yet unformu!ated one cannot at present expect to eluci-
date promoter action. If thc intermediate compound theory
of catalysis were thé correct one it might be assumed that the

promoter was in reality a catalyst for thc formation or decom-

position of thé intermediate compound, thus hastening re-

action. If thé explanation of catalysis is to be found in the
surface condensation or adsorption theory, that is, if catalysis

depends upon certain surface characteristics of the catalyst,
the catalytic inHuence of a mixture of substances would not
be expected to be consistently additive, for this is not the case
with the properties of mixtures in general.

It seems likely that a study of promoter action may lead
to at least a partial solution of thé problem of catalysis. By
its means it is possible to alter the properties of a catalyst
as gradually as desired while keeping its general nature quali-

tativety the same. Some uncertainty must attach to deduc-
tions arrived at by comparison of measurements on totally
distinct substances used as catalysts. Necessary différences in

manner of preparation alone will result in this. On the other

hand, a series of catalysts containing varying quantities of

promoter can be made up and used under conditions which
will at least vary in a regular manner even though they may
not be precisely the same in each case.
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In this paper, promoter action in catalysis has been de-
fined and a distinction made between two types whichhave
been termed "activation" (of a catalyst by a substance reta-

tively inert catalytically) and "co-activation" (of two or more

catalytically active substances each by the others). This is

followedby a number of examples from heterogencousand

homogeneouscatalysis and from enzyme action.

Princefon, N. J.

Pntf~oM,A',
y.

~MM~y,~p~o

Summary
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Expansion of the Morcury

It is interesting to note that (Vi + V~) > (f; + t'i).

When the apparatus is heated, the mercury must expand, and

as the expansion of mercury is ahout seven times that of glass,

the mercury can expand mainly only at the expense of the

volumes of thé gases in the bulbs; consequently the sum of

the gas-volumes at ~° is less than the sum of thé air-volumes

at <t°. The coefficient of cubical expansion of mercury is

o.oootS; if its volume at be M, then its volume at t.~° is

M(i + 0.00018~2–<)]). and theinerease=M(~– ~) 0.00018;

and so-not neglecting the comparatively insignificant ex-

pansion of the glass-

t't + t'! + M(<}– <))o.OOO!8 – (l'i -i- t'2)(<2– <Jo.000026 = V) + V:.

This consideration, however, does not in any way affect or

enter into either the practice or the theory of the method.

Expansion of the Glass-Bulbs

One may, with justice, assume that allowance should be

made for the expansion of the bulbs; but, as is shown here, it

may be entirely left out of account in practice.

Let the room-temperature when :'[ and V2are measured be

t3' (it will not differ considerably from <t°).

The coefficient of linear expansion of glass is 0.0000086;

therefore the coefficient of cubical expansion is 0.0000086 X

3 = o.oooo26 nearly.

At ~°. ~i was ~i (+ [~– ta~0.000026) and was

~(1 + [<<–/3J 0.000026). Substituting these corrected

values for t') and respectivcly, in the formula, we have

A COMPARATIVE METHOD FOR DETERMINING

VAPOR DENSITIES. II
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~L ,“ ) r._ )

–––.T~"–––"73+'.f f
~t

v, v.
~)_ ~)

:'[<! + [<!–~JO.OO(XJ26)~(l + (;;–jjo.U0002ô) jJ

_J' 3!) 3~~8
273+

+
~l '"f/

or

f~)
+ + (/:–<,)0.000026/f ––––––––––– f

J

J i h' V,
'1.

~~ri-–-–t 273+ Il
<~

± 3!o68K't 31068:
273+ d?:j"'

On making the actual calculations, thé term

_i
+ (~––h)0.000026

reduces t!ie value of

j~) i~
i fv. v.

~1~

byatmosto.oi.thusproducingachangcof =t=o.oiinthevatue
of 3io68tf,')/d~, équivalent totess than =~o.i~ which is

insufRcientto produce any alteration in the first décima!ngure
of

In an cxperimcnt with diethyt ether, (C.;H.)jO– f/i =

37.0, 6'[= 0.73– and ethyl alcohol, CjH~.OH–~ = 23.0,
= o.79–~ = 753 mm, /t° ==16, /i = 185°, = 15°,

M:= 3 mm, ~Mt= 0, ~.2 = –i5 mm, V = 3.25 ce, Vi =

3.55 cc, V~ = 3.75 cc, t'i = 3.00 ce, = ~.05 cc, ~i =

0.0605 gram, = 0.052~ gram, (A cooled), (M =8.2) then

assuming~i = 37.0,~ unkown, calculated = 22.986and

22.983.
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If in the équation

f~) u-~–u~ v.

v~–~h~+~.n "y-}- p
~t

± r 31068!Ut 31068!~
273 + '2 '~r''

(I) w: is put equal to 0, the equation becomes

)~) f r1

'–––––~–––273~7~ J

~V. 3 [068~uli

~––,––j 1 ='73+

(NoTS. + in the original equation, because as

is seenunder 1 further on, the mercury in B stands on a higher
level than in A); and (II) is put equal to 0, the equation
becomes

~(p–w)V ( i )

{~-vr-~ ~}{.r.}

j~ __J"T_~3jto68K~

Lv"~J

(NOTE.
–

the original equation, becauseas is

seen under II further on, the mercury in B stands on a lower
level than in A).

These two équations show that the apparatus may be
used in two ways for determining the vapor density of a sub-
stance dt~c~y (that is, without having to employ a second
substance for comparison)thus greatly simptifyingthe manipu-
lation and reducing the chances of error.

Thé followingare brief but clear descriptions of the sim-
plified alternative methods.
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1 andII

In both cases the apparatus consistsof two bulbs (4 to 6
inches long), made of disusedgraduated tubing (e. g., burette)
joined together by a narrow U-tube(sec Note i at the end).
The bulbs are open at the freeends whichare drawn off nar-
row. They are filledat least half full with pure dry mercury.
The substance to be experimentedon is introduced into a thin

glass tube (see Note 2)–whieh has beenpreviouslyweighed-
and weighed, the differencegivingthe weight !f.'for M':(see I
or II, respectively) of the enclosedsubstance (see Note 3).

1

The weighingtube is placedin one bulb A (Fig. t), which
is sealed, and when it has cooled to room-temperature <[°
the position of the mercury is noted, so that the volume V
of the contained air can be afterwardsdetermined. The differ-
ence in height m between the mercury levelsis measured (see
Note 4). The externat atmospheric pressure p is observed,
and the spécifie gravity of the substance is determined

(Fig. 2).

The other bulb, B, is sealed,and when it has cooled to

room-temperature, the positionsof the mercury in A and B
are noted in order to determine later the respectivevolumes
V) and V~ of the air enetosed. The difference in height
tMibetween the mercury levelsis measured(Fig. 3).

The apparatus is placedupright in a deep beaker contain-

ing a suitable heating medium, e. g., glycerin or paraffin-
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wax. and heated to t.° tn pHnef f.nm~)..tr.wax, and heated to t.° to cause complete vaporizationof the
substance. The positions of thé mercury in A and B are

noted in order to measure later there-

spective volumes and of thé en-
closed gases and also to détermine thc
différence in height w.! between the mer-

cury levels (Fig. ~.).
The apparatus is removed, the room-

temperature /30is noted; tn.2is measured;
thé bulbs are eut off, thé mercury is re-

mo\'ed, and mercury is poured into the
bulbs from a burette to détermine V, V),
Vj. ~i, and :j (see Note 5). AUmeasure-J~· asu.a,uac-

ments throughout are carried out with the apparatus in a
vertical position. The vapor density d, is then calculated
from the formula

¡i.'1 ') J
r ~V, ~-?'

~7~j~r~~

SI

3to68!i(t +
[~ – ~)o.oooo26)––––––––~––––––––(.)

or from thé almost equally accuratc but simptcr formula

b'-L_)~_V.)
~73+',f~ I 273+<.

3fo6S!~(! +

– ']o.00<)026)
,(2)

j,i.r–––
.(2)

or (when no great degree of accuracy is required) from the
formula

j_Y, V,') jio68~,(t + [~)o.oooo26)
1 (~73+ ~V, ( –––––––~––––––– (3)

(for {i+ [~ – ~] 0.000026} see Note 6).
See Table I.
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nII

One bulb, A, is sealed, allowedto cool to room-tempera-
ture ~° and the position of the mercury in it is noted in order
to détermine later the volume V of the enclosed air. The
differencein height M:between the mercury levels is measured
(Fig. 5).

The weighing tube is introduced into the other bulb, B,
which is sealed and left to cool to room-temperature. The

positionsof the mercury in both bulbs A and B are noted so
that the volumes V; and V~,respectively, of the enclosedair
can be determined later. The differencein height Wtbetween
the mercury levels is measured. The atmospheric pressure
P is observed, and the specifid gravity of the substance
determined (Fig. 6).

As described under I, the apparatus is heated to cause

complete vaporization of the substance, and the quantities
ta,V, V), V2, t'i, t~ and ws are determined (Ftg. 7). Thé vapor
density, d2, is then calculated from the formula

~)y ~f~
V.

~73+~}-.73T7,
t2{

(p

3!o68~(t + ft2 <3]o.000026)
11/2(r )–––––––~–––––––(.)

or from the almost inappreciably less accurate formula
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1 1 1 'Cr .1 1
(~)v u i1 uv. v,)

) V, 'f)273+~p~ ~f 273 +t9VI ((273+/1 VI t-2 273+12

3fo68K'~<+ [/t–<3Jo.oooo26

––––––––––––(.)

or (when great accuracy is not required) from the formula
–

~)V WY* Y~ 3to68w2(t + [~ –~)o.oooo26)

~273+<.)V.fb'. ~J

= 31068W2(1

See Table II.

The modified method and apparatus as described under

I and II are analogous to the far simpler-and better in every

respect- method and apparatus of the author's, described in

the Zeitschrift für Physikalische Chemie, 65, 549-552 (1909),

Journal of Physical Chemistry, iz.ôyt-ôyy (1908), andChemicat

News, ïoo, 174. (1909). (See also Journal of Physical Chem-

istry, 15, 871 (t9n), and Chemical News, 113, 24.1 (1916).)

Note 7 (upon the ~<~).–Thé bulbs are joined by a narrow

U-tube, instead .of the whole being made of one wide tube

bent into U-shape, to avoid using a greater quantity of mer-

cury, the expansion of which must necessarily reduce even

if only to a small extent the limited vaporizing capacity of

the bulbs.

Note 2 (M/'OKthe u~/Mxg h(~c).– It is generally unneces-

sary to seal up the weighing tube. When experimenting with

c any volatile substance thc weighing tube was

made extremely thin, and dumb-bell shaped
8

(Fig. 8; a, sealed, <), sealed; d, substance

enclosed), the neck c being of hair-thinness and breaking

immediately on agitating the mercury.

On several occasions a thin-waHed tube, sealed, was en-

closed with a short piece of glass rod to break it on agitation,

in these cases V, V), Vs, t'i and being corrected for the vol-

ume of this piece of glass rod, but this procedure is not at all

desirable, because it reduces considerably the available vapor-

izing volume of the bulb.

The s implest and most effective weighing tube is the fol-

lowing The substance is weighed out in a short, narrow,

thin-walled glass tube c!osed at one end, the open end being
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inserted in another similar, but slightly wider tube, the outer

eoveringbeing included in the weighingsand the tubes handied

with a pair of clips and not with the bare fingers; this method

proves quite effective in preventingloss of substance by evap-
oration. The liquid to be experimentedon is introduced into

the tube by the aid of simple glass re-ml made by drawing
out fineone end of a piece of glass tubing.

If the substance be a non-volatile solid, it is simply

weighedout in a very thin-walledglass tube.

In all cases the weighingtube is best made fromthin test-

tube glass, as it is then extremelythin-watledand of negligible
volume.

Note 3 (M~OMWt and ~).–As the available vaporizing
volumes of the bulbs are small it is advisable to use only very
small weights (w;,~2) of substances,firstly, to facilitate rapid

evaporation and, secondly, to avoidthe gasesin onebulb being
of such a great volume as to force the mercury completely
out of that bulb into the other (though this evidently must

be impossible if the bulbs are originallymore than half full

of mercury).

A~ (upon m).-After one bulb has been sealed and

left to cool to room-temperature, moremercury may be added

to the other bulb until the mercury is on the same level in

both bulbs, so that ne = o, after which the V-position is ob-

served but in actual practice there is as little trouble in mea-

suring w and in making the necessaryallowancein the calcula-

tion as in manipulating the mercury to make w = o.

Note5 (uponmeasuring V, VI,V2,vi, t~).–Thé volumeof

mercury poured in to reach the volume-(V, V;, V:, ~i, %)

positions do not represent the true volumes oceupiedby the

air or gasesas the case might be, the true volume being more

than this. The correction is easily made.

Suppose (Fig. 9) the mercury reaches a position which

may be called the V-mark; then the true volume V is equal
to the volume between this mark and the upper end, A, of

the tube plus the volume, Z, of the triangular-shapedannular

space between this mark and the mercury. Now, on invert-
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ing the tube (Pig. 10)so that A is downward,the mercuryis

poured in to reach this V-mark but the true total volumeof
the original air (or gas) was clearly as far as the upper curve

correspondingto the mercury surface in Fig. io, that is, it is
short by an amount equal to 22. Thus a volume equal to
2Zmust be added in each case.

This quantity zZ may be thus determined: The tube,
or a pieceof the originaltube, open at both ends, has oneend

evenly closedwith a flat stopper, and mercury, of volumeA,
is poured in from a burette up to any convenient height c

(Fig. n); the volumeB of thé mercury betweenthe stoppera

and the point of contact b' of the mercury meniscus and the

glass is read off by aid of the graduations on the tube; the tube

is next viewed from one side so that the position </ is in front,

(Fig. 12), and more mercury of volume c is added until thé

point of contact of the mercury meniscus and glass is now on

a level with c. Thé volume between b' and c = A B ==

the volume between c and d; but the total volume between bc

and d = C = (A – B) -t- 2, wheneezZ = 2c – zA + 28 =

amount to be added.

//(K~t<'yT'ff/tHKa~/M~fMe
~ondott
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Hydrous Ferrie Oxide

In a recent communication on adsorption by hydrous
ferrie oxide,' prepared by the method of Péan de St. Gilles,

attention was called to some interesting and important proper-
ties of the precipitated oxide that will now be considered in

t/
detail.

HISTORICAL

Preparation of Colloidal Ferrie Oxide

T'/tc P~t de St. Gilles C'o~o~.–Pean de St. GiDes~pre-

pared colloidal ferrie oxide by continued boiling of a solution

of ferric acetate. Thc red-brown color which is character-

istie of the acetate became brick-red as the boiling continued

and the peculiar taste of ferrie salts gave place to that of

acetie acid. The colloid was distinctly turbid in reflected

light, but was perfectly clear in transmitted. Potassium

sulphocyanate did not change the color, whereas the solu-

tion of thé ordinary acetate was appreciably reddened. Potas-

sium ferrocyanide as well as all thé other potassium salts,

produced a brown ochreous precipitate whieh assumed a

green shade after long standing.
"A trace of sulphuric acid or of an alkaline salt precipi-

tates ail the iron in the form of a red-brown deposit that is

insoluble in the cold in all acids even the more concentrated.

By boiling it is dissolved by hydrochloric acid, but is not at-

tacked by nitric.

"When the liquid is poured into hydrochloric acid there

is formed a finely divided, granular, brick-red precipitate
whieh readily settles to the bottom of the vesse!. This pre-

cipitate, which in appearance in no way resembles the ordinary
ferrie hydroxide, may be washed without change with the

same acid, however concentrated; and even may be treated

Weiserand Middleton:Jour. Phys.Chem.,24,30(t9M).
Comptesrendus,40,568,1243(1855).

HYDROUS OXIDES. I
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with water. But if the salt water, together with most of the
acid enclosed by the precipitate, is removed by one or two
decantations with distilled water, thé solid disappears at once
with the formation of a brick-red, opalescent liquid, similar
in every respect to that originally obtained. An indefinite
number of alternate precipitations and dissolutions can be
carried ont if hydrochloric or nitrie acid is employed; but if

any other acid is used with the exception of acetic, the pre-
cipitate once formed will no longer redissolve in water."

Schettrer-Kestnerl obtained a similar modification of thé

hydrous oxide by heating a solution of ferrie nitrate for three

days at 100°. The addition of a few drops of hydrochloric
acid precipitated the oxide, which was dried on a porous plate
and later was peptized with water, forming a tasteless brick-
red liquid. Krecke" prepared it by heating a percent
solution of ferrie chloride for a suitable length of time at 100°
to 130°. GiolittP has extended the experiments of Péan de
St. Gilles on the colloid prepared by boiling the acetate. He
confirmed the interesting observation that the physical char-
acter of the precipitated colloid was different with different

precipitating agents. He found that the addition of a small

quantity of sulphurous, sulphuric, selenious, iodic, periodic,
boric or phosphoric acid produced a gelatinous precipitate
that was not redissolved by water: while the addition of a
small amount of hydrochlorie, hydrobromic, hydriodie, nitrie,
perchloric or perbromic acid caused slight precipitation of a

finely divided brick-red powder, which could not be removed

by ordinary filtration. The addition of a larger amount of
the latter group of acids caused complete precipitation and
the powder was readily peptized by water as Péan de St.
Gilles observed.'

77:<'C/'a/MM;Co~o~.–Graham~ prepared a colloid that

1 Ann.Chim.Phys.,(3)g?,23()8~o).
~Jour.prakt. Chem.,(2) 3, 286(1871), Cf. Debray:Comptesrendus.

68,9t3 (.869).
Caxx. chim. ital., 35, II. f8f (f)f)5).

Ct.WeiserandMiddleton:U'c.cit.
6 Jour.Chcn).Soc..15,250(1862).
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differsin certain respects from the Péan de St. Gilles colloid
by the dialysis of a ferrie acetate solution in the cold; or more
usually, hy peptizing gelatinous ferrie oxide in ferrie chloride
solution and then dialyzing out the excess ferrie chloride,
This colloid is colored deep reddish brown and is compara-
tively clear. "The red solution is coagulated in the cold by
traces of sulphuric acid, alkalis, alkaline carbonates, sul-
phates and neutral salts in general; but not by hydrochloric,
nitric and acetic acids nor by alcoholor sugar. The coagulum
is a deep red-colored jelly resemblingthe c!ot of blood, but
more transparent." Thé precipitate can not be peptized by
washingby either hot or cold water; but it is readily dissolved
in dilute acids. On the other hand, the Péan de St. Gilles
precipitate is relatively insoluble in acids and under certain
conditions can be peptized by water. Graham considered
his colloidto be ordinary hydrated "peroxide" of iron and the
Péan de St. Gilles colloid to be "metaperoxide"of iron.

Krecke' obtained the Graham hydrous peroxide by
hydrolysis of ferrie chloride at concentrations ranging from
Vx to i percent at temperatures from20° for the more dilute
solutions to 83° for the more concentrated. Solutions of
higherconcentration up to 32 percent gave the same product
at higher temperatures, but ferrie chloride was re-formed
whenthe temperature was lowered. Biltz' obtained the Gra-
ham colloid by dialysis of a dilute solution of ferrie nitrate.
Grimaux~prepared a similar product by pouring an alcoholic
solutionof ferrieethylate into water. Neidie~oxidizedferrous
chloridewith hydrogen peroxideand dialyzed.

The Composition of ColloidalFerrto Oxide

The <~tM/t'o)fo/ /Vyc~M.–Thé colloidprepared by boil-
ing the acetate gives much more intense light cones~since it
is more granular and less hydrous than the Graham colloid.

Loc.cit.
2 Ber. deutsch. chcm. Gcs., 35, 44J' ('902).

Comptes rendus. 98, to~, t~~ (tSS~).
<

Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 39, 2334 (fçt?).

''Zsigmondy-Spear: "Chcmistry of Colloids," !63 (tç;?).
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This is due to the dehydrationand agglomerationof the parti-
dés of the former at the higher temperature. Thé same
thing may be accomplishedby long standing of the latter at
a lower temperature. Thus Giolitti' found that the Péan de
St. Gilles colloidwasfairlyuniforrn, whereas the Graham col-
loid changed gradually from the more hydrous to the less
hydrous form on standing. Zsigmondy found that certain
commercial colloidsprepared by the Graham method have
properties that lie intermediate between the newly formed
Graham colloid and the Péan de St. Gilles colloid. The ef-
fectof temperatureandtimeof standing on the degreeof hydra-
tion of hydrousferrieoxide,both precipitated and colloidal, has
been the subject of numerous investigations, chiefly for the
purpose of establishing the existence or non-existence of
definite hydrates. Thus, Péan de St. Gilles' writes: "Hav-
ing observed the transformation produced by a temperature
of 100° on the aceticacid solution of ferrie hydrate, 1 deter-
mined what wouldhappen at the same temperature on the
same hydrate in the freestate.

"I prepared the hydrate hy decomposing ferrie chloride
in the cold with ammonia(brown chocolate hydrate) and also
with bicarbonate of soda (yellow ochreoushydrocarbonate).
When assured that the precipitate was entirely free from alkali
by washing a great number of times with cold water, 1 sus-
pended it in water and heated it. After boiling some time,
manifest action wasnoted by a change in the color of the pre-
cipitate and especially,by the property it had acquired of no
longer dissolvingcompletely in concentrated nitrie or acetic
acid. On' continuingto heat the hydrate on the water bath
1 noted that little by little it took on the brick-red color,
characteristic of the modifiedacetate, In this condition not
only acetic but alsodilutenitrie and hydrochloric acids caused
the precipitate to disappear instantly producing a liquid,
cloudy by reflectedlightbut clear by transmitted; and colored

Loc.cit.
2 Comptes rendus, 40, )~ (tS~;).
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briek-red. In a word, it was similar in ait respects to the sub-
stance produced directly from the acetate.

le

Péan de St. Giiïes' considers that the brick-red colloid
has the composition FejO~.H~O. Schiff~ daims to have gotten
the same thing by keeping preeipitated hydrous ferrie oxide
for many years at ordinary temperature. Wittstein' says
that the hydrate FciOs.~H~O is obtained by precipitating a.
ferrie salt with ammonia and drying for a short time at !oo°.
Brescius' experiments' indicate that there are no definite

hydrates of ferrie oxide; but Ramsay~ believes he prepared
the hydrate Fe~.HsO by drying the precipitated oxide to
constant weight at 100°. Tommasi~ recognizes two series of

oxides, yellow and red, the properties of which depend on the
method of preparation. The members of the red series are
obtained by precipitating a ferrie salt with alkalis. These

hydrates dissolve in dilute acids and are dehydrated even by

boiling water. 'l'he members of the yellow series are obtained

by oxidation of ferrous hydrate or carbonate. According to
Tommasi the members of thé two series are identical in com-

position, but differ in color and stability. The yellow hy-
drates are denser; are but sparingly soluble in concentrated

acids; and require a higher temperature to dehydrate them.

Moreover, they retain a molecule of water even on long boil-

ing with water.' Carnelley and Wa!ker~ conclude from their

investigations that no definite stable hydrates are formed,
inasmuch as the precipitated hydrous oxide loses water grad-
ually and continuously from 15° to 500° where Fe:03 is formed.

Van Bemmelen" has made an extended study of both the

yellow and red hydrous oxides under various conditions and

Ann.Chim.Phys.,(3)46,47(~6).
'Chem. Centra!b)att,(2)5, tyM(1860).
'Ihid., (t) 24,367(t853).
'Jour. prakt.Chem.,(2)g, 272(t~t).

Jour.Chcm.Soc.,32,39.5(tS~).
'Bull. Soc.ehim.Paris,(2)38,)52(1833).

Cf.Muek:Zeit.furChemic,4<(t868).
Jour.Chem.Soc.,53,89 ()88S).

'Rcc. trav. chim.Pays-Bas.,7, io6(t888);Zeit.anorg.Chcm..20, 185
('899).
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has shown with considerable certainty that there is but one
definite crystalline hydrate of ferric oxide and that this can
be prepared only under special conditions-the decomposi-
tion of sodium ferrite by water at ordinary temperature.'
In the hydrous oxides as ordinarily prepared, the ratio of
oxide to water depends entirely on the method of treatment.
Thus a certain reddish brown colloidexposed to air for a year
contained4 to 4, moles of water.' In dry air this fell to i .6
moles,in 4 months. By heating to 100° in dry air, thé com-
positionfell to 0.96 mole, but the finalcompositiondependson
the state of aggregation. A particular sample kept for 6
months contained i mole of water at :5°, which wenttoo.45
molein only 5 hoursat 100°. Between 100° and 300° the de-
hydration was slow and regular to about 0.25 mole, but if
heated sufficiently long at any intermediate temperature
the result was the same. After heating at temperatures be-
tween :oo° and 300° the oxide regained only a part of its
water when placed in an atmosphere saturated with moisture.
The yellow colloid showed similar variations. It contained
2.43 molesof water when dry but when kept for a month in
a saturated atmosphere it contained 7 .4moles. When heated
from 15° to 270° in a stream of dry air, the water fell from
i. .7moles to o. 24mole. Above 200°the compositionwasthe
same as the reddish brown colloid, but between 50° and 300°
it retained its water more strongly. From thèse results,
and a largenumber of others, van Bemmelen concludedthat a
hydrate with a definite composition was obtained only by
chance. "The determinations of the water content of the
substances prepared in different ways by different investiga-
tors (Davies, Lifort, Péan de St. Gilles, Wittstein, Schaffner,
Muck, Tommasi,etc.) are of no value other than representing
the transient and accidental state of the colloid."

Mineralogistsdistinguish at least six hydrates of ferrie
oxide: Haematite, Fe~O. Turgite, Fe~AO; Gôthite,
Fe~.H~O; Limonite, FeaO~/sH~O; Xanthosiderite, Fe~O,

VanBemmelenandKtobhie:Jour.prakt.Chem.,46,497(i8~).
Cf. Spring: Rec. trav. chim. Bclg., ty, 222 (t8f)8).
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sHiiO; and Limnite, Fc~Os.H~O. Of these, haematite is sorne-
times found in nature as a well crystallized substance; but of
the hydrates, gôthite only occurs in a definite crystalline
form. Rufî' has heated freshly-prepared, red ferrie oxide
under 5000 atmospheres and daims to have gotten definite

hydrates. Between 30° and 42.5° he daims to get limonite;
between 42.5° and 62.5° gôthite, and above this hydro-
haematite. A yellow non-crystalline hydrate, Pe.j03.aH.jO,

prepared by the oxidation of moist hydrous ferrous oxide,
was unchanged between 4.0° and 70° under high pressures.
From this he concludes that the yellow hydrate is a compound
of constant composition.

In the light of all the investigations it seems probable
that not more than one definite crystalline hydrate of ferrie
oxide exists. The different formulas mean mercly that a num-
ber of hydrous oxides of variable water content have been ana-

lyzed under such conditions that their percentage composi-
tion happened to approach that of a definite hydrate. It is

very unlikely that any of thé colloidal solutions of ferrie oxide
contain definite hydrates. Bancroft~ concludes that any
number of hydrous ferrie oxides can be prepared differing
among themselves in thé degree of hydration and the size of
the particles. This is borne out by Zsigmondy's observa-
tion that thé small hydrous particles of the Graham colloid

go over gradually to the larger, less hydrous partides of the
Péan de St. Gilles colloid.

The Question o/ Basic Salts.-The colloid prepared by
Graham's method is comparatively free from electrolytes,
but it always contains traces of chlorides that can not be re-
moved completely, however long the dialysis may be con-
tinued.~a On this account a number of investigators consider
the various dialyzed colloids as chlorides of condensed ferrie

hydroxide like, Pe<(OH)<.V,5.Fe2C!c, or as oxychlorides of

Ber.deutsch.chem.Ces.,34,34)7(f<)0f).
2Jour.Phys.Chcrn.,19,232(t~ts).
'Linder and Piéton: Jour. Chem.Soc.,87, t<)2o([905) Ruer: Zeit.

anorg.Chem.,43.8s('90j); Desch:Liehig'sAnn.,323,28(1902).
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variable composition. This idea was advanced by Wyrou-
botî' and his pupils and was later taken up by Jordis," Du-
claux,3 Linder and Picton/ Nicolardot/ Matfitano, Michel,7
and others.s Thus, Nicolardot finds that thé colloid in which
the ratio of iron to chlorine in equivalents is 6, gives no tests for
ferrie and chloride ions by adding potassium ferrocyanide
or sulphocyanate and silver nitrate, respectively.~ He con-
cludes that at this point in the dialysis the colloid contains a
definite compound, a ferrie oxychloride. He states further
that after continuing the dialysis for several months, no more

hydrochloric acid can be removed; and then the ratio of iron
to chlorine in equivalents is 125. He considers this to be
another definite compound and believes that att ratios be-
tween these two result from mixtures of thé two compounds.
Keid)e'" points out that NIcolardot's conclusions do not repre-
sent the facts and concludes from his own Investigations that
clear hydrous ferrie oxide sots. containing ferrie ion may con-
tain a definite oxychloride which is a colloid having the ratio,
21 équivalents of iron to i of chlorine. He postulates the
existence of other theoretical oxychlorides and attributes the

increasing stability of thc colloids with increasing hydro-
chloricacid content, to the reversai of hydrolysis and the forma-
tion of stable oxychlorides. On the other hand, Giotitti"
concludes that there is no évidence for the existence of oxy-
chlorides of definite composition in the colloidal ferrie oxides;

Bu)).Snc.ehim. Paris,2t, t37(tScfQ).
Zcit.anor);.Chem..35,)6 (1903);Zcit.Htektrochemie.10,509(;9o~).

'Comptes rendus, 138,t~. 809 (f<)04);140, t468,~44 (~o~ 143,
~9~,34t('9<)6);Jour. chim.phys.,5, 29 ()907).

Loc.cit.
Ann.Chim.Phys.,(8)6,3.~ (t<)05).

~faffitano and Miche):Comptesrendus,r4S, 185,1275(f)07);Mal-
fitano:Zeit.phys.Chem.,68,232(f90<)).

Comptes rendus,147,1052,1288(f9o8).
'Neidte: Jour. Am.Chem.Soc.,39,23~ (t9'7); Dumanski:Zcit.Kot-

loidchemie,8,232(tQtt).
Cf.Ruer: Loc.cit. andDesch:Ibid.
Loc.cit.

"Gazz. chim. ital., 36, 1157(1906);cf. Van Bemmeten:Zeit.anorg.
Chem.,36,380(t903).
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nri Fiicnhnrl nnI"f~ r.r. v1.4 :C tand Fischer' points out that if there are any basic ferrie chto-
rides, they ean be stable only at low temperatures. From a

study of the system ferrie oxide, hydrocliloric acid and water,
Cameron and Robinson' find that no definite basic chlorides
are formed at 25°.

It seems to the author that the existence of colloidal
oxychlorides of definite composition is doubtful; and more-
over, that it is of questionable use to postulate the formation
of a series of complex oxychlorides to account for the proper-
ties of the different hydrous oxides; particularly, when the

independent existence of no single one has been established
with any degree of certainty. The properties can bc explained
from the point of view of specifie adsorption. Any number
of hydrous ferrie oxides are possible, differing among them-
selves in the degree of hydration and the size of thé particles,
hoth of which factors affect thé amount of adsorption. The
colloid prepared by the Graham method is formed in the pres-
ence of ferrie chloride, ferrie ions and hydrogen ions. Ac-

cordingly we tnight expect the colloid to adsorb some ferrie
chtoride and it will always adsorb ferric, hydrogen, and chlo-
ride ions in amounts depending on thé nature of the colloid,
the specifie adsorbability and the concentration. Now it is
well known that a substance always shows a strong tendency
to adsorb its own ions and hydrogen ion is usually very strongly
adsorbed; on the'other hand, chloride ion is not strongly ad-
sorbed, as a ru!e, and this preferential adsorption results in a
stable positive colloid. It is likely that most of thé chloride
ion present in the Graham colloid is not adsorbed by thé hy-
drous oxide but its concentration is a measure of the adsorhed
ferrie and hydrogen ions which give the colloid its stability.
Adsorbed chloride ion will not give a test with silver nitrate.
Moreover, Ruer" has shown that thé presence of small amounts
of unadsorbed chloride in the presence of colloidal iron oxide
can not be detected by precipitation with silver nitrate, since

Zeit.anorg.Chcm.,66,38 (t9)o).
Jour.Phys.Chem.,n, 690(«toy).
Zeit.anorg.Chem.,43,8s ([905).
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thé protecting action of the hydrous oxidedoes not allow the

particles of the silverchloride to becomelargeenough to cause

turbidity. Since there is an equilibriumbetweenthe amount

ofa substanceadsorbed and the amount insolution, prolonged

dialysis will result in the loss of part of the adsorbed cations

(together with an equivalent amount of anions)and this will

decreasc the stability of the colloid. It is unnecessary to

postulée the existence of oxychlorides of varying composi-
tion to account for the observation that only a part of the

chlorine present appears to exist as ion.'1

The Color of Hydrous Ferrie Oxide

That hydrous ferrie oxide exists in a variety of colors

varying from yellow to violet-red is evident from the colors

of the minerais. Thus, haematite is black when crystalline
and red when powdered; turgite is a deep brown; limonite

varies from a light brown to yellow; and limnite is a full

yellow.' By referring to the formulas usually assigned to

these minerais,it might seem that the yellowcolor is a ques-
tion of hydration of the oxide. This can not be the case as

pointed out by Robinson and McCaughey:~ "By heating
limonite or any hydrate of ferrie oxide,it loseswater, changes
color and becomesin fact red haematite. There is, however,
no satisfactory measurement of a temperature of inversion

of limonite to haematite, and it is doubtful if such an inver-

sion point exists. At ordinary pressures limonite does not

lose water appreciably at any temperatures which may be

realized underfield conditions."

As has been stated, the preparation of both yellow and

red ferrie oxideswas accomplisheda longtime ago by Muck,
whose work was extended by Tommasi. The latter clearly

implied that the color was not a questionof degree of hydra-
tion, sincehe assigned the same formulato hydrous oxidesof

different color. Antony and Ciglio~and Goodwin, at about

SeeDumanstd:Loc.cit.
Dammer's, "Handbuch der anorganische Chemie," 3, 304 (1893).

Bureau of Soils, Bull. 79, t8 (<9t t).

Gazz. chim. ital., 25, t (t~).

Zeit. phys. Chem., 2!, t (t89&).
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the same time and independently, made the interesting ob-

servation that the conductivity of a dilute solutionof ferrie

chloride increases on standing and that this is accompanied

by color changes. "I observed also that the solution which

was as good as colorlessat the start becamequicklyyellow-
red and then brown-red." Nicolardotl recognizedfour modi-

fications of hydrous ferrie oxide: white, dark brown, yellow
and red. He obtained thc white hydrous oxide by pouring
a concentrated solution of a ferrie salt into cold liquid am-

monia. He believed that the different colored forms were

derived from the colorlessoxide by molecular condensation.

Moreover,he suggested that the red oxidewas an openchain

compoundwhile the yellowwas of cyc1icnature. Maln<:ano~

ascribedthe different colors of the colloidal oxide to different

complexcompounds of the general type of the cobalt amines.

Although the existence of a series of complexsalts of widely

varyingcomposition is improbable,the experimentalwork re-

cordedin Malfitano's paper is of particular importance,since

it brings out the relationship between the size of particles
and the color of hydrous ferrie oxides. Accordingly,I will

quote from it in some detail:

"Freshiy prepared ferrie chloride solutions are clear and

run through the collodion membrane completely. After a

while,and the quicker the weaker the solution and the higher
the temperature, the solution undergoes a marked change.
The hydrolysis of the solution produces color changesand the

solution appears heterogeneous. Three cases can be dis-

tinguished

"(a) Dilute solutions (~.g., t percent) at low tempera-
tures (25° to 50°) and the more concentrated solutionsslowly
heated to 100° assume an ochre-yellowcolor, becomeopal-
escent and opaque; and if the concentration is sufficiently

high, a precipitate forms which settles to thé bottom of the

clearing solution. In this solution the ultramicroscope re-

vealsparticles which appear on an almost entirely dark back-

Comptesrendus,t<to,;;to()90.;).
Zeit.phys.Chem.,68,23:(tgio).
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ground. The ultrafilter retains aU the colloid as the filtrate

is entirely clear and is not clouded by the addition of potas-
sium chloride and sulphate. If one completes thé filtration

while exerting a slight pressure on the inside of thé filter, the

colloid agglomerates on the bottom of the little sack and forms

a very thin solid residue.

"(b) Ferrie chloride solutions of like concentrations when

they are suddenly heated to 100° assume a red-brown color

becoming heterogeneous; but less so than in the previous case.

However a precipitate never forms. Small particles of very
different sizes are seen with the ultramicroscope. In contrast

to the former case, the background on which the particles

appear is clear, since most of the particles are too small to

be observed optically; but they serve to light up the back-

ground of thé field. By ultrafiltration this solution gives a

filtrate, whieh at the outset is entirely homogeneous, possesses
a light yellow color and is not clouded by the addition of

electrolytes; soon, however, there passes through the filter

a redder solution, which appears homogeneous in the nephelo-

scope but becomes quite ctoudy on the addition of hydro-
chloric acid, potassium chloride or potassium sulphate. There

is, therefore, an extremely finely divided eolloid which runs

through the membrane. It should be noted that the colloid

can exist in complete solution, homogeneous to light.

"If the ochre-yellow liquid in case (a) were filtered through
the membrane, the latter is intensely colored after the filtra-

tion. It is impregnated with the iron compound and its elec-

trical nature has changed. Before this filtration it became

negative during electric osmose; after filtration it became

positive. After the membrane was changed in this way, it

allowed the red solution through unchanged. The micellae of

small dimensions appear to settle firmly in the pores of the

membrane or else they fix themselves on these pores only at

thé outset. After the membrane is impregnated they can run

through, but the membrane always retains a part of the col-

loid as a thick slimy solution or as a doughy preeipitate. In
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order to get a large amount of colloidal material, one must

take a slightly permeable collodion membrane.

"(e) If the ferrie chloride solution is heated to a high

temperature (~34°) or is kept for a long time at 100°, thé liquid
which was red-brown at the outset goes over into a brick-red.

T he heterogeneity becomes pronounced, and there form

differently colored plates and finally even a precipitate. In

such a solution one can detect the presence of particles of

large dimensions without the ultramicroscope. By ultrafiltra-

tion isobtained a red-brown filtrate and within the sack there

remains a pulverulent precipitate.
"As we see therefore the cotloid is composed of particles

of different size, depending on the nature and method of the

hydrolysis.
"If we dissolve the residue after filtration in pure water

we find the dimensions of the micellae easily change.

"(a) The residue of ochre-yellow colloid can be sus-

pended again quite readily and one can repeat this process

frequently. It loses in this way a part of its chlorine and at

the same time loses thé property of dividing itself uniformly
in the solution.

"(b) The residue from the filtration of the red-brown

colloid whieh partly runs through the membrane, forms a

quite stable colloid with water. If this is filtered again, the

iron compound goes through thé membrane; and if the solu-

tion is put on a new membrane, thé latter is not colored at a!

Therefore it is proven beyond doubt that impregnation of the

membrane is a question of thé dimensions of the micellae.

By repeated washing, the colloid continues to lose more and

more of its chlorine forming eloudy soïutions which are stable,

nevertheless. 'fhe residue, after a long series of filtrations,
becomes more doughy and firm. By optical study it appears
that the micellae decrease in number and increase in dimen-

sions.

"(c) If the residue, after filtration ôf thé solution which

has become brick-red by long heating, is taken up with water,
there is obtained a very heterogeneous and unstable solution.
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Even after the first washing one can observe particles Visible

under the microscope and can detect them even with the un-

aided eye. They remain in solution but a short time and then

settle to the bottom with different velocities.

"The dimensions of the particles are different, therefore;

but not only this, the dimensions can easily change. In the

main, as the colloid loses chlorine, the nuclei appear to group

into ever-increasing masses. These masses can either remain

in the solution or more or less readily settle out. One can

also realize the reverse proccss:

"(a) If we add a ferrie chloride solution to the ochre-

yellow colloid which consists of large micellae, it goes into

stable solution again. However, this solution is always very

cloudy, no matter how much ferric chloride has been added.

If this colloid is suspended in hydrochloric acid solution again,

it takes up chlorine without appreciably changing its state of

division. If a sufficient amount of hydrochloric acid is added,

it precipitates the colloid. Aftenvards this precipitate is at-

tacked slowly by the acid and dissolves again as ferrie chloride.

The solutions of ail other electrolytes with the exception of

hydrobromic and nitric acids are unable to diminish thé size

of the particles; in general, they cause an increasing of the

size and precipitation of the colloid.

"(b) If one adds ferrie chloride to the residue after

filtration of the red-brown colloid, it undoubtediy forms

smaller micellae, for thé colloid henceforth appears in the fil-

trate. If this colloid is now heated with ferrie chloride, the

color goes over into ochre-yellowand the entire colloid precipi-

tates out. The red colloid can, therefore, be changed into

the ochre-yellow colloid which one obtains also by slow heat-

ing or by gentle heating for a long time. If there is added to

the residue after filtration of the red colloid, a hydrochloric

acid solution which is more concentrated than that which has

been removed by filtration, it must form small micellae, as

the new solution appears a little cloudy and there is less acid

in the solution than was added. The colloid adsorbed chlorine

and with the same pressure of filtration, the volume of the resi-
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due is greater than before the addition of acid. If a larger
amount of hydrochloricacid isadded,the phenomenonchanges.
There is found in the filtrate not only the colloidbut hydro-
chlorieacid as well; and the residuebecomeslessvoluminous
and more doughy. If the amount of aeid is further increased,
the solution of the colloid is not only cloudybut deposits a
sediment. If, soonthereafter, the solution is diluted, the pre-
cipitate vanishes and the colloidalsolution is relatively stable.
However, the precipitate changesslowlyin thé presence of a
large amount of hydrochloric aeid; it becomesinsoluble and
brick-red, exactly like thé precipitate which wasobtained by
continued strong heating of ferricchloridesolutions. Finally,
the precipitate is attacked by the aeid and changed to ferrie
chloride. The same phenomena can be observedin the pres-
ence of nitric aeid. The other electrolytes never decrease
the dimensions of the micellae; those with univalent anions
increase the size of the micellae if they are present in large
amount; those with polyvalent anionscause this even in slight
concentration, thus precipitating the colloid.

"(c) If the brick-red colloidis treated like the two others,
the same results obtain; however,the change appears more
rapidly than with the ochre-yellowcolloid and not stepwise
as with the red-browncolloid.

"We see therefore that the size and with this also, the
other properties of the colloidai solution alter as a function
of the composition of the intermicellar liquid. In a few
cases the change in the size is reversible;in a fewothers it is
permanent."

Malfitano's investigations show clearly that a close re-
lation exists between the color and size of the particles of
hydrous ferrie oxides. As beforestated, he considersthat the
different colored colloids are different compoundsof complex
nature. This opinion is not shared by Fischer,'who believes
that the parent substance or "K. substance" is a simple well-
definedchemical compound "By a physical-chemicalmethod
lhavesucceededin showingthe probableexistenceand formulas

Zcit.anorg.Chem.,66,37(tgto).
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of basic chlorides like Fe.:Cl5(OH). However, these sub-
stances appear to be stable only at low temperatures, say o°;
at 80°, their period of existence is but a few seconds at the
most. Then they are decomposedby hydrolysis. For this
reason their presenceis entirely out of the question among the
followingmentioned substances prepared by long-continued
hydrolysis at high temperatures. Besides, the chlorine con-
tent is much too small to sûmes for a chemicalcompound of
the normal type. Therefore, the only compounds that can
beconsideredas Ko substancesare oxidesor hydrated oxides."

Fischer has made some interesting observations on the

relationships among the different colored hydrous oxides,
natural and artificial: "As van Bemmelenhas shown, the gel
alters onlyveryslowlyat lowtemperatures, therefore a method
must be found for appreciably inereasing the ageing process.
To do this a method is known which consists of heating in
the presence of acids or bases. By this process, the iron
hydroxides must dissolve as a compoundto a certain, even
if small, degree; and must again separate out in a form

poorer and poorer in energy and therefore older, in the same
way as small crystals grow together into larger ones by pro-
longedaction of the solvent. In this way a formof a definite

"age" is obtained,the sooner the greater the solution is hydro-
lyzed, that is, the diluter and wartner it is.

"The first product of the hydrolysis of a ferrie chloride
solutions is the red-brown colloid of van Bemmelen. It re-
sults wheneverone should expect the appearance of Fe(OH)9,
that is, by hydrolysis and by the precipitation of iron salts

by alkalis. Its compositionas a functionof the vapor pressure
of water is givenby van Bemmelen.

"By the actionof hydrochloricacidon this there is formed
the yellowcolloidwhich, to my knowledge,was first observed

by Goodwin. It betrays its presence even in slight amount
by a greenopalescence;if more is formedthe solution becomes

very cloudy, opaque and opalescent in reflected light, while
it is transparent with a deep red-brown color in transmitted

light.
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"The time which the yellow colloid needs for its forma-

tion can be determined easily by the opalescence; and so one

can test the above-mentioned ruie that heat and dilution favor

the reaction; and it was found to hold true. The vessel must

be cleaned by boiling with concentrated hydrochloric acid

since an inoculation hastens the clouding. The v elocity of

the change is influenced also by the amount of hydrochloric
acid présent. For example, in a solution in which 'A of the

chlorine is neutralized, no yellow colloid appears in three

hours, while the same solution without the addition of a base

becomes cloudy in a short time. Ukewise the solution in

boiling watcr becomes ctoudy in proportion to the amount

of base added. If the suspension ~scarried down with barium

sulphate and the partly washed precipitate is analyzed, there

will be found a stoichiometrically incomplete amount of

chlorine. The yellow colloid differs from the red-brown in

its extreme insolubility in acids. Its loss-of-water curve is

quite different. It loses more water at the beginning but later

less than the brown substance (van Bemmelen). In dry air

the water content is i .7 moles at 15°; i 68at 100°; and i .34.
at 150°. The velocity of loss of water is therefore quite smaU.
At 200° there enters in a sudden change: in something like 16

hours it loses its water to 0.38 mole; but then its color goes
over to black.

"A final condition is by no means reached with the ap-
pearance of this yellow colloid. If the A'/io solution is heated

a few days at 100° there results a precipitate which shows thé

red of powdered haematite. To obtain the same substance

from a concentrated solution, it must be heated for a few hours
at 200° in a bomb tube. The substance that settles on the

walls under these conditions appears glistening black like
haematite."

Fischer tabulated the results of a number of experiments
in which solutions of different concentrations were heated to

different temperatures in bomb tubes. His conclusions fol-
low

"First is shown that the higher the temperature, and
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the lower the concentration, the greater is the proportion of

chlorine in the solution therefore, the further has the hydrolysis

proceeded. The oxides obtained fall into two series: (i) into

the yellow substances with a water content that amounts

to at least io percent; however, this rises to as much as 50

percent in the more concentrated solution by the shortest

heating (hence the youngest gel) (2) into the red or black

substances with a water content under 5 percent. In these,

also, the substances have the least water content which are

obtained from the most dilute and the longest heated solu-

tions, in spite of the fact that they are much more finely divided.

In a particular series the color goes stepwise from red to black
with inereasing coarsenes~ of grain. The substances ob-

tained from solutions up to approximately tenth normal

are black. With inereasing dilution there is mixed with them

always more and more red until finally at 'y~ normal they
are a clear, bright red. In thé same way, haematite crystals
which glisten violet-black give a red streak on a streak plate.

"The reguïarity is satisfactory throughout, when one

thinks how involved is the process taking place by which is

formed from red-brown ferrie hydroxide, first the yellow col-

loid and from the latter the black-red colloid; that the velocity
of the reaction hinges on so many uncontrollable secondary

conditions; and finally that the heating method in the bomb

tube is extremely primitive, assuming as it does constant

temperature and exact measurement of the time of heating."
From similar observations on the naturally occurring

oxides, Fischer concludes that limonite is identical with the

yellow colloid and that haematite is identical with the red

colloid. A consideration of the loss-of-water curves of the

different hydrous oxides under varying conditions, leads

Fischer to the conclusion that the parent substance of the

brown colloid is Fe2O3.i. 5~0 of the yellow coUoid, FezOa.H~O
and of the red colloid, Fe~Oa.

Neither Fischer nor Malfitano suggested a possible con-

nection between the color of colloidal ferrie oxides and the size

of the particles, although both showed conclusively that the
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color of the hydrous oxide went fron brown through yellow
to red with inereasing coarseness of grain. On the other hand,
Wôhler and Condrea conclude, without question, that the
different eolors of anhydrous ferrie oxide are a question of the
size of the particles. "These shades are obtained by high
heating of ferrie oxide with sodium chloride. The color is
determined by the temperature, the time of heating and the
amount of salt used (2 to 6 percent). According to the direc-
tions given in the technical handbooks, 2 percent of salt and
i hour's heating gives the yellow color; 4 percent of salt and 3
to 4 hours' heating the brown; and 6 percent of salt and 6 to

7 hours' heating the violet. At the same time the rapidity
of cooling, and the admission or exclusion of air will have an
influence on the color and chemical stability. The state-
ments fail to give the temperature of the reaction and there is

nothing conclusive in thé directions conceming the cause of
the color and the rôle of the salt in the process. The sug-
gested explanation that a uniform temperature will result from
the evaporation of the small amount of salt added, is of course
incorrect. Another explanation that the salt serves as a
means of removing sulphuric acid thus neutralizing the acid
that remains on the caput mortuum, is untenable since by using
pure iron oxide the above-mentioned scale of colors is passed
through at 800° in the presence of salt, but not without it."

Wôhler and Condrea first showed that the product, after
the heating, was pure iron oxide that was almost anhydrous.
After discussing the possible causes of the color changes, they
conclude that the size of the particles is thé all-important
thing: "One should expect the following relationships to
obtain if the changes in the color are produced by thé agglom-
eration of smaller particles: (a) The mixture must be heated
at least to thé melting point of the added salt in order to pro-
duce the agglomerating effect on the iron oxide powder. (b)
The same amounts of différent salts at their melting point
will act in the same manner on the iron oxide, providing the
salt is stable at this temperature and does not react with the

'Zeit. angew.Chcm.,n, ~81(~08).
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iron oxide. (c) In order to produce a definite color a definite

minimum amount of salt and, at the same time, a definite

température above thé melting point, is necessary; within

limits a deficiency of salt can be compensated by raising the

temperature. Henee the color produced is a function of the

amount. of salt added and the temperature. (d) By pro-

ducing a medium of lower viscosity, the water content of the

salt and of the oxide will have an influence, even though a

lesser one, on the change of thé size of the particles and there-

fore on the color. (e) By the reverse process of finedivision,
the violet substance may be changed into the reddish yellow
color of the original oxide."

By numerous experiments Wôhler and Condrea estab-

lished each of the above points. Since most of the experi-
ments involved heating to relatively high temperatures, the

colors and color changes refer to thé anhydrous* oxide. How-

ever, they consider that certain color changes are influenced

by water of composition: "The violet product which results

from heating hydrous iron oxide to 250° can be changed back

easily into thé reddish yellow color by grinding in a mortar.

If the powder so obtained is moistened with water and again
heated to 250°, it undergoes no further change in color.

It follows, therefore, that the original water was a different

water chemically combined which escapes at 250° and thereby

produces a medium of lesser viscosity and brings about the

growth of the particles. Between 250° and 550°, where a

further deepening in color takes place, the rest of the water

will be freed which is generally evolved from the colloidal

hydrous oxides at a surprisingly high temperature.
"A brown coloration of the yellow-red iron oxide can be

obtained at ordinary temperatures by rubbing iron oxide with

a hydrated salt. For example, if iron oxide is ground with

liydrated calcium chloride, the color changes to dark brown.

This color is not altered by washing out the calcium chloride.

The salt-free product so obtained can readily be changed back

into the original yellow-red by rubbing finely in a mortar.

"The cause of the color at ordinary temperatures is the
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crystal water of the salt just as the color at 250Qand 550" is

brought about by the water of constitution of the hydrated
oxide. In both cases, however, the changing in thé size of

grain is the reason for the change in color; since the change
to the original color is readily obtained by fine grinding."

Inasmuch as the change in color is a questionof changein

the size of grain, it would seem unnecessary to postulate that

water of chemical constitution rather than adsorbed water

plays the rote to which they ascribe it. Their final experi-
ments are interesting and conctusive: "In a similar manner

thé violet color obtained by heating to 800° can be changed
into a much lighter color, but not into the yellow-redoriginal
substance. It was to be expected that the technical product
obtained by heating left the edgemill with a colorbut slightly

lighter. However, the lightest color obtained in the agate
mortar can be further subdivided by alternate elutriation and

grinding. In this way was finally obtained not only the

yellow-redcolor of the original material, but over and beyond

this, a color that was more yellow than red and consisted of

a still more finelydivided reddish yellowiron oxide."

Bancroft' has suggested that the yellow colorof hydrous
limonites may be due to the adsorption of an iron salt. But

in a later communicationfrom his laboratory, Keane2arrived

at the conclusion that the yellowcolor of the so-calledMars

pigments isdue to finelydividedferricoxide,whichis kept from

agglomerating by the presence of hydrous aluminum oxide;

and, further, that the yellow color which iron imparts to

bricks is due to sufficiently finely divided anhydrous ferrie

oxide. When the particles are larger, the color is red. This is

quite in line with the conclusions reached by Wôhler and

Condrea.
EXPERIMENTAL

The experiments to be described in the followingpages
are concerned with the factors whieh affect (a) the physical
character and (b) the color of hydrous ferrie oxide. In so

Jour.Phys.Chcm.,19,232(t9<5).
Ibid., 20, 734 (:9t6).
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far oe m'o~tina~ft ~tific~ u7<n ha nrmc!f4ot*o~ «n~ofar as practicable these will be consideredunder separate
headings.

The Physical Charaoter of HydrousFerrlo Oxide

Attention has been called to the interesting observation
that the physical character of precipitated hydrous ferrie
oxide prepared by the method of Péan de St. Gilles varies
with the nature of the precipitating electrolyte: Thus,
such acids as hydrochloric and nitrie precipitate the colloidas
a granular mass; whereas such acids as sulphuric and phos-
phoric, as well as certain salts, precipitate it in a gelatinous
form. In discussing this phenomenonBancroft' says:

"This precipitation of ferrie oxide as a sandy mass by
hydrochloric acid and as a gelatinousoneby sulphuric acid is
an important matter about whieh we appear to know very
little theoretically. Thé formation of the gelatinous precipi-
tates can not be a matter involvingthe hydrogenion because
we get the effect with sodiumsulphate and do not get it with

hydrochloric acid. Since it occurs with a number of differ-
ent acids and salts, the effect can not be due to a specific
anion. Thé one common characteristic is that thé anions

precipitate in low concentration and are, therefore, adsorbed

strongly but this does not enable us to distinguish between
the possible hypotheses of the effectbeingdue to the solvent

action of the adsorbed salt. It has beenshownhy von Wei-
mam that cellulosecan he convertedintoa gelatinousmass by
treating with concentrated salt solutions, preferably under

pressure. In the particular case of ferrieoxide, the salt con-
centrations are low, whichmakes it a little moreprobable that
wemay be dealing with the effectoftheanionrather than of the

salt; but, on the other hand, it is open to anybody to postu-
late a high salt concentration in or at the surfaceof the ferric
oxide."

In order to acquaint ourselveswith the exact nature of
the differencesin the physical character of the precipitates
with different electrolytes, a series of precipitations were

Loc.cit.
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carried out on a Péan de St. Cit!es colloid. The colloidwas

prepared as follows: Twenty-five grams of ferrie chloride
wereprecipitated with a solutionof sodiumcarbonateand the

precipitate thoroughly washed by décantation. This was ac-

complishedby placing the solution and precipitate into two

250ce.bottles and centrifugingfor ten minutesat 1500r. p. m.
Thesupematant liquidwaspouredoffandreplacedwithwater,
after which the precipitate was stirred up well and the centri-

fugingrepeated. Th's was done until the removalof the elec-

trolyte was so complete that the oxidestarted to gointo col-
loidal solution in the wash water. To the precipitate sus-

pended in 200 cc of water were next added 10 ceof glacial
acetie acid which is less than the amount necessary to dis-
solvethe oxide completely as ferrie acetate. After standing
for a few minutes a clear, dark red solutionwas obtained in-

dicating that the excessoxide had been peptized by the ace-
tate formed. This solution was diluted to 2500ceand boiled
until it became cloudy and of a brick-red color. From 30
to 4ohours were required.

In earlier experiments' the solution of the hydrous oxide
wasaccomplishedby adding acetie acid in the presenceof rela-

tively little water. Under these conditions a considerable
amountof oxide remainedundissolvedunlessan excessof acid
was employed. There resulted a highly concentrated solu-
tion of ferric acctate containing excess acetie acid. The
method above given ensures fairly rapid and complete solu-
tion with no excessof acetie acid.

P~cc~'<a<MMo/ the Colloid.-For the sake of uniformity
of procedurethe precipitationswerecarried out in the appara-
tus described in a previous communication.' This consists

essentially of a glass tube 4 cm in diameter and 20 cm in

length, c!osed with rubber stoppers. Concentric with the

larger tube and held in place by the bottom stopper, is a
smallertube 2.5 cm in diameter and 7 cmin length. Twenty
cubiccentimeters of the colloidwere placed in the inner com-

partment and a definite amount of normal or half-normal

WeiscrandMiddleton:Loc.cit.
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electrolyte was placed in the outer compartment and diluted

to 30 ce. Thus the precipitation took place always in a vol-

ume of 30 ce. After precipitation, the liquid was poured
into 50 ce eudiometer tube and at intervals observations

were made of the volume and physical character of the

precipitates. The volume occupied by the precipitate fur-

nishesa goodindicationof its character since the most gelati-
nous precipitates are the most voluminous, and vice versa.

Such precipitations werecarried out with hydrochloric, nitric,

sulphuric and phosphoricacids and with potassium sulphate
and potassium chloride. These willbe considered in detail.

(a) /)'(~odt~nc Acid.-The precipitations with hydro-
chloric acid were carried out as above described. A portion
of the observations are summarized in Table I. Under the

heading "Volume of precipitate" is recorded the number of

cubic centimeters whichthe precipitate occupies at the differ-

ent time intervals. A blank space indicates that no precipi-
tation has taken place. A star (*) after a number indicates

that precipitation is incomplète; and the absence of a star

showsthat all or nearlyail is precipitated.

TABLE1
HydrochloricAcidas Precipitant

-1 1 1 .F 1 CIO

The colloid to which15ce of acid were added settled out

in 15 minutes, but in allother casessettling was not observed

until the solutionhad stoodmore than a half hour. The solu-

tions were cloudy from the start, a condition that was less
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marked with the higher concentrations of acid. Even under

the most favorable circumstanccs the agglomeration was rela-

tively slow and the supernatant liquid continued more or less

eloudy for hours. After thé addition of acid, the suspensions
became orange-red in co!or and came down as an orange-red

powder. After precipitation was complete a portion of the

supernatant liquid was tested for iron. A decided test was

obtained, showing that the acid had an appreciable solvent

action on the hydrous oxide.

From the table it will bc noted that almost complete

precipitation was obtained with 9 ce of acid in an hour; whereas

with 12 ce of acid there was no precipitate in 5 hours. As a

matter of fact, precipitation was only partial in this case

after standing 24 hours. It is evident that we are dealing
here with a so-called "abnormal series" similar to that observed

by Freundiich' with other colloids. This will be taken up
later in the paper.

(b) A'<r Acid.-Precipitations were earried out with

nitric acid in the same manner as with hydrochloric. The ob-

servations are given in Table II.

TAnt.n II
_XitricAcidas Precipitantt\nm; Aou as rreopuant

~vacid
Votumeofprccipitate

Character of precipitate–––~––––~–––––––– Charactcr of precip'tate
thr.tzhr. jhr.hr. shr.

8 – – – –
Precipitates after long standing,

granular, orange-red
c) 0.4* 0.5* f~ranu)ar,oranj~c-rcd

10 1.77 t. 5 i.33 0.9y Somcwhatge)atinous,hrownish h

hrick-red
!tr t8 8 1.6G 1.33 0.9y Somewhatgetatinous, brownish h

brick-red
12z 2.0o 1.66 i.33 0.99 Somewhatgclatinous, brownish h

brick-red

t3 2.0 j.6G !.33 0.9y Somewhat gelatinous, brownish h

brick-red

155 2.[r t.yy 1.44 0.9y Sotnewliat gelatinous, brownish h

1 brick-red

Zeit. phys. Chem., 73, 385 ()9to); KapiXarchcmic, 459 (t~~); Frcund-
Heh and Schueht: Zeit. phys. Chcm., 85, 6~t (f9t3;; cf. Bechhotd: Ibid., 48,
385('90t).
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As with hydrochloricacid, immediate precipitation did
not take place, but agglomeration was observed much sooner

at thé higher concentration than with hydrochloric. Pre-

cipitation was incomplete after 5 hours with 9 ce of acid;

and sevcra! days wererequired with 8 ce. These precipitates
came out slowlyand wereof the samecharacter as the hydro-
chloric acid precipitate. With higher concentrations ag-

glomeration wasmorerapid and the precipitate was somewhat

gelatinous; much moreso than with hydrochloricacid. More-

over, there was no region of non-precipitation above the first

precipitation value, such as was observed with the halogen
acid.

(c) .SM~«nc ~d~.–With sulphuric acid agglomeration
took place at onceand in every case the precipitate was dis-

tinctly gelatinous and brick-red in color.

TAULEIII

SutphurieAcidas Precipitant

Nacid
Votutneofprceipitatc

–––––––––––––––––––––– Characterofprecij)itatecc
'hr.hr.

1
ht.hr. 1 2hr..ihr. hr.

Characterofprcclpltatc

0.5 7.0 ~.6 3.2 2.6 Gda~inous,brick-red

;oC) 7.0 j.5 2.2 6 Ú Ceta.tinuus.hrick-rcd
15.0 7'o 2.0 1.8 1.4 Getatinous.bnck-red

Although the precipitate was gelatinous in every case, it

was less voluminous thé more concentrated the acid used.

After the precipitate settled, a portion of the supernatant liquid
was removed and tested for iron with potassium ferrocyanide:

The solution containing 0.5 ce of acid gave no test; that con-

taining 5 ce showed a trace; and that containing 15 ce some-

what more.

(d) Phosphoric Acid.-The solution used in this experi-

ment was normal H<(HPO<).
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.Vacid Votumeof précipitait

ce

'Ahr. j thr.
hr.

zhr.hr. ~hn

Character of precipitate

o.5 ~.8 5.2 4.~ ~.2 Cclattnous,brick-red

0 fi.o

I a:o
3.3 3, i Gelatinous, brick-red5.~ 6.0 .t.o 3.3 3.! Gflatinous.brick-ref.!

'5.0 0 52 2 3-33 2.~ 2.1 i Gdatinous.hriek-red

Hcre, again, it will be noted that thé precipitate is quite
voluminous; and it is more so thé smaller thé concentration
of acid used. The supematant liquid gave no test for iron
in the solution containing the most dilute acid but in the most
concentrated solution a slight test was obtained.

(e) R~a~Mt! .S'M~a/c.- Ahalf-normal solution of potas-
sium sulphate was used. The observations are given in
Table V.

TAnLRV

Potassium Sulphate as Precipitant

A'/2 sait
Vo)umeof))reeipit:ttc _I

=-

Characterof prccipitatc

=

ec –––––;––––––––––––––– Chnrnctcrofprccipitatcce

'Ahr. ) ( ihr.hr.
2

2hr.hr.
ghr.

Ch-,tr-icterof prf~cipitate

055 6.5S 5.0° 5 ~.55 G<atinous,brick-red
0 6.o ~.2 3.6 3.5 Cetatinous.bnek-rcd

'5.0° 50~> 43 37 7 35 !Ge)atinous.,bhck-r(;d

The precipitate with potassium sulphate was somewhat
more voluminous than with the corresponding acid; and as
thé electrolyte showed no solvent action, the volume was

practically the same in the presence of varying concentra-
tions of clectrolyte.

(f) Po<aMt!<MtC/t/on'–It was found that the stability
of the colloid was such that thé precipitation value under the
conditions chosen was somewhat less than 5 cc of half-normal

potassium chloride. Accordingly, 5 cc of salt solution was
the smallest amount used. The results are given in Table VI.

ÏABLB IV
PhosphorieAeidas Précipitant
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N,'2
salt!

\'(.'tunMofprccipitate
Characterofi)recil)itate––––––––––––––––––-––– Characterofprecijtitatcl'

Cf 'hr. thr. zhr. 3hr.

5 5-8 4.5 3.9 3.8 Ge)atinous,brick-red
10 5 4 4'' 3~ 3.7 Gctattnous,bnek-red
tg ~.i). ~.1 3.8 36 Gclatinous,brick-red

From the above table it will be noted that the precipi-
tate was of the same general character and oeeupiedapproxi-

mately thé same volume as that obtained with potassium

sulphate; but it is very different from the hydrochloricacid

precipitate.

Dt'sct~xtOMof ~c~t~–A survey of the results obtained

shows the marked difference in the character of the ferrie

oxide precipitate with different precipitating agents. Un-

der the conditions outlined above, hydrochloric acid givesa

distinctly granular precipitate while that obtained with sul-

phuric acid is gelatinous, as Giolitti observed. It is evident,

however, that the formation of a gelatinous precipitate is

independent of the valence of the precipitating ion sinceboth

potassium chloride and potassium sulphate give the same

thing. The outstanding facts disclosed by the experiments
are: that the most voluminous precipitate is obtained when

there is immediate agglomeration throughout the entire solu-

tion and when the precipitating agent has no sol ventaction

on the particles. As a matter of fact, this is exactly whator.e

might expect:

A gelatinous precipitate consists of a network of parti-
cleswhichhas carried down with it a greater or lesseramount

of water. It is well known that the slow formation of a pre-

cipitate from a supersaturated solution is conducive to the

formation of large particles; whereas if the conditions are

such that there is a rapid formation of finely divided parti-

cles,a gelatinousprecipitate may be obtained. This has been

TABLEVt

Potassium Chloride as Précipitant
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observed by von Weimam' in the case of precipitated barium

sulphate, which ordinarily comes down in a distinctly granu-
lar form but which may, under certain conditions, form a

gelatinous precipitate or even a jelly. In a colloidal solution

we have very finely divided particles which are essential to
the formation of a gelatinous precipitate. Moreovcr, in the
case of the colloidal oxides the particles are hydrated to a

greater or lesscr extent, depending on the method of prepara-
tion. Other things being the same, we should expect to get
the most gelatinous precipitate from a colloidal solution con-

taining the most finely divided and thé most highly hydrous

particles. A low temperature is conducive to the formation of
small and highly hydrous colloidal particles, while a high tem-

perature will favor the formation of larger and less hydrous
colloidal particles.2 Therefore, the newly prepared Graham
colloid will be more hydrous than that prepared by boiling
the acetate. Accordingly, when the latter<co!loid agglomerates
gradually, the particles that are not very highly hydrous, may
form into more or less granular masses that will entangle
relatively little water. On the other hand, if the colloid ag-
glomerates rapidly throughout the entire solution, the hydrous
particles will form a network that will enclose and adsorb
a relatively large amount of water and hence will be relatively
voluminous. This accounts for the fact that a gelatinous

precipitate is always obtained when the precipitating anion
is polyvalent. Under such conditions a relatively low con-
centration causes rapid agglomeration throughout the entire
solution with the consequent formation of a gelatinous mass.

Although substances containing anions having a high
precipitating power will cause rapid agglomeration and hence

gelatinous precipitates, this prcperty is obviously not confined
to electrolytes with strongly adsorbed anions. Thus potas-
sium chloride produces a very voluminous precipitate and

yet choride ion is not strongly adsorbed as a rule. On the
other hand, hydrochloric acid causes the precipitate to corne

"ZurLehrevondenZustandender Materie,"10(<9t4).2Cf.Bancroft:t.oc.cit.
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down granular. The difference in the eharacter of the pre-

cipitate with these two electrolytes having the saine anion re-

sults from the difference in thé solvent action and the rate of

agglomeration. Potassium chloride possesses no solvent ac-

tion and the stabilizing influence of potassium ion is relatively

slight; hence, rapid agglomeration takes place at thé precipi-
tation value. With hydrochloric acid conditions are quite
different: On account of the stabilizing influence of hydrogen
ion, the precipitation value of hydrochloric acid is greater
than of its potassium salt. Now it is usually stated that

hydrochloric acid has no solvent action on the Pcan de St.

Gilles colloid since the latter is precipitated even by highly
concentrated solutions of the acid. As a mattcr of fact, how-

evcr, hydrochloric acid has a marked solvent action on the

hydrous oxide, a property which is likewise possessed, but to

a lesser degree, by both nitric and sulphurie acids. It is

quite obvious that.the solvent action will be greater while

the oxide is in the colloidal state than after agglomeration into

larger particles has taken place. Accordingly, the slower thé

colloid is agglomerated by a given acid the greater will be the

amount dissolved. Although the Péan de St. Gilles colloid

is fairly uniform compared to an old Graham colloid, there is

unquestionably considerable variation in the size of the indi-

vidual partieks such as Zsigntondy and others have ohscrvcd

with colloids generally.1 Now it is the smallest particles that

are the most readily attacked; hence the solvent action will,
to a greater or lesscr extent, prevent thé formation of a con-

tinuous network of particles, thus cutting down the amount

of water that can be enclosed and carried down; and so de-

creasing the volume of the precipitate.
As before stated, hydrogen ion has a marked stabilizing

action on the colloidal oxide. Thé solvent action of thé acid

replaces hydrogen ions with ferrie ions and the latter are

slightly more strongly adsorbed than the former. Even

above the precipitation value, the combined stahilizing effect

of the two cations will cause a graduât rather than an im-

1Cf.,howcvcr,Tolman:Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,35, 307(;9[3).
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mediate agglomeration and the resulting precipitate will be

granular rather than gelatinous in eharacter.

From what has bccn said, it follows that if a sumciently
high concentration of hydrochloric or nitric acid is added to
the colloid to cause quite rapid agglomeration before the
solvent action of the acid has had time to manifest itself ap-
preciably, we should get a precipitate that is distinctly more

gelatinous than is obtained in the region of thé precipitation
value. Furthermore, it follows that a less gelatinous pre-
cipitate should be obtained with a relatively highly concen-
tratcd solution of sulphuric acid than with the quite dilute
solutions in the region of the precipitation concentration.
As pointed out, this tendency was shown in the precipitation

experiments with sulphuric acid, above described. Finally, if
the stabilizing influence of the cation tends to eut down the
rate of agglomeration, then salts with polyvalent cations and
univalent anions will produce a granular precipitate under
certain conditions. Fortunately, all of these conclusions are

readily verified experimentally.

Effect c/ the Concentration o/ /lcM~.–To determine the
effect of the concentration of acid on the physical character
of the precipitated oxide, 10 ce of ic-normal acid were diluted
to 30 ce and placed in the outer compartment of the mixer;
and 20 ce of colloid in thé inner compartment. After mixing,
the solution was transferred to a 50 ce eudiometer tube and
observations made of the volume of the precipitate as pre-
viously explained. Precipitations were made with hydro-
chloric, nitric and sulphuric acids of thé above concentra-

tion and for the sake of comparison, a precipitation with

0.5 ce of normal sulphuric. The results are given in Table
VII.

The precipitation was immediate in every case and was

distinctly gelatinous in character. Indeed the precipitate
with nitric acid was quite as gelatinous as with the concen-
trated sulphuric acid and that with hydrochloric was little less
so. Moreover the precipitate with the concentrated sulphurie
was not nearly so voluminous as with the dilute. T he experi-
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ÏABLH VII

Hflect of the Concentration of Acid

Vohtnx'ofprecipitatc

=

_0_.0_0_0-Amotiiit Il 'olu.me of ¡¡re:i!¡;tate
Charactcr of

Add A~.unt.ddc.
–––,–––––~––––

'hr.[hr.J2hr.!3hr.~hr.

Xitric toccofioÂ'
3.5!2.3;t.6;.3jt.2Quitege)atinous

Nitrie
Io ce of

Io i\'

1305
i2.3;1.+owozIQuitege1atinous

Hydrochtoric toccofio.V ~jt.û~.zo.o.Cetatinous
Sutphuric

toccof)o. 3.6 2..).h.6[.3!.2iQuitfgctatinût)s
Sulphuric o.5 ce of A' 6. ,.).. g~.o!?.5 2.~tVery gelatinotis

ments show coneiusively that if thé precipitation is sufficiently

rapid, a gelatinous preeipitate can be obtained with both nitric

and hydrochloric acid; and, furthermore, that thé precipitate
with very dilute sulphuric acid is much more gelatinous than

with the more concentrated acid which has an appreciable
solvent action.

77;t' 2~f<'< o/ the A'f~' o/ S'alts.-Precipitations were

carried out with thorium nitrate and with thc chlorides of

aluminum, iron, chromium, zirconium and potassium. The

method was as follows: To 5 ce of colloid in a test-tube was

added, drop by drop, a solution of thé salt in question until

there was noticeable clouding. 1'o a second 5 ce portion was

added a relatively large excess of electrolyte. Thé rate of pre-

cipitation and the physical character of thé precipitate were

noted in each case. The results are given in Table VIII.

TABLEVIII

Effect of the Nature of the Salt

Physical character of thé prccipitatc on

Salt
thc:additio!)ofdectro)yte

Salt

Notincxcess In excess

Potassiutnch)oride Getatinous Gelatinous

aluminum chloride Granular Getatinous

Chromic chloride Granular Granular

Ferrie chloride Granutar Getatinous

Zirconium etiloride Granular Granular

Thorium chloride Granular Gelatinous
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From Tah!e VIII it will he noted that the addition
of enough electrolyte to cause clouding produced a granular

precipitate with every suit with a polyvalent cation, while

potassium chloride gave a gelatinous precipitate under these

conditions. As was expected, the granular precipitate came
out slowly, owing to the stabilizing influence of the cation
and of the hydrous oxide formed by hydrolysis of the electro-

lytes. 'l'he addition of excess electrolyte caused almost im-
mediate formation of a gelatinous prccipitate in most cases;
but with chromic chloride and zirconium chloride, thé precipi-
tate came out gradually and was granular under all circum-
stances. Again, thé results show condusively that the forma-
tion of a gelatinous precipitate of the hydrous oxide is a ques-
tion of rate of agglomeration; and that it is possible to get
eithcr a granular or gelatinous precipitate with certain salts,

by suitable variation in the conditions of precipitation.
7'~C Two PrM'K~ i'U/Mt-~K';y/t /y)'J~f/i/0/C Acid.-

Attention was called in a previous paper' to Freundlich's
observation that strychnine nitrate has two precipitation
values for colloidal arsenious sulphide–onc low and another

retativety high. He considers that the lower value corre-

sponds to negative arsenious sulphide while the higher value
is for a positive colloid formed by the difficultly soluble strych-
nine base surrounding thé particles. Freundtich and Schucht~
observed a similar thing in determining the precipitation value
for mercuric sulphide, of salts of hea\y metals, like silver
nitrate: "The explanation is the same as was previously
recognized. In the lower precipitation zone we have the

coagulation of negative mercuric stilphide. In thé upper zone
of non-precipitation the particles of mercuric sulphide are

surrounded by silver oxide or the like, so that we have a posi-
tive colloid which is precipitated by nitrate ion in the upper
zone of coagulation."

The explanation is a probable one in the cases above cited;
but with hydrous ferrie oxide, it seemed very unlikely that there

Weiser andMiddleton:Jour.Phys.Chem.,24,30 (t92o).
Zeit.phys.Chem.,85,6~t ([913).
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couldbe a change ofsign from positive to negative ircould be a change of sign from positive to negative in a strongly
acid solution. To make certain of this, however, the direc-
tion of migration of the colloid in thé second zone of non-

precipitation was determined. The colloid was prepared
by adding 12 ce of normal hydrochloric acid diluted to 30 cc,
to 20 ce of thé original colloid. Thé direction of migration
was determined in a modification of thé Nernst apparatus
recommended by Taylor.'

1 It was found that the particles
were positively charged.

It will be recalled that thé concentration of acid in the
immediate region of the first precipitation value caused a
marked clouding at once; and that the sofution remained dis-

tinctly clearer for a long time in thé second zone of non-precipi-
tation. A possible explanation secmcd to bc that the solvent
action of thé acid of a certain concentration resuttcd in the
introduction of ferrie ions which might be more strongly
adsorbed and hence exert a greater stabilizing effect than

hydrogen ions alone. This hypothesis proved not to be cor-
rect since the precipitation value of ferrie chloride is not very
much higher than that of hydrochloric acid. The following
experimcnt illustrates that the presence of ferrie ions has but
little more effect than an équivalent amount of hydrogen ions:
Thirtcen cubic centimeters of normal hydrochloric acid were
diluted to 29 ce and ce of normal ferrie chloride was added.
This solution was mixed with 20 cc of colloid in the usual way
and observation made of the time of precipitation. It was
found that thé agglomeration took place quite as rapidly as
with i-). cc of acid instead of more slowly than with 13 cc,
which would have been the case if thé stabilizing influence of
ferrie ion was appreciably greater then that of an équivalent
amount of hydrogen ion.

A second zone of non-precipitation can be accounted for
hest from a consideration of possible differences in the adsorp-
tion isotherms of hydrogen ion and chloridc ion. It is well
known that in relative!y dilutc sohttions of hydrochloric
acid thé adsorption of hydrogen ion by ferrie oxide is apprecia-

"C):emi-,tryofCo)Mds,"7~ (<9f5).
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bly greater than that of chloride ion. Accordingly, thc ad-

sorption isotherm of the latter will lie under that of thé former
untU such a concentration is reached that thc adsorption of
thc two is equal; at which concentration, precipitation of thé
colloid takes place. Now it is quite conccivabte that the two
isothcrms may coincide for a short distance within certain
limits of concentration, then separate, and finally corne to-
gether again at a higher concentration. This may he shown
best by a diagram. In Fig. I, /1 and /)' may be considered

to represcnt a portion of thc adsorption isotherm of hydrogen
and chloride ion, respectivety. At a certain concentration

they coincide at thc point P, which corresponds to thc !owcr

precipitation value. At a slightly higher concentration of
acid, hydrogen ion is again more stron~ly adsorbed than
chtoridc ion and thé colloid is once more stable, although vcry
much less so than thé original colloid since thc curves are quitc
close together relatively. At a still higher concentration of
acid they corne together again at thc point Pt which corre-

sponds to thé second precipitation value. At ail concentra-
tions above P.. precipitation takes place. This explanation
accounts for thé two precipitation one abovc the

othcr; and for thé zone of non-précipitation between where
the colloid is much less stable than thé original colloid. It also
accounts for the additional fact that the colloid does not change
sign in the upper zone of non-preeipitation.
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H~ttMg of P~c!<t!<c~ ~.t~rctM Ferric O~f.–Pean de

St. Gilles called attention to the fact that the oxide precipi-
tated with nitric acid or hydrochloric acid was carried back

into colloidal solution by washing out the precipitating agent

with water. This was not possible when the precipitation

was effected with sulphurie acid. Since, in gencral, the pre-

cipitate obtained with hydrochloric acid is granular and with

sulphuric acid is gelatinous, Bancroft' concludes that thé

determining factor is not the specifie adsorbability of the ions

but the physical character of the precipitate: "It seems to

me more probable that the insolubility [of the sulphurie acid

precipitate] in water is due to the precipitate being gelatinous

and therefore coalescing into a continuons mass which is not

peptixed readily by water." While the physical character of the

the deposit unquestionably has an effect, it is not thé important
factor as Bancroft supposed. Although it is true that the

gelatinous precipitate with sulphurie acid is not peptized by

washing, the very gelatinous precipitate obtained with potas-
sium chloride is quite as readily peptized as the granular

onc gotten with hydrochloric acid. The following experi-
ment illustrâtes this: Two 25 ce portions ot colloid were

taken and each diluted to 40 ce. To one were added 10 ce

of A', 2 potassium sulphate and to the other 10 cc of N/2

potassium chloride. The precipitates were thrown down

by centrifuging for ten minutes at 1500 r. p. m. after which the

supematant liquid was poured off and the inside of the con-

tainer carefully rinsed with distilled water so as not to disturb

the precipitate. Fifty cubic centimeters of water were added

to each and after stirring up thoroughly, the centrifuging was

repeated. It was found that practically all of the precipi-
tate obtained with potassium chloride was carried back into

a colloidal solution from whieh the particles were not separated

by centrifuging. On the other hand, the precipitate obtained

with potassium sulphate was not peptized by eight repeti-
tions of thé above process; and no furthcr attempt was made.

The experiment is conclusive evidence that the adsorbability

Loc.cit.
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of the ion and not the physicat character of the precipitate

determines the degree of reversibility of precipitation of

hydrous ferrie oxide.

The Color ofHydrous Ferrio Oxide

From the investigation to which référence has been made

in the first part of this paper, it is evident that colloidal ferrie

oxide exists in three more or less separate and distinct colors:

reddish brown, yellow and red. As might be expected,

there are numerous intermediate shades. The variation in

color of the hydrous oxide from brown, through yellow to

red, was shown by Malfitano' and by Fischer' to )~e associ-

ated with an inerease in the size of thé particles; but they did

not consider the possible connection between thé two. Mal-

fitano believes that the different colored substances obtained

by hydrolysis of ferrie chloride are complex compounds of

different composition. Fischer does not share this view, but

regards the brown colloid as hydrous Fc;0;j.i.5H.jO; the yel-

low as hydrous Fe~Os.HïO; and the red as hydrous Fe~O~.

Ruiï' believes that hydrous Fe;.09.i.5H;0 is yellow rather

than brown. As stated before, van Bemmelen was unable to

prepare any definite hydrates under ordinary conditions,

and it is doubtful if any exist. Morcover, WôMer and Condrea'

have shown that anhydrous oxides can be prepared that vary

in color from yellow to red by simply varying thé size of the

particles. This has been confirmed by Keane~ and by

Seheetx,~ who prepared a yellow anhydrous oxide by heating

ferrous oxide in the presence of ahunina, which prevents ag-

glomeration to the red oxide.

Van Bemmcten' has called attention to the fact that the

loss of water on heating the yellow hydrous oxide from 15°
°

to 100° was slight; while if it is kept for some time at 200°,

there is an appreciable loss of water and the color changes

from yellow to red. This behavior led Fischer to thé conclu-

Loc.cit.

2 Jour.Phys.Chon.,20,73~('9!f').
Ibid.,2t, 37fj(t9~7).

<Zcit.anorg.Chcm.,29,185('S~).
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sion that thc yellow oxide is a hydrous hydrated oxide instead

of a hydrous oxide. Woh!er and Condrea have likewise oh-

served a change in color when a certain oxide lost water which

they, too, considered was water of constitution rather than

adsorbed water. They pointed out, howevcr, that thé loss

in water favored the growth of particles by decreasing thc vis-

cosity of the medium; and that this growth in particles changed
thé color since the original color of thé hydrous oxide was

obtained hy fine grinding of the dehydrated one. A number

of experiments have heen carried out which indicate that the

different colors of hydrous ferrie oxide are due to variation

in thé size of the particles.

C~M'y < thc ~'(Vofi'~)'o/ ~)'(/~Tj;)y ~'t'rn'c C'o)-K/<–

Matntano showed that the slow heating to joo° of a ferrie

chloride solution of suitable concentration resulted in the forma-

tion of an ochre-yellow colloid; white suddcn heating pro-

duced a red-brown colloid that was apparently heterogeneous,
but less so than thé yettow. Krecke' pourcd a ferrie chloride

solution into boiling water and obtained a perfectty clear dark

rcd-brown colloid. Thé difference in appearance of these

three colloids is most likely due in part to a dinerence in the

size of particles produced by difference in thé rate of hydroty-
sis. To détermine the extcnt of this influence, a series of

experiments was carried out as foiïows: Fifty cubic centi-

meters of water were placed in an Erlenmeyer flask and brought
to a certain temperature. To the water were then added 10

ce of an approximatety 20 percent solution of FcC!:f.6I-LO;

and the température, after mixing, was noted. The flask

was then set on an etcctric hot-platc of constant temperature
which brought the solution to the boiling point, whcre it was

kept boiling vigorously for 5 minutes. Since the hydrolysis

is most rapid at higher temperatures and is practically com-

plete at 100°, the rate of hydrolysis depends on the tempera-
ture of the water to which thé fcrric chloride is added and the

time nccessary to bring it to thé boiling point. Thé results

of a series of experiments at various temperatures are given

Loc.cit.
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in Table IX. In the first column is given the initial tempera-
ture of thé solution; in the second and third, the color of thé

solution aftcr two hours and thc stability after standing for

a day.
ÏAH[J.:IX

TheHydrolysisofFerrie Chtoride

Observations

Température

Color Stabi)ity(aftcr24hrs.)

10 Ochre-yeUow Considcrabie precipitated

25 Oehrc-yettow (brownish) Considerabte precipitated

40 Brownish yellow ) Partiy precipitated
60 YcHow-brown Little precipitated

73 Brown Trace settled out (etoudy)

8~ Reddish brown No precipitate (cloudv by

ref)pctcd)ight)

too Dark red-brown Ocar in both transmitted

andrenectedtight

The above table shows very clearly the cffect of the rate

of hydrolysis on thé size of the particles and hence on thé color

of the colloid. When the salt solution is added to boiling water

the hydrolysis is most rapid and the particles are relatively

small and red-brown in color. Wlien added to water nt o°

and heated gradually to hoiling, thé particles form slowly

and hence are larger and yellower in color. Betweeu thèse

extrêmes lie aIl variations in size of particles and color of thé

colloid formed.

E~C/ 0~ ~T(/)~cA/~)'!CAcid 0)) the .S'~C0/ PL!C/M /))!~

dM?-~)~/)'(/ro~ o/ 7't'/T?'cC'7<~M/c.–As observed by Good-

win and by Fischer, the brown colloid is apparently trans-

formed into thé yellow by the action of hydrochloric acid.

This is what one might expect since it is well known that thé

solvent action of the médium, as well as the rate of formation,

detcrmines the size of particles separating from solution. In

order to show thé extent of this effect, thé hydrolysis was

carried out by introducing ro ce of 20 percent ferrie ch!oride

solution into water containing a definite small amount of
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hydrochloric acid at 93°. The resultant solution, the tempera-
turc of which was 8.).°, was placed on the electric hot-plate
and heated to boiling, where it was kept for 5 minutes. From
thé preceding table it will he noted that a stable reddish
brown colloid is formed in this way when the salt solution is
added to pure water. Under othenvise constant conditions, a
difference in the size of the particles, and hence in the color,
was noted by adding the salt solution to acid as dilttte as

"/too normal. The results with varying concentrations of
acid are given in Table X. In the first column is given the
amount of normal hydrochloric acid added to 50 ce of water
from a 2 ce Mohr's pipette.

TABLEX

Effect of Hydrochioric Acid

A'Lrr*<'r Observations
A HH Ifmpcra.turt;

ce (degrecs)
––––––––––––cc (dcgrccs).

Color Sta))i)ity(!)ft'r24hrs.)

0.0 84 Rcddish brown !O precipi~at~o.o 8~ Heddishbrown
hrown

Xoprccipitate
o 84 Lightreddishbrown Xoprecipitate
o-3 84 Brown Xoprecipitate
0.5 8.). Brownishye)!ow Someprceipitate
0.7 84 Ochre-yettow Mostprecipitated
0.99 84 Ochre-et!ow Mostprecipitated

The above results show clearly the influence of the sol-
vent action of hydrochloric acid on the size of the particles
and hence on the color. Similar results were obtained with
nitric acid. The two factors, rate of hydrolysis and solvent
action of the electrolyte, go hand in hand in the formation
of hydrous ferrie oxide by the hydrolysis of a ferrie salt.
Which will be the determining factor depends entirely on the
conditions under which the hydrolysis is brought about. It is
evident that the rapid hydrolysis on slowly pouring a salt
solution into water at the boiling point results in the forma-
tion of very small particles in spite of the solvent action of
the water and of the acid which is a product of the hydrolysis.
On the other hand, if the ferrie chloride solution is added
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slowly to water that has been acidified slightly, the solvent

action should result in thé formation of larger particles, even

at the hoiling point. This is exactly what happens: To 50
ce of water acidified by thé addition of 2 ce. of normal hydro-
chloric acid, were added slowly 10 cc of 20 percent FeCla.-

6H:;0 and thé boiling continued for 5 minutes. An ochre-

yellow colloid was obtained similar in every way to that

prepared by slow heating of the aqueous solution of ferric

chloride from room temperature to the boiling point.
7hc /lchcn /'t'yWcC~Jc.–Mamtano has pointed out

that thé residue after filtration of the yellow colloid is readily

peptized by ferrie chloride; but that thé solution remains

quite cloudy, no matter how much ferrie chloride is added.

This experiment has been confirmed.

Malfitano observed also that the particles obtained by
filtration of the brown colloid are peptized by ferrie chloride,

forming a clear solution, thé particles of which are not removcd

by the ultrafilter. He states that if this solution is now hcated

thé color goes to ochrc-yellow and the colloid precipitates out.

From this he concludes that the brown colloid can be changed
to the ochre-yellow by thé action of ferrie chloride. It seems

to me that this experiment is open to the objection that heat-

ing the ferrie chloride solution alone produces an ochre-yel-
!ow colloid; so that an ochre-yeiïow precipitate does not neces-

sarily indicate that the brown colloid has been transformed

to yellow by this process. Some experiments have been

carried out whieh indicate that no such transformation takes

place
i. A solution of ferrie chloride was precipitated with a

slight excess of sodium carbonate and the precipitate thor-

oughiy washed, making use of the centrifuge. The freshly

prepared oxide was added to 7V/2 ferrie chloride in small

amounts at a time until it had taken up all the oxide that it

could. In this way a very eoncentrated brown colloid was

obtained. When this solution was heated, no clouding was

observed.

2. In the first experiment, the concentration of ferrie
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chloride was low since most of the ferric ions were adsorbed

by the hydrous oxide whieh was carried into solution thereby.
A varying excess of ferrie chloride solution was next added to

several small portions of tlie colloid which was then heated.

Precipitates were obtained whieh varied in color from brown
to brownish yellow, depending entirely on the excess of ferrie
chloride and the rate of heating.

-The results of the above experiments are quite in line with
the observations made by Neidle. Thé latter found that
colloidal ferrie oxide, prepared by dissolving thé freshly pré'
cipitated oxide in excess ferrie chloride, could not be dialyzed
hot at the start, since thé yellow ochreous variety of the oxide
was formed. By dialyzing in the cold until the excess of ferrie
chloride was removed, thé coltoidat solution coutd be heated

to boiling and thé dialysis continued in the hot without the

appearance of the yellow colloid.

Attention has been called to Bancroft's hypothesis that

the yellow color of certain hydrous oxides may be due to ad-
sorbed ferrie salt. If this is the case, one might expect to

get a yellow precipitate if thé brown or red colloid were thrown
down in a highly gelatinous form in the presence of exeess
ferrie salt. In a previous experiment it was shown that the
Péan de St. GiUes colloid was precipitated in a gelatinous
form by excess ferric chloride. The precipitate so obtained
was distinctly red in color even in the presence of a very large
excess of electrolyte. Similar results were obtained by pre-
cipitating in the presence of excess ferrie chloride, thé dark
red-brown colloid prepared by adding. ferric chloride to boil-

ing water. To a 5 ce portion of this colloid was added an

excess of ferrie chloride and enough potassium sulphate solu-
tion to cause agglomeration. A gelatinous red-brown pre-
cipitate resulted. Ferrie sulphate solution likewise produced a
red-hrown precipitate. On account of the gelatinous charac-
ter of the precipitate obtained in each of these experiments,
there is certain to be considerable adsorption of ferrie salt.
The experiments indicate, therefore, that adsorption of ferrie

Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,39,yt (r~ty).
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salt by hydrous ferrie oxide does not necessarily result in a

yellow modification.

7~c .S7c~~p 7'f!M~/on)!ah'<w/~o~; the /~<? //?c Red

<o//o<(/.–As previously noted, thc interesting observation

has been made that the first produet of thc hydrolysis of ferrie

chloride is the brown colloid whieh goes over into the larger

yellow particles at ordinary temperatures if the solution is

sufficiently dilute and, finally, that thé yeDow particles are

transformed into thé still larger hrick-red, ))y continued heat-

ing. A number of experiments have becn carried out which

show thé conditions under which this stepwise transforma-

tion takes place:
i. A i percent solution of ferrie chtoridc was heatcd

slowly; and it was noted that thé solution became not only

opalescent but that partietes suiïiciently large to be seen were

ohtained near the ))oi]ing point. On raising thé tempéra-

ture to boiling and then allowing the solution to cool, a ye)-

lowish brown colloid was obtained from which no precipi-

tate deposited on standing for several hours. By hoiting

this solution vigorously for a few days, thé oxide went over

entirely into the hrick-rcd particles which settled out on stand-

ing. From this experiment it is clear that if thc conditions

are chosen property, one can bring about thé stepwise change

from thé hrown through thé yc))o\ to thé brick-red.

2. A 4 percent solution of ferrie chloride was heated

slowlyfrom 25° to too° a yellow ochrcous colloid was obtained

that was heated at 100" for scveral days with but slight

change in color resulting. If this solution were heated to a

higher temperature in a bomb tube, a precipitate having thc

red color of powdered haematite would result (Fischer,).

3. lo ce of a 20 percent solution of FeCt:.6H..O were added

to 5o ce of boiling water and thé solution boilcd for scveral

hours. Under thèse conditions was obtained thé briek-red

precipitate identical with that resulting from thé dilute solu-

tion used in Experiment i.

4.. 50 ce of solutions of ferrie chtoride were prepared of

the following concentrations: A'o; and A~oo.
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When first prepared the ~V/~osolution was very light and the
other two were almost colorless. On standing the A'o solu-
tion became orange-yellow in color; the N/too yellow; and
the A' 500 eanary-yeuow. Thé solvent action of the water
was probably an important factor here, since the concentra-
tion of the acid was so low. Thèse solutions were heated to

boiling: the A~o became scarlet-red; the A~/ioc orange-red;
and the A' 500 reddish orange. As the boiling was continued
thé transformation to the brick-red colloid took place grad-

ually. A precipitate settled out of the most concentrated
solution after boiling for a day; while the ~V/ioc solution

required more than twice as long to produce the same result.
The A75oo acquired a bright red color, but boiling was dis-
continued before the particles were agglomerated suiïieientiy
large to settte. Here, again, the direct transformation from
the yellow to the red colloid was observed.

From the above experiments it is demonstrated that thé
yellow colloid formed under certain conditions can be trans-
formed into the red colloid by prolonged boiling of the solu-

tion and when fonned under other conditions it is not trans-
formed by the boiling process at atmospheric pressure. It
will be recalled that Fischer showed that the degree of hydra-
tion of the colloids decreases in the order: brown, yellow, red.
As previousiy pointed out, Kcanc and Scbeetz have demon-
strated that the yellow color of bricks is due to finely divided

anhydrous ferrie oxide which is kept from agglomerating by
alumina and probably by certain other substances as well.
This requires a rather high percentage of alumina. In thé
so-called Mars pigments which are yellow, the ferrie oxide is
in the hydrous state; and in this condition it agglomerates
less readily to the red oxide and less ahtnnna is required to

prevent the transformation. From this it is clear that the
failure of thé yellow colloid to lose water when formed under
certain conditions, accounts for the difficulty with which it
is transformed into the red colloid at 100° and the relative
ease with which the transformation takes place at higher
temperatures.
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The 5'~aMH~'of the Yellow /)'~oM~ Oxide.-It has been

shown that blue hydrous copper oxide is stabilized to such a

degree by the adsorption of certain salts, that a suspension of

it may be heated to the boiling point without dehydration

taking place.'
1 This immediately suggests that thé stability

of the yellow hydrous ferrie oxide may be due to adsorption
of some salt. The hypothesis seems all the more probable
in view of the fact that the stability of the oxide is rnueh

greater under certain conditions of formation than under

others, as shown by the results of the experiments in the, pre-

ceding section. Referring once more to Bancroft's hypothesis,
that the yellow color of the hydrous oxide is due to thé pres-
ence of adsorbed ferrie salt, we find that this suggestion was

based on Fischer's observation that the brown colloid went

over into the red in the presence of hydrochloric acid; on Mal-

fitano's experiment that the brown colloid is transformed into

the yellow by boiling with ferric chloride; and on Phillips'
method of preparing the yellow oxide by oxidation of ferrous

carbonate. The results obtained by Fischer and by Mal-

fitano have been accounted for in another way. Moreover,

the hydrous oxide has heen precipitated in a gelatinous form

in the presence of a large excess of ferrie chloride,-a condi-

tion that would favor marked adsorption of ferrie salt; and yet
the oxide was distinctly red. Accordingly, it is probable
that the color of the yellow colloid is not due to adsorbed

iron salt. Bancroft's hypothesis was the outgrowth of the

observation that the yellow colloid was formed under such

conditions that thé absorption of an iron salt was a possibility.
The converse appears not to be the case, namely, that thé ad-

sorption of an iron salt always results in the formation of a

yellow hydrous oxide. Although thé adsorption of an iron

salt probably does not impart a yc))ow color to a hydrous
ferrie oxide, it is altogether possible that the yellow hydrous
oxide which is not converted to the red by heating at 100°,

is stabilized by absorbed iron salt. This hypothesis is in

line with thé results of experiments above described. The

BtucherandI''amau:Jour.Phys.Chem.,18,629(t~t~).
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following may be mentioned: (i) The yellow hydrous oxide

resulting from thé hydrolysis of a dilute solution of ferrie

chloride. is formed under conditions that are unfavorable to

the adsorption of ferrie salt, and this colloid is transformed

readily into the red by continued boiling. (2) The yellow

hydrous oxide produced by the slow heating of more eonecn-

trated solutions of ferrie chloride is formed under conditions

favorable to thé adsorption of ferrie salt; and this hydrous
oxide is distinctly stable at 100°. (3) Thé hydrolysis of ferrie

chloride is \'ery rapid at 100°. Accordingly the hydrous oxide

formed by thé addition of ferrie chloride to boiling watcr will

not be stabilizcd by adsorption of ferrie salt and so will be

converted to the briek-red oxide by boiling. (.).)Finally,
the yellow hydrous oxide formed bv hydrolysis of ferrie chlo-

ride poured into dilute hydrochloric acid solution at elevated

températures, is stable as we should suppose. Thèse results

ail support the hypothesis that the yellow hydrous oxide is

stabilized by adsorption of ferrie salt.

77'c ( 'c~ /c jPA;))(/<.S' (~c.! ("<)//0!< -ThéPean de

St. Gilles oxide is always described as brick-red in color;
but carly in tlie investigations on this oxide, I noted that thé

shade of different préparations varied from a brown-red to

a dark briek-red. even though the same general method was

employed in the préparation. At first I was inelined to at-

tribute the variation in color to difference in thé timc of boil-

ing but some later observations disclosed that this was not

thé case:

i. A solution of ferrie acetate was prepared by adding
10 ce of glacial acetic acid in 200 cc of watcr to thé freshly

prepared and thoroughly washcd oxide obtained from 25

g. of FcOs.6HjO. This solution had stood for three weeks

when a portion of it was made up to approximately A~/20

and boiled for 30 hours. Mueh to my surprise, ttie colloid

was not even a shadc of red, but was distinctly yellow colored

and gave a yellow precipitate with salts instead of brick-red.

The following experiment was then carried out: From the

concentrated acetate solution were prepared 7~0 ce of an Ayzo
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solution which was boiled for 40 hours. Samples of 10 ce

each werc withdrawn at intervals and thé color of the colloid

observed. Thesesamplcswerethenditutedt02occ;precipi-
tated by thé addition of 5 ce of A'/2 potassium sulphate; and

the color of the precipitate noted. The results are given in

Table XI.

TABLRXI

Boiling of A'. 20Ferrie Acetate

fhf'~s)
Co)oro{eut)uid j Co)orofprccipitate(ilours)

o I.ightred Brown

1/6 Lightrcd Brown

1~2 Oran~e-red Light brown
t Rcddish orange Lightbro\vn

3 1 Lightreddish orange t Urownish orange

g Orange Rcddish orange
10 (Jraogc Reddish orange

15 Orange Orange
20 Orange Orange

30 Orangp-ye))o\v \'e))ow

~o Orangc-ycitow \'e))ow

From thé above experinients it is quite evident that thc

hydrolysis of the acetate resulted in thé formation of the yel-
low hydrous oxide which was sufRcicntIy stable that it was

not converted into t!ie red oxide hy hoifing.
2. A solution of ferrie acetate was prepared by suspend-

ing in 150 ce of water, the ferrie oxide ohtained from 25 grams
of FeCt~.ôH.jO; adding 10 cc of gtacia! acctic acid; and dilut-

ing to 250 ce. This solution was a!)owed to stand for 10

days, after which 20 cc wcre taken and ditutcd to 100 ce,

making a solution which was approximately 2.2 A'. By di-

luting thé latter, werc prepared 50 ce portions of othcr solutions

of various concentrations as given in Table XII. A ne\v solu-

tion of ferrie acetate was next prepared of thé saine concen-

tration as thc old; and as soon as possible, this mwsolution

was diluted in the same manner as thc old. The two series of

solutions in 150 ce beakers were placed on an e!ectric hot-

plate and boilcd vigorousty for 15 hours, replacing thé watcr
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as it evaporated. A difference in the eolor of the two series

of'colloids was soon noted, which became quite pronouneed as

the boiling continued: the colloids from the old ferrie acétate

were yellow; and from the new were red.

After the boiling, a 2 cc portion of the tnost concentrated

solution of each series was dituted to 45 ce and 5 ce of A~'22

potassium sulphate added to prccipitate thé colloid. In the

same manner, 4 cc, 8 ce, 16 ce and 32 ce portions of thé other

solutions of each series were diluted to ~5 ce and precipi-

tated. In this way the same amount of precipitate was oh-

tained and thé color was observed. The result with thé two

series are recorded in Table XII and Table XIII.

TAXt.r.:XII

Hydrolysisof OlciSolution of I~erncAcetate

Sotntionboitcd

Colorof colloid Color of prccipitate

Fcrric~t~te2.2 :1'
r

50.0 o.o Rcddishorange Yetlow

2~.0 25.o Orange Yetlow

12. 5 37.55 Light orange YeUow

6.2$ 4375 Ye)lo\v Yetlow

3. t3 ~G.87 Canary Yellow3.13 46.87 Canary Yetlow

TAB~E XIII

Hydrolysis of New Solution of Ferrie Acetate

~~i
Solutionboilecl

'Cote!-
of colloid Color of preeipitate

Ferr~~tate2.2 :Y

~o.o o.o Very dark red Darkbrick-rcd

25.0o 2~.oo Dark red Dark brick-red

12.55 37.55 Red Darkbhck-rcd

6.25 43.75 Light red Dark brick-red

3.13 46.87 Orange-red Darkbrick-red

f- f- r_
It is evident from the above experiments that the forma-

tion of the red colloid in one instance and the yellow in an-

other, is not a questionof the dilution or the duration of boil-
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ing, but of the length of time that the acetate solution is al-

lowed to stand hefore it is diluted and boiled. This is what

one might expect from the previous observations on the sta-

bility of yellow hydrous ferric oxide:

Reinitzer' showed that a ferrie acetate solution cati be

evaporated to crystaiïixation only in the presence of excess

acetic acid. The solution of the normal acetate is fairly
stable at low temperatures; but Herz~ finds that at ~° it

decomposes quite rapidly with the precipitation of Fe(OH).

C~HsO~. Rosenheim and Muller3 prepared a ferrie acetate

to which they assign the formula FejCC~HsO.OH, by the

action of glacial acetic acid on ferrie oxide. A solution of this

salt containing 9.772 grams per liter hydrolyzes completely
in 216 hours at 20° with the formation of colloidal hydrous
ferrie oxide.

The concentrated solutions of ferrie acetate prepared by
us contained no excess acetic acid and so hydrolysis took

place slowly at ordinary temperatures. This was proven

by the fact that a few drops of potassium sulphate solution

caused no precipitation of the newly formed acetate for al-

most an hour; whereas a copious precipitate resulted at once

in the old. The very slow hydrolysis in the presence of ex-

cess ferric salt furnished ideal conditions for the formation

of the yellow hydrous particles stabilized by adsorbed ferrie

salt. Therefore, an old solution of ferrie acetate does not go
over to the brick-red colloid on boiling. The newly formed

solution diluted and heated at once hydrolyzes very rapidly
under conditions much less favorable for the formation of

the stable yellow colloid and consequentty the brick-red col-

toid is always obtained under such circumstances.

Investigation of the properties of négative hydrous
ferrie oxide~ are being made and will be reported on in a subse-

quent communication.

Monatshcftcf. Otonic.3, 2~6(t883).
Zeit.anorg.Chon.,20, t6 (f899).
RosenheimandMuHer:Zeit.anorg.Chem.,jç, )75(~<)f)~).

~Fi'iher:Biochem.Zeit.. 27, 223 ()<))o);Grimaux:Comptes rendus,
98,~85 (t884);Powis:Jour.Chem.Soc.,107,8t8 (t<;t5).
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The results of this investigation may be summarized

briefly as follows:

i. A sun'ey of the investigations on the composition of

colloidal ferrie oxide has been made. The existence of no
definite basic ferrie salt has been established with certainty
and but one definite crystalline hydrate has been prepared.
The latter is formed only under special conditions: the de-

composition of sodium ferrite by water at ordinary tempera-
ture. Accordingly it is probable that the ditTerent ferrie
iron colloids are not composed of basic salts of varying com-

position or of hydrous hydrated oxides but instead are hydrous
ferrie oxide.

2. A study has been made of the physical character of
colloidal and precipitated hydrous ferrie oxide.

3. The difference in properties of colloidal hydrous ferrie
oxides prepared by different methods and of different ages,
is due to a difference in the degree of hydration and in thé size
of the colloidal particles.

4. It is unnecessary to postulatc the existence of basic
chlorides or complex salts of varying composition in order
to account for the observation that only part of the chlorine

present in the dialyzed Graham colloid appears to exist as ion.

5. Certain electrolytes precipitate the Péan de St. Gilles

colloid in a gelatinous form while othcrs precipitate it in a

granular form. The nature of the precipitate depends on
the conditions of precipitation; the same electrolyte may pro-
duce either a granular or gelatinous mass under suitable cir-

cumstances.

6. The most gelatinous precipitate is obtained when
there is very rapid agglomeration of the hydrous particles

througliout the entire solution and when the electrolyte pos-
sesses no solvent action the most granular precipitate results
when the agglomeration progresses slowly and when the elec-

trolyte possesses a solvent action.

7. Acids and salts with polyvalent anions precipitate
the Péan de St. Gilles colloid rapidly in extremely low concen-

tration and so produce a gelatinous precipitate. Similar re-
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sults are obtained at somewhat higher concentrations with

salts both of whose ions are univalent.

8. Acids with univalent anions and salts with univalent

anions and polyvalent cations, precipitate the Péan de St.

Gilles colloid only at relatively high concentrations. Thé

stabilizing influence of thc cation causes relatively slow ag-

glomeration of a granular mass in the region of thé precipi-
tation value. Sufficiently high concentration of such elec-

trolytes may cause rapid agglomeration with the conséquent
formation of a gelatinous precipitate.

9. The smallest particles in a colloidal solution are

most readily attacked by an clectrolyte that has an apprecia-
ble solvent action. The agglomeration of a colloid by such

an electrolyte will tend to make thé precipitate more granu-
lar by destroying or preventing the formation of thé continuons

network of particles necessary for producing a gelatinous mass.

10. Hydrochloric acid possesses two precipitating values

for the Pean de St. Gilles cottoid: one above the other with a

zone of non-precipitation between where the colloid is stable

but less so than the original colloid. An explanation of this

phenomenon has been on'ered.

11. The degree of reversibility of the precipitation of

hydrous ferrie oxide is determined for the most part by thé

spécifie adsorbability of the precipitating ion, although thé

physical character of the precipitate doubtiess has some

effect.

12. An investigation has becn made of the factors that

affect the color of colloidal ferrie oxide. It is not probable
that thé different eolors arc due to complex salts or to hydrous

hydrated oxidcs; but to variation in the size of thé particles
of hydrous ferrie oxide.

13. Three different colors of colloidal hydrous ferric

oxide are generally recognized: reddish brown, yellow and

red. Under suitable conditions, it is possible to make the

stepwise transformation from brown through yellow to red by

increasing thé size of the particles.

i~. The rapid hydrolysis of ferric chloride on adding the
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~o1t eniwtinn tn hnilincr ~o9trpr nrnrittnae vnrar csalt solution to boiling water, produces very small particles
tliat are reddish brown in color; the slow hydrolysis of a dilute

solution at ordinary temperatures or of a more coneentrated

solution heated slowly to thé boiling point, produces larger

particles that are yellow. Continued boiling of the brown

or thé yellow colloid formed under certain conditions causes

agglomeration to still larger particles that are red. AU

variations in shade can be realized from the very small brown

to the large dark red particles.

15. The hydrolysis of a ferrie chloride solution poured into

hot water, produces small brown particles; but if poured into

hot, dilute hydrochloric or nitrie acid, the solvent action of

the acid results in the formation of larger particles that are

yellow. Ail variations in shade from reddish brown to yel-
low can be realized by suitable variation in acid concentra-

tion and hence in the size of the particles.
16. Anhydrous ferrie oxide varies in color from yellow

to red with increasing coarseness of grain. The yellow an-

hydrous oxide agglomerates much more readily to the red

oxide on heating, than does the yellow hydrous oxide.

17. The yellow colloidal hydrous oxide formed under

conditions that favor the adsorption of ferrie salt, is not readily

dehydrated at 100°, and so does not readily agglomerate to

the red oxide until a higher temperature is reached. The

stability of tins oxide under certain conditions is probably
due to adsorbed ferrie salt.

t8. A yellow colloid has been prepared by the Péan de St.

Gilles method by allowing the acetate solution prepared in a

given way, to stand for a few days before diluting and boiling.
The slow hydrolysis of the acetate favors the formation of

yellow hydrous oxide stabilized by adsorbed ferrie salt. When

such a solution is boiled, a stable yellow colloid is formed in-

stead of the usual brick-red.

Departmentof C/M)t)Mt)'y
7'/<eMce/M~;<K<<'
/~MH<CM,Texas
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A'ftf York: Tlre CeM<K~yCo., /c~9.–In thé introduction Stieglitz says that thé

chcntists save<) Germany from an earty disastrous defeat, both in thc fietd of

military opérations and in thé matter of cconomie supplies. Withoutthe

trcmenftous expansion of her ptants for thc production of nitrates and ammonia

from the air by thé processes of Haher, Ostwald, and others, the war would have

ended in tçt.5 or carty in t0t6 front exhaustion of Germany's supplies of nitrate

explosives, if not indeed from exhaustion of her food suppties as a conséquence

of thé lack of nitrate and ammonia fertilizers for her fietds. It is ttte object of

the author to bring hefore the puhtic thé importance of chemistry, to tell some

of the great results of modern chemic-al activity, and to call attention to some

of the large pro)))em~ which must continue to engage thé attention of our chemists.

It is not easy to do this without presupposing a technical knowledge whieh the

general nuhtic does not hâve.

Mr. S)o-ion C!)))shis separatc chaptcrs: three periods of progress; nitrogen;

fceding the soi); coal-tar colors; synthetic perfumes and uavor'i; ceOutose;

synthetic plastics; the race for rubber; the rival sugars; what comes from corn;

solidified sunshine; fighting with fumes; products of the electric t'uniace; metals,

old and new. He considers that there are three stages distinguishabte in the

conquest of nature; the appropriative period in which thc savage discovers

things; the adaptive period in which thé barbarian improves on them; and thé

creative period in which civitixed man invents things.

The chapter on nitrogen begins with thé words: "In the cyes of the

chemist thé Great War was essentially a series of explosive reactions resulting

in thc tiberation of nitrogen. Nothing like it has becn seen in any previous

wars. Thé first battles were fought with cellulose, mostly in thc form of c)uhs.

The next werc fought with silica, mostly in the form of flint arrow-heads and

spear-points. Then came thc rnetals, bronze to begin with and hter iron.

Thé nitrogenous cra in warfare began when Friar Roger Bacon or Friar Schwartz

-whichever it was–ground together in his mortar, saltpeter, charcoal and

sulphur." The invention of smokeless powder in t887 marked the beginning

of the nitrocellulose period. In all powders, smokeless or not, nitrogen is thé

essentiatetcment.

Nitrogen is essentia) both in war and in agriculture. "The Great War

not only starved peopte; it starved thé tand. Enough nitrogen was thrown

away in sofnc indecisive battle on the Aisne to save India from a famine. Thé

population of Europe as a whole has not been lesscned by thé war; but thé soit

has been robbed of its power to support thé poputation A ptant requires certain

chemical e)ements for its growth and ail of these must be within reach of its

rootlets for it will accept no substitutes. A wheat stalk in France before thé

war had placed at its feet nitrates from Chile, phosphates from Florida and

potash from Germany. Att these were shut off by thé nring line and thé shortage

of shipping."

Inthechapteroncoa)-tarcotorswere!idthat"thetar,whichfora a

hundred years was thrown away and nearly half of which is ye. thrown away

NEW BOOKS
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ht the United Statcs, tums out to bc onc of thc most uscftd thin~s in thé wortd.
[tisoncof the strateific points in warandcommcrce. !twoundsandhc:ds.
It supptifs numitions and rn~dicinfs. It is )ikf the magic purse of Fortunatus
from n'hich anything wishcd for eou)<t hp drawn. Thc chcmist puts his hand
into thé b)ack mass an<t druws ont att the colors of the rainhow. This evH-

sntfnintt snbstuncc b~ats thc rosc in the proctnctinn of [x.'rfnme and surpasses the

honeycomb in swcftncss." Anton;; the important synthutic perfumes ma()e from
coat tar arc Kcranioi, citrat, viotct, musk. oranKC btossum", hcnotropt'. and jasminp,
\vhi)(; most of the \'ani!tin and oit of wintergreen on thé nmrkct are synthetic

prodm'tx and a gr(.'at d~t of ';amphor is made from turpcntinc.
L'ndcr <(;t)ntoxc wc hâve papcr, eotton. cohodion, artificia) sitt: and

artiHoa) k'athcr. Whcn cantphor is addcd to a nitratc<) cotton \vc get ce))n)oid

ofwhichthcauthorsays.p.t.!?: "Hishardbut))sht.tou!;hbut<tastic;ca-,ny
n)adc an() tok-rab)y cheap. Hcatcd to the boiH!tg point of water it hccomcs

soft ant) i!(;ib)c. !t can bf turncd, caryed. K''o"t. potished, béat. presscf).

stainpf<), tuotdcd or b)own. To makc a b)o<;k uf any dcsirt/d sixf simply pitc

up thé sht-cts an<) put them in a hot press. To );(:t shccts of any (k'sir~d thick-

m:ss,sinn)tyshay(;the)uo)Tthch)ock. Tomakeatnbeofanydesiredsixe.

shapc or thicknc'.s, s(p)irt ont the mixture through rinj;-shaped hôte or roll thé
shec-'s around a hot bar, eut thc tube into section;) and yon hâve rings to bc shaped
antt stamped into box bodies a«() napkin rings. Print M'or<)sor picturcs on a

ccUutoid sht:t:t. put a thin transparfnt shect over it and wctd them together,
thcn yon have somethin); )ik< thé horn book of our ancestors, but !)cth-r."

"Thc probtcni of syntttctic rn))bcr ha'; hecn -ioh'cd .~cientificatty but not

industriaUy. Itcanbcmadubutcannotbem'.detopay. Tht;din[cu)tyisto
<ind a cheap e))on);h ntateria) to start with. W' can makc rnbbcr out of potatoes
–bnt potatocs hâve othcr uses. It wontd requirc rnorc hnd and tnorf yahmbic

)and to raist.- the potatocs than to raise thé rubbcr. Wf can t;ct isoprenc by the

disti)!ati')n of tnrpcntinc–bnt why not b)c-e(t a rnbber trce as ~-ci)as a pine trce?

Tnrpcntmc is ncithcr cheap nor abun<)ant enott);)). Any kind of woo<), saw()nst

for instance, can bc nti!ixc-<t by cony~rtint! t))<; cdhdosc- ovcr intn su~ar and fcr-

menting this m atcohoi; but thc process is not tikety to provf profttabtc."
In thc nrst paragraph of the ehapter on beet and cam- stt);r. )~. )6.t. we

rcad that "amnng thé maryets that thc Orct-ks hcard frotu thc t''ar j'~st two of

thc stran);cst tvcre that in In<)ia therc wcrc plants that bore woo) witttont sheep
and ru<;()sthat bore honcywithout becs. Thèse incr(;(tih)(;ta)(;stnrn<d ont to
be truc and in the course of time Hnrope be);an to get a little cahco from Calicut

and a kind of edibte Rrayet that thé Arahs who brou);ht it called 'sukkar.' But

of course o;ny king-i and quefns could afford to ttrcsi; in canco and hâve snj;ar

prescribed for them when they wcrc sick." In the chapter on corn wf tcarn sontc
more fact. "Thé discovery of America <)owcrc() mankind with a wor)d of ncw

nora. Thé ear)y exp)or<;rs in their ttastc to K:tther up goid paid little attention
to the nmrc vatuabtc prùdncts of Hek) and forcst, but in thé course of centuries
their uscfutness bas bccome uniyersaUy rccognixcd. T)M potato and tomato,
whict~ Hurope at first considered as unnt for food or even as poisonous, have

now bce<.mc indisptnsabtc among aU etasscs. New Wor)d drugs Uke quinine
and cocainc hâve heen a([optcd into every pharmitcopt'ia. Cocoa is provins
arival of tca an<) cotïee, and even the banana has made its appcarance in Huropean
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markets. Tobacco and duetc occupy thé and jaws of a large part of the
human mec. Maixe ami rubber Me becotnin); the common property of mankind,
but still may be called American. TheUnitedStatesatoneraise-sfour-tifthsof
the com and uses three fourths of the caoutchouc of the world."

Thèse extracts will show that therc is a great deal of value and interest
in thc book. One is continuatty eorning acroxs unsuspcctef) information as. for
instance, that thé rcd rubber spange and eraser tips for pcncits may be made
from a gum cxtraetcd from thc corn germ. Thcre are relatively few mistakes,
though one doubts thc estimate of 4-:o ceuts per gatton for alcoitol made from
sawdu<;t, p. ffn, and Bat-ke)an<) was !)orn in LuxfmhurK instead of in Belgium.
Oving to thé <ksire to bc interesting the author bas foreed thé humorous note
too much. In spite of occasiona) (k-fccts the book is an extrcmety vatuabte one
and thé ehcnnsts of the country arc indehted to Mr. Slosson for thc- time, energy
and brains nhich hc has put into this volume. Wilder D. BaMffof;

Chemistry from the Industrial Standpoint. By P. C. L. r/xx-xe. X
cm; xvi + ~4. J',oM<<on:/M</e)- (tt~ ~oK~/t<oM, 79/0. Price: 4/6.–

In thé introduction Mr. Briscoe says: -'f am continua))y astonished to find the
real control of large industries in thé hands of men who have not thc haziest
idca as to the basic principles upon which their industry dépends. A)) this, of
course, is not thé fanit but the misfortunc of thc business man, who is practically
always in thé position of haviuj; to learn in thc hard schoo) of expérience, at an
undue cost, many things e~sentiat to success which should have been incutcated
in his youth. In other words, thé radical dcfect is in our system of education-
and despite thé efTorts of the last few décades, thé present system of éducation
is still détective in the samc general manner, if not quite to thé same extcnt,
as that which produced this deplorable result. Thé fau)t lies partly at thc door
of the teaeher hin)scif; hc has too often taught his suhject on thé basis that it is
of interest for its own sakc. Thi'; may (to weU for thé hundredth pupil, who
has a natural or acquired liking for that particular subject, but it ieaves thé
nincty-nine stonc-cold. Their interest can on)y be awakened whcn they are
brought to rcahxe tttat the subject has an intimate rclation to their daily life
and that its study will help them to lire in one or other sense of thé word.

"A praiseworthy prejudiceagainst purely iitilitarian éducation causes many
teachers to handtc their subjects in an atmospherc of entire dctachmcnt from
their practical applications. Chemistry in particular has suffered in this way
and thé book Mr. Thorne has now written is thé first of its kind. It is a dcparturc
from standard practice which is, 1 believe, of the first importance."

The subjcet is presentcd under five hcadinKs: solids, tiquids. and gascs;
chemieal change; clements and compounds; thé rate of chemical change; use of
clectricity in chemical changes. Under thé first head the author discusses,
among other things, thé extraction of sulphur by stnctting. the extraction of sait
by solution and crystaHixation; filters, hydro-extractors, etc.; fractional distilla-
tion removal of dust and fog from gases, and sublimation. Under chemical
change thé author takes up thc slaking of lime; thc préparation of ammonium
suiphate and of zinc oxide, the hurning of fuels, t)tc Got<)schmidt method of pre-
paring metab; general methodsofsmettingores; thé replacement of metals in
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solution; the production of water gas; the crnorination of benxene, and thé manu-
factureofrtitricacid and of sodium carbonate.

Under the rate of chemical change we fin<) thé contact sulphuric acid

process, thé Dcacon process, and thé hydrogénation of oit~. tn thé last section.
on thé use of pteetricity in chemical changes, thcre are such intere.tting sub-
divisions as: carbon bisuiphide. calcium carbide. fixation of atmospheric nitro-

gen refining of copper, ptectropiatinH, caustic soda and chlorine.
The book is really a very intcrestinK one. !t shoutd bc in thé chemicat

lihraries and should hc read hy thé chemical studcnt-i. Just wherc it fits in with
the regular ctats-room work is hard to say. Il covers too much ground for the
man speciaUxing in chemistry and it is scarcely popular enough for thc tay reader.
It can be recommended as collateral r<;adinKfor the student beginning chemistry
and it might well be recommended to peopie who wish to read a book which will

give them some iftea of chemistry and its applications. H'tMfT- D. B<tMcfo/<

Solubilities o! Inorganic and Organic Compounds. B~ <Af<'foM&<(/<<.
~<-0)t</r<t~-<'f<ff/f/fOM.24 X /6 fm; Mt!' + <S' A'<-K'ro~ )'«MA'f~faH~

C<"M~«Ky./();p. /'rftc.- ~7.,o.i'he second editiou is an imposing volume and
the author has recoKnii'ed fully the importance of the phase with référence to
which the solution is satnrated. Hvcn with the présent size of thc volume it is

impos-iibte to inctude e\'erything which might be considered us so!ubi)ities.
The author has therefore made no attempt to gather pittter figures or references

forthefoUowing:

(a) Mctting-point data for mixtures of mctats (alloys).
(b) Metting-point data for mixtures of minerats, except a few of relatively

simple composition.

(f) Freczing-points of vcry diiute solutions madc for thc détermination of
molecular weights of clectrolytic dissociation.

(d) Data for thc solubility of gases in molten mctats.

(e) The so-called sotubitity of metals in various solvents, due to a chem-
icat reaction which occurs.

(f) Data for solid solutions.

(x) Data for compounds of unknown or variabte composition.
On thé other hand, many data have been inctuded for ternary mixtures which
form two liquid iaycrs. One interesting case is that of morphine in cther and
watcr. Although morphine is less soluble in ether than in watcr, it is nearly
sixty percent more soluble in water saturated with cther than in pure watcr.

Thé new édition is very much more vaiuabte than the first one and is a
book of which thé author may weit be proud. H'tMer D. BaK<:ro/<
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More than sixty years ago Babington carried out some

interesting experiments on the spontaneous evaporation of
salt solutions. An abstract' of this work was called to our
attention by Professor Bancroft. "The object of this com-

munication," says Babington, "is to make known certain

powers of attraction and repulsion, hitherto, so far as I know,
unnoticed, which are possessed by soluble substances in re-
lation to their solvent, and which, in the case of water (the
solvent here considered) are measured by the amount of loss,
on spontaneous evaporation, in the weight of solution of
different salts and other substances, as compared with the
loss of weight of water.

"The force which holds together the particles of the vapor-
izable liquid is gradually overcome, if that liquid be exposed to
air, by another force which separates, expands and diffuses
thosc particles in the form of vapor; and this séparation takes

place, even at common temperature, so rapidly, provided the
surface be sufficiently extensive, tliat an easy opportunity
is offered of determining the loss of weight by a common
balance."

The method of expérimentation followed by Babington
consisted in exposing to the atmosphère for a definite period,
solutions of different salts and also pure water under like con-
ditions of quantity and area, temperature, atmospheric mois-
ture and atmospheric pressure. As evaporating pans were

employed, vessels of tinned copper 5 inches square and <
inch high. The solutions were weighed before and after ex-

posure on a balance that was sensitive to a grain even with a

weight of 4. pounds on each pan. From a study of the rate
of evaporation of a number of salt solutions he arrived at thé

following conclusions: "(i) That in any aqueous solution
of salts and other soluble substances evaporation is retarded,

Proc.Roy.Soc., to, t32(<8s9)-
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as compared with the evaporation of water. (2) That in

solution of salts which retard evaporation that retardation is

in proportion to the quantity of the salt held in solution.

(3) That different salts and other substances soluble in water

different degrees of power in retarding its evaporation.

H) That the power of retarding evaporation does not dépend
on thé spécifie gravity of a solution. (5) That in aqueous
solutions of sa!ts. thé power of retardation does not dépend
on the base, whether wc compare solutions containing like

weights of .the salt, or solutions of like specifie gravities. (6)
That in aqueous solutions of salts, the power of retarding

evaporation does appear to depend upon the salt radical or

acid, although the retardation is not altogether independent
of the influence of the base. (7) That salts with two equiva-
lents of an acid have a greater power of retarding evapora-
tion than salts with one equivalent. There are, however, ex-

ceptions. (8) That there are some salts which, being dissolved

in water, do not retard evaporation, and some salts which,
so far from retarding, actually accelerate evaporation."

An investigation of the data submitted in support of the

first seven conclusions, disclosed that for thé most part his

results were readily interpreted in the light of the modern

theory of solutions. However, the accuracy of thé eighth
conclusion seemed questionable, namely, that certain salt

solutions evaporate more rapidly than water. In support
of it the following data were given: "The eighth proposition
which seems extraordinary and even paradoxical is proved hy
an experiment in whieh .M<K~<'dsolutions of i, ferrocyanate
of potassa, 2, bitartrate of potassa, 3, sulphate of copper,
chlorate of potassa, and 5, distilled water, were compared. In

9 hours and 20 minutes, their losses by evaporation were, re-

spectively, 3~ grs., 38 grs., 29 grs., and 29 grs., where we per-
ceive that in the chlorate of potassa solution there has occurred

no retardation at ail, while in the following experiment, in

which 120 grains of each of the salts examined were dissolved

in !2oo grains of water, namely, i, solution of sulphate of

copper; 2, solution of ferrocyanate of potassa, 3, solution of
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carbonate of soda; and 4, distilled water; thé number of
grains lost by evaporation after t~' hours' exposure were:
t. t2o grains; 2, i [3 grains; 3, io6 grains; 103 grains. It is
thus perccivcd that in all the three solutions a more rapid
evaporation had taken place than in distilled water alone."

Since Babington's experiments apparently were carried out
with considerable care wc were not at first inc!ined to qucs
tion their accuracy. Granting that thc atmospheric condi-
tions under which the evaporation took place were constant,
the most obvious explanation of the higher rate of evapora-
tion of certain salt solutions than of pure water seemed to be
that the temperature of the solutions became higher than thé
solvent during tlie evaporation. In order to bring about the
observed results, this temperature dinerence would have to
be great enough to overcome the lowering of the vapor pressure
of water by the dissolved solute. A difference in tempera-
ture between the solutions and the water might result from
the heat of precipitation (in the case of saturated solutions)
and the change in concentration, dissociation and hydration
occasioned by evaporation of the solvent. Calculation of thé
maximum heat energy available from the above sources un-
der the conditions of Babington's experiments disclosed that
the effect on the temperature of the solutions was so slight
relatively and was spread over such a long period of time that
it was entireiy negtigible comparcd to thé (.-rrors in weighing.
A series of cxperiments were, therefore, carried out to deter-
mine the accuracy of Babington's observations.

Experimental

At the outset we were convinced that there was nothing
to be gained by working with a large volume of solution and

weighing with approximate accuracy. Accordingly 2-inch

crystallizing dishes were used as containers for 10 ce portions
of the several solutions which were weighed on a sensitive
balance. To prevent evaporation of the solutions during the
weighing periods, the edge of each container was carefullv
ground and fitted with a ground glass plate. Bcfore carrving
out thé earlier experiments the inside of the dishes was given
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a thin coat of parafUne to guard against "creeping" of thé solu-

tions. this was later discontinued since it was found that, in

general, the rate of cvaporation was more uniform from dishes

that were not paraflined. 'l'he first evaporations were car-

ried out on a stationary platform in the conter of a room ten

feet square. The dishes were set thé samc distance apart on

the circumference of a cirele of ic-ineh radius. It was hoped
to secure uniform exposure in this way; but thé results were

not entirely satisfactory and a rotating platform was later em-

ployed as subsequently described.

'l'he first experiments were earried out with salt solutions

containing to grams of salt per too cubic centimeters which

was the concentration used by Babington. 'l'en cubic centi-

meters of each were placed in dishes which were arranged on

a stationary platform as abovc described. The loss on evap-
oration was determined in a series of experiments, thé results

of which are given in Table I.

T.\t);.r: 1

Evaporation from a Stationary Platform

Loss on cvapormio)) in grams

i n in iv

j!ohrs.!24hrs.! t6))rs.
I

~)8hrs. t2hrs.

\at(;r t.j6~, t.26~:0.0 o.6~8 0.~73
Water !f~M) .278; 0.4)~ 0.653 0.963
~'atpr

~f.6o()~ .~njo.~f~. 0.684~ o.o~.3

Coppersutphatc ~~o .z~jio.~ff 0.6:0

Potassium ferroeyanide t.~39
.2:6 j

o.~ç; o.y
–

Potassium bicarbonate- t. 495 .202 0.380 0.624
–

Potassium nitrate 't.44' '0563
–

Potassium tartratt '44! -~2' f 0.555
–

Potassium carbonate –
.057 – 0.488

–

Potassium sulphate !t.3<)o t.~5~
n

J0.568J
–

Sodium carbonate f.32y t.022 j 0.500
–

Potassium chloride t.3)8) 0.074 ~0.3235 0.481~
–

Sodium chtoridc '309 o.8t;7 0.24! 5 0.432j
–

From the above table it will be seen that, contrary to

Babington's observations, all solutions evaporated more
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slow) than water. Howevcr, the results arc not entiretv

satisfactory as différent samples of the pure solvent showed

considerable variation in the rate of evaporation. Morc-

o\'er. if thé 10 percent salt solutions are arranged in thé order
of evaporation rate, this order is not always the same. Such
a variation can be due only to expérimentât errors. The most

Hkcly source of error seenied to be the failure to get uniform
conditions of exposure. To obviate this it was decided to

carry out the evaporations on a rotating disk that was t6G

inches in diameter. This disk was turned once every half
minute by means of an electric motor geared down hv thé
mechanism of an old Edison phonograph. The conditions
of exposure were cvidently much more uniform, as shown by
the uniformity of the results given in Tahte II. In this ex-

periment 6 samptes of pure water were arranged the same dis-
tance apart on thé edgc of thé circular platform which was
rotated during thé entire period of exposure. The loss in

weight in 2' hours. 5 hours. 10 hours and 20 hours was de-
termined.

T.\Hf.E Il

Uvaporatiott of Water from Rotatin~ Platform

!.ossmwpi){hti))
Sample

j'honrs j ;,hours tnhnur< .'ohours

0.2.;4 0509
--On

OM .7tf)
o.~S o.f~ .o=,ji
"37 "5'4 "4~ 72t

4 "235 o5'o .044
5 0.236 o.5<3 .04; ~2~

"~2 o.5o6 .o~ .70

As thé above table shows the rate of evaporation was

almost the samc from each container. Accordingly. the

rotating platform was used throughout all the subsequent
experiments.

For the purpose of determining whether thcre was any
advantage in using paraffined dishes, the rate of evaporation
of water and of io percent copper sulphate was determincd,
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using both paraiBncd dishes and dishes thoroughly cleaned

with hot chromie acid. The results are given in Table III.

The time of exposure was i~ hours.

III

'l'he i':H'ectof thf future of thé Container

Lossinw.'i);htfrom

S:un))k ––––––*––––––––––––
Ckancddishes !'araft!ned()ishc':

Water "993

Water 0.994 0.925

Water 0.999 0.937

to'tCoppersutphatc 0.962 0.903

to%Coppersutphate 0.950 0.922

to'(Coppersulphate 0.962 0.898

The above results show two things; first, that 10 percent

copper sulphate evaporates more slowly than water instead

of faster, as Babington found; and second, that a dean dish

makes a better container than a paraffined one. The use of

the latter is most likely to give erroneous results with saturated

solutions which tend to creep up the sides and deposit crystals

if the dish is not thoroughly dean. This effect is shown in

a striking way in the experiments recorded in Table IV.

TAULHIV

ï.ossoncvaporatiott
Xo. Samptc

Loss

!Vater

S'im)[

o.9'7
Ii; l

~1~'ater O.91ï

.Saturated potassium sulphate 0.955

i'\Vater 2.029
1I

~Saturated potassium sutphate 2.3~2

I II /\Vater '805

Saturatcd potassium chlorate 2.005

The above experiments might be considered to indicate

that certain saturated solutions evaporate more rapidly than

water. In every case, however, the solutions crept badly,

depositing crystals on the sides of the dish. This inereased

the surface from which the evaporation took place and so the
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results are not comparable. It is altogether probable that

Babington's failure to take this into account resulted in the

erroneous conclusion that certain saturated solutions evaporate
as fast as, or faster, than the pure solvent.

From the ahovc considerations it follows that if the

saturated solutions do not creep during the process of evapora-
tion. their rate of evaporation would be much smaller than the

pure solvent. This is well illustrated in the experiments re-

corded in Table V. In this experiment particular care was

taken to clean the containers and thcrc was no creeping,
so that all crystals deposited on the bottom of the dish instead

of on the sides. Under these conditions thé solutions evap-
orated much slower than water as thé rcsutts show. It is in-

teresting to note that the solutions used were the saine as

Babington found to evaporate more rapidly than water.

T.\)ft.t:

A fairly accurate comparison of thc' rotative lowering of

the vapor pressure of water by differcnt salts is obtained by

comparing the loss on evaporation of solutions of suitable

concentration. In the following experiment half-molar solu-

tions of several salts were employed. The results are given
in Table VI. In the first column thc salts are arranged in

the order in which thcy decrease thé rate of evaporation; in

the second is recorded the loss in weight after i<).hours ex-

posure in the third, the approximate degree of ionization, (Y.

determined from conductivity; and in thé fourth, the approxi-
mate value of (thé ratio of the number of particles after dis-

sociation to thé number of particles hefore dissociation) cal-

culated from the expression = i + (/ i)a, where is

the number of parts into whieh a molecule dissociates.

f.snneva))orati<,nSamplc Ct)]s.

\Vaterr 0.7~
Saturated potassium chlorate 0.66~
Saturatedeoppersutpitatc 0.65~.
Saturatedpotassiumferrocyanide o. 6 f7
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T.\B[.H VI

Uvaporation of Hatf-Xormat Solutions of Salts

yle_
!J.o~soncvapomtion

ba.nptc

Water
i--

0.735

;Y/ 2Coppersu)phat(.' 0.696 23.8 t. 2~

M/2Sodiutnch)ori(te 0.679 74.3 !.?4

.M/2 Potassium chloride <'675 '79-9 i-So

.W/2 Sodium carbonate 0.665 40'" '-8o

~2 Potassium carbonate o.633 6o.o 2.20

M,'2 Potassium sulphate 0.655 62.o 2.24

.Y/2 Potassium ferrocyanidc! o.633 43.0 2.72

As the above results show the loss by evaporation of equi-

molecular solutions is least with salts that give the greatest

number of ions, which is exactly what one might expect. The

conformity of the results to the theory suggests the possi-

bility of using the rate of evaporation as a means of deter-

mining the molecular weight of certain dissolved solutes. The

applicability of the method is limited, however, on account

of the necessity of working always with fairly concentrated

solutions and the experimental difficulties involved in se-

curing and maintaining suitable conditions of exposure. That

the rate of evaporation does give a good indication of the con-

dition of a dissolved solute is emphasized by the following

experiment

Ostwald' has shown that when CrO~ is dissolved in water

there is formed dichromic acid, H.~Cr~O?,instead of chromie

acid, H~CrO~, as might be expected from analogy with the

action of S0:( and water. To verify this, two solutions of

CrO.~in water were prepared: the first contained i mole of

CrOa per liter; and the second one-half mole of CrOa per litcr.

The rate of evaporation of these two solutions was compared

with the rate of evaporation of ,t/ '2 sulphuric acid. 'l'he

time of exposure was i~. hours. The results are given in

Table VII.

Zeit. phys. Chem.. 2, 78 (<888).
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bumpk- -––

~/2Su)phuncacid j.o;; )u~ .0-;
AfChromic anhydride f.n62 1.0,7 j'o6o

M.zChromicanhydridt.- f.o~ ) [~ ,j.

From thé above results it is évident that molar Cr0:j
which corresponds to M 2 H,Cr..07évaporâtes at almost the
same rate as .1/2 HjSO,; while half-molar CrO. which would

correspond to .1/2 H~CrO~, evaporates considerably faster
than AI 2 H2SO4,showing that it is not .1/2 H.jCrO~but .1f/~
H:Crs07. This confirms Ostwald's conclusion that CrC~
reacts with water to form chiefly dichromic acid rather than
chromie acid. Thé fact that .1/2 sulphuric acid evaporates
somewhat faster than the same concentration of dichromic
acid is due to the fact that the degree of ionization of the latter
is greater than the former in .1/2 solutions.'

From the above series of experiments it is proven that

Babington's conclusion is erroneous, namely, that certain
salt solutions evaporate more rapidly than water under con-
stant conditions of exposure at ordinary température and
pressure. As has been shown, thé chief source of error in

Babington's work probably is the failure to maintain constant
conditions of exposure. The factor which is the most difficult
to maintain constant is the extent of surface exposed, particu-
larly if the containers are not unifornuy clean. This source
of error is magnined with saturated solutions which will

creep badly if the sides of thé container are not thoroughly
clean. By carrying out thé evaporations with clean glass
containers on a rotating platform results can be duplicated
consistently to within i percent. AU thc results obtained
under thèse conditions are readuy explained in terms of the
modern theory of solutions.

Of~O~Mtf'H;f)/ C/tfNf!!<)-Y
7'/h'/<;('<'/f)<~)~f
//<')~t0)t.7'<Wt

\a)d0): Xcit.phys.Chcm..2,71~f88S
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BY Wtt~UHRD. BANCROFT

While there has been a good deal of interesting work done

on the oxidation of charcoal by oxidizing agents at moderate

temperatures, its significance is obscure because nobody knows

exactly what the material was which was oxidized. At 150°

pure and freshly ignited lampblack gives off much carbon

dioxide when in contact with aqueous sodium chlorate and

a little osmium tetroxide.' 1 When heated in an open vesset

a very considerable réduction of the chlorate to chloride took

place in twenty hours, whereas there was less than one percent

as much reduction when the osmium tetroxide was omitted.

This experiment is more interesting as showing the catalytic

action of osmium tetroxide on chlorate oxidations than as

illustrating the properties of charcoal. Since the solution

contained mellitic acid, it seems certain that hydrocarbons

were being oxidized. Cane sugar charcoal behaved similarly

while retort carbon was oxidized very much more slowly.

Hofmann, Schumpelt and Ritter~ report that calcium

hypochlorite in dilute aqueous solution oxidizes certain char-

coals very rapidly, carbon dioxide being evolved. The gas

may contain up to 9 percent CO, which they bctieve is due

to the intermediate formation of high-molecular, dark brownish

red to black colored, fluorescing carbonyl compounds which

décompose to carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide on further

oxidation. If black amorphous charcoal in présence of alkali

is exposed for a long time to thé action of thé air at 120°-

150°, it is convcrted into dark brown to red colloids, which

change next to formates and oxalates, and finally to oxalates.

The different charcoals behave so much alike, except as to

initial reaction vctocitv, that there is no reason to assume any

essentiat difference of chemical constitution.

'Hofînann.KhrhftrtnndSchncidcr: lier.f)(;utsch.<-h';n).Ces., 46t'M)5

')

-'Hcr.dc))tsch.c)K-m.C('s.,46,2S~tf))3~. J.

CHARCOAL BHPORE THE: WAR. III
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When charcoals are oxidized by a solution of 23 g XaC!0.,
and 0.05 g Os(), in 100 g water, thc rate of attack decreases
in thé foltowing order: lampblack, purined bone-lolack, ig-
nited sugar charcoal, soot, linden charcoal, acetylene hlack.
If thèse charcoals reçoive a preliminary treatment with caustic
soda at t2o° or with a hypochlorite solution, thèse differences
in thé rate of attack disappcar very largely and this is es-
pecially true if thc charcoals arc washed afterwards with hy-
drochlorie acid and ammonia to remove thé me!)ogen-!ike
substances producpd during thé etching by caustic soda.
Addition of snmil amounts of acctic acid, primary sodium
phosphate, ruthénium chloride, or manganèse sulphate in-
creases the catalytic action of osmium tetroxide so remarkably
that acetylene black can bc oxidized readily without any pre-
vious etching, thc manganese sulphate bcing thc least effective
of thc four.

If cane sugar is charred with sulphuric acid, hcated to
.500° to drive o)ï thé acid, extracted with ammonia, and dried
at 250°, an activatcd potassium chlorate mixture in a heat-
insulated flask will attack thé resulting charcoal so rapidly
as to cause foaming. About 70 percent of the theoretical
amount of carbon dioxide is obtained and also a mellogen-
like, reddish brown product equa! in weight to about 35 per-
cent of the charcoal taken. If thé solution is hoiled, consider-
able amounts of formic acid are distilled over.

When beechwood charcoal is heated with 25 percent
KaCK~ and 0.05~, OsO~, the gas consists of 99 percent COj
and 0.6 percent CO. When ignited sugar charcoal is heated
with the sarne solution plus i percent primary sodium phos-
phate, the composition of thé gas was 93 percent C0.2, 6 per-
cent CO and 0.5 percent 0.. It is unfortunate that the
nature of the charcoal and thé composition of thé solution
should hâve been changed simuttaneousty, because we have
no way of telling thé relative importance of thé two factors.
In the experiment with thé bceehwood charcoal, thc gas ac-
counts for practically all thé carbon consumed and conscquently
little or no mellogen or mellitic acid can hâve becn formed.
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With the ignited sugar charcoat, the authors state that 5 g

mellogen and 2 g mellitic acid werc formcd. MeHogcn can

be obtained best by starting with freshly ignited lampblack

and boiling it with the activated chlorate solution (30 g KCtOa

to 10 g charcoal) using a reverse cooler, until the charcoal,

after being washed, dissolves almost completely in dilute

aqueous ammonia. In this operation small amounts of formic

acid are formed. If the ammoniacal solution is evaporated

to dryness and extracted with hydrochloric acid, a brilliant

black residue is obtained which dissolves in ammonia forming

a deep blackish brown solution, which is, of course, really a

suspension and not a truc solution. The material is taken

up very slowly by pure water forming a yellowish brown sus-

pension which is precipitated by acids. Alcohol and ether

have scarcely any dispersing action. This substance is very

like the mellogen of Bartoli and PapasogH.' When dried at

100°, the composition is approximately CjcHpOa. The sub-

stance can be oxidized easily to mellitic acid by acidified,

activated chlorate solution or by hypochlorites.

The Griesheim Elektron Co. makes a calcium hypochlorite

containing 75 percent effective chlorine which will give stable

concentrated solutions running fifty-three grams of oxygen

per liter. The preliminary rate of attack by these solutions is

quite different from that hy the chlorate solutions. The rate

of oxidation decreases in the order: beechwood charcoal,

lampblack, acetylene black, soot, linden charcoal, cane sugar

charcoal, and charcoal ohtained by the interaction of carbon

dioxide and magnésium. If one washes these charcoals with

hydrochloric acid and with ammonia after thé preliminary

attack by calcium hypochlorite, and then dries at 140°, all

thèse charcoals are attacked at practically thc same rate by

hypochloritc. Treatment with concentrated caustic soda

at t~o~ in presence of air has much the saine effect. A pre-

viously trcated acetylene black or linden charcoal reacts at

once with hypochlorite solutions containing 40 g oxygen'per

liter, the solution heating up, and foaming violently.

(.axx.chim.ita).,ti, 468 (t88t); t2, ft3 ';882):13,.~7')!!8j;.
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With the purest charcoal obtained by reducing carbon

dioxide with magnesium, boiling takes place in a few minutes.

It fottows, therefore, that the differences in the preliminary
rates of oxidation of the different eharcoats are due to differ-

ences in surface conditions. Hofmann considers that thé pre-

liminary treatment or etching makes the oxidizing agent more

readily adsorbed but he does not go into any details. With

all the etched charcoals the oxidation products are quite
similar, very little carbon monoxide being given off and a great
deal of carbon dioxide. When the residual charcoal is washed

with dilute hydrochloric acid and then with ammonia, large
amounts are obtained of the brownish black colloid which

was also obtained with the activated chlorate solutions.

When an excess of any charcoal was heated with hypo-
chlorite solution containing 25 g oxygen per liter, the gases
had the following compositions:

CO,. Co 0,

i. Beechwoodcharcoa) 89.88 9.3 o.~
2.LampMack ~). 6.0 o.

j.AcctytcncMack < ~o t~J

When beechwood charcoal was heated with bleaching powder,
thé composition of thé gas was 02.8 percent CO:, 5.8 percent
CO, 0.2 percent 0. With the beechwood charcoal and the

hypochlorite solution, thc amount of CO; is only about one-

half the theoretical, the balance being used up in forming

mellogen and meltitic acid. If the charcoal is not present
in excess, some of the mellogen is oxidized to carbon dioxidc

and mellitic acid. It is interesting to note that there is prac-

tically no catalytic decomposition of hypoehtorite to chloride

and oxygen. Hofmann apparently considers that mellitic

acid is formed from pure carbon and he does not rcfer to thé

work which contradicts that view.

Acheson graphite is not changed perceptibly after stand-

ing for several days in contact with hypochlorite solution.

Diamond powder was attacked perceptibly in the course of
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fourtcen days' treatment with the ten-fold amount of hypo-
chlorite solution containing ~3 g. oxygen per liter. Thé resi-

due consisted of diamond powder, chlorate and carbonate but

no hypochloritc. When the diamond powder was washed

with hydrochloric acid and then treated with aqueous ammonia,

a heavy, white, milky suspension was obtained which ran

through a dense double filter and was coagulated by acids to

an almost white, amorphous precipitate. Thé yield was about

one percent of thé diamond powder and the composition was

apparently 86.7~ percent carhon and 10.33 percent water.

If the nndissot\'ed diamond powder was evaporated with

aqua regia and again treated with hypochlorite solution, a

fresh amount of initky solution could he obtained in the same

way as before.

Haber and Bruner' found that wood charcoal dissolves

in fused caùstic at 500~, forming carbonate and hydrogen,
white LeBlane-' showed that pure carbon, made by reducing
carbon dioxide with sodium, reacts with caustic potash at 650°,

setting free three hydrogen atoms per carbon atom, carbonate

heing formed and potassium votatilizing. At lower tempera-

tures, MiUon~ showed that wood charcoal, prepared at 320°,

reacts with caustic alkali in presence of air to form a humus-

like substance which gocs into apparent solution in water.

Hofmann, Schurnpelt and Ritterl have made experiments at

150-180° becausc they were anxious to sec what were the

first products and how far the different charcoals behaved

alike.

'l'he first experiments were made with intensely ignited

sugar charcoal having a composition of 96 percent carbon and

0.6 percent hydrogen. When 15g charcoal, 20 g purest NaOH,

and 40 ce water were heated 4.0 hours at 160° in presence of

C0.free air, the resulting aqueous solution was beautifully
brown-red with a green fluorescence and, therefore, contained

'Zeit.nt<;ktMch<;m:c,!0,6()7(t904)

~Bcr.dcutsch.chetn.Cc's.,<t5,2309'f<))2).

''Jahrcshcr.Ch<.n)ic,l86o,68.

'Bcr.deutschchen).Ces.,46,2!i34()f);j).
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Bartoli and Papasogli's compound, CnH~Ô?. There were

also small amounts of mellitic acid, and oxalic acid corre-

sponding to t.7 g calcium oxalate. Further treatment of the

residual charcoal gave thé same products in approximately
the same amounts. It is, therefore, not a surface film which

reacts. If the air acts longer, the amount of oxalic acid does

not increase much but thé amount of carbonate does. If

water is added continuously to prevent drying, the reaction

proceeds more rapidly but the amount of oxalate does not

change much. It seems certain, therefore, that oxalate is

a preliminary step in the formation of carbonate. Addition

of an oxygen carrier, such as one gram ammonium vanadate,

increases the rate of formation of carbonate but decreases the

recoverable oxalate to about 2 mg and causes the disappear-
ance of the red colloid. If the caustie soda is not made from

metallic sodium, it usually eontains some vanadate which

accounts for Millon and Berthelot not finding oxalate. Above

220° the carbonate is formed so rapidly that the preliminarv
oxidation stages cannot be isolated. At 120°-130° consider-

able amounts of oxalate and of reddish brown oxides are formed

and the conversion to carbonate proceeds very slowly. A

little formate is obtained at !20"o°. In a nitrogen atmos-

phere, formate and a little carbonate are the only products.
The yield of formate is apparently due to oxygen present in

the charcoal and Hofmann believes that in the complete ab-

sence of oxygen, charcoal and caustie potash would not reaet

at180°.

Lampbtack behaved like sugar charcoal even after being

purified by heating in a currcnt of chlorine and then in a cur-

rent of hydrogen. Acetylene black is oxidized somewhat more

slowly and gives less of the brownish red colloid. There is

nothing in all this to show to what extent the decomposition

products are those of pure carbon or of hydrocarbons. It is

worth noting that since we can get formic, oxalic, and car-

bonie acids from carbon monoxide or dioxide, there is no ap-

parent theoretical reason why pure carbon should not be

oxidized to mellitic acid. Thé argument against it is merely
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that the yield of mellitic aeid drops off practicallv to zero
as the charcoal is purified more and more; but it is still possible
that changing the conditions of oxidation would enabte us to

get mellitic acid front a charcoal which yields none under the

ordinary treatment. All wc can say at present is that the evi-
dence is against the view that mellitic acid is an oxidation

product of pure carbon. The electrolytic oxidation of carbon
does not introduce any new feature because there is the same

uncertainty as to what is oxidized.

While we do not know definitely, whether the colloidal
materials obtained by oxidation of the charcoals are or are

not oxidation products of pure carbon, there is always the

possibility that these substances may play a more or less im-

portant part in adsorption under certain circumstances, and,
therefore, it is desirable to see what we know in regard to col-
loidal carbon. Sabbatani" has described the preparation of

colloidal carbon and the matter has been taken up in more de-
tail by Thome.'

"Fine!y powdered sucrose was added gradually as in
Sabbatani's preparation to concentrated sulphuric acid, the

proportions being i gram of sucrose to 10 ce of acid. When
all the sucrose was added, the liquid was allowed to remain
for twenty-four hours, and was then poured into four times its
\'o!ume of cold distilled water. The whole was then filtered
to remove the larger particles which were always present to
a greater or less degree.

"The filtrates obtained in this way varied in color from

yellow to dark reddish brown, which seemed to depend largely
on the accidental formation of lumps in the process of prepara-
tion. On dialysis through parchment paper, much of the acid
diffused out first, but aftenvards the outer liquid became

yellow owing to the diffusion of other substances. In order to
remove the last traces of sulphuric acid very prolonged dialysis

Mi[)ot:Bull.Soc.chim.Paris, (2. j?, 337 ~88; Cotnpt(;srendus,
101,~2 f)88~).

Zeit.KoHoidchemic,!<t,29~914).
Jour.Chem.Soc.,[oçr, 20-!~t<)f6).
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was necessary. On examination in an electric field, the par-

ticles moved towards thé anode, that is, were negati\'e!y

charged. In the ultra-microscope not many particles were

visible; and gold chloride was reduced by the dialyzed filtrate,

in some cases in thé cold, but sometimes only on heating. On

the addition of small quantities of electrolytes (for example,
when 0.5 ccof .V/20 barium nitrate was added to 10 ce of the

liquida a cloudiness appeared, which finally settled to the

bottom of the vessel as a brown powder. Even if a consider-

able quantity of electrolyte was added, no further precipita-

tion occurred, and the substance, which colored the solution

brown, remained, presumably in ordinary solution, as it diffused

(although slowly) through parchment paper.

"Experiments were made with dehydrating agents other

than sulphuric acid. Fuming sulphuric acid and a hot solu-

tion of zinc chloride ga\'e results sirnilar to those obtained

with sulphuric acid, except that the carbon produced was more

compact and less suspended. With phosphoric oxide no ac-

tion occurred if the mixture of it with the sugar was kept dry,

but on addition of a drop either of sulphuric acid or of water

a vigorous action took place with the formation of a spongy

mass. On adding water and filtering, a liquid was obtained

with similar properties to those obtained by the action of sul-

phuric acid.

"Thus it is clear that although some carbon in the suspen-
soid state is produced by the dehydration of sucrose, etc.,

with excess of concentrated sulphuric acid, its properties are

obscured by more complex products of decomposition, the

presence of which is obvious from the odor of burnt sugar

arising from the solution during the dehydration process or

when evaporated to dryness on the water bath. They do not

appear to exert a protective action on thé carbon.

"When an electrie currcnt (o.4-4..o amperes at 200 volts)

is passed through dilute sodium hydroxide .solution using

carbon electrodes, one of the electrodes being immersed in

the solution and the other just touching the surface, the liquid

becomes dark owing to the disintegratiou of the electrodes.
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On filtration, most of the particles pass through the filter

and, if the sol is then diluted, remain suspended for many
months; otherwise a slow deposition of some of the dispersed
matter ensues, presumably removing excess of alkali. On

varying me positions and signs of the electrodes, it was found
that most dispersion occurred when the positive pole just
touched thé surface of the liquid, thus giving a high current

density at its surface; on immersing it further, electrolysis was
more vigorous, but little dispersion occurred. With the nega-
tive pole touching the surface, an arc was set up between car-
bon and liquid and the electrode was burnt away, some large
particles being formed from its violent disintegration. Only
large particles could be obtained by striking an arc between
the carbons under thé surface. It was also found that almost
all the sol originated from the positive pole, for when the other
electrode was surrounded by a soaked thimble of parchinent
paper oniy the outer liquid became dark. Under ordinary con-

ditions, however, if the current was reversed after it had been

nowing for some time, a cloud of dark particles arose from the

négative pole immersed in the liquid; this appears to be due
to the removat from that pole of particles which were formed
from the positive pole and were carried through the liquid and

deposited by cataphoretie action.

"ost of the sols were obtained from electrodes of ordi-

nary arc carbons, but similar results were obtained with elec-
trodes of crude gas carbon and of Acheson graphite. A solu-
tion of sodium hydroxide containing 2-3 grams per liter is
best for thé formation of the sol; a more dilute solution does
not permit a sumciently heavy current to pass, while a greater
concentration precipitates the sol, and the positive electrode
is not so finely hroken up. 'l'he formation of a sol is notice-

able, however, at as low a concentration as o.~ gram per liter,
that is, .V 100; and although a more concentrated solution
is more efficient for the actual preparation, thé sol is more
stable if diluted soon after formation.

"The sols thus obtained when subjected to dialysis in a

bag or thimble of parchment paper are completely precipitated
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if the alkali is entirety removed in this manner; the diatysis

can bc stopped when just enolrgh alkali is left to render thé

sot stable. ffn this thc sot is similar in hehavior to a ferrie

hydroxide sol, which is precipitated if all the acid is diatyxed
°

away from it.~ The deposit formed in thc dialyzer can bc J

suspended in part by addition of water containing a little alkali.

"Thé sol showed a very distinct Tyndati cone, and in

layers more than a few mm in thickness was black; in very
thin layers it was of a brown tint. Un~er the microscope no

particles were seen, but with thé ultra-microscope a large
numher were visible in vigorous Brownian mo~'ement. Thus

the particles were of a size similar to tttat of the particles in

metattic sols. When exposcd to the action of an electric field

in the ordinary Y-tube apparatus, thé particles in the sols

prcpared invariabty moved towards thc anode, that is, they
were negativety charged, as are most hydrosots of clements.

whether metals or non-metals. If the sol was acidified, no

change in the sign of the charge took place.
"Thé sols were particularly sensitive to electrolytes, so

much so that if tap-water was used in preparing them, pré-

cipitation of the particles occurred as fast as they were formed.

An experiment with a sol containing about 0.3 gram of carbon

per liter (by thé loss in weight of thé electrodes) and A'. 40
barium chloride gave the following resutts. 't'en ce of the

sol were used in all cases.

.V'40-Harium
chtoride Resu)t.

cc

o. fo t \o precipitate apparent at once; very slight prccipi

o.t~j tate after a week

0.20 \o precipitate apparent at otK'c: mostly precipi ated

0.25; aftcraweck

0.30 i Somc aggregatps aftcr onc tiour; completely prc-

o.~o cipitatp(t in a week

} Somc aggreRates at once; part)y settte-d in onc- hour 1
10 ¡o)
().80

¡ rIocculatioll at once; IIIOSt\ settled ill olle houri F[occn)ation at once; mosUy sctttcd in ouc hour

~.oo t'')occu)atioi)at once :most)ysett)ed in t\vcntv minutes
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"Thus, taking 0.3 ce as the minimum concentration to
effect precipitation of the sol employed, it will he seen that
this concentration is one of 0.078 gram of barium ehloride
(that is, 0.36 millimol.) per liter of sol. This concentration
is of the same order as that required to precipitate other sus-
pensoids of similar dispersity and concentration (both of whieh
in the case of sols used in this work were only approximately
known). For example, an arsenic trisulphide sot containing
7 54~millimols. per liter required a concentration of 0.691
millimol. per liter of barium chloride to precipitate it.' The
coagulum from the sol was black, and was only partly dis-
persed again on prolonged washing with distilled water.

"It was thus seen that the sols formed in this way were
typical suspensoids; and it now remained to see whether the
particles were pure carbon or a product of oxidation.. With
this end in view, the sol was made on a considerable scale, and
after filtration and keeping was precipitated by barium chloride
and the solid collected in order to détermine its composition
by combustion. The precipitate was washed with distilled
water and then with dilute hydrochloric acid to remove the
barium carbonate which had gradually accumulated in the
mass. On doing this, a yellow liquid passed through the filter;
it was apparently not colloidal, as it gave no Tyndall cône and
diffused easily through parchment paper. On distilling a
portion of the filtrate, the colored. substance remained in the
non-volatile portion, and on evaporation on the water bath a
sma!! quantity of brown residue remained; if sulphurie acid
was present during the evaporation, an odor of burnt sugar was
noticeable, but there was not sufficient of the substance to
permit of its identification.

"The precipitate was washed with dilute hydrochloric
acid until the filtrate gave no precipitate with dilute sulphurie
acid; on finally washing with distilled watcr, some of the col-
loid passed through the filter paper, so it was washed with
very dilute hydrochloric acid until the filtrate ceased to he

FrcundtichXcit.phys.Chpn. 44, (,3
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ur9e 1-hnn ririnrl its tlsn oir fnr ,arramln at-nttnr~ ntsri
yellow. It was then dried in the air for a week, ground, and

kept for a similar period in a vacuum desiccator.

"On burning it in oxygen in the ordinary apparatus for

organic combustion, the following results were obtained:

f )t ~tcunvatufs

Carbon ~573

¡--

~7.50 66.6; 1

Hydrogen 2.07 ).~ 1.99
Rcsidue 158;; f~.ôô 1525

83.6=; 84.o~ 83.85
'35 '59' '6'.5

nifTcrenee 100.00 foo.oo tcx~.oo

Thé 'residue' remains unburnt even when heated to bright

redness in pure oxygen, and on examination it was found to

consist mostly of siHca. with a trace of iron. Thus it is prob-

ab!y derived from impurities in the arc carbons used to make

the sol. Thé différence is presumably oxygen.

"When the results are calculated on the hasis of percentage
of combustible material thcy agree fairly well with those ob-

tained by Snhngen.'whoobtained C = 8[.2, H = 0.85 and 0 =

18percent, while the mean results in this work are C = 78.59,
H = 2.35, 0 = 19.05 percent. It is clear that very consider-

able oxidation occurs during the disintegration of the elec-

trodes, as organic compounds occur in the washings, and possi-

bly in the above product. The results of analysis of the latter

may point to the existence of a carbohydrate, or more likely

to water firmly retained by the carbon the latter seems prot)-
able in view of the washing of the precipitate until frec from

colored soluble matter, but in any case organic matter is présent
in thc sol and seems necessary for a stable dispersion.

"1'he carbon formed by the réduction of carbon dioxide

with magnésium was prepared, and the crude product treated

with dilute hydrochloric acid to remove magnésium oxide and

carbonate. On powdering it and adding it to water, no perma-

Chcrn.WM'kb~d,1,~93(tçi~.).
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nent suspension was noted aftcr some months, neither did the

addition of alkali to the water cause a colloidal solution to be

formed. Silicon, when prepared in this way. readily forms a

suspension.
1

'When acétylène reacts with chlorine, a fine soot is pro-
duced. It was found to be impossible to produce it in water

by simultaneousty bubbling the two gases through thc liquid.
If produced by spontaneous combustion of thé gases, it was

difHcult to moisten it and no suspension ensued.

~"Carbon, prepared by the dehydration of sucrose by sul-

phuric acid, was treated with excess of the acid in order to de-

hydrate, if possible, the intermediate compounds formed. The

mass was then washed with water until free from acid, but it

did not form a suspension either in water or alkali; a brownish

yettow solution was observed after some time in the alkali

used, while in the aqueous liquid a fungus began to grow

showing that organic compounds were still present. Similarty,
if the carbon was heated to a red heat either in air or in chlorine,
the residue gave no sol with water or alkali

"On examination of pieces of an Aeheson graphite elec-

trode, it was found that although they were more difncult

to disintegrate when used in place of arc carbons in the elec-

trotytic method, a similar sol was obtained. A finely powdered
portion could not be dispersed in water or alkali, but floated

on thé surface. However, on the addition of a few crystals of

tannic acid to either solution, the powder was immediatety

dispersed to give a violet sol which had almost the same prop-
erties as those obtained by the electrolytic method. Thé pre-
cise action of the tannic acid has not yet been determined, but

it may have a surface-tension effect, thus permitting the par-
ticles to be made wet, or it may exert a protective influence

on the carbon particles.
"Animal charcoal was extracted with concentrated hy-

drochloric acid to remove inorganie salts, and then well washed

with water and dried. The powder thus obtained did not

form a suspension in water, alkali, or tannic acid. When some

Astfa)kaodCutter: Zcit. Kolloideliemie,15,23f'9'4)
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of it was treated with about twenty times its weight of con-

centrated sulphuric acid, a brown liquid wasobtained. On

dilution with water to ten times the volume,almost the whole

was precipitated in brownish black nocks, whiehwhen filtered

and washed were suspended, but only for a short time, both

in alkali and in tannie aeid. Patterson' hasobtained the sul-

phuric acid solution, and regards it as evidencethat organic
matter is still left in animal charcoal, and to this he attrihutes

the superior adsorptive power of such charcoal ovcr other

varieties of carbon. Comparing these resultswith the others

obtained in this work, they seem to confirmthé supposition
of the existenceof organicmatter in thé charcoal."

Herzog'~showsthat animal charcoal adsorbssugars from

aqueous solution and that a réversibleequilibriumis reached

which can be expressed by thé equation m = A'C",where

x is thé amount of sugar adsorbed by M;grams of charcoal,
and C is the concentration of the unadsorbedsugar, while

k and Hare constants. Starting with too ceof solutions and

5 grams of animal charcoal, the followingvalueswereobtained

for A;and ); with different sugars:

Sugar
1

j M

Dc-xtrosc 0.766 '~474
Laevujose 0.338 0.53~
GataetosG !.ot() 0.69~.
Sucrose o.ro6? o.[27
Mattose [.142 o.f33
Lactose '.138 o.t3:,

Rona and jMichaetis~ point out that thc adsorption of

sugar by charcoal may be entirely inhibited by thé presence
of a sufficient quantity of another substance, such as acetone

or acetic acid, which is adsorbed more powerfully than thé

sugar. The practical value of this observation lies in thc fact

that a dilute solution of sugar to which 10 percent of acetic

Jour Soc.Oicm.Im', 22,6o<)(tçc~
~Zcit physiol.Chpm..60,79~909).

Biochem.Zt'it.,16,~Xf)(i8()';).
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acid or acetone has been addcd, may be decolorized by shaking
with 5 percent of charcoal without any loss of sugar. This

applies both to dextrose and to sucrose, and the charcoal lias
no inverting action on the latter sugar. The presence of
albumin does not influence the adsorption of sugar or acetone

by charcoal.

On the other hand, Clark' found that a bad decoloriza-

tion with animal charcoal is always obtained when fruit sugar
and salts are present in considerable quantity showing that

these substances interfere with the adsorption of the coloring
matter. This is in line with some of the earlier observations

by Anthon."

"A molasses containing tog parts of non-sugars to 100

parts of sugar was filtered through bone-black and then washed

with water. A large part of the non-sugars was removed.
A red infusion of Pernanbuco wood was passed through bone-

black until the charcoal took up no more color. Thé bone-

black was washed with water until the water came off color-

less. On treatment with clear sugar solution a red color was

obtained. After the charcoal was washed until thé sugar
solution came off colorless a nearly saturated soda solution

took out large amounts of color. When this latter removed
no more color a solution of potassium carbonate took out some

and after this caustic potash removed color. Anthon ques-
tions the necessity of using bone-black at all. Its adsorption
of organic substances is very slight in presence of free alkalies

and its adsorption of lime is limited to a few percent of the

weight of the charcoal. On the other hand there is a distinct

loss of sugar."
Bauer~ found that both hydrochloric acid and acetic acid

decrease the adsorption of sugar by charcoal without inter-

fering with the removal of the color.

Glassner and Suida' made experiments with a large num-

Jour.Soc.Chcm.f~(! 3~,262(Hjt.~).
~Ch<m.Ccntra)h)att.(2' t3, ino.)'<8ôH).
jour S(~e.Cliein 7,63() 1~88Jour~oc. Chcm!m).,

95
7, G36'(SSR

f.ichtK'sAnn..357, (f')c<7).J.
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ber of organic dyes and found that "the vegctable charcoals

(wood, sugar) do not takc up appréciable amounts of dyes.
Charcoals having a high ash content (sodium and sponge
charcoal) behave similarly. Soot has a distinct adsorbing
power for hasic dyes but takes only the slightest amounts of

acid dyes out of solution with thé exception of the following
dyes whieh have a peculiar physical condition in aqueous solu-

tion fast red A, fast red A acid, alizarin yellow GGW, alizarin

yellow RW. These results with soot are in harmony with
those previously found by Lehmann. Gluc and woo) char-
coals also have very slight adsorbing powers for all dyes. A

very différent behavior was observed with the charcoals ob-

tained from Merck: bone-black, blood charcoa! and animal
charcoal. If one compares the composition of the different

charcoals with the adsorbing power for dyes, it appears that
the vegetabie charcoals, which decolorize bad!y, contain no

nitrogen or only traces, while the animal charcoals are relatively
rich in nitrogen. This cannot be the sole cause of the differ-
ence because certain animal charcoals, such as glue charcoal,
have a relatively low ash content and high nitrogen content;
but are bad decolorizers, while soot which contains relatively
little nitrogen or ash can take up appreciable amounts, at any
rate of the basic dyes. Also, the best decolorizing animal

charcoal has the lowest nitrogen and hydrogen content and
the highest ash content of the good animal charcoals. It is,

therefore, probable that the nature of the ash is important
and the way in which the nitrogen is bound.

"Thé addition of sodium chloride and tri-calcium phos-
phate has relatively little beneficial effect with blood charcoal
but more with soot which does not adsorb wel).

"When basic dyes (chlorides) are taken up by blood char-

coal thé chloride remains in the solution, which, however,
does not become acid. The amount of the color bases which
can be extracted by alcohol or ether is very much less than

cJings to the amount of chloride in the decolorizing solutions.
It seems certain, therefore, that a large part of the color bases
is held by thé charcoal very nrmty. It is casier to wash the
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dye out of soot than out of blood chareoal. Experiments show
that there has been no appreciable oxidation of the dyes.

"It seems probable that the high decolorizing power of
sorne of the animal charcoal is due to the presence of polymeric
cyanimide derivatives, such as melam, melamine, etc. As a
matter of fact, it appears that the best animal charcoal which
was tested came from a Prussian Blue manufacture, and, there-
fore undoubtedly contained cyanogen in some form. Plat-
inixed asbestos has practically no decolorizing action on any
of the dye solutions studied.

"Heating charcoal with potassium carbonate increases
the adsorption power for crystal violet and crystal ponceau.
This is apparently due chiefly to the formation of cyanide
compounds because the increase in adsorbing power is much
less when thé charcoal is heated with potassium carbonate in
an atmosphere of CO.

Knecht' aiso harks back to the effect of nitrogen, showing
that decreasing the percentage of nitrogen in an animal char-
coal decreases its adsorption of acid dyes like crystal scarlet.
The decrease in the percentage of nitrogen has practically no
effect on the adsorption of a basic dye like methylene blue.

If. on the other hand, purified animal charcoal be heated with
aluminum powder or zinc dust and then treated suecessively
with hydrochloric and hydronuoric acids to rcmove impurities,
the adsorbing power for methylene blue is decreased very
much while that for crystal scarlet is decreased to a much lesser
extent (probably owing to unavoidable. loss of nitrogen).
This seems to be pretty strong evidence that thé impurities
in the charcoal are very important. Knecht agrees with
Patterson and with Glassner and Suida that the decolorizing
action of animal charcoal is due to the presence of organic
compounds which are stable at a red heat. He believes that

absolutely pure, amorphous carbon probably has no decoloriz-

ing action either for acid or basic dyes. Knecht also daims
that the adsorption by animal charcoal of iodine dissolved in

Jour.Soc.Chem.Ind..26, <tgo? 28, 700( tqoQ
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a potassium iodide solution depends on the amount of nxed

nitrogen in thé charcoal.

Rosenthalcr and Ttirk' have studied the adsorption of
various pharmaceutical substances from their solutions when
treated under standard conditions with different kinds of
charcoal. These charcoals may be divided, according to their
adsorbent powers, into strongly adsorbent: bone, nesh, and

"vegetable btood" charcoals, in the above order; and weakly
adsorbent or non-adsorbent: blood, lime-wood, and sponge
charcoals. For the same kind of charcoal, the adsorption of

any substance varies with the solvent which is empioycd. The

adsorption is by. far the strongest in aqueous solutions, it is
less with ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol, ethyl acetate, acetone,
and least of all with chloroform solutions. The speed of ad-

sorption depends on thé same factors as influence the amount
of adsorption, being the greatest in the case of bone charcoal
and aqueous solutions. Thé quantity of substance adsorbed

by a given quantity of charcoal is relatively less for concen-
trated solutions than for dilute solutions. All the circum-
stances which favor adsorption act in a similar degree in re-

sisting the re-extraction of the adsorbed substance. The

decolorizing power of the charcoal is dependent on its ad-

sorbing power. As regards the use of charcoal for decolorizing
purposes, they state that the charcoal must be carefully puri-
fied before use and the quantity of charcoal employed should
be as small as possible. It is not necessary to heat the liquid
with the charcoal several hours' contact at thé ordinary tem-

pérature will suffice. The decolorization should not, for pref-
erence, be effected on an aqueous solution, because the loss
of substance by adsorption is at a maximum in that solvent
the solution should be as concentrated as possible. Easity
oxidizabie substances should not be decolorized bv animal

charcoal, because this charcoal has a powerful oxidizing
action; the oxidation of alkaloids is retarded by treating them
in the form of salts. Blood charcoal has the strongest oxidiz-

ing action, lime-wood charcoal has hardly any. Bone and

Arch.l'harm.,244,.s)?;Jour.Soc. Chcm)))d..25,«72 (<9o6).
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ncsh charcoals can be employed in thé détermination of caffeine
without loss of alkaloid, but in the determination of sugars.
etc., in wine and other liquids. charcoal should not be used
unless it has proved that no toss by adsorption takes place
under the conditions of thé expehment. Thé close inter-

dependence of thé decolorizing and adsorbing properties of
charcoals suggests that the decolorization is due to adsorption
of thé coloring matters. The fact that successful results can
be obtained in practice dépends first on the circumstance that
the amount of coloring matter is generally onty a fraction of
the total substance in solution, and secondly. on a selective

adsorption, according to which thé quantity adsorbed is

generally proportional to the molecular weight, most coloring
matters being substances of high molecular wcight."

Since adsorption is selective, we may hâve three extreme
cases with a salt in aqueous solution. The charcoal may have

strong selective adsorption for thé salt itself, or for one of the

hydrolysis products, the free base or the free acid. All three
cases are known. Uebermann' showed that with barium for-
mate, sodium and lead acetates, calcium glycollate, zinc lac-
tate, ammonium oxalate and potassium sodium tartrate solu-
tions, bone-black removed the basic constituents to a greater
extent than thé acid ones, thus leaving the solution acid.
Calcium and barium benzoates are adsorbed without change,
as is also the case with sodium chloride, nitrate and sulphate.
From a solution of aniline benzoate, charcoal takes out more
benzoic acid than aniline while with aniline acetate, more
aniline is removed than acetic acid.~

The decomposition of salts as a result of selective adsorp-
tion was studied many years ago by Weppen/' He found that
bone-black would easily remove all traces of the rnetal from am-
moniacal solutions of copper, zinc, silver, and lead, that lead
oxide is taken out of an alkaline lead plumbite solution, and
that the acids are removed from potassium antimoniate and

SitxnnKsbcrAkad.Wiss.Wien.75,If. 3~. ([~8;.
''Fr(-un(Uich:mt)Masins:"VanBemmetenCedenkboc); toc (xjtoL

LicbiK'sAnn..55,~f (t8~); 59, 3~ (t~).
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sodium tungstate solutions. Mercuric iodide was adsorbed

quantitativety from a solution in ammonium iodide and ar-

senie sulphide from a solution in ammonium sulphide. In

presence of ammonin, some barium hydroxide is taken out of

a barium ehloride solution. From ferrous sulphate and mer-

curie chloride solutions basic sutphatcs arc adsorbed. Cheval-
lier' found that charcoal takes lead oxide out of lead nitrate or

acetate dissolved in water, alcohol or acetic acid. More is

taktn
from a hot titan a cold solution.

Charcoal takes out ferrie chloride without decomposition
from solutions in pure acetone and in ethyl acétate;~ but takes
out chieny the iron from solutions in water or 95 percent alco-
hol. Hxposure to sunlight increases the hydrolysis.

In addition to causing hydrolysis and dissociation, char-

coal may also reduce salts. Heint?/' reports on a case of tins
sort: "I believed that bone-black, when washed carefullv
and then ignited would not precipitate platinum chloride.
To my surprise, I found rccently that platinum is actually

precipitated from its solution by charcoal. If one takes bone-

black which has heen boiled thoroughly with hydrochloric acid
and with water and then ignited, and lets it stand in contact

with a platinum chtoride solution, one notices after awhile
that the color of the solution is distinctly lighter. If the solu-

tion is boiled for a few minutes with the charcoal the color be-

comes very much less; but thé liquid takes on a reddisli shade.
If sumcient charcoal is present and if the boiling is kept up
thé. solution becomes entirely eolorless, containing hydro-
chloric acid but no platinum. It is not surprising that plat-
inum chloride is precipitated by bone-black. It has long heen
known that organie dyes. many colorless organic substances,
and certain colored and colorless organic substances are pre-
cipitated by charcoal. It is perhaps new, however, that bone-

black decomposes a boiling platinum ehloride solution chem-

ically. It seems improbable that the reduction is due to char-

Comptesrendus,19,)~ (1845).
Oesch'-ncrdeCoumck:Comptesrcnt~us,130,t627:t~t, ~y.sftooe).
UehiK'sAnn.,187,~27hS~).
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coal itself. Since charcoat, no matter how highly heated,

always contains hydrogen it is probable that hydrogen causes

thé réduction since it is known that platinum chloride is easity
reduced hy hydrogen with formation of hydrochloric acid.

"On thc other hand thé réduction of platinum chloride

by a simultaneous action of carbon and water is not impossible;
but in this case carbon dioxide or carhon monoxide must be

fonned in addition to platinum and hydrochloric acid. An

experiment showed, however, that neither of these gases was

formed. In this experiment platinum chloride was not used;
1 took ferrie chloride since 1 had found that its aqueous solu-

tion is reduced at the boiling point to ferrous chloride by freshly
ignited bone-black. If one takes a solution of pure ferrie

chloride which gives no trace of Prussian Blue with potassium

ferricyanide and boits it with purified and freshly ignited bone-

black, the filtered solution gives a tremendous precipitate of

Prussian Btue. One can see that reduction has taken place,
because the intense yellow color of the solution decreases very
much when boiled with bone-black. If an air current free

from carbon dioxide is passed through the boiling liquid and

then through a mixture of calcium chloride and ammonia,
no clouding takes place in the latter solution. The same re-

suit is obtained if the air current is passed previously over

glowing copper oxide. During the reduction of ferrie chloride

to ferrous chloride by charcoal there is, therefore, formed

neither carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide nor any other gas

containing carbon. Thé charcoal used was free from heavy
metals and even iron was present only in extraordinarily small

amount.

"The marked reducing action of bone-black is, therefore,
to be ascribed to hydrogen which is always present even in

charcoal whieh has been raised to a white heat. The ferrie

chloride may give rise to a complicated carbon compound just
as we know that potassium permanganate converts charcoal

into mellitic acid. In this case the reaction should take place
both in alkaline and in acid solution. As a matter of fact

if one filters the ferrie chloride solution which has been boiled
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with charcoal, precipitates the iron with ammonia, washes,
and évaporâtes both thc filtrate and the solution, both residues
contain traces of carbonaceous matter. White the formation
of a small amount of organic substances certainly occurs
when ferrie chloride solution acts on ignited bone-black, the
amount of this substance is so very small that one must seek
another cause for the considerable amount of ferrous chloride
formed. It is practically certain, therefore, that the greater
part of the reduction is due to the hydrogen in the charcoal."

Avery' came to quite a different conclusion.

"Charcoal is used largely for the precipitation of gold
from its solutions in the extraction of this metal from its ores

by the 'chlorine' or the 'cyanide' process. In the former case,
the solution of gold chloride, is heated, and filtered through
tubs filled with wood charcoal. The precipitation is rapid and

complete. The charcoal with which the solution first cornes
into contact soon becomes covercd with a beautifui, tough
yellow deposit of metallic gold as the solution becomes more
dilute no deposit is visible on the charcoal; but the ash left
on incinération is colored pink by the finely-divided metal.
In the cyanide process, the filtration through charcoal takes

place in the cold. The solutions are much more dilute with

respect to their gold content, a longer column of charcoal is

used, and no metallic deposit appears. After the charcoal
has been in use for some time, the precipitation of gold takes

place less actively, but it can be renewed by heating the char-
coal to redness in absence of air and replacing in the filters.
It has also been noticed that if a current of electricity is passed
for a short time through a filter, so arranged that the charcoal
is the cathode the gold is afterwards precipitated for some time

by the charcoal so treated, even more readily than bv freshly-
bumt material. The reaction that takes place during this
reduction does not appear to have been satisfactorily investi-

gated, although it has been noticed and various suggestions
made regarding it. The reducing action of lampblack, animal

charcoal, bone-black, and coke, on various metallic salts has

Jour.Soc.Chpm.Ind.,27,2.s.s<~o8).
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been described by several investigators. who have attributed
the action to impurities in the carhon, to occluded hydrogen,
or to the mechanica! attraction of carbon for the dissolved
salts. In most cases no quantitative work has been attempted.
Weppen' found that the greater part of the acid was present
in the free state after thé réduction of the salt, and that it was

very difficult to recover the last portions of thé acid. Konig,~
working with purified charcoal, found that carbon dioxide was
formed. He assumed the reaction to be in accordance with an

equation which, expressed in modern form, would be,
~AuC!, + 6H.O + 3C = 4Au + izHCl + 3CO. but in his

experiment he found only '/M of this theoretical amount of
carbon dioxide. He concluded that this fraction only of the
reduction of gold chloride was due to the charcoal, the rest

being due probably to physically adsorbed gases.

"Attempts were made to prepare charcoal free from ait
occluded reducing gases, so that the part played by the charcoal
a]one might be determined. Sugar was first heated to a high
temperature in absence of oxygen, but it was found that the

light porous mass so obtained was less suitable for manipula-
tion than wood charcoal, and, moreover, that even after pro-
longed heating it still contained appreciable quantities of hydro-
carbons. Ordinary wood charcoal was used, crushed to small

size, treated with acids to dissolve out minera! matter, heated
in chlorine to decompose hydrocarbons, and then in nitrogen
to get rid of the chlorine. It was found that even after pro-
longed heating in nitrogen, traces of entérine were still present.
Finally a very pure form of charcoal was obtained from cocoa-
nut shell. This was strongly heated in c!osed clay crucibles
for some hours, then boiled with nitric acid for 5 or 6 hours,
and washed thoroughly tit! the washings were nearly free from
acid--the washing taking several days. It was then dried
in the air, crushed and sieved, collecting the particles between
i and 3 mm diameter. These were dried first in a desiccator
over strong sulphuric acid, then over phosphorus pentoxide,

Licbig'Ann.,55,2~; (~8~).
Chem.Xews.45,2).~
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and finallyheated to redness in a etosedplatinum crucible and
cooled in a desiccator over phosphoruspentoxide. The cruei-
ble was heated in a muffie in an oxidizingatmosphere to avoid
the possibility of adsorption of hydrogen or other reducing
gases from the furnace. This charcoal was examined, first

by heating it for one or two hours in a current of pure nitrogen
and findingits loss of weight. It was then heated in a current

of oxygenand the amount ofwater formed,determined. From
this the amount of hydrogen still present in the charcoal was
calculated. The weight lostwhenheated in nitrogen was found
to be due to water and carbon dioxide. The gas curtent was
camed through another combustionfurnacecontaining copper
oxide, but no hydrogen, hydrocarbons, or carbon monoxide
were found present.

"The results of the analysis of the charcoal were as fol-
lows

Hcated in
Combustion in oxygen

nitrogen
Loss Watcrformed.caku-

Percent tatedasbydrogen nPercent Percent

1~0. t 5.0' o.!6 0.26
No.22 0.) I 0.25 0.23
~0.3 3 0.5 o.t5 0.20

"The results show that the amount of adsorbed gases in
this charcoal is very small-the loss in nitrogen and amount of

hydrogen found on combustion (0.25percent at most), being
due to a large extent probably, to moisture still present. In
the subsequent work the charcoal is regardedas pure, the small
amount of reducing agent other than carbon, possibly present
being ignored." This charcoal washeated in nitrogen to re-
move other occluded gases and was then added to the gold
chloride solution. By taking special precautions to remove

No.was driedoverphosphoricanhydridebutnotignitedinplatinum
erueiMcs.Nos.2and3weredried,ignitedandcooledoverphosphoricanhydride
heforeanalysis.
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all the carbon dioxideformed, it was found that the reaction

apparently prqceeded according to the equation ~AuCt~+

6H:0 + 3C = 4Au +I2HC1 + 3C02."
In viewof the fact that carbon monoxidewill reducegold

chloridesolutions,and in viewof the fact that carbon isknown
to react with oxygen slowly, there is no reason why charcoal

shouldnot reducegoldsalts. On the other hand, unlessspecial

precautions are taken, the reduction in any particular case

may well be due to impurities in the charcoal.

I<azowski'states that ignited woodcharcoal reduces not
too concentrated solutions of the salts of tin, copper, mer-

cury, silver, platinum, palladium and gold, provided they con-
tain no free acid. One of the interesting things about this is

that with copper the metallic coating varies from blue to red
which presumablymeans that he had colloidalcopper.

Cw/«' !7w<w/~

Chem. Gazette, 1848, 43.
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ANODE CORROSION0F LEAD IN SODIUM
HYDROXIDE SOLUTIONS

BY 0. W. BROWN, C. 0. HRNKË AND L. T. SM!TH

Lead, used as anode in a sodium hydroxide solution, is
dissolvedand precipitated on the cathode as a sponge, in a
very finely divided condition.

Glaser' has obtained sponge lead by the electrolysis of
feebly acid or neutral solutions of lead nitrate and acetate.
However, with a more strongly acid solution of the nitrate
or acetate, he obtained brilliantcrystallinedeposits of metallic
lead. The formation of the spongelead was attributed to the
basic salts, which are almost insoluble,and which impede the
uniformcrystallization of the metal at the cathode.

Elbs and Rixon2have alsomade a study of the electrolysis
of lead salts. In their experimentson phosphorousacid with
leadelectrodes,they observedthat, withsmallcurrent densities,
the anode goes into solution and at the same time remains
bright, and a crystalline deposit of lead forms at the cathode.
If the current density is increased,the polarization potential
increasesfrom a few tenths to about 1.9volts, and at the same
time the anode becomescoveredwith a dark gray layer, while
the deposit of lead on the cathode becomes spongy. They
state that lead is dissolved in the electrolyte formingplumbic
salts and on electrolysisspongelead is formed at the cathode.
If plumbic salts had not been present the deposit would have
beencrystalline.

Tommasf produced sponge lead by the electrolysisof a
solutionof the double acetates of lead and sodium, using lead
anodesand a rotating disk cathode.

Elbs and Forssell~have investigated the behavior of lead
as an anode in sodium hydroxidesolutions. They state that

Glaser: Xeit. Ktektrochemie. 7, 365 ()9oo).

~E)bsandRixott:Ibid..9,267(mo3). ;i

TomntM): Etectrochem. Ind., i, 498 (t~o:).
Etbsand ForsscH: Xeit. Ekktrochemie, 8, 760 (t9o2).
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at first the lead anode remains bright and does not gas. Then
there appear dark gray spots which spread out dver the whole
anode, later brown spots appeafand soonthé anode is covered
with a brown coating. At the same time the anode beginsto

gas and yellowparticles fall off the anode, which soon ceases,
and thenoniy gas is givenoff. Thèse phenomenado not change
with increasingconcentration of thé sodium hydroxide or with

increasingeurrent density, except that the singlephases cannot
be distinguished.

They also state that the electrolytic corrosion of the
anode isnot essentiallyinfluencedby the concentration. With

increasing temperature the formation of lead peroxide only
beginslater. High eurrent density and a quiet electrolyte are
said to favor the formation of lead peroxide.

In our experiments we found that the temperature, con-
centration of the sodium hydroxide solution and the eurrent

density affectedvery greatly the corrosion of the anode.
The lead which we used as anode was purified twiceby

electrolysis in a Betts bath. The purified lead was then
melted and cast into anodes. A new anode was used foreach

electrolysisso as to have the condition of the anode the same
at the beginningof each experiment. The anodes in the ex-

periments given in the first three tables had a surface of 56
square centimeters, while the anodes used in all the other ex-
periments had a surface of 6~ square centimeters, counting
both sides. The anode was hung on a glass rod in the middle
of the cell, which was a beaker 9 cm in diameter by 12cm

high. The cathode consistedof two thin strips of lead, of the
samesizeas the anode, placed against the sides of the beaker,
one on each side of the anode. Enough electrolyte wasused
to cover the anode, whichrequired about 550 ce. The cells
werekept in water baths and within 2° of the indicated tem-

perature. The current was measured by a copper coulorneter
the eurrent strength being indicated by an ammeter.

The quantity of lead corroded was determined by the
loss in weight of the anode. Theoretically one ampere hour
shoulddissolve3.8642grams of lead.
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Hfïect of concentration of sodium hydroxidc solution on anode
corrosion at 20° C.

Current strength–f.s to 1.6ampères.
Electrode tension–3 to 3.[ volts after electrolysis had i~cen

started for some time.

Concentration Current per Ampère Lead 'Corrosionin

`

Grams NaOH' sq. dcm in hours corroded percent of
per liter amperes passed ingrams theory

38 2.68 )2.256 O.()(02 t.()3
0.8337 t.yô'

43 2.86 2.587 c.0550 0.55
0.0930 0.93

t52 2.68 tx.256 2.5430 4.95
2.1~8 4.46

t74 86 2.587 0.0926 0.93
0.2356 2.36

304 2.68 12.256 0.6073 t.28
'0.6873 [.45

348 2.86 2.587 o.oSt~ 0.8;
0.0487 0.49

The two figuresgiven for each concentration in each of

the last two columns are results from two runs that were

carried out under the same conditions. It will be noted that
these do not check. Thus in the two runs with a concentra-

tion of 17~.grams per liter the one result is 2.16percent, over

2 times the other result which is 1.03percent. Apparently
they should be the samebut the explanation is apparent upon

watching the behavior of the lead anode. When the current
is first started there is no gas given off and the lead dissolves

quantitatively. Suddenly a gray spot will appear which will

rapidly spread over the anode. Then dark brown spots of

PbOs appear which likewisespread over the surface of the

anode. At the same time gas is liberated and the corrosion
of the anode is very materially reduced.

The results in Table 1 showthat at this temperature and
current density the corrosionof the lead anode is poor at best,

Thesodiumhydroxidcuscdcontaincda traceofehlorine.
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the greatest amount of corrosion taking place in a sodium

hydroxide solution containing 152 grams per liter.

TABLEII

Effect of concentration of sodium hydroxide solution on anode
corrosionat 60" C.

Current strength–)..). amperes.
Electrode tension–about volt at start.

Concentration Current per Ampere Lead Corrosionin
Grams NaOH sq. dcm in hours corroded percent of

per liter amperes passed in grams theory

35 2.50 3.628 0.6271 ~~j

0-9975 7.12
7' 2.5û 3.6<!8 7-7483 55.28

6.072: ~3.32"o 2.50 3824 '4.5'69 98.27
'39598 9450

'5~ ~-50 3.628 13.7798 98.32
'3.7854 98.36

'92 2.50 3824 8.8748 60.08

zzo z. o .8z
8.4815 57.412~ 2.50 38244 9 2573 62.67
8.9f66 60.36

304 2.50 3628 ~.2875 37.73

The increase in temperature very materially increased the
corrosion at the anode. Also the effect of concentration is

quite marked, the corrosion varying from 98.3 percent where
we have 152grams of sodium hydroxide per liter to 37.7 percent
where the concentration is 304.grams per liter and 6.4 percent
where the concentration is 35 grams per liter. This is directly
at variance with the statement of Elbs and ForsseU that the
corrosion of the anode is not essentially influenced by the con-
centration of the sodium hydroxide solution.

It will be noted that when the corrosion is near 100 per-
cent, the duplicate runs check very well, while when the corro-
sion is low as in the i-un where the concentration is 304.grams
per liter the duplicate runs do not check within 10 percent.

The results in Tables I, II and III are plotted in Plate I.
The curves show the effect of concentration on the anode

corrosion at the temperatures indicated. In each case we have
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~nt~ïn 1TABuïin I

Eiïect of concentration of sodium hydroxide solution on anode

corrosion at 75° C.
Currcnt strength–i.~ to 1.5amperes.

Electrode
Concentra- Current

Ampère
tension j~ Corrosion

tion pcrsq. hours
<nvo)ts corroded in percent

GramsNaOH dcm tn
p~g~

–––––––– in grams of theory
pertiter amples

Start

38 2.68 7.58~ t.2 3.2 3.397lJ "6
2.7538 94

ttoo 2.50 3.603 .0 0.2 i3.9'49 99.95
.0 0.3 '3.8476 99-46

137 2.50 3.603 .o 0.2 t3.8825 99.7l
.0 0.3 138304 9934

t52 2.50 3.603 i.o 0.2 139085 99.9
2.68 7.584 .0 0.3 29.5476 ioo.88

169 2.50 3 603 i.o 0.2 13.9064 99.88
t3.894o 99-80

304 2.68 7-584 – '33050 45.40
16.4268 56-06
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t~ttt~ ~t- l<'< –but little corrosion at low and high concentrations. But at
intermediate concentrations, that is from about no to t?o
grams sodium hydroxide per liter, we have theoretical corro-
sion of the anode at 75° C, and nearly theoretical corrosion
at 60° C. At 20° C the corrosion is very low at aU concen-
trations, though even here it is highest at a concentrationof
t52 grams per liter.

In the foregoingexperiments the current density, although
not always the same, was usually 2.5 amperes per sq. dcm
though in some cases it was 2.68 and 2.86 amperes per sq.
dcm. For the followingexperiments the concentrations 38,
152 and 304 grams sodium hydroxide per liter were chosen
and the current density was varied at each temperature and
concentration. Also a few runs were made at 85" C. The
results are given in Table IV.

It willbe noted that with a concentrationof 38 grams per
liter and a current density of o.t6 ampere per sq. dcm. the
corrosionwas 102.5percent. This indicated that the lead was
soluble in this strength of caustic soda. To prove this an
anode of the same size as those used in Table IV was placed
in a solution of sodium hydroxide containing 38 grams per
liter. After standing, without current passing, at 20° C for
an hour and a half, whichwas the length of time that the elec-
trolysis wascarried out, the anode had losto.on~ gram, which
was equivalent to 1.92percent in the casementioned.

When the anode corroded quantitatively it remained
bright, but when it became covered with a coating of oxide it
did not corrode quantitatively. However, in Table IV,
with a concentration of 304, at 29° and a current density of i~
it was noticed that thé anode was bright although the corro-
sion was only 4.8 percent of theory. The samewas true with
the same concentration and a current density of 4 at 60° and
75° whenthe anode corrosion was only 6.3and 26.7percent of
theory. This does not seem to agree with the statement of
Elbs and ForsseUthat as long as the anode remains bright it
corrodes quantitatively.

Thé results in Table IV are plotted in Plates II and III,
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T.\BLElV

Effectof eurrent density on anode corrosion at the varions tem-

peratures and concentrations of the sodium hydroxide solutions.

Htcctrode1

Concen- Tcm- Current Amnere tension Lead Cor-
tration pera- Currcnt

Am cre
in volts

Lcud
rosion intfation pera- persq. h' invotts eorroded

Gm NaOH turc dem in
hours

?~~ percent
perliter "C ampères

Start End

in grams
of theory

Start End

38 20 0.16 o.tg33 1.2 0.8~ o.ôoy: 102 5
38 6o o.t6 0.1533 0.9 o.t~ o.6o<ty foz.!
38 75 O.t6 0.!$33 O.t) 0.). 0.6067 102.~

!52 20 O.t6 0.~33 ).o o.().). 0.595; 100.4
304 20 o.t6 o.!533 10 t.o 0.4358 736
304 60 o.t6 0.1533 0.8 0.2 0.5928 too.i
304 75 o '6 o.t533 0.8 0.24 0.5968 100.7
38 20 t.o 0.867 f.6 0.439' '3!
38 6o t.o 0.8714 t.2 o.6 33193 98.8
38 75 'o 0.8714 '.3 0.2 33964 'oo.8

152 20 t.o 0.8714 '? 3.0 o.54'5 '6'
152 6o t.o 0.8714 tt 1 0.4 337'9 100.22
152 75 'o 0.8714 '3 0.2 33758 too.2
304 20 t.o 0.867 t.4 0.1601 4.8
304 6o t.o 0.867 1.1 0.5 325~7 97'
304 75 'o 0.867 t.2 0.24 3-32S9 993
152 60 4.0 3.3698 '5 0.8507 6.6
'52 75 4.0 3-9003 1.3~3 – 7.0840 47.0
152 85 4.0 3-9003 t.4 – 14-9453 ?2 2
304 60 4.0 3.3698 f4 – 0.8227 6.3
304 75 4-0 3-3698 1.3 – 34707 26.7
304 85 40 3-9003 '.4 – 6.4'22 426
'52 75 6.6 6.36199 t.35 33 2.3888 97
152 85 6.6 6.3619 '.4 33 9'647 373

tl.1..M C. 41.w 1-1. .4:C LQ.âthe data for the curves at the current densities of 2.68 and 2.5

beingobtained from the first three tables.

In Plate II the corrosion is plotted against temperature.
The concentration is in grams sodium hydroxide per liter and

the current density in amperes per square decimeter. The

curves show the rapid increase in current eniciency with in-

crease in temperature. This is especially marked where the

concentration is 152and the current density 4.
In Plate III the current densityis plottedagainstcorro-

sion. With a suitablecurrent density the anodecorrosionis
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theoretical in nearly every concentration at any temperature.
This table showshow high a current density can be used under

any of the given conditions of concentration andtemperature
with an anode efficiencyof 100 percent. Thus in Curves A,

B, C and D, it is seen that with each increase in temperature
a rapidly increasing increase in current density is possible
without the anodecorrosiondropping. Thesame is alsoshown

by Curves E and F for a concentration of 30~grams per liter

and by Curves G and H for38 grams per liter.

The plate also shows the effect of concentration. Thus

at 7~° thé Curves H, F and C show that a higher current

density is permissibteat 152grams sodium hydroxide per liter

than at either of the other two concentrations.

In Plate IV the current

density is plotted against the

temperature. T he concentra-

tion is 152 grams per liter.

The points on this curve

represent the highest current

density that was used at the

indicated temperatures with

îoo percent anode corrosion.

Thus at 75°, 100percent corro-

sion was secured with a cur-

rent density of 2.68, while,

when this was increased to 4. the corrosion decreased to 47

percent. Hence the current density 2.68 is the one used in

the curve. Interpreting thé graph we see that at any point
in Area 1 less than 100 percent corrosion is secured, while at

all points in Area II the corrosion is 100 percent of theory.
In Table 1 the electrode tension was about 3 volts after

thé electrolysis had been started for some time, while in Table

II the electrode tension was only about one volt at the be-

ginning of the electrolysis. In Table III the electrode tension

was measured at both the start and end of the electrolysis
At the start it was about one volt while at the end it was

only 0.2 to 0.3 volt except where the concentration is 38 grams
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per liter andhere it is 3.2 volts at the end. On examining

the figuresin the corrosioncolumn of Table III it is seen that

where we have 100 percentcorrosionthe bath tension is low,

0.2 and 0.3 volt, while at 38 grams per liter where we have

low corrosion the voltage is high at the end, being 3.2 volts.

A similarcondition is foundon examiningTable IV.

In order to examine this further a study of the discharge

potentials was made. To get thé dischargepotentials of each

electrode a normal calomelelectrode was used as auxiliary,

the electromotive force of which was taken as -0.56 volt.

The dischargepotentialsweremeasuredby meansof a specially

designed make and break switch, which interrupted the cur-

rent and then instantly made contact with the normal elec-

trode circuit, in whiehthe pressureto bemeasuredwasbalanced

against a pressure of knownvalue, a galvanometerbeing used

as the zero instrument.

The results are givenin Table V. Nomeasurementswere

taken until after the current had passed70 minutes, beeause

on first starting the currenthydrogenis liberatedat the cathode

and hence the voltage is higher than at a later time when the

lead is being deposited. Eaeh time after increasing the cur-

rent the readings weremade as rapidly as possible which was

about one minute after increasing the current. In the last

column headed voltmeter is the reading of the voltmeter im-

mediately after breaking the circuit.

The results in TableV are plotted in Plate V. The read-

ings at the end of each periodbeing the onesused.

All three curves make a very sudden bend at 2.8: to

3.75 amperes per sq. dcm. This is the point at which the

anode quits corroding quantitatively. The change in the

anode discharge potential at this point is very marked, from

+0.285 to–1.3:7, a changeof1.602volts. The total polariza-

tion inereases from –0.14.6 to –2.~6<).,an increase of 2.318

volts.

Curve C of Plate III shows that up to 2.68 amperes per

square decimeter the corrosionis 100per cent, but when this

is increased to 4. amperes the corrosiondrops to less than 50
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Discharge potentials and total polarization at different eurrent
densities.

Température–75° C.

H!ectro)yte–550 ce of a solution containing 52 grams of sodium
hydroxide per liter.

Minutes
D..aftcrstart Current Dtschargcpotcnttais

atwhich persq.
!ectro<!e in volts rota) y,

.ne.sure. dcmin ~°" P°~- ~er
mentwas ampères

~°'" –––––––––––– "°" tneter

made Anode Cathode

70 1.56 0.5 +0.292 +0.471 –o.fyt) o.)
85 1.56 0.~2 +0.292 +0.392 –o.[oo 0.09
86 2.10 0.6 +0.285 +0.457 –0.165 o.f2

!00 2.10 O.gS +0.292 +0.~00 –O.tOy O.f
'oi z.8t 0.68 +0.285 +0.442 –o.;5o o.t2
"5 2.81 0.75 +0.285 +0.428 –0.146 o.i2
"6' 3.75 0.95 +0.277 +'.oo2 –0.788 o.;4
'45"

2
3.75 36 –t.3'7 +'04 –2.464 ).3

146 4 22 40 –3'7 +t '67 –2.484 2.0

Oxides of )ead started to appear at thé anode.

Anode was gassing vigorously.
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percent. Comparing this with Plate V it wiUbe seen that
when the anode is çorrodingproperly the dischargepotential
is low, about 0.2 vott, but, when it stops corroding quantita-
tively its discharge potential immediately rises to about

–t.317 volts.

The voltmeter reading immediately after breaking the
circuit is in eachcase a little lower than the total polarization
due to the fact that it capnot be read quick enough. Yet the

change in voltmeter reading is over one volt, being from
o.t2 to 1.3, a changeof i.t8 volt. Hence the corrosionof the

anodecan be carefullywatchedby merely noting the voltmeter

reading immediatelyafter interrupting the current.

f.a6o<-a<o~ t)/ PAy~t'fa~C7w)~ry

/n(/Mnat/Mff~
B/OC&M~<<'M
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ON THE DISTRIBUTION 0F OZONE IN THE DIRECT
CURRENT CORONA

BY ERIC K. RIDEAL AND JAKOB KUNZ

The mechanism by whieh ozone is formed from oxygen
in the various diverse methods of preparation such as chem-
ical, photochemical, thermochemical,or by collisionwith the
aid of a-particles or electronsand finallyby the silent electric
discharge,' thé most generalmethod, is by no means clearly
understood. It is generally assumed that the reaction pro-
ceeds in stages as fottows:

0: ~± 0 + 0 (,)
0~+ 0 ~± 0.,

a somewhat more plausible hypothesis than the assumption
of a termolecular reaction of the type

30. ~t 203 (2)
It might be suggested, however,that the mechanismof ozone
formation proceeds through a series of dimolecular reactions
of the type

0, + O2~± 0~ (~)
o<+ 02~±: 20,

All thesehypotheses assumethat ozoneis not produced through
the intermediary of gas ions or electrons, except insofar as
the ions or electrons serve to activate the oxygen molecule.
The hypothesis that ozonecan be produced withoutgas ioniza-
tion was indicated by Lenard~and supported by Ludlam.3
In all reactions, however,in whichozone is producedthe pres-
ence of gas ions can be detected, and the possibilitiesof ozone
formation by the interaction ofgas ions are muchmore varied
than in the preparation of H;;owingto the relativecompiexity
of the oxygen molecule. The experiments of Sir J. J. Thom-

Forarésuméofthetiteraturcontheformationofoxoncscer. 0.Ander-
egg Jour.Am.Chetn.Soc.,39,2581(toty)andforthcommg))ook"Ozonc"hyoneofthéauthors.

Ann.Phys.,(~)t, ~80(<Qoo).
'Phit. Mag., 23, 757 (tçtz).
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son' and F. Horton~have indicated the existenceof electrie

allotropesof oxygenof the formÔ, 0,0', O",aswellaspositively

charged polymers of electric molecular weights
(~

as a is an integer, M the atomic weight, and )«-the electron

charge), 8, i6, 32, ~8, 96. We can tlius also assume the
formation of ozone through ionic reactions of the types

0.2–~ô+ o'

(~ + (y ==o,

()/ + 0 = 0,

These, however,presupposenot only an activation of the molé-
culebut a subsequentionizationin addition, entailinga greater
expenditure of energy.

Chemically, there is little evidence for the existence of
atomic oxygen, not only on account of the great reactivity
which this élémentwouldpossessbut also froma study of the

decompositionof ozone. The decomposition of ozone, if a
monomolecularreaction, would proceed through a series of
reactions as in (i) while if bimolecular according to (2) or

(3). In the free state the decompositionof ozoneis bimolecu-
iar' except in the presence of solid catalysts~ wherea mono-
molecular reaction ensues owingto the possibilityof removat
of the third oxygen atom without its

0, + 2Ag= 02 + Ag./)

temporary existencein the free state.

€3+ Ag:0 = 2Ag+ 20:

The heat of formation of ozone whieh is endothermicis

approximately 34,000caloriesper g mol. An approximation
to the heat of formation of ozone may also be made on the

Phi).Ma~i~,.50)(tçoy~.etseq.
thid., 22, 2)~ <9t4).

Chapman and Jones: Jour. Chcm.Soc.,93, tô~tçoit), 2~.63 (tç~o);
Weigert. Zcit. phys. Chem., 80, 78 ()c))2).).

< J. Strutt: Proc. Roy. Soc.. 87, 302 (tçt~).

3 Jahn: Zeit. anorg. Chem., 60, 3.~7 <tgo8); 68, zso ~f~fo).
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radiation theory of chemicalaction.1 With Pernn" we may
make no assumptionas to thé mode of mechanism but write
the equation of reaction

30:- 20,

and assume that the wave length of the ozonizing light is

165 (the mean of Warburg's" and Regener's values'
who noted that the absorptionband extended from 120
to 180jLt~)and that of the deozonizinglight 260 (The
mean of the deozonizingabsorptionband Hmits230to 290 ~.)
From the relationship

e N~u,– N/M-o,= NA(1.8X lo'~– !.ts X 10")

where N is the Loschmidt number = 6.062X 10~ and h
Planck's constant 6.585X :o- we obtain the value Q=
62,830 cals or 31,415 cals per g mol. of ozone. (Perrin's
31,000 with approximatevaluesof N and h.)

This method of calculation, however, although leading
to a satisfactoiynumericalresult, is open to serious objection
from the standpoint of the quantum hypothesis, for it will
be noted that Perrin has arbitrarily assumed the values of
Nhr derivedfrom an assumedmaximum line in a broad band
to correspondtooneg.mol.ofreactant, oxygen,and one g mol.
of product,ozone,arriving at the heat of formation of two g
mois of ozone. It is tacitly assumed that the ozonizinglight
falls on a molecularcomplexof 3 moleculesof oxygen acting
as one, and the deozonizingtight quantum is emitted from a

complex consistingof two moleculesof ozone. Now wehave
seen that in homogeneousdecompositionthe mechanism is
bimolecular and, therefore, this latter assumption, viz., that
ozone only decomposeswhen two moleculescome in contact
with one another and that photochemicaldecomposition ac-
celerates the reactiononly by increasing the number of effec-

Hahcr:Bpr.doitsch.phys.Gcs..13, m7()<)n) \V.~fcC.I~-wis:Jour.
Chem.Soc.,111,;()!?f<9'7);PcrriniAnn.dePhysique,n, 5(;9t9).

J.oc.cit.
Deutsch. phys. Ces. \'prh., !?, ;o (!<))x
Ann. Phys.. (.~ ïo, )0j.~ f)<)n<);.
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tive contacts (virtually a photochemicaldecomposition of

(Oa)t)might be accepted although it is more reasonable to

suppose that one quantum of energy is derived from each

molecule. The formation of ozone, however, through ter-

molecularcontacts which enduce the complexwith properties
so as to make it act as an individuumand capable of being
activated by a single large quantum seemshighlyimprobable.

W. McC. Lewis adopts the hypothesisthat ozonemay be

formedby the activation of each of the oxygenmoleculesto

an equal degree,calculating from Chapmanand Jones' iigures'
on the thermal decompositionof ozone,the value of Nhro, =

io,69ocals, is obtained. Adopting the expression302 = zO~
to explain the mechanismof ozoneformationand the heat of

formation as 69,000 cals per 2 g. mol.weobtainwith Lewis

a valuefor the critical energy incrementforeachoxygenmole-

culeperg.mol.N~o, = 30,127calcorrespondingtoX= 90~.
Thus it should be possible to produceozonefrom oxygen by
illumination with light near the visible red end of the spec-
trum. It is, however,unknown whetherphotochemicalozone

formationdoes take place at this point, and as will be readily
observed, this photochemical synthesis involves the simul-

taneous coincidenceof, not only three oxygenmolecules, but

of three activated oxygenmoleculeswhiehwouldresult in an

extremelysmall reaction velocity.

It, therefore, appears likely that ozone can be photo-

chemically prepared by at least two distinct methods, by
illumination with light of wave length = 1000 jujnand by
illumination with light of wave length 120– 180 ~jn, the

former being represented by the usual reaction gOs = 20s,
whitefor the latter we must adopt someotherhypothesis than

the simultaneouscoincidenceof three activatedoxygen mole-

cules.

The energy of activation of oxygento its highest point

may be calculated in a variety of ways, thus the ionizingpo-
tential of oxygenis found at 9.2 volts. Fromthé relationship

Loc.cit.
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Vc and Q2 = Nhr, we obtain the value Oo, = 210.680
= Vc and Q2= Nhr, we obtain the value Qo, = 210,680

calories. Nemst' from e. m. f. measurements showed that
the equilibriumconcentrations of ozone and the active form
of oxygenif it existed wouldbe in the ratio of 10'" t. Or,
the heat of formation on the assumption that atomic oxygen
and ozonewere the reactants would be approximately in the

ratios i. Since Qo, = 34.000 calories per g. mol.,3

Qo, = 226,900calories per g. mol. Again, we have already
noted that the ozonizingband lies within the spectral region
120–180 jttju,and it is reasonable to make the assump-
tion that activation can take place by irradiation with a band
or more probably a seriesof Unesand not only with a single
line, owingto the fact that some moleculesin the gas are al-
ready partly activated with infra-red quanta (see ante).
These partly activated molecules,of course, require less en-
ergy, or light of longer wave length, than those not activated
at all or which have received no critical energy increment
fromthermal radiation. Adopting 120 as the wave length
necessaryto activate a non-activeoxygen moleculewe obtain
the value

XAro,= 233.300cals.

The mean value obtained from these three determinations is
Nhro, = 223,620calories per g. mol. or 111,810calories per
g. atomof oxygenN~o (sinceone quantum splits up a mole-
cule forming two atoms). It is uncertain in what form the
active oxygenexists but since the value of Q exceedsby far
the dissociationvalue of hydrogen H2 = H + H 100,000
cals per g. mol.and the computed value for nitrogen Q =

160,000to 190,000cals per g. mol. it would appear likely
that this value for the activation of oxygen includesnot only
the dissociationinto atoms O2= 0 +0,butalsotheseeondary

ionization of those atoms 0 = 0 + Q; the liberated elec-
tron then attaching itself to a neutral oxygen molecule,0 +
0: ==0' and a subsequent reaction produces ozone 0~ +

Zeit.Etektroehemie,ç, 891([903).
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0 = 0~, a hypothesis supported by the value derived from

the ionizingpotential of oxygen.
For the activation of the oxygen molecule but a small

quantum of energy is required. McC. Lewis has calculated

a value of N~~o,= 30,~27caloriesfromChapman and Jones'

figures' for such an activation, whileLadenbergand'I<ehman"

have noticed lines in the red and infrared positionof the oxy-

gen ozone spectrum. A distinct line is said to exist at X =

1040 ju~, corresponding to a value of N~o, = 28,000 cals,

or a mean value of Nhro, = 29,060caloriesper g mol.

For the photochemicaldecompositionof ozonetaking the

value in the region230-290 adopted by Perrin,viz.,260 ~jn

the critical energy increment for ozoneis N~ro, = 109,000cal

per g mol. Thus, the heat of formationof ozone is given by
the relationship

Q = Nhro + Nhro, NAyo,
= in.Sio + 29,060– to~.ooo= 31,870cat.perg. mol.

By the silent discharge in oxygen180g per kw hr. is the best

yield obtained; according to the above calculation where

140,870 calories are required per g mol., the theoretical

yield should be 295 g per kw hr., or a technical efficiencyof

61 percent obtains in practice. It may be noted if ~ocorre-

sponding to a value of = 120j~ represents the frequency

necessary to split up a moleculeinto its atoms and also re-

move an electron from the atom the correspondingphoto-

chemical decomposition band X = 230-290 should con-

tain the light of the correct frequencynot only to decompose
ozone but to ionize it as well. It is hopedto investigate this

point experimentallyat a later date, but it appearednecessary

first to détermine the distribution of ozonein the corona dis-

charge taking place in oxygen,and further, to note whether the

light usually apparent in the corona tube was accompanied

by any ultraviolet light as wouldbe expectedon the assump-

tion that the formationofozoneis accompaniedby the emission

of light within the wave lengths230-290

Loc. cit.

2 Ber. deutsch. chem. Ges., 4, 175 (1906).
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Experimental.-The corona tube consistedof a thin brass

tube 25.~ems longand 2.54ems internat radius,alongthe axis

of which was stretched a bright platinum wire 0.41 mm in

diameter. The ends of the tube were sealed with thin pieces
of quartz glassand gas inflowand eflowtubes were provided
at each end. The corona was excited by means of a series of

direct current coupled dynamos driven at a constant speed

by means of a voltage regulator. The average voltage as

determined by a calibrated Kelvin electrometer was 16,500
volts and no difficultywas obtained in maintaining this value

when the wirewas the seat of positive dischargeand the tube

earthed and negative (positive corona). With a negative
corona on the other hand, fluctuations in voltage (~250 volts)
were frequent.

A slowstreatn of dry oxygenwas passed through the tube

at a steady rate of 10 liters per hour, and the distribution of

ozone in the oxygen between the wire and the tube was de-

termined by two independent methods.

(a) C~K~a~y.–A fine glass capillary was inserted at

right anglesto the axisand in the middleof the tube. Through
the capillary, the tip of which could be adjusted to various

positions in the annular space between the wire and the tube

wall, a sampleof the gas could be withdrawn and analyzed by
aspiration through a solution of 2 N potassium iodide. The

rate of aspiration was i liter per hour. AUglassconnections

were employedand the analysis was performed by titration,
after acidification,with sodium thiosulphate solution(to ce =

mg ozone)whichwas standardized before and after each set
ofdéterminations.

(b) Photochemical/ltM~M.–In order to confirmthe chem-

ical analysis, and provide against distortion of the field in the

corona tube by the insertion of any dielectrica photo analytic
methodwasdevised. For this purpose the methodofKruger and

Mener' and of Fabry and Buisson- was modifiedso as to de-

termine directly the distribution of ozone in the corona at

Phys.Zcit.,13,779(t9t2).
Comptes rendus, 156, 789 ('9'j).
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different distances from the wire. A diagram of the gênera!
arrangement is givenin Fig. i.

A para!!e! beam of ultraviolet light (ca 2 mm wide and
broad and within the spectral region X = 250 to 350
obtained, through the slits XX'X", from a quartz mercury
vapor lamp A by the quartz optical system of lenses BB'B"

and prism C, was passedthrough the quartz plates l'I, of the

corona tube E provided with the gas inlet and outlet tubes

H'H, and gas samplingarrangement G. The distance of the

glass capillary of the sampling tube and of the ultraviolet

light beam from the platinum wire in the corona tube could

be adjusted by meansof the screwthread E'.
Much trouble was caused by the alteration in intensity

of the ultraviolet light fromthe lamp with the time, this was

finally minimized but not entirely removed by keeping the

lamp cool and at a uniformtemperature by means of an air
blast. Thé intensity of the emergent beam was measured by
means of a photoelectriccell F. This photoelectric cell con-

structed of clear quartz and containing potassium was made

extremely sensitive by submitting the alkali metal to the ac-
tion of a spark discharge in hydrogen before replacement of
this gas by hehum. Thé applied voltage to the potassium
cell was 163volts and the alteration in current measured in

the usual way by means of a sensitive electrometer shunted
across a high resistance in the main circuit.

Owing to the fact that the corona was excited by means
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of a high d. c. voltage of !6,soo volts, elaborate precautions
has to be taken to ensure against electrical leakage to the
photoelectrie cell circuit. This leakage was finally reduced
so that the deflection of the galvanometerproduced by the
coronawas less than i mm.

The concentration of ozonein the corona tube wascatcu-
lated on the basis of de Beer's law 1~~ = 1~
where lemer~ntand I~trantare the intensitiesof the emergent
and entrant beams, the deffection of the electrometer
being assumed strictly proportional to the intensity of the
light falling on the photoelectriccell; d = the thickness of the
gas column 25.~cm,, c the concentrationof ozone in percent
by volume, and k the spécifieabsorption coeScient or extinc-
tion coefficientofozone. Owingto the fact that the dispersion
obtained by the optical system was rather small and that a
relatively wide beam of ultraviolet light was passed through
the corona tube, no definite value could be assigned to K,
such as those given by Meyer' or Krüger and Molière The
mean K value was accordinglycalculated from a comparison
of the figures obtained in this way with the determinations
by the chemical method and found (approximately) equat to
2.30.

The results obtained by the two methods are indicated
in the following curves, where the ordinates represent per-
centage of ozone by volumein the oxygen and the abscissae
the distance in millimeters from the wire or tube axis to the
point where the determination was made (Fig. 2). As ex-
amples of the figures obtained may be cited the following:

ChemicalMethod.-Positive corona.
Distance from wire, o mm.

Strength of the thiosulphate, 10ce. = 1.3728mg. 0:.
Titre for 500 ce. (aspiratedat one liter per hour), ty,

17.3,17.2, i?. ce thiosulphate solution.
Mean percent by volume,0.220.

OpticalM~d–Négative Corona.

Ann. Phys.. (4) ty, 849 (~03).
Loc. cit.
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Owingto the fact that the corona lightaffected the potas-
sium photoelectriccet),it was foundneœssary to perform the

operations in the followingmanncf: After having obtained

the zero of the instrument the ultraviolet light intensity was

measured after passing through the tube containing oxygen.

The corona was then turned on and the new deflection ob-

tained, somewhat greater than before owing to the effect of

thé additional light derived from the corona. T he discharge
was allowed to pass until a stationary deflection of thé gal-
vanometer wasobtained,a periodof fromthree to five minutes,

being usually, amply sun~eient, the reading thus obtained

being noted, the coronadischarge was then stopped and the
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new deflection immediately determined as instanced by the

followingngures

Apptiedvoltage, 16,500volts.

Current, 0.68 miUiampere.
Distance from wire, 15.5mm. to center of beam.

Deflectionof electrometer with ultraviolet light eut oS=
deflection50mm.

Deflection of electrometer with oxygen in tube, 100.2
mm. (mean of 3).

Deflectionofelectrometerwith oxygenin tubewhencorona

tigttt appears 194.mm. (meanof tbree).
Mean deflection (t) without corona light, 140.2 mm.;

(2) with coronalight, 144mm.

Détection of electrometer when dynamic equilibrium bas
been establishedwith corona light, !Ô!.5mm. (meanof three)
after corona is eut off, t56 mm. (mean of three); mean de-
flection with corona light, 111.5 mm.; without corona light,
106.5mm.

Inserting these values in thé equation

!og< – = –
~0

where d = 25.<(.cm. and K = 2.30, we obtain values for
c = 0.462percent, 0.469percent, average 0.465percent.

It will be noticed that the distribution of ozone in the
corona varies very notably with the sign of the discharge,
the negative corona producing higher concentrations than the

positive, this in agreement with Warburg's results.~ Accord-

ing to the data obtained by Anderegg2although in a closed

corona tube the total quantity of ozone formed is practically
identical for a positive or negative corona yet it will be ob-
served that the rate of formation of ozoneas deducedfrom the

slopeof the c, t curves obtained by him is considerablygreater
for a negative corona, and one would, therefore, infer that in
a corona tube through wMchoxygen was passing continuously

Loc.cit.
Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 3;), 259: (1917).
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the yield from a negative corona would exceed that from a

positive,which is actually found to be the case.
The average yield of ozone obtained was as follows:

Negative corona, 0.045g per coulomb; positivecorona, 0.024
g per coulomb. While Warburg obtained with a negative
corona 0.043g per coulomb,and with a positive 0.017g per
coulomb.

It has usually been assumed(sec i) that ozoneformation
occurs in the corona, or in the luminouspart of the discharge;
in the case of the positive coronait will be noted that there is
a rapid rise in ozone concentration until a distanceof 7 mm
from the wire is reached after which thé ozone concentrated
remains approximately constant. Thu rapid rise can be ac-
counted for on the assumption either that the ozone is photo-

chemically destroyed in the neighborhood of the corona, or
that the ozone molecules lose electronsand as a consequence
the positive ozone gas ions are repelledfrom the wire and thus

give rise to the phenomenon of corona pressure. In this case

it is evident that the ozonemoleculesmust loseelectronsmore

easily than oxygenor that the ionizingpotential of ozonemust
be appreciably lower than oxygen(see ante).

In the case of the negative corona, a somewhat different

type of curve is obtained and it would appear that in this case
the ozoneis again made at the positive electrode,as in the case
of the positive corona, and diffuses from the positive elec-

trode, the tube, to the wire where a slight decompositionob-

tains. It does not seem possible to account for the steady
rise of the ozone concentration away from the wireon the as-

sumption that ozone is formed in the luminous part of the

negative corona.

The corona discharge is accompanied not only by the

emission of visible light but of ultraviolet light :n addition.

Comparative figures for the fraction of ultraviolet light (be-
tween =.200 and = 400 ~) emitted from the posi-
tive and negative corona wereobtained by measuring thé in-

tensity ofradiation falling on the photoelectriccellthrough the

quartz plate (lower limit X = 200)and noting the fall in radia-
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tion intensity by the insertion of a thin glass plate (lowerlimit

of transmission ==4.00 ~t~). The following figures were

obtained:

Corona

Positive Negative

Zérodeflection 76.0 68 74
Deflectionwith corona discharge 9f. 5 82.$ 90
Deftcction after insertion of thin gtass

plate 8t 74.5 82

Io = K 15.5 Io = K 14.5 Io = K i6
1 -=K5.o 1 =K 6.5 1 =K8 8

– ~2% = 46 = 50%
~o *o

Indicating that only 32 percent of the radiation received

by the photoelectric cell in the case of the positive corona lies

within the region 200-400 and 68 percent in the ultra-

violetportion of the spectrum, while with the negative corona

the percentage of visible light emitted is nearly 50 percent.
The actual ratio of ultraviolet light to visible in the corona is

probably much higher than indicated by the figuresowing to

the partial absorption of the same when passing through the

column of oxygen gas, since no light of wave length below

200 is capableof passing through. Thé fact that the ratio

of ultraviolet to visible light is less in the negative corona

than that in the positive, although the ozone production is

higher,substantiates the view that the ozone formation in the

negativecorona is not caused by radiation at the wire surface.

Summary

The various methods by which ozone can be prepared in

the light of the radiation hypothesis are reviewed, and the con-

clusion is drawn that molecular species of one kind can be

activated by radiation to different extents.

The distribution of ozone in the direct current c oronahas

been measured by two independent methods; by chemical
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analysis and photometrically with the aid of potassium photo-
electrie cell of quartz. It is shownthat the distribution of

ozone in the positive direct current coronadiffer in a marked

manner from that obtaining in the negativecorona.

The ultraviolet light emission from the corona exceeds

that of the visible and in the coronaitself thé ratio of ultra-

violet to visible radiation is probablyexceedinglyhigh.
The writers are indebted to ProfessorA. P. Carman for

the use of the dynamos in the coronalaboratory.
!/M<MV!ttyof /M<n<M!

A~a~c/t8, /p~o



ËSTIMATING IMPURITIES BY MEANSOFTHE MEI/T-

ING POINT CURVE

BY WALTER P. WHITE

Fourteen years ago Hüttner and Tammann' mentioned

that it was possible, from the behavior of the temperature

during crystallization, to draw a conclusionas to the amount

of impurity. Other writers have since diseussedthe melting
or freezing curve more at length, but little practicaluse hass

yet been made of Hüttner and Tammann's suggestion. The

present paper considersunder what conditionsthis methodis

most likely to be useful,and a!sodiscussesthe technic.

Theoretioal Basis

The underlying laws are familiar but may deserveto be

summarized. Impurities may form solid solutions,or only
eutectics, and the crystallization phenomena have significant
differencesin the twocases.

Where mix crystalsonly are formed, the temperaturesand

concentrations changeas in Figs. t and 2. (Morecomplicated

freezing curves than these are known, but if the amount of

impurity is small, so that the extreme right or left end only
of the phase rule diagram is used, that end willrarely differ

essentially from the end of i or 2.) As the liquidmixturecools

for either figure its concentration and temperature followthe

line UV. At temperature V mix crystals of compositionW

begin to form. The relation of V to W dependsontheformof

the double pointed figure CD, which is a characteristicof the

combination of substances in question. Sincethe composition
W is different fromthe original mett, the separationofcrystals
W changes the compositionof the liquid, whichmovestoward

composition X as solidification proceeds. At the sametime,
if complete equilibrium persists, the compositionof the crys-
tals, including those already deposited, changesalong WY.

K. HüttnerandG. Tammann:"UeberdieSehmelzpunkteundL'n-
wandtungspunkteeinixerSatze,"Z.anorg.Chcm.,~3,2t8(tgo~).
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But tbis change in material already solid cannot be counted

on to be complete, and may occuronly to a slight extent. In

suchcases the liquidcompositionat the end of the crystalliza-

tion will evidently contain lessof the component A than the

liquidat X in Fig. i, and willbe represented by a point to the

right of X. (In Fig. 2 it will contain more of A and corne to

the left of X.) The form of the temperature curve during

solidification is, therefore, likely to be affectedby the rate of

cooling. If meltings are used instead of crystallizations the

curve may be affectedby the rate and also by the way thé

preceding crystallizationwas conducted.

With an impuritywhichformsa eutectic but no solidsolu-

tions, the phenomena are more certain, and a comparatively

simple law for the progressof the melting can be stated. It

is this simple case whichhas been mainlyconsideredby those

who have discussed the temperature-timemelting curve and
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its connection with impurity. The well-knownequilibrium
diagram is given in Fig. 3. The compositionU coolsas liquid
along UV. V is the point at which crystallization begins.
This is the crystallization of the pure majority component,
and the product is, therefore,representedby W. The removal
of W from the solution leaves a greater concentration of im-
purity, and, therefore, a crystallization temperature farther
from the margin on the descending~Md«x curve VXD. As
the liquid compositionmovesdown this eurve the solid moves
down WY, that is, pure solid keeps crystallizing out, at lower
and lower temperatures. Finally the processcomes to an end
as both components, A and B, crystallize simultaneously from
liquid of the eutectic compositionand temperature, D.

The Température-lime Curve

If we are dealing with small amounts of impurity the im-
portant phenomena are confined to the uppermost part of the
curve CVD. This part of the curve can, to a rather close

approximation, be accounted for by saying that the melting
point of the pure substance is loweredby the impurity in ac-
cordance with Raoult's I<aw,according to which the lowering

~?

zC

L

is proportional to concentration C, of the impurity, with L
the latent heat of the solvent. This approximationmakes the
top ofCVD a straight line. It has beenused by all those who
have discussed the freezing point determination curve. Ac-
cording to it the loweringof the melting point, being propor-
tional to the concentration, is inversely proportional to the
a.mount of solvent remaining melted. If heat is abstracted
at a regular rate during cooling, and if To minutes are needed
to solidify the whole quantity, the amount left melted willbe

proportional to T. – T, the lowering.therefore,proportional to

T'T- This gives a curve like Fig. This is a tem-

perature-time curve, to be contrasted with the temperature-
concentrationcurves in Figs. 2 and 3. The curvature in
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Ftg. is not a consequence of the curvature of CVD in

Fig. 3, but was obtained by treating CVD as not curved

atatl.

Crystallization curve, assuming a linear (iquifius curve

If T =
T~°,that is, when half the substance has solidi-2

fied, the temperature lowering is proportional to against~o

for
the initial point of the curve. That is, the fall of

Tthe curve from T = o to T = is equal to the melting

point loweringof the substance. Ashorter sectionof the curve

can also be used. For instance,if T = ° the total lower-
4-

ing is proportional to To
– = and the melting

point lowering is evidently 3 times the temperature drop

observed from T = o to T = °. On the other hand, by

running till the solidificationis nearly completed a drop is

obtained which is several times the initial lowering. The re-
sults then are usually not proportionaUyvery accurate, for a
reason to be given later, but the detection of a lowering is
much more sensitive than by measuring the melting tempera-
ture directly.

Advantages of the Curve Method

It isnowpossibleto comparethis methodwith the common

one, where the melting temperature is observedand compared
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with the knownvalue for the puresubstance, or with a previous
value for the same material at an earlier stage of purification.

Both methods give the loweringas a temperature differ-

ence, leaving the purity to be inferred from this. Both are
rendered uncertain when the impurity forms a solid solution,

except that the present method gives some indication when
this is so, as willbe consideredfurther on.

With regard to substances whose melting point is well

known, the curve method has the advantage of not requiring
a knowledgeof the exact calibrationof the thermometer, since

only temperature differencesare measured. That is, it ren-
ders the experimenter perfectlywell able to proceed without

knowledgeof the melting point. This is still more an advan-

tage where there is doubt of the previous results. The curve

method, with the same thermometer, also is more sensitive,
as already shown. It also lends itself readily to the use of
sensitive thermoetements which may increase the precision.
It can, however,be used with a mercury thermometer, though
it requires morematerial if this is a large one. The observing
may be a more considerableaffair; in such cases thé curve
method is not so likely to be takenup by those who are already
satisfiedwith the other.

If the meltingpoint determinationsare desired to control
thé purification of a new substance, a considerable savingof
time may be added to the àdvantages already enumerated.
In checkingpurity by the meltingof substances in a capillary
tube it is customaryto workuntil further purification produces
no change. That is, after getting the substance pure another

purification is necessary to see if the previous sample was

pure. With the curve method such purity is recognizedas
soon as it is reached. Even more important, perhaps, is the

following consideration. In making successive purifications
it is possible that through decomposition,solution of the con-

taining vessels, contamination from the air, or some such

cause, an attempted purificationmay cause no further change
in a substancealready nearly pure. -Insuch a case the method
of successive melting points would indicate that complete
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-purity had been reached. Thé curve method would at once

showthe true state of the substance.

In a recent paper,' Wilhelm and Finkelstein say: "Ex-

periments made here and in other laboratories have demon-

strated that the capillary-tube melting point method will

not usually give so consistent nor so accurate results as the

constant-temperature method."

Experimental Requirements

The experimental requirements, asidc from sufficientpre-
cisionand the absenceofundue lag, are two. The thermometer
must measure the temperature belonging to the melt as a

whole, not to some aberrant part of it; and the heat must be
abstracted at a known rate.

Temperature uniformity has often been promoted by
stirring, but easier and more satisfactory ways are available
in the present case. Smallnessof diameter greatly diminishes

temperature differences,and may also be made to shorten the
time required. In extremecases high uniformity can be ob-
tained by very thin radial conducting plates of silver, gold,
or aluminum, but this is a very special arrangement.

The rate of heat lossvaries with the thermal head, i. e.,
the temperature differencecausing flowof heat, here the differ-
ence between the surfaceof the tube containing the test sub-
stance and the inner surface of whatever incloses this. It is
not difficultto measure the thermal head during the time taken
for the freezing point measurements, but this is ordinarily

unnecessary. The temperature of a fairly pure substance

changes very little duringmost of the freezing,so if it is sur-
rounded by a fairly constant bath or other large mass the
thermal head remains nearly constant, and the heat loss can
be taken as simply proportional to the time.

The gains, both in quickness and accuracy, whieh come
from using a cylinder of smalldiameter urge the use of a small
thermometer. Here the thermoelementhas a great advantage.
It is also easier to read, can be read from a distance, requires

Bur.Standards,Sci.Paper340,t87(~9<9).
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no tapping, and gives no trouble about emergent stem. The.
technic of the thermoelement has been elsewheredescribed,
and potentiometersespeciallyadapted to it are on the market.
The commonerslide-wirepotentiometers, also, will do well

enoughfor reading to 0.01"at 100°, by meansof a thermoele-
ment of 2 or morecouples.

Thé foregoingis perhaps sufficient to conveyan idea of
the essential features of the curve method for freezingpoints
and of its value. Those wishing to use it will probablylike
to go further into the various approximations involved,and
into the possiblesources of error. These will, therefore,now
be discussed. A very wrong impression will be obtained,
however,if it is not realized that the precautions and correc-
tions to be discussedare unnecessary for ordinary work. In

particular, graphie methods will seldom be needed, though
they are used here in discussing various errors, andmay be

advantageousin workof special refinement.

The Approximation Used for the Liquidus Curve

As already mentioned, taking the melting point lowering
as proportional to impurity-concentration is equivalent to

assuminga straight "liquidus" curve, CVD in Fig. 3. If the
true formof the liquidus is known, it can easilybe usedto get
a resultfreefrommost of the approximation. Wehavemerely
(for instance) to take the observed fall of temperature, a9,
for a doublingof concentration, and then by trial findwhere
on a plotted liquidus curve that difference in temperature
correspondsto a doubled concentration, that is, where 3~
= gives = 2~ Or else, by finding the temperature
lowering corresponding to a doubling of concentration for
various abscissas (i. e., concentrations on the drawn curve),
and then plotting the loweringsagainst the concentrations,an

auxiliarycurve can be made which will at once give the con-
centration corresponding to any given temperature lowering
due to double concentration. Again, if the liquidusis known
as 0 = /(x) we have

~-<J–) (I)
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as a substitute for the reckoning given with Fig. f(x) ==

ax + gives a much better approximation than a linear

law, and will probably always be sufficient. If the function is

as simple as that, (i) can readily be solved in any given case.

Another ratio of concentrations than 2 can, of course, be taken.

If /(~) = ax + bx2 is taken as accurate the proportional error

from using the linear law is readity shown to be 26 for doubled

concentration,
for five-fold increase, etc. This is onea

of several reasons why the determination is likely to be more

accurate (though less sensitive) where only the first part of

the freezing eurve is used. It seems hardly worth while,

however, to spend time on the more accurate calculation till

it is known that the experimental precision is worth it. This

also applies to the further corrections given here.

Effect of Speoino Heat

A second reason why the preceding results are only approx-
imate is that the heat used in lowering temperature has been

neglected. This produces complication in two ways. The

first regards the determination of the duration of the solidifica-

tion. In practice the temperature-time melting curve of

Fig. <).becomes steeper and steeper until its end is lost in the

slope of the linear cooling curve of the completely crystallized
solid. Not only is this end hard to find, but it should not be

taken at atl as the end of the solidification when the purpose
of the work is that discussed here. For the object of the time

coôrdinate is solely to measure the loss of heat, and the object
of this is to find the proportion of material that has crystal-
lized. Now if the substance crystallizes pure, and then cools

as solid only, it will follow the heavy line OPZ in Fig. 5, first

losing heat at constant temperature; and then cooting regulàrly.
since specific heat and rate of heat loss are (by hypothesis)
constant. In this case OP unquestionably represents the heat

loss necessary for crystallization. But if as a result of impurity
the temperature falls during crystallization, as along OS,
the body will be in thé same state as before when it reaches S,
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that is, it will be all solid, and will have been cooled to the

temperature of S. But the heat lost in cooling the solid is
still represented by the horizontal projection of PS, and
therefore, OP, which represents the total less this heat PS,
represents the heat lossdue to the changefrom liquid to solid.
An apparent objection is that on the curve OS some material
cooled while liquid, when its specifieheat was greater than
that of the solid, and, therefore, not consistentwith the slope
PS. This, however,is offset by the fact that if the substance

Freezingpointdetermination

solidifiesat a lower temperature its latent heat is less, and by
an amount which (except for the very smalleffect due to the

change in dilution of the impurity) must be equal to the differ-

ence in the specificheats multiplied by the temperature differ-

ence. Hence, with the trifling exception mentioned, the

horizontal OP gives the heat abstraction needed to solidify
ail the material at thé temperature of 0, that is from a

state of purity, regardless of the temperature at which it

actually did solidify. And it is this total heat of solidifica-

tion of the perfectly pure substance which will be most con-

venient in the subsequent operations.
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The second complication connected with the spécule

heat comes in the determination of the amount of material

crystallixed at intermediate points on the eurve, as at M in

Fig. 5. Here the material not yet crystallized has been cooled

with a higher specifie heat, but it has not yet crystallized with

a lower latent heat. For the greatest rigor it seems necessary

to take separate account of the two portions of the charge.

(i) The heat lost in cooling the solidified substance is found by

drawing MN upward parallel to SP (Fig. 5). This m~thod

gives the latent heat given out, ON (the thing we wish to know)

as of the pure substance, and thus directly comparable with

the total heat of ail the pure substance,- which we got by find-

ing the point P. The horizontal projection of MN, however,

gives the heat loss required to cool ail the material as solid to

the temperature of M, and we have in fact cooled only a por-

f 1
ON

l'd H 1.tion of it, proportional to ,~p,
as solid. Hence, a line

MR only ~p times as long as MN (Fig. 6) gives the true

correction for the specific heat of thé material already solidified.

Thé
fraction ~p

is still liquid, and should be corrected

for by a line with slope AO, representing the liquid specifie
NP

heat but of length RN' =
MN op.

These two Unes, reach-

ing OP in N' (Fig. 6) give the true amount of material

solidified at M as proportional to ON'. This discussion is

given for completeness, rather than with the idea that so ac-

curate a treatment of the specific heat will often be désirable

in practise.
The use of considerable heat-conducting material in some

cases has been recommended. Such material may add to the

specific heat, and in any case an appreciable addition will be

made by the container and thermometer. AU such specifie

heats, however, cancel out completely with the method just

given, as long as the slope of AO for the liquid specifie heat is

obtained by observation and not by calculation. For we may

think of the inert material as distributed to the tested material,

so that each infinitesimal mass clement of the tested material
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has assigned to it a proportionalshare of the other. The effec-

tive spectre heat of the tested material may then be regarded
as the sum of its own specificheat and that of the inert material

assigned to it. It is évident that these compound heats are

the ones actually detennined by the curves AO and PZ, and

that when any element of substance solidifiesand its specifie
heat changes from the liquid to the solid value, its compound

specific heat does the same. These compound specifie heats

thus have ait the propertiesof the speci6eheats that were used

in getting the methods connectedwith Fig. 6.

Freezing point determination

This conclusion,it is important to note, supposes uniform

temperature throughout thé coolingmaterial. It might hold

very closely where radialconductingvanes are present. With

material simply inclosedin a tube the tube willbe a little be-

low the temperature of the solidifiedmaterial, whichis next the

outside, while the thermometerwill be at the temperature of

the still liquidcenter.

Uncertainty in the End of the Curve

A third approximation cornes from the fact that, even

with perfectly uniform heat abstraction, the line SZ does not
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as soon become straight as Pig. 5 wouldindicate. According

to the assumption of Fig. 4.it neverdoesso; practically it dues

not till thé eutectic solidificationis past. Hence, the true

construction might start from a point below the somewhat

indefiniteS in Fig. 5, making OP longer. MN would also be

steeper, but this evidently will not increaseON in the same

proportion as OP, To project ZP upward, however, from a

point below the eutectic is likely to bring in experimental
errors greater than those from neglectingthe curvature of the

line below S, which is very small if the substance is nearly

pure. These experimental errors next deserve consideration.

The Spécial Expérimental Errors

Hitherto in this discussion it has been assumed that ail

of the solidifyingcharge is at the sametemperature, and that

the rate of heat lossis constant. Fourprocesses,whoseeffects

are inextricably mixed, interferewith the truth of this assump-
tion.

I. The Gradient</trM<g~ttheSolid.-The first solid to crys-
tallize naturally forms on the outsideof the massand immedi-

ately begins to serveas the path throughwhichpasses the heat

from the liquid though solidifying interior. A temperature

gradient must thus exist in it, and its mean temperature will

be below that of the portion still liquid. This cooling will

have supplied some of the heat givenout by the whole mass,

and so the amount of material crystallizedwillnot be as great

as would be inferred from the time the solidificationhas con-

tinued. As the solid layer becomesthicker the gradient and

the amount of material both are increased,so the correction

increases approximately as the square of the time-really,

somewhat more, since the inner solidlayers, having a smaller

section normal to the heat now, havea steepergradient. The

container, also, being outside, will be at a temperature still

lower than the solid part of the substance,as already noted.

II. The ~ad;'M~~M<?);<at ~K'End o/ F~~Kg.–As the last

thin thread of liquid crystallizesat the center, a considerable

source of heat is suddenly eut off. The solid material must
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cool, usually, from50° toyo° in order to give out as much

heat as was liberated in the crystaUixation. Henceafter the

end of solidificationthe gradient becomes much less steep in

the interior of the charge. Thé change occurs as quickly as

conduction can bring it about. If the thermometer is in the

center it will experiencea sharp drop, which doesnot give the

true slope for the coolingsolid. This sharp drop is usually

advantageous, for its occurrencegives a sign that the solidi-

fication is practically done. In most casesthis indication is

sufficiently'exact,as well as the easiest method of locating the

point S.

III. Gf'a/ Irregularity.-There may also be some gen-
eral irregularity, perhaps shownby a slight fluctuation of the

reading, 0.1° or so. This may be due to irregulargrowth of

crystals, or to somelack ofsymmetry. With reasonablygood

arrangements such effects are seen only toward the end of

melting, before the sharp drop. Both these and the drop do

little harm, since the temperature reading at that time does

not need to be knownvery accurately.
IV. Change!'MRate of ~ca<Lox.?.–If the rate of cooling

is 2° a minute the solidificationwilloccupy around23minutes.

To produce this willusuallyrequirea thermal headfrom 10°to

30°. The changeper minute in thermal head, and, therefore,

in coolingrate, alongAO or PZ in Fig. 6 will then be from 20

percent to 7 percent. Even during crystallization the change

in rate of heat lossmay be from 3 percent to 10percent if

the temperature falls t ° during the process. A quicker de-

termination will usually be desired, and can be had unless it

is necessary to allowconsiderable time for the substance to

recover from undercooling. With a quicker rate the pro-

portional change in rate per minute will evidentlybe the same

as before, but the changeper degree will be less. It will not

be feasible,however,to geta constant rate in this way. Hence,

the slopeSZ of Fig.5 cannot be obtained truly unlessthe ther-

mal head is measured and its variation allowedfor. This is

not an elaborate undertaking, sinceonly 3 to 6 measurements

and simplecalculationswillbe needed. The rate of heat loss,
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however,is not quite proportionalto the thermal head, so for

extreme rigor the relationbetweenthem must be foundby ob-

servationson somebody of knownspeciiieheat.. In fact, the

determinationof heat lossisa calorimetrieexperiment,andwhile

relativelya rather simpleone it inevitably has some complica-
tions. Ordinarily, however, as has already been said, only
the relative heat losses'duringfreezingneed be considered,and

with a fairly constant inclosure they may be taken as simply
proportional to time. P in Fig. 5 is then about the same as

S, and the main uncertainty is in determining S, for whichthe

slopeSZ is not definiteenoughto offer much assistance. The

precisionshould be 10percentor better. But this givesmuch
more information than a mere observation of the highest
freezing point. Plotting is not at all necessary. Indeed,
even the quasi-calorimetric determinations can perhaps as

wellbe done without it, thoughthis is somewhata question of
taste.

The Experimental Curve for Ntx Crystals

The liquidus line CVD in Fig. i has much the same form
as the liquidus line CVDin Fig. 3. If the substance is nearly
pure in Fig. i, V willbe nearC and the first crystals separating
will be very nearly pure majority component. Hence for

nearly pure substances the relation between the amount of
material crystallized and the change of temperature will be

muchas in Fig. 3. Thisisdoubtlessthe reasonwhy the method
of Fig. 3 has proved so generallyapplicable. Re-constitution
of the original crystals will tend to increase the concentration
of majority component, but this process is limited. We have
seen that when half the substance is solid this solid forms a

compact layer coveringthe insideof the container. It is cer-
tain that nothing further willhappen to the compositionof the

material in this layer. Hence,on the whole,while the observed

time-temperature curve for substances represented by Fig. i

woulddiffer somewhatfromthat of Fig. 3, it wouldat the very
least require very careful experimentalwork to discriminate
between the two.
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T1 _Wa__ -i. i.> 4~. 4t.If any impurity is present tending to raise the freezing

point, as in Fig. 2, the resulting time-temperaturecurve runs

as in Fig. 7., .If a small amount of impurity causing a eurve

of this type accompaniessome causing the other type (Fig.4.)
and if we supposethat the effectsof the two, beingsmall, can

Approximatecrystallizationcurvewithimpurityforminga

mixcrystalof higherfreczingpoint

be superposed, we may have something like a downward slop-

ing straight Une at first, with the steeper downward curve

finally emerging. I have met with several such curves, but

cannot say how common they are, nor have I proved that they

were due to the cause here suggested. A theoretical investi-

gation into the possibilities would prove interesting and might

be v aluable. The large amount of work already done on two-

component systems appears to deal, mainly at least, with

temperature-concentration, not temperature-time curves.

Experimental Illustrations

In order to check some of the preceding statements, and

also to test certain details of method, a freezing point curve

was run with naphthalene. This was contained in a glass
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tube 6.8 mm inner diameterand 8 cm high, wrapped with
tinfoil to checkradiationand so permit a larger thermal head
for the samerate of heat loss. It was used in a tube 3.5cm
wide, which could be transferred from the heating bath, at
100°, to the coolingbath, whichhappened to become constant
at 47°. The width of the inclosingtube also diminished the
coolingrate, that is, the ratio of heat loss to thermal head,
though it made that rate more variable as a result of con-
vection currents. The smaller tube was handled by being
stuck in a cork to whicha stiff iron wire was attached. A
plug of cotton in the top of the inclosurewas the only thing
used to shut out the effect of room temperature. A copper
cap dipping in the bath fluid would hâve been more efficient
(perhaps in addition to the plug) and is to be recommended
where any amount ofwork is beingdone.

Thé temperaturewasmeasured by a singlecouple of No.
36 constantan and No.4o copperwire (0.13mm and 0.08 mm),
stretched axially in the tube, passing through the center of a
cork in the bottom. Beyondthe junction the constantan wire
was bent around to the outside of the substance, where was
another junction, held against the inside of the glass tube by
a small roll of writingpaper. The difference between the
two junctions gave the maximumhorizontaldifferenceof tem-
perature in the substance.

Thé recordof a coolingis given in Table I. The readings
were taken eachminute. They are given in mierovolts. One
microvolt correspondsto slightly over0.02°, so a tenth division
is 0.002°. No attempt was made to record accurately to the
last tenth, because the couple, an old one, proved to be not
quite perfect,and showedcontinua!slight fluctuations.

Thé undercoolingis noticeable. The arrows mark thé
beginning, middle, and end of the solidification. Thé end is
a little uncertain. The fact that in spite of the rapid drop
from the zoth to the 22ndreadings,the differencetemperature
does not decrease,showstwo things: First, that the outside
layer respondsalmostcompletelyin lessthan a minute to change
in the center; second,that crystallization was still going on
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in the center at about the samerate as before. The change
in the difference temperature between rcadings 22 and 23
showsthat the liquid material was now practically gone, and
the drop of 14.3microvolts was more than one-third due to
the approximateestablishmentof the temperature distribution
for a solidmass.

At half solidification the difference temperature was
about 36microvolts,or 0.75*. It is interesting to compare a
calculationwith this. With a tube of 3.4 mm radiusan outer

layer containing half the material is approximately i mm
thick and t~mm wide. Thé radial heat conductance of such

an annulus per centimeter length is K or that of 19

centimeter cubesof the same material. Thé conductivity of

naphthalene was found by Lees to be 0.00095, the conduc-

tance, therefore, 19 X 0.00095,is 0.0:81 per second, or 1.09
caloriesper minute. The volumelatent heat of naphthalene
is about 35, the volume per linearcm is 0.362; since it crys-
tallized in 17 minutes the heat transmitted per minute is

35 X 0.362/17 = 0.75 cal. The calculated temperature gra-
dient is, therefore, 0.75 – 1.09, or within 9 percent of that
observed.

Since the heat required to raise the solid i ° is about

1/70 of the latent heat, this annular laver, whose mean tem-

perature is 0.4.°lower than the liquid, has, in cooling below

that, given out 0.6 percent of the heat already given out in
the solidification. At the 2oth reading, with 7/8 of the ma-
terial solid and about 3 times as strongly cooled, the heat

correspondingto this extra coolingis easilyshownto be almost

i .5 percent of the whole givenout if the gradient is taken as

linear, and somewhat more in fact, perhaps near 2 percent.
This isabout the sameas the heat givenout by aHthe material
in cooling from the initial temperature to that read by the
thermometer at reading 20. That is, this systematic experi-
mental complicationis here as great as the specifieheat cor-
rection of Figs. 5 and 6. A tube of less diameter can easily
be used, and then this parasitic heat conduction effect will
be diminished.
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Thé lowering of the temperature is a little over 0.2°°

during the first half of the crystallization, which, in accord-
ance with page 4, indicates that the highest melting point is
0.2" low. Since the material was combustion standard from
the Bureau ofStandards, for whichany such loweringiswhoUy
abnormal, the result caUed for further investigation. A cali-
bration of the thermoelement by means of a standard mercury
thermometer showed that the melting point was really low,

apparently by 0.2°, though the catibration wasmade indefinite
to about 0.1° by the emergent stem correction. Other freez-

ing point tests were also made, with greater care as to con-

tamination, and with a new and very good thermoelement.
The silk was removed from the wires by caustic soda; the

naphthalene touched nothing but these bare wires and glass
tube from the supply, that had been cleanedwith bichromate
mixture and distilledwater. The constantan wireran through
a glass capillary 0.5 mm in external diameter,and the copper
\virewas wound back on the outside of this. Thé results are

given in Table II.

TABLEII

Number Reading Change t Reading Change
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Í; 36î5
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This couple reads 5 microvolts higher than the other for

the same temperature, so the melting point is now actually

5 microvolts, or over 0.1°, higher than the previous one. The

fall during half solidificationis still around 8 microvolts, how-

ever, or nearly 0.2°. Thanks to the excellenceof the thermo-

element it is now seen to be more nearly linear than accords

with Fig. 4.. From readings 17 to 25 the fall is progressively

steeper than according to Fig. This discrepancy between

the first and last portions of the curve seems to offer an in-

teresting problem for investigation. The slope of the first

TABLEII–(C'OK~KM~)
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part is not normal in Bureau of Standards naphthalene, and

probablyindicates moisture absorbedfromthe air.

Freezing point appamtu: ',9 size. Th. thermoetcment; CC coppcr caps or

covers; F, openings in the same, whieh may be at thé end of slots running up
from thé lower margin; J, jacket; M, sheet metal reBecting surface; H, con-

tainer, drawn down at D to center the thermoelement tube TT; S, substance

tested; G. cork guides; W, wooden or glass pin, and H, wire hook, for support

Thé two arrangements just described, with wires embedded

in the substance, do not facilitate cleaning. Inclosure of both
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in the smallest possible capillary seems one of the best pro-
cedures,but great care must be taken to seethat the depth of

immersionis enough to prevent the temperaturereading from

being affected by conduction along the wires. A change in

the depth of immersion furnishes a test. A good thermal

connection betweenwires and capillary is by ait means to be

sought. Heavy oil, naphthalene, or any electric insulator

may beusedwhichdoesnot change its statewithinthe tempera-
ture range wherethe temperature is to beread.

Ordinarily, below the capillary the crystallization will

go to the center, while above the junction it will stop at the

surface of the capillary. It seems advisableto continue the

capillary downward, perhaps to the bottom. This not only

gives more symmetrical conditions, but it avoidsaltogether
the crystallization at the center, which tends to be a disturb-

inginfluence.

Fig. 8 shows an arrangement recommendedfor freezing
curve work. The greatest emphasis is to be placed on the

necessityfor saving the thermoelement wiresfrommechanical

strains of aUsorts.

Where a number of determinations are madeon the same

substance each one can be materially shortened if the total

time of freezing is known and kept constant. There is then

no need of running beyond the midway point. This necessi-

tates having bath temperature and the positionof the speci-
men tube the same each time, and keepingmetal reflecting
surfacesalways clean.

Summary

Freezingpoints where the thermometer isimmersedin the

substance are more reliable and precise than those by the

capillary tube method. If, in addition, the formof the freez-

ing curve is observed, there is obtained an indication of the

amount of impuritywhich is independent ofaUpreviousknowl-

edge or uncertainty as to the melting point of the pure sub-

stance, and even of the absolute accuracy of the observer'ss

thennometer. If the determinations are a controlof a puri-
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~a: aL_ 1- -1-- -Ê a! _~d atficationprocessthere is alsoa savingof time and the avoidance
of certain serious chancesoferror.

Smallness of dimensions diminishes local temperature
differences,and is very often a superior substitute for stirring
of the tested substance. It also economizes both time and
material. A small thermocoupleor thermel of severalcouples
lends itself very well to use in small test samptes.

The complications, usuallyalmost negligible,arising from

specificheat, uneven temperature, and other causes are con-

sidered, and suitable experimentalarrangements are suggested.
C~c~A~y«u/Z,<ttom<o~

Ca~~tf /M~t'/Mh'o~ of t~aj/tt~/OH

H~jAtM~M, P. C.



The Organization of tndustnat ScientNc Research. ~y C. ~t'fHC/A

~w. 22 X 7~ fMf.;pp. x + 77~. A'~ York: .~fC)-M~<7/ ~ooACo., /c?c.–

Thé book is intended as a study of the ))est methods of organizing research work

for industrial purposes and of the conditions under which such work should be

conducted. The subject has been treated under the following heads: introduction;

types of research laboratories; co-operative )aboratorie<! thé position of the re-

search laboratory in an industriat organization; thc internat organization of in-

dustriat tat)oratories; the staff of a research laboratory; thé building and equip-

ment of thé laboratory: thé direction of the work; the design of a research labora-

tory for a specific industry; bibliography.

Of special interest are the author's remarks on the position of the research

laboratory, p. 58. "ht order to understand the proper relation of the research

laboratory to the organization the general nature of any organization must he

considered briefty. As a general rute, the functions of an organization can be

divided into two distinct classes, which, to borrow a tnititary term, may Ix

termed'line' and 'staff' functions. Staff funetions are conccrned with planning,

fine functions with opération

"In an army the line organization is paraUded throughout hy staff organ-

ization. The Commanding Officer, who is the head of the line, has at his General

Headquarters thé Headquarters Staff, each Army Commander has his own

Army Staff, each Divisional Commandera divisiona) staff, each brigade a brigade

staff, and the staff functions of each battalion are carried out by officers to whom

they are assigned. In opération, the line officers are supreme; it is their dutyy

to he rcsponsible for the exécution of the work; in ptanning, the work isdone by

the staff, and once approved, the plan is put into opération by the line.

"Now. in industry there has not often been any clear separation of these

two funetions. The founders of industrial enterprises have usually taken staff

functions on themselves, creating a line organization to carry them out. And

even when businesses have grown tjeyond thé point at which any one man can

be responsible for all the planning necessary, a dcnnitc staff organization has

very rarely ))een created; men have simply becn employed with definite fune-

tions of a staff nature, but without any interlinking organization.

"The oldest definite staff funetion in industry is that of accounting. tn

its nature the accounting departtnent is a purely staff department, touching

thé sales department in its bookkeeping accounting. and the production depart-

ment in its cost accounting. It often créâtes a branehing organization pennea-

ting the whole business, each works having its own accounting department and

even each department having one or two clerks who attend to its accounts

and who are responsible to the accounting department of the works.

"In an industry which is not primarity concerned with engineering, a

chemical industry for instance, the engineering and maintenance department

oeeupies a similar position. It is a staff department rcsponsible for thc supply

of power, for the construction and maintenance of buildings, and for the produc-

tion, supply and maintenance of the machinery with which thc producing de-

partments carry on their work. Thé efficiency department is another staff

NEW BOOKS
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department. its function i)eing esseutiaUy planning. In agi engineering wurks

the efficiency depnrtment should be a part of the engineering department as a

whole, conccrned with the design of product and thé ptanning of opération. Thé

cmploymcnt and welfare department is another stafï organization which may
undertakc also the educational work, which is now becoming so important in

ail industries.

"The production and distribution of tcchnical knowledge, which is the

function of a research laboratory in an industry, is a staff function, and the re-
search work must therefore be organixed along lines parallel to those of the ac.

counting department. Like the accounting department. the research labora-

tory will often develop two sections, one dealing with manufacturing questions
and having its closest relations with the production department, and the other

concemed with the use of the products. taking the fonn of service to the customer

and having its retations with thé advertising and selling departments. It is

not unusual for new products developed by the aid of the research laboratory to

require a certain amount of assistance (rom the scientifie stafT for their introduc-

tion to thé public.

"The position of the researeh laboratory in an industrial organization is

perhaps ))est determined by the criterion that the research department should
be responsible to the ofticer of the company who is in charge of the development

of new products. If the introduction of new products is in the hands of the works

organization, then the research department should be responsible to thé works

manager; if there is a definite development department, or, if new products are

introduced through the agency of somc definite executive, then it is to that

executive that the research department should hc responsible. The research

laboratory, in fact. should ))e associated primarily with dcvetopment."

Thé discussion of the direction of the work, p. ).:ï, is also of interest.

"Various methods for the direction of the work of a laboratory are in operation.
In some cases each investigator is allowed to go his own way, discussing his work

as he may wish with those around him, but not formally being required to takc

thé matter up with any one. In university lahoratories, and in many industrial

research laboratories, ail the scientilic work is supposed to be directed by the pro-
fessor in charge or by the director, but in an industrial laboratory of any size

this is out of the question, since it is impossible for the director to understand

sufficiently th~wide field of science covered by his laboratory. If it is attempted,
the system simply resolves itself into each senior man directing thé work of his

own division and possibly eompeting for men and apparatus with other workers
in the laboratory insofar as he can influence thé authorities to grant them to

him.

"It is obviously better for the scientifie work of a laboratory to be directed

hy a conference or séries of conferences of all the men having knowledge applica-
Me to thé subject, and this will have the further advantage that, while it will

relieve thé director of the details of the direction of the scientific work. it will

keep him eonstantty informed as to aH thc work going on in the laboratory.

"For the past six years the work at the research laboratory of the Hast-

man Kodak Company bas been directed by such a conference system, and it

has proved an unqualified success. Tu each day of the week there is assigned
somc groups of subjects. On Tuesday. for instance, all questions relating to
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chemicat products may le discussed; on Wednesday. those which reiate to the

ehemical properties of photographie materials; on Thursday, générât photo-

graphie processes; on Friday, color photography, and so forth. Hach group of

subjects is diseussed at a conference held at the beginning of the morning, and

there is present at cach conférence every scientific worker of thé laboratory,

whatever his rank, who is directly engaged on the work under considération, and

also representatives from other departments of thé laboratory in case their

assistance and advice should be required.

"The number of those attcnding a conférence should preferahiy ))pmore

than four and less than ten. The director presides at ail conferences, and the

agenda are drawn from the minutes of the last conférence. These minutes

are written each week by thé director's secretary, who takes shorthand notes

at each meeting.

"It will bc realized that this conference system make. it certain that the

work of everybody in the lahoratory will ))e considered once a week, that the

difficulties will be explained to, or discussed by, those best fitted to assist in re-

moving them, and that, at the same time, there is a valuable check in thé con-

ference minutes against matters which have once m'en discussed being dropped
and forgotten.

"Should any matters come up at a conférence which scem to require thé

assistance of those who are not tnembcrs of it, they are called in for consulta-

tion, and those conférences which are of interest to tnemtxrs of thé staff outsidc

the (ahoratory arc attended hy représentatives of thé departments interested,

thus enabling the laboratory to co ordinate its work more closely with the prac
tical requirements of the company."

This is an excellent book hy a thoroughly compétent man.

~M<-f ~~Mr~

The Condensed Chemical Dictionary. kdited by 7'M~nf~.Jr. 2j X

cm; New roft: 7'/t<' CAetnt<-d<Catalog C<Wt~aM)', 7C~p. Price:

$j.oo.–In the preface thé editors say: "The incrcased itnportance of the chem-

ica) industries has hrought into contact with thèse industries a large number of

people not educated along cht-mica) lines. Mxporters and importers. brokers

and jobbers, nnanciai houses, lawyers, tibrarians, purchasin}; agents, insurance

companics, and many other classes of firms and individuals have frequent need

for detaited information regarding chemieals and chemical products. The large

and increasing volume of such inquiries received by the Information Bureau of

Thé Chemical Catalog Company, as well as by thé public and technical tibraries.

has made obvions the demand existing for some one hook that woutd supply
the outstanding facts regarding the various chemicak and chemical materials

«rdinarity met with in commerce.

"A thorough search of ehemica) titerature revealed no pttblication that

would mect exactly thé requirements of these peop)e. L'ndoubtedty a collec-

tion of literature could be made that would give ail the facts commonly needed;
but few business men would bc likely to go to the expense of accumulating such

a library. Thé excellent faeititics of the puMic tcehnieat (thraries avait little. xs

business men have not thé time to visit them. and, moreover, good technica)

libraries are not convenient to aH trade and manufacturing ccnters. Finally, the
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books in which the information coutd be obtained would contain so tnuch more

commereiatty irretevant material that men Mnaceustomed to thé use of large
scientinc referons' works would soon he in (tifRcu)ties.

"One of the most frequent ctasses of inquiries coneerncd thé uses of thiogs.

tmporters and brokers would frequentty find chemicals, oils, ores, etc.. on their

hands, thc market for which was unfamitiar. In order to find whom to ap-
proach, it was occcssary first to know the ust's of thé substances. In the Con-

densed Chcmicat Dictioaary an attempt has been made to collect a tnass of in-

formation on this subject scattered through hundreds of text-books, periodicals,

governmeiit bulletins, etc., as well as to set down a great dea) that is not known

to be anywhere in print."

The statements under bromine are typica). Color and properties: very
dark reddish-brown liquid; irritating fumes. Constants: spécifie gravity, 3. )883;
melting point, 7 C.; boiling point. 58 7" C. Sotubte in water, alcohol, ether,
and potassium bromide. Derivation by direct electrolysis from waste brine of

the salt industry. Methodof purification distillation. Grades: technical. Con-

tainers carboys; earthemyare bottles; glass bottles. Uses: organic synthesis,

dyes; bromides; military poison gas. Fire hazard: noue. Railroad shipping
regulations: white label.

This book will be of great value to the chemist as well as to the layman.
From the sales it is apparent that both classes of men appreeiate the book.

Wilder D. Bancroft

Gas Chemists Handbook. Ediled by .4. K. ~MHî~f)-. X 7<!cm;

P/ J~ New t'of~ City: The /tH«ft'MM Gas /H~<<M<< Price: $3.5o.-This
volume contais the best methods of analysis so far as they can be determined

by the committee on chemical tests of the American Gas Institute, though this

does not mean that all,the methods have been approved officially as final by the

American Gas Institute. Thé subject is arranged under five heads: raw ma-

terials; products of gas manufacture; impurities in gas; tar products; miscel-

laneous. There are atso scventeen pages of tables of conversion factors and of

physical and chemical data. A handbook of this sort is very valuable and one

must congratulate the American Gas Institute on getting out a revised version

so promptly.

Thé reviewer was interested in thé specification, p. )8<, that the ther-

mometer shall be made of resistance glass of a quality equivalent to suitable

grades of Jena or Coming makes. The bottle thief and the pipe, p. 133. were

new acquaintances. In the determination of unnitrifiable hydrocarbons, p.

f()o, one would have liked to know why the use of a too concentrated caustic soda

solution causes the formation of an emulsion which is very awkward to manage.

Wilder D. Bancroft
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If a flame be placed beneath an intense beam of tight

passingthrough a dust-laden atmosphere, there may be seen

rising from the flame wreaths of darkness which resembles

intenselyblacksmokebut whichare really air free from dust.1

Under these conditions the dust is presumably bumed; but

the stream of darkness can be obtained without burning the

dust particles. TyndaU placed a hot metal bâti under the

beam of light and permitted it to remain until its tempera-
ture hadfallenbelowthat ofboilingwater. It wasthen found

that the dark current was stiUproduced though it was not so

marked. Tyndall believed that heating the air rarefied it

without lightening the floating matter and that consequently
a convectioncurrent of pure air was set up. This explana-
tion was overthrown by the experiment of Lord Rayleigh2in

whicha cold glass rod was introduced into smokyair, where-

upon a dark plane was formed extending downwardsfrom

the rod. As Lord Rayleigh says: "This result not merely
showsthat the dark plane is not due to evaporation,but also

exchdes any explanation dependingupon any augmentation
in the difference of densities of fluid and foreign matter."

Lodge~concludes that "differences of temperature have

nothingto do with the real nature of the phenomenon;wefind

that solidbodieshave sharply defineddust-free coats or films

of uniformthicknessalways surrounding them, and that these

coats can be continually taken off then and as continually
renewedby any eurrent of air." Thé matter was studied in

detail by Aitken/ who decided that the phenomenonwas

primarilya temperature one, the dust particles movingalong
the temperaturegradient from the hot portion to the coldone.

Of course,there are disturbing effectsdue to gravitation and

Tyndall:Proc.Roy.Inst.,6,3(t8?o).
Proe. Roy. Soc., 34, ~14 (!88z); Nature, 28, 139 (iS83).

Nature, 31, 265 (t88~).
<Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., 32, 239 (tSS~).
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there may be disturbing electrostatic effects; but the experi-
ments can be arranged so that theseeffectsare negligible.

Aitken draws some rather interesting conclusions from
his work. "When we see a beam of sunlight shining into a
darkened room through a small opening, and revealing, by
illuminating, the suspended dust, making the beam look like
a solid body, we have great difficulty in realizing that our
atmosphere can be so full of dust as this experiment shows
it to be, as it escapes our observationunder ordinary condi-
tions of lighting,and it givesusa feelingofdiscomfort to realize
that we are breathing that dust-laden air. This uneasiness
was by no means decreased when my experiments on cloudy
condensationrevealed the fact that, in addition to that mass
of visibledust, there are enormousmultitudes of particles so
small that even the concentrated light of the sun does not re-
veal them. These minute particles are so numerous that
hundreds of them are crowdedinto every cubic centimeter of
air. On realizing these facts our feelingsare those of wonder
that our lungs can keep so cleanas they do, while such vast
quantities of impurities are constantly ebbing and flowing
through them. At that time 1was not aware that there is an
innuence ever at work, tending to protect the lungs by pre-
venting, to a certain extent, the particles of dust coming
into contact with their surfaces,-that nature had provided
a subtle form of mechanism possessingsome of the advan-
tages ofa filter without any ofits disadvantages. The experi-
ments here describedshow that a hot surface repels the dust
particles in the air. The heat of our bodies will, therefore,
exert a protective influence on the lungs, and tend to keep
them free from dust.

"Our lungs, however, are not only hot, they are also wet.
What influence will the constant evaporation which takes
placeat the surfaceof the tubesand passageshave on the dust?
To answer this question, 1 fitted the flat test surface in the
dust-box, and through an opening in the top introduced a
brush dipped in water, with whichone-halfof the surface was
kept wet, the other half being dry, to compare the effects
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under the two conditions. When the surface was heated

a fewdegrees,-toeven lessthan the temperatureof our bodies,
the result was most decided, the dust beingdrivenmore than

twice as far from the plate in front of the wet part as it was

from the dry. Thé evaporation, therefore,of the water from

the surface of the bronchial tubes tends stronglyto ward off

the dust, and keep it from coming into contact with their

surfaces. We must not, however, imaginethat the heat, or

the heat and the evaporation, are sufficiententirely to pre-
vent the dust coming into contact with the surfacesof our

bronchial tubes and passages, because dust really does corne

into contact with them, but it does not do so nearlyto the ex-

tent to which we have been in the habit of supposing.
"The necessary conditions for this repulsiveeffect to be

active are, that the air is acquiring heat and moisture. If the

air has the same temperature as our bodies,and is saturated

with vapor, this force no longer exists, and gravitation and

other forcesare free to act.

"Although the repulsions due to heat and evaporation
are not powerful enough to form a perfect protection to the

lung surface against the contamination of dust, yet it is very
evident that their protective influencewill have a most im-

portant effect on the condition of our lungs,and one towards

which 1 wish to direct the attention of those who make this

organa specialstudy. There seemsto be but littledoubt that

wehave here an explanation of some of the effectsof different

eumates. For instance, what a differencethere must be in

the amount of dust deposited on the lungs fromair breathed

at, say, St. Moritz or Davos Platz, and at such places as

Madeira or other similar health resorts? Theseremarks are

altogether apart from the question of the amount of dust

in the air at the differentplaces, and refer only to the action

of the lungs on the dust whieh may be présenta
l In the

Théamountofdustbreathedbyinvalidsat thetwoplaceswillnotbe
greatlydifférent,asmostof theirtimeisspentinthehouse,andtheairin the
roomsat thetwoplaceswillbenearlyequattydusty.Thehighertemperature
insidewillslightlyreducethe thermaleffect,butwillnotdiminishtherateof
evaporation.
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Alpineresorts the air is coldand dry, and the tidal air, which
flows backwards and forwards through the bronchial tubes,
is in the very best conditionfor preventing the dust coming
into contact with their surfaces,as the differencein tempera-
ture between the air and the body is great, and the air is aiso

capable of causing a rapid evaporation. Whereas, at such

places as Madeira, where the air is hot and moist, the re-

pelling forces are both at a minimum. The effects of these
different conditionson the lungsseem well worth study.

"In illustration of the protective influence of heat and

moisture, many experimentsmay be made, but the following
is perhaps the easiest. Take an ordinary paraffin lamp,
raise the flame till a very dense cloud of smoke rises from it.
Over the lamp place a very tall metal chimney, to produce a

quick current of air and also to cool it. Have ready two

porous cylindrical jars (porous jars are used because they
keep up a supply of water for evaporation), one jar ntled with
water slightly heated, and the other with cold water. Cover
both jars with wet white paper. Now introduce the hot one
into the top of the chimney, and leave the black wreaths of
smoke to stream over it for say half a minute, then take it
out and put in its place the coldone, and leave it for the same

length of time. The result will be, the hot one will be quite
clean, not a speck of soot on it, while the cold one is covered
with soot. It is not, however,so black as a cold, dry surface
would be, as the slight evaporation from its surface tends to

protect it.

"We must not, however,suppose that thé lung surfaces
are so well protected as the paper in this experiment. In
the lungs the currents are quicker, they do not flowover such
uniform surfaces,and further, they pass round curves, so that
in the lungs dust tends to deposit where the currents flow

quicklywherethey strikeonthe concavesideofcurved passages
and on projecting edges. Further, all dust which penetrates
beyond the tidal air and gets into the residual air will ulti-

mately fall on the surfacesof the tubes and air-cells. This

tendency of the dust in the residual air to settle is increased
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by the load of water deposited on it by the moist air. The
amount to whiehour lungs are protectedby heat and evapora-
tion can scarcely be solved in a physical laboratory, and will
be best determined by anatomical examinations of lungs
which have lived under different conditions of temperature
and moisture."

"Having observed that the dust particles tended to move
away from hot bodies and to attach themselves to cold ones,
1 made some experiments on the subject to study the move-
ments of dust particles when placedbetweenhot and cold sur-
faces. Most interesting results were obtained by placing
near the hot platinum wires, already referred to, a piece of
glass or a plate of metal, and getting the dust deposited upon
it. One arrangement of the experiment is to place the glass
with its plane vertical and transverselyover the wires, at such
a height that its lower edge almost touches the wires, and fill
the box with dust by blowing up some calcined magnesia or
other fine powder. After ail the currents had settled, and
while the air is still full of dust, the electric current is tumed
on and the wire heated. A well-markeddark plane at once
rises over the wire, and in its upward passage it is eut trans-
versely by the glass plate. After the plate has been left for
some time with the air current streaming over its surface,
it is found to have a very beautiful impression of the dark
plane imprinted upon it. The warm air, in streaming up-
wards over the surface of the glass,deposited its dust on it,
and the fact of there being no dust in the dark plane is re-
corded by a well-definedline of clearglass, the depositof dust
on each side of the clean line being thickest just along the
edge, and thinning away on each side. These impressions
of the dark plane may be made permanentby causing the dust
to be deposited on a plate newly coated with black vamish,
and used while the varnish is still soft.

"It is not necessary to put anything on the surface of
the glass to cause the dust to adhere, as it attaches itself to a
clean surfaceof the glass with considerablefirmness, but some
adhesive substance on the plate enables the impression to
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stand rougher treatment. Impressions of the dark plane
have also been made with charcoal dust deposited on opal
glass. These black impressions are, of course, 'négatives' of
the magnesiaones, the plane in the former case being white,
surrounded by black dust. Thé charcoal dust was securely
fixed by first coating the glass with a thin solution of gum,
which was dried before the dust was deposited on it, and the
dust fixedby breathing on the surface.

"If in place of putting a plate vertically over the wires,
we place two plates vertically--one on eachside of the wire–
we then get the dust deposited on the plates, thickest oppo-
site to the wiresand thinner higher up. Arrangements were
made for studying the action of surfaces placed on both
sides of the wires. Fixing the plates parallel to each other
and at a distanceof 2 or 3 mm apart, with the platinum wire

between, 1 carefully watched the motions of the particles
carried up in the air current. As the particles approached
the wiresthey gradually ehanged the direction of their motion,
and instead of coming straight up they curved towards the

sides, someof the particles striking and adhering to the side

plates at a point belowthe wire. Somerose higher and stuck

opposite to it, otherswent higher still, whileothers passed on
to the top and escaped.

"I had for some time been trying to arrange an experi-
ment in which 1 should be able to watch the movements of
the individual particles of dust, so as to see them moving
away from the hot surface. My intention was to examine
the movements of the particles with a microscope of low

power, or with a powerful magnifying glass. My great dim-

culty, however,was to get the movementsdue to the convec-
tion currents sufficientlyslowto enable me to follow the mov-

ing particles when much magnified. After making the ex-

periment last described, 1 saw it was possible to arrange for
this much-desiredobservation. Thé use of the large parti-
cles of magnesiaenabled me to dispense with the microscope,
and use only a magnifying glass of moderate power; and by
bringing the plates on each side of the wire close together,
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the velocity of the upward convectioncurrent couldbe greatly
reduced by the frictionof these surfaces, and by their cooling
effecton the gases. The two side plates of glasswere accord-

ingly brought doser together, to a distance of about i milli-
meter. The ascending current was now very slow,
and no difficultywas experiencedin followingthe movements
of the individual partieles, so 1 had at last the satisfaction of

seeing the particles being repelledby the hot wire.
"When the wire, heated to a red heat in air filled with

magnesia dust, was examined by means of a magnifying
glass, the spectacle which presented itself was most curious
and interesting. At a distance below the wires, the parti-
des could be seencomingstraight up between the glass plates,
but as they approached the wires they seemedto get uneasy,
and as if wishing to avoid the heat, some of them attached
themselves quickly to the glass, others went further up, but
soon curved towards the sides and adhered to them; while
others boldly advancedstraight up, almost to the wires, when
their motion was suddenly arrested and they were driven
downwards and sideways, and attached themselves to the

glass. If the wires werehot enough,not a singleparticle got
past them, and the glassplates had each a patch of magnesian
powderadhering to its surfacebelowthe levelof the wires.

"These experiments naturally suggested the possibility
of eonstructing an air filter on thermie principles. They
showedthat the visibleparticles of dust couldbe thrown out
of thé air, as the particles tended to move fromthe hot parts,
and to attach themselves to cold surfaces. But the question
which naturally suggested itself was, Are the very small in-
visible particles also arrested? If the thermic filter tumed
out to be a success,it appeared to me it wouldalsobe the best

way to get an answer to this question. In order to filter air
on thermie principles, all that appeared necessarywas to pass
the air through a spaceor channel, the two sidesof which were

kept at different temperatures. In this way 1 hoped the dust
would be driven from the hot side and attach itself to the
cold one. Practically to carry out this idea, the simplest
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methodthat suggested itself was to pass the air through the

spacebetween two concentric tubes, the one tube being kept
hot, and the other cold. In the preliminary instruments
whichhave been made, the distance between the tubes form-

ing the space through which the air passes, is in one instru-
ment less than i mm, but in other instruments this space is

nearlyas much as 3 mm. The length of the passage in the
differentinstruments is about 35 cm. One of these instru-
mentsbas the outer tube jacketed by means of a larger pipe
for the purpose of heating it with steam. The other instru-
mentswereheated simply by means of a gasflame The

air, after passing through the space between the two tubes,
wasconveyedby means ofa tube to a glass flask,in which there
wasa little water. The flask in tum was connected by means
ofanother tube to an air-pump, in order to test the condition
ofthe airafter passing through the instrument. If cloudy con-
densationisproduced whenthe pressure is reduced in the flask,
we knowthat the air is not filtered; and, on the other hand,
if the air remains perfectly clear on exhausting, we know
that no dust, not even the visibleparticles, have passed into it.

"The apparatus was fitted up for trial, ail the connec-
tions being made and tested. Using the instrument heated
withflame,the first effectof the heat, as expected,was a great
increasein the fogging. The temperature was raised as high
as it safely could be, to cleanse the instrument thoroughly;
after which, as we know, it will cease to give off nuclei at a
lowertemperature. When the tube was thoroughly cleansed

by meansof heat, and all the impurities swept out of it by
a current of air, the temperature was loweredslightly, and the
air allowedto pass slowly through the tube on its way to the
test flask. After this, the fogging in the nask gradually di-

minished,and after passing through the rainy stage, it ceased

entirely,proving that the filter was doing its work thoroughly,
not a singleparticle-not even one of the very minute and in-
visible ones-escaping it. On equalizing the temperature,
either making both tubes hot or both cold, the filtering ac-
tion of course ceased.
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"It does seem somewhat strange that air should be

freed from ail its dust in passing through a channel large

enough for a fly to pass, if it has sufficient intelligence to

keep always on the cold side. Ail who have experimented
on this subject know that dust can get through any opening,
however small. On testing this filter for the first time, 1

failed to get a satisfactory result. 1 however felt convinced

that it ought to work, and the failure was attributed to some

imperfection in the tubing or joints. Arrangements were,

therefore, madefor testing the tightness of the whole appa-
ratus. The one end of the filterbeingconnected, as described,
to the glassflask in which the air was tested, 1 now connected

a cotton-woolfilter to the other end of the thermie filter, and

proceeded to test if ail was tight, by drawing in air from the

cotton-wool filter throughthe apparatus, while it was cold.

At first, 1 could not succeed in getting air free from dust;

fogging always took place on reducing the pressure in the

fiask, showingthat dusty air was leaking in somewhere and

mixing with the filtered air. After much time spent in re-

making ail the joints, it was discovered that the air-pump
valve was not quite tight; by allowingthe leakage to bubble

through the water in the flask, it was found to be very slight,

only about 2 or 3 ce per minute. After this was put

right, fogging still appeared, showing that there was still

leakage. This time it was traced to thé stop-cock between

the filter and the test flask. This leakage was smaller than

the other, yet it let in dust. After ail leakages had been

stopped, the cotton-woolfilter was removed, and the thermic

filter being heated, was now found to do its work satsfac-

torily, though more slowly than a cotton-wool filter. The

ease with which dust passes through small openings is sur-

prising indeed, 1 have found that any opening which admits

air, also allows these less than microscopicparticles to pass,
and yet the air in its passage through the wide channel of this

filter had everyparticle of dust taken out of it by thé thermal

conditions to which it was subjected.
"If we cause the filter to purify air into which we have
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intentionallyput a gooddeal of dust, such as dust of caleined
magnesia,we find ail the dust collected on the surfaceof the
cold tube, near the end where the air entered, while the hot
tube is quite clean. If we send the smoke of a cigar through
the filter, nothing but perfectly transparent gases come out
at the other end. The effect of coating the coldsurface with
glycerinehas been tried, as it seemed possible that the dust
depositedon the clean surface might be carried on by the air
current. The dust, however, seems to be firmlyheld on a
cold clean surface, and no decided improvement was got by
the addition of the glycerine. No accurate experiments
have been made to determine the best size of the filtering
channel. The filters with very narrow passages and those
with much wider ones ail work well, but no quantitative ex-
perimentshave been made as to their relative values."

"This tendency which the dust in our atmosphere has
to move away from hot bodies, and attach itselfto coldones,
will,1 have no doubt, help to explainmany phenomenawhich
are not at present well understood. No doubt, many things
will suggest themselves to different minds as receivirigtheir
explanation in this somewhat curious liking of dust for lodg-
ing in coldplaces. Amongother things, it explainsthe reason
whystove and hot-air heated roomsare alwayssomuchdirtier
than those warmed by open fires. In a stove-heated room
the air is warmer than the walls and than the objectsin thé
room, the dust therefore tends to leave the air, and to deposit
itselfon every object colder than itself in the room;whereas,
in a room warmed with an open fire, the heatingbeing prin-
cipally done by radiation, the walls and furniture are hotter
than the air, they therefore tend to throw off the dust, and
even when it does fall on them, it does not adherewith that
firmnesswith which it does to a cold surface, and any breath
of air removes it. Diffusion also, no doubt, playssome part
in detenniningwhether dust shall or shall not adhere to the
wallsand ceilingsof rooms.

"Again, a knowledge of this tendency of dust to settle
on cold surfaces ip necessary to enable us fully to explain
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why so much soot adheres to the inside oî chimneys. If the

smoke were cold, so much soot would not settle in the chim-

neys, nor would it adhere so firmly.
"A simple experiment to illustrate this tendency of dust

to leave warm and to settle on cold surfaces, is made in the

followingway: Take two narrow strips of glass mirror, any
substance will do, but the mirror surface shows the result

best. Arrange so as to hold these strips of glass face to face,

and with their surfacesat a distance of a few millimeters,but

beforeputting them into their places, heat them to a tempera-
ture ofsay 100°C. Have ready a tall glassvessel,largeenough
for the glass strips to enter freely. Now ml this vesselwith

some dust, by buming sodium or magnesium, or by shaking

up some calcined magnesia or other powder. By the time

the air in the vessel is settled and cooled, but before the dust

settles, have ready the glass strips, one of them hot as di-

rected, and placedin front of the other, face to face, withan air

space between them. Now put the mirrors into the vessel

among the dust. After a minute or so examine them. The

followingwillbe the result. The hot one will be quiteclean,

while the cold one will be white with dust. That the dust

has no tendency to settle on the cold one, may be provedby

putting at the same time in the vessel another cold stripsome

distance from the hot one, when it willbe seen that this one

is almost entirely free from dust, depending upon whether it

was a little hotter or colder than the dusty air.

"When one looks at the enormous amount of dust de-

posited on the cold mirror in this experiment, we cannothelp

associating the result in some way with the condensationof

vapors, and it takes some time before we can arrange our

ideasand realizethat the thick white deposit was trulythrown

out of suspensionand settled on the mirror in the solidstate,
and was not in the state of vapor before coming into contact

with the cold glass.
"A somewhat curious experiment may be made with

light calcinedmagnesiapowder, which showsthe actionof this

force in a marked way. The magnesia is heated to a goodred
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heat m an iron vessel. If we now take a métal rod 5 or 10
mm diameter and heat it as hot as the powder,we may then
dip it into the powder and stir it as much as weplease, but on
taking the rod out, ;t will be found quite clean. But if the
rod is cold,' it cornes out of the powder with a club-shaped
mass of magnesia adhering to it, so thick that the magnesia-
coated end is twice as thick as the rod itself. If the rod is
kept in the hot powder for a short time, and then taken out,
with its coating of powderadhering to it, wheneverthe powder
gets outside the hot vessel, and exposed to the cold, it falls
away, as the inside of the powder is nowhotter than the out-
side.

"Most of us have noticed when heating powders, par-
ticularly if they are light, that while they are heating they
take on a peculiar semi-fluid appearance if stirred, or if the
vessel is tilted back and forwards. This I have always sup-
posed was due to the escape of occludedgases from the pow-
der, keeping it in a state of semi-suspension. Now, however,
I think this peculiar effect is a result of the repulsion due to
heating. My reason for supposing this is, that if after the
powder is heated it is cooled quickly, and againheated before
there is time for it to absorb gases, the same semi-nuid ap-
pearance is again produced while heating. Further, if the
powder, instead of being heated in a closedvessel, is placed
in a cup, so that the under side of the powder is kept hot,
while the top is cooled by radiation, so long as these condi-
tions are kept up the powder retains its fluid-likeproperties,
moving about on the slightest tilting of the cup, and conduct-
ing itself in a way very suggestiveof the spheroidalcondition,~
but without any generation of vapor to give rise to the ir-
regular movements seen in liquids. It seems possible that
somethingof the spheroidal condition may receiveits explana-
tion in this repulsion between hot and cold surfaces. This
repulsion may be illustrated by placing a hot andj[a cold

SeealsoTammann:Drude'sAnn.,t8, 856(tgo~).
Secalso Stoney: Phil. Mag., [5 ] 4, 443 (1877).
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surface together. A piece of cold glass, for instance, slides
about in a remarkably easy way on a hot surface of glass.

"Many practical applications of this attraction and re-

pulsion will no doubt bé found. It might be easity applied
to the condensation of those fumes from chemicalworkswhich
at present are allowed to pollute the air. But perhaps the

application of most general interest would be towards the

prevention of smoke, or rather the prevention of the escape
of smoke into the atmosphere. Whatever interest, however,
it may have in this way, it is clear it can never meet with

general adoption, save under compulsion, as it will effect no

saving in fuel, such as would result from more perfect forms
of combustion.

"I have, however, made some experiments in this direc-

tion, and find that by placing a tall metal chimney over a

very smoky paraffin lamp, surrounding this chimney with
another tube slightly larger, and causing the products of com-
bustion to rise up the center tube, and descend through the
annular space between the two tubes, the soot is ail taken

out, and nothing but a white vapor is seen escaping. On

examining the tubes after they have been in use some time,
the inside surface of the inner one is found to be slightly
coated with soot, while its outer surface is perfectly clean and

bright, not a speck of dust on it, and the inside of the outer

tube, which is only a short distance from it, is thickly coated
with soot. This arrangement, however, is too complicated,
save for special purposes.

"It has been already stated that the reason why so much
soot collects in chimneys is that the gasesare hotter than the
sides of the chimney. In cases where the gases are allowed
to escape at a high temperature advantage might be taken
of this tendency. If we simply cooled the smokein the pres-
ence of plenty of depositing surface, much of its soot would
be trapped out, and the escaping smoke made less dense.
The amount that might be trapped in this way will depend
on the extent to which the gasescould be cooled.

"For works with large chimneys this plan evidently
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could not be adopted, and in their case the purification would
require to be down at the bottom of the chimney. The evi-
dent objection to this is, that as the gases are cooled in the
depositor,the draught inthe chimneywillbedestroyed. This,
however, can be avoided by the use of "regenerators." The
impure air would be led to a cold regenerator, where it would
be cooled and its impurities deposited; and when purified it
would be led through another chamber, where it would be
heated beforebeing sent up the chimney. This arrangement
wouldnot require heat to bespent inworking it, as the process
would be reversed, and by simply reversing the direction of
currents from time to time the heat stored up in coolingwould
be used for heating the purifiedgasesbefore being sent up the

chimney. This purifying process by heating and cooling
would require to be done a numberof times, and the air sent
through a successionof regeneratorsbefore it could be made
perfectly pure."

Aitken accounts for the dust particles moving from the
hot zone to the cold one by assuming that "they are driven
away, because the moleculesmoving from the hot surface
have a greater kinetic energy than those moving towards it,
and the particles are bombardedon the one side by a greater
number of hot molecules than on the other. We have the
same effect intensified when the hot surface is wet. When
this is the case the vapor moleculesdiffusing outwards carry
with them the dust particles to a much greater distance than
the heat alone, as there is no inward current of vapor mole-
cules to contend with the outward one, and tending to drive
the dust particles inward; the result is, we get a dark plane
at least twiceas thick with heat and vapor as with heat alone.
Of the two,the vapor seemsto be the more powerful, as ver y
little heat with moisture givesa thickerdark plane than double
the heat would do. If we carefullyfix the experimental test
surface in a vertical positionand simply wet it, the effect is to
cool it by evaporation, and a downwardcurrent is produced;
but at the same time, a clear spaceis formed showing that in
this case the outward effectof the vapor is greater than the
inward effectof the cold."
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There is another way of accountingfor the phenomenon
which seemsto me to have advantages. Around each parti-
dé of dust there is a film-of adsorbed air. If the particle is

heated on one side, this film will be diminished,but air will

now round the particle from the cooler to the warmer side

tending to restore the equilibrium. This will cause a move-

ment of the particle towards the coolerportions of the space.
This means that the dust particle is sucked toward the cooler

zone while Aitken considers that it is driven from the hotter

one. Actually, both things are taking place simultaneously.
The fact that tobacco smokecouldbe stopped completely

by passing it through a hot-cold tube was of distinct interest,
but Aitken gave no data as to the necessary temperature

gradient. In order to get some information on this point,
some experimentswere made by Messrs. Argo and Anderson

in the Catalytic Laboratory of the Research Division of the

Chemical Warfare Service. Experiments were made with

concentric iron tubes, the outer one being cooled while the

inner one was heated to about 85° by means of steam. The

rates of flow in ce per minute were determined at which no

tobacco smoke came thorugh a tube thirty inches long.

This is practically a linear relation. For zero tempera-
ture differencethe permissiblerate of flow of smoke drops to

zero. With tubes 12 inches long and therefore having less

surface, the permissiblerates of flowbecome

Temp.Diff. cc/min. ) Tentp.DiBf. cc/min.

'80° 550 35° 240

64° 450 20" 150

50°
C>

36o

Temp.Diff. ce/min. Temp.Diff. cc/min.

80° :95 30°
0

'05
63°

° 160 21°0 7o(Esthnated)
55°

°
'50 15°

°
35(Esttmated)

45° '20 1
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The precipitation is not sufficiently rapid to make any
arrangetnent of altemating hot and cold plates feasible for

stopping smokes under war conditions. The theory of the

process seems to be that the smoke particles are heated by
the hot surface and then moveto the coldone. This was con-
firmed by placing a heated wire in front of a paper filter and

allowingthe smoketo pass by the wire into the filter. Since
it would be necessary to heat the smoke particles considera-

bly above the temperature of the filter, experiments showed
that the power consumptionwould be too great to make any
such process successfulunder field conditions.

Ceftt~ University



NOTES ON THE COLORING AND THERMOLUMIN-
ESCENCE OF GLASSPRODUCEDBY RADIUM

RADIATION'1

BY S. C.UND

The coloring of glass and of transparent minerais by
radiation has been a frequent subject of observation and in-

vestigation. Several differentexplanationsof the phenomena
have been proposed, none of which appears to be entirely
satisfactory. Thé object of the presentnotes is not to attempt
to decide between the different theoriesnor to propose a new
one, but rather to assist in keeping the records straight by
pointing out some of the errors of observation or generaliza-
tion that are becoming rather commonly accepted, and by
showing that the phenomena are perhaps more complicated
than has been usually assumed.

A brief summary of the phenomenamay be made as fol-
lows

A. Coloring by radium radiation.
i. The coloring most commonlyimparted to glass is a

violet or bluish, which is darkenedby increasing the laver of
glass, or the intensity of radiationor its duration.

2. When fused silica, eitherof the opaque or transparent
variety, is exposed to protongedintense radiation, the same
violet color is produced as in glass.

3. Some glass is coloredbrown. This is general for lead-
glass and for hard glasses of the pyrex and Jena types. Soft
glass also is occasionally coloredbrown; the color devcioping
more slowlythan in the caseof the violet.

4. The initial shade alwayspersistsand deepens; that is,
violet always begins in its own faint shade, and likewise the
brown. One is never changed to the other by radiation
alone. This observation has beenpreviouslymade by Meyer
and Pzribram.2

P))b)is)K'd with thc permission of the Dircctor of thc L'. S. Bureau of
Mines.

('9t2).

'Mcycr and Pzribram: Sitxun~x-r. Akad. Wiss. Wien, r2[ ir«. t~
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5. Meyer and Pzribram report further that they have
repeatedly observed the simultaneous development of &o~
the violetand browncolorson differentparts of </?sameglass
vessel; for example, (violet) above and (brown) below the
water line in a flask containing a radium salt solution, or
(violet) aboveand (brown)belowthe salt contact linein verti-
cal glass tubes partly filled with radium salt. This inter-
esting and important observation has never been made in
this laboratory, although hundreds of tubes and glassvessels
containing both solution and salts have corne under observa-
tion for severalyears.

6. Apparently ail three kinds of rays, alpha, beta and
gamma, produce the same coloring. To the eye there is no
difference in the color produced in the immediate glass con-
tainer and an outer one receiving only Becquerel (beta and
gamma) rays. A mieroscopicexamination, such as made by
Rutherford,~ would doubtless reveal the limits of the zone
penetrated by alpha rays.

B. Dischargeof color.
i. By heat.

The discharge of the violet color does not begin to take

place until the softening point of the glass is almost reached.

Mcyer and Pzribram indicatc that thé (fi~erence in color in the samc
glass may )jc due to the différence of intensity of radiation in the different parts
of the vessel. Above the solution, the greater concentration of emanation and
the lower absorption of thé gaseous medium for alpha rays both contribute to
a more intense radiation. In the case of the solid sait, however, Meyer and
Pzribram bclieved the radiation conditions to be reversed; that the violet cotor
was now produced under conditions which they believed represented the less
intense radiation. The writer is inclined to think that on account of thé ex-
treme non-pcnetrating character of alpha rays, the wall in contact with the gas
phase would still receive the greater alpha radiation, on account of the spon-
taneous leak of some emanation from the solid salt into the gas phase, which would
perhaps more than compensate for thé close contact between the glass wall and
the continuons salt. At first thought, it would appear to bt very simple to test
this point directly by observing on what part of the tube containing salt the color
is first produced, whether above or tx-bw the salt. But when the complications
arising from the slow accumutation of emanation in the gas phase during the first
month are taken into consideration, it does not appear to bc so simple.

'Rutherford: "Radioactive Substances," 3to (içts).
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If the heating takes place in a free flame,the sodium yellow
begins to show at the temperature at which the violet color
is discharged. Thé dischargeof color from fused silica takes
place at about the same temperature. Both glass and fused
silica retum to their original transparency and can again be
colored by further exposure to radiation. Apparently the
effect is repeatedly reversiblewithout showingany fatigue.

2. By radiation.

Thé violet color of glass, which has been produced by
radium rays, is very slowlydischarged by sunlight. Several
months exposure is necessary to produce a perceptible reduc-
tion. (Experiment of H. F. Yancey in this laboratory.)
Brown-colored glass, according to Meyer and Pzribram,'
is changed by sunlight or ultraviolet light to a bright yellow.

C. Change of color.

Thé interesting observation was made by Meyer and
Pzribram that on heating brown-colored glass gently until
its thermoluminescenceis just discharged, the color is changed
to the violet, which then persists nearly to the softening point
of the glass, just as does the initially produced violet. This
interesting observation has been fully confirmed by the
writer.

The further observation has been made by the writer
that if the violet-coloredglass, which has been produced by
heating the brown, is again subjected to Becquerel rays, the
violet color gives way to the brown whiehgoes on deepening
in its original color. Apparently, the violet color produced
on heating the brown ischanged by Becquerelrays (and pre-
sumably also by alpha rays) back to thé original brown.
However,it is possiblethat it may be merelya case of masking
of the violet by a more intense brown.

D. Thermoluminescence not accompanying change in
color.

i. On heating a piece of violet-colored glass not above
200°C in the dark, it luminescesfor a period which is longer

'Loc.cit.
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thp y."no,. ts.o ~o. .r- uttthe lower the temperature, andfinally ceases to luminesce.
Its luminescencecan only be restored by further radiation.

2. The violet color of glass which has been heated at
200° until all thermoluminescenceceases,is not at all dimin-
ished. In order to discharge the violet color, it is necessary,
as has already been stated, to raise the temperature above
500° nearly to the softening point. No further luminescence
takes place in the temperature interval 200-500" if thermo-
luminescenceis first exhausted at 200°.

3. The more recently and intensely glass has been radia-
ted, the lower the temperature at which thermoluminescence
can be observed. Freshly radiated glass luminesced well
below the boiling point of water, while glass which had not
been radiated for two to three years had to be raised to the
neighborhoodof 200° before luminescencewas observed.

E. Thermoluminescenceaccompaniedby changeof,7color.
t. As stated in paragraph C-i, Meyer and Pzribram'

found that on heating glass colored brown by radiation to a
température at which the thermoluminescencetakes place,
the brown color is changed to violet. Apparently the'two
effectsare closely connected; that is, the change brown '–~
violet and the thermoluminescenceoccur simultaneously and
are probably connected.

F. The mechanical effects of radiation on glass and
quartz.

Although a large number of glass and silicavessels have
been exposed at various times for long periods to intense
radiation, no mechanical effects have been observed in this
laboratory, either on glass or silica, such as have been de-
scribed by other writers. Rutherford2 once found that a
silica tube, which had been used as a containerfor radium salt,
developed striations which finally resulted in mechanical
disintegration of the tube. Hoenigsehmid' also describes'a
similar effect on a silica tube in which radium satt~had been

!<oc.cit.
Rutherford: "Radioactive Substances," 308 (tgi3).
HoenigschtDid: Sitzungsber. Akad. Wiss. Wien, !20 lia, i62~-s''(t9n).
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stored for several years. In stating that no such effectshave
been observed in this laboratory, this observation should be

mainly restricted to glass tubes. No silica tubes have been

employedfor storing radium salt. A number of silicadishes
have been used for crystallizingpurposes, some of which be-
came highly colored in the courseof time; but naturally the
radiationwasnot sointense as in the casewhere salt is actually
storedin the tube.

Discussion

Acarefulconsiderationofthe phenomenawhichhavebeen
described in the foregoingsummary, ai! of which have been
confirmedby the writer except the simultaneous production
by radiation of two differentcolorsin the same pieceof glass,
should convinceone of the diineultiesencountered in finding
a theory that will explainthem a!l. Any attempt to attribute
différencein color to small quantities of impurities encounters
an almost, if not wholly insurmountabledifficulty, if it is ad-
mitted that the same piece of glass can take two different
colors by merely changing the strength of radiation.

Bancroft' has suggestedthat coloredglass is producedby
the partial coagulation of coloringmaterial in the colloidal
state until a certain sizeof particle is producedcapableofscat-

tering somewave lengths and transmitting others. Attempts
of the writer to verify this viewby radiating a sample of de-
colorizedgold ruby glass"to see if the ruby color would be

restored, were complicated by the production of the usual
violet color of ordinary glass.

Siniilar experiments by Doelter3 resulted in producing
the brown co!or. Doelter devoted a chapter in his work on
"Das Radium und die Farben" to the coloringof glasses. He
mentions four types of coloring: Amethyst, smoke-gray,
brownishyellowand go!den-yel!ow,between which are many
stages of transition. Doelter also discusses decolorization

by heat, not only in air, but in oxidizingand reducingatmo-

Bancroft:Jour.Phys.Chem.,22,601,et seq.(i9t8).
am indebted to the Corning Glass Company for this sample of g)ass.

C. Doelter: "Das Radium und die Farben," toto.
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spheres. Apparently, he made no observations in regard to
thermoluminescence. The variety of kinds of glass examined
by Doelterwas so great, and the differencesin their behavior
so marked, that it is difficult to summarizehis results; but it
may be said in general that they were quite similar to those
reported in the present notes. Doelteralsopointed out that
radium radiation and ultraviolet rays usually produce oppo-site effects.

The writer particularly desiresto call attention to the
erroneousimpression that seemsto be accepted in the litera-
ture that thé thermoluminescenceof glass and the dischargeof colorby heat are simultaneousphenomena, probably hav-
ing a commoncause. While this may be true, as has been
pointed out, for the change brown–~ violet; in the case
of violet-coloredglass or silica, the two phenomena occur at
temperatures dinering at least by 300° C from each other.
As has already been stated, the thermoluminescencecan be
whollyexhausted without diminishingthe violet color in the
least. So it appears that radiation produces at least two
differentreactions (or conditions)inglass,the reversai of which
at two entirely different temperaturesleads,the one to lumin-
escence,the other to dischargeofcolor.

If thermoluminescence is due to chemical action, the
fact that it takes place at quite lowtemperatures (60°) with
fair rapiditysuggeststhat the samereactionmay he proceedingat ordinary temperatures, but so slowlythat no luminescence
is visible. This view is supported by the observation in
paragraphD-3inregard to the diminishedability ofoldradiated
glass to showther moluminescence.

Meyerand Pzribram' found a rather pronounced photo-
electric effect for radiated kunzite and fluorspar, and to a
less degree for glass. This observationnaturally leads to a
physicaltheory of the coloringby a displacementof électrons.
The theoryhas not been more fullydeveloped.

Newberry and I~upton~have subjected a large variety
Loc.cit.

'Manchester Memoirs, 6ï, fo (<<)<)!).
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of substances, including glass and minerais, to Becquerel

rays. They ascribe the effectsto "the dissociationof minute

traces of certain impurities," and state that:

"The products of the dissociationare removed to a very
short distance from each other, and the sizeor density of these

particles will determine the particular colors of light ab-

sorbed and transmitted. Disturbances of the molecular

structure of the crystal by heat, daylight, etc., enable the dis-

sociated particles to approacheach other and recombinewith

consequent loss of color."

"The question as to whether a perfectly pure substance
is capable of showing these colors is still open to doubt, al-

though Goldstein's work seems to point to the conclusion

that such is possible. With potassium chloride, Goldstein

obtained a deep violet coloration in cathode rays, and the

authors of this'work (Newberryand Lupton) had nodifficulty
itt repeating the experiment. With potassium bromide,
Goldstein obtained a deepbrowncoloration,whilethe authors

obtained a green color; aiso this sample required 20 minutes

treatment before any appreciable color was obtained, while

Goldstein's color was obtained in a few seconds. It seems

still possible, therefore, that the colors may be due to traces
of impurities which are always present in the purest obtain-

able samples. Goldstein estimates that certain impurities

amounting to not more than i part in a million may produce

quite perceptible color effectsunder the influenceof cathode

rays. He has also shownthat the same impurity may give
rise to different colorswhen present in different solids."

U.S.BKfmKo/A/<t)M
E.~n)MeM< ~uhoM

Golden, Colorado

/)~<7,1920



ANOMALOUS OSMOSE OF SOME SOLUTIONS OP
ELECTROLYTES WITH GOLD-BEATERSSKIN

MEMBRANES

BY F. E. BARTEI<I< AND 0. E. MADISON

The phenomenon of osmosisappears to have been dis-
covered in 17~8by AbbéNotlet.' He filleda vesselwith atco-
hol, closed it with bladder, and submergedthe whole in pure
water. The volume of the alcoholwas increased and the
bladder distended, thus showingthat the water had passed
through the membranemore rapidlythan the alcohol. Sôm-

mering,~in 181~,made similarobservations.
The first quantitative experimentson osmosis were car-

ried out by Dutrochet' and Vierordt4between the years 1826
and 1848. They foundthat whenasalt solution wasseparated
from water by means of pig's bladder, the water diffused
through the membrane more readily than the salt solution,
thus producing a hydrostatic pressure. Dutrochet observed
that there was always a eurrent inward to the moreconcen-
trated solution side; this he called the endosmotie eurrent.

Simultaneously there wasan outwardeurrent whichhe called
the exosmotic eurrent. In 1827Dutrochet~ brought forth
an electrica! theory to explain osmosis. He concluded that
the two sides of the membrane developeddifférent "degrees
of electricity," but that the différencecould not be detected
with a galvanometer. The researches of Dutrochet and
Vierordt established the fact that the différence between
the rates of diffusionof pure waterand of salt solutions de-

pended not only on the concentrationof the solution, but also
on the nature of the salt solutionand, as they later found, on
the nature of the perméable septum used. Dutrochet also
found that osmotic pressures weredeveloped by porous in-
organic membranes as well as by organicmembranes.

About twenty-five years later, extensive investigations
were carried out by Thomas Graham,"who used a variety of

membranes, both organicand inorganic,with many différent
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types of solutions. He obtained osmotic effects covering a
wide range of magnitude. Certain anomalous effects he
attributed mainly to the chemicaldisintegration of the mem-
branes in fact, he advanced the theory that an alteration of
the membranewas an indispensablecondition to the mainte-
nance of the "osmotie force." He considered that one side
of the membranewas always acid and the other side alkaline.
The directionof the endosmoticcurrent, he believed, was al-

ways from the acidic to the basic side. The éffects he ob-
tained with organic membranes were generally opposite to
those he obtained with unglazed porcelain; however, he
offeredno explanation for this differencein behavior. Later,
influencedby his own work on dialysis, and by the work of
L'Hermite' on selectiveor preferentialsolubilityof two liquids
in a separating membrane, Graham came to the conclusion
held by Liebig*that osmosis is due to the ability of the mem-
brane to absorb the separated liquids. From this time on for

nearly halfa century the workonosmosiswasdirectedmainly to
the study of unidirectional currents. "Semi-permeaMe"mem-
branes wereused which were capableof producing maximum
osmotic pressures. It had been pointed out by van't Hoff1

that such pressures were expressibleby the gas law formula-
tions.

As work progressed and quantitative data increased,
many of the investigators in this field appear to have almost

entirely neglectedto take into account the fact that anomal-
ousosmotieeffectsof considerablemagnitudeareobtained when
solutions of electrolytes are used with osmotic membranes.
Abnormal effectswere in nearly all cases attributed either to

electrolytic dissociation, or to molecular association, or to

hydration. The attention of these investigators has for the
most part been directed to a study of the more perfect semi-

permeable membranes such as copper ferrocyanidewith solu-
tions of non-electrolytes such as sugar.

The tendency of electrolytesto produce osmotie pressures
at variance with the values calculated from van't Hoff's
generalization, even with the best of "semi-perméable"mem-
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branes, is easily detected when sufficiently refined measure-

ments are made. This has been clearly shown by Lord

Berkeley and E. G. J. Hartley'O Morse and his collabora-

tors," and by other investigatorswho have observed the lack

of conformity between the experimental and the calculated

values of osmotie pressures of salt solutions. No generally

accepted theory has been given to account for this osmotie

behavior.

The anomalouseffectsof salt solutions with natural cells

and tissues in the presenceof an acidor alkali medium has been

a perplexing problem and has been studied by Girard,

Lillie," Osterhout, Loeb'" and others.

Girard studied thé osmotie pressures of electrolytes
with various animal membranes. He found that the os-

motie pressures of electrolytesvary greatly with their nature,
as well as with their concentration; in fact, he noted that in

some cases the exosmotiecurrent was greater than the endos-

motic current, i. e., negative osmosis was obtained. In

seeking an explanation, Girard announced his electrostatic

theory. He considered osmosis of electrolytes to be due

primarily to an electrical effect, and the process of osmosis

to be dependent mainly upon two electrical factors: (i) the

sign of the charged, movable, liquid layer adjacent to the

wallsof the capillariesin the membrane, and (2) the difference

of potential existingbetween the two faces of the membrane.

He regarded the membraneas being electrically charged. He

considered the chargeon the walls of the capillaries to be due

to the effect of a smallexcessof hydrogen or hydroxide ions.

The movable layer of liquid within the capillary was assumed

to possess a charge opposite to that of the capillary wall.

Girard found that the differenceofpotential between two solu-

tions with a membraneinterposed, may be greater or less than

the potential between the two solutions when in direct con-

tact, and further, that the orientation of the cell system

may everi be reversedby the interposition of the membrane.

A reversa! of this kind means that the sign of the interface

potential has beenchanged.
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It 9TtTtf*arStn ha thf r«t<'that m'fmoahtomemt~fnnEtenfIt appears to be the rule that permeable membranes of
almost any material whatever, interposedbetween a solution
and water, or between two solutions,givedifferencesof poten-
tial between the two facesof the membranewhich are differ.
ent from the contact potential of the two liquids. Examples
of such potential differencesexhibited by membranes are to
be found in the work of Brunings, Lillie," I<oeb, Beutner,"
BarteU and Hocker,~ and others.

The precise nature of the membrane seems to be an im-

portant factor in determiningthe nature of the osmoticeffect
and the electrical condition of a cell system. The propor-
tionality which has been shownto exist in osmotie cellsystems
between the osmosismeasuredin terms of hydrostatic pressure
and the E. M. F. of the same cell system seems to conform

fairly closelyto Wiedemann'sthird law~'for electricalosmose,
which states that for a givendiaphragm material, the differ-
ence in hydrostatic pressure maintained between the two
sides of the porous diaphragm is proportional to the applied
potential. Further analogiesmay be shown to exist between
the phenomena of anomalousosmoseand that of electrical
osmose for example, in both cases a reversal of flow of

liquid can be brought about by the introduction of acid, base,
or a salt of polyvalent ions,into the cell system. Both phe-
nomena are dependent upon the existence of an electrical
double layer along the wallsof the capillary pores.

In the process of electricalosmose,a differenceof poten-
tial is enforcedupon the cellsystem and is caused to be opera-
tive within the two solutions which bathe the two faces of
the membrane whereas in the processof anomalous osmose
the differenceof potential is self-induced,and it too may be
assumed to function betweenthe two facesof the membrane.
The effects, resulting in a flowof solution through the mem-

brane, are the same in eithercase.

Freundiich,~ influencedby his own work on adsorption
and by the theories of Perrin~ regarding the analogies be-
tween the behavior of suspensionsand the peculiarities of
electrical osmose, was probably the first to point out clearly
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the intimate relations existing between adsorption and elec-

trical osmose. Bancroff" has further contributed to our

understanding of the relation between the sign of the charge

on a membraneand the selectiveadsorption ofanion or cation.

It is only a short step forward to apply to osmotic phe-

nomena,which, as above stated, have been shown to be very

similar fundamentally to electrical osmose, a definite theory

based upon selective or preferential adsorption of ions.

Theoretioat

In attempting to explain the osmose of electrolytes by

an electrical theory similar to that used to account for elec-

trie osmose, two determining factors must always be con-

sidered (i) the electric charge of the capillary pore wall in

respect to the charge on the liquid layer bathing this wal

(i. e., the Helmholtz electrical double layer), represented in

+ Fig. I, which we shall refer to as the capil-

n~n!n lary x~Mt; and (2), the orientation of the

-Li 1 electrical potential existing betweenthe two
Fig.i Fig.II

facesof the membrane, representedin Fig. II,1

whichwe shall refer to as the membranesystem.

The magnitude of these twoelectrical factors is dependent.

upon the extent of diffusionof electrolyte through the mem-

brane, upon the relative migration velocitiesof the ions and

upon the extent of selectiveionadsorption. These three fac-

tors are operative simultaneously and, since each factor

affects to some degree the effectof the others, the result ob-

tained is necessarilya differentialone, it being the combincd

effectofall three factors; anyonefactormay play a predominat-

ing part in any particular case. Thé value of the electrical

chargesmay be materially altered by even traces of acids or

alkalis.

It has been pointed out by Bancroft' that adsorption is

a specifieprocess, the neutralization of the charge on a given

colloiddepending on the nature of the colloid,and upon the

nature of both cation and anion. This harmonizeswith the

view of Freundiich,~ Michaelis~and others that adsorption
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potentials are dependent upon the nature of the adsorbing
material and upon the extent of selective ion adsorption. It
seems probable, then, that the sign of the charge upon the
capillary pore wall of an osmotic membrane is dependent
mainly upon the relative adsorption of the cation and anion
from the solution present in the capillary pore. An indica-
tion of the magnitude of the charge on the capillary wall
may be obtained by reducing some of the membrane ma-
terial to a finesuspensionwhichcan be placed in the solution

in_question and then subjected to the influenceof a differ-

eneeiof potential (i. e., the process of cataphoresis). The
direction and velocity of migration of the particle indicates
the sign and magnitudeof the charge upon it.

An applicationof the above concept brings out the fact

that,a completecell system must exist in some one of nine
différent conditionsof electrification. Bach of thé foUowing
diagrams (Fig. III) representsa singlecapillarypore extending

through a membrane; in connection with this pore there is
indicated also the sign of the electrostatic charge on the
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membrane, the corresponding opposite charge of the liquid

layer bathing the pore wall, and the electrical orientation of

the membrane system. In each case the arrow on the left,

pointing upward, represents the direction of the tendency to

produce normal osmose, such for example, as would be ob-

tained with sugar solution. The arrow on the right indicates

the direction of the superimposed effect. The direction of

this superimposed effect may be the same as, or opposite to,

the normal osmotic effect. In the latter case negative osmose

may result. The solution is understood to be on the upper

side of the membrane, and water (or the more dilute solu-

tion), on the lower side. The osmose due to this superimposed

effect, is assumed to be caused by the passage of a charged

liquid layer along the walls of the capillary pores of the mem-

brane under a driving force of potential which acts as though

it were set up between the two faces of the membrane.
1

If we consider ail the cases in which it is possible for the

cell systems to exist, we find, referring to diagrams in Fig.

The term normal osmose has been 'used throughout to designate that

process which tends to produce an equilibrium difference of pressure, of magni-

tude expressible by the gas law formulations, when solution and solvent are

separated by a membrane permeable to the solvent alone. In the present paper

absolutely no attempt has been made to "explain" the phenomena of normal

osmose. It has been assumed that a tendency to produce normal osmose does

exist within a system whenever two aqueous solutions of unequal concentra-

tion--or a solution and water-are separated by a tru)y "semi-permeable"

membrane. It is also assumed that, in case the membrane is not strietly semi-

permeable but is, instead, permeable to solute as well as solvent, the tendency

to produce positive normal osmose still exists and will continue to exist until

the solutions on the two sides of the membrane become of the same concentra-

tion. Further, it has been tacitly assumed that the rate of flow of liquid through

the membrane in normal osmose shoutd be very nearly the same with different

kinds of solutions which are isotonically equal. !n those cases in which the rate

of flow of liquid through the membrane is different than the rate obtained as

the result of normal osmose alone, it is assumed that some superimposed effect

is operative within the system. Thé superimposed effect may act in conjunc-

tion with the force tending to produce normal positive osmose, resulting thereby

in abnormally great positive osmose, or the superimposed cffect may act in op-

position to the normal osmotie tendency and may in some cases even become so

great as to completely overcome the normal osmotic effects and produce as a

result a flow of liquid from concentrated to dilute solution. This we bave desig-

nated as negalive osmose.
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III, that in cases I, II, III, IV and VII, normal osmotic ef-
fects would be obtained; in cases V and IX abnormally high
positive osmose would be produced; while in cases VI and
VIII an abnormally low osmose would be produced, which
osmosemight even become negative.

Cases I, II and III represent a membrane which is iso-
electric with the solution. This condition, even though a
difference in potential might exist between the faces of the
membrane, would produce normal osmose.

Case 1 would be obtained with a membrane electrically
neutral, with a sugar solution. Cases II and III may be con-
sideredto exist when a membrane such as porcelain is in con-
tact with a solution of an electrolyte at such concentration
that thé membrane material is at the iso-electricpoint.

Case IV represents a membrane such as porcelain (elec-
tro-negative) in a sugar solution. The membrane is negative
to the sugar solution; however, owing to the fact that no
polarization exists between the two faces of the membrane,
only normal osmose would result.

Case V represents a membrane such as porcelain with
a solution sueh as KNOa; the membrane is electro-negative
to the solution and the electrical orientation of the cell sys-
tem is such that the solution side is electro-negativeto the
water side. This condition would result in an abnormally
great positive osmose.

Case VI exists when a porcelain membrane is in contact
with a dilute solution of a base within the cell. The mem-
brane is negative to the solution, but owingto selective ad-
sorption of ions and also to the more rapidly moving anion,
the dilute solution side is electro-negative to thé other side.
An abnormallysmall, or even negative osmosewould result.

Case VII represents a membrane such as aluminium
oxide(electro-positive),with a sugarsolution. The aluminium
oxideis positive to the sugar solution, but since no polariza-
tion exists between the two faces of the membrane, only
normal osmose would result.

Case VIII exists with a concentrated solution of HCI.
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The capillary wall is positive to the solutionas a whole,while

the water or dilute solution side is électro-positive to thé

concentrated solution side. This condition would give an

abnormally low or negative osmose.

Case IX is obtained with an AlClasolution. The capil-

lary wall is positive in respect to the solution,whilethe dilute

solution side of the system is electro-negative,and would

therefore result in an abnormally great positiveosmose.

The anomalous osmosisdue to the effectof electrolytesin

gênera!, used singly or in combination, and its relation to the

equilibrium of emulsions, sols, jellies, blood coagulation,

living plant and animal cells, etc., may be accountedfor on

the basis above outlined. This explanation is further con-

finned by the various data obtained in connectionwith the

action of electrolytes in many differentphysiologicaland bio-

logical systems. The same fundamenta! principlesunderlie

all these inter-related phenomena.

Apparatus and Méthode

The object of this investigation has been to study the

osmotic effects produced by solutions of electrolyteswith an

animal membrane such as gold beaters skin, and to ascertain

whether any parallelism exists between the observedosmotic

effects produced, and the difference of potential associated

with the same cell system.
The gold beaters skin used was of very fine grade and

was of uniform texture. That we are justifiedin considering

this membrane capillary in nature is evident from the work

of Bigelow,~ who found that Poiseuille'slaw for the passage

of liquids through capillary tubes applies to the passage of

water through collodion, parchment paper, and gold beater's

skin.

It may be well to point out the faet that gold beaters

skin membranes are far from being semi-perméable. From

the beginning of an experiment to the end, there is a continuai

diffusion of solute from the more concentrated to the more

dilute solution. This diffusion of solute, whichresults in a

change in concentration, will continue until the solutions
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3n the tWf) St~PK nf thf mF'tnht-Qt~a a<.tt ~f tt.~ t. ~––on the two sidcs of the membrane are of the same concen-
tration. With a membrane of this type, we are unable to
even approach the theoretical maximum osmotic pressure
values.'1 What we actually have obtained in this work, is
data showingthe rate of flow of solution through the mem-
brane. In some cases we have measured also the equilibrium
pressure, expressed in terms of hydrostatic pressure, of the
différent solutions when the rate of flow of liquid through
the membrane in one direction was just balanced by the
rate of flow of liquid in the other direction. If the rate of
flow of liquid was practically the same as that of a sugar
solution of the same concentration, we have considered the
rate of flow normal and have designated the process as nor-
mal osmose. If the rate of flowof liquid is far different from
that of sugar solution, we have characterized the osmoseas
abnormal and the process as one of anomalous osmose. If
the rate of flow of liquid was greater in the direction of the
more concentrated solution, we have designated that as a
positive osmotic flow or positive osmose, while if the rate of
flow was greater in the direction of the more dilute solution,
we have designated that as a negative osmotic flow, or nega-
tive osmose. It will readily be appreciated that a comparison
of the rates of flowof different solutions is in no way an exact
means of comparing the absolute osmoticactivity of the differ-
ent solutions. It does, however, give us a fairly accurate in-
dication of the order of the maximum equilibrium pressures
which may be obtained with these solutions. Furthermore,
in those instances in which the direction of flow of solution
is opposite to that obtained in normal osmose, there seems
to be no logical argument against the view that some force
must be operating in the system in addition to that tending
to produce positive osmose. It is for the purpose of throw-
ing some light on the nature and source of this additional
force, or superimposed effect, that the work of this paper is
directed.

It maybementionedthat thisisquitethetypeofosmotiemembranes
weencounterinpracticallyalllivingorgenisms,bothanimalandvegetabte.
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Osmotic experiments were carried out in a cell of two

compartments, each half of whichconsistedof a glass L-tube

of approximately 20 ce capacity-Fig. IV. The ends of

the L-tubes in contact with the membrane were ground to

make water-tight joints. The ends were covered with a

thin coating of low-meltingparaffin, which served as a pro-

tective cushion for the membrane when the cell was set up.

The membrane was held in place by a piece of tightly fitting
rubber tubing, which,in turn,

was held firmty to the paraf-
fined glass cell by means of

tightly wound copper wires,

the extensionsofwhichserved

as legsto support the cell in

an upright position. AU the

stoppers in the cell we re

coatedwith paraffineach time

a cell was set up. As a re-

su!t no dinicuîty was expefi-
enced from leakage. When

concentrations ofatka!i

greater than o.or M were

used, it was necessary to pro-
tect the face of the rubber

stoppers with paraffin. The

outlet tubes, used to measure

the osmotic effects, were of

about 3mm internaidiameter.

At the beginning of each experiment the cell was filled and

the liquids were brought to the same height in both tubes.

The temperature was kept at approximately 20° C. Read-

ings were taken every two hours for twelve hours, at

which time the cells had reached very nearly their maximum

or minimumosmotic values. Thé main advantages of these

cells are as follows: (i) Any leak in the cell is easily

detected, (2) evaporation is practically eliminated, (3) tem-

perature changes cause practically no alteration of the hydro-
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static pressureon the membrane, sincea changein tempera- <
ture causes approximately the same rise in eachof the outlet
tubes, (4) no difficulty is experiencedin workingwith solu-
tions whieh must be protected from atmosphericcontamina-
tions, since both solutions are well enclosed,(5) any change
in the concentration of the two solutionsdue to the dissolving
of the membrane material is practically the same, (6) correc-
tions due to the capillarity are negligible,since the effects
are practically the same in the two outlet tubes, (7) the whole
cell can easily be immersed in a constant temperature bath
when quantitative measurements are desired.

Osmoseof ChlorideSolutions of DifferentConcentrations ln a
One-Compartment Cet!

In the first series of experiments carried out, but one
compartment of the above described cell was used, Fig. V.

f1)~~

V V

~r7

F'g.V
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A membrane was fastened over one end of the glassA membrane was fastened over one end of the glass L-tube

and the whole was suspendedin a vesselof water, about ïooo

ce. With this set-up we determinedthe osmotieeffectof the

cell with a very large volume of water présent. It was de-

sired to compare osmotie effectsobtained with large volumes

of water present with those obtained when smaller volumes

(about 20 ce) were present.
The following tables contain the results of thé experi-

ments on the osmoseof chloridesolutions of differentconcen-

trations, and of sugar solutionsof the same concentrations as

these, against a large volumeof water. The data are given
as rise in millimeters (fromthe original levelof the meniscus).
The height of the liquid in the outlet tubes was ineasured by
means of a millimeter scale and estimated to 0.5 of a milli-

meter.

TABLEi

Concentrationo.otM Solutionsofchloridesin cells

KO NaCt LiCI BaCI, MgC): AtC), ThC)< Sugar
(hrs.)

0000 0 0 0 00 0
2 2 1.5 3 6 6 21 79 2
4 4 3 5 Il !i-5 49 '53 4
6 5 5 6.5 '6 !7 Si 230 6
8 6 6.5 7 '9 21 "3 297 8

IO 7 S 8 21 25 150 365 II
t2 7 8 9 22.5 27 187 403 12

TAHt.R22TABLEZ 2

Concentration 0.02 M Sortions of chlori des in ceHs

KCl NaCt LiCt BaCl,
MgC):

A)C), ThC)< Sugar
(hrs.)

0000 0 0 0 00 0
2 2.55 3 2.5 3 2 6i 91 7
4 4 5 35 8 8 133 202 n
6 5 7 5 to.5 n 2f3 315
8 6 8.5 6.5 '6 iy 270 403 i8

10 6.5 9 8.5 25 27 345 509 21
'2 7.5 9 '0 30 35 420 564 23
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TABLE 3

Concentration 0.05M Solutions of chlorides in cells

J~
KCt NuCI LiCt BaCt, MgC). A)Ct, ThC), Sugar(hrs.)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 2 2.5 8 9 93 '31 12
4 4 4 4 '5 'S !98 3~5 20
6 5 5.5 5-5 22 23.55 285 456 30
8 6 7 7 28 29 367 5'4 38

10 7 7.5 9 32 33 468 579 46
t2 8.5 to n 36 38 550 66o 5'

TABLE4

Concentration o. M Solutions of chlorides in cells

Time
KCt NaCt LiCt BaOs MgC): AtC): ThCt< Sugar

0000 00 O 0 0 °

2 3 35 3.5 ~0 23 137 20t

4 5.5 6 6.5 35 32 281 46' 35
6 8 8.5 9 45 45 390 657 54
8 Io io to 50 55 494 777 69

to n n.5 12 55 65 6t5 891 84
'2 [2 12.5 14 58 75 73~ 977 99

Osmose of 0.5 M Chlorides in Two-Compartment CellsOsmose of 0.5 MChlorides ln Two-Compartment Cells

This set of experiments was made with the volumes of solu-

tion and solvent on opposite sides of the membrane, as nearly

equal as possible. This was done, in contrast to the condi-

tions in the previous experiments in whieh the volume of solu-

tion and solvent were made very unequal, in order to study
the influence of the relative volumes of solution and water

on the osmotic effect. For these experiments, likewise for

those in which the effect of acid and alkali was studied, as

also for those in which measurements were made of the H.

M. F., thé two-compartment type of osmotic cell previously
described was employed. Using this type of cell, experi-
ments were made to determine the osmose of o. 05 M chlorides.

The results thus obtained are given in the following table:
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ÏABMj5

Solutions of chlorides in two-
Concentration o.05M compartment cells

KCt NaCt LiC) BaC). MgCt, AlCla ThCt,(hrs.)

0 0000 000 0
2 9 3-5 5.5 27 42.5 "2 5 91
4 20 8.5 10.5 42.5 66.5 129 1:2.5
6 25 <5 :9 55 84 :52.s '50
8 28 2t 27 62.5 97.5 '47.5 '66

'o 29 27.5 31 61 107 !42 170
'22 29 31 36 61 Hzz !37 '69

The data contained in the preceding tables show that:

i. The order of osmoseof the several salt solutions was
the same with the doublecell as with the single type of cell.

2. The osmoseof the salt solutions of univalent and di-
valent cations was decidedlygreater in the two-compartment
cell than in the singlecell.

3. On the other hand, the salt solutions containing
polyvalent cations, as aluminiumand thorium, gave decidedly
smaller effectsin the two-compartmentcell than in the single
cell.

The Osmoseof Aeidand Alkali Against Water

In these experiments nitric acid and sodium hydroxide
were employed. Carbon dioxide-freewater was used to make
the solutions of alkali. The outlet tubes were elosed with

very small soda limetubes to prevent the adsorption of carhon
dioxide from the atmosphere.

A positive effectsignifiesa flowof liquid toward the side
of the membrane in contact with the electrolyte, and a nega-
tive effect, indicated as (-), signifies a passage of liquid in
the opposite direction. The osmoseis expressed in terms of
rise in mms of solution, which is half the actual hydrostatie
pressure, or half the differencein levelof the liquids in the two
outlet tubes.

Concentrations of both acid and alkali varying from
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0. oooiM to 0.5 M wereemployed,and the results of the
testsare shownin Tables6 and7.

TABLE6
TheOsmoseofNitricAcid

From Table 6 it may be pointed out that:
i. Nitric acid gives both ~OM<~and negativeosmose,

dependingon the concentrationof the acid employed.
2. The osmoseis positiveat concentrationsof o.or M or

less, and negative at higherconcentrations.

3. The osmose increases from 0.0001M to 0.01 M as
the concentration increases,but at o i Mconcentration the
osmosebecomes slightly negative, and continues to become

increasingly negative as the concentration of the acid is in-
creased.

TABLE7
TheOsmoseofSodiumHydroxide

Table 7 showsthat:

i. Sodium hydroxide also gives both positive and nega-
tive osmose.

o.ooo!Af 0.001Afo.ot If o. jM 0.2Af 0.3JM

0 0 0
2 0 1.5 1 0 –5
4 o.s 2 2 0 -3.5 -7
6 0.5 2 3 0 -2.5 –7-5
8 1 2~0 0 -2 –6
10 1.5 3 5 0.2 -2 -5.5
12 1.55 3 5 1 -2 -5.5

(h~
o.oooM o.oo!JM~ o.ot 0.1 0.2M 0.5dt(hrs.)

00 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 3.5 –s -7.5 –!4.5

4 0.3 0.5 6.5 –2 –!2 –22
6 0.5 t 9.5 –25 –145 –26
3 0.77 1.55 ii-55 –2.7 –15-5 –27.55

loO t 2 13 –2.5S –i6 -28
'2 2.5 !4.5 –2 -16.5 –28.5
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1"1-- 1- .12. The osmose is distinctty positive at concentrationsof
0.01 M or less, but seems to be practically zeroat o. t Mcon-
centration, and becomes increasingly negative as the concen-
tration inereases.

It isa peculiar and interesting fact that the tuming point
for both the acid and alkali is at about the same orderof con-
centration, namely o.ot M to 0.02 M. (See Fig. VI.)

ln tins same connection it may be noted that Bartell
and Hoeker,~ in their work with porous porcelain mem-

branes, make mention of a similar turning point in the case of

hydrochloric acid and sodium hydroxide, but they did not ob-
serve negative osmose with the concentrations of acid used.

Measurementof Ce!! Potential

The relation of osmose to cell potential was studied by
measuring the potential of the cell system when the cells
were set up precisely as when measurements of osmose were
to be made. These potential measurements were made by
the compensation method, using calomel electrodes, a Wolff

potentiometer, and a sensitive galvanometer. Two modified
Hulett batteries connected in series served as a source of poten-
tial for the extema! balancing current. These batteries
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maintained a very goodconstancy. Oneelectrodewasbrought
in direct contact with the solution and the other electrode
in similar contact with the water, giving the chain: Hg-
Hg!iCl:-o.t M KCI-solution-membrane-water-o.i M KC1-

Hg~Cl~-Hg. In the case of electrolytes used in combination,
the chain was: Hg-HgzClj.-o.iM KC1solution A-membrane-
solution B-o.i M KCI-HgzCI2-Hg. Only the initial constant
values were utilized since, as pointed out by Bayliss in his
work with parchment paper/' they seem to be the more re-
liable for comparative data. However, a sufficientnumber
of time measurementswere taken to ascertain that the Ë. M.F.

steadily falls after the cell has been set up for a time. This
is due probably to diffusion of the electrolyte through the

membrane, causinga change in concentration of thé "solutions

bathing the facesof the membrane.

The Etectromotive Force of 0.5 MChlorides vs. H20

These and subsequent electromotive force measurements
were made in an endeavor to ascertain whether there was any
relation between the osmotic effectproduced and the electro-
motive force of the same cell system. Thé measurements
were carried out as previously described and are contained
in the followingtable. The results given are the averages
of two or more measurements, none of which varied more
than two millivolts from the average value given. Ait the

E. M. F. measurements were made within 5 minutes after
the cell was set up.

TABLE8

E. M.F. of0.03M ChloridesagainstHsO

Potentia)
Solution Solutionside Solution1 PotentialSotution Sotutionside Sotution '°,

Y.Q~ So)uttons~deC

KO +0.002 MgCIz -)-o.o6o
NaCt +0.015 AtC)., +0.067
LiCt +0.046 T)tC!4 +0.070
BaC): +0.050
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Concentration Potentiat Concentration Potential
HNO, Sotmionside NaOH Solutionside

o.oo! Af –0.050 o.oot M +0.018
0.01Af –0.092 O.O!M +0.0~.0
o.'M –o.no o.tM +0.059

__Osmose––––––––
Signof Signof

So)ution Single Potential liquid OsmotieSolution
cell Double Solution "° Tendency

(.2hrs.) cell side

o.o5 MSugar 51 o.ooo Normal (Positive)
0.05M KO 29 8.5 +o.oo2 + Negative
o.o~AfNaCl ~t 10 +o.ot5 + Negative
o.o5MLiCt 36 n +0.046 + Negative
0.05M BaCt! 61 36 +0.050 + Negative
0.05M MgC!~ !i2 38 +o.o6o + Negative
o.o~MAICk 137 550 +0.067 (Abnormally posi-

tive)
o.o5MThCf4 169 660 +0.070 (Abnormally posi-

tive)
o.ootMHNOs – 2.5 –0.050 + (Abnormally posi-

tive)
o.oi M HNOA !<)..5 -0.092 (Probably near

tuming point)
o.iAfHNO~ –2.0 –o.no – Negative
0.001MNaOH 3 +o.oi8 + Negative
o.o M NaOH 5 +0.040 + Negative
o.i M NaOH -i +o.o59 + Negative

TABLBQ9
Thé E. M. F. of HNO~and NaOH against H~O

Summary of Results and Conclusions

i. The principal relationships found have been brought

together in the followingtable:

2. ihe osmose of sugar solutions indicate that thé rate

of osmoseis very nearly proportional to the concentrationof

the solution.

3. It is noted that the direction and magnitude of flow

of solution is, in practically every case, that which we would

predict from the postulates above stated. If the. solution
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sideof the membrane system is of the same electrical signas
the capillary liquid layer the resulting osmose will be ab-

normallylow, or negative; whereas if these parts of the sys-
temareof oppositesign the resulting osmosewillbe abnormally
high.

4. With salts of univalent and divalent cationsthe super-
imposedeffectis found to workin opposition to normalosmose,
with the result that the observed rate of osmose is less than
normal.

5. With salts of AI and Th the superimposed effect
worksin conjunction with the normal osmoseand the result
is an abnormally great osmose.

6. Increase in concentration causes but slight increase
in osmoseof solutions of univalent cations, a marked increase
in osmose of solutions of divalent cations and a decidedly
greaterincrease in osmoseof solutions of trivalent and quadri-
valentcations. A logicalexplanation, for the facts just men-
tioned, seems to be that with dilute solutionsofunivalentand
divalentcations, the charge of the membrane against the solu-
tion is at all times electro-negative whieh tends to produce
an abnormally low osmose. In the case of the solutionsof
divalent cations there is a marked tendency to neutralize
the negative charge of the membrane, with the result that
with thé more concentrated solutions the membrane ap-
proachesthe iso-electric point and osmose now approaches
the normal rate. In the case of solutions of trivalent and

quadrivalent cations, the sign of the membrane is electro-

positive,even with the very dilute solutions; this results in an

abnormallygreat positive osmose in every case.

7. With the two-compartment cells, the concentrations
of the solutions on the two sides of the membrane are much
morenearly equal than in the one-compartment cell. This
is due to the small initial water volume, with the result that
the E. M. F. of the membranesystem is, in this case, much
less than in the case of the one-compartment cell. Owingto
the smallerpotential differencebetween the two facesof the
membrane,the resulting osmose is in ail cases more nearly
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normal. In the case of the solutions of univalent cations,
there existsa lesser tendency toward negativeosmose,whereas
in the case of solutions of polyvalent cations, as Al and Th,
there exists a lesser tendency for an abnormally great posi-
tive osmose.

8. In the case of dilute acid the tendency is toward an

abnormally great positive osmose. As the concentration
of acidis increased, the signof the capillarysystem is changed
(reversed),and the osmotic tendeney passes from abnormally.
great positive to normal, then to abnormallysmall, and finally
to negative osmose.

9. In the case of sodiumhydroxide,a negative tendency
persists throughout. At the higher concentrations the elec-
trical factors of the system are such that negative osmose
results.

10. Work with porcelain membranes showed somewhat
similar results for the osmotic behavior of acids and alkalis.
In some investigations it has been found that with certain
concentrations of acid or alkali, (approx. o.ot M conc.)
positive osmose may be of a very considerable magnitude,
whereasat still higher concentration of acid or alkali, nega-
tive osmosemay resuit.

Ail these facts coincidewith many physiologicalobserva-
tions which up to the present time have received ho satis-

factoryexplanation.
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SOME FACTORS AFFECTING RHYTHMIC PRECIPI-
TATION

BYALFREDË. KOENIG

The phenomenaof rhythmic precipitation, since Liese-

gang'sl discussionof his discovery in 1808, have attracted

considerable attention and created much interest. A very
excellent historical account of the work of eartier writers is

given by Stansneld,~so that it does not seem necessary to

present this phaseof the subject here. This paper gives the ·

results of a number of experimentsthat throw some light on

the conditions that affect the formation of rhythmic precipi-
tates.

Most of the experimentsdescribed in this paper were

performed with a gel prepared in the foUowing way.'

Equal volumes of a sodiumsilicate solution of 1.05 specifie
gravity and N/z acetic acid were thoroughly mixed. The

resulting mixture set within five minutes to a stiff gel. The
sodium silicate solutionwas such that it was not quite acidi-
fied by an equal volumeof half normal acid. It was found
convenient to use normalacetic acid solution and to dilute it
with an equal volumeof water, K~CrOtsolution, or solutions
of other substanceswhoseeffect on the rhythmic precipita-
tion was to be studied. The gel was made '/M molecular
with respect to K~CrO~,and after it had set, a molecular
solution of CuSO<was poured upon it.

If the CuSO<solutionis poured upon the gel as soon as
it has set, there willformwithin 24 hours, first, a dense band
of basic copper chromateabout one centimeter deep, in which
there may often be distinguishedmany bands crowded close

together. Then at intervals of 5 cm. or more there will be

regular thin bands of the copper chromate. Thé intervals

"ChemicalReactionsinGelatine,"Dassetdorf(tS~S).
Am.Jour.Sci.,[~)43,t (t~).
This procedure is somewhat similar to that described by Holmes: Jour.

Am. Chem. Soc., 40, ttS? (rot8).
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between the bands increase toward the bottom of the test
tube. The spacing is evidently logarithmicas has been shown

by Okaya.' If the gel impregnated with K~CrO~was al-
lowed to stand for some time before pouring on the CuSO~
solution,the bands that resultedweremoreand more irregular
the longer the gel had stood. Finally, in a gel that had stood
for a week or more, the copperchromate precipitate consisted
of warpedbands and fragmentsin all sorts of fantastic shapes.
To all appearances the gel was as uniform as that which was

freshly prepared. It seems likely that some change in the
structure of the gel took place on standing open to the air
that hindered the uniform diffusionof the interacting salts.
This effect is shown in Fig. i.

A remarkable effect on the rhythmic precipitation of
the copper chromate is that ofcertainalcohols:-methyl, ethyl,
propyl, and glycerin. Somewhat similar are the effects of
urea and sugar. Photographs of some of these precipitates
are shownin Fig. 2. Fivece of eachof the liquids was added
in place of the correspondingvolume of water in the prepara-
tion of 50 ce of the gel. In all of these the most apparent
effectwas to make the bandsof copperchromate more sharply
defined. It also caused a differencein the distances between
the bands. The alcoholsand urea caused them to be closer

together, whereas the sugar and glycerin caused them to be
farther apart. The intervals betweenbands was especially
largewhere the gel containedsugar. The test tubes contain-

ing the sugar were tightly corkedand stood over the summer
vacation. Then there were formed faint but very sharp
layers between those of the copper chromate which had the

appearance, as if the gel had been eut with a sharp knife and
then put together again. It has not been ascertained what
the substance of the secondaryrings was. They will be men-
tioned again in another connection. The effect of concen-
tration of the ethyl alcoholwas studied from one to nine ce
of the alcohol to 50 cc of the gel. The effect on the narrow-

ing of the intervals between the bands was progressive with

Proc.TokyoMath.Phys.Soc.,jz] 9, (tçiS).
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increase in the concentration of the alcohol. With ten~or
morece of alcohol the gel set too quickly, so that it cou!dnot

be pouredinto test tubes beforesetting.

t9–CuSO< solution poured on 3 hrs. after the gel had set.

zo-CuSO, solution poured on 5 days after the gel had set.

~t–CuSO< solution poured on 10 days after the gel had set.

Thereare two things that these added substancesmay do,

both of which would influencethe distribution and sharpness
of the bands. The presence in the gel of another substance

would alter the rates of diffusionof the two reacting subs-

stances. This would bring the places, where sufficientcon-
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centration is reachedfor precipitation, either nearer together
or fartherapart accordingas the rates of diffusionare retarded

or accelerated. Another important factor in the formation
of the bands is the concentration of the reacting substances

necessary for precipitation to begin. This would certainly

Précipitationsinsitieieaeidge).
,–prccipttateformedby m/2CuSO,andM</St)K:SH<,thélatter beinginthese).
2-Sameas with .sceofC?H~Hper ~oceof gel.
j–Same as t with5ceofC,H;OHpcr50ce ofgel.
4–Sameas with5 ceof CH,COCH,per 50 ce "f Kt'!
S–Siitne as with ) gm. of urea per 5o ce or gel.

be modified by thé presence in the gel of a substance whieh

would increase or decrease the solubility of thc precipitating
substance. The change in the spacing of the bands in the gel
is then due to a combination of the two factors, the change
in the rates of diffusion of the reacting substances and in the

solubility of the resulting prccipitate. As far as was possi-
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ble to ascertain, there was no change in the nature of thé

precipitate.
In a gel where 5 ce of ethyl acetate were present in 50

ce, there resulted in place of sharp uniformbands of copper
chromate, all sorts of fragmentary bands and queer scraps
of precipitate. Some of these were remarkably symmetrical
in outline and some bent and curted into fantastic shapes.
There is often in this case and in others, a tendency to form
beautiful spirals that wind about in the test tube like the

threads of a screw. It was found that the ethyl acetate did
notall dissolve in the acidified silicate solutionand waspresent
both within the resulting gel and on its surface in the form of

small globules. The drops on the surface were lifted off by
the CuS04 solution, thus giving it an uneven surface from
whieh diffusion started. In fact, this etching of the surface
wasplainly visible. Thé droplets within the body of the gel
caused an uneven distribution of the interacting salts. The
result was that there were very irregular bands and piecesof

bands bent into various strange shapes, the nature of which

can be seen in the photograph in Fig. 3. The mere mutila-

tion of the surface from which the diffusiontakes place did

not necessarily result in a deformation of the bands. So it

wouldseem that the enclosed droplets are the chief cause of
these deformations.

Gels containing0.22 to o. 3 gm of finelypowderedkaoline,

BaSO.t,PbOs, flowersof sulphur, charcoal, coke, bone black,
and pumice in 50 ce were prepared. These gave sharp uni-
form bands provided the powder was fairly uniformly dis-

tributed in the gel. This was best accomplishedby soaking
the powders for some time in water before mixing with the
silicate and acid. If the dry powders were stirred up with

the mixture, it was easy to see that they were not uniformly
distributed in the resulting gel. In these cases, the bands of

copper chromate were always very irregular and broken up.
This was especially true of charcoal, bone black, and kaolin

where adsorption would make the diffusionail the more ir-

regular. Sapo venetus was very effective in producing ir-
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regular bands, for this produced little centers where the

CUSO,wasusedup in the formation of insoluble soap. This
was evident by the dots of the deep blue copper soap scat-
tered irregularly through the gel. It was also noticed that
whenthe mixtureof water-glasssolutionand acid was shaken
for somctime and poured just beforeit would set, then there

Copperchromatcprccipitatewhcre ceofcthy)acetatewasadded to 50ccof
thegel.

were streaming cloud-ltkc precipitates with curved bands
of the copper chromate running parallel to their outer bound-

aries. Some of these are shown in Fig. In all these cases

where either some added substance or the structure of the gel
interferes with the uniform diffusion of the reacting sub-

stances, thcre result irregularities in the rhythmic bands
that are formed.
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Stansfield' has made a considerablenumber of expcri-
ments to show the effects of the relative concentrations of
the reacting substances and their relative rates of diffusion
on the phenomena of rhythmic precipitation. He cornes to

Copperchromatcprecipitatein a gelthatwaspoureftjust bcforeit set.

the conclusion that the greater the differencein the rate of
diffusionof the two interdiffusing substancesthe farther apart
will be the bands of precipitate. This differencein the rates
of diffusion may be due to the nature of the substances, the

Am.Jour.Sci.,[~)~3,t (t~ty).
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medium in whieh they move, and their relative concentra-
tions. This can be illustrated by allowing a coppersulphate
solution to diffuseinto a slightly alkaline siHcicacid gel con-
taining various amounts of potassium chromate. The smaller
the concentration of the chromate the farther apart will be
the bands of copper chromate. If the amount of potassium
chromate in the gel is kept constant, the bands becomecloser
together as the concentration of the overlying coppersulphate
solution is decreased. When the concentrations of the CuSO<
and the K.CrO~ become nearly equimolecular, the bands
come so close together as to form a continuous precipitate
and finally as the concentration.of the CuSO<is farther de-
creased there is no precipitate in the gel at all. This is true
in the case of other combinations of precipitate formingsolu-
tions. These experiments are best donc in the following
way: The acidified water-glass containing the K2Cr04is
sucked up into ordinary glass tubes. After the gel has set,
the tube is eut into convenient lengths and put into the solu-
tion of CuSO4. The bands are very sharp in such tubes
and are convenient for comparison and measurement. Stans-
field shows how all these phenomena may be explainedby the
ordinary laws of diffusion.

The followingexperiments are given becausethey are cer-
tainly due to simple diffusion and precipitation and their
study throws light on the things that take place in the rhy-
thinic précipitation of substances in gels.

When a liter flask of hydrochloric acid gas is connected
with a similar flask of ammonia gas by meansof a glass tube
several meters long and about 4 mminternai diameter, the
NH4C1formed is deposited in a series of sharp bands on the
wall of the tube. These bands run around thé tube at right
angles to the direction of thé diffusion. They vary in width
from 0.5 mm to 5 mm. Between them is a faint deposit of
NH~Clwith an occasional sharp clear band. At the bottom
of the tube the loose NH~CI gathers into little heaps and
valleys like the cork dust in a vibrating tube. The bands
are always built toward the gas that diffuses less rapidly.
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The formation of the bands may be explained thus. Sup-

pose that we were to start with the two flasks containing

equal volumes of ammonia and hydrochloric acid at the same

temperature and pressure. Thé gases diffuse out into the

air of the connecting tube till they meet. In the case cited

this would be a little beyond the middle of the connecting
tube nearer the hydrochloric acid containing flask. They
will diffuse into each other tiMthe concentration is such that

solid NHtCl is formed. The sharp hea\'y band is deposited
where the ammonia and hydrochloric acid have the greatest
concentration. Small amounts of HC1 and NHs on either

side of the band rise to the light fog that is between the bands

of NHtCl. The space for some distance is cleared of the in-

teracting gases. They again diffuse toward each other and

meet at some point nearer the less rapidly diffusing gas, the

HC1 in this case. They diffuse into each other. The point of

greatest concentration will be where they met the second time

and hère the second ring will be deposited with its thin fog
on either side. And so the process continues.

When HsS and Cl; were put into the flasks and connected

by a tube as before, thé bands of sulphur formed were very
wide. 20 to 30 cm, and shaded off gradually into the inter-

médiate clear space. This is probably due to the fact that

thcse gases react more slowly than thé HCI and NH.; and re-

quire a greater concentration before the precipitation of sul-

phur occurs. With SO: and H.:Sthere was no distinct band-

ing of the precipitated sulphur because their rate of reaction

is still slower than that of the Cl~and H2S.

NHs and HBr make very sharp bands as also do XH}
and HF. In the latter case the NH~ was at a lower concen-

tration than the HF. The flask containing thé HF was lined

with paraffin but the connecting tube was left uncovered. It

showed no evidence of having been etched by the HP.

When the flasks eontaining the NHs and HC! were con-

nected by tubes in a vertical position, thé bands were always
built downward whether the NH3 or the HC1 was in the upper
flask. The flasks may also be placcd side ))y side and con-
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nected by a tube bent back on itself, that is into a long U-tube.
This offers the most convenient form for keeping the two
flasks at the same temperature conditions. A farther study
of these phenomena is in progress.

These experiments show that the chief factor in the
formation of rhythmic precipitates is a difference in the

velocity of diffusion of the interacting substances. It is not

necessary to assume, as is suggested hy Hotmes,' that the

precipitate formed acts as a retarding membrane. In fact,
it is evident from the examination of a large number of differ-
ent substances that were deposited as rhythmic bands, that
the precipitated substance occupies only a small portion of
the cross-section of the gel.

Another important factor in the formation of banded

précipitâtes,
is the relative concentration of the reacting sub-

stances that must be attained before the solid phase is de-

posited. In the case of the interaction of gases, tlie rate of
the reaction that forms the solid and in the gels, the degree of

supersaturation that' may obtain, also play important rotes.
These faetors have not been studied to any extent from a

quantitative standpoint. The differences in thé precipita-
tion of the XH.,C1 and sulphur, described in this paper, are
illustrations of the effeets of the precipitation concentration
and thé specd of interaction of thc substances brought to-

gether. An interesting exampte of thé effect of supersatura-
tion is the following: A han molecular CuSO, solution was
altowed to diffuse into a slightly alkaline silicic acid gel, pre-
pared as described before and containing i ce of pyridine in

50 ce of the gel. The progress of thé CuSO, could be readily
foUowed by thc deep blue color resulting from its comhination
with the pyridine. The gel remained clear for somc weeks.
Then bands of greenish blue crystals of thé copper sulphate-
pyridine compound were formed, which becanie more distinct
as thé crystals grew at thé expense of thé compound which
was in solution in the gel. It is possible that thé forma-

Jour.A;n. Chcm.Soc..40, 118;
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tion of the secondarybands between those of copper chromate
in the gel containing cane sugar, mentioned elsewhere in
this paper, may have a similar explanation. In a gel that was

very nearly neutral and which contained '/M molecular
K2Cr04,the bands of copper chromate werealways formedin
the midst of the gel which was already blue with the CuSO~.
That is, the CuS04 had already penetrated a considerable
distance beyond the place where the formation of a band
of copper chromate took place, and where the gel was most

supersaturated with respect to copper chromate.

Summary

A number of experimentsare describedwhich show that
the uniformity of the bands formed in rhythmic precipitation
is influenced by the structure of the gel. This non-uniform
structure may be brought about by allowingthe gel to stand
for some time before the solution is poured upon it or by
pouring the mixture of sodium silicate and acid just before
it sets.

The bands of the precipitate may be modified by the

presence in the gel of substances such as alcohols, urea and

sugar, whieh modify the rates of diffusionof the reacting sub-
stances and the solubilityof the precipitated substances.

The rhythmic bands may be broken up more or less

by the presence in the gel of various inert powders unevenly
distributed and by the presence of small particles of soap,
all ofwhich tend to interferewith the uniform diffusionof the

reacting substances.

A series of experiments on the formation of rhythmic
bands by the interaction in narrow tubes of such gases as
NHa with HCI, HBr, or HP; and HzSwith Cl: or SO:, have
been described and their relation to the phenomena in gels
pointed out.

In addition to the effects of diffusion and the factors
that modify it, there are also the effects of the concentra-
tions necessary for precipitation to take place, the velocity
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of the reaction that takes place which forms the precipitate,
and the degree of supersaturation which the resulting sub-
stance may reach in a given medium, before precipitation
takes place.

Universityof~t~onwf
Madison,t~McoMït'M
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1. Historical

If a strong beam of light be concentrated in a flask of
water and viewed in a direction at right angles to that of the

beam against a black background, the path of the light through
the liquid is clearly visible. The cause of this "light cone" in

carefully distilled liquids has been a subject for controversy
at least since 1869, when Lallemand and Soret disagreed as
to its cause. Lallemand thought it a property of the liquid
itself, white Soret~ attributed it wholly to particles suspended

in the liquid.
Some years later the problem was attacked and appar-

ently settled by two different experimenters: Spring~ de-

scrihed the preparation of "optically empty" water by two

different methods, while Tyndall described thé preparation
of optically empty air by filtration through cotton-wool.

Lobry de Bruyn and Wo)ff' confirmed Spring's work, pre-

paring dilute solutions of sodium chloride and other salts,
which they said scattered no light. They found, however,
that solutions of saccharose, ramnosc: and phosphomolybdic
acid could not be made optically empty by the methods used.
"Xous croyons pouvoir tirer de nos recherches la conclusion,

qu'il faut repondre affirmativement à la question posée comme
titre de cette communication, et que par conséquent les solu-
tions 'véritables' de substances à poids moléculaire etcve
sont susceptibles de provoquer la diffraction de la lumière.
Ce résultat indique donc la continuité entre les solutions
vraies et les pseudo-solutions."

Several years ago, when some experiments on thé be-

Comptesrendus,69,n~ ~86<)).
*ihid.,6<),iff)2(~869).

Kcc.Trav.chim.Pays.-B~s.,18,tj3, 233(t~). Seca)so19,24,2S.~9.
Ihid.,23, ~<~).t).
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havior of solutions of partially miscible liquids at thc satura-

tion point were being carried out in this laboratory by W. J.

Fawcett, it was suggested that the reason for the difficulty

in supersaturating such solutions was that dust particles

served as nuclei for the formation of the second phase. The

author of the present paper, in the winter of 1012- attempted
to remove the dust from liquids by Spring's method, but

found it impossible to obtain optically empty liquids either

by this or by other methods, and came to the following con-

clusion:~

"The gênerai result was that the light beam in water and

in aqueous alcohol-the two liquids most thoroughly in-

vestigated--consists of two parts; a part whieh is removed

by each of the methods of purification and a part which is not

removed by any of the methods and which is ro)~o~ !K /;)-

~!m'<y ~y~c~M' the )Mt'</toc/o/ p!<)-t<OH ~cJ. This

permanent part is faint and is plane-polarized, and can he

seen only if the room is dark, the light beam very intense,

and the vessel clean and free from striae."

As far as I am aware, this is the first conclusive évidence

for the scattering of light by pure liquids-or indeed by solids

and gases. This paper was presented at the meeting of the

Royal Society of Canada in May, 1913. Almost at the same

time Le Blanc and Kangro, in a pretiminary communica-

tion, presented to the Deutsche Bunsen-Cesettschaft in

August, 1913, and elaborated tater~ descrihe their attempts

to repeat Spring's preparation of optically empty liquids.

They found thcy could still see the light cone if all foreign

light was excluded; that strong solutions scattered more

light than weak; and that solutions of colloids scattered more

light than solutions of crystalloids. Finally they dcscribed

an elaborate method of distillation, which, however, did not

'l'roe. Roy. Soc. Canada. 7, !H. ~<)'.t'-

*Thc'J'ynd!tt)etTectm)it)ui(k. Proc. Roy. S"c. Canada, 7, [I[,j)<)

(!9'3~;Chcm.A))'8,j7j,()()<)~).

'Z('it.Htckt)Ochcmi(;,t<),7~)t.~).

'cit.p)!Chem.,87,257(tc)f4).
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give optically empty water. The authors were nevertheless

unwilling to grant that the dust-free liquids might scatter

light. "To attribute the seattering to the dissolved sait
moleculesis a beliefforwhichno chemistor physicistis ready.
It is much less far-fetched and more plausible to ascribe the

scattering to fine suspended particles
In 1915 Cabannes' observed the scattering of light in

dust-free air, and a short time later R. J. Strutt~ carried out
some experiments-the results of which are discussed later
in this paper-in which he measured the relative intensity
and the polarization of the light scattered by a number of

gases.
The conception that dust-free liquids and gases scatter

light is one whichseemsto have been gradually forcedon the

experimentersmore or less against their will, largely because

Tyndall and Spring, by their classical researches on the re-
moval of dust particles, had left such a strong impression
that the scattered light was entirely due to this dust.

The verynoticeablelight scatteredby manyorganicliquids
(seep. 4.87)was observedby Lobry de Bruyn, who, however,
called it fluorescence,' apparentlybecause he noted that a

picric acid filter eut off the light. In this conclusionhe ap-
pears to have disregardedthe fact, experimentallyshown by
Tyndall, that very small particles scatter to an appréciable
extent only the short wave lengths of light. Spring/ too, ob-
served that the cyclic organic compounds showed this faint
Mue "fluorescence" to a much greater extent than did ali-

phatic compounds. There can be no doubt that these two

men, and probably many others, have observed the scatter-

ing of light; but, lackingany strict definitionof fluorescence,

they failed to distinguish between the two phenomena.
The workbegunin 19! 2-13by the author, wasinterrupted

Comptesrendus,160,62(t9t5);seealso168,340(t9t9).
~Proc. Roy. Soc., 94A, 453 ('9'8). 95A, 155, 476 (:9'9); Nature, 104,4;

('9'9).

a Rec. Trav. chim. Pays.-Bas, 23, 163 (fao4).
<

Ibid., t6, i (1897).
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1- 1
at that time to be taken up again recently. In viewof the in-

creasedinterest attached to the early results by reason of the

later developmentsin the study of light-scattering, it is thought
best to include in the present paper a more completeaccount
of someof the results then obtained.

2. Preparation of Dust-Free Liquids

Three methods for removing the suspended motes were

used: distillation, envelopment, and cataphoresis.
A. Distillation of W~a~r.–Thé method of distillation in

vacuumwith the special form of apparatus (Fig. i) wasfound

to be much more convenient and more generally applicable
than the other methods, and later was used entirely for the

removal of motes from liquids of various kinds. Ordinary
distillation of water in air or even in vacuum with boiling re-

moves very few of the motes. With the apparatus shown

the distillation can be conducted at a temperature far below

the boiling point of the liquid and without ebullition.

Sufficient water is put into the bulbs to more than half

fill each of them. By heating or by the use of an air pump
the liquid in the bulbs is boiled until about one-third has

been evaporated, after which the apparatus is sealed off at C,

care being taken that no air is left in the bulbs. By keeping
the bulb A 10° warmer than B a distillation without boiling
is effected in a few hours. The first distillates are shaken

back from B to A so as to wash back the dust. In most cases
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the motes wereall removed after four distillations. The tube
T serves as a reflux condenser in which there is continuous
condensation of the liquid. After distillation is completed
the bulb B is sealed off at D.

After the fourth distillation of water there remain no
motes, but still there is visible a light cone or opalescence.
It is a bluish haze, faint but very definite, and repeated dis-
tillations up to ten times do not lessen its intensity. Dis-
tillations with the bulb A at !0o° and B at 90", and again
with A at 20° and B at o° give distillateswith the sameopal-
escence.11

Fractional Distillation

By using an apparatus consisting of four bulbs of de-

creasing size all connected and sealed off with vacuum, and

hy properly adjusting the temperatures of the various bulbs
some water was fractionated three times, but no difference
whatever between any of the fractionscouldbe observed.

Distillation in Quartz

Since glass is measurably solublein water, it was thought
possible that the light was scattered by somesiliceoussuspen-
sion from thé walls of the vessels. If so it seemed unlikely
that quartz and soft glass wouldgiverise to the same amount
of light scattering. When a pair of quartz buibs (Fig. i)
was used, the distillate showedthe same amount of light-
scattering as in the glass bulbs. The apparatus afterwards
constructed to measure quantitatively the light-scattering
showed this to be true within the limitsof experimental error.
The error was, however, larger here than for other measure-

ments, since the quartz had air inclusionswhich reflected a

good deal of light and made it difficultto get consistent re-
sults.

In these experiments as in all those described in my former paper, the

intensity of thé light-scattering by difïerent liquids was jndged by passing the

same beam of light atternatt:);' through thé two hu)b-i held side by side. The

quantitative method used in Section 3 of this paper had at that time not been

developed,
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1
After the measurements had been taken thc 4.0ce of water

in the quartz bulb B was distilled back again to A so that

any dissolved quartz might collect where the last drop evap-
orated. It proved impossible to find any residue evcn with

a microscope, although one drop of distilled water evaporatcd
on glass leaves a residue visible to thé naked cyc. 'fhe only

évidence that there was any residue in thé quartx bulh was

the fact that, when condensation first occurred on tlie dry

bulb, a ring formation of droplets was seen at the place where

the last drop of water had evaporated. 'l'he so)uhiHty of

quartz must then be negligible compared to thc sotubihty
of glass, and it seems, therefore, certain that thé scattered

light can not be attributed to any suspended siliccous ma-

terial from thc glass.

B. ~'m'r~~t)tCK/.–Using Spring's method; gelatinous pré-

cipitates of aluminium, cadmium, and zinc hydroxides were

precipitated from dilute solutions of their sulphates hy addi-

tion of slight excess of potash. Solutions were prepared of

Aluminiumsulphate, y pcr litre
Zinc sulphate, 20 per litre
Cadmium sulphate, i,g. per litre

These were precipitated in each case in corked Erlenmeycr
flasks by slight excess of potash, shaken and left to settle

for a week. The resulting liquids in a condenscd beam of

light were found to be free from motes, but in every case the

blue opalescence remained equal to that of pure water.

C. Co/a~Aon" of H'o<cr.–Thé apparatus consisted of

a glass bulb with two side tubes containing platinum elec-

trodes separated from the bulb by parchment partitions.
The whole was filled with distilled water and a potential of

uo volts was maintained over the terminais for several

weeks.

Experiments showed that in five days the motes were ail

removed and that the opalescence was then the same as that

of the best water obtained by distillation in vacuum. Two

months additional cataphoresis made no further reduction
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in the ooalescence. That the dtx:t ho~ ti~t e~ttia~ tt.~in the opalescence. That the dust had not settled from long
standing alone was shown by comparing with a similar bulb
of water left standing for the same time undisturbed.

It seemed,therefore,certain that the light-scattering ob-
served in water and other distilled liquids was not caused

by foreign particles, but was a property of the liquids them-
selves, and quantitative measurements of its intensity, were
therefore, undertaken.

3. Measuremont of the Scattered Light

A. Prcporah'oMof the ~qM~.–A!l the liquids investi-
gated, ranging in boilingpoints from –10° (sulphur dioxide)
to 250° (monochloronaphthalene)were freed from motes by
the method of distillation in vacuum described above. No

special precautions were taken to free the liquids of dissolved
volatile impurities, as is proved later (see page 487) that in

general liquids withhigh light-scatteringpower, with the possi-
ble exception of carbon bisulphide,have high formula weights
and proportionately high boiling points. Consequently these
could not be present in large amounts in the distillate unless
the latter were itself a high-boiling liquid, and in this case
its light-scattering power would be but slightly affected by
the presence of impurities.

Kahlbaum's chemicalswereused in all casesexcept methyl
alcohol and benzene, which were Baker's C. P., chloronaph-
thalene which was Eastman's, and sulphur dioxidewhich was
the commercial article from a steel cylinder.

Before sealing off the distillation apparatus about one-
third of the liquid was allowed to boil away, and after the
distillation about one-thirdof the liquid remained in the large
bulb; so that the distillationwas a fractional one in which the
middle fraction alonewasused.

B. Apparatus for .Vca~n~ the Intensity f/ the Light-
scattering.A parallel beam of light from a carbon arc (about
60 V, 12A) passed through a narrow horizontal slit S and
was focused by a lens L in the middle of the bulb B of the
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liquid to be studied; then, after traversing a cell C of am-

moniacal copper sulphate solution to make its color compara-
ble with that of the scattered light, it fellon a piece of white

paper at the back of the box. A quinine sulphate filter Q
was used to prevent any possible fluorescence,although it

made no noticeable difference. A small section (about i cm)
of the beam of light passing through the_liquidwas observed

through T, and appeared as an-oblong of light about i .5

nun wide. It was found that the lens L made this oblong

brighter and its edges more definite. The image of the slit

R, illuminated by light from the paper P, was reflected in

the mirror M and was seen in focus beside the oblong of light.

The whole box and its contents except the bulb of liquid

were painted dead black, and the tube T was stopped down

with several black diaphragms to prevent reflection from its

sides.
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By means of an optical wedge 0 of transmission i to 1/10
calibrated with an aecuracy of about one percent, and sttpple-
mented by a number of uniformly fogged photographie plates
of a transmission measured photometrically to the same ac-

curacy. the light from thé back of thé box was matclied with
the scattered light from thé bulb. In this way a comparison
of the intensity of the light scattered by the various liquids
was obtained. For measuring the extent of the polaiLa-
tion a Nicol was placed at N and readings of the intensity
were taken with the Nicol in two positions at right angles
to one another. A very little light was renected from the

glass bulbs containing the liquids, but not enough to seriously
interfere with thé measurements.

C. 77h' ~c~y!c jrn~);H'/y o/ the .S'c~c~ ~–Thé fol-

lowing results are calculated from thc averages of a great
many readings, generally 18 or 2.)., madein sets of 6, each
set made on a different occasion and with new adjustments.
Very few results calculated from individual measurements
differed by more than 10 percent from the average result thus
obtained. A typical set of scale readings, in which a de-
crease of i in the scale reading corresponds to an inerease in
the light-scattering power by a factor 1.176, is as follows:

Heptane–13.3, 12.5, 13.8, 13.6, 13.4, 13.3. Average,
i3.3.

The relative intensities of the scattered light (toluene =

i) calculated from three such sets of readings as the above
are as follows:

Hcptane–o.3<)o, 0.384, 0.348.' Average, 0.374.
Table of the relative intensities of the light scattered by

different liquids:

The agreementbetwcenthé individualmeasurementswouldwarrant
thc cxpcctationof a muchbetter agreementbetweenthc results ealcuhtted
fromtheaveragesof thesetsof6 measurements.Thevariationin thèseresults
wasfoundto helargelyattribn~Meto thé variationin thc iUutninatedarea at
the hackof thchox.causedbythéslightdifférenceinsizeandshapeofthebulbs.
It wouldprobablybebetterto useparallellightandvesselswithpiancsides.
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Formula
I.lquJ(1 wcight

of scattered light FRtoluenewe.ght
(toluene

R totuene

Inorganic Cott~ont!
Watcr ;8 0.060 0.074

Sutphurdioxide 6~ o.~xj 0.276

Aliphatic C<M)f~o«M(~;

Methyl alcohol 32 o.t6o o.t62

Ethyl alcohol ~6 o.j8o 0.279
Hther 7~ 0.236 0.467

Ethyl acetate 88 o.zio 0.488

Isobutyl chloride 93 0.375

Heptane (tnixturc of hep-

tanes) too 0.374

Isobutyl butyrate <44 0.320
~ftWto~c ( ~m~Mf~Jï.'
Benzene 78 o.~i 0.864
'l'oluene 92 f. oo i. oo

Chlorobenzene us2 )..52 1.09

Ethyl benzoate jgo 1.55 1.39

Chloronaphthalcnc (a)pha) t62 4.30 2. [9

It is evident from the above results that there is a rela-

tion between the formula weight and class of substance on

the one hand, and the intensity of the scattered light on the

other hand:

(i) Aliphatic compoundsscatter relatively little light;
Benzene and its derivatives scatter decidedly more light;

Chloronaphthalene, a compoundwith two benzene rings in its

formula, scatters light to a still greater extent.

(2) The intensity of the scattered light with certain ex-

ceptions increases with increasing formula weight for the

same class of compounds.
A great many physical properties, of course, bear some

relation to the formula weight and chemical formula of the

compound. For example the refractive index is found to

be considerably greater for benzene and its derivatives than

for aliphatic compounds, and greater still for naphthalene
and its derivatives.

Sec )'<);<*488 for mcatting of R Hquid.
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Lord Rayleigh, before any experimentson light-scattering
by dust-free gases and liquids had been made, formulated a
relation between the index of refraction of the medium and
the light-scattering caused by particles in the médium. Ac-
cording to his equation the intensity of the scattered light
for différentmedia and for any given wave length of light is

proportional to where is the index of refraction

and Mthe number of scattering particles per unit volume.
This relation was deduced to apply to the light-scattering by
any suspension of spherical particles of dimensions smaU
comparedto the wave-length of light. Its application to dust-
free media would rest on the assumptions that the média
are "discontinuous" and that there are present in the media

secondaryand spherical sources of light.
R. J. Strutt2 has shown that, within the limits of his ex-

perimental error, the relation given above, where

– Density
Formulaweight',

held true for the gases investigated.
In the case of liquids, by givingn3the same meaning, the

relative values of (R liquid = ) have been listed

in the above table for the various liquids, the value R toluene
beingtaken as unity. It appears fromthe table that, although
the relation does not hold so well for liquids as for gases,
there is, nevertheless, some agreement between the observed
and calculated values.

D. The Polarization of the ScatteredLight.-Readings of
the intensity werc taken with the Nicol in two positions at
right angles to one another. It was found that in every
case the vibrations of the scattered light were transverse to
the directionof the exciting beam. The results are given in

Phit.Mag.,47,375(t899):CollectedWorks,Vol.4, 397,Equationt.t.
Proc.Roy.Soc..95A,t55(t9t9).

In assigning a value to tt thé ordinary formula weight derived from the
formula has been used. There is no generally accepted way of defming thé
formula weight of a pure liquid.
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Column I of the followingtable. Column II gives the values
obtained by R. J. Strutt for thé corresponding gases;

u
t Resultsfor

Liquid Intensityin ptaneofpot'n X 100 the gaseous
!ntensityin planeat rightangles phase

(R. J. Strutt)

/~MoygaK«'Ccw~fH~
Water 6.77
Sulphur dioxide 22.0
Aliphatic C<~)t~CMM~
Methyl alcohol 7.0
Ethyl alcohol y. I
Ether 9.3 1.7
Ethyl acetate 22.8

Isobutyl chloride 18.0

Heptane i~
Isobutyl butyrate 17.3
/~fOMtQ<;CCoHt~O!ft«Ï!
Benzene 6.0
Toluene j~
Chlorobenzene ~2
Ethyl benzoate

Chloronaphthalene
(atpha) 78

Carbonbisulphidel 70 t2.o

Colloidalsilica solution 0.25

It appears from the above results:

(i) That for those substances which scatter very little

light, the polarization is fairly complete; and that the polariza-

tion decreases as the light-scattering power increases.

Rxpehments on carbon bisutphidc and sotutions of carbon bisulphide
and methyl a)cohot of various strengths gave results which seemed unreliable

on account of the evident discoloration of thé carbon bisulphide in the light.

They seemed to indicate, however, that carbon bisuiphide, a liquid with an ex-

tremely high refractive index, scatters a great deal of light which is but slightly

polarized. On the other hand, alcoholic solutions of carhon bisulphide scat-

tered about the amount of light one would expect from their di!ution, hut the

scattered light was, contrary to expectation, very largely polarized and thé

amount of polarization increased with the ditution.
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(2) That the scattered light is much less completely
polarized by the liquid than by the corresponding gas. (It
is noteworthy, however, that where data for both liquid
and gaseous form are at hand--namely, for benzene, ether
and carbon bisulphide--the order of these three substances
when arranged according to thëir polarization is the same
for both phases.)

(3) That the light scattered by any of the liquidsstudied
is very much less completely polarized than that scattered
by a colloidal silica solution.

E. May the P/tCMMKCKOttbe Called F<Mo?-M<cc?–The
light scattered by all liquids is sky-blue in color when the
light of the carbon arc is the exciting source. This means
that the shorter wavelengths of light are scattered to a
much greater extent than the long (according to Lord Ray-
leigh's relation~ the light scattering varies inversely as the
fourth power of the wave length).

The scattered light was too faint to observe visually
with a spectroscope,but by the help of some Wratten mono-
chromatic light filters, which excluded all the exciting light
except a narrow band of the spectrum, the followingresults
were obtained for all the liquids tried:

(i) Exciting light of any color in the visible spectrum,
from faintest violet to the beginning of the yellow, was scat-
tered with exciting light of wave length longer than yellow
no scattering could be observed.

(2) The scattered light always had the same color as
the exciting light whatever the color of the latter.

(3) A quinine sulphate cell in the path of the exciting
light did not noticeably change the intensity nor the polariza-
tion of the scattered light.

Previous work by R. J. Strutt showed that for gasesand
for the one liquid investigated-ether containing dissolved
water-the scattered light has the same spectrum as the excit-

ing light.

Phi).Mag.,47,375(~99);CollectedWorks,Vot.4, 397.
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From thé information at hand it would appear, there-

fore, that taking the generally accepted critcrion of fluor-

escence as being alteration in wave length, the light emitted

by the liquids studied–which has been sometimes looked upon

as Ruorescent is really scattered light. 'l'he author con-

templates the spectroscopie examination of the emitted light

to obtain further data for the various liquicis.
1

Many esters and other high-boiling compounds showed

before purification a distinct bluc-green fluorescence. This

was removed hy vacuum distillation in thc case of ethyl

benzoate, the only one studied, and must, therefore, have been

duc to some impurity.
F. 77;c 7~~c< of CAaH~co/ 7cH)~va<!NT. Mcasurcmcnts

of the light scattered hy water and toluene were made at

20° and again at 6o", but the variation in thé intensity of

thc scattered light, if any, was within the expérimental error

of the readings.~

Summary.

d) A method of preparing dust-frec liquids by simple

distillation in a vacuum is described.

(2) Liquids were found to scatter liglit; the short wave

lengths bcing scattered to a much greater extent than the

long.

(3) A relation, formulated by Lord Raylcigh and veri-

fied in the case of gases by R. J. Strutt, connecting thé index

1 Sincethispaperwussent in a photographof thespectrumof thclight
scattcrcf)!)ychloronaphtttalenehasImcntaken:))«)showson!ythé )i)Kspcctrum
of thcglassmercurylampusedas thé sourceof light. Thercisnosignofcon-
tinuousspectrum. Sinccmorcovcrchtoronaphthatcncis thé liquidwhichone
wou)dmostsuspectfront its formulaof showingfluorescencetherec:)nhe no
douhtthat thc phenomcnonobservedis truc scattering.

Sincethcintensityof thé light-scatteringwas foundto vary approxi.

tnatetyas -–––, anyconsiderablechangein light-scatteringwithtempera-

turcwouldnecessitatcachangeinttand, therefore,inthé formulaweight.Ram-

say andShietds'surfacetensionmeasurementson a grcatmanyliquids(Zeit.

phys.Chem.,n, 433('89~))tedthemto postutatcfor manyliquid-a formula

weightwhichwasindependentof temperature,and for a fewliquids-oncof

whichwaswater-a formulaweightwhichvariedgreitly withtempérature.
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of refraction of the medium and its liE:ht-seatt<of refraction of the medium and its light-seattering power,
showedsome agreement in the case of the liquidsinvestigated.

(4) The scattered light is largely plane-polarizedin the
case of liquids whiehscatter very little light; and the polariza-
tion in different liquids decreases as the relative intensity of
the scattered light increases. The polarization is much less

complete for liquids than for gases.
(5) Evidence is given that the phenomenaobserved are

due to scattering and not to fluorescence.
This research was begun at the suggestionof Professor

F. B. Kenrick, and has been carried out underhis direction.
CA<'Mf<M/~.H~a/cry,
t7nt!'f)~<fy of 7'o)'0))<o,

April,~p~o



The Engines of the HmMa Body. By /)r//fto' ~W</f. ?j X cm,

M't + 284. P/n7a<<~A<a; B. Lt~McoM Company, j~o. /'f«f; ?j.co.–

This extraordinarity interesting book is the outcome of Christmas lectures at

thé Royal Institution in which the author presented the knowledge of the anat-

omists and physiologists from the view-point of the mechanical engineer. So

far as possible, 1 shall let Professor Keith tell his story in his own words, pp.

~9. 3~S9. 76, 84, 86, 80, t<6, t75. 187, 222, 254, 26t.[.

The muscles are to be considered as internat combustion engines. "In

thé engine of the motor cycle we saw that there was a pipe-the inlet pipe-which

conveyed to the cylinder the explosive mixture made up of fine partieies of petro)

ditfused through eight or nine times the same weight of air; then wc saw another

pipe-the exhaust pipe–which carricd away from thé cylinder the gases formcd

when the charge was exploded. Now there is not one pipe but several which

enter thc biceps muscle, only we name them not pipes but arteries, an'! they

convey to thé muscle not petrotised air but red artcriaUsed blood. Then ttiere

:tte pipes which issue from the muscle and carry away from it, not waste gases,

but dark venons blood. Only we do not catt thèse vessetsexhaust pipes, but veins.

Then, too, we saw that a wire ended in the combustion chamber of thé cylinder

and carried an electric current which fired the explosive mixture and set the

engine in motion. A cab)p of most peculiar 'wires' also enters the muscle; we

cali the cabte a nerve. and the current or messages which it conveys to thé engine

are not ctectric but of a different kind, yet thcy serve the same purpose; they set

thc muscle in motion.

"If we look more closely we shaH find that not only have the engine.~of

thc motor cycle and of thc human machine pipes of a corresponding kind, but

that throHgh these pipes there passes a circulation which serves a similar purpose.

Petrotiscd air is pumped through thc circulatory system of the engine of the

motor cycle; arterialised btood is pumped through the corresponding system

o[ the muscular engines of the ))u)nan machine. But the system of pumping

en)p)oycd in muscular engines is by far the supcrior. We hâve secn that in the

4.cycie internat-combustion engine only one strokc in four is really effective;

thé other three arc spent on pumping or circulating thc explosive mixture. The

first stroke we saw drew in petro)ised air and thus charged the cylinder with an

explosive mixture; thc second eompressed thé mixture into thc combustion

chamber; the third stroke, which is thé only effective or driving one, is causcd

by the explosion; thc fourth one swceps out thé waste gases through thé exhaust.

Thus three strokes out of every four are used to keep up thc circulation of petrol-

ised air through thé engine. So far as driving power is eoncerned these three

strokes nre lost or wasted. Rngineers are tryin); hard to make each stroke of thé

engine an effective or driving one. Dr. Dugald Ckrk has xuccecdcd in getting

rid of two of them. He tnannKeft to do this in :) \'ery simple manncr. He

attached a pump to the engine in such a way that it forccd a charge of petrolised

air ioto the conntnstiun ch:'mbtr just w)n-n thé piston hntt swept att thc waste

gases through the exhanst and was rtady to bcf;in a ncw stroke. Thus thé nrst

or suction stroke and thc second or ~un'j.ression stroke becante unneccssary;

NEW BOOKS
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in this way two strokes were sayed. ~tany mi))ions of years heforf man had

thuught abont [noter cyetes, Xaturc had inventect a method of making each
str(jkc of thc musctdar en~ine effective. She dit) this by means of a wonderfuUy
contrived pmnp caUed thé heart. It is this pump which mamtaius a constant
L'ir~utation through thc- mnsentar engine we arc now considerin~; -thé biceps.
Throut;h thé arteries it purnps into thc musete b[ood whicjt contains buth fue)
and air–an 'exp)osiye mixture-' thé b)oo(t rcturm hy t)K-yc-ins )adcn with waste

produt.'ts. Thc biceps does not look at a)) )ike thé en!ue of a mutor cyck'. but
when tvc took bmeath thc 'iurfacc wc sec that they ha\'c eorrcspondinx parts."

In urdcr to ht; sure that thc biceps really acts as au iut<r)):u curnhustion

en!{inc wc mu~t tind out whetiK-r our musctcs arc supphcd with an explosive
mixture. eau sce that thu btuod which is hciug pumpc<) intn thcm throuKh
thc urtt'ries is bright rfd that is becausc thp <ni!)ionsof nucroscopic dises or red

corpusck's, whieh noat iu the fluid or plasma of thc b)ood. are char~'f) with tniunte

)oads of oxy~m. to t)n; p)asfua thcrc is a hydrocarbon cfonpound –:( kind ot

sugar which serves us fm-t or pctrot for the nmsctc. Th)is wc ftnd that thc

b[ood j)ufnpt;<tinto a ntusde through its arterK's is laden with the inKrcdk'nts of

an t;xp)osiye mixture. T)K' btuod k'avint! by its veins has lost its brittht cotor

and is !adctr with Mastc pro(tuets. csp'ciaUy carbon dioxide. Thé hardcr a muscle
is madf to work the (juieker becorucs thc current of b)ood tYhich passas through

it. and thc sreatcr is thc ontput of produets of combustion. Hcat ako is sencr
atcd. AU thcsc are signs that muscles act as i)ttcrna)-cotnbustiou ent;incs, just
as the cnKine of a motor cycte. But thcre is 0)M important differ'ncL'. !u thu

tnotof cycle en~ine carhon dioxiftc is produced at the instant wht'n thé L'xptosion
occors and thc ))iston );ivs its driving stroke. This is not the case in th).- mus-

cular enxinc. Sir \a)ter FIetchcr and Prof. F. C Hopkins found ont that thé

carbot) <)ioxi<)c(Cf);) is not thrown o)I at the moment of contraction but aftM-
wards. A proccss of combustion or oxidation thcreforc docs take place in the

mnscuhr enginp. on)y it docs not occur as an cxptosion but in a stowcr and bcttcr

rcKuhted way. Vêt it is ckar that the muscle is an internat-combustion engine
of a ;)ccu)iar sort, ycry dinfrcnt and much .~nptrior to any kiud which m.m has

yet invented. Apparfntty the muscular enKinc bui)ds np thé tnatfriats supphcd
to it into a particular kind o( fut;), which it can store and use wh<'n needcd.

"Therc is another point in which a muscu)ar engine Uke the biceps is

greatly supenor to mfchanica! engines. With the biceps wc can give what

length of stroke wc wi)!. \t- cun rnakc it movc the forearm with a stroke which
is only a twt-ntieth of an inch in knKth, or we can make it bend the c)how through
its full range from complete extension to compte Hexion. We can make it work
thc forearm backwards and forwards at any point of its range ut movemcnt.

quickly or stowty, gcntty or strongly. It is truc that engincers can aftcr thé

strength and rate of the stroke of a mechanical engine hy opening or closing
thc throttle valve. thus regutating the amount of explosive mixture admitted;
but there is only onc length of stroke-that to which the engine is set. Think
for a momc-nt what our case woutd be if the biceps had on)y one length of stroke.
Wc shoutd set it, f suppose, so that it cotud )mt reach thé mouth in feeding. To
make a deticate or short movement at thé etbow woutd )x' impossibte. We

should have to bring thé hand as far as the mouth or not at att. !n thé muscle-

engine a method has becn discovercd of regutating the rate of combustion as well
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as length of stroke. Work is not performed by a series of unregutated explo-
sions Min a motor engine, but by a regulated process of oxidation which we do

not rightty understand as yet."

In a muscle like the biceps we have an engine which is made up of tens of
thousands of microscopic cylinders, with combustion ehambt'rs which arc so

minute that the most powerful microscope has never revcatcd thcm. Thé

essential difference betwcen a muscle engine and a metal engine is that thé
former is a pull machine and the latter a push machine. Flesh engines exert

their power by pulling, and changing their shape ail thé timc; they have nexibie

piston rods whieh we call tendons or sinews. ·

"We must look ciosety at thé foot lever if we are to understand it. !t is
arched or bent; the front pillar of thé arch stretches from the summit or keystone,
where the weight of the body is poised. to thé pad ot thé foot or futerum; thc

posterior pillar, projecting as the heel, extcnds front thé summit to thé point at
which the muscular powcr is applied. A foot with a .short anterior pillar and a

long posterior pillar or heel is onc designed for power, not speed. It is onc whieh
will serve a hi))-c[imber well or a heavy, eorputent man. Thé opj)osite kind,
one with a short heel and a long pillar in front, i; we)) adapted for running and

sprinting-for speed. Now, we do find among thé various races of mankind that
some have heen given long heels, such as the dark-skinned natives of Africa and
of Australia, white other races hâve heen given rehtivety short, stumpy hee)s,
of which sort the natives of Europe and of China may ))e cited as examples.
With long heels less powerful muscular engines are required, and hence in dark

races the ca)f of the tcg is but iH developed. tjecause thé muscles which move thc
hee) are small. Wc must admit, however, that thé gait of dark-skinncd races
is usually easy and gracefu). We Europeans, on thé other hand, having short

hcets, need more powerful muscles to movc them. and hcnce our catvcs are usually
well developed, but our gait is apt to be jerky.

"If wc had thé power to make our hee)s longer or shorter at will, wc should
be able, as is the case in a motor cycle, to alter our 'speed-gear' according to thé

needs of the road. With a steep hill in front of us we should adopt a long, slow,

powerful heel, white going down an incline a short one would bcst suit our needs.
With its four-change speed-gear a motor cycle seems bctter adapted for easy
and economical travelling than thé human machine. If, however, thé human

machine has no change of gear, it has one very marvellous mechanism-which
wc may ça)) a compensalory mechanism, for want of a short, easy name. Thc

more we walk, the more wc go hill-climbing, the more powerful do the tnu.;cu)ar

engines of the heel become. It is quite different with the engine of a motor

cycle; thé more it is used the more docs it bccomc worn ont. It is bccausc a

muscular engine is living that it can rcspond to work by growing strongcr and

quicker."

"In t867 Professor Culmann, a famous Swiss engineer and mathematician,

paid the bone buildcrs of the neck of thé fémur a great compliment. The design
they emptoyed, he found, was exactly similar to that applied in thé Fairbairn

crane--the most perfcct of all levers which man has invented for thé Hfting of

heavy weights. Every )x'am of kone in the neck of the fémur, he said. had

heen given thé shape, thickness, and position which ensured the greatest economy
of rrateria). Everywhcrc in thé I:oc'y wc fnd thé serre ilerfect design in thé

work of hone-buitdcrs."
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Thé lubricating system is discussed with special reference to the ankle-
joint. "The mechanism is a simple une. The rubbing surfaces of the two
opposed bones are coated with a thin tayer of cartilage, less than an eighth of
an inch in thickness.. When one presses on the cartilage it yietds or Hattens,
but when the pressure is withdrawn it springs out again, showing that the car-
tilage which lines joints is elastic and can serve as a buffer. Its surface, too,
is always covered by a film of substance named synovia, whieh is not unlike
white of egg in appearance, but so slippery that cartilage s)ij.)Sthrough our fingers
should we try to grasp a bone by its articular end."

"Many men and women pass through life and never have cause to know
that the easy movement of the human machine is dependent on a lubricant
System–so perfectly does it serve their needs. Even at the age of seventy
human axics and bearings may be as fresh and unworn as in the hey.day of youth.
That bug-bear of the motor-driver–the sudden 'seizing' of joints-never troubles
the drivers of the human machine. And yet to many peopte–especiaUy as
years crowd over them-a peculiar kind of 'seixing' does happen. From some
cause we have not yet discovered, thé lubricant system faits–in one joint or in
several. Then the one cartitag'- plate begins to rub stiMy on itsopponent, there
is friction, and the articular plate wears in patches. The cartitage-buitders. in
place of melting down and becoming a s)iptMry lubricant, remain obdurate and
fibrous. The cartilage plates beeome leathery in consistence and ultimately
worn through in places. The neighboring bone-builders, whieh arc saved from
all forms of friction in healthy joints, hceome distnrbed by thé grating in the
articulai plates and build wildly, throwing out knarled outgrowths of bone round
the affected joints. With each movement a distinct creaking sound ean be
hcard. This is the condition whieh we call chronic rheumatism; it is a veritnble
'scizing' of the joints, because the lubricant system bas broken down and we
have not yet learned how to set it right again. The fault lies with the cartilage-
buitdcrs. They grow as before and seck to make good the waste that arises from
wear, but fail us in their final sacrifice. Instead of disappearing into oit. they
turn to a stiff tcathery residue whieh clogs and wears the surfaces of joints."

It is estimated that in a man of medium size the locomotive system
weighs about eighty pounds, the bones weighing twenty pounds and the muscles
about sixty. "This mass of machinery can bc kept going only if it is supplied
with certain materials; the muscular engines need to be continually stoked, white
the masons in thé bones and thé lubricators at the joints must have their stores
constantly replenished. Nature has met that need by adopting another con-
trivance–one which man discovered for himself long ago and with which we are
all familiar-the pump. Thé heart of the human body is a pump-one whieh
in the ingenuity of its construction, the delicacy of its regutation, and the effective-
ncss of its work far surpasses any mode) of man's invention."

When the body is in action, the heart has to pump at a much greater rate,
and the heart always responds; it can increase its output to eight times or more
thé amount thrown out when the body is at rest.

"There is, howevcr, another mechanism, bcsidc that of increasing the
output of thé heart, whieh is emptoyed to kecp up thé hcad of Mood-prcssure
in thé aorta. The terminal arteries leading to parts whieh ate not rcquircd in
severe bodily exercise, sush as the organs of digestion and the brain, arc con.
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strieted, thus economising the blood suppty for the benefit of the muscles. When

the muscles are set in motion their vascular stopcocks are turned on, while others

are turned off. If the hurnan machine were not supplied hy this elahorate stop-

coek system, it would be impossible, as Dr. Leonard Hill has shown, to regulate

the distribution of blood to the various parts of the body. Hveryone knows

how difficult it is to do head work immediately after a méat. Thé stomach and

organs of digestion have then their vascular stopcocks turned full on; the needs

of the stomach take preeedence then to those of the brain. The brain, if it pushes

hard enough, may obtain a blood-supply at the expense of that rightfully desig.

nated for the organs of digestion, but it is certain to have to pay for it; greed

sooner or later by headache. Every time we alter our posture-when we lie

down. stand up, or sit upright-there is a slight and automatie switching of the

tens of thousands of vascular stopcocks of the body. We are so unconscious of

this silent activity that we find it difficult to betieve that it actually occurs. A

moment's reflection will show that this switching on and off must take place.

When we risc from bed in the morning our feet and legs, were it not for thé auto-

matie turn-cocks, would draw all the blood from the head, for they have the

advantage of gravity. Our hands would be engorged, while our shoulders would

starve for blood; the organs in the upper part of the body would bleed into those

in thé lower part. The moment we stand up the vascular controlling centres

in thé spihal cord-heing nerve cxchange centres, receiving and giving thousands

of messages of which we are unconscious–corne into action and regulate the

distribution of blood by turning off and on the vascular stopcocks of the body.

This machinery may break down undc.' certain circum~tanees, particularly after

we have been kept standing in a hot stuffy room in a crowd of people. We may

then have a sudden faint and collapse on the floor, because the vascular stop-

cock machinery has been over-taxed or broken down. The blood has been drained

from the brain; hence the unconsciousness."

"tn the contrivance of the pharynx we have one of the most remarkable

cxampies of Nature's reflex or 'touch-the-button' mechanisms. Modem tife has

made us familiar with inventions of this kind, but they were discovered hy

Nature long ago. We pre.?s a button at thé door of a high building, thereby

setting an etectric current flowing and a bcu ringing in a chamber in its upper

story, with the result that a bott is drawn and the door opens to let us enter. In

the hall we find a lift or elevator provided with a row of buttons–one for each

story. We press one, an electric motor sets the lift in motion, and we stop at

the desired landing. The lining membrane of thé pharynx is studded with

'nerve-buttons' or transmitters. The breath passes and repasses without in-

fluencing them, but the instant a bolus of food, a mouthful of water, or the root

of thé tongue, which forms a piston for the pharynx as well as for the mouth,

cornes in contact with or touches them, then a stream of messages is thereby

dispatchcd which ftows upwards in the nerves until certain busy nerve exchanges

are reached in the medullary part of thé brain stem. Prom these exchanges

relays of orders are issued whieh reach the muscular engines controlling the

doorway.~ of the pharynx; those leading to the larynx, to thé nose, and to the

mouth are promptly shut, while the sphincter engine, which guards thé opening

to thé oesophagus, is ordered to relax. At the same time the muscular walls

of the pharynx are thrown into action; the pharynx then becomes a forcc-pump;
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aU its openingi are ctosed savc one, and it is through that one that the bolus is
forced \vit))iu thé upper end of thé oesophagus. Ilow essentiat thc machinery
of thé pharynx is to life we tearn when w-csec men or women in whom disease
has <(amaged the controlling nerve centres in the medu))a; a)) attempts at swat-

!owing end in choking amt .<p)uttering. Thé renex or 'touch the-button' m"chan-
isms uf the pharynx have broken down. That such people may live food ntn'it
))(; poured directly into thé oc.,ophagus hy m~uM of a tube attached to a funnd
or liller."

"Atthough thé stomach has all thc ontward appearance of being simply
a soft-waUcd douMe-monthed b:< yct whfn wc [ook more ctosety it turns out,
u) rcality, to hc a grcat chemical factory. Food, the raw matcrial from whieh

tissm' fu~'t is prepared. occupies its gréât chamher; into its wall arc buih not

only thc miniature rctorts which are to furnish thé so)utio<t or juiee needcd nor
chemical trcHtment of the food, but also myriads of microscopic engines which

bring the retorts in contact with thc food, and subsequoitty dischargc such
contents as arc fit to lie passcd on to the next factory, thé duodénum. When
tvc begin a meal, cyca bcforc food has actually rcached thc stomach, thc minia-

ture rctorts all ovcr thc inncr wall ))cgin to manufacture and pour out a juicc or

sotution that exercises a digestive action on thc food exposed to it. Thc mcchan-
ism which sets sécrétion going is not of thé 'touch-button' kind, for food applied
directty to the lining membrane of the stomaeh docs not excite thé now of gastric
juicc. The nerve cxchange which controls thé stomaeh is placed in thc medulla,
an(! thc nerve messages whieh set it in operation are reeeived frorn thé mouth
(ncrvcs of taste), from thc nose (nervcs of smeH), and from the eye (nerves of

.iight. It is strange that Nature should have adûptcd sueh means to set in

opération thé chemiea) factory which produces our gastric juice. Shc has,

however. taken good care to protect her contrivance front abuse. For thc con

trothng centre i~ fully excitctt only when therc is nced of food –when there is

hunger ant' -tp!)Ctitc. Hunger is thc result of hard physical work, and thereforc
a priée has to ))Cpaid in thé fonn of hhour !)cforc thc stomach has sauce ready
for another méat."

Tbat thé human ))ody was provided with a quick acti!)g or tetegraphic
systet!). medica) men hâve known for hutKJreds of years. Front its brait) and

spinal cord–the G. H. <J. of thé human machine-they couM sec gréât cahtcs of

nerves issuing in ail directions, tinking thé various members to thé controlling
centres T))ey knew that messages sped a!ong thc wires of thc nerve caMes.

carrying orders and information frum and to thé commander-in-chief and the
varions departments of his statT. ft is surprising to think that it is onty in [nutc
récent years that we bcgan to suspect that thé human body was also provided
with a postal System. Our previous bnndness was all thé more remarkabk
because wc knew that great colonies of simple units, snch as make up !ivin);
cora!s and spongcs. did communicate with and control each ottier, and vêt. as
was weH known, these colonies were nnprovi<)cd with nerve systems. We werc
also aware that among primitive peoples, like thé aborigines of Austraha, there
were neither posta! nor tetegraphic Systems; one trihc communieatcd with
another by sending out a messenger carrying a stick on w))ich certain symhots
were rudeiy carvcd. We ought to havc suspcctc() that. m the cvotution of thé
human ))0()y. a postal system would précède a telegraphic one. That was not
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so. however. The first ckar recognition th:)t thé human body possessed a postal

as well as a tek-graphie system was made by I~rofcssor Starling in [904. Professer

Haytiss and hc found that thé pancréas began to form and pour out its digestive

juiee upon the reeeipt of certain missives whieh were poste(t by thé tiving units

tiniug thé upper part of thc (tuodenum. Thc arriva) in thé duodetnun of thé

acid contents of thé stomach caused thé dispatch of secretin, thé substance or

hormone which acts as a missive for stimutating th~' pancréas to action. Secretin

is posted in thé nearest tetter.hoxes or capillaries in thé duodenal wall and is

carrier) away in thé general blood circutation. which serves for all kinds of postal

tranic. In a postal system where there are no sorters and which must be con-

ducted by an automatic mechanism, tetters or missives cannot tje a<)drcssed in

thé nsnat way. Their destination is indicated nut hy their inscription but by

their shape. The tnoteeuks of secretin may be regarded as uttramieroscojtic

Yiue keys sent eut to search for thé locks of jetter-boxes whieh they can fit and

enter. They fit and can enter onty thé tetter-bo.ws of thé pancreatic moieeutes.

and hcnce they must circniate ronn<)thé hody until they autumatically fmd their

destination. What is still more won(terfu) in this system is that thé tetter boxes,

ur wc may c:d) them locks, hâve a positive attraction for thé key missives wtnch

are dcstined for them.

"To sm.-h key-nnssives as are poste(t in and dehvered by thé gênera) cir-

culation, f'rofessor Starling gave thé name of hormones. The n)nscu)ar en);i"es

of thé body use thé carbon dioxide which they cast into thé circulation as a

hormone or missive to infonn thé respiratory centre in thé )ncdu))a of ttteir needs

and to stimniate it to action. The harder thé )nnsc)es work thé more is their

need for oxygen an<) the greater is thc quantity of carbon dioxide which bas tu

be (~otrid of; thc respiratory bejkm's must niect their requirements by ventitatinK

thc hmgs more raj)id)y. Thé more thé carbon dioxide accutnuiates in thé circu

lation, thc more acid ))ecomes thé reaction uf thé b)ood; ami t))e more thé b)uod

becotnes acid in réaction, thé greater hecomcs its power to stimulate thé respira-

tory centre, tn this instance thé carbon dioxide hnssives ttchver their m'sage

while on their way to a final destination-the hn)K5 As our know)e<)xc increases

we see that a postal system is extensivety used in thé control or management of

thc human body."

"One example will snfrice to innstrate howextensive thc tctephone service

of thé body is. A particlc of dust is b)own into thé eye; its arriva) is immediatety

announce<t to two exchanges; through one of thés' thé incoming <ncss:t~es are

transmitted to a centra) station some distance off, occupicd by t))e driver units

whic)) can shttt thé cyctids. These driver units keep thé eyrlids shut as long as

irritaut messages corne through from thé cyc when thé foreign particte is removed

thé messages cease anf) thé driver cells sink into their usual state of wakefut

quicscence. The particle of dust also sets up aoother gronp of messages, onc

which is transmitted to a sma)) tocal exchange in communication with thé )ach-

rymal Kian<). The messages thus transmitted scnd thé )achryma) g)and into a

state of activity; tears stream across thé eye with thé intention of washing away

thé ofîendinK particle of dust. Hven when that has ))ecn got rid of. if damage

bas been (tonc, thé now of tears continues as long as th" irritation )ast- Ttu~s

Nature emptoys a kind of te)ephonie system for many and (Hverse pmpose:; in

carrying on thé work of thé human machine."
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"Let us see how trunk catis arc managett in the nerve system of the human

body. A sharp fragment of stone faits within a shoe and pmsently workt its

way under the foot. With each step it presses against some of the transmitters
in the sole and sets up messages, at first giving a mere feeling of discomfort, but
aftenvards becoming more urgent, giving a sense of intolerable pain. The brain

is set into operation, with the resutt that the movements necessary for untatching
the shoe are undertaken and the offending body is discovered and removed. The
instance is not unlike that whieh we have been foUowing in connection with an

épidémie in a country town. In the human body, however, the wire which carries

messages from the soie of the foot does not pass through thé local exchange in thé

spinal cord; it sends off merely a side braneh to one, two, or more spinal exchanges
and passes up the spinal cord until it reaches thé first gréât exchange of the

body-one which is situated where the spinal cord beeomes continuons with thé
brain stem. Here the messages from the sole of the foot are automattcaUy
switched on to main trunk cables which carry them to a second exchange centre–
one situated in the great masses of grey matter placed within the cerebral hemi-
shere. It is in these grey masses that the messages from the sole rise up into the
field of consciousness as painful senastions. The executive exchanges or depart-
ments of the brain lie still further on; they are spread out in the grey matter
which fonns the cortex or rind of the cerebral hémisphères. Hence the messages
which have reached the basal masses and given rise to the sensation of pain have
to be transmitted by a third relay or wires to the cortex of the brain before steps
can be taken by the executive departments. To obtain relief the 'driver' cells
of the cortex have to be set in motion. We have already seen that the 'driver'

units, which exercise a direct controt over muscular engines, are grouped round
the local exchanges of the spinal cord. These driver cells we meet with in the
cortex of the brain are 'master drivers'; they control the driver units in the local

exchanges, and combine their actions so that the muscular engines carry out the

movements which are determined on by operations effected within the exchange
systems of thé cortex. The cortex of the human brain is by far the most elaborate
central exchange in création.

"It is into this exchange, then, that messages dispatched from the sole of

the foot pass, after being switched through two great exchanges and having
travelled over three relays of nerve cables. Arriving in the cortical exehange
they set going a machinery which leads to the master driver cells taking charge
of the movements of the body. It was they which controlled the driver units
of the local centres during the body movements whieh led to the removal of an

offending stone from the shoe."

It would have heen interesting to have quoted more passages but we must

stop somewhere. This book is one in a thousand. It is fascinating from begin-
ning to end. Books like this one are mitestones in the life of a reviewer and
life seems to be measured ehieny in Scotch miles. Wilder D. B<M<yo/<

Inbreeding and OutbreedJag. By Edward M. East and D. Jones
21 X 73 cm; pp. Philadelphia: J. B. M~KtoM Company, /p70. Price:

?~o–Thé authors have discussed the important controlled experiments on

inbreeding and outbreeding. The subject is presented under the following

headings: introduction; reproduction among animais and plants; the mechanism
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of reproduction; the mechanism of heredity; mathematical consideration of

inbreeding; inbrccding experiments with animais and plants; hydrid vigor or

heterosis; conceptions as to the cause of hybrid vigor; sterility and its relation

to inbreeding and cross-breeding; the rôle of inbreeding and outbreeding in

evolution; the value of inbreeding and outbreeding in plant and animal improve-

ment inbreeding and outbreeding in man and their etïect on the individual;

the intermingling of races and national stamina.

On p. 137 the authors draw the conclusion that "inbreeding has but one

demonstrable effect on organisms subject to its action-the isolation of homo-

zygous types. Thé diversity of the resulting types depends directly upon the

number of heterozygous heredity factors present in the individuals with which

the process is begun: it is likely, therefore, to vary directly with the umount of

cross-breeding exl)erienced by their immediate ancestors. The rapidity of isota-

tion of homozygous types is a function of the intensity of the inbreeding."

Inbreeding is not injurious merely by reason of the consanguinity, p. t39.

"The only injury proceeding from inbreeding comes from the inheritance received.

The constitution of the individuats resulting from a process of inbreeding depends

upon the chance allotment of eharacters pre-existing in the stock before inbreed-

ing was commenced. If undesirable characters are shown after inbreeding, it

is on)y because they already existed in the stock and were able to persist for

generations under the protection of more favorable characters which dominated

them and kept them from sight. The powerful hand of natura) seleetion was

thns stayed untit inbreeding tore aside the mask and the unfavorable characters

were sho~vn up in all their weakness, to stand or fall on their own merits.

"If evil is brought to light, inbreeding is no more to be blamed than thé

detective who unearths a crime. Instead of being condemned it should be com-

mendcd. After continued inbreeding a cross-bred stock has been purified and

rid of abnormailties, monstrosities, and serious weaknesses of all kinds. Only

those characters can remain which either are favorable or at least are not definitely

harmful to the organism. Those characters which have survived this 'day of

judgmcnt' can now be estimated according to their true worth. As wc shall see

later, vigor can be immediately regained by crossing. Not onty is the full

vigor of the original stock restored, but it may even be inereased, due to the

elimination of many unfavorable characters. If this increased vigor can be

utilized in the first génération, or if it can be fixed so that it is not lost in suc-

ceeding générations, then inbreeding is.not only not injurious but is highly bene-

ficial. As an actual means of plant and animal improvement, therefore, it

should be given its rightful valuation."

In regard to cross-breeding the authors say, pp. t~t, !0j: "Whether or

not inbreeding in a race of plants or animais results injuriously depends primarily,

as we have attempted to show, upon the hereditary constitution of the organism.

The beneficial effect of crossing, heterosis, is a more wide-spread phenomenon.

It may be expected when almost all somewhat nearly related forms are crossed

together. Even plants or animais which show no harmful results of inbreeding

are frequently improved thus in a remarkab)e way. Moreover, this ;itimu)atit)g

effect is immediatety apparent in the individuals resuiting from the cross. It

is then at a maximum."

"In general, therefore, it can be said that differences in uniting germ
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ptasins, when n"t too grcat, rnay hring about both tnore enicient dcvelopment

and iocreased fcrtitity. Beyond that critical ))oint of ditïerenee both ferti)ity

and vigor may bc decreased, but [ertiUty is nsnaUy thé ftrst to sufter–cven

complete sterility oftcn ))eing conpied with rampant growth. rature thus

steps in hefore a germina) heterogeneity whieh M'iHen<)angcr the hcatth o[ thé

hybrid orgauism has been reaehcd. and prevents mn)tip)icatiott entirely. This

is an important physio)o~ieat provision, sincc whcn grcat ti'T'rtioat différences

exist t)K;re is rc<)uced growth as wct) as stc'ritity. Croups are thus set apart

which may evolve within thcmsctvc's by putting to good use hctcrosis and McndL'-

Han rccombination. What apparently happens is this: As gcrminat dittcrpnccs

increase a point is rcachcd at which thé précise anu comptcx machincry govern-

ing gamctoKenesis cannot do its work in the nonnat mantK'r and sterility results,

although undcr th" samc conditions devctopmenta) ce" division Rocs on as usual.

Beyond this degrce of différence in thc uniting germ ptasms, even somatic ce))

division is itfïccted."

In the chapfr on thc vatuc of in))rccding ant) outbrecding in plant and

anima) itnprovem~ttt, p. 2 in, thc authors say: "Th); origin ot our more important

donestic aninm)s and cuttivatcd p)ants is a fuattcr on which tttere is no direct

L-videnec. Amon); anhnats th~' ostrich is the only cxampk of modcrn domestica-

tion: among plants not a single specics of great ccononuc worth has hcen hrought

into cnitivation within historié times. !f om tnust hâve a theory conccrninK

their gcnesis, and what onc of us docs not e[e)ight in theorixing, thc wcight of

t'videncc is in favor of a puty-phyktic origin in ncarty every case. Thcre is tnorc

than one M'i)d spccics rchtfd to our modcrn (togs, cattle, swinf and sheep, our

whfats, ))ar)cys, apptcs and Krapcs; and thcsc sp(;cies wiU cross togethcr aud

yietd partiatty fertib hybrids. Thc wild relatives of thé domcstic forms were

variahte, so variahtc that many specics were differentiatcd hy naturat causes;

yet thèse spccies groups remained 'i0 we!) adapted to each other germinatty that

thcir hybride are not completely sterite. What secms more reasottaMc than to

suppose the original (tomestic races to hâve been produced by uniting two or more

wild typt-s atK) foUowin~ this union of diverse gcrm ptasms \vith more or )css

etose inbrecdingand setection?

"Such procédure, at teast, has be':n thé rnethod whercby thc c!ear)y distinct

and highly vah)a)))e hreeds of the présent day have originated. Take thé (traft

horscs as an exampte. In thé car)y days of Hnrope native breeds werc devetoped

in every country for tniHtary purposes. Jnst how thcy originate<t \ve cannot

say. Thé obvious fact is that none of them (teve)oped ontstanding merits except

thé t'')emish horse. Then improvement became rapid and steady. \ith au

ir.htsion of [''temish btood came thc remarkahte dcvejopment of thc C)y<)es<)a)e

in Scottand, thc Shirc in )ingh<nd, and BetKian in thé )ow conntrics. Adding

thé Arabian b)ood whie)) came itt with thé defeat of tht Saraeens in 732. ann thé

wf'txtcrft)) t'ercheron of France came into being.

"Simitarty thé origin of aU nmdern breeds of coach. tight harness and

sa()d!e hnrses may hc- tracef). To thé native breeds of Hnrope Mère addcd thé

bt'xx) of thé Barb or its tterivatives, thé Turk and thé Arahian. fu franee. in

Spain, in f!ng)and and in Xnssia thé history is thé <,ame -hybridixation, then

close hreeding and sctection.

"Whi)f therc has a)\vays becn a certain atnonnt of inbrec<)inK as a necessary
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adjunct in buitding up breeds of Uvcstoek because of the necessity of mating near
rotative'! in order to estaMish uniformity, the opinions of breeders have differed
and still differ as to how long or how dose intermating can tx- praeticed with

safety. Yet some of the most noted modern tivestock '.trains owe their e.\ce)-
)enee to a close and continuons inbreeding that would be Jooked upon with mis-

givings ))y thé majority of animal raisers. In fact, thé inhreeding actually

practieed was due more to enforced isolation, or the expenses or dinicntty of

securi)tK unre)atc<t animats with <.k'sirab)e charrtctcristics, than to a tirm ocHcf
in the desirability of thé ntethod. This might be said of thé Shetland pony, the

Ansora );oat. the Merino shcep in Amcrica. and of many breeds of dogs.

"Notwithstanding thèse facts, it would ))e a mistake not to recognixc how
great an amount of continuons and extended inbreeding has been ))racticed

intentionally with the best of resutt'. after the general charactenstics of a breed
tiave heen esta!)hs))e<). This is true as a generatixed statement for thé modern

trottin); horse and sa<)f))chorse which have shown so mnch speed; for thé Short-
horn and Hereford, the most famons Hngtish hreeds of beefcattk; for thc South-
down and thé other famous sheep breeds, thé Shropshire, thé Oxford and the

Hampshire, to which it has given rise; and for almost ail of thc more famous
breeds of dogs, not e\'en excepting the large types, thé mattin, thc St. Beroani,
and the Newfonndhnd, which are derived front thc Tibetan dog, ~x/.t M~cr.
as a foundation stock.

"Perhaps the most notabjc examptcs of conscions use of mtcnse inbreedin)!
in devejoping breeds of marked cxeetk'nec arc thé dairy catt)e of the cttanne)

islands, the Jersey and thc Guernsey. One <)ocs not need to describe or to

eiilogize thèse strains. \tmt they arc an<t what they have accomptished m

nrodneing tni~k an't butter fat arc known throughout thé wor)d. Starting with
thé catt)e of Normandy and Brittany as foundation stock, thèse two breeds
hâve been bui)t up hy ))e)sistent u~e of a more intense System of inbrceding than
is recorded in thc history of any othcr strain of tivestock. In fact, since 1763
rigi())y cnforecd )aws hâve prcvented landing any live cattle whatsocver on
either isfand e\cept for stanghter. When one re:t)i/cs t)~)t thé larger of t))t~
mo is)an(k, that of Jersey, is but e!even miles long by six tnites wi()c. he can

appreciate thé amount of inbreeding these laws hâve prontoted."

Wilder D. 7?«M<-M//

James Cutbush. ByZ;~f~f.M;<. /~x/o<m; PAt/u~t!;
7. B. /t/Mf<)« Cow/'fttty, 7<?/p. Price: ~o.~o.–In thé preface the author says;
"There is nothing thrilling in thé following pages. Thcy contiun thc story
of thé life-work of n very modest man deepjy interestecl in and enamored with
thé science of chemistry, who songht also to inspire others and to fantitiarixe thé

general pnbtic of his timc with thc intimate connection of chemistry with manu-
factures and things which enter so targcty into every-day occupations. He was
an active member of a small group of chcmists who, in thé carly years of cightccn
hnndred, causcd thousan()s of thc laify to give thonght to thc possibifities of

chemistry, and in addition w'as a pioncer in pyrotechnies, on which account he
is dcservedty cntit)c<! to every recognition."

James Cutbush was horn in f~SK and was certainjy a pharmaeist in

l'hiladelphia and probably a manufacturing chemist. Hc was also a l'rofessor
of Chemistry, Minera!ogy amt Katnra! Phi)osophy ai St. Jotnt's Coitege in Phita-
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delphia and one of the first mon to give extension lectures tn chemistry. In

)8o9the ChemicalSocietyofPhiladelphiahad goneout of existencewhenWood-

house died. In [8ti the ColumbianChemicatSociety was founded with Cut-

bush as its first president. In t8;3 Cutbush published.two volumes entitled

"Phiiosophy of ExpérimentaiChemistry." In )8t<).hc was appointed assistant

apothecary général in the UnitedStates Army, in 1820 chief medical officer at
West Point, and seventeenmonthslater acting professor of chemistry and min-

eralogy at West Point. Whiieat West Point, Cutbush did a great deal of work

in pyrotechny, writing a bookwhichappeared in 1825after his death under the

title of "A System of Pyrotechny."
Whiie Cutbush madeno discoveriescomparable with those of Hare, for

instance, he was influentialin interestingthe publie in chemistry and was,there-

fore,a honorable member of that earty group of Philadelphia ehemists, about

whom Dr. Smith bas written so eloquently. The followingextract from an

article by Cutbush, written in t8t ), showshis point of view: 'Thus chemistry
is becomean entirely newscience. It is no longerconfined to the laboratory of

the arts; it has extended its flightsto the sublimest heights of philosophy, and

pursues paths formerly regardedas impenetrable mysteries. Placed forever in

the elevated rank it nowholds,rich with all its newconquests, it is to becomethe

sciencemost adapted to the sublimespéculationsof philosophy, the mostuseful

in advancing alt the operationsof the arts, and the most rational for scientific

amusement. Exact in its process,sure in its results, varied in its operations,
without limit in its applicationsand its views,severeand geometricalin its reason-

ing, there is scarcelyany humanoccupationwhichit does not enlighten,and upon
the perfection of which it maynot hâve great influence. It bestowsgreat en-

joyment to every class of individuats:and who would not be ambitious of be-

coming acquainted with a science which enlightens almost every species of

human knowledge." WilderD. Bancroft

n trattamento termico prelimlnare degli acciai dotci e semi-duri per
eostruzioni mechaniche. By /i<<f<foGiolitti. 23 X /<! «H; ~p.t'.c + 62T.

Af<7tMO.'t//)'t<:o~/o~t, 7j~. Price: /f''e.–Thé book is divided into five

sections: the phenomenaof diffusionin primary mixed crystals; the cffects of

thephenomenaof diffusionon the courseof the secondary crystallization;general
remarks on the tcchnical applicationof the phenomena of diffusion in mixed

crystats as regards the preliminaryheat treatment of steels; the prcliminary
heat treatment of cast steel;the preliminaryheat treatment ofroUedsteel. The

photomicrographsare fromtheauthor's laboratory with oneexception.
Thé preliminary heat treatment of low-carbonsteel is to producehomo-

geneity white the final heat treatment, as the author uses the term, is to give

quality. The preliminaryheat treatment is intended to overcomethe liquation
whichmay arise when the gammairon separates and to control the distribution
of the solidphases in the cast or rolledsteel. Whiie this is an interesting book

and wett worth reading, it seemsto the reviewerat any rate that the author is

not definiteenough. It isnotthat the author doesnot knowhis subject, because

he does. He does not makehis points clearly and conciselyand one gets the

presumably erroneous impressionof a man who believes firmly that a scientific

study of the behavior of ironis of the greatest importance; but who is not quite
certain why it is important. WilderD. Bancroft
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BY HARRY13.WEISER

Hydrous Aluminum Oxide

In a recent communication' an account has becn given
of the effect of various factors on the physical character and

chemical properties of hydrous ferrie oxide. Hydrous alum-
inUm oxide whieh resembles hydrous ferrie oxide in a number
of respects, will next be considered.

COMPOSITIONAND PROPERTIESOF PRECIPITATEDALUMINA

A number of hydrates of aluminum oxide have been de-

scribed but for the most part these are amorphous in charac-

ter and have been prepared or analyzed under such conditions

that their percentage composition just happened to approach
that of a definite hydrate. Thus MitscherHeh" obtained a

produet nearly agreeing in composition with the formula

assigned to the minera! diaspore, A~Os.H~O,by heating amor-

phous alumina with water between 260° and 305°. BecquereP
claimed to get AttO~.H~O by suspending a solution of CrC!3
contained in a tube covered with parchment paper, in a solution
of gelatinous atumina in caustic potash. Ramsay~ ascribed
the same formula to the precipitated oxide dried at 100°.

Amorphous bauxite is assigned the formuta ALOa.~H~O.
Lôwe~ obtained a substance having approximately the same

formula by drying at 100° the precipitate formed by the ac-
tion of ammonium chloride on a solution of alumina in potas-
sium hydroxide. Pean de St. GiUes" obtained a substance

having approximately the same composition by boiling gela-
tinous aluminum oxide in water for several days and drying
the resulting product at too°. Crum' likewise assigned the

Weiser:Jour. Phys.Chem.,24,277(tp~o).
Jour. prakt.Chem.,83,468()86t).
Jahresberichte.87(<868).
Jour. Chem. Soc., 32, 39. (t877).

Zcit.f(irChemie,3, 247()864).
Ann.Chim.Phys.,(3) 46,57(-'8.56).
Liebig'sAnn..89, )56(t8M).
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formula A~Oa.zH~O to the precipitate obtained by digesting
a solution of aluminum acetate at too° from 30 to 36 hours.

Amorphous aluminum oxide precipitated in the cold and

dried at 100° is usually considered to be AbO~H~ corre-

sponding to the minera! gibbsite. Cossa~ claimed to get an

amorphous compound of this composition by the action of

water on aluminum amalgam. BonsdorfF' first prepared a

crystalline hydrate by saturating a sodium hydroxide solu-

tion with gelatinous aluminum oxide and allowing the solu-

tion to stand in a closed vessel. After a few days the bottom

of thé vesse! was covered with smaU granular crystals having
the composition ALO~HjO. A similar compound was ob-

tained by the slow action of carbon dioxide in the air on the

saturated solution of hydrous alumina in potassium hy-
droxide. These observations of Bonsdorff have been- con-

firmed by van Bemmelen,' Bayer, Ditte," A!len/ and Russ. g

Mitschertieh" heated precipitated alumina for twelve hours

at 60", dried it on a water bath for '2 hour and analyzed.
The composition approximated that of a trihydrate.

Zanino'" obtained a product which he described as a

voluminous grayish spongy mass, by the action of moist air

on aluminum that had previousty been dipped in mercury.
This mass he claimed wasessentianyAtsO~HL.iO. Ramsay"
found that the oxide precipitated at 100° and dried at ordinary

temperatures contained A~Oa and H~O in the approximate
ration of t to 5.

Schtumberger'~ obtained a precipitated alumina to which

Cf.Allen:Chem.Xews.82,75 (t~'x)).
~Xeit.ftirChcmie,t3, ~-n (tXy~).
3Pogg.Ann..27,275(tXj~).

Rec. Trav. chim. Pays-Bas, 7, 75 ( t88ii).

'Chem.Zeit.,12,t2<)f)()889).
"Comptes rendus, !t6, f83 (t~!).

I.oc.cit.

''Zeit.anorg.Chem.,4i,2)6ff<)04).
Jour.))rakt.Chem.,84, (t86<).

'°Gai'z.chim.ital., (t~30, x~ (~x)).
t.oc.cit.
Bu)).Soc.chim.Paris,(3) 13,4f (~9.5).
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ïned thf fnrmu!n ALfL.H. anH uthi~h ho ~otta~ .atahe assigned the formula A~O,<H,(, and which he çalled meta
tri-aluminum hydroxide. It might be considered to be

3A!,0~.5H20.
From the above survey one might conclude that at least

four well-defined hydrates of alumina had been prepared.
However, a study of the dehydration of precipitated alumina

by Carnelley and Walker' led them to the conclusion that:

"Ramsay's and our own results show either that there are
no definite stable hydrates of aluminum or what is more

probable that a very large number of hydrates exist, but so

unstable that the smallest rise in temperature is sufficient to
convert a higher into a lower." The results of Carnelley
and Walker were confirmed by van Bemme!en;~ but thé
latter did not feel compelled to postulate the existence of an
indefinite number of unstable hydrates to account for the be-
havior of the precipitated oxide on drying. He concluded
that there is no definite ratio between the number of oxide
molecules and the molecules of water and hence, that there
are no definite hydrates formed by drying precipitated alumina.
He showed that at constant temperature the precipitated
oxide takes up or gives off water until the vapor tension of
the substance is the same as that of the surroundings; hence,
change in temperature causes a continuous change in the water
content of the substance by changing its vapor tension. He
showed further that the vapor tension of the hydrous oxide
varies with variation in the conditions of precipitation and
in the subsequent treatment of the precipitated oxide. Thus
an oxide precipitated from a very dilute solution of aluminum
chloride retains and adsorbs water more strongly than one

precipitated from a more concentrated solution. Moreover,
the precipitated alumina becomes more sparingly soluble in
acids and alkalis in proportion to the quantity of water
which it loses when heated; and after heating the oxides at
various temperatures they adsorb smaller quantities of water
when placed in a saturated atmosphere and they retain less

Jour.Chem.Hoc..53,87 (;888).
Loe.cit.
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in dry air in proportion to the toss of water which has oc-

curred. By standing under water the capacity to adsorb

water and the solubility in acids and alkalis alters in pro-

portion to the time of standing.

Tommasi' first called attention to the fact that ordinary

hydrous alumina precipitated by ammonia from a solution

of alum, possessed different properties after it had stood for

three months under water. Whereas the newly formed

oxide was quite soluble in acids and alkalis, the aged product
was sparingly soluble. Moreover, the old oxide was not

peptized by aluminum chloride or as Tommasi puts it, did

not combine with aluminum chloride to form an oxychloride.
To both the new and the old oxide he assigned the same for-

mula, Al~Os.~H.jO:and attributed the difference in properties
to a molecular change in the newly formed hydrate which took

place on standing. Tommasi called the insoluble hydrous
oxde to distinguish it from the ordinary oxide, a, the min-

eral gibbsite, and the Graham colloidal oxide, -y. As is

well known, the newly formed gelatinous oxide is readily solu-

ble in caustic alkalis from which solution a granular, difficultly
soluble oxide precipitates on standing. These facts have led

to the quite general recognition of at teast two allotropie or

isomeric modifications of hydrated alumina.~ Russ desig-
nates the usual soluble form by « and the more insoluble

form by
In the light of van Bemmelen's experiments it is evident

that the hydrous alumina formed by precipitation of an alum-

inum salt contains no definite hydrates. Moreover, it is alto-

gether unnecessary to postulate the existence of an indefinite

number of definite hydrates to account for the behavior of

the gelatinous oxide when subjected to various conditions of

temperature and vapor pressure. Just as we may have an

indefinite number of hydrous oxides varying ail the way from

the most highly hydrous to the anhydrous; so an indefinite

number of hydrous oxides may he prepared that show a con-

Comptesrendus,91, ~< (i8!io).
Bayer:Ditte,Russ,Loc.cit.
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tinuous variation in their solubility in acids and alkalis. The

so-called ordinary and meta, or a and 11modifications, may

represent the two extremes of solubility; but there is no definite

temperature of inversion from the a to form. Accordingly,
between these two extremes one may have all possible varia-

tions in the degree of solubility. As above pointed out, van

Bemmelen has shown that there is a close connection be-

tween the solubility of the partly dried hydrous oxide and the

extent and method of the drying. The solubility falls off

as the water content decreases and as thé size of the parti-
étés increases; thé same is true of the mordanting action.

Thé evidence seems to indicate that but one definite

crystalline hydrate has been prepared, the trihydrate, formed

by spontaneous precipitation from the solution of gelatinous

alumina in sodium or potassium hydroxide. Russ daims

that the produet which he obtained even in this way showed

no crystalline structure at a magnification of ~oo diameters,

although it was distinctly granular in character.

PREPARATIONAND PROPERTIES OF COLLOÏDAL

SOLUTIONS OF ALUMINA

Since it is possible to prepare an indefinite number of

hydrous aluminas differing in the size of the particles and in

the amount of water they contain, so it should he possible to

obtain colloidal solutions of alumina having widely varying

properties depending on the method of preparation.
1 Two

general methods are employed in the preparation of colloidal

solutions of hydrous alumina; hydrolysis of aluminum salts;

and peptization of the gelatinous oxide by acids and satts.

These will now be considered.

I. Colloidal Aluminum Oxides Prepared by Hydrolysis

Hydrolysis of /1~MW~:M)KAcetate.-Colloidal alumina

was first prepared by Crum~ by the hydrolysis of an aluminum

acetate to whieh he assigned the formula A~OH~OCOCH~.

"A solution of aluminum acetate so highly diluted that it con-

Cf.Bancroft:Jour.Phys.Chcm..19,252(t~s).
Liebi~Ann.,89,t68 (t8s4.)
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tained not more than i part of atumina to 200 parts of water

was placed in a stoppered bottle and the latter was immersed

up to the neck in boiling water where it was kept continuously

for ten days and nights. By this time it had almost entirely

lost thé astringent alum taste and had acquired that of acetie

acid. The liquid was now placed in a wide, flat vessel filling

it to a depth of '.4 inch; and by heating the solution so strongly

that it boiled actively over the entire surface, the acetic acid

was driven off in about i '/2 hours so that the liquid no longer

reacted to litmus paper. In this operation the liquid must

contain not more than i part of alumina to 400 parts of water

and the water lost by evaporation must be replaced continu-

ously.
"The liquid so obtained is almost as transparent and

c!ear as before the acid was driven off. Longer boiling
of the solution, particularly if it is eoncentrated, causes it

gradually to assume a gummy consistency which property
can be partly taken from it again by the addition of acetic acid.

"If one gram of sulphuric acid (SOs) in tooo grams of

water is mixed with 8000 grams of the solution which contains

20 grams of alumina, the whole thing sets to a solid trans-

parent gel. By compressing it in a bag, the liquid part of

the gel can be readily separated from the solid, the volume of

which in the compressed condition is but '/<;oto '~o that of

the gel. On investigation 1 found that the solid part of the

coagulum contained almost all the sulphuric acid, something

like i equiv alent of HtSC~ to 15 of A~O~.

"One formula weight of citric acid (tribasic acid) coagu-

lated it just as effectively as 3 formula weights of sulphuric acid

and i formula weight of tartaric acid (dibasic acid) just as

effectively as 2 formula weights of sulphuric. Two formula

weights of oxalic acid showed nothing like the same activity

as i formula weight of sulphuric acid. With hydrochloric

and nitrie acid must be used not less than 300 equivalents in

order to have the same effect as t equivalent of sulphuric

acid.

"One gram of potassium hydroxide in 1000 grams of
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water coagulates 9000 grams of the solution, which is in about

the proportion of i equivalent of KOH to 20 of A)~. Thé

mixture reacts weakly alkaline. The hydroxides of sodium,

ammonium and calcium react equally strongly. The coagulum

brought down by the hydroxides is partly dissolved again

by neutralizing with acetic or hydrochloric acid. The re-

sulting salts make the solution appear somewhat oily. A

boiling solution of potassium or sodium hydroxide dissolves

the coagulum and at the same time changes it into the ordinary

modification of atumina which separates out as the ordinary

hydrate with three atoms of water, when the alkali is neu-

tralized."

"Concentrated sulphuric acid likewise dissolves the solid

portion of the coagulum even after drying, especially if the

acid is hot. Strong hydrochlorie acid acts in the same way

at the boiling temperature, although less readily; and there

results the ordinary sulphate and chloride of aluminum. A

large amount of acetate can be added to the colloid before

coagulation takes place. When the solid portion of the coag-

ulum thrown down by a concentrated solution of sodium

acetate has been freed from this salt by compressing the pre-

cipitate, the latter dissolves again in pure water and the solu-

tion may be recoagulated by the addition of another portion

of this salt. Investigations with potassium acetate gave the

same results. Nitrates and chlorides coagulate it with diffi-

cutty. Solutions of the sulphates of sodium, magnesium and

calcium, bring down the coagulum just as quickly as a solu-

tion which contains the same amount of sulphuric acid in the

free state. On investigating such a mixture, sulphate was

again found iri the solid part of the coagulum and the liquid

reacted neutral."

"A small teaspoonful of the liquid placed in the mouth

immediately becomes solid by the action of the saliva.

"A digested alumina solution from which the acetic acid

has not been removed by boiling requires for coagulation some-

thing like double the amount of sulphuric acid required to

precipitate the boiled solution.
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"One of the characteristic properties of the solution

changed by digestion of the acetate is its inability to act as a

mordant. As is known, the ordinary acetates form a yellow

opaque precipitate with a quercitron extract. The solution

of the digested acetate is coagulated by such a mordant but

the color of the latter is changed but little and the coagulum

remains transparent. The same results were obtained by

using an infusion of logwood or Brazilwood."

Crum's experiments carried out more than three-quarters

of a century ago are particularly interesting and important
since they bring out so many facts of a general nature in con-

nection with colloidal oxides. Thus, it is evident that his

colloid is positive since anions are chiefly concemed in pre-

cipitating it. Anions of high valency have a high precipita-

ting power and are carried down to a considerable extent by

the gelatinous precipitate; univalent anions have a low pre-

cipitating power and in these cases the precipitation is re-

versible on account of the ease with which thé precipitating

agent is washed out. The conditions of formation, namely

prolonged digestion at a high temperature with subséquent

boiling, are conducive to the formation of larger and less

hydrous particles than would be obtained in the cold. Ac-

cordingly the precipitated oxide is not very soluble in acids

and alkalis and has no mordanting action. In general, it

corresponds to the oxide formed by long standing of ordinary

precipitated alumina. The Crum colloid has many proper-
ties in common with the Péan de St. Gilles' colloidal ferrie

oxide prepared in a similar way.2

Graham3 prepared a colloid having properties similar

to Crum's by heating an acetate solution for several days and

dialyzing in the cold.

Hydrolysis 0/~l<MtMtMMM!Chlorideand /KMttttKM)KNitrate.-

Graham failed to obtain colloidal aluminum oxide by the in-

termittent dialysis of the chloride. Since a 'Mo molar solu-

Comptes rendus, 40, 568, )243 ()8ss).

Weiser: Jour. Phys. Chem., 24, 277 (t9zo).

Phi). Mag., (4) 23,290 ()M:).
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:r h"r ~oL t.a.a~ __o0 _L_ ttion of the salt is but 4.5% hydrolyzed' at 25°, one should

expect the yield of colloid to be low. By the continuous

dialysis of a molar solution of the salt Neid!e~ found that
2 percent was transformed into colloid in r5 days. Since
the temperature coefficient of the hydrolysis is quite high'
a better yield should result if the solution were heated during
the dialysis. Neidle confirmed this conclusion by showing
that 9 5 percent of the salt was transformed into colloid when
a 0.05 molar solution was dialyzed for 37 hours at a tempera-
ture of75''to8o°.

Bittz~ attempted to prepare colloidal alumina by dialysis
of aluminum nitrate, but was unsuccessful, as almost all the
salt diffused through the dialyzer undecomposed.

II. CoUoldal Atuminum Oxides Prepared by Peptlzatlon

(l) Peptization 0//l~t(M!<MMM!OM~6y Aluminum 6'ûn~.–
Graham" peptized freshly prepared and thoroughly washed

hydrous aluminum oxide in a solution of aluminum chloride
and then dialyzed out the excess of the peptizing agent in
the cold. In this way he prepared a colloid that differs in

many respects from the colloid prepared by continued boiling
of the acetate. "Soluble alumina is one of the most
unstable of substances,-a circumstance which fully ac-
counts for the difficulty of preparing it in a state of purity.
It is coagulated or pectized by portions so minute as to be

scarcely appreciable, of sulphate of potash and, 1 believe, by
all other salts; and also by ammonia. A solution containing
2 or 3 percent of alumina was coagulated by a few drops of
well water, and could not be transferred from one glass to
another unless the glass was repeatedly washed out with dis-
tilled water, without gelatinizing. Acids in small quanti-
ties also cause coagulation; but the precipitated alumina

Ley:Zeit.phys.Chem..30,249('S~).
Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,3?, yt (t~ty).
Bjerrum:Zeit.phys.Chem..59, 343('907).
Ber.deutsch.chem.Ces.,35,4432()902).
[.iebig'sAnn.,m, 4; (;86:).
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readity dissolves in an excess of acid. The colloids, gum and

caramel, also act as precipitants.
"This alumina is a mordant and possesses indeed all

the propërties of the base of alum and the ordinary aluminous

salts. A solution containing o. 5 percent of alumina may be

boiled without gelatinizing, but when concentrated to haïf

its bulk it suddenly coagulated. Soluble alumina gelatin-

izes when placed upon red litmus paper, and forms a faint

blue ring about the drop, showing a feeble alkaline reaction.

Soluble alumina is not preeipitated by alcohol or by sugar.
No pure solution of alumina, although dilute, remained

fluid for more than a few days."
On account of the similarity in properties between the

oxide precipitated from true solution by ammonia and the

oxide prepared by the method of Graham, the latter con-

siders that his colloid is ordinary colloidal alumina while the

Crum colloid is colloidal meta-alumina, an allotropie modifica-

tion that is "no longer a mordant and forms when precipi-
tated a jelly that is not dissolved by an excess of acid." It

is evident that the difference in the properties of the two

colloids is the same as distinguished the so-called a and <~

oxides. Moreover, the colloids prepared by the two meth-

ods differ from each other in much the same way as the col-

loidal hydrous ferrie oxide prepared by the method of Péan

de St. Gilles differs from that prepared by the method of

Graham.' 1
Analogous to the case of the colloidal ferrie oxides,

the difference in the properties of the two aluminas is due

to the difference in the degree of hydration and the size of

the colloidal particles. Peptization of highly gelatinous
alumina in the cold favors the formation of small and highly

hydrous particles that are more soluble than the larger, less

hydrous particles formed during prolonged boiling.

Thé peptization of a gel of alumina by aluminum chloride

does not take place very readily; but a modification of Gra-

ham's method was proposed by Hantzsch and Desch~ which

Cf.Weiser:Jour.Phys.Chem.,24,277(tçzo).
I.iehig'sAnn.,323,30(<902).
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imote method of nt-fnarin~ thp f'r)))fnf) Tho~affords a very simple method of preparing the'eolloid. They
added a dilute solution of ammonium hydroxide to a solution

of aluminum chloride until the precipitate first formed no

longer dissolved on standing. This solution was then dialyzed,

giving a clear, colorless liquid that gave no test for chloride
ion. By evaporating on the water bath a glassy mass was

formed which dissolved in water, forming an opalescent cot-
loidal solution. The evaporation to dryness obviously re-
sulted in the formation of larger partictes, giving the colloid
a ctoudy appearance that was not characteristic of the original

preparation.

Neidte' carried out the dialysis of the solution of hydrous
aluminum oxide prepared by the method of Hantzsch and

Desch, at a temperature of 75° to 80° and obtained a slightly
opalescent colloid.

(2) P~Msh'oK Aluminum Oxide 6y Hydrochloric and
Nitric Acid and by Certain-C/t~r~~ and Nitrates.-Schneider'
first studied the behavior of pure gelatinous aluminum oxide

in the presence of varying amounts of hydrochloric acid. With

quite dilute acid an opalescent solution was obtained. The
solution containing 7 moles of hydrochloric acid to i of alum-

inum oxide was clear, although it contained both colloidal
atumina and aluminum chloride. This was proven by add-

ing to the perfectly clear solution a small amount of dilute

sulphuric acid which threw out a gelatinous precipitate. The
amount of alumina in colloidal solution was greater the more
dilute the acid employed and the longer the original oxide

precipitated with ammonia was allowed to stand in contact
with the mother liquor before filtering and treating with acid.

Schneider used acid of sufficient concentration that a por-
tion of the oxide was always converted to the chloride. He

found that 0.17 gram of A1203as the gelatinous oxide was

entirely converted to chloride by 20 ce of concentrated hydro-
chloric acid, as the addition of sulphuric acid gave no pre-

cipitate.

Loc.cit.

t.ichig'i!Ann..257,3.59(t8<)o).
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Schneider carried out some interesting experiments with

thé colloid obtained by peptization with relatively dilute

acid. He showed that the colloid could be evaporated several

times to a thin transparent film which was almost entirely

soluble in water, forming an opalescent colloidal solution.

The colloid which undoubtedly contained chlorine gave no

test with silver nitrate in the cold on heating, however, a

precipitate of silver chloride. was obtained but no colloid was

precipitated. Schneider believed that nitrate ion simply

displaced chloride ion. With silver oxide he observed not

only the appearance of silver chloride, but the coagulation

of the colloid.

The above results involve more than the simple displace-

ment of one ion by another. Since chloride ion is usually

adsorbed as strongly as nitrate, 1 doubt whether this factor

is of prime importance. Ruer' has shown that hydrous

ferrie oxide has a distinct protective action on silver chloride.

Accordingly a small amount of chloride ion in thé presence

of a large amount of hydrous ferrie oxide will not be detected

by the addition of silver nitrate since the protective action

does not al lowthe particles of chloride to become large enough

to cause turbidity. Now it has been found that hydrous

aluminum oxide has a very good protective power;~ hence we

rnight expect to get no test for chloride ion in the cold in thé

presence of an excess of this oxide although considerable of

the ion was present. On heating the solution, the usual test

was obtained due to partial agglomeration of the silver chloride.

The colloid was not precipitated in this case since it is stabil-

ized by preferential adsorption of the strongly adsorbed hydro-

gen and aluminum ions and the addition of a small amount

of the weakly adsorbed nitrate ion is altogether inadequate

to neutralize the adsorbed ions which give the colloid its

stability. The addition of silver oxide, however, introduces

the strongly adsorbed hydroxyl ion which neutralizes the

Xfit.anorg.Chem.,43, (ff~o~);cf.Weiser:Loc.cit.

Zsigmondy:"ChemistryofColloids,"translated by Spcar, iQt?,105;
Biltz:Ber.deutsch.chem.Ges.,37,1095('90~).
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r~Ht'tt~~Qftf~~tt~ttatt~tfftTiù ~~U~~at ~v~acharge on the particles precipitating the colloidal oxide to-

gether with silver chloride.

Schneider found that gelatinous atumina was peptized
by solutions of ferrie chloride and ferrie nitrate, giving a col-

loid with properties similar to the solution of hydrous alumina
in dilute hydrochloric acid. With these colloids the coagulum
obtained with sulphuric acid contained both ferric and alum-
inum oxide and both iron and aluminum were present in the

nitrate. Ferrie sulphate acted differently on the gelatinous
oxide than the chloride and nitrate. Solutions of the former

salt under 2 percent in the cold and more concentrated solu-
.tions when heated deposit what are usually called basic salts
of varying composition; but which we now know to be solid

solutions of ferrie oxide, sulphuric acid and water.' This

dissociation was hastened by the presence of alumina owing
to the neutralization of a part of the su)phuric acid. Ac-

cordingly when a dilute solution of ferrie sulphate was boiled
with hydrous alumina all the iron precipitated out, leaving

only aluminum in the filtrate.

On account of the strong hydrolysis of ferrie salts their
solutions will contain both ferrie and hydrogen ions, the

amount of each depending on the concentration and the tem-

perature. Since we might expect hydrous alumina to show a

strong adsorption for both of thèse ions and since chloride
and nitrate ions are not strongly adsorbed, the peptization by
these salts is readily understood. The colloidal solutions

will, of course, contain both hydrous ferrie oxide and hydrous
aluminum oxide. With ferrie sulphate, however, the ad-

sorption of the cations is eut down by the strongly adsorbed

sulphate ion and no colloid whatsoever results.

Müller2 has confirmed and extended the investigations of
Schneider. Equal quantities of hydrous alumina contain-

ing 1.224 grams of A~O:)were suspended in 250 cc of water
and peptized by the smallest possible amount of hydrochlorie
acid, ferrie ehloride, thorium nitrate and chromic nitrate.

CamcronandRoMnson:Jour.Phys.Chem.,11,6~t ~907).
Zcit. anorg. Chem., 57, 3' (1908).
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Dilute solutions of the salts were added in small quantities

([ ce to 2 ce) at a time and after each addition the contents

of the nask were boiled 10 to 15 minutes, replacing the water

as it evaporated. This was repeated until the oxide was com-

pletety converted into a homogeneous colloidal solution. For

complète peptization of t. 224 grams of aluminum oxide

were required t9.6 ce of 0.050~ hydrochloric acid ce of

i. 113 A~ferrie chloride; 10.4 cc of 0.385 N thorium nitrate;

and ~.5 ce of o.~y~N chromie nitrate. Calculating these

values to cubic centimeters of normal solutions required, we

find: 0.98 ce of hydrochlorie acid; i. 15 ce of ferrie chloride;

3.99 ce of thorium nitrate and 2.58 ce of chromie nitrate are

necessary for complete peptization. To convert i .22~.grams

of AI~Osto AIC!~it would be necessary to use 72..ce of nor-

mal hydrochlorie acid. Thus only '/?} of the acid necessary

for forming A1C1?was needed for peptization. The stability

of the colloid is quite high, probably owing to the presence
of a comparatively large amount of peptizing agent. "Dilute

univalent acids and salts with univalent anions can be added

without appreciable change. Acids with polyvalent anions

and their salts fc. g., sulphuric acid and sulphates) cause

coagulation of the colloid in quite low concentration."

From the above results it will be noted that ferrie chloride

is almost as good a peptizer for hydrous alumina as is hydro-

chlorie acid. In discussing Müller's observations Taylor'
1

says: "These results are not necessarily at variance with

Lottermoser's theory [that a peptizer must contain one, or,

in some cases, either of the ions of the disperse phase] for it

is quite probable that the first action between ferrie chloride

and aluminum hydroxide is the formation of some ferrie

hydroxide and aluminum chloride. Or ferrie chloride, like

all the above salts, is hydrolyzed into basic hydroxide and

free acid which is thus in a position to act on the aluminum

hydroxide with the production of AI It is rather curious

that hydrochlorie acid and ferrie chloride are apparently

equally effective in peptizing aluminum hydroxide."

"Chcmistryof Colloids,"1915,2o;i
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It seems to me altogether unnecessary to postulate the

formation of aluminum ions in solution to account for the

peptizing action of certain acids and salts. Lottermoserl

made the interesting and important observation that sub-

stances show a strong preferential adsorption for their own

ions; and that peptization may result from this preferential

adsorption. This does not exclude peptization of a substance

by preferential adsorption of ions other than its own. This
is what happens with hydrous aluminum oxide. Hydrogen
ion and the multivalent cations Fe Cr andTh' are

adsorbed more strongly than the univalent anions NO/
and CI'. Peptization, therefore, results and the solution con-

taining thé most readily adsorbed cation peptizes in the low-

est concentration. Since dilute ferrie chloride is completely

hydrolyzed at 100°, hydrogen ion plays the chief rôle in this

case. Aluminum chloride is not so strongly hydrolyzed and
it is a pity that Müller did not carry out some experiments
with this salt in order to get the relative effects of aluminum
ion and hydrogen ion. For the purpose of making this com-

parison, the following experiments were carried out:

Expertments on Peptlzatlon of Hydrous Alumina

An aluminum chloride solution was prepared contain-

ing 25 grams of A~O} per liter, Fifty cubic centimeters of

this solution were diluted to 50 ce, heated to boiling and pre-

cipitated with a slight excess of ammonia. After boiling 5
minutes the mixture was transferred to 250 ce bottles and the

precipitate thrown down in a centrifuge making 2000 r. p. m.

After centrifuging for 5 minutes, the supernatant liquid was

poured off and thé inside of the bottle rinsed after whieh 50
ce of water was added and the precipitate thoroughly shaken

up. The centrifuging was then repeated. On the third

washing by this process it was found that the removal of elec-

trolyte was so complete that a part of the precipitate went
into a colloidal solution that could not be thrown down by
centrifuging for 30 minutes. Accordingly, the precipitate

Zeit.phys.Chpm.,62,3.59(1908);Zeit.Ko')oidchemic,3, 31(fçnS).
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was washed but twice, after whieh it was transferred to an

Erlenmeyer tlask, suspended in 250 ce of water, and the sus-

pension heated to boiling. To this suspension jV/5 hydro-
chloric acid was added in i ce portions, boiling the solution
for 10 minutes between each addition. The behavior was

similar to that observed by Müller, but it was very difficult to

tell when all the oxide had gone into colloidal solution. Even
after peptization was apparently complete, a considerable

quantity of oxide was thrown down by centrifuging. More-

over, as has been pointed out, the oxide went into colloidal

solution if the washing was carried too far. If the precipitate
washed until it started to become colloidal, was suspended
in water, a considerable amount would be carried up. Hence,

comparable results would be obtained only in case each sam-

ple was washed to exactly the same extent. To avoid these

obvious sources of error the following method was employed
for comparing the peptizing action of different electrolytes Four

50 ce portions of the standard aluminum chloride solution were

precipitated and washed as above described. Thé precipi-
tates were transferred to a tcco ce flask and shaken with water

until the mass was entirely free from lumps. The suspension
was made up to tooo ce and 150 ce portions were transferred
to 250 cc Erlenmeyer flasks, stirring the suspension all the

while to ensure uniformity. 'The contents of the flask were

heated to boiling on an electrie hot-plate and the electrolytes
added; after which the boiling was continued for i hour, re-

placing the water as it evaporated. After boiling, the solu-

tions were transferred quantitatively to bottles and centri-

fuges for 10 minutes at 2000 r. p. m. The supernatant col-

loid could be readily poured off from the precipitate which

was subsequently transferred to a quantitative filter and

washed, using hot water, containing a little ammonium chlo-

ride. The weights of ignited oxide that were not peptized

gave at once the relative peptizing power of different elec-

trolytes, providing the same amount of electrolyte was used

in each case. Two series of experiments were made with

different samples of oxide and with different amounts of elec-
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trolytes. In Table 1 are given the results using5 ce of A~/5

electrolytes in 155ec; in Table II the results using io ce of

~V/5electrolytes in 160 ce. The electrolytesare arranged
in the order of peptizing power beginningwith the greatest:

TABLE1

PeptizationofAluminumOxide(t)

AluminumOxide

Electrolyte Amount added Grams

A~/5 ce –––––––––––––––––––––––N~ œ
Treated Remaining Peptized

HNO] 5 0.750 O.t6~ 0586
HCI 5 0.750 o.fyo 0.580
FeC!} 5 0.750 0.178 0.572
AtCla 5 0.750 o.t9t 0.559
HC2H302 5 0.750 0.2~2 0.508

None 0.750 o.3t3 0.77

TABI.EII

Peptization of Aluminum Oxide(2)

AtuminumOxide

Etectrotytc Atnountadded Grams

JV/S ce –––––––––––––––––––––––––

Taken Remaining Peptized

HNOa 10 0.750 o.o88 0.662
HC1 to 0.750 o.oçy 0.653
FeCt~ [o 0.750 o.to=). 0.6~6
A)C).j fo 0.750 o.)3o 0.620
HC~H~O! [o 0.750 o.2oy 0.5~.3

None 0.750 0.296 0.~5~

As shown in thé above tables, the electrolytes arrange
themselves in the same order in both series of experiments.
It is interesting to note the marked peptization of the pre-

cipitated oxide resulting from washing out the precipitating

agent. The peptizing action of nitric acid is slightly greater
than hydrochloric acid, indicating that nitrate ion is some-

what less strongly adsorbed by hydrous alumina than chloride

ion. This is actuaUy the case. Ferrie chloride acts almost
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like hydrochlorie aeid since it completely decomposes at 100°.

Contrary to what one might expect from I<ottertnoser's

theory, aluminum chloride apparently does not act so strongly
as either hydrochloric acid or nitric acid. Some might at-
tribute this difference to the solvent action of the acids. At
the dilution used this soivent action is comparatively slight,
however, since the supematant liquid left after coagulating
50 ce of thé colloid (from HCI) with potassium sulphate gave
no tests whatsoever for aluminum ion. The results indicate
that the formation of aluminum ion is not a necessary step
in the peptization of gelatinous alumina by acids and salts.

(3) Pc~o/MK .4cp~- ,-l(~.–Bent!ey and Rose' pre-
cipitated hydrous alumina and after thorough washing dis-
solved it in acetic acid. On the addition of hydrochlorie acid
to this solution, a gelatinous precipitate was obtained. In the
light of the investigation of Crum, Graham, Schneider,
Hantzsch and Desch and Müller above referred to, it would
seem that Bentley and Rose were dealing merely with pep-
tization of alumina by acetic aeid although they state: "Wee
were unabte to find anything in the literature available which
threw light on this phenomenon. Appar-
ently the similarity of this solution to the colloidal solutions
prepared by Graham's method was not recognized although
they note that: "The appearance of the precipitate indicated
a colloidal nature and suggested that an hydrosol was formed
by the action of acetic acid and that this was coagulated by
the hydrochloric acid added." Bentley and Rose carried
out experiments to determine the best concentration of acid
to use. It is very interesting to note the similarity between
these experiments and the earlier ones of Schneider on the
action of hydrochloric acid on hydrous alumina: "Equat
portions of a specimen of the hydrated oxide containing about
four molecules of water, were treated with equal volumes
of acetic acid varying by tens from 99.8 percent acid down to

40 percent and by ones down to one percent. It was found

'Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,35,t~<)o('9'.t);ci. Rose: Zcit.Konoidchentie.
IS. <'9'4).
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that above ~0percent acid scarcely any hydrosol was formed,
since hydrochloric acid did not produce coagulation. Nor-

mal aluminum acetate was the product formed. From 40
percent down, the amount of hydrosol steadily increased as
did the ease with which the material dissolved until a 4 per-
cent acid was reached. Below 4 percent the material dis-
solved only partly, the remainder swelling up to an almost

transparent mass which, after prolonged treatment, formed an

opalescent and most easily coagulated solution. For prac-
tical purposes we consider about 8 percent acid the most
favorable strength."

Unfortunately, the quantity of alumina used in the above

experiments was not given and so one has no way of judging
the peptizing power of acetic acid. This was determined in
the manner previously described. By referring to Tables 1

and II it will be noted that the peptizing action of acetic
acid is much less than the same concentration of hydrochloric
and nitric acids. This is what one might expect on account
of the low concentration of hydrogen ion in the acetic acid
solutions.

The colloid used by Bentley and Rose was prepared by
adding precipitated atumina to hot concentrated acetic acid
until no more would dissolve. This colloid was not very
stable, since, "if the solution was submitted to prolonged
boiling without the addition of any reagent, coagulation oc-

curred on centrifuging and sometimes simply by allowing
the material to stand." The precipitation value of hydro-
chloric acid was comparatively high. Quantitative data

showed, "that enough hydrochloric acid must be added to
make the solution N/5 in this acid in order to produce coagula-
tion. When the solution was 0.8 normal in hydrochloric
acid, 90 percent of the alumina was found in the coagulum.

1

The colloid was not precipitated by acetic acid. "We have,
however, been able to coagulate the solution by adding sodium
acetate and the coagulum thus formed dissolved in water
and was capable of reprecipitation by potassium sulphate.

Rosé:Loc.cit.
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We have also been able to seeure the same results by adding
aluminum sulphate, thus indicating that ions of aluminum
were capable of precipitating this cottoid. Rose has ex-
tended the investigations of Bentley and Rose on the pre-
cipitation of colloidal alumina: "Experiments on the addi-
tion of normal aluminum chloride and nitrate to the acetic
acid colloid have shown that the latter is not coagulated by
thèse salts and also not by sodium acetate. On the other

hand, aluminum chloride produces reversible coagulation in
a colloid prepared with hydrochloric acid but not with one

prepared with nitric acid; while aluminum nitrate coagulates
a colloid prepared with nitric acid but not one prepared with

hydrochloric acid. These observations prove, without doubt,
that for obtaining reversible coagulation, the coagulating
agent must at least possess an ion common to the phase in
colloidal solution."

Potassium sulphate coagulated the acetic aeid colloid

readily and the precipitate could not be washed into colloid
solution again. For some unknown reason Bentley and Rose
did not obtain coagulation with sulphurie acid. "Various
acids were substituted for hydrochloric acid but only one

other,-nitric acid behaved like hydrochloric aeid and pro-
duced coagulation. Sulphuric acid not only produced no

turbidity but cleared the solutions coagulated hy hydrochlorie
and nitric acids."

The observations above recorded were so unusual in
certain respects that further consideration seemed necessary.
On account of the low ionization of acetic acid, I should not

expect this acid to coagUtate alumina peptized by acetic acid
but sodium acetate should cause coagulation as observed by
Bentley and Rose, but apparently not confirmed by Rose.
Since I have shown that the peptizing action of hydrogen
ion and aluminum ion is almost the same and since hydro-
chloric acid and nitric acid precipitate the colloid, it would
seem that aluminum chloride and aluminum nitrate should
cause coagulation. Furthermore, since potassium sulphate

BentleyandRose:Loc.cit.
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te colloid readity, one would certainly expectprécipitâmes the colloid readily, one would certainly expect

sulphuric acid to do the same. Finally, since nitrate ion and

chloride ion are usually adsorbed to about the same extent,
it seems altogether unlikely that aluminum nitrate but not

aluminum chloride would cause reversible precipitation of

a colloid prepared by peptization of alumina with nitric acid
and that aluminum chloride but not aluminum nitrate would

cause reversible precipitation of a colloid prepared with hydro-
chlorie acid. To settle these points the following experi-
ments were carried out:

Expertments on Coagulation of Colloidal Alumina

(i) Coagulation o/ Colloidal Alumina prepared with

Acetic /lcM/.–The colloid used in these experiments was

prepared by the method of Bentley and Rose. Hot aluminum

chloride solution was precipitated with a slight excess of am-

monia and the oxide was washed thoroughly, making use of

thé centrifuge in the manner above described. A consid-

erable excess of the oxide was added to hot 8 percent acetic

acid and the mixture was allowed to stand for an hour with

frequent stirring. The resulting colloid was then centrifuged
for 15 minutes to remove the excess of alumina. The sol

was cloudy and quite viscous; but was fairly stable. To 5
ce portions of the colloid in test tubes werc added i, 3 and 5
ce portions of 25 percent solutions of sodium acetate, alumi-

num chloride and aluminum nitrate. Coagulation took

place in every case, the solution being so concentrated that a

jelly was formed. After standing over night, the contents

of the tubes were centrifuged for 10 minutes, the supernatant

liquid drained off and water added. It was found that the

coagulation was reversible in every case, the partial removal

of the precipitating electrolyte resulting in the reformation

of a colloidal solution. A small amount of dilute sulphuric
acid likewise caused coagulation. These results were con-

firmed by a dilute colloid prepared by a modification of Crum's

method.

(2) Coagulation of 6'fKM~' 6'0</0!~a/ ,4/KMMM.–It will
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iwa rnno~~raoi fi~of CVmta, e~rnrwan~i n~11.i..1 ..1.be recalled that Crutn prepared colloidal alumina by heat.

ing a solution of aluminum acetate for 10 days, followed by
removal of the acetic acid by boiling. This time-consuming
method has been successfully modified by following the same

procedure used in the preparation of colloidal ferrie oxide
from ferric oxide peptized by acetic acid. Sumcient aluminum

chloride to make 2 grams of A~O~ was precipitated with a

slight excess of sodium carbonate and thoroughly washed

with the aid of the centrifuge, until the precipitate started
to go into colloidal solution. To this oxide was added !oo

ce of warm acetic acid containing only about one-third of the

acid necessary to form normal aluminum acetate. The solu-

tion was kept at approximately 50° until all the oxide was

taken up. The almost clear solution was filtered, diluted to

i5oo ce and boiled vigorously for 2~ to 36 hours, replacing
the water as it evaporated. By this process almost all the

acetie acid was removed. The colloid was almost clear,
was odorless and the sour taste of acetie acid was lacking.
Five cubic-centimeter portions of this dilute colloidal alumina

were treated with sodium acetate, aluminum chloride and

aluminum nitrate. The colloid was precipitated by all three,
sodium acetate precipitating in lowest concentration and

aluminum nitrate requiring the highest concentration. The

precipitate was thrown down in the centrifuge, the super-
natant liquid poured off and replaced with distilled water. On

shaking up the solid, a colloidal solution was reformed. The

precipitation value of sulphuric acid was exceedingly low and

the coagutation was irreversible.

(3) Coagitlation of Colloidal Alumina prepared 7M'<

Hydrochloric and Nitric Acids.-The colloids were prepared

by Mutter's method above described, taking the precaution
to centrifuge out the excess suspended atumina. To 5 ce

portions of each of the colloids were added i, 3 and 5 ce por-
tions of 25 percent aluminum chloride and aluminum ni-

trate. Observations made after 10 hours showed that both

electrolytes precipitated both colloids. As observed, pre-

Weiscr:Jour.Fhys.Chem.,24,277()92o).
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viously, aluminum nitrate has a higher precipitation value

than aluminum chloride: thé t ce portion of the former failed

to precipitate either colloid while the t ce portion of thé latter

precipitated each of them. The precipitation was reversible.

Thé series of experiments above described give results

in exact accord with what one might expect with a colloid pep-
tized by preferential adsorption of cations; and indicate some

source of error in certain observations of Bentley and Rose,

and of Rose.

The Composition of the Colloids

In the literature is described a number of solid amorphous

substances designated as basic salts of aluminum. In most

cases these substances have been prepared by methods sim-

ilar to the peptization methods above given for the prepara-
tion of colloidal alumina; and have led certain investigators

to conclude that colloids prepared by this method are in

reatity colloidal basic salts of varying composition. Thus

Ordway' prepared what he termed basic salts of aluminum

by digesting the hydrous oxide with normal salts and evapora-

ting the solution so obtained to dryness. Tommasi~ pre-

pared certain solutions with properties strikingly similar to

colloidal alumina produced by the Graham method. He

allowed aluminum to act on cupric chloride solution and

claimcd to get "oxychlorides" the composition of which de-

pended on the concentration of copper. solution. With a

certain concentration of copper chloride, he obtained a sub-

stance to which he assigned the formula AlCIs.éAKOH)~

6H20. This substance was taken up by water and hydrous
alumina was precipitated from the solution on the addition

of certain salts such as the sulphates of sodium, potassium,

magnesium, ammonium, zinc, copper and iron; but it was not

precipitated by boiling with the chlorides of potassium, sodium,

ammonium, copper and barium, by potassium iodide, potas-
sium bromide, ammonium nitrate or potassium nitrate.

Am.Jour.Kci..~) 26,to6()8s8).
But).Soc.chim.Paris,(2)37,443()882).
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This similarity in behavior to the Graham colloid suggests
either that the latter is made up of basic salts of varying

composition or that Tommasi's "oxychlorides" are merely
mixtures. In my paper on hydrous ferric oxide' 1have pointed
out that there is little or no evidence for the existence of any
basic salt of iron; and that it is unnecessary to postulate the

existence of an indefinite number of basic or complex salt of

varying composition to account for the behavior of the col-

loidal hydrous ferrie oxides under widely varying conditions. 2

Similarly conclusive evidence of the formation of definite

basic aluminum salts by any method is also lacking, although
some are referred to in the literature. Thus Hautefeuille

and Perrey* prepared a number of amorphous products con-

taining chlorine, by passing aluminum chloride and oxygen
over heated alumina; but their composition varied so widely
with the conditions of formation that there is no indication

of the formation of definite compounds. From a study of

the hydrolysis of aluminum chloride, Wood~ likewise sug-

gested that a basic salt was formed in accord with the follow-

ing reaction: A!C)3H.;0=A!(OH)C~HCI. This could

not be proven on account of the impossibility of isolating
and analyzing the substance. The further suggestion was

made but, of course, not proven, that a solution of aluminum

chloride might contain both normal and basic chlorides of

varying composition in varying proportions.
It is claimed that a basic acetate is obtained by evapora-

tion of a solution of normal aluminum acetate. If rapid

evaporation occurs at low temperatures by spreading it out

in thin layers on glass or porcelain, a gummy mass perfectly
soluble in water is formed to which is assigned the formula

AI~CzH~O~.tO; but if left to evaporate slowly at ordinary

temperature it is said to deposit insoluble basic salts. It is

extremely doubtful whether definite compounds are obtained

Loc.cit.t.
Cf.Fischer:Zeit.anorg.Chem.,66,37(t9'o).

'Comptesrendus,100,)2t9 (t8S~).
Jour.Chem.Soc.,M,4!) ()<)oit).

Beilstein: "Handbuchder organischenChemie."
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in this way. Bentley and Rose' daim that the colloid pre-

pared by peptization of hydrous alumina with acetic acid con-

tains basic acetates and that the precipitate which is thrown

out by centrifuging the colloid is likewise a basic salt. Since

the precipitate went into colloidal solution on washing, they

analyzed it by the usual indirect method: The colloid was

analyzed for aluminum and acetic acid before centrifuging
and the supernatant liquid after centrifuging; the results

were expressed in grams per liter. The difference, they con-

sidered to represent the composition of the precipitate. Un-

fortunately, this indirect method can give correct results

only in case the precipitate absorbs no water, a condition

that hardly obtains even with a crystalline precipitate.~
Failure to take this into account with a bulky gelatinous
mass like precipitated aluminum oxide probably introduced

a very considerable error. Although no high degree of ac-

euracy was claimed they conclude that the solution consists

of a basic acetate mixed more or less with the normal ace-

tate. "As to the precipitate the formula which is apparently
nearest in correspondence with the above figure is

(A!OC!H,0~(Al20~.

This would yield alumina and acetic acid in the ratio 3. ~07 i

while our ratio as determined is 3. n6 t."

Bentley and Rose thought at first that the precipitate
formed by adding hydrochloric acid to the acetic acid colloid

was a basic acetate chloride similar to the crystalline chromi-

and ferriacetate chlorides (double salts) described by Wein-

land.' However, when they analyzed the precipitate thrown

down by hydrochloric acid and washed with water contain-

ing a little hydrochloric acid they found no acetic acid and so

concluded that the hydrochloric acid converted the basic

acetate to a basic chloride which was subsequently precipi-
tated by the addition of more acid.

Loc.et.

Leighton:Jour.Phys.Chem.,M,32.!88 (t9t6); cf.WeiserandMiddte-
ton Ibid.,24,30(<92o).

Chem.Ztg.,35,7 (1906).
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The experimental evidence cited is insumeient to sub-
stantiate the existence of any definite basic salts of aluminum.
It is altogether improbable that the colloids prepared by
peptization of gelatinous alumina are made up of basic salts
of varying composition. When the peptizing agent is hydro-
chtoric, nitric or acetic acid the colloid may contain some
normal aluminum salt in true solution, particularly if the pep-
tization is carried out at a high temperature and the acid
concentration is fairly high. The colloid, however, is hydrous
alumina, stabitized by preferential adsorption of hydrogen
ions and aluminum ions. When this colloid is precipitated
it carries down with it both positive and negative ions in
amounts depending on the conditions.

The Reversibility of Preclpitatlon of Hydrous Aluminum
Oxide

The view expressed in the preceding paragraph, that a

precipitated alumina varied in composition depending on the

degree of adsorption, was suggested by Bentley and Rose
and promptly rejected by them since they could not account
for reversibility of precipitation, starting with this assump-
tion. "An obvions suggestion as to the identity of the pre-
cipitate would be that it was simply alumina holding back
some acetic acid in the form of normal aluminum acetate or
in some other form and that the amount of acetic acid thus

retained was accidental rather than definite. This view we

reject because the precipitate dissolved when treated with
a considerable quantity of water as described. It seems

impossible, or at least unlikely, that an indefinite mixture

should dissolve in this way. This investigation confirms
the conclusion that the cause of the reversibility of coagula-
tion is accomplished by the crystalloidal soluble salt (either
the basic or the normal) of the acid used for the formation
of the colloid."

There is nothing new in the observation that "thé pre-
cipitate dissolved when treated with an excess of water."
Thé analytical chemist is frequently confronted with this
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dtBSculty. Thus, a silver halide precipitated with excess
halide and filtered at once will run through the filter when
the excess of halide is washed out. Stannic oxide must be
washed with dilute nitrie acid to prevent its going into col-
loidal solution. Zinc sulphide readily washes into colloidal
solution if the wash water contains no electrolytes. Rose'

amplifieshis explanation of the nature of the colloid formed
with alumina and acetic acid and of the cause of the reversi-

bility of precipitation: "The followingconclusionsmay be
drawn from the results of the experimentsabove described:
i, that the phase in colloidal solution in the hydrosol is

composed of basic compounds of aluminum with the acid
used; 2, that the molecules which constitute the colloidal
particles are ionized to a certain extent; and 3, that the re-
versible coagulation represents a phase of the well estab-
lishedlaw of mass action applied to the solubilityproduct. A
searchthrough the, literaturewith referenceto this has shown
that several investigators consider their solutions weakly
ionized. It is quite clear,however, that noneof the accepted
theoriescan explain the reversiblecharacterof these hydrosols.

"From the experiments on the washing and ultimate

dissolvingof the coagulum obtained by centrifuging of the

hydrosol, it was clear that the solution, little by little, be-
camefurther hydrolyzedby each new addition of pure water
until the substance approached pure aluminum hydroxide.
Likewise it appeared evident that the addition of dilute

hydrochloric acid instead of water gradually displaced the
acetic acid from the hydrosol until the latter was completety
removed. From these considerations it must followthat we
are dealing here with a series of colloidallydissolvedcomplex
compounds which in some respects are like the complex
weakly ionized crystalline compounds such as are described

by A. Werner, R. F. Weinland and their pupils. As was

previously pointed out, the investigations of Weinland on
the hydrated ferri- and chromiacetate chloridesare of particu-
lar interest in this connection."Il

'Loc.cit.
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~rL,o "4"0 _r ~LThe above explanation of the nature of colloidal alumina
is open to a number of objections. In the first place, as pre-
viously pointed out, there seems to be no very good reason
for postulating that the different colloidal aluminas are com-
plex basic salts of widely varying composition depending on
the method of preparation, particularty since there is no con-
clusive evidence of the existence of any definite basic salt of
aluminum. It seems to me that there is a wide difference
between the definite crystalline double salts prepared by
Weinland and hypothetical complex basic aluminum salts.
Moreover, by hydrolysis of a dilute solution of aluminum
acetate and boiling off the acetic acid, it is possible to pre-
pare a colloidal solution in which the ratio of alumina to acetic
acid is so large that it is inconceivable that the disperse phase
is a basic salt. And yet, the colloid prepared by long boiling
of the acetate is quite similar to the Bentley and Rose colloid.

The theory that the reversibility of the colloid is due to
the variation in the concentration of the soluble aluminum
salt of the acid used in its formation in agreement with the
mass action law, is likewise not in accord with thé facts. 1
have pointed out that Rose's observation is incorrect, namely
that aluminum chloride but not atuminum nitrate causes
reversible coagulation in a colloid prepared with hydrochloric
acid; and that aluminum nitrate but not aluminum chloride
causes reversible coagulation in a colloid prepared with nitric
acid. Moreover, contrary to Rose's observation, it has
been shown that sodium acetate readily precipitates a colloid
prepared with acetic acid and atumina.

There is an apparent disposition on the part of Bentley
and Rose to regard the precipitation by potassium sulphate
as distinctly different than the precipitation by hydrochloric
and nitric acids: "The substance is, however, different from
that formed by either of the other precipitants investigated
for this coagulum will not dissolve in water even though it
is washed repeatedly. It has appeared to us that this pre-
cipitation is like that which usually occurs when a colloidal
solution is precipitated by an electrolyte.
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In the work carried on in this laboratory on the adsorp-
tion of precipitating ions by hydrous oxides we have found
that reversible precipitation usually occurs with electrolytes
having univalent ions, altogether irrespective of the physical
charaeter of the precipitate.' On the other hand, with elec-

trolytes having multivalent anions, the precipitation is nearly
always irreversible. This is what one should expect. Elec-

trolytes with univalent anions precipitate the positive hydrous
oxides only at high concentration on account of the weak ad-

sorption of the anions. The weakly adsorbed anions are,
of course, readily washed out and so the precipitates go into
colloidal solution when washed with pure water. On the
other hand, electrolytes with multivalent anions precipitate
in extremely low concentration as a rule and the strongly
adsorhed anions are not readily removed, so that under these

circumstances the precipitates are not carried back into col-
loidal solution by washing. From this point of view the
observations on the colloid formed by peptizing alumina with
acetic acid are readily interpreted. When gelatinous alumina
is added to dilute acetic acid, a portion of the alumina is dis-

solved. the amount varying with the concentration of the

acid, the temperature and the method of procedure followed;
and a portion is peptized by preferential adsorption of hydro-
gen ions and aluminum ions. If the solution so obtained is

highly diluted and boiled until acetic acid can be no longer
detected, a stable colloid is obtained that will stand indefinitely
without coagulating. However, if the colloid is prepared by
saturating an 8 percent solution of acetic acid with hydrous
atumina, and filtering, it is too concentrated to possess thé

high degree of stability of a dilute colloid; hence, a portion
will settle out on standing. The precipitate carries down
with it acetate ion and an equivalent amount of atuminum
and hydrogen ion. The addition of an excess of an acid or
salt having a univalent anion causes agglomeration and the

precipitating anion is carried down in the precipitate. When
these precipitates are washed the weakly adsorbed anion is

~Weiser:Jour. Phys.Chem.,~4,277 (tçzo).
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removed, together with an equivalent amount of cation until
the concentration of the precipitating agent is so low that the
entire pr~cipitate goes into colloidalsolution again. The pre-
cipitate that can be obtained with a trace of potassium sul-
phate is not reversible since sulphate ion is too strongly ad-
sorbed to be removed by washing with pure water.

The Action of Alkalis on Gelatinous Aluminum Oxide

In considering the peptization of hydrous alumina some
mention should be made of the action of alkalis on the newly-
formed oxide. It is known, for example, that chromic oxide
is peptized by caustic a!ka!iand that no chromite is fonned.'

Similarly, beryllium hydroxide,2 and to a certain extent,
hydrous copper oxide,~cobalt oxide and stannic oxide~are

peptized by sodium and potassium hydroxide. In these
cases peptization is caused by preferential adsorption of

hydroxyl ion, resulting in the formation of a negative col-
loid. Certain authors'' have supported the view that hydrous
aluminum oxide is carried into colloidal solution in this way
by sodium hydroxide and potassium hydroxide. However,
the bulk of the évidence' seems to indicate that peptization
plays but a slight rôle in thé process and that definite alum-
inates are formed. The composition of thé aluminates is

KAtOx or NaAIO.2or some multiple thereof. Allen and

FischerandHerz:Zeit.anorg.Chem.,31,3j.! ()')02);Nagel:Jour.
Phys.Chem.,!9,33;,569(t~t~).

Hantzsch: Zeit. anorg. Chem., 30, 289 (t90?).
IOew: Zeit. anal. Chctn., 8, 463 ()87o); Fischer: Zeit. anorg. Chctt).,

40, 39 <904).

Tuhandt: Ze:t. anorg. Chen).. 45, 368 (1905).

Varga: Kolloidchem. Beihefte, n, t ()9)9).

Mahin, Ingraham and Stewart: Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 35, 30 ('9)3).
Prescott: Jour. Am. Chem. Soc..2,27(t88o);Lytc:Che)n.NEws,si,;o9

(tSits); Noyes and Whitney: Z<-it. phys. Chcn)., 15, 694 (t894): Herx: Zeit.

anorg. Chem., (f90&); Hantzsch: Ihid.. 30, 289 (tQoz); Rubenbauer:

Ibid., 30, 33t (t~); Fischer and Herz: Ibid.. 3!, 355 ()oo2); Slade: Jour.
Chem. Soc.. M, ~2) (t9o8); Zeit. anorg. Chem.. 77, 457 (<9t2); Hildebrand:

Jour. Am. Cbem. Soc., 35, 864 (t9' B)um: Jbid.. 35, [499 (t9t3); 36, 23X3

(<9'4). Stade and Polack: Trans. Far. Soc., 10, )5o (19)4).
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Rogers' have prepared crystals of potassium aluminate hav-

ing the composition K.;At.O~H:0. The hydrolysis of the

aluminates in solution results in the formation of colloidal

alumina which then settles out in the slightly hydrous, diffi-

cultly soluble, granular form.

The Physical Cha.racter of Preclpitated Alumina

Hydrous aluminum oxide is ordinarily precipitated in an

extremely gelatinous form that is very difficult to filter, a

property distinctly more marked with this oxide than with

the corresponding iron oxide. Taytor'~ daims that the oxide

is less gelatinous if the precipitation is carried out at 66° in-

stead of at 100°. 1 have compared the precipitates obtained

at the two temperatures and find that both are quite volumin-

ous. As pointed out in the preceding section, colloidal alumina

is formed by the hydrolysis of alkali aluminate and from this

solution it precipitates in a slightly hydrous granular form.

Under these conditions the precipitation is relatively slow

and takes place in a medium having a solvent action. As 1

have shown in the case of colloidal hydrous ferrie oxide,'
these are the conditions under which one would expect to

get granular precipitates. The explanation of this behavior

with colloidal solutions has been considered in the paper re-

ferred to above and need not bc discussed here. Although
colloidal ferrie oxide may be precipitated in a distinctly

granular form under suitable conditions, the coagulation of

positive colloidal alumina always results in a highly gelatinous

precipitate. Analogous to the observations with hydrous
ferrie oxide, it seemed probable however, that colloidal

alumina coagulated by an acid having some solvent action

might produce a less voluminous precipitate than is obtained

with a neutral salt. Since dilute sutphuric acid possesses a

slight solvent action on the colloid prepared by hydrolysis
of aluminum acetate and since potassium sulphate solution

Am.Chem.Jour.,24,30~()')<x)).
1

Chem.News.103,t<;<)(t9<<).
'Jour. Phys.Chem.,24, 277()92o).
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possesses no such action, some experiments were earried out

to détermine whether the precipitate obtained with the acid

is less voluminous than that obtained with the salt. Un-

fortunately, the precipitate obtained with both electrolytes

was so hydrous that it settled very slowly indeed; and so

the comparison could not be tnade by the same method

used with colloidal ferrie oxide. However, the following

procedure was found to be satisfactory: Twenty-five cubic

centimeter or fifty cubic centimeter portions of a colloid con-

taining 2 grams A~O:! per liter were precipitated with an

equal volume of the electrolytes and the solutions allowed to

stand for an hour, after which they were centrifuged for three

minutes at 2000 r. p. m. The supematant liquid was poured

off, the precipitates transferred quantitatively to graduated

test tubes and the centrifuging repeated. By subjecting all

solutions to the same procedure, comparable results were ob-

tained. The results of the two series of experiments are

given in Table III.

TABLEIII

Solutionsmixed
Votume ofprecipitate

CC
Colloid Electrolyte

25 ce o.25ccof.K!SO<in25ce 2.8

25 ce 0.5 ccof.H!SO<in25cc 2.7
25 ce )o.oceof.H:SO)in25cc t.8

25 ce 25.0 ce of A' H<SO<in 2s ce .7
50 ce o. s ceof K~SO~in 50 ce 5. r

50 ce 0.5 ce of H}SO<in 50 ce 5.0
50 ce 5.0 ce of .V H~S04in So ce 4
50 ce fo.o ec of .V H:S04 in 50 ce ~oo

50 ce 25.0 ce of .V H:S04 in 50 ce 3.99

From the results of the two series of experiments above

recorded it is evident that the precipitate obtained with a

fairly high concentration of acid is less voluminous than that

obtained with a small amount of acid or salt. Thé difference

could not be due to the removal of alumina by the formation

of aluminum sulphate since the supernatant liquids after
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v. r. 1- _1_
centrifuging were tested for aluminum by making them

slightly alkaline with ammonia and allowing them to stand;
in only one case was a test obtained: Expehment number

four, Table III. Though less marked, the results are quite
similar to those obtained with colloidal hydrous ferrie oxide.

The results of this investigation may be summarized as

follows:

(t) Aluminum oxide forms but one definite hydrate, the

trihydrate, precipitated from the solution of the oxide in caus-

tic alkali. The so-called hydrates formed by precipitating
soluble aluminum salts with ammonia are not definite com-

pounds but are hydrous oxides prepared or analyzed under

such conditions that their percentage composition just hap-

pened to approach that of a definite hydrate.

(2) Analogous to ferrie oxide, it is possible to prepare

any number of hydrous aluminum oxides differing in the size

of the particles and in the amount of water they contain.

The larger and less hydrous the particles the smaller is the

solubility in acids and alkalis. There is no temperature of

inversion from the ordinary oxide which is soluble to the so-

called meta oxide which is insoluble. Accordingly, an in-

definite number of hydrous oxides are possible that show a

continuous variation in their solubility in acids and alkalis.

(3) Any number of colloidal aluminas may be prepared
which show a continuous variation in properties. The col-

loidal oxide prepared by prolonged digestion of aluminum

acetate at a high temperature is insoluble in acids and alka-

lies and has no mordanting action; the colloid prepared by

peptizing gelatinous alumina with aluminum chloride and

dialyzing in the cold, is soluble in acids and possesses a mor-

danting action. By suitable variation in the conditions, col-

loids with intermediate properties are readily formed.

(4.) Colloidal alumina is a positive colloid and so is

stabilized by preferential adsorption of cations. The relative

peptizing power at 100 of certain acids and salts on gelatinous
alumina has been determined. The order is: nitrieacid >

hydrochloric acid > ferrie chloride > aluminum chloride >
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acetic aeid. The peptizing power of ferrie chloride is almost
the same as of hydrochloric acid since dilute solutions of the
former are completely hydrolyzed at 100° with the formation
of colloidal ferrie oxide and hydrochloric acid. It is probablyincorrect and altogether unnecessary to assume the formation
of aluminum ion as an intermediate step in the peptizationof aluminum oxide by acids and salts.

(5) Thé coHoids formed by peptization of gelatinous
alumina are not composed of basic salts of varying composi-tion. Moreover, there is no necessity for postulating the
formation of a series of hypothetical complex salts in order
to account for the properties of the colloid.

(6) The coagulation by electrolytes of colloidal aluminas
prepared by different methods has been studied. Strongacids with univalent anions and their salts precipitate the
colloid but only in high concentration. The precipitationwith these electrolytes is reversible on account of the weak
adsorption of the anion which is readily removed by washing.Acids with multivalent anions and their salts precipitate the
colloids in very low concentration and the precipitation is
irreversible since the strongly adsorbed multivalent anions
can not be removed by washing.

(7) Rose's explanation of the cause of thé reversibilityof precipitation of colloidal alumina has been shown to be
theoretically and experimentally unsound.

(8) Gelatinous alumina dissolves in caustic soda or caustic
potash with the formation of an aluminate that is unstable.
The decomposition of the aluminate forms a colloidal hydrated
alumina which separates out in a granular, difficultly soluble
form.

(9) Observation of the effect of the nature of the coagula-
ting agent on the physical character of the precipitated oxide
confirms the conclusions previousty reached from the inves-
tigations on colloidal hydrous ferrie oxide.

P<~]f;mM<o/ C/MtMt'~y
TheRice/M~t'<M~
//OMt<fM,Texas



A RELATION BETWEEN THE VOLUME AND THE

VELOCITY0F SOME ORGANIC IONS

BY HOMERW. SMITH

Investigation jMf/M'M' that the ~W: f/ OMorganic t'f!

is independent of the WN~ of the ion, and <(/< of

configitration. 7~depends M~PK/M~yM~UKtwofactors:

First-The specific Ka<M~ c'/ the M!;r~t~ or polar g~K~

M'<cAtheion tMM'yits chemical properties.

~<-OKJ–7'~ptotal ru/M~c o/ the ion.

ZK arty series of ions /<a:'mg a c<wn)~MM);;c nucleus, and

no 0~<-(~–COO',–A~ –A~ etc.), <!Ht/apart from

certain W~H-~Hf~ disturbing tM~«<'KCM,the t'~OC!~ is an

tMM'r!fexponential/MMCh'OK6'/ the t'f~KC.

In :894, G. Bredig' published a lengthy treatise on the

velocities of organic ions, in which he pointed out all of the

salient facts, considering the phenomena involved in terms of

motecular weights. He recognized the numerous parallels and

exceptions, and treated them from an additive point of view.

Since Bredig's publication, more light has been thrown on the

volume of the atoms and atom-groups comprising the organic

molecule, and it is the purpose of this paper to point to the

regularity in the behavior of these ions when considered on a

basis of volume, rather than mass.

The j9c<~M~a<MMof foMM' t't'/oct~–Thé equivalent

conductance of a dissolved salt increases with dilution, at

first rapidly, then more slowly, and as very great dilutions are

reached it approaches a maximum. This increasing con-

ductance with dilution is supposed to be the result of increasing

ionization, and the equivalent conductance is, therefore, the

greatest at a dilution where the salt is completely ionized.2

Zeit.phy..Chefn.,13,)9t ('894).
Thefaitureofsaltsof strongacidsandbasesto obeythe masslawin

thematterofionizationhasbecnexntaincdonthéhypothesisthatsuchsubstances

are completelyionized,evenin concentratedsolutions,and that the decrease

intheconductanceratioisto beattrihutedwhollyto adecreaseinionicmohitity.

arisingfrominterionicattractions(secondaryvatence(H. W.S.)) and not to
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This maximum value is sometimes determined by direct
measurement at great dilution, but more often by extrapola-
tion to zero concentration from several detertnined dilutions.
Thé equivalent conductance of a salt at infinite dilution will
be thé combined conductance of the two ions, and to obtain
the conductance of either ion alone, it is necessary to combine
this value with the transference number of one of the ions as

determined by other methods. Thus it is known that in a
dilute solution of sodium chloride, the sodium ion carries

4.2 percent of the current. and the chlorine ion 58.8 percent.
Since at infinite dilution the equivalent conductance of sodium
chloride is 119.4.(25°), the equivalent conductance, A, of the
sodium ion is 49.2, and that of the chlorine ion is 70.2. Having
once determined the equivalent conductance of the sodium
ion or the chlorine ion, at 25°, we need only to subtract that
value from the equivalent conductance of any sodium salt or
chloride similarly determined for infinite dilution and at the
same temperature, to obtain the equivalent conductance of
the other ion. Since each ion carries a unit, or some multiple
of a unit charge, it is supposed that the variations observed
in the equivalent conductance of various ions are attributable
to differences in the velocity with which they move through
the solv ent, and the terms "equivalent conductance" as applied
to ions are used interchangeably with the terms "ionic velocity."

The values for the ionic velocity given here are quoted
directly from Bredig's paper. For ANa, he used 4.9.2; for

~ch 70 2. Atl of his work was done at 25°, and is expressed
in thé Siemens unit.

The Calculation o/ 7om'c Volume.The conception that a
molecule occupies a definite and well-defined space which no
other molecule can occupy simultaneously is founded upon

the associationof ions into true molecules.(Mitner:Phil. Mag..35, 2t4,
354(1918);Ghosh:Jour.Chem.Soc.,tl3,~49,627(t9t8); Bjcrrum:Xeit.Etek-
trochemie,24,32! (<9t8);Noyes:Jour.Am. Chem.Soc.,30,335,3~3(tt)o8);
and Noyesand Macinnes.Ibid., 42, ~o (<92o).)Langmuircarriesthis idea
a stepfurther,saying."Accordingta this theoryallsaltsare completelyionized
evenbeforetheyare broughtinto solution." Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,42, 274
f'92o);cf. p. 292.
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the apparent fact that a gram-molecule of any substance pos-

sesses a well-defined volume, specifie for that substance at a

certain temperature and pressure. From an analysis of the

gram-molecule volumes of a number of liquid chemical com-

pounds, it has been shown that each atom contributes a

definite share to this volume, just as each atom contributes

a definite share to the total mass, though the calculation of the

total volume of the molecule is by no means as simple as the

catcutation of its total mass. The difficulties inherent in the

former arise from the facts that the volume of an atom may

vary under different conditions-the volume of oxygen, for

example, varying by more than 100 percent-and that inter-

actions take place between groups which result in a shrinkage

in the total volume of the molecule.

For the purposes of calculating molecular and ionic vol-

umes, the rules of Le Bas' have been observed. They are

briefly summarized here, but for the details the original mono-

graph must be consulted. The figures given are based upon

the study of liquid chemical compounds at the normal boiling

point, and represent the volume in cubic centimeters. No

hard and fast rules can be set down for the calculation of

molecular volumes, and it is always best wherever possible to

work from a compound of known volume. The principal

atomic and group volumes are as follows:

C 14.8 –CH9 26.0

H 3.7 –C~ 48.0

CI 21.6 6 Terminal –C~H?¡ 7"o

24.6 Média! –C<H9 92 3

2<.6 On the ring
Br 27.2 -OH to.o

1 37.99 -N H2 17.88

S 25.6 Mercaptans and Thioethers –CO 22.0

N 27.0 Ring and -SCN -CHO 25.9

–CN 30.4

–NO' 32.0

io. Primary amines -COOH 37.8

12.0 Secondary-Tertiary aminés –SON 52.0o

('S 2) (Quaternary)
P 27.0 –CeHi 92.8

The Molecular Volumes of Liquid Chemical Compounds: Longman-i,

G[ecnandCo.(t9).).
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Oxygen:
6.~A)coho)s
99'oEthers
7 4 A)dehydesand ketones

'z.oCO in acids

We have used these values for the hydrocarbon radicals
when in combination with N.

-CH3 (25.2)
–C:H. (46.8)
–C~H, (67.9)
–CJri, (89.0)
–Cf~Hn (to~.y)

The polar groups interact, causing contractions as indi-
cated

-0. -Br, -I, -OH, -NH:, -NO:, -COOH.
Q'af –0.0 o

o~ -3.0 On the ring,
a -1 –4.55 Ortho –2.2z
cS (-6.0) Meta –) r

(–7.5) Para (–0.5)
(–92)

–C0.±o.o
For every Megroup. –o 5

-H:C:CHX –t~
-XHC:CHX – 7

The formation of a ring is accompanied by large contrac-
tions

Three members 6.55 Seven members --2o.oo
Four members 8.55 Eight members –25 s
Five members –n.5 Eleven members–260
Six members –15.0 Twelve members -30.0 o

Eighteen members –~8.0o

In estimating the contraction of a ring, every atom which
enters into each ring is coun~ed, even though some atoms may
be counted two or three times. Thus, in naphthalene, there
are two rings, each of which contain six members, so the con-
traction would be -30.0, in pyridine, –15 (six members),
etc. This contraction is shared alike by every atom in the
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ring, as well as the attached hydrogens. Therefore, the value

of hydrogen in benzene is 3.2, rather than 3.7.
When a polar group is attached to the benzene ring,

there are further contractions:

–CHs.etc. –0.5 –N0: –2.7
–COOC:H,,etc. –0.3 –COOH–3.9
-OH -0.9 –NH2 -4.3
–COOCH:. –g g –CH.X As indicated for X

-CI, -Br, –I, OCH), =0.0

(The figures in parenthesis are not given by Le Bas,

but are my own extrapolations from the available data, and

are given merely to indicate the values used in such cases.)

The nitrogen derivatives present the greatest difficulty.
Thé influence of the nitrogen atom upon the hydrocarbon

complex is such as to greatly diminish its value in the lower

members. The values given are derived by simply subtracting
the figure given by Le Bas for –NH: from the observed values

of the amines.

Attention is called to the fact that the molecular volume

calculated by this method represents the gross volume of the

molecule when surrounded by a thenno-dynamic environment

of an homologous nature; no aHowanee has been made for any

changes in volume which might follow its introduction into a

dissimilar environment. There is sufficient evidence to

indicate that the volume of an ammonium molecule may
not be the same when in aqueous solution as it is when

it is surrounded by nothing but ammonia molecules. It has

been tacitly assumed that the molecular volumes will parallel
molecular-solution volumes, and that for the purpose of

comparing the behavior of different molecules under similar

conditions, the latter may be neglected. The results obtained

indicate that this assumption is well founded, and that Le Bas'

method of calculation will lead to the uncovering of some very
nice relationships involving the volume of the molecule.

The Comparison of lonic Veloclty on a Basls of Volume

The ~<rogCM /M'o«'t'<–Thèse compounds may be

divided into four principal groups according to the nature of
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41.1. ~_L.t. ut_ _v.the polar group whichcarnes the open valence, or the ionic-

polar group

i-Primary Nitrogen
2–SeeondaryNitrogen
3–Tertiary Nitrogen
4-QuaternaryNitrogen
–Pyridine Nitrogen(possibly)

These groups are identified by two charaeteristics: (i)
a fairly smooth curve can be drawn through eachgroup when
volume is plotted against velocity; (2) each successivegroup
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as named showsa greater velocityat a given volume than the

precedinggroup. (SeeFig. i.) We will consider each group

separately.

Phmary Nitrogen
TABLE1

<M

V' A ~y,A

Ammonia NH/ 30.6 70.4 447
Methylamine MeNH/ 46.77 57.6G 462
Ethytamine EtNH,' 68.3 46.8 460
Allylamine (~~NH/ 82.22 4~55 450
iso-Propylamine (Me):CHNH3' 88.9 40.0 452
~-Bromoethytamine BrCH:CH:NH/ 88.8 39.4 445
Propylamine PrNHa' 89.4 40.1I 457
iso-Butylamine (Me)<CHCH.NH/ no.o 36.3 460
Aniline PhNH/ ito.3 35.99 455
o-Toluidine McC<iH<NH/ '30.4 33.5 464
iso-Amylamine (Me):CH(CH:)2NH/ f3o.7 33.9 470
Benzylamine PhCH:NH/ 13!. t 34.22 475
M-Totuidine MeC~NH/ t3f.55 32.88 458
~Totuidine MeCfiH<NH/ '32.66 33.00 464
Xylidene, t:3:4ç (Me):.C,tH:jNH/ '52.3 3oo 456
Menthylamine C~H~NH~' 1204.7 26. o 463

We see that these compounds show a constantly de-

creasing velocity, when arranged in the order of increasing

volume. The necessity of considering volume, rather than

MMM,is apparent in this group, though not as striking as in

some of the later ones. The formation of a ring compound
is accompanied by a large contraction in volume, this con-

traction being shared by each atom of the ring.

M.W. V. A.4

Hexytainine )0f.t<) '5'' t –

Benzylamine '07.15 tjf.' 342
!Amy)amine 8y.ftt '30.7 33 9

Thus benzylamine, which has a mass equivalent to hexytaminc,
has a volume equivalent to that of amylamine, which it also

approximates in velocity.
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Agam. bromoethylamine has a mass twice as great as

propylamine, but their volumes and velocities are respectively
nearly identical.

Propytamine 40. i
~-Bromoethylamine '2~.03 88.8 39-4

The comparison might be extended by numerous instances;
the result of the introduction of a ring, a halogen, a hydroxyl
group, a nitro group, etc., into a simple aliphatic compound
is evidently a change in velocity proportional to the change
in volume, and not in mass.

With each group is given an empirical equation which
y –

yields approximately a constant: W.A = K. It is not
assumed that this equation represents the exact interpretation
of the relation between velocity and volume, but it serves as a
check for the graphica! picture and enables us to compare
various compounds in each group. No attempt has been
made to secure ultimate accuracy for y; a slight variation one

way or the other might be said to fit the facts just as well.

Though the significance will not be evident as yet, we
will call attention to the tact that the ring-containing com-

pounds, aniline, the toluidines, xylidene and menthylamine,
do not show sufficient deviation from the group constant to
warrant our assigning to the ring any spécifie influence upon
the nitrogen nucleus.

Secondary Nitrogen

ÏABLE Il

vi
Il

1.6
-~V.A

Dimethyta~ine (Me)sNH~ 70.0 50 t yn
Piperidine CsH,<,NH/ m.5 ~g 684
Diethylamine (Et~NH:' 113.0 36 1 ûot
Methytanitine PhNH/Me [33.3 3~.0 y~
Dipropylamine (Pr)2NH/ t~.2 30.4 7; 2
Conimine PrO~HaNH~' 179.3 28 o 718
Ethylaniline PhNH/Et .55.3 30.5 714
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Only a very fewcompoundseontaining secondary nitrogen
are available for study. There is no question, however,
but what they form a separate group, because the velocity
of the lower members is greatly increased over that of the

former group. The differencein velocity between primary
and secondary nitrogen becomes less marked as the volume

Tertiary Nitrogen

TABLEIII

I ..<
V. A ~v,A

1

Yi "ViA

Trimethy!amine,

(Me~NH' 9!.77 47.00 ~y

Methyldiethylamine,

(Me)(Et):NH' 134.5 35.8 942

Triethylamine,

(Et)aNH' 156.3 32.6fi 945

Tripropylamine,

(Pr~XH'. 226.2 25.6 950

!Mean, 948

Y; ,\o)H Actttc.

Dimethvlaniline,

PhN('Me)!H' 156.1i 33.8 32.7 +1. i

Methylethylaniline,

PhN(Me)(Et)H' 177.6 30.4 30.1 +0.3
Diethvlaniline,

PhN(Et):H' 198.4 28.6 27.9 +0.7

Pyridine,
C~NH' 93-2z 44-1I 45 5 –'4 4

a-Picoline,

MeC~H~NH' "54 39. i 40.3 –t.2 2

Collidine,

~Me~C~XH' f56.2z 34 8 33.0o +t.8 8

Lepidine,
MeCsHcNH' [66.00 3' 6 3'.3 3 +0.33

Morphine,

C,,H,,0,NH' (280.6) 23.0 (22.4) +0.6

Codeine,

C,,Hi.,03NH' (302.)) 23.22 (2t.2) +2.0
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increases, and dipropylamine shows but slightly greater

velocity than that which would be calculated for hexytamine.
The constants as given here generate eurves which cross at

V, = 164.o, but it is possible that if more data were available,
the secondary curve would be found to be tangential to the

primary. With the exception of the methyt compound,
the aniline derivatives compare favorably with the amines.

The tertiary nitrogen nucleus has been considered more

in detail, for the results regarding the innuence of the ring
are somewhat conflicting. The aliphatic amines do not
themselves give very satisfactory agreement, but the average
value of the constant derived from them has been used in

comparing the behavior of the other members of the group.
It will be seen that the variation of the aniline and pyri-

dine derivatives is not consistent, and considering the diffi-

culty of obtaining accurate conductivity data with these

compounds, it may possibly be said to lie within thé experi-
mental error. The quatemary pyridine derivatives show a

consistent diminution in velocity, and coupled with the dimi-

nution observed in pyridine and a-picoline, this fact suggests
that pyridine-nitrogen cannot be classed with either group.

Nitrogen in, or adjacent to the ring (pyridine or aniline),
shows chemically quite a different nature from aliphatic

nitrogen, and if there is a difference made evident in this

phenomenon in one case, we would expect it in the other. But
in this as in previous groups, anilido-nitrogen shows no devi-
ation from the group behavior.

This group affords us an excellent opportunity of check-

ing our interpretation. of velocity in terms of volume. It is

clear that no comparison can be made in terms of mass or of

spatial configuration, for we find here every sort of organic

arrangement. As a group, the velocity is clearly determined

by the volume of the molecule. The ones which we would

expect to show the greatest deviation, show the least, and

vice versa. It is unlikely that the error lies in the determina-

tion of the equivalent conductance, though it is possibly in

the calculation of the volume. Empirical rutes have been
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Quaternary Nitrogen
TAULEIV

-c=--c--c.;o-

.~A

~~tramcthYlamm~ni:I-- -I-I-Tetramcthy)ammonium,

Me~N' n6.o 4.3.6 572

Vinyttrimcthy)ammonium,

Il 6
I

4,3.fi .572

(C,H,)(Me,)X' <3'9 4'S 570

Trimethylcthyl ammonium,

(Mc,)(Et)N'
1

!37 6 40.4 575

lodomethyltrimethy)ammonium,
(CH,!)(M<)N' f5o 2 .u 2 556

Trimethy)any)ammonium,

(Me3)(C3~)N' !5'.z z 38.1r 575

~-CMoroethyttrimethy!ammonium,
(C:H<C))(Me9)N' 152 5 37-3 567

~-Bromoethvttnmpthyrammonium,
(C!iH<Br)(Me3)N' t.58.tr 36.2z 562

Trimethylpropyl ammonium,

(Me3)(Pr)N' t58.7y 3~-2 560

Dimethytdicthytammonium,

(Mc:)(Et.;)N' '59.2 38.2 592

Trimethylisobutylammonium,

(Mej)(C<Hi,)N' t79.3 33-9 562

Trimethylphenylammonium

(Mc3)(Ph)K' '79-3 34.3 568

Methyltriethyl ammonium,

(Me)(Et,)N' t8o.8 34.4 570

TrimethyttMamy)ammonium,
(Me3)(C~Hn)N' 200.0 30.8 538

Dimethytethylphenylammonium,

(Me:)(Et)(Ph)N' 200.9 32.9 578

Tctraethy) ammonium,
(Et<)N'

ammonium,
202.4 4 32.22 568

lodomethyttriethy! ammonium, l,
(CH2l)(Et,)N' 2)5.0 30.8 560

Triethy)a))y)ammonium,
216. 1 1(Et3)(C,Hi)N' 216. t 31.5 .I 572

Triethyfpropy!ammonium,
(Eta)(Pr)N' 223.5 29.5 550

Trimethy)-ft-naphthy)amine,
(Me3)(C,.H,)N' 230 4 30 6 583

Trimethv!napthy)amine,
(Me3)(CjoH,)N' 230.4 30.4 579

Triethylisobutyl ammonium,
(Et3)(C<H,)N' 244.! 29.) 570

TriethytMoamytammonium,

(Et.,)(CtH,,)N' 264.8 26.3 540
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followed, and it is entirely possible that in the quatemary
compounds,where we have no experimentaldata upon which
to rely, there occur contractions or expansionsof considerable
magnitude. Certainly there is no exaltation here to he
associated with the ring.

The Quaternary Pyridine Derivatives
_TABLEIVa

Thèse cornpounds show a consistent decrement in com-

parison with the quatemary nitrogen curve. Pyridine and

picoline showed a similar decrement in comparison with the

tertiary nitrogen curve. This leads one to believe that

pyridine nitrogen is to be differentiated from other types,
but not anilido-nitrogen.

The Diamines

TABLEV

"j ''j––––––––––––––
V' .~0), Ac~C. A

Ethytpyhdinium,

,(~.)~" 139.5 38.7 39.5 -o.8
Methytptcohnium,

(LcH,)(vIe)~' r.lo. i 38.9 39~4 ~.5(C.H,)(Me)N' ~o.t j 38.9 30.j. –o
Methv)lutidimum,

(C,H9)(Me)N' ,6: 33.2z 36.8 -r .6
Ethytpicohmum,

~H~t)N' ..6~.7 35.,r 36.7 -6
Methy)morphinc,

(Me)(C,,H.,0.)N' (305.3) i 23.9 25.8 t -9
~T*t~ n

~.A

Ethytenediamine,

NH/(CH,),NHa 82.4q. 75.99 .30
InmethyJenediamine,

NH/(CH.),NH/ ,03.5 70.6 33.
p-Ch!orotnmethy)enediamine,

NH/CH:CHCICH,NH/ 12 ..4 63.8 ~6
Tetramethylenediamine,

NH/(CH.),NH/ 123.2 65.4 326
Pentamethytenediamine,

NH/(CH~NH/ ~2.0 6~.4 322
p- Methyttetramethytenedtamine,

NH,'(CH.~CH(CH..)CH2NH/ .44.6 6t. [ 321
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Too few compounds are given hère to tell us much.

The general velocity is greatly increased by their divalent

nature, and the exponent y is higher than in any other group.
The chlorine compound is a little slow; the behavior of the rest

would indicate an exponent slightly lower than the cube root.

The diamines have been shown to suffer condensation, (cf.

Le Bas)

H~C- NHA

H~C – NH,/

and aUowance must be made for the consequent contraction

in the calculation of their volumes. The fact that this con-

densation takes place, shows that there is a mutual attraction

between two amino polar groups, though it is difficult to say
what the net result of this interaction is on the ionic velocity.

The Quaternary Phosphonlum Compounds
ÏABLE VI

.?)
VV.A

1-1--1
Tetramethytphosphonium,

Me<P' 127.8 39.66 446

Tetraethytphosphonium,

2q.2 30.6 448Et<P' 2 [~.2 .30.6 4~

Methyttrtphenyiphosphoniutn, j

(Me)(Ph),P' 330.6 2~ 1 438

Ethyltriphenylphosphonium,

(Et) (Ph)3P' 352.2 23.4 438

Propyltriphenylphosphonium

(Pr)(Ph)3P' 373.2 22.8 440

Triphenylbenzylphosphonium,

(Ph),(Bz)P' 414.9 22.4 45~

Mo-Amy)tnpheny!phosphon!um,

~(C~u)(Ph).P' 414.55 21.2 435

Tetrabenzylphosphonium,

(Bz)4?' 465.0 (z2.o) (474)

Like the nitrogen nucleus, the phosphorus nucleus does

not seem to be affected by the benzene ring, though there are

too few compounds here to show this conclusively. The

italics for the last member of the group are Bredig's.
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The Aoids

The AHphatto MonobasicActds

TAB!~VM

~.A

Formicacid,
HCOO' 37.8

Acctteaod,
M~OO~ 60.3 39.' M~

Ovcotticaeid,
OHCH,COO~ 6, 37.6 196

Acry)K'and
CH~CHCOO' ,8 201

Propmntcacid

MeCH,COO' g,.6
LacttCitCtd

MeCH(OH)COO' 85.0 “
rptroitcaod,

5 3z g

MeC CCOO' 89.3 35.7 (2,4)
iso-Crotonieacid,

HMeC CHCOO' 96.2z z 200
Crutonic acid,

MeHC CHCOO' 96.7 320 .oo
~o-Butyncaod,

(Me).CHCOO' ,03.6 30.9 .98
Butyricacid,

Me(CH,),COO' ,04., 3o,
Me(CHy)~COO'

io4. t 30.7 t97
Itghcacid,

MeHC C(Me)COO' ,,8.~ 29.6 2oo
Angehc acid,

MeCH:HC:CHCOO' ,,8.9 M. ~o
Vatericacid,

Mp(CH.),COO' ,26.3 28.8 ,99
Hydrosorbic acid,

MeCH,CH.CHCH,COO' ,8.8 (209)
MeCH2CH

:CHCH=COO' t4r.4 zg.g (zo9)
Caproicacid,

Me(CH.~COO' ,48.8 27.4 203

UnHke the nitrogen derivatives we cannot include in

one
group those acids which are unsubstituted and those

'Thé
ionicvetocityofaceticacidis!;ivMhyBr;dig as 38.3. a figure

which is apparently too low. Thc figure 3~.3 is ohtamed from Kohlrausch
(Koh)rausch and Ho)horn: Leitvcrmogpn der H)ektro)yte ([898)) and gives a
very good agreemcnt with the rest of the group.
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which contain thé benzene ring or other polar groups. The

unsubstituted aliphatic monobasic acids, when considered

by themselves, give excellent agreement, but there are no

groups here which cause large changes in volume. (See Fig.

2.) Formic acid has muchtoo higha velocitybut noexplana-
tion can be advanced for its behavior. There are two points
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of extreme interest to be foundin this group. First, that the

ethylene linkage shoutd have no effect upon the velocity,
This is of interest becauseof the behavior of the benzene ring,
consideration of which followsthis. Out of seven acids con-

taining double linkages, five behave quite regularly. The
other two show exattation:

A obs. Acatc. A

Tetrolie acid 35.77 33.0 +2.?y
Hydrosorbicacid 28.88 27.6G +f.2a

Two out of sevencasesare hardly sufficientto establish

any positive influenceofonedouble linkageuponthe carboxyl
group. In calculating the volumes of these acids, 1 have
not allowedfor any shrinkagefrom an interactionof this sort;
the only possiblechangeis a shrinkage, and that would result
in giving the observed velocity too low a value rather than
too high a one. Therefore,1 conclude that such an inter-
action does not take place. The second point of interest is
the behavior of thé hydroxyacids. The discussionôf these
willbe deferred, however,until we take up the dibasic group,
whenthere will be moreevidence.

Thé carboxyl group is characterized by its sensitivity
to other polar groups. Especially interesting is the phenyl
radical, the introduction of which in the carboxylic anion
results in the formation of an entirely new group, the general
velocity being considerablygreater than that of the aliphatic
group. The negative exponent y is reduced from 2.5 to

2.0, and as a result the aromatic curve crossesthé aliphatic
curve (t~; = 182) in muchthe same manner as the secondary
nitrogencurve appeared to cross the primary. This, however,
is a more certain matter, and there is no doubt but what
aromatic acids above this volume have a lowervelocity than
the aliphatic acids of correspondingvolume. For this reason
this group could hardly be related to the previous one by
differences.

We concluded that the nitrogen nucleus (and probably
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The Aromatto MonobasieAoids

_TABmym _iABt<E V Ht_

A, A

Nicotinic acid, -1
C6H<NCOO' n6.5 31.9 344

Benzoic acid,
CtH.COO' )232 3' 2 346

o-Amidobenzoicacid,
C~4'NH:)COO' t3!.3 29.8 342

m-Amidobenzoieacid,
C~4(NH,)COO' )32.4 29.9 344

Phenylglycolic acid,
C~CH(OH)COO' !48.s 28.0 341

Mandelic acid,
C.H.CH(OH)COO' [48.5 28.3 345

Phenylpropiolic acid,
C.H,.C:CCOO' !5o.6 27.5 338

Cinnamic acid,
C.HsCH:CHCOO' t59o 27.3 344

Atropic acid,
C6H&C(CH:)COO' t6i.2 27.1t 344

Phthaluric acid,
CoH.(CONHCONH2)COO' 196.3 24.6 34.5

Vi Aohs. cale. A

o-Hydroxybenzoicacid 126.9 32.2 ~o.s +17

m-Hydroxybenzoie acid 128.00 33.6' 30.4 4 +32 z

~-Hydroxybenzoic acid t28.6G 32.7' 30.4 q +2.3 3

Obtained by extrapolation of data from Scudder: Conductivity and

lonization Constants: Longmans, Green and Co. <'9'5)

-U-¿" 7~.J

phosphorus, too) was not disturbed by the proximity of the

benzene ring or other polar groups. In view of this fact, the

formation of a new group when the ring and the carboxyl are

associated would indicate that some very extensive rearrange-

ment of secondary valence had taken place. Moreover,

the carboxyl (at least when it is on the ring) seems to be

much more sensitive to the influence of other polar groups

than is the nitrogen nucleus. From the preceding table it will

be seen that the amino group does not cause much exaltation,

but the hydroxyl group does:

U; Ant.. A~.)~ A
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This exaltation is reduced by methylation, as woutd be
expeeted;

p-Methoxybenzoicacid t5z.[ 28.6' 27.9 +0.7

The tnethyl group, which is only slightly polar, shows
an exalting power in the toIuic acids

o-Toluieacid ~3.33 29.99 ~.88 +;
m-Toluicacid t~.5 30.0 28.6 +!.A
~-Totuicaeid ~5.6 29.66 28.55 +t i
a-Toluicacid i~ 29.8 28.6 +t.2
2,3,Tnmethytbenzoicacid 187.8 24.6 25.2a -0.6
2,4,6-Trimethylbenzoicacid 187.8 25.5 25.2 +o~

The nitro groupis also active in this respect:

c-Nitrobenzoteacid 147.t 29.8 28.4 + 4
p-Nitrobenzoicacid !48.8 30.1i 28.2a +~9ç

And so are the halogens:

o-Chlorobenzoicacid 139.6 30.88 29.22 +t.66
m-Bromobenzoicacid 146.!t 30.77 28.5 +2.2.

In every case the exaltation appears to be greater in the
meta and para positions than m the ortho. The halogens
produce distinct exaltation when on the chain; the increase
here is questionably in favor of the alpha position.

V< abs. Aeate. d

Chloroacetie acid 74.33 37.33 5 +,.g 8
Bromoacettcactd 80.8 36.2z 34.6 +:.6
a-Chloroisocrotinie acid ti3.o0 31.99 30.2z +!~77
~-Chlorocrotonic acid H2.o0 31.99 30~33 +~66
~-ChtoroMocrotonicacid in.5 5 31.77 30.4 +t3
~-lodopropionjcacid n~.o 30.8 29~8 +io
Dichloroacetic acid 93.5S 35.~4 ~z.66 +2.88
fnch!oroacet)cactd "5.88 32.8 29.6 +32 a
Trichlorolactic acid t3~.8 28.4 28~2 +0~2
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The DtbMto Aotds

TABLEIXlACMtiA

2.5Vi A
Jy~

Oxalie acid,

(COO')! 68.2z 7' 1 (386)
Matonic acid,

CHt(COO'): 90.4 62.2 376
Succinieacid,

COO'(CH~),COO' n2.6 56.2z 373

Pyrotartarie acid,
COO'(Me)CHCH2COO' ~~2 z 52.77 374

Gtutaric acid,
CH~(CH:COO'), !34.8 52.5 373

Adipieacid,
(CH~(COO~ t57o 49.6 375

Pimelic acid,
(CH~(COO'h .792z 48. 0 383

Suberic acid,
(CH~COO')! 201.4 46.0 382

Sebacic acid,
(CH~(COO')z 245.8 42.8 388

Without With
ringformation ringformation

A obs. ––––––––––

Vi Acalc. II Vi Acatc. d

Acetylenedicarboxytie acid,
COO'C:CCOO' 59.! 97.859.7–0.6 91.861.4–2.3

Mateic acid,
COO'CH:CHCOO' 59.6t05.258.o+t.6 99 259.3+0.3 3

Fumaric acid,
COO'CH:CHCOO' 58.9105.258.0+0.9 99.259.3+0.4 4

Diglycolic acid,
0(CHzCOO')z 56.2 r22.654.5+1.7:15.156.o+o.2 z

Mesaconic acid,
COO'C: (Me)CHCOO' 55.oi26.953.9+t.i [20.954.8+0.2 z

Citraconic acid,
COOCHC:(Me)COO' 55.5 126.9 53.9 +1.6:20.9 54.8+0.77

Itaconic acid,
COO'CH:C(:CH,)COO' 55.3 126.9 53.9+t.4 t2o.9 54.8+0.55

Ethylmalonie acid,

CH(C,H6)(COO')2 53 5'34 2 52.5+'.o'29.753 4+o.t
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Vi Aobs. Aeatc. A

Thiodiglycollicacid,
S(CH,COO~ i~t.9 56.4 51.6 +4.8

Phthalie acid,
C<H<(COO~ 1~8.2z 3t.99 5o.s +1.4

Quinolinicacid,
C~N(COO~ 141.3 52.3 5t.7 +o.6

Phenylpyridinedicarboxylicacid,
COO'C~,C~NCOO' 222.3 45.22 43.0 +2.2

f<-Truxi!icacid,
C)~,<(COO')! 309.6 39.4 37.77 +1.77

~-Truxilicaeid,
C,tH,<(COO'): 309.6 39.88 37.77 +2.1t

o-Nitrophthalicacid,
C.H,NOz(COO')! (71.6 51.0 47.9 +3.1

In calculating the volumes of the dibasie acids, the ques-
tion arisesas to the pseudo-ringformationfromthe interaction
between the terminal polar groups. It will be remembered
that the diamineshave been shownto double up into a ring,
and such evidence as is available indicates that the dibasie
acids do too. But the ring so formedis not a true one like
the benzenering, and the resulting contraction is not as great,
and rather uncertain. As a preliminary step, no contraction
was admitted, and it is these uncorrected figureswhich are

givenin the first part of the precedingtable. With the intro-
duction of a double linkage, there appears an exaltation of

irregularvalue. Thinking that this might be the result of the

bendingof the molecule,a comparisonwas made on the basis
of contractions in volume as indicated in the first part of the

paper for two polar groups in the c~, «-y, etc., positions,
applyingthe correction to all of the compoundsprogressively;
this did not change the relative picture one bit, the exaltation
from the double linkage being just as great as ever. It is

perhapssignificant that the exaltation practically disappears,
if we admit of a condensation in those compoundshaving
double linkages, and not in the others. Such a treatment is

perhapshot in accord with the chemistry of these compounds,
for they probably a!! form anhydrides, with equal ease, but
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it raises an interesting question conceming the flexibility

of a moleculein connection with double linkages. Without

such an assumption, it may be rather difficult to explain an

exaltation from a double linkage in the dibasic acids, when

no exaltation is observed in the monobasic. However, for

the time being, the question will be left open, and the figures

given for volume must be considered as tentative.

Thoughthe hydroxylgroup produceda marked exaltation

when on the ring, its effect in the aliphatic acids is very un-

certain, averagingabout nil.

V< Aobs. Ac<ttc. A

Glycolicacid,
OHCHzCOO' 6t.9 37.6 38.4 -0.8

Lactic acid,
"MeCHOHCOO' 85.00 34.33 33.88 +o.55

Oxyisobutyrieacid,

(Me):CQHCOO~ 107.0 _3Lo_ 30-8 –i°.~–
Malie acid,

COOHCH:CHOHCOO' n5.i t 34.00 34.99 –o9 9
Tartaric acid,

COOH(CHOH)!COO' !i9.9g 34.00 34.55 –0.55
Mesotartarie acid

COOH(CHOH)!iCOO' ng.çg 3400 34.55 –0.55
Malie acid,

COO'CHiCHOHCOO' m.4 4 576 56.77 +0.9
Tartaric acid,

COO'(CHOH)2COO' 116.2a 57.9 55 7 +2.2z

Pheny!g)yco!icacid,
C~CHOHCOO' 148.5 28.0 28.2 –o.2

Mandelicacid,
C~CHOHCOO' 148.5 28.3 28.2 +o.! t

The absenceof exaltation in this case raises another per-

plexing question. The whole situation may be summed up
in the statement that we do not know what happens to any
of these polar groups when they are put upon the benzene

ring, and any conjecture in this direction would be premature
until we know more conceming the nature of that peculiar
molecularaggregation.
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In this respect, it is interesting that the benzene ring
should have no effectupon the sulphonieacid anion

The Sulphurio Aoids

TABLE X

~V.A

Sulphuric acid S0<" <8 8 7-t < (s6t)
Methy!su!phuricacid CH.O<S' 84.88 4.7 7 4,2z
Ethytsutphuricacid CzH~O<S' 106.8 4:.6 430
Propylsulphuric acid C~H~S' 128.8 36.1i 410
Benzolsulphonicacid C.HtO~' t43.~5 34 3 .00
iso-Butylsulphuric acid C~H~S' 152.3 32.3 399
Nitrobenzolsulphonieacid NOsC~O~S' 169.! 328 427.
NaphthylenesuJphonicacid C,.H70,S' .93.4 302 4to
~-Cumotsutphonicacid ~C~HuOsS' 209.2z 27.2z 405

~1.1 fi'The empirical method of analysis whichhas been applied
to this problem has disclosed evidence that in dealing with
the relations between the solute and the solvent we need not
be concerned with the incommensurate factors of symmetry
and configuration. Furthermore, this evidencehasemphasized
the necessity of the consideration of the volume of the mole-
cule, rather than the mass. The rôleofvolume in the velocity
of the organic ions is clearly not only a matter involving
frictional or viscosity relations with the solvent, but it is
intimately associated with the mechanismwhich binds the
moleculesof the solute to the moleculesof the solvent. This
supposition is based not only on the behaviorof the différent
polar groups, but also on thé well-knownfact that particles
of large dimensionsmove with a velocityof the same order of
magnitude as that of ions. It is to be assumed that in such
cases,the affinity between the particlesunder observation and
the surrounding medium is negligible. As the degree of dis-
persion approaches molecular dimensions the decreasing
influenceof volume is offset by the appearance of forces of a
fundamental nature which bind the dispersed phase to the
containing phase and thereby give rise to a restraining in-
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fluencewhichat moleculardimensionsbecomesof considerable

magnitude. It is rather to be expectedthat the complexof

the velocity of the organic ions can be resolvedinto two fac-

tors, the volumeof the ion and the secondaryvalence which

binds it to the solvent. With the inorganicions the situation

is more confusing, for not only is the problem complicated

by hydration (that is, the permanent and nonlabile addition

of oneor moremoleculesof solvent)but eachion is presumably
a distinct and different polar group, and there is nothing

upon which to base a correlation. With the organie ions,
the polar group which gives the ion its characteristic velocity
can be kept constant, and the remainderof the ion modified

at will. What we have observed in the effectsof substituent

polar groups is here, as elsewhere,only an expression of the

net result of interactions of undeterminednature and for the

present at least, offer little informationon the fundamental

mechanism involved.

But as more and more material becomes available for

analysis, it becomes more and more evident that the char-

acteristic behavior of any molecular species in aqueous or

other solution is going to be primarilydetermined by the

volume of the moleculeand the nature and intensity of the

secondary valencewhich it possesses.
TheJohnsHopkinsUniversity

6eA<)o/o/'Hygiene and Public ~<)/</<

De/'a<'<mM<of PAy~to~y

Baltimore, Md.



BY W. t.ASH MILLER

In 1895Scheurlen'discovered that the addition of sodium
chloride to solutionsof phenol increased their toxicity towards
anthrax spores and towards staphylococcus; he explained
his discoveryby a hydrate theory. The discovery was con-
firmed and the theory rejected by Beekman;~and in î897
Seheurlen' discardedhis theory in favorof another one, viz.,
that the degreeof dissociationof phenol in solution is affected
by the addition of salt. In the meantime, Paul and Krônig~
had published the results of an extensiveseries of experiments
in which they showedthat a number ofother salts shared the
power of sodium chloride to affect the toxicity of phenol;
their conclusionswere summed up in the words "In general,
organic salts seemto have lessinfluencethan inorganic salts,
and sodium salts are more effective than those of potassium,
but we are not able to offer a satisfactory explanation."

While writing'a paper "On the Second Differential Co-
efficientsof Gibbs' F'unction{'ataboutthetimethistoxico-

logical work was coming out, it occurred to me that the in-
crease in the chemicalpotential of the phenol due to addition
of salt to its aqueous solution might wellaccount for its in-
creased action on bacteria; if this wereso, a solution of phenol
to which salt had been added would have the same toxic
effect as the (moreconcentrated) solutionof phenol in pure
water whichhas the same phenol potential; that is, two phenol
solutions, with or without salt, which wereinequilibrium with
the same solutionofphenol in someimmisciblesolvent, would

prove to be isotoxic.
This conclusion was

supported by the observations of

Arch. f. exp. Path. u. Pharm., 37, 74. ()8<)s).
Centr)M. f. Baktenofogie. 20, Abt. I. S77 ('896).
Miinch. Med. Wochenschr., 44, 8; ([897).

'Zeit.phys.Chem.,2t,4t4(f8t)6).

'Jour. Phys. Chem., 1,633 ('897).

TOXICITY AND CHEMICAL POTENTIAL
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Paul and Kronig that a 4 percent solution of phenol in ab-
solute alcohol (with which phenol is miscible in all propor-
tions), and a 4 percent solutionof phenol to which an equiva-
lent amount of sodium hydrate has been added, are neither
of them toxic to anthrax; white "acid. carbol. liquef. con-

taining about 90 percent phenol, is if anything, less toxic
than a 5 percent solutionof phenol in water.

The "Blological L;tt" and the "Machine"

No opportunity to test this theorem further presented
itself until the winter of 1902-3,when Prof. J. J. Mackenzie
undertook the necessary bacteriologica!experiments. It was
decided to work with anthrax, but instead of using spores
dried on threads or gamets, as did Paul and Kronig, it seemed
better to infect the phenolsolutions from a suspensionof the

spores by means of a platinum loop.

Experiments with 30 percent sulphurie acid, however,
showed that the volume of liquid lifted by a given loop, as
determinedby titration, was a very variablequantity. When
the plane of the loop was kept parallelwith the surface of the

liquid, and lifted out with a sharp tum of the wrist (the

"biologicallift"), the volumeof '/Mnormalpotassium hydrate
needed to neutralize the loopful of acid varied from i.t~
to .61ce. When the planeof the loopwaskept perpendicular
to the surface, the amount fell to 0.29-0.~2ce if taken from
the middieof the vessel,and to 0.16if taken from the edge of
the meniscus. A quick lift, moreover, might remove 4o
percent more acid than a slow one. A platinum tube was
then made by winding fineplatinum wirearound a pin, heat-

ing, hammering, and dissolvingout the pin with nitric acid;
this was lifted perpendicularly, it removed acid equivalent
to 1.34-t.~o ce potash if lifted quickly, 0.94-0.97 if lifted

slowly.
The factors on which uniformity depends having thus

been discovered,a "machine"wasconstructed,consisting of a
balanced beam to one end of which the platinum wire with

loop or tube was attached by a set screw (binding post), the
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other end being somewhat overweighted by a piece of chain,
whoseend hung down to the table. In using this apparatus,
the loop was immersed in the acid till just covered, and a
trigger was sprung; the weight of the chain lifted the tube

perpendicularlythrough the centre of the meniscus at a fixed
speed;and then as the loop rose and the length of chain on
the table increased, the whole came gently to rest, without
jolting out the drop. With this device the volume of acid
lifted dependedonly on the depth to which the tube was im.
mersed if attention were paid to this matter unifonn results
were attained, the deviation between greatest and least of
six successivedeterminations never exceeding five percent of
a total volume of about 0.005 cc.

This machine was used in ail the work with anthrax and

staphylococcusreferred to below, and gave good satisfaction;
but it soonbecame apparent that equal volumes of the same
suspensionof spores or cocci were far from containing an
equal number of cells; even when the suspension had been
thoroughlycentrifuged to removeclumps, two 10 ce portions
of agar infectedby two successiveloopfuls would often differ
by 20percent in the number of coloniesthey wouldproduce.

Determination of the Equivalent Solutions

Toluene was selected as immiscible solvent, and 50 ce
ofaqueoussolutionsofphenolof variousknownconcentrations,
with or without salt, were placed with 10 ce toluene in stop-
peredbottles in a thermostat at 25° C and shaken repeatedly.
Whenthe two layers had finallyseparated, a glass tube with a
thin bulb blown on the lower end was passed through the

upper layer,the bulb crushed against the bottom of the bottle,
and a portion of the lower (aqueous) layer pipetted out for
analysis. The concentration of phenol in the upper layer
was calculatedby difference.

In analyzingthe solutions, at first Koppeschaar's method'
was used (it depends on the action of bromine on phénol);
but his procedure was found most unsatisfactory, duplicate

Zeit.anal.Chem..15,233(tSjô).
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analyses often differing by as much as two percent. The

trouble was found to lie in the formation of tribrom-phenol-
brom Mr. S. J. Lloyd studied the rate at which this inter-

fering chemical was produced, and established conditions
under which accurate determinationscould bemade. Lloyd's
method of analysis2was used in all subsequent work.

The followingare the results of the determinations with

solutions of phenol in water, and with solutions containing
2 percent of salt as well as phenol. By "percent" is to be
understood number of grams phenol (or salt) in 100 ce solu-

tion.
NoSalt

Aqueouslayer
o.z! o.;t5 0.76 0.97 i.!3 t.3~ !).2 1.70 t.88% phenol

Toluène layer

0.3~ o.88 1.69 2.22 2.65 3.2~ 3.80 93 5-73% phenot

2.0%Salt

Aqueoustayero.20 o.~ 0.58 0.79 i oo t.2~ 1.492.00% phenol
Totuenelayer 0.38 0.98 1.37 1.98 2.75 3.75 5.389.02% phenol

These results are plotted
in the accompanying figure,
in which the abscissas of
points on the two curves

whichhave the sameordinate ~°

give the percentageof phenol t.,
in "chemically equivalent"
solutions, one with no salt,
the other containing2.0 per-
cent salt in addition to the

phenol. Thus, solutionscon-

taining 0.6, o.y, 0.8 and t.o “
percent phenol without salt

are chemicallyequivalent to,
i. e., have the same chemical J

potential of phenol as, solu-

tions containing 2.0 percent__o r_

Jour. Am.Chem. Soc.,~y, 7 (t90~).

'Ibid.7t'6(t90i).
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salt and 0.5~,0.63, 0.72and 0.88percent phenol, respectively;
and on the assumption made, these solutions should be iso-

toxiceach to each. The samenumericalresults can, of course,
be obtained without the graph, by arithmetical interpolation
from the experimental results given above.

A large number of determinations were also made with

higherconcentrationsofphenol and ofsalt; but for the purpose
in hand toluene proved a very unsuitable solvent, as the ratio

between the concentration of phenol in totuene and that in

the aqueous phase increases rapidly with the concentration.

The hydrocarbon known as coal-oil,or kerosene, is freer from

this objection;Mr. J. S. Laird, and after him Mr. C. G. Fraser

made use of it for the determination of equivalent solutions,
and Mr. E. I. Fulmer extended the experimentswith toluene;
the results obtained with the two solvents are in good agree-
ment.

Experiments with Anthrax Spores and with Stapbylococcus

Prof. Mackenzie's first experiments with anthrax and

solutionsof phenol and salt showedthat in general thé order

of toxicity of the solutions is that of the concentration of

their chemically equivalent phenol solutions, and a note to

that effectwas published.' They were continued in 1905-6
under his supervision by Dr. J. S. Lemon, and extended to

include experiments with staphylococcus as well. No fur-

ther work was done with anthrax, and that with staphylo-
coccuswas brought to a conçlusionby Mr. Laird, working
in the chemical laboratory through the winter of ioo9-!o, and

by Mr. Burgess in !0ï3-i4..
The results of these experiments, which are published

in detail in the following papers, show that in general the

toxicity of the solutions studied, (viz.,phenol with various

concentrations of sodium chloride, phenol with a fixedcon-

centration of each of ton other salts) is in each case the same

as that of the chemically equivalent solution of phenol in

water; one or two exceptions were met with that may be

Trans.Roy.Soc.Canada,Sec.III,j) (f<)03).
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ascribed to toxicityof the salt itself, and one (viz., acetic acid
and phenol) that needs further study. In dilute solutions,
osmotie pressure less than ï.ys atmos., it was shown that

staphylococciwere killed by plasmolysis, without regard to
the toxicityof the solutionsemployed; and that the resistance
of the cocci to this attack is variable, and depends on their

previoushistory.

The experiencegained in this work brought out the weak

points in the technique employed; apart from the difficulty
of infecting the solutions with a constant number of cells-
a minor matter-the trouble lies in the variability of the
microbes employedas test objects. It proved quite useless
to compare the death-rate of a given culture in a phenol
solutionwith that ofanother culture in the equivalent phenol-
salt solution; comparisonscould be made only between two
solutions infectedat the same time from the same suspension.
It was, therefore, impossible to eut down the work by deter-

mining once for ail the toxicity of a set of phenol solutions
and using the resultsas a standard.

This same variability of the microbes was the cause of
another and even greater loss of time in the laboratory. It
was never safe to assume, from thé result of previous experi-
ments, that the cellswould all be killed after the poison'had
acted for a certain number of minutes, or that action of the

poison for less than another (shorter) time would have a

negligibleeffect; so in order to guard against the danger of

having to repeat the whole series, it was always necessary to

prepare and incubatemany more plates than in the end proved
useful, and each wasted plate took just as much time to pre-
pare, and occupied just as much space in the incubator, as
one that in the end proved worth while.

Experiments with Saccharomyces. a Convenient Criterion
of Death

In viewof the necessarilyslow progress of the workunder
such circumstances,a search was made for some criterion of

deaththat could be appliéd quickly and that would obviate
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the three or four days' delay involved in waiting for the

surviving cells to grow into countable colonieson agar; and
it was also deeided to select some one organismfor the -sub-

sequent work and try to find conditions under whieh a. more
or lessstandard strain could be developed. A coupleof almost

adventures with anthrax and staphylococcusemphasized the

desirability of working with a non-pathogenic form, and in

the end the choice fell upon yeast.
Mr. C. G. Fraser, after experimentingwith a number of

other dyes, found that under certain conditions methylene
blue was without action on living yeast cells, but rapidly
stained dead cells, whether they had died a natural death or

had been killed by heat or by poison. Comparisonwith the
results of plating experiments showed that while the two cri-
teria ofdeath are not identical-a cellmay be poisonedenough
to lose its power of reproduction, without being dead enough
to stain-yet they are so nearly alike that a fewminutes with
the microscopeenables one to decide whether it is or is not
worth while to pour a plate. This aid bas proved of great
assistance in all our subsequent work; the differencebetween
the two criteria is being made the subject of further study.

He then compared the toxicity ofphenolsolutionstowards

yeast with that of the equivalent solutionscontainingphénol
and sait, both by staining and by plating; and paid particular
attention to the differences between the results obtained by
the two methods. With low concentrations of salt the equiv-
alent solutions are slightly more toxic, this difference in-
creases with increase in the concentration of the salt; con-
centrated salt solutions themselves proved toxic. Similar re-
sults with phenol and alcoholwere obtained by Mr. Fulmer.

Standard Conditions for Yeast Culture

This problem was taken up by Mr. E. I. Fulmer, who
studied the resistance towards phenol exhibited by yeast
cells taken from a culture in wort at varying intervals after
inoculation. He found conditions under whieh yeast cells

comparable from a toxicologicalpoint of viewcouldbe grown;
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and traced the abnormal behavior of o!der cells to the in-

fluenceof the alcohol generated in the wort. A number of

expenmentsshowingthe regular rate of inerease in the number

of cells, and in the evotution of carbon dioxide under these

standard conditions, were carried out by Mr. N. Clark.

As an interesting outcome of this work on variability,
Mr. Fulmer was led to study the adaptability pfyeast to

ammoniumfluoride, and its loss of resistance when grown in

solutions freefrom that salt. Details of all these experiments
will shortly be published.

The results of this work, carried out at intervals over

many years as opportunity offered, may be summedup in the

statement that the toxicity of a solution containing phenol
and an indifferent salt depends primarily on the chemical

potential of the phenol in the solution; two solutionshave the

sametoxicity if they are such as to be in equilibriumwith the

same solutionof phenol in an immiscible solvent (toluene or

kerosene). Complications may arise from the toxicity of the

salts themselves, or in dilute solutions from plasmolysisof

the cell independent of the toxicity of the solutionsemployed.
One or two individual cases which do not seem to fall under

either of these two heads deserve further study.
The observation of Paul and Krônig, that solutions of

mercuric chloride in aqueous alcohol show a maximum of

toxicity whenthe ratio of alcohol to water in the solution is as

t to 3, affords another illustration of the same principle; for

Laird has shown that the solubility of mercuric chloride in

aqueous alcoholpasses through a minimum at the same ratio.

TheUniversityofToronto
June,/p~o
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THE TOXICITY TOWARDS ANTHRAX AND STA-

PHYLOCOCCUS, 0F SOLUTIONS CONTAINING
PHENOL AND SODIUM CHLORIDE

BYJ.S.LSMON

The followingexperiments werecarried out in the patho-
logical laboratoryof the University of Toronto in the winter
of 1905-6, under the supervision of Prof. J. J. Mackenzie,
with solutions supplied by Prof. W. Lash Miller.

Cultures of the "potato bacillus" (B. mesentericus)of
anthrax (B. anthracis) and of Staphylococcuspyogenesaureus
weregrown onagar, the colonieswashedoff the agar, without

breaking its surface, by 0.6 percent salt solution, and the

suspension let stand (sometimes centrifuged)so that clumps
might settle to the bottom. A secondmeasured portion of
the 0.6 percent salt solution was then infeeted by from one
to three loops taken from the upper portionof the suspension;
this constituted the "second suspension,"in the caseof potato
spores and anthrax spores it was heated to 70° C to destroy
vegetative forms. In the poisoning experiments, 10 cc of
the toxic liquidwas inoculated with a loopfulof this "second

suspension" andthe time noted; to ensurethat a goodaverage
sample should be removed for the inoculation, a mixing-rod
was kept in the suspension tube, and the liquid was thor-

oughly stirred before a loopful was removed. The poison
was then left to stand at room temperature,or in an incubator,
and at measuredintervals of time a loopfulfrom it was added
to !0 ce agar jelly, whieh had been melted and kept at 45°

°

C; this was poured into a petri dish, allowedto solidify, and

put away in theincubator. The numberof coloniesthat grew
on a measured area of the plate was taken as a measure of
the number of cells left living in the poison at the time the

agar was infected.

The usual precautions were taken against accidental
infection-tubes and instruments weresterilized,tubesplugged
with cotton woolwhich was "flamed" before removing, etc.,
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and the loopfuls of suspension were measured out with the

"machine. l "Neutral agar" holding 1.5 percent agar-agar
was employed, and the cultures were in all cases grown on

the same agar as that used for the plates, for fear there might
be some difference in the preparations made up at different

times-although in every case the same recipe was followed.

Koch has shownthe needfor this preacution in his experiments
with iodine, whichhefound wouldaet wellin a neutral medium

containing a trace of albumin, but not nearly so actively
in an alkaline mediumcontaining more albumin.

Preliminary experiments were, of course, necessary in

order that the number of colonies grown on a plate might
be suitable for counting. In the case of staphylococcus,for

instance, one ce of 0.6 percent brine was added to a 2~-hour-
old pure culture and shaken; the secondsuspensionwasmade

by adding three loops of the first to 5 ce of the brine, and

10ce agar was infectedwith one loopof thissecondsuspension.
The plates were so thickly sown that a count could not be

made. The procedurewas varied by using ce salt solution

for the first suspensionand 10ce for the second,but the plates
were still too thickly sown. Finally, by using io ce for the

first and 10 ce for the second, a satisfactory count of 7300
colonies was obtained; the plates had an area of 63 to 64

square centimeters, and the number of colonieson 12 cm~

of each plate wascounted.

The spores wereused instead of the vegetative forms of

anthrax and potato bacillus because the former are much

more resistant to phenol, and thus enabled the experiments
to be made with higherconcentrations of the poison. It was

hoped that the innocuouspotato spores mightbe used instead

of the virulent anthrax, and preliminary experimentsshowed

that insofar as their resistance is concemed, this is quite

feasible; but it proved too difficult to preparea uniformcon-

stant culture, while the very characteristic colonies of the

anthrax made it easy to procure and maintain a pure strain,

and in the end work with the potato bacilluswas abandoned.

LashMiUer:Jour.Phys.Chem.,24,~6j(tç2o).
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Sporesof thé potato baciltus were obtained from a pure cul-
ture on agar, by incubating at 3~° C over night and then

leaving four days at room temperature (!9-20" C); anthrax

spores by incubating the culture for t6 hours (when, accord-

ing to Koch spores beginto fonn) and then letting stand at
room temperature for <).8hours. This procedure worked well
in practice, though some observers place the optimum for

spore production (anthrax) at 31° C and others at 2~-35° C.

Reslstanoe of the Spores to High Temperature

To compare their resistance to high temperatures, capil-
îary tubes were filledwith the second suspensionsof potato
spores, and anthrax spores respectively, their ends were

sealed, and they were plunged into boiling water. After a
measured interval they were removed, broken into sterile

broth, and the growth noted. In the case of the potato
spores there was a heavy growth after 2 minutes at ïoo" C,
a smaller growth after 4 minutes, and a slight growth after 6

minutes, but none after 8, 10 or 15 minutes; in the case of
anthrax, also, somewerefound alive after 6 minutes immersion
in the boiling water.

Effect of Temperature on the Rate of Potsonit)~by Phenol

That the resistanceof the potato spore to phenol is much
the same as that of anthrax, may be seen by comparing the

following measurements with those given later for anthrax

spores; the immediate object of this set, however, was to as-
certain how much effectthe temperature of the poison bath
had on the time it took the potato spores to die. Solutions
were made up containing 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 percent of phenol,
respectively, and 10 ce of each of them was inoculated with
one loop of the potato spore suspension, and kept at room

teinperature for two weeks, plates being poured each day.
As a control, one loop of the same suspensionwas added to
ïo ceof0.6 percent satt solutionat the sametime as the others.
Counts of plates made immediatelyafter inoculation showed
no lessnumbers than the control. On the secondday, a very
slight reduction in the number of colonieswas observed on
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plates from the 3 percent and 3.5percentphenol; on the third

day the decrease was more marked, and there was also no-

ticeable a decrease in the number of colonieson the plate from

the 2.5 percent phenol. On the fourth day, all the plates
still showed colonies, but many fewer than the control, es-

pecially in those infected from the 3 and 3.5 percent phenol.
For seven days the numbers continued to fall off,but even

after the poisons had acted for fourteendays, plating showed

that some of the cells had survived.

The experiment was then repeated, using 0.6 percent
salt, 3.5 percent phenol and 4.75 percent phenol, but keep-
ing the poison tubes in the incubator at 34° C instead of at

room temperature. The results were as follows (20 cm~

counted on each plate):

B. mes.inpoison 1 23 3 45678 23 hours
3.5%phénol 121 to8 58 57 46 38 15 9 o colonies
4.75%phénol 25 13 13 23:020 o colonies
0.6%NaCI 282 – – 288 287 colonies

Thus a phenol solution that will not completely kill potato

spores in fourteen days at 19-20° C will kill all but a few

stragglers in eight hours at 34° C, and even these most re-

sistant individuals in twenty-three hours.

With staphylococcus similar results were obtained (cul-
ture No. 6 used):

Staph.inpoison 9.5 19.5 20.5 31.54555 6o minutes
0.6%phenolat

35-5°C 3093 0 0 0 0 0 0 colonies
0.6%phenolat

24.5C 15064 3984 280 0 0 o colonies
0.8%phenolat

35.5°C – o oooo o colonies
0.8%phenolat

24.5°C – H2z 4 oo 0 o colonies
1.0%phenolat

35.5°C o 0 0 colonies
.0%phenolat
24.5 C 3 0 0 colonies

0.6%NaClat
35-5°C 234'9 – – – ––22783 colonies
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A n.7aL ..a.t..t. _WAnother serieswith staphylococcus,.cutture No. 7, gave
analogousresults:

~a~t.inpoison 2 5 7 10 20 30 35 40 50 min.
0.7%ph. at 34-

35° C – 752 o 0 0 0 0 ––col.
0.7%ph. at 21-

22" C – – –
21000 H264 4582 936 tQQ 'o col.

o.8%ph.at35"

°

C 17883 47 22 o – – – ocot.
o.8%ph.at2!-

22° C – – –t4892 508 3 t o oeo!.
t.o%ph. at 33-

34.5"C t o 0 o –' – –.––co).
f.o%ph.at2i.5"

°

C – – – 2 (12min. 2 col.,15 m. o col.)

EB'eotof Salt on the Toxicity of Phenol towards Anthrax
Spores

In the followingtables the solutions are arranged in the

order of the concentrations of the solutions of phenol in
toluene with which they are in equilibrium; the numbers in
brackets give the composition of the chemically equivalent
solution of phenol, that is, the compositionof the solution of

phenol in water (without salt) which wouldbe in equilibrium
with the same toluene solution. For instance, after "1.9
percent ph. 5 percent NaCI" the number "(2.6)" signifies
that a solutioncontaining 2.6 grams of phenol, and no salt,

per hundred ce, and a solution containing 1.9g phenoland 5.0
g salt per hundred ce, would be in equilibrium with the same
solution of phenol in toluene.

In the first set of experiments the poison tubes were
inoculated from a suspensionof anthrax spores that had been

heated to 70° C for 30 minutes:

~.aM< in poison !8 m. t 233 4 5678 hours
!.9%ph. + 5% NaCl(2.6) 8 4 3 3 2 t i t o colonies
3.0%phenot 6 3 2 i 3 t 00colonies
3.5%phenot 4 2 3 3 t t o o o cotonies
2.5%ph. + 5% NaCI(3.6) 4 32000000 colonies
1.9%ph. + 10%NaCI(3.9) 7 21000000 colonies
4.5%phenol 6 oooooooo colonies
2.5%ph. + !o%NaCl(5) 5 20000000 colonies
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As it seemedprobable that the low counts might be due
to the prolonged heating at 70° C, in the next and in all sub-

sequent work the suspensionswere heated to 70° C for 20
minutes only. The counts so obtained were much higher;
but that may be due in part at least to a change in the way of

counting, for in the first series colonies growing at a depth
in the agar had not beencounted,they differedin appearance
from those on the surfaceand it was feared that the culture
was not pure.

B. anth.in poison 25m. i 2345 5 6 7 hours
!.9%ph.+5%NaCl
(~-6)

ph. + 5%
!53 75 '30 55 57 77 10449 colonies

3.0%phenol 182 174 'o' 88 97 89 75 56 colonies
3.5%phenol 195 '25 40 87 83 36 36 colonies
2.5%ph. + 5% NaCI

(3.6) 78 103'03 35 35 31 39 48 colonies
i.9% ph. + 10%NaCI

(3-9) !37 "8 60 2t 45 25 n 2t colonies
4.o%phenot 103 107n8 44 30 50 35 25 colon.es
2.5%ph. + to% NaCI

(5) 72 46 3 5 i o t o colonies

In the third series the suspensionwas thoroughly centri-

fuged after heating:

B. antlt. inpoison 20m. t 2 345678 8 hours
i.9%ph. +5%NaC)

(2.6) <42 !34 1:4 84 46 t8 13 23 6 colonies
3.0%phenol t24 81 109 73 34 15 i8 17 9 colonies
3.5%phenot !)9 [07 90 48 12 t7 10 5 o colonies
2.5%Ph. + 5% NaCI

'145 154 90 112 15 1514 10 3 colonies
(3-6) Io°>,

145 t54 90 H2 15 1514 io 3 colonies
i.9%ph. + to%

NaCI(3.9) 115 92 41 5t 7 5 7 20o colonies
4.0%phenol 124 no no 53 !9 18 13 t5 2 colonies
2.5%ph. + 10%

NaCl(5) 78 52 9 5 0 0 0 0 o colonies

The fourth set were carried out under the same condi-

tions as the third; the temperature of the incubator varied
from 37.5°Cto 42°C.
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B. auth. in poison t~m. t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 hours
t.9%ph.+5%NaCt

(2.6) t79 78 723t 7059484240 colonies
3.0%phenol n8 t84 t49 796t 52757555 colonies
3.5%phenol ;7o 163n8 90 5427424845 colonies
2.5%ph.+ 5%NaCI

(3-6)
ph. -f-

179 78 72 31 70 59 48 42 40 colonies
t.9% ph. + !0%

NaCI(3.9) t22 40 31 to 10 4 t 4 2 colonies
4.0%phenol 169 jt5 58 64 lo 24 t6 t7 tt colonies
=.5% ph. + 10%

NaCl(s) 90 t6 o o o o o o o colonies

Comparison of these four sets, shows that even when

working with every care, duplicate results are not to be ex-

pected the trouble lies, no doubt, in the uneven distribution
of the spores in the suspensionsfrom which measuredvolumes
are taken for inoculation and for culture. The results, how-

ever, leaveno doubt that the toxicities of the phenol-saltsolu-
tions are about equal to those of their salt-freeequivalents.

A fifth set was undertaken, including 1.22percent phenoi
with io, 15 and 20 percent salt. In this case the culture
after t6 hours in the incubator was kept for 6 days at room

temperature, the growth washed off as usual with 10 ce 0.6

percent brine, heated in the tube of a centrifuge for 30 min-
utes to 70° C, agitated to break up clumps, and then cen-

trifuged at high speed. Two loops of this (first) suspension
were used to inoculate 10 ce of each of the poisons,and after

standing in a water bath (whose temperature varied from

38° C to 44° C) for the time noted, one loop was used to
infect the 10 ce of agar; the "machine" was used, and the
same small platinum tube that was used in the experiments
with staphylococcus.

With the exception of the solution containing 1.22per-
cent phenol and 15 percent salt, the order of toxicity is that
of the équivalent solutions; the results obtained with this

exceptional solution are abnormal also in the relatively large
count after one hour, followedby a rapid decreaseto zero.
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B. anth. in poison t(?) 2 3 567 7 8 hours
1.22% ph. + !0%

NaCl(2.t) tt4t 872 700 445 3to 38; 274 255colonies
2.5% phenol 675 220 257 357 171 120 98 82colonies
3.0% phenol 381 142 t86 124 78 55 40 36 colonies
t.22% ph. + 15%

NaCI(3.0) n7 40 to 2 3 o o o colonies
3.5% phenol 140106 4: 25 25 i6 13 n colonies

4.o%phenot 58 14 34 32 t6 8 8 colonies
3.o%ph.+5%NaCt

(4.1) 50 5 4 t 3 i o ocolonies
!.22% ph. + 20%

NaCl (7+) 30000000 o colonies

Etfeot of Salt on the Toxiolty of Phenol towards

Staphylooooous

This form was chosen for the experiments with lower

concentrations of phenol. Colonies on agar, 24 hours old,
were washed off with 0.6 percent brine, and suspensions made

as already described; of course, the heating to 70° C was

omitted. All infections were made with the "machine,"

using a small platinum tube as "loop." The poison acted

at room temperature; 0.6 percent NaCl was used as control;
the various cultures are distinguished by nuinbers.

Preliminaryexperiments with 1.0 percent phenol showed
that the time required to kill all the cells was the same whether

the poison was infected by a large or a small number of cells,
and that a culture 47 hours old gave about the same results

as one 24 hours old.

Staph. in poison 5 ic 15 zo 25 30 35 minutes
1.0% ph., cuit. No. 4,

27° C 5200000 o colonies
!.o% ph., cuit. No. 5,

~4-5''C 8200000 o colonies
i.o%ph.,eu)t.No.6,

24-5°C 1402 29 0 0 0 0 0 colonies
i.o%ph. cult. No. 7,

~4-5° C 512 50 0 0 ooo colonies
1.0% ph., cuit. No. 9,

24-5°C 2963 4 0 0 ooo o colonies
0.6% NaC!, cuît. No.

7,24.5° C 20491 18073 16514 t5'02 ––colonies
0.6% NaCt, cutt. No.

9, 24.5°C t5o82 15948 13048 – – – colonies
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With cultures Nos. 4 and 5, the machinewas used; with
the others thé "biological lift," giving a much heavier in-
fection. Culture No. 9 had been grownon agar for 47 hours;
all the others in this paper for 24hoursonly.

Experimentswere then made to find the range of phenol
concentrations within which poisoningtakes place at a con-
venient rate; next the effect of sodium chloride, without

phenol, was tested, and then comparisonwas made of the

toxicity of 0.8,0.7 and 0.6 percent phenolsolutionswith their
chemical equivalents, viz., solutions containing 2.0 percent
satt and 0.72,0.63 and 0.54 percentphenol,respectively.

It soon became evident that experiments carried outt
under what were intended to be identical conditions, gave
very different results. One cause of variation lay in the fact
that equal volumesremoved fromthe samesuspensioncontain

varying numbersof cocci-for instance,three plates prepared
at the same time each from 10 ce of the sameagar, infected
in each case with the same volumeof suspension (one loop
taken with the machine), gave 5335,5791,6:73 colonies,re-

spectively, being a variation of 16percent from the highest
to the lowest. The principal cause, however, obviously
lies in the variability of the staphylococcusitself, with culture
No. 29 for instance, the time required forcomplete steriliza-
tion by 0.6 percent phenol was nearly twiceas long as with
culture No. 22,although in the firstcase the temperature was,
if anything, a little higher.

In order to compare the toxicityof different solutions,
therefore, it wasnecessaryin everycase to carry out simulta-
neous experimentswith the same suspensionand as but little

guidance could be obtained from previousexperimentswith
the same poisonbut a different culture, a great many plates
were poured which, on incubation, tumed out to be sterile.
AU this added greatly to the amount of work and time re-

quired to obtain results; and if workof thiskind is to be under-
taken on any considerablescale, it will be necessary first to
find somecriterionof death which involveslessdelay than the

plating method,and secondto findconditionsunder which the
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microbes experimented with can be grown "true to type"
fromthe toxicologicalpoint of view. In comparisonwith the
loss of time caused by the lack of these requisites, an un-

certainty of 20percent or so in the number of cellsintroduced
into the poisonisof little moment; and it is obviousthat a more
accurate regulation of temperature during the action of the
poisoncaneasilybe attained bythe use ofa suitablethermostat.

SELRCTIONOFTHERANGEOFCONCENTRATIONS

Staph.No.8 inpoison
o
° 5 “ '° '5 20 30 40 50 70 min.

0.25%phenol,24.5 C

o. –~077– –553'5 -4~995 59630col.
0.50%phenol,24.5 C

43084 51039550324974!48129 col.
f.o%phenot,24.5 C

16927 73 0 – – – – ~cot.
0.6%NaCI,24.5 °C

397!!I – –– –497~4 43046col.

Staph.No.ro in
poison 40 60 70 80 90 !oo no 120min.

0-25%phenol,
roomtemp. – – 7000 – 7573 6427 col.

0.5% phenol,
roomtemp. 105007509 – 6637 6205 24t8col.

0.6%NaCt,
roomtemp. 6045 – – – 7064 col.

Staph.No./o in poison 130 140 150 i6o 170min.
0.25%phenol,roomtemp. 5727 8591 7955col.
o.5o%phenot,roomtemp. 1527 1209 col.

In the experiments with culture No. !o, the room tem-
perature varied from 20° C to 24.°C, but as the tubes stood
close together, and plates were poured from them altemately,
the results are comparable.

Comparison of 0.80% Phenol with Its Chemïcat Equivalent
The equivalent contained 0.72 percent phenol and 2.0

percent salt. After "control" is given the numberof colonies
counted on plates from a 0.6 percent salt solution infected
at the same time as the poisonliquids; usuallyone plate from
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this salt solution was poured immediately after inoeulating,
and another towards the close of the poison experiments.

Culture No. 17; temp. 22° C. Control 7128, 8173col.

Staph. in poison
5 6 IO !5 15 16 20 2t 30 40 $0 67 min.

0.80% phenol
8210 – 7'9' 6084 2864 734 44 0 0 col.

Equivalent
7058 5728 t8i9 2149 – 74~ o 0 oco).

Culture No. !8; temp. 20" C. Control: 854.6after 3 min., 10882after

5 min.

Staph. in poison 5 to !5 20 30 40 55 60 70min.

0.80% phenol t0426 8400 6428 3755 350 6 0 col.

Equivalent to<)27to692 6199 55432864 293 n 8 3 col.

Culture No. 29; temp. 24-27° C. Controt: tosoo col.

Staph. in poison 5 !0 15 20 30 40 55 70 min.

0.80% phenol 3309 309 o 0 0 0 o col.

Equivalent 2546 55 38 4 0 0 0 ocol.

Towards culture No. 17, the phenol and its equivalent

proved equally toxic; but towards Nos. t8 and 29, the "equiva-
lent" was less toxic than the pure phenol solution.

Comparison of 0.70% Phenol with Its Chemical Equivalent

The equivalent contained 0.63 percent phenol and 2.0

percent salt.

Culture No. 14; temp. 21° C. Control: 7828, 6555,6491 col.

Staph. in poison
10.5 15 2324.5 33 35 44 45 (u more,to 98) min.

0.70%phenol
3384. 674 142– 3 o col.

Equivalent
2262 97~ 82 3 o col.

The following experiment was carried out at the same

time, with the same culture and controls, to compare the

effect of 0.6 and 0.7 percent phenol.

Staph. in

poison 10 22.5 31 42 52.5 62.5 72.5 8o 86.5 96.5 min.
0.60%ph. 5409 4975 3134 30392095 914 4'94! 25 13col.
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~t~KT~Culture No. 14;
Staph.in

poison !4 1523.5 24.3~.5354445 etc., to 66 min.
0.70% phenol – 1994 51 o– o– o col.

Equivalent 1980 – –3n t –
9– o o col.

Culture No. :6; temp. 22° C. Control: 5489after4 min., 544: after
6 min.

Staph. in poison 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 85 loo min.

0.70%phenol 2896 980 22 2 o 0 0 0 oco!.

Equivalent 2694 2198 1604 1591 68o 135 66 5 o col.

Culture No. 27; temp. 23-24° C. Control: avg. 9673colonies

Staph. in poison 1i 2tI 30 40 50 60 75 90 min.

0.70%phenol 1273 11I 0 0 0 0 0 0 col.

Equivalent 167 40 0 0 0 0 0 oco!.

Culture No. 30; temp. 19-25° C. Control: avg. t0i63 colonies

-S<< in poison 10 20 30 40 50 6o 75 go 105 min.

0.70%phenol 7937 1400 37 0 0 0 0 0 oco!.

Equivalent 1273 0 0 0 0 0 0 oco!.

The five experiments with culture No. i~ were carried

out at the same time and under the same conditions; those

with Nos. 27 and 30, together with the experiments on 0.60

percent phenol given below. Towards cultures 14 and 27 the

phenol solution and its equivalent are equally toxic; towards

No. 16 the equivalent was very much less toxic, while towards

No. 30 the equivalent seems to be somewhat more toxic than

the pure phenol solution, though the unsteadiness of the tem-

perature renders this conclusion uncertain. In comparison
with the difference between the death rates with 0.7 percent
and 0.6 percent phenol, however, the 0.7 percent phenol and

its chemical equivalent corne very close together, except in

the experiments with culture No. ï6.

Comparison of 0.60% Phenol with !ts Chemical Equivalent

The equivalent contained o.54 percent phenol and 2.0

percent salt. Owing to the unexpected results obtained, a

large number of experiments were made in the course of

which fresh solutions were made up and the old ones were

re-analyzed, the tubes, etc., used in the experiments were
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exchanged for others, and every precaution taken to avoid
accidental contamination; but the same general results were

always obtained.

Culture No. 15; temp. z!" C. Control: 7471 after 2.5 min., 6627
after 5.5 min.

Staph. in poison
to 20 30 ~o 50 60 70 82 97 '17

0.60% phenot

zo 30 4° 5° 6° 7o Sz g7 m 7 min.

5844 579' 5955 39'4 28:0 2535 '889 1623 6t6 57 col.
Equivalent

7955 635' 7573 6:5' 5388 5476 5371 4484 1209 728 col.

Culture No. 19; temp. 23-27° C. Control: 3882, 5037 colonies
Staph.in poison 10 20 30 40 50 71.5 87.5 t02.5!nin.
0.60% phenol 576 0 0 o 0 0 col.
0.60% equivalent 3293 '59' 1389 – 647 37' 109 30 col.
0.70% equivalent !7i8 ~56 627 84 i o o col.

Culture No. 20; temp. 23.5. Controt: 5728, 6713colonies.

Staph. in poison
10 20 30 40 50 60 75.5 9' '05 t2: min.

0.60% phenol
4035 858 6 2 00 oooo col.

Equivalent
6762 5473 3500 3946 3755 '909 '972 1095 389 '70 col.

Culture No. 21; temp. 23.5" C. Control 66if), 7636colonies.

Staph. in poison
to 20 30 40 50 60 75 <)o 105 '20 min.

0.60%phenol(1)
t284 585 74 22 0 0 0.0 00 col.

0.60% phenol (2)
763 toooooo col.

Equivalent
73'9 57~8 48tt 4694 4t37 37to 1654 i6oo 1336 332 col.

Culture No. 22; temp.22-24° C. Controt: avg. 6470 cotonies

Staph. in poison
12 20 30 40 50 60 75 90 105 '20 min.

0.60%phenol
5728 2482 338 3000000 0 col.

Equivalent
7433 6364 5855 5454 5465 509' 4~'4 ~800 2609 "46 col.
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n..W ar_ __0 i. 1Culture No. 23; temp. 2327° C. Control: avg. 6250 colonies
Staph. in poison

to 20 30 40 $0 60 75 90 ~5120 min.
0.60% phenol (t)

4391:745 t o 0 0 0 0 0 ocot.
0.60% phenol (2)

3882 t852 3'77 2 o 0 0 0 o ocot.
Equivalent

6619 5537 4968 4960 4028 3946 – 1728 1209 440 col.

Culture No. 24; temp. 22.5-25° C. Contro): 9835, 10424colonies
Staph. in poison 10 20 30 40 50 60 75 90 105 t2o min.
0.60%phénol (1)5727 4646 H46 !04 2 0 0 0 0 o col.
0.60% phénol (2) 7637 2819 40 t o 0 0 o col.
o-54% phenol 5307 4072 2545 500 3 0 0 0 0 o col.
0.60% equivalent

8057 4455 –
t4642722i 5 o 0 oeol.

Culture No. 25; temp. 20.5-24.5°C Control: avg. t t37
Staph. in poi-

son 10 20 30 40 50 607590 105 ï20 min.

o.6o%phenol 916475*0 2927 305 o 0 0 0 oeol.
0.60% equiva-

lent 8782 859: 4'36 955 83 i o 0 0 ocol.
o.54% phénol 8973 8591 770059'° 5°o t09 5 0 0 o col.

Culture No. 27; temp. 23-24° C. Control: avg. 9673 colonies

Staph. in

poison )t 2) 22 30 40 50 60 75 90105 min.

0.60% phenol 9037 782866)9 '856 )0444~5 1 o o col.

Equivalent 7700 5'55 2757 '686 636 283 63 29 o col.

Culture No. 30; temp. t9-25°C. Control: avg. !oi63 colonies

Staph. in poison 10 20 30 40 50 60 75 90 105 min.

o.6o%phenol 10100754; 67462227 573 127 4 0 o col.

Equivalent ictoo 5300 2227 n 39 !5 i o o col.

Towards Culture No. 30, where the unsteadiness of the

temperature renders conclusions uncertain, the equivalent
solution was more toxic than the 0.60 percent phenol. In

every other case, the equivalent proved less toxic--often

very much less toxic--than the pure phenol solution. In the

case of No. 10, the solution containing 0.60 percent phenol
was even more toxic than a solution containing more phenol
and salt as well, viz., "the 0.70percent equivalent" 0.61 percent
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phenol + 2.0 percent salt; similarly with No. 24, a solution
containing 0.54 percent phenol proved more toxic than one
containing0.54 percent phenol + 2.0 percent salt, but with
No. 25, the reverse was the case. Towards culture No. 25,
the 0.60 percent phenol was distinctly more toxic than the
0.54 percent phenolsolution,while towards No. 24 there was
no great difference,in the behaviour of the two solutions.

Summary

My experimentswith anthrax spores show that the in-
creased toxicity observedon adding salt to a phenol solution
is in accordance with the assumption that two solutions of
phenol, with or without salt, are equally toxic if their com-
positionsare such that both wouldbe in equilibrium with the
same solution of phenol in toluene. The experiments with
staphylococcus, however, in which lower concentrations of
phenol were employed, show that while the asumption is
fairly in accord with the behaviour of 0.80 percent phenol,
in the case of 0.60percent phenol the chemically equivalent
solutioncontainingsait is muchlesstoxic; 0.70percent phénol
occupiesan intermediateposition.

Every care has been taken to avoid accidental contami-
nation of the vessels,and accidents in making up the solu-
tions and in view of the large number of corroborative ex-
periments, the general result must be regarded as well es-
tablished but 1 have had no time to look farther into its
cause.

The University of Toronto

June, 7(~0
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The Applicationof the CoalTM Dyestuffs. ~? C. M. M'At~ X

y~ cm; fM + 2~4. New York:D. l'an Nostrand Company,Jp7p. Pn~:

ïj.oo.–This is one of a new series on industrial chemistry, edited by Samue)

Rideal. In the general preface the editor says: "Thé rapid development of

AppliedChemistryin recentyearshas broughtabout a revotutionin all branches

of teehnotogy. Thisgrowthhas beenaeceteratedduring thé war. and the Briti'h

Rmpire has now an opportunity of increasingits industrial output by the appli.

cation of this knowledgeto the raw materialsavailable in the different parts of

the world. The subject in this seriesof handbooks will be treated from the

chemical rather than the engineeringstandpoint. Thé industrial aspect will

also be moreprominent than that of the laboratory. Each volume will bp com-

ptete in itsetf, and willgivea generalsurveyofthe industry, showinghowchemi-

cal principleshave been appliedand haveaffectedmanufacture. Thé influence

of new inventionson the developmentof the industry will be shown, as also the

effect of industrial requirementsin stimulatinginvention. Historical notes will

bea featurein dealingwith the differentbranchesof the subject,but they willbe

kept within moderate limits. Present tendenciesand possiblefuture develop.

ments will have attention, and somespacewill be devoted to a comparison of

industrial methods and progressin the chief producing countries. There will

be a generalbibliography,and alsoa selectbibliography to followeach section.

Statistical informationwillonly be introducedin so far as it serves to illustrate

the line of argument.
"To the advanced student the books should be especiaUy valuable.

His mind is often crammedwith the hard facts and details of his subject which

crowd out the power of realizingthe industry as a whole. These books are

intended to remedy such a state of affairs. While recapititlating the essential

basic facts, tbey will aim at presentingthe reality of the living industry. It

has long been a drawbackof our technicaleducation that the college graduate,

on commencinghis industrial cMeer,is positivelyhandicapped by his academic

knowledgebecause of his lack of informationon current industrial conditions.

A book giving a comprehensivesurveyof the industry can be of very material

assistance to the student as an adjunct to his ordinary text-books, and this

is one of the chief objects of the present series. Those actually engaged in the

industry whohave specializedin rather narrow timits willprobably find these

books morereadable than the larger text-bookswhen they wish to refresh their

memories{nregard to branchesof the subject with whieh they are immediately

concerned."

The subject is discussedunder the following general headings: general

survey of dyeing; the varied usesof the basic dyestuffs; the application of the

acid dyestuffs;the Turkey red industry,andother uses ofthé alizarine dyestuffs;

the application of the direct cotton dyestuffs, including those which develop

on the fiber;the azo-coloringmatters and their special usein dyeing; the proper-

ties of the resorcine dyestuffs; the application of the sulphur dyestuffs; the

application of the vat dyestuffs;the dyeingof union materials, including gar-

ments colorsproducedon the fiberby the oxidation of coa) tar products; other
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uses of coal tar dyestuffs; dyestuffs other than coal tar dyestuffs still in uxe;i
the valuation and detection of dyestuffs.

In regard to fastness thé author says, p. 6: "Passing on to the question
of fast and loose dyestuffs, it is necessary to thoroughly grasp the faet that there
is no such thing as absolute fastness as applied to dycs, yet 1 have been repeat.
edly asked in the course of business if a certain shade is absolutely fast. It is
essential to rcalize that fastness is purely relative, not absolute. If experience
bas proved that a dyestuff during the tifetime of a fabric withstands ail influences
to whieh that fabric is subjected, then the dyer désignâtes that dyestuff as fast
for that particular ctass of goods. Thé range of fastness for which dyers have

to cater is extraordinarity wide and varied, and it is this faet which makes ail
terms of fastness dyestuffs purely relative. This may be ittustrated by choosing
two extreme instances. A lady's bat) dress is never exposed to daylight, and
the only process through which it may be passed is drycleaning, therefore the
most fugitive dyestuffs may safely be tenned fast for bâti fabrics: on the con-

trary, a naval uniform is exposed to the severest conditions extant, viz., sunlight
and exposure to sea air, therffore the fastest obtainable colors must bc used
for this purpose-in fact, indigo is used, but even this gradually suffers under
these influences. One is justified in saying that the nearest appro~h to abso-

lute fastness is made by some of the modern vat dyestuffs, in that they will

last longer than the cotton on which they are usually dyed, i. e., the fabric perishes
before thé color bas faded: yct these dyestuffs will not withstand boiling under

pressure with caustic soda without bleeding on the adjacent white."

It is interesting to read, p. t04, that the sulphur in sulphur blacks is

present in three forms: as mechanically free sulphur which can be extracted

with carbon bisulphide; to the extent of 20-25 percent as easily oxidizable, chemi-

ca))y active sulphur whieh goes over readily into sulphuric acid; to the extent

of 50-75 percent as firmly combined sulphur only oxidizable by strong oxidixing

agents.

On p. < 14 we read that "Sulphur dyestuffs possess a great affinity for

basic dyestun- in faet, they may almost be said to act as a mordant for them.
The resulting shades possess quite a good fastness to washing. This process is

therefore frequently used for beautifying sulphur colors. Since the war this

process has been the means of enabling millions of yards of navy blue to be dyed,
which the trade would otherwise have been unable to dye due to lack of dyestulfs.
Thé navy blue for munition workers' overalls bas been dyed by topping a medium

shade of sulphur black with methytene hlue and methyl viotet. The operation
must be carried out carefully, because the sulphur colors have a strong affinity
for basic colors, which consequently have a tendency to rush on uneventy."

The author points out, p. t~t.that with the anthracene series "the curious

thing is that a tight shade requires just as much caustic soda as a heavy shade,
for which 1 have never yet seen an adequate explanation, though as a hard

practical faet it is indisputable. Thé caustic soda plays a most important part
and requires to be calculated on the volume of liquor employed and not on the

amount of dyestuffs." What this really means is that a definite hydroxyt con-
centration is necessary in order to get good results. If the dye is in colloidal

solution, this result would not be surprising.

With wool and cotton union fabrics in which it is not very important
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that the ~ottnn ~hnll1n ho n( nxantlv thn enmw a6a.i.. o~ th. w~1 ~6w.tthat the cotton should be of exactly the same shade as the wool, the wool is

usually dyed with acid colors and the cotton is then filled with direct colors in a

cold alkaline bath, p. t~o. "This is the method commonty.used in shoddy dyeing.
the cotton being afterwards filled up by means of sumac and iron in the case of

blacks, blues and heavy browns, or with some suitahle direct cotton color

dependent on the shade of the wool. It is a)so used in pile fabrics with a cotton

warp back, and goods that are likely to crimp if dyed in a neutral Gfauber'

salt bath, such as wool and cotton unions with artificial silk etfect threads. Its

advantage is that one can get brighter shades on the wool by this method than

by the singje-bath method. For filling up the cotton a large range of direct

cotton dyestuffs are available which leave the wool unstained at low températures
whilst having a strong affinity for cotton. This dyeing of the cotton should

not he carried out absolutely cold, because experiment has shown that the tem-

perature at which it is carried out has a very distinct influence on the fastness

to rnbbing on the cotton. The higher the temperature at which the filling up
of the cotton is carried out, the faster to rubbing is the cotton; thus, if the filling

up is carried out cold, the cotton will be liable to rub, but if carried out at 50°-
60° C, the cotton will be found quite fast to rubbing; moreover, the higher the

température employed, the better the value obtained from the dyestuffs. This

operation is usually carried out on the washing machine, which enables a very
short liquor to be used, and in which the heavy roller plays an efficient part in

squeezing the color into the centre of the material."

On p. iss the author says: "The results of indigo and sulphide blacks

dyed in the hydrosulphite vat are most striking in that indigo practically docs

not dye faded flannel at all, whilst sulphur blacks dye the faded flannel heavier

than the non-faded. These absolutely contradictory results show how difficult

it is to build any theories on exactly what happens to the wool fiber on exposure
ta the atmosphere."

This is a very interesting book: it fumishes a great deal of material for

anybody wishing to develop the theory of dyeing. The author is quite frank

about admitting that his own knowledge of dyeing is absolutely empirical.

Wilder D. Bancroft

Metaitography. By Samnel L. Holt. Part The ~t)M~ of ~<<ox-

fo~/ty. 23 X cm; x + ~o. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company,

JC~o. ffM<; ~.oo.–Thé present volume deals with the general principles of

metallography and with some of the more important methods which are used

to carry out general investigations in the metallographie laboratory. It is to bc

followed by a volume dealing with the metallography of the more important
metals and alloys, including steel, cast iron, and the special steets; and by a third

volume which will contain the applications of metallography to the metallurgical
and engineering industries. The chapters in this volume are entitled: constitu-

tion diagrams; the preparation of metallic alloys; metallic microscopy; micro-

structure of metals and alloys; pyrometry and thennat analysis; physical prop-

ertics; mechanical properties.

There are a number of nicc things in the book. The statement in regard
to apochromatic objectives is excellent, p. 85. "In the achromatic objectives

light of only one wave length, the brightest color to the eye, passes through
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without producing spherical aberration. This means that p-rfeetty sharp
imagesare secured with only one color and that other imagesare blurred so as
to form color fringes and to cast a general haze over the entire field. This is
lack of complete correction and is due to the 'chromatic differenceof spherical
aberration.' The apochromatic objectives, on the other hand, produce images
which are nearly equally distinct for a))colors so that the quality of thé image
is independent of the light used for illumination. Furthermore, the color cor-
rection in achromatic objectives is adequate onty in one zoneand the définition
fat)s off toward the centre and the margin, white in the apoehron~aticobjectives
the color correction is uniform over the entire field. Chromatie aberration in
aehromatie objectives is corrected for two colors-red and violet-by using
appropriate combinations of optical glass and lenses. This leaves a 'secondary
spectrum' of apple-green which limits the aperture which can be employed.
However this correction is perfect only within the limited zone. The apachro-
matic objectives produce coincident images with three different colors and this
is true for the entire field, so that the various images, besidesbeing individually
perfected,are brought more nearly coincident in the same focal plane to produce
uniform and sharply defined images. For thèse reasons the apochromatic
objectives combine, very satisfaetority, a high resolving power,superior defini-
tion and a wide range of magnification;and this is true whether the illumination
is vertical or oblique or with colored or with white light."

Thé discussion of grain size is good. p. 10~; the paragraphs on eutectic
structure are admirable, p. )f6; and the reviewer wasinterested in the statement
in regard to surface tension, p. t <9. "The usual effectof surface tension on the

shapeof the primary crystats is to producedendrites with roundedsurfaces,which
showsthat the surface tension is greater than the resistanceof the materiat. The
diamond has been cited as an example of this effect. On the other hand, if the

strength of the material exceeds the forceof surface tension, the dendrite is able
to assume its more natural shape,often characterized by sharp angles."

The author refers, p. t78, to the experiments of Fink on coarse and fine

powdersof thoria and tungsten. He is very clear, p. 198,as to the theoretical
conditionsfor measuring the etectromotive force of an aUoyas a reversibtealloy,
though he is evidently not clear at all as to the way in whieh such measurements
are to be used, because the eut on p. to~ is worse than uselessto anybody pri-
ntanty interested in alloys, who wished to use etectromotive force measurements
to determine the constitution of an alloy. It should also havebeen stated that
the method is of no value except in the simplest possiblecases,where it is super-
nuous. On the other hand the discussionof the change of tensile strength and

ductility of annealed and hard-drawn copperwith changingtemperature, p. 239,
is excellent.

What is said in regardto hardness, p. 240, is sogoodasto beworthquoting:
"The property of hardness isanother one whieh is difficultto defineand equally
dinicuit to measure. Our simplest conception of a hard substance is one which
cannot be readily scratched. This is the useof the term as accepted by mineral-

ogists and is the basis of the well-knownscate of Mohs. However applicable
this test may be tn mineralogicaldeterminations, it is aot capable of rendering
quantitative results whichwouldbe serviceablein the physicaltestingof materials.
Forour purposeswe may take hardness as the resistance of a material to abrasion
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or to cutting by a hard substance, or to penetration by another (barder) sub-

stance. In someform or another, this is the property (or better, combinationof

properties,for we have no conceptionof hardness which permits us to classifyy
it as a singleproperty) whichis measured by thé methodscommonly employed.
The difTercntkinds of hardness are brought out by the different methods whieh

are used to test for hardness, and, as a corollary, it is necessary to select the
methodwith due regard for thé particular kind of hardness which is to be mea-

sured. As a matter of fact 'hardness' which means resistance to cutting is in

realitya combination of hardness with some other property, such as toughness.
Other kindsof 'hardness' may be regarded as similarcombinations. The tertn

'hardness'isoften incorrectlyused to signify strength or even brittleness. !nas-

much as this usage is not justified by the definitionsof the terms and can onty
lead to confusion,it should be discarded."

While the book is admirable in most respects, it seems misleading to

speak,p.36,ofa binary eutectie separating froma ternary melt along the bound-

ary eurveleading from the binary eutectie to the temary eutectie. The relative

massesof the two phases separating along the boundarycurve are not necessarily
the sameas the binary eutectic and are not so represented in the eut. On p.

roo the reviewer is by no means clear what actually happens to the magnetie
transformationwhen the field strength is varied and consequently he cannot

state to what extent there is even an apparent discrepancy with the phaserule.

Thé matter is complicated by the fact that the author bas evidently forgotten
that on the first page he excludedmagnetie forcesexplicitly.

WilderD. Bancroft

The Physical Chemietry of Metals. By ~K~A Schenck. 7'foM;a~

and antt0(af<oty R. Dean. X 7~ CM);p~. Mtt + ?jp. New York:John

Wileyand Sons, ~(~70. Priee: Ïj.oo.–Thé German édition appeared in tooS;
but thetranslator has revisedthe text so as to bringit up to date sofar as possibte.
In the introductory chapter the author discusses the properties of metats inchtd-

ing melting-points, transition points, densities, heats of fusion, conductance,

reflectingpower and metallic lustre, thermo-electric force, and passivity. The

secondchapter deals with metallic solutions and alloys, and the third with the

alloysof metals with carbides, oxides and sulphidcs. Iron and steel corne in

this chapter. The fourth chapter is devoted to oxidation and reduction, while

the decompositionof carbon monoxide and the blast furnace process fonn the

subject of the fifth chapter. The reactions of sulphides are taken up in the

sixthchapter, in other words, the roasting of suiphideores.

The book contains a great deal of interesting information and the photo-

micrographsare well reproduced, though the connection between the text and

the euts is not always as close as one would like. The sample of fuchsinpaper
on p. 27is very striking. In the discussionon passivity, p. 37, it is stated that

if a conductoris once made passive,changing the magnetie field would have no

effect. The work of Nicholsand PranMin is referred to in support of this view;
but the reviewer's recollection is that iron which had become passive in nitric

acidbecameactive when the magnetie field was applied. Also,the experiments
of Bennettand Burnham made it probable that this effect of the magnetiefield

had nothingto do with etectrons. On p. 4~ it seemsa pity onty to note from
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Ramsay's experiments on the vanor nressurps nf mHrn,.r~ cRamsay's experiments on the vapor pressures of mercury solutions of metals
that there is proportionality between concentration and depression and that
most of the metals are monatomic. To most people the striking thing was the
molecular weight of .9 for calcium. 76 for barium, 18 for sodium, and 30 for
potassium.

On p. 48 it is stated that the Parkes process and the shaking out of organic
substances with ether "depend on the fact that the third substance distributes
itself between the layers according to a definite ratio." The constancy of thé
ratio is not important at all and probably docs not occur in most cases. The
essential thing is that the ratio shall be satisfactory and not that it shall bc con-
stant. We cannot even )ay down a hard and fast rule as to what constitutes a
satisfactory ratio.

!n the case of a compound, AB, which forms no eutectic point with com-
ponent B, it is at least a question whether one should speak of the solid mass
rich in B as consisting of AB and the eutectic of B and AB, p. 64. There is a
vagueness about the following sentence, p. 68, which undoubtedly existed in
the German: but which might well have been eliminated in the translation:
H is clear, that an alloy with the most homogeneous possible structure, whieh
has the same components as another, containing interstratified large erystals,
will excel in tensile and compressive strength."

The faets in regard to the dissociation of metallic oxides are given clearly,
thé reduction by carbon monoxide is discussed in detail, and the chapter on the
roasting of sulphide ores is helpful. Wilder D. Bancroft

The Microbiology and Microanalysis of Foods. By /t/~< Schneider.
X 77 + 262. PAt/a~AM.- P. B/a~ Son and Co., 7~0.

Price: ~o.–!n the introduction the author says: "During our participation
in the World War and since the dectaration of the armistice and the demobiliza-
tion subsequent thereto, numerous reports of extensive outbreaks of severe
enteritis in army encampments, in barracks, and on transports have been made
by privates, mess sergeants, camp cooks and by onieers. AMof the reports were
quite untform as to the symptoms of the food intoxications. Generally a severe
enteritis with great prostration, lasting from three to five days. In'one aviation
barrack, housing about 5,000 men, nfty percent were thus stricken after an
evening meal. No thorough investigation was made. The mess sergeant
laid the trouble to bad meat. In onc large training camp severe and extensive
outbreaks of enteritis developed with some regularity, usually at the close of
the week, suggesting to the men that they were given a periodic purgative with
the food. A committee of privates caUed on the commanding otncer and asked
if this were so, and, if so, urged that the dose be much reduced as the effects were
too severe. The officer declared that there was nothing to the surmise of the
men. No special investigation was made and the conclusion reached was-that
the attacks were caused by bad food, coupled with the inereape in unsanitary
conditions of the mess toward the close of thé week. Several extensive out-
breaks of enteritis appeared in the S. A. T. C. barracks of one of our large uni-
versities. No thorough investigation was made. Reports of the kind cited
could be multiplied many times. They serve to emphasize the importance of
army sanitation as well as the importance of properly inspecting and testing
the food supplies intended for the men.
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"A tnost serious drawback to the cause of purer and better foods is the
inability on the part of many. if not most, food baeteriotogists to get away from
the plate culture method for determining food decomposition, and also beeause
ntany, if not most. laboratory analysts have such limited practiea! expérience
in food inspection, food production and preparation, etc., as to make it impossible
for them to make proper use of the organoleptic tests. There are many techni-
cally experienced food analysts who assert that a direct bacterial count is of
little value as indicator of the quality of the food article, whereas in fact it is
the most valuable analytical factor now in use. Particularly is this the case
in the examination of ail foods which arc much handled or which are long stored.
The direct microscopieat examination is the only means we have for determining
the pre-processing conditions of canned foods, of dried foods and of frozen foods.
Food materials in cans may be entirely decomposed and yet the plating results
may be wholly negative. In these cases the direct microscopical Maminatio).
will reveal billions of dead bacteria per ce or per gram. The direct bactenat
count is the simplest and the most practical means for determining the quality
of sausages of all kinds, of pastes, of minced meats, of potted fish and other
meats, of gelatine, of dried, smoked, kippered and otherwise preserved meats
and of frozen and cold storage meats, of dried milk, dried eggs, albumen, etc.
fn every case the organoteptie tests must be very carefully made and intelli-
gently interpreted. The relationship of the direct count and the plating methods,
as far as field work is concerned, may be summarized as follows: The direct
count is all-important and the plating methods (and other special cultural
methods, including special staining methods) are quite secondary in significance;
and thé direct count must be suppleniented by the organoleptie tests."

The subject is presented under the following heads: introduction; decom-
position changes in food; the principal groups of organisms concerned in food
spoilage; subdued and retarded food decompositions; foods cspeciauy liable to
be harmful or dangerous; food substances not likely to undergo microbic de-

composition food analysis in the field; food adulterations; general and special
micro-analytical methods; micro-analytical rating of food products; legal stand-
ards of purity; diet table.

There is an occasional statement which is open to question. Jt is cer-
tainly not true that pears are better when ripened on the tree, p. 53, and many
people woutd deny that the relish for the so-called gamey flavor in birds indi-
cates a perverted taste. Under canned goods, p. f. the enthusiastic reader
can learn what swells, springers, flippers, and flat sours are.

It is interesting to read, p. 9;, that "one of the most remarkable crazes
which originated among civilians of the United States during the World War.
was the notion that broken glass was added to flours, breads, sugar and other
food stuffs. For a time a considerable number of the entire personnel of thé food
laboratories were kept busy examining materials which were suspected to con-
tain broken or powdered glass. Of the thousands upon thousands of food prod-
ucts that were examined for broken glass not one was ever found whieh actually
contained this substance. The suspicion was found to he either entirely ground-
less, or the suspected material proved to be a trace of sand, of pebbles and in
a number of instances, granulated sugar."

On p. M there is a paragraph on the new method of transporting fish.
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"Abiosis is a form of suspended animation due to freezing. Certain animais
may be completely frozen.with apparent complete suspensionof ait life func-
tions, and on careful thawingout willagain be restored to life. This discovery
bas recentiy been made use of commercially. The Pictet procedure as applied
to fish is carried out as follows: The fish in a tank of water are supplied with
oxygen whichisadmitted to the waterand whieh permits the drawingoffof most
of the water, whereuponthe vesseipackcdwith the fishis run into a refrigerating
tank, and the entire mass (of water and fish) frozen into one solidhlock. This
block, with suitable coveringto prevent thawing, may now be shipped to any
desired place. Uponarrivât at the destination, the frozenblock is put through
a slow thawing process,lasting for about ten hours, whereupon the fish again
assume their normal activities when placed in a suitabie water supply. This
method for shipping livefish is said to be simple and cheap. It is asserted that
the state ofabiosisthrough freezingbas been induced in animais much higherin
the scate of evolution than fish,as sheepand dogs; however,no practical appli-
cation bas as yet suggesteditself in thesecases."

The reviewerisnot competent to speak as to the reat value of the book;
but he has foundit interesting and helpful. Wilder P. Bancroft

La MatédfuiMtioa de l'Énervé. By ~.oHtjRougier. 7p X c)t;;
.~t+74S. Pa)'M;GaM<A<er-W/<a~ Cie, t07j).–~«:e.o /~sM<;$.–This
book is apparently written by a professorof philosophyand not of physics; but
it is one of the best presentations of modem physics to be found anywhere.
The author hasread and masteredthe workin regard to energy,quantum theory,
and relativity; and the book can be recommendedvery highly. Thé subjeet is
-presented under the headings: duality of matter and energy; mass and the
principle ofrelativity; electromagneticdynamics the electronietheory of matter;
the inertia of energy; the weight ofenergy; the structure of energy; conclusions.
It is to behoped that this book maybe translated into English beforelong.

Wilder D. Bancroft

Die Welt der vemacMassigten Dlmenslonen. By Wolfgang O~tfaM.
Fourth edition. 23 X cm; xtt + ~s. Dresdenand Z.Mp!tg;Theodor

~tM~ /~o. Price: ~oo.–The English translation of the first edition
was reviewed two years ago (M, 380). While the fourth German edition has
been revised and contains some newmatter, the book as a wholehas not been
changed materiallyandconsequentlyan extendedreviewisnot called for.

Wilder D. Bancroft
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ANOMALOUS OSMOSIS WITH GOI<D BEATERS

SKIN MEMBRANES. CHLORIDE SOLUTIONS
IN THE PRESENCE 0F ACIDS AND

BASES'

BY F. E. BARTELL AND 0. E. MADISON

In our previous studies of the relation of osmose of solu-
tions of electrolytes to the electrical states of the membrane

system, we concluded that the nature and magnitude of the

resulting osmose was dependent largely upon two factors:

(i) the electrical orientation of the membrane system, and

(2) the electrical orientation of the capillary wall system.
The four conditions responsiblefor abnormal osmose may be

represented by the followingdiagrams, Fig. I.

With conditions represented in A and D, an abnonnally
great positive osmose would be obtained; while with condi-
tions represented in B and C, an abnormally low, or even

negative, osmosewould result.

Gold beaters skin in pure water is
electro-negative to

the water. With dilute salt solutions of univalent cations,

the solution side of the membrane system is electro-positive

to thé other side (case B), which should give as a result a

l'ractically ail the data givcn in this paper had ))cen obtained prior to

Decetnher, t<);7. Certain minor phases of thé investigation as originally plan lied
have not ))cen completed owing to the fact that bot)) authors entered war service

and have not, up to the present time, found it possible to continue thé expcri-
mental work of this prohlem. Thc work is, howcver, so nearly cotnpjeted that

it seems desirahte to puhtish the resutts at this timc.
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tendency to produce an abnormally low osmose. In our
experimental work we have found that this prediction cor-
reetly represents the facts.

With salt solutions of polyvalent cations as aluminium
and thorium, the membrane becomes electro-positive to the
solution. T he solution side of the membrane is electro-posi-
tive (case D). Thé resulting osmoseshouldbe abnormally
positive. The experimental results wereentirely in accord
with this prediction.

It is well known that small amounts of acids or bases
play an important rôle in adsorption, and that comparatively
small amounts of these substances tend to alter greatly the
signof the charge of any adsorbing materials placed in such
solutions.

It was our ahn in thé present investigation to study the
effectof the presence of different concentrations of acids and
bases upon the osmose of different salt solutions. If our
fundamental hypothesis is correct, we should be able, by
altering the sign of the charge of the membrane by having
present acids or bases, to greatly alter the osmotic effects of
the different salt solutions. For example, those salt solutions
whichshow an abnormally great osmose in neutral solution
shouldbe caused to show an abnormally lowor even negative
osmosewhen the electrical sign of the system is properly
alteredby the presenceof acid or alkali. Solutionsof chlorides
of K, Na, Li, Ba, Mg, AI and Th (the same salts that were
used in our earlier investigation), of 0.05 concentration, were
used.

Three series of experiments were run in which were used
both HNOa and NaOH solutions of differentconcentrations.
The acid or alkali was used (:) throughout the cell system,.
(2) on the solution side of the membrane with distilled water
on the opposite side, and (3) on the side of the membrane
oppositeto that of the solution.

The apparatus and methods used were the same as those
described in thé previous paper. The results obtained are
shownin the following tables.
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ÏABU}!¡

Concentration of 0.05 M. Solutions of Chlorides in Two-com-
partmentCeIIs

(~
KO NaC) MO BaCt, MgC!, A)C), ThC),(hrs.

,)

00000 O 0 0 0
9 3.5 5.5 27 ~2.5 H2.5 91

4 M 8.5 10.5 42.5 66.5 t29 m.5
6 25 15 i9 55 84 152.5 150
8 28 21 27 62.5 975 147.51 '66

to 29 27.5 31 6t 107 142 170'2 29 31 36 6i nz 137 169

TABLE 2
Acid throughout the Ce!! System

Concentration of Acid 0.0001 M. 0.05 M CMorides in CeUs

(~ KCI NaCl LiCt BaC), MgC), AIC), ThC)<
(hrs.)

00 0 0 0 0 000 0
95 12.5 t6 22.5 6~ 72 42

4 i6 21 295 36 n22 90 49
6 20 27.5 39 44-5 t~ 81 40
8 22.5 33 42 49 i6z 72 33

'o 25 34-5 44 55-5 '74 56 27
12 27 37 46 6o i82 46 24

TABLE 3

Acid throughout the CeU System
Concentration of Acid 0.001 M. Solutions of CMorides in Cells

Time
NaCt LiCI BaCt, M ClY Il ThCI,KCI ~Ct LiC[ BaCh MgC): AtC): ThC).

00 0 0 0 0 0 0

'7 29.5 35 82 n6 105 i~
4 32 33 71 150 204. !12 12
6 43.5 44 9' 202 306 !oo 10.58 50 54 io8 251 380 92 8

'0 53 57 !'8 271 4'4 81 4.5
55 68 !2i 312 466 y! 3
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TABLE4
Aetd throughout the Cell System

Concentration of Acid o.ot M. 0.05 MSolutions of Chlorides m
Cells

KCt NaCt HC) BaC), MgC). AtC), ThOt

000 0 0 00 0 00 0
2 14 26.55 32 49 93.5 6: n

4 23.5 35 5' 99 178 5° 9
6 29 38 6o-5 144 ~7° 40 7
8 34.5 40 62 173 336 35 5

to 38 46 52 2o8 392 29 3
12 42 i 48 50 227 429 23 3

TABLE5
Acid throughout the Cell System

Concentration of Acid o. M. 0.05M Solutions of Chlorides in
Celts

KCt NaCt L'C) BaO~ MgC), A)C), ThCt,

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3.5 7-5 95 25

0

26.5 2i 6.5
4 55 10 12.5 44 43 36 5
6 77 16 19 62 63 31 4
8 9 19 26.5 72 78 25 1

)o() lo
20.5 j 30 M ~'5 0

2 10 22.5 3~5 9' '05~53 16 0

TABLE6

Acid on Solution Side; DistilledWater on Other Side
Concentration of Acid o.ooo[ M. 0.05M Solutions of Chlorides in

Cells

KCt NaC) LiC) BaCt~ MgC~ AtC). ThC),

0 00)0 0 0 0 0
2 7 S 10.5 23 4' 7' 8o

4 't 17 ~9 38 '<~ 155 170
6 13 20 44 37 'S5 ~3 250
8 ;2 17.5 54 26 195 247 275

ïo !t1 14 66 «) 227 256 282
12 9 5 72 12 242 252 2~0
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TA8L.Ë77
Acid on Sotution Side; Distilled Water on Other Side

Concentration of Acid o.oor M. o.o5 M Solutions of Chlorides m
Cdts

Time KCI NaCI l.iCI BaCh MgCI¡ AICIa ThCI,(~ ~Ct IJC) BaC), MgCt, AtCt, ThC)<

000 O 00 O 000 0
3' 3~ 5~ 96 i62 t75

4 4~ 53 7~ 49 196 29: 300
6 58 69 103 37 285 343 350
8 68 76 121 21 359 353 376

7' 8t '35 13 4~9 347 355
t2 74 8o 144 8 ~3 334 330

nw n
TABLE8

Acid on Solution Side; Distilled Water on Other Side
Concentration of Acid 0.01 M. 0.05 M Solutions of Chlorides in

Cells

Time IçCI I~IaCI I,iCI BaCI: MgCly AICI, ThCI,(~ KO NaCt I.iC) BaC); MgC), AtCt, ThCi.

000 0
0 0

000 0
2 201 29

0
75 755 '2o0 :42

4 37 46 6i 6< 163 240 26~
6 54 59 85 57 246 337 374
8 6f 67 no 43 3'6 392 422

'o 67 69 t25 30 380 432 46'
'2 70 7' '32 18 436 455 500

TABt.Ef)9
Acid on Solution Side; Distilled Water on Othcr Side

Concentration of Acid 0.02 M. 0.05 M Solutions of Chlorides in
Cells

(~
KCt NaC) LiCt BaC~ MsC): A)C), ThC).

000 o- 00000 0
22 i8 25

0'
26
0

6i 63 77 g8

0

4 3' 38 5' 133 '56 240
6 4' 44 70 ~6 f~o 232 280
8 5° M 85 i8<) 2:5 289 ;~o

'o 5~ 55 99 235 263 333 400
12 5! 62 t09 252 287 274 445
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TABt<B!0
Acid on Solution Side; DistilledWater on Other Side

Concentration of Acid 0.05M. 0.05M Solutions of Chlorides in
Cells

(?
LiCI BaCI, MgCI, AlCla ThCt,

00 0 00 0 0 000
2 8 13 14 35 43 101 105
4 13.5 24 27 ~i 92 ~'6 228
6 i6.5 36 37 '"6 '3° 244 262
8 155 39 4" '38 15' 275 294

'o 155 44 47.5 '57 '67 306 324
'2 t55 48 '72 ~4 340 36o

TARTR TTTABLE!!

Acid on Solution Side; Distilled Water on Other Side
Concentration of Acid 0.1 M. 0.05M Solutions of Chlorides in

Cells

Time KCI NaCt LiCt BaCt, MgCt, AlCla ThCt4

(hrs.)

00 0 00 0 0 0 0 0

2 4 9 9.5 25 24 4! 54

4 7 '5 i7 44 42 78 86
6 8.5 21 23 62 62 12~ t42
8 10 25 28 74 76 158 '86

M 10.55 28 32 86 90 193 245
12 !S 30 35-5 95 100 221 282

TABLE12

Acid on Solution Side; DistilledWater on Other Side
Concentration of Acid 0.2 M. 0.05 M Solutions of Chlorides in

Cells

Time gCl NaCI LiCI BaCla MgCly AICIa ThCI,KCI NaCt LiCt BaCt: MgC), A)Ct, ThOt

00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 !.55 4 10 io 19.5 24
4 2.55 7 8 20 20 39 48
6 3 Il 12.5 30 32 70 88
8 35 12.5 t3'5 35 38 84 nô

!o 4 ~3 i7 42 4~5 107 132
ï2 3.5 i5 '9 46.5 52.5 '22 146
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ÏABLE :3
Acid on One Sidc; Solutionon the Other Side

Concentration of Acid 0.0001M. 0.05M Solution of Chlorides in
Cells

KO NaO t.iCt BaC), M~Ct. AtCt, ThCt.

000 00 000
2 9-S 7.5 i9.5 39 49 69 25
4 13 12 33.5 56.5 98 140 176 15.5 145 38 63.5 124 70 14
8 17 16 41 64 136 15 !o

to t8 19 4' 62 t~2 15 y
12 i8 22 4! M ~t 15 4

~r'TABLEt~j.
Acid on One Side;Solution on thé Other Side

Concentration of Acid 0.001M. 0.05M Solutions of Chlorides in
Cells

(~
~[ NaCt LiC) BaC), M~C), AtC), ThCt<

00.0 00 0 0 00 °
2 24 29 3i ?6 22 8o 67
4 4~ 59 53 8o 30 i~ 87
6 M 78 68 8~ 29 152 137
8 6i 9~ 87 6~ 27 162 125

10 64 104. 102 54 26 167 no
12 66 ioc) n4 49 25 167 i 90

TABLE15
Acid on One Side; Solutionon the Other Side

Concentration of Aeid o.ot M. 0.05M Solutions of CMorides in
CeUs

Time KCt NaCt LiCt BaCt, MgCt, A1C), ThC).

000 0 000 0 00 0
~8 33.5 35 8! !5 147 275

4 48 66 711 9~ 1255 200 3506 6t 89 go 10~. H1 222 4258 69 mô n3 8o Il 222 500'0 73 '2! 123 72 H 222 525'2 75 '30 !33 63 II 222 540
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TABLEl6
Acid on OneSide Solution on thé Other Side

Concentration of Acid o.t M. 0.05 M Solutions of Chlorides in
Cells

(S*~ ~C)
NaC) LiCt BaC),

I

MgCla AtCt, ThC)<

0000 0 00 00

22 22 20

O

24

o

45 47.5 5! 220

4 2 27 38.5 54 60 65 3to
6 2 30 44 60 68 711 340
8 2 28 47 48 68 74 355

10 2 26 47 45 66 76 350
12 2 26 47 45. 66 75 350

·r.n.n
ÏABLEt?

Alkali throughout the Cell
Concentration of Alkali 0.0001Af. 0.05 M Solutions of Chlorides

in Cells

KCI NaCt LiCt BaC): MgC),J, AtCt, ThC)<

(hrs.)

0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0

2 z 4 5 '3 15 97 101

4 3 5 7 24 23 !?6 186

6 4 7 29 27 225 240
8 6 9 14 33 3~ 256 262

10 9 '2 '7 33 3S 280 290
12 n 14 i8 35 285 3'o

ÏAB~E !8

Alkalithroughout the CeU
Concentration of Alkalio.oot M. 0.05M Solutions of Chlorides in

Cells

Time KO N&C) LiC) B&C)., MgCt, ) AICI, ThCI.

00
2.5

00 00 7 0
1\

00
2 2.5 lo H 7 8 35 85
4 455 17 20

1
955

~l
40 90

6 7 22 25 to.5 13, 39 65
8 7.5 25 28 95 '7 39 44

io 9 27 30 9.5 3~ 40
!2 ]i1 29 33 9.5 t6 32 38
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TABt.RK)
Afkattthroughoutt)icCett

Cône.of Alkali
o.oi_M. 0.05M Solutionsof ChloridesinCetts

Tinin “
(hrs.) KCI ~Ct LiCI

o 0 0 0
2 3.5

646
4 5

y
868 9

7

10 7 12 )~
7 15 18

TABLE20

Alkali throughout the Cell
Conc. of Alkali 0.1M. 0.05M Solutions of Chlorides in Cells

S KCt NaC) LiCt

0 0 0 0
2 0 g
4 1 4 45

° 2
2

5 7
'o 3 s 9

4 5 lo

The Electromotive Force of o.o~ M Chlorides Nitric
Acid and willt ~o~MW Hydroxide throughout the ~~w.–
In order to study the effect of the presence of acid on the
E. M. F. of the neutral salt solutions, and to compare this
effect with the effeet the acid exercised on the osmose of the
same salt solutions, measurements were made of the cell
potential of 0.05 M chlorides when different concentrations
of nitric acid were used throughout the system. The con-
centrations of acid used were 0.001 M, 0.01 M, and 0.1 M.

A study similar to that made with nitric acid was made
with sodium hydroxide. Thé following tables give only the
results obtained when either the acid or alkali was present
throughout thé entire system. The + or sign indicates
the sign of potential on the solution side of the membrane.
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Summary of Results

~MWway.)'o/K~.–Asummaryoftheresultsobtained
when acid or alkali are présent throughout the cell system
is best shownby the curves in Figs. 2 and 3.

From thé above data it is shown conclusively that the

presenceof acid or alkali does have a marked effect upon the
osmose of salt solutions.

It is also clearlyshown that tite presenceof acid or alkali

may alter not only the electrical sign of the capillary wall

system but also may alter, or even reverse, the electrical sign
of the membrane system.

A study of the results obtained brings out the fact that
the direction ofosmose,as also its magnitude, is closely related
to the electrical orientation of the cell system. Although
different salt solutionswith cations of the same valence do not
behave exactly alike under all conditions, they all do show
similar effects which may be considered to be characteristic
for the solutionsof that class. For the purpose of simplifying
the analysis of results, we may select the potassium salt as

being representative of those with univalent cations, mag-
nesium salt as being representative of those with divalent
cations, and thorium salt as being representative of salts with
cation with a valenceof three and above.

Osmosisof .Sa~Solutions with Acid or Alkali ~ÛMg/MM<
C~. Po<(MMMMChloride.-The osmoseof neutral KCI solu-
tion isabnormallysmall its cell systeni'isrepresented by caseB.

In the presenceof 0.001 M acid to 0.01 Af acid the elec-
trical orientation of the cell system is represented by case D,
which is productiveof an abnormally high positive osmose.

When the system contains acid of 0.1 M concentration
or greater, the electrical orientation of the system is repre-
sented by case C, which is productive of abnormaUy low or
even negative osmose.

When the system contains alkali throughout, the mem-
brane is in every case elcctro-negative and the electrical
orientation of the cell system is represented by case B, whieh
is productive of abnormally low, or negative, osmose.
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.Vog~'MMM!C'A~M~–Thé factors govemingthe osmose
of magnésiumchloride are identieâl with those goveming the
osmose of potassium chloride. The same explanations given
for the results obtained with potassium chloride solutions
apply throughout to those obtained with magnésiumchloride.

Thorium C'/t~T-tdc.–Thé osmose of neutral thorium
chloride solutions is abnormally great and is accounted for
by the fact that the electrical orientation of the cell System
is represented by case D.

An exceedinglysmall amount of acid present in the cell
system lowersthe potential of the membrane interface System
which, as a result, tends to lowerthe abnormallygreat positive
osmotie tendency of thorium chloride solutions.

A still greater concentration of acid throughout the sys-
tem (o.i Mand above) reverses the electricalorientation of
the membrane system giving as a result conditionsrepresented
in case C. The resulting osmose now becomesabnormally
low or even negative.

With a lowconcentration of alkali (0.0001M) throughout
the system the membrane is still electro-positivedue to the

pronounced effects of the quadrivalent cation of the salt
solution. The conditions are represented by case D, and an

abnormally great positive osmose results.

With somewhathigher concentrations ofalkali throughout
the system, the sign of the membrane materialbecomeselectro-

negative the conditions are represented by case B. An

abnormally low or negative osmose results.

It was mentioned above that the sign of the gold beaters
skin membrane to water is electro-negative. The iso-electric

point of this membrane is reached with comparatively low
concentrations of acid, approximately 0.0001 M. In the
presence of different salt solutionswith theacid, the iso-electric

point cornesat a somewhat different concentrationwith each
of the different salts. It is quite likely that the distinct
breaks noted in the various curves (Fig. 2), which corne at
about 0.0001 M acid concentration, may be accounted for
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by the fact that at these points the membrane is near, or is

passing through the iso-eiectric point.
It is hardly necessary for the writers to further analyze

the results obtained with the various solutions under the
different conditions of the above experiments. The same
general principles apply throughout. It may be stated that
many experiments in addition to those reported in this paper
have been carried out in this laboratory during the past eight
years in which this investigation has been in progress,and in

practically every case the results obtained may be explained
when the factors above described are detennined and the

principles above given are applied. Experiments similar
to the above have been carried out with other types of mem-
branes. Considerable work has been done with membranes
of collodion;with this material wehave been able to vary the
diameter of the pore spaces as well as the thickness of the
membrane. Both of these factors are important in the con-
sideration of anomalous osmose.

In a subsequent paper we shall attempt to point out the
relation of the principles discussed in this paper to colloidal

processes,including the swellingof gels and various biological
phenomenawhich, up to the present time, have receivedno

satisfactoryexplanation.
fH)M')'!t<yof jVtc/a )f
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ELËCTROLYTIC PREPARATION 0F SODIUM

PERMANGANATE

BY C. 0. HENKE AND 0. W. BROWN

Manganèse, used as an anode in an alkaline solution,
gives permanganate, manganate, manganèse dioxide and

manganous hydroxide, the particular product and the current

efficiency depending upon the concentration of the alkali,
the temperature of the electrolyte, and the current density.
In this investigation we studied the effect of temperature,
current density, and concentration of the alkali upon the
production of sodium permanganate.

Thé formation of permanganate at a manganèse anode
in alkaline solutions was first discoveredby I,orenz.t

MùUer~studied the amodiebehavior of manganese in
solutions of sodium sulphate and sodium di-hydrogen phos-
phate, with and without the addition of sodium hydroxide.
He showed by polarization measurements that hydroxyl
ions produced passivity.

White~ states that ferromanganese anodes in sodium

hydroxide solutions form manganoushydroxide at lowcurrent
densities. He found that this could be readily oxidized

electrolytically to manganese dioxidebut not to permanganate.
Neithcr was he suecessfu! in oxidizingthe manganèse dioxide

electrolytically to permanganate. From this he concluded
that the eîectrotytic formation of permanganate is a direct
reaction not involving manganous hydroxide or manganese
dioxide as intermediate steps. At 95° Che secured the green
manganate.

Wilson and Horsch~ state that they secured the best
current yields of sodium permanganate from ferromanganese
anodes in sodium carbonate solutions,at lowtemperatures and

Lorcnz:Zcit.anorg.Chcrn,t!, 393(t~fi).
MuUcr:Zcit. Htcktrochemic, n, ~s (f<)o.5).

Whitc: Jour. Phys. Chem., 10,502 (f')o<)).
< Wilson and Horseh: Trans. An). Etectrochem. Soc., 35, 37~ ('9'9~.
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with a current density of about t3 amperes per square deci-
meter, but they give no quantitative results to show the effect
of temperature and current density. The major portion of
their article is concemed with the developmentofa commercial

process, the object being to secure a pure solution of the per-
manganate to meet the Government's requirements, as im-

purities caused serious deterioration in the resulting soda-
lime.

Thompson' gives the results of someexperiments carried
out on a large scale. He used ferromanganese anodes in a

24 percent potassium carbonate solution and secureda eurrent

efficiencyof 17 percent.
In our experiments weused a manganeseanodecontaining

92.0 percent manganese, the impurities being for the most

part iron, silicon and carbon. The anode was made by re-

ducing pyrolusite with cokein an electric arc furnace. Con-
nection with the anode wasmade by solderinga copper wire
onto one edge of it. The anode had a surface of 30 square
centimeters on each side. In calculating the current density
45 square centimeters or i'/i: times the area of one side was
used, since there was only one cathodeon oneside of the man-

ganese anode. The electrolysis was carried out in a beaker
8' cm in diameter by n% cm high. This was kept within
two degreesof the indicated temperature by placing in a water
bath. To secure the lower temperatures a cooling coU was
also used, which was placed inside the vessel. The cathode
consisted of a perforated platinum plate having a surface of
10 square centimeters counting both sides. The electrolyte
was in each case 350 ce. The amount of current used was
indicated by an ammeter, slight variations being noted. Be-
fore each electrolysis the manganeseanodewas scrubbed with
an iron wire brush, in order to have it in as nearly the same
condition as possible at the start of each experiment.

Thé amount of permanganate formed was determined

by pipetting out a portion of the clectrolyte, which was acidi-

Thompson:Chcn).Met.)~ 21,Mo(t~n;).
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fied with sutphuric acid,heated to 65° C and then reduced by
a known amount ofa standardsolutionofoxalicacid, an excess

being added which was titrated with a standard solution of

potassium permanganate. Since the manganèse is oxidized
to a valence of seven,one amperehour should produce 0.7566
gram of sodium permanganatewhich is equivalent to 265.5
ce of a decinormal solutionof oxalic acid.

In some preliminaryexperimentsa porous cup was used.
This worked nicely for a time but soon the resistance of thé

cup would begin to increaseand the voltage would rise to
a prohibitive figure. On breaking the cup the walls were
found to contain a depositof a brownishblack oxide of man-

ganese. Morse and Oisen' encountered the same difficulty
in making permanganic acid. This led us to attempt the
formation of the permanganatewithout the use of a dia-

phragm. The electrolytewasa solution of caustic soda con-

taining 10 grams of sodium hydroxide per liter. Using a
current of 3.5 amperes (eurrent density 7.7 amperes per
square decimeter), at 25° Cfor one hour the current emciency
was 16.~ percent, while in a similar electrolysis, except with
the addition of an excessof calcium hydroxide, the eurrent

efficiencywas 32.8percent. That is, under these conditions,
the addition of an excessof lime increased the current effi-

ciency about 16percent. Therewas a great deal of difference
in thé appearance of the platinum cathode under the two
conditions. Without the limeit was covered with a coating
of a black oxideof manganese,probably manganese dioxide,
while with the addition of the calcium hydroxide the coating
on the cathode wasvery similarin color to that of manganese.
It seems as though the calciumhydroxide formed a film over
the cathode which acted as a diaphragm. In the following
experiments no diaphragm other than that formed by the
calcium hydroxidewasused.

The results of Table 1 are plotted in Plate I. T,hc cur-
rent efficiency,whichis plottedin Curve A, rises rather rapidly

1 Morseand0)seh:Am.Chem.Jour.,23,43;(1900).
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ÏABt.);!1
EffcctofCurrentDensityonCurrcntHiReienev

Tempprature25°C
meetrotyte–350 ce of NaOHsolutioncontainingro grams NnOH

per liter. To thisan cxcexso{Ca(OH)2wasadded
Timeof passageofcurrent–onehour

Current Carrent Anode
NaMnO. Current

Ctirrent rlc~~sity tcnsion dischurge formed Current in-trength tension ~e ~Bieiencyia
ampères

ampères potenttat percent of
per-iq.dcm volts theory

o-75 '.66 3.4 –l.i57 0.0250
~-52 3.38 ~.o -1.239 0.235; 20.5

5.82 5.3 –1.415 0.5547 28.r

2.98 6.66 5.5 0.6774 30.1c

3.5 7,78 5.9 -1.445 0.8593 32.5
3.83 8.52 6.3 0.9795 33.8
4.7 10.43 7.0 –1.445 1.1844 334
5.7 12.68 7.8 –t.445 [.4626 34.2
6.9 Ï5.33 8.6 –t.485 1.6288 ;;t.2

with increase in eurrent density up to 6 amperes per square
decimeterandthenless rapidly ~–uemmeLernnu.men iessraptuty

up to î2.7 amperesper square
decimeter, after which it de-

clinesslightly. In Curve 8the
anode discharge potential is §

plotted. This was measured
¡:
¡;:

after the current had been w

passing half an hour. In cal-
$

culating thé discharge po- §
tential the voltage of the

calomel half-cell was taken
as –0.56 volt. The results

show that the discharge po-
tential increaseswith increase
in eurrent efficiency calculated from the formation of per-

manganate. In the case of lead anodes' in sodium hy-
droxide solutions the corrosion decreased when the anode

discharge potential increased.

1Brown,HenkeandSmith:Jour.Phys.Chetn.,24, 367(t92o).
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Thé results of Table II are plotted in Plate II. Curve A
shows the deerease in current efficiency with increase in

T~~II
Kfreetof Temperature onCurrent BMeiency

Current density t2.7 amperesper square decimeter
hfectrotyte–350 ce of NaOH sotutioncontaining io grams NaOH

per,hter; To this an excessof Ca(OH); was added
Time of passage ofeurrent–one hottr

Current Temperature Anode NaMnO.
Current

strength degrees
discharge f~' ..tBci.ncy

ampères centigrade POKnuat
grams

'n percent
volts °

oftheory

~9~ 8 o.8~8 38.6
2 .78* i6 --1.~5 o.75t8 35.8
5.70 25 –1.445 t.47~6 3~2
5~3 40 –363 0.8548 20.T
570 60 –t.2n 0.1342 3.1

temperature. The efficiency decreases from 38.6 percent at
8° C to 8.1 percent at 60° C. Besides the decrease in enl-

ciency the color of the solu-
tion was different at 60° C.
The color indicated that there
was a large amount of man-

ganate along with the per-
manganate. Alsoat 40" and
60 C the platinum cathode
was covered with a black

coating probably manganese
dioxide, even though there
was an excess of calciumhy-
droxidepresent. At the lower

temperatures there was no
black coating on the cathode.
This indicated that the limef~ ~tM~<n.cu ma.L U1C )tHtC

did not make as good a diaphragmat the high as at the low
temperatures. Curve B showsthe decrease in anode dis-

Onlyone-halfoftheanodewasimmersedintfieelectrolyte.
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charge potential with temperature, the discharge potential

decreasing with the current efficiency as it did in Plate I,

Curve B.
TABLRIII

Effeet of Concentration of Sodium Hydroxide on Current E<ncieney
Température 25° C

Current density–12.7 amperes per square decimeter

Etectrolyte–350 ce of NaOH solution of concentration indicated in
column two below. To this an excessof Ca(OH)2 wasadded

Time of passage of current-one hour

Concentra- Anode Namno CurrentCurrent tion of B.th N.MnO.
strength NaOH in tension

discharge
formed

amperes grams per volts potentlal grams
in percentampères

liter
votts volts grams of theory

5.70 !o 7.8 –445 1.4726 34.2
5.68 30 3.4 -1.234 0.8424 19-6
5.70 75 2.9 –I.H4 0.7167 i6.6

5.70 !!2.5 30 –1.076 0.8802 20.5
5.75 "50 3.0 –034 ~0900 25.0
5.75 180 2.9 –1034 1.0924 25.1
5-85 225 2.8 –1.005 1.1347 25.7
5.82 300 2.9 –oo5 12315 28.0

The results of Table III are plotted in Plate III. Curve

A showsthe effect of concentration of the sodium hydroxide

c/M~S socWM Myc~o~f PER ~<Te~

Ct/y/ff/vy o~MS/r~ /<* 7 rc~~f/?.<r<?c ~*c

DateIII
on the current efficiency. The shape of this eurve is peculiar
in that there is a minimum with maxima on either side.
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Thus at a concentration of 10grams of sodium hydroxideper
liter the efficiencyis 3~.2 percent and at 150 grams per liter
the emciencyis 25 percent, while with 75 grams sodiumhy-
droxide per liter the efficiency is only ï6.6 percent. At the
low concentration permanganate is formed while at the high
concentration of sodium hydroxide manganate is formed.
Soit may be possible that the curve shown in the figurecon-
sistsof the branchesof the two curves, onewherethe formation
of manganate predominates along with some permanganate,
and the other where the formation of the permanganatepre-
dominates along with some manganate, and that these two
curves intersect at the low point in the curve, that is, at a
concentration of about 65 grams sodium hydroxideper liter.

At the higher concentrations of the sodium hydroxide
the black coating on the cathode was formed. In an attempt
to secure a substance that would give a better diaphragm
than calcium hydroxide and thus prevent this reduction,
wetried the hydroxides of magnesium,strontium and barium,
thinking that the solubility of the hydroxide woulddetermine
its efficiencyas a diaphragm. However, with the concentra-
tion of the sodiumhydroxide at 150grams per liter, the em-

ciency was practically the same with the different alkali
earth hydroxides,that is, about 25 percent, although withthe
strontium hydroxide we got 26.9 percent current efficiency.

CurveB, whichshowsthe effectofconcentrationofsodium

hydroxide on the anode discharge potential, drops continu-

ousty from –1.4.4.5 to -1.005 volts, although during the
latter part of the curve the current efficiencyis increasing.
In the other two plates the discharge potential increased
when the current efficiency increased. In the first part of
the curve in Plate III that is also true, but after the minimum
in the eurrent efficiencycurve is passed the dischargepotential
continues to decreasealthough the current efficiencyincreases.
But during the last increase the amount of manganate in

proportion to the permanganate formed increasesuntil at a
concentration of 300 grams sodium hydroxide per liter the

manganate with practically no permanganate is formed.
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This would seem to indicate that when the manganese
goes into solutions as permanganate the discharge potential
is higher than when it goes in solution as manganate. That is,
the discharge potential is higher when the manganese goes
into solution with a valence of seven than it is when it goes
in solution with a lower valence, which would be six in the
case of manganate. A similar occurrence is found when lead
is used as an anode in sodium hydroxide solutions.' 1 Lead
dissolves as a bivalent metal and the discharge potential is
low. When dark spots of lead peroxide hegin to appear the
lead stops corroding properly and the discharge potential
increases. Hence it appears that the higher the valence to
which the metal is oxidized the higher the discharge potential
becomes.

This is further indicated by the following experiment:
A solution of sodium carbonate containing i5o grams per
liter was used as electrolyte. The eurrent density was 12.7.
A porous cup diaphragm was used, the catholyte being a
11 percent sodium hydroxide solution. The température
was 25° C. The current efficiency was 37.1 percent and the
anode discharge potential was –1.61 volts. With strong
solutions of the carbonate the permanganate is formed while
with strong solutions of sodium hydroxide the manganate is
formed. This is also borne out by the discharge potentials.
With the carbonate solution permanganate is formed and the
anode discharge potential is –1.61 volts, while with thc

hydroxide solution, containing the same number of grams per
liter, considerable manganate is formed and the discharge
potential is oniy –t .034. volts. That is the higher the valence
to whieh the manganese is oxidized thé higher the discharge
potential.

Conclusions

We secured high eurrent emciencies in the formation
of sodium permanganate without the use of a diaphragm.

2. The current efficiency was highest at a eurrent density
of about 13 amperes per square decimeter.

Loc.cit.
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3. Thé current efficiencyincreasedwith decrease in tem-

perature to over 38 percent at 8° C, and indicationsare that

it would have been still higher at lower temperatures.
Thé higher the valence at which the metal goes into

solution the higher the discharge potential.
/.«&ofu/ofy of /'A~y«'< L'/tfWM~v

/M~Mt)« f''K(MM<<y

B/OOMtKg/Ott
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THE SURFACE TENSION OF CERTAIN SOAP SOLU-
TIONS AND THEIR EMUISIFYING POWERS

BY MOISIS G. WHITE AND J. W. MARD8N

Introduction

This investigation was stimulated by questions of stu-
dents in General Chemistry regarding the cleansingaction of
soap. Students who have gone no further in chemistry than
the first course, frequently point out the untenability of the
theory which is included in many of the older text-books,that
soap hydrolyzes in aqueous solutions liberatihg free alkali
and that the cleansingpower is due to this free alkali of hy-
drolysis. The student frequently asks if this is true why a
very dilute solution of sodium hydroxide will not serve for
cleansingpurposes as well as soap itself.

It has been suggestedby various authors on the cleansing
power of soap (i) that the free alkali liberated by the soap
whenit dissolvesin water acts on free fats and oils to saponify
them; (2) that the alkali of hydrolysis acts in such a way as to
allowcontact of water with the substance to be cleaned; (3)
that the alkali liberated acts as a lubricant, or (4.)that the
alkali of hydrolysis acts on greases to emulsify them so that
they can be washed away in suspensions with other impuri-
ties.

Hillyer' has considered all of these theories and found
them to be untenable. He has accumulated data, however,
which serves as the basis for a more comprehensivetheory,
showing that aqueous liquids having the greatest power of
formingemulsionswere those with the lowestsurface tensions.

Baneroft2 quoting Hillyer, says, "Thé conclusionarrived
at is that emulsification is due largely to the small surface
tensionbetween the oiland the emulsifyingagent whichallows
the emulsifying agent to be spread out into thin ntms, sep-
arating the oil droplets. The surface tension is not strong

Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,z5,5)<,524,)2.s6~903).
Jour. !'hys. Chfm., !6, )77, 345. 475 ('9'~); i?, 50) (19;).
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enough to withdraw the film frotn between the droplets.
except slowly and, if the emulsifyingagent has great internai

viscosity or if great superficialviscosity is shownbetween the

liquids, the thinning of the film becomes so slow that the
emulsion is permanent. Hillyer's views. correspond very
closety with those of Donnan,l except that Hillyer lays more
stress on the importance of viscosityor of surface viscosity."

Smith restâtes the theory that the cleansing power of

soap is due to the fact that soap solutions have a low surface
tension compared to the surface tension of pure water but
of approximately the same order as that of many oils. When
two liquids are mixed having somewhat the same surface
tension they do not separate because of the fact that the

tendency to unite to form largerdroplets is no greater in one
case than in the other. The separation of oil and water is

brought about largely by the high surface tension of water.
The droplets of water combine to form larger drops with

greater force than droplets of oit; they collect together with
such force that the oil is pushed away and freed so that it
forms a separate layer.

In the present work there has been an attempt to measure

accurately the surface tensionsof several soap solutions in the

hope that the data obtained wouldgive additional proofof the
above theory and wouldhelp to clearup someof the questions
yet unanswered on the subject.

Expérimental Work

The Soap ~o~M~'ûKj.–Twopurified soap solutions were

prepared, sodiumpalmitate and sodiumstearate. The method
of preparation was as follows: Purified palmitic acid having
a melting point of 62.5 ° Cwasdissolvedin 95 percent alcohol
and sodium carbonate added in' slight (calculated) excess,
after having first been dissolved in boiling distilled water.
This solution was evaporated to dryness, the residue dissolved
in 95 percent alcohol filtered to remove any excessof sodium

Jour.Am.Chem.Soc.,as,t. (1go3).
"Intermediate Chemistry," Century Co., N. Y. (;9t!!).
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carbonate and againevaporatedtodryness. Theresulting
residue was again dissolved in alcohol and filtered. The
filtrate upon evaporation at ordinary temperature fonned
pure sodium palmitate which after standing at laboratory
temperature for some days was found free of alcohol, but
still containing some moisture.

Pure sodium stearate was made in exactly the same
manner, starting with stearic acid, melting point 69.0" C
and purifiedsodium carbonate.

These soaps contained some water, and were therefore
carefully analyzed for the fatty acids. The followingmethod
was employed. About 0.12 to 0.25 gram of soap were
weighted out into beakers, dissolvedin water and the solution
warmed gently with an excessof dilute sulfuric acid until the

TABLEI

Analysisof SoapSolutions

1
Numbersol.used Sodium II III IV

palmitate

Gramsof soap taken 0.2509 0.2509 0.1323 0.1323
Weight of fatty acid, un-

corrected (dried i hour
~°~ 0.2222 0.2205 O.Iiyo 0.1174

Weight of fatty acid, cor-
rected 0.2242 0.2225 o.n8o 0.1184.

Percent of soap 97.0 96.3 96.8 97.0
Average, percent 96.8

V
Numbersol.used Sodium VI VII VIII

stearate
Vil Viii

Gramsofsoaptaken 0.2571 0.2571 0.1260 o.!26o
Weight of fatty acid, un-

corrected (dried i hour

~°, °~03 0.2307 O.II30 o.H30
Weightrectedof fatty acid, cor-

1 0.2230
o.z335 o.II43

1 0.1143
0.2230 0.2335 o.n~ 0.1~3

Percentofsoap 97.66 97.8g 97.77 97.77
Average, percent 97.7
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fatty acids separated. It was found that too much heating
caused the fatty acids to stick to the sides of the beaker.
When they had separated, they were filtered on to Gooeh
cruciblesand dried at no" C in small beakers in an eleetric
oven. Both of these fatty acids lose weight on being heated
to to" C and therefore it was necessary to make corrections
for the loss in weight during the drying of the crucibles.
Palmiticacidloses0.0009g pero. i g per hour whileo.i gstearic
acid !oseso.ooï2gper hr at tto° c. The followingtable shows
the weightof soap taken and weight of fatty acids obtained
(corrected) and also the percent of pure sodium palmitate or
stearate.

ÏABt.EII
Concentrationsof SoapSolutions

Nt. soa
~crrected

Se"cs

~k~

~g~f' SpenooceSeries
taken

soap

of g I)er ioo ce

Volume of Solution, 600 cc

E

E (sodium palmitate) 1.0:20 0.9796 0.1632
F, (tooccEditutedtoxoocc) – – o.o8;6

E2()ooceEtdi)utcdt02ooce) – –
oodoS

E2 (too cc El diluted to 200 cc) 0.0408Ea(tooccR2dtlutedt02oocc) – – o~020<).
Et (tooecE3dUutedt02oocc) – j – 0.0102

Volume of Sotutiou, ~oo ce

F

F (sodium stearate) ) 0.6212 o.6o6q! Ot=;i77
Ft(iooceFditutedto20occ) 0~758
I'(fooccPtdihttedt020occ) – –

00379
F;)(!ooccF:!ditutedt02oocc) –

0~0:89
F<(tooceF:iditutedto2ooec)

– –
0~0094.

Volume of Solution, d.oo ce

G

G (sodium palmitate) 0.5075 ~o.~tï o 122~
G)(tooceGdi!utedt020occ) – –

o.Q6t~
G2 (foo cc G1 diluted to zoo ce) – – o cno-,
G, (too ce G. diluted to zoo ce) – –

o~om
G)(tooccG~ditutedto2ooce)!

– –
0.0076

Thé solutions used for the déterminations of the surface
tension were made up by dissolving carefully weighed out
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samples of the above soaps in distiiïed water. Three such
solutions were prepared and then diluted in series as shown
in Table II.

T he A~o~K~w~x o/ the Surface r~oK.–The surface
tension of the soap solutions was measured by the rise in
capillary tubes, the solution being in contact with air. Bymeans of a cathetometer accurate measurements were se-
cured of the distance between the lowest part of the meniscus
in the tube and the surface of the solution to be measured.
The surface tension was measured in dynes per centimeter,

the formula for making the calculations being, = surface
2

tension, where

?- = radius of the capillary tube,
h =

height to which the liquid rises,
d =

density of the solution at the temperature of mea-
surement, and

g =
gravitational acceleration in cm/sec~.

These calculations give correct results only if the meniscus
shows an even curvature and is hemispherical, forming thus
an angle of o° with the walls of the tube. In these measure-
ments correction for the angle made by the liquid and the wall
of the vessel was made by adding ~3 to the height in each
reading because the volume occupied by the meniscus (es-
timated by means of a meniscus drawn on cross-section paper
and counting the number of squares) occupies approximately
one-third the entire volume of thé tube between the highest
and lowest portions of the meniscus.

For these experiments, capillary tubing of six different
sizes was secured. Three tubes were. eut from each size of
tubing and marked definitely as No. i of set I, etc., up to and
including set VI. A micrometer microscope was used for
measuring the inside diameter of the tubes, its calibration
constant being obtained by determining the number of turns
of a transverse screw (near the upper end of the instrument),
necessary to carry the cross-hairs across the distance hetween
the divisions on the image of a scale divided into half milli-
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meters. The number of tums is easily read by means of a
comb-like arrangement with its notches being indicated in
hundredths on the circular head of the screw. The average of
several readings multiplied by two gives the calibration con-
stant or the number of turns of the transverse screwper mm,
whieh was fourteen for this microscope. Measurements of
the capillary bore at both the top and bottom of each tube
weremade andthe averagecalculated. This average, divided

by the calibration constant of the micrometer microscope,
gave the diameter of the tube in millimeters. Table No.
III showsthe values thus obtained.

ÏABm III

Diametersof CapillaryTubes

TubeNo.1 Top Bottom Average Diameter
mm

istset 10.02 10.$8 10.30 0.735
zndset 20.58 28.08 27.83 1.98
3rd set 29.655 30.25 29.95 2.14
4th set 42.166 42.609 42.384 3027
5thset 45.619 45.14 45.374 3.24
6th set 10.49 ïo.i? 10.33 0.736

istset 10.13 10.n 10.12 0.721
2ndset 27.80 27.37 27.565 1.968
ydset 30.32 29.97 30.145 2.153
4th set 42.36 42.684. 32.2 3.037
5thset 46.41 46.7t 46.56 3.325
6th set 10.56 !o.75 10.655 0.76:

ist set 9.635 to.22 9.927 0.709
znd set 27.33 27.77 27.55 1.967
3rd set 30.38 30.47 30.425 2.1~
4th set 42.635 42.64 42.637 3-0~5
Sthset 45.04 45-029 45.035 3.2i6
6th set 10.48 10.22 to.35 0.73~

Tube No. H

Tube No. III
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In order to test the accuracy of the tube measurements
and to insure that all of the apparatus for the measurements
of the surface tensionswas satisfactory, several liquids (which
wet the surfaceof capillary tubes dipped into them) were
measured in contact with air and the capillary rise recorded.
Table IV shows the surface tensions calculated from these
data comparedwith data by other observers.

TABLEIV

SurfaceTensionsofSeveralLiquids

Uquid ,° p"Ct. CH,COCH,3
(dtstdted) (95%) (C.P.) (C.P.)

~emp. 27.5°C 20.o°C 2o.o°C z~.s~C
Density 0.788 t.~8~ o 70~
No. of triais 4 2 3 8
Av. surf. tension (dynes

per cm) 72.00 2l.74 28.20 2280
Othervatues 7! 21.7' 26.7' 233'
1femp. ~o"C 20° C 20° C i7~°C

The S'urface 7'~K~!CKo/ ~0/M<MMÏof ~odtMtMPalmitate
QMd5'o~tMtMStearate.-The following tables show the values
obtained for the surface tensions of the solutions prepared as
described above.

TABLEV

Surface Tensions of Solutions of Sodium Stearate at 25 Degrees
Series F

Sot.uscd p

T

F,

l,

F, p, p<

Gm/loocc o.t5t7 0.0758 0.0379 0.0189 o.oo8~

~"Slty 1.00038 1.00300 1.000256 1.00020 I.OOOÏ7
No.oftnats s 9 8 8 6
Average, surface

tenston (dynes

percm) 21.97 26.28 30.65 3~.98 39.~3

'SmithsoniantaMes.
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ÏABI.HVI
Surface Tensions of Solutions of Sodium Palmitate at 25 Degrees
_ScriesE

Sot.usett R E, R,

Gm/tooce 0.1632 o.o8i6 0.0~08 0.0204 0.0:02
Density 1.0004 1.00023 1.00017 t.ooot3 i.oooto
I~o.oftna!s p s g 8 7
Average, surface ten-

Ston(dynespercm) 20.22z 26.86 ~t.~y ~.23 ~.6~

ÏAB[.E VII
Surface Tensions of Solutions of Sodium Palmitate at 25 Degrees

Series G

So'used G G, G, G<

Gm/looce o.j228 0.0614 0.0~07j 0.0076
Density 1.00032 1.00026 1.000!9: !.00010
No.oftnats y 7

rlverage,percm)

surfacetension (dynes
zt.~o i

Thé combined data on sodium palmitate are shownbelow
in Curve I, the points taken from Table VI marked in eirdes

and the points from Table
VII in crosses, where the

gram per 100ceare plotted
against the surfacetension.
In Curve II the surface
tension of sodiumstearate.
has been plotted against
the concentration in like
manner.

TheComparative~MtM/-

.3'tK~ Powers of Soapp
-Soltil ions. -->I'hsurface tensions of the various soap solutions.S<~M/M~. -Thé surface tensions of thé various soap solutions
were compared as to their emulsifying powers. Toobtain the
data for this, several trials were made to secure a method of
making uniform emulsions. It is difficult to get uniform and

satisfactory results by stirring and it was finally decided that
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shaking by handfor a specifiedtime wouldbe the best method.
Twenty-cubic-centimetergraduated cylinders fitted with rub-1. ~.L~«

_a.a,i ~acsa.a
ber stoppers wereusedfor the
containers. Three trialswere
made foreach soap sotutionof
whieh the surface tensionhad
heen measured. Ten cubic
centimeters of the solution
wereplacedin the cylinderand
two cubic centimeters of lin-
seed oil or other oit added.
Thé mixture was then shaken

by hand for fiveminutes, fol-

lowingwhich the timebf no-
ticeable separation on standin was observed and recorded.
Thé trials were repeated using five cubic centimeters of the
linseed or kerosene oit instead of two eubie centimeters.

Table VIII showsthe data for the emulsifying powerof
solutions of sodium stearate, shaken with kerosene, specifie
gravity 0.8:3. The time of noticeable separation is the aver-
age of three readings in each case at 25 degrees C.

TABLEVIII
KeroseneandSodiumStearate Emulsions

Curve III shows the time of noticeable separation of
emulsions of kerosene and sodium stearate solutions plotted
against the surface tension.

Table IX shows data for the emulsifying power of
solutions of sodium palmitate, shaken with kerosene, specifie

Soapsot.uscd F p, p.

VoLsoapsoL r o cc i o cc icee
Surface tension (dynes per cm) 2 97 26.28 30. 65
Timeshaken 5 min. 5 min. smin.
Time of nottceabte separation-

2 ce kerosene 18.02 min. 10.85 min. .66 min.
Time of noticeaMe separation-

5 ce kerosene 16.35 min. 8.29 min. 0.66 min.
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CTaVttVftSt~2 l~hf t{nifnft1rtt<fnah)nf~~nt-nt~ ~ct~gravity 0.813. Thé time ofnoticeable separationisthe average
of three observationsin each case at 25 degreesC.

TABm IX

Keroseneand SodiumPalmitateEmulsions

Soapsot. uscct E Ej H<

Vol. soap sotution 10 ce 10ce 10ce
Surface tensiondynes per cm 20.22 26.86 31.97
Ttme shaken min. 5 tnin. 5 min.
'rime of noticeableseparation-

2 cc kerosene 5.n min. 3.90 min. 3.10 min.
1 tmeof noticeable separation-

5 cc kerosene 0.64. min. 0.51 min. 0.44 min.

Using ce kerosene gives almost immediate separation
showing that probably the critical saturation point of the
sodium palmitate had been exceeded.

Table X shows data for the emulsifying power of
solutions of sodium stearate, shaken with linseed oit, specifie

gravity 0.923 The time of noticeable separation is giveri
as the average of these three observations in each case, at
25 degreesC.
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ÏABU! X

Mnseed Oiland Sodium Stéarate Emulsions

Snapsot.used pj p

Vol. soap solutions [o ce 10ce to ce
Surface tension (dynesper cm) 2 97 26.28 ~o. 65
Timeshaken 5 min. smin. '5 mm.
1 nneof noticeable separation-

2ceHnseedoH 9.76 min. 5.08 min. 1.47 min.
i )meof noticeable separation-

5cc)inseedoit tS.omin. ~.tomin. t.67 min.

Table XI shows data for the emulsifying power of
solutions of sodium palmitate shaken with linseedoit, specifie
gravity, 0.923. The time of noticeable separation is given
as the average of observations in each caseat 25degreesC.

TABLEXI

LinseedOiland SodiumPalmitateHtnu!sionsm~Mtmu i tnnnutM. ~)nm;itons

Soi.used G G, G.

Amount used iocc toee iocc
Surface tension (dynes per cm) 20,22 26.86 31()?
Ttmeshaken gmm. smm. 5 min.
i tmeof noticeable separation-

zcetinseedoit ~.31 mm. 2.22 min. 1.77 min.
Time ot noticeable separation-

Scctmseedoil t9-6omin.i7.76mm. 2.06 min.

Curve IV shows the time of noticeable separation of
tinseed oil and sodium palmitate solution plotted against
the surface tensions of the sodium palmitate solutions.

The E~~C<of Foreign .S'M~<aHff~M) the Surface Tension.
-An effort was made to determine the effect of an added

foreign substance such as sugar and glycerine on the surface
tension of the soap solutions.

To a measured amount of solution F, the surface tension
of which was found to be 21.97 dynes per cm, there was added
enough sugar to make a ten percent solution. The surface
tension of the resulting solution was found to average 30.45
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dynes per cm. On the other hand, solution F, whose surface
tension was 26.28 upon the addition of enough glycerine to
form a ten percent solution then had a surface tension of
26.02 dynes per cm. The addition of sodium carbonate
increased the surface tension.

A little work was doneon solutionsof Ivory soap to see
if the data secured would be comparable to those secured
from solutions of pure sodium palmitate and pure sodium

Ms.ta

stearate. A sample was shaved into a beaker and dried for
some time at 65degreesC. Fromthis a solutionwasprepared
which showedupon analysis and average value of 0.2161 g
fatty acid per 100ce of solution. The average surface tension
ofthis soapsolution wasfoundto be19.39dynesper cmat 25de-
grees C.. This is about thesamevaluethat eithér sodiumstear-
ate or sodium palmitate wouldhaveat similar concentrations.

Conclusions

i. The surface tensions of solutions of sodium stearate
and sodium palmitate have been determined.

2. It has been shown that solutions of soap decrease in
surface tension as they increase in concentration. This is
in contrast to the change in surface tension whieh solutions
of sodium hydroxide and many salts undergo with similar
changes in concentration.
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Thé relative emu!sifvin? nowpr nf <;n1nt)nT)cnf en~tum3. Thé relative emulsifying power of solutions of sodium
palmitate and of sodium stearate for kerosene and linseed
oil was determined by shaking by hand for five minutes and
observing the time ofnoticeable separation. The relationship
between the surface tension and the emulsifyingpower of the
solutions studied, is shown to be that with inerease of the
concentration of the soap solution there is an inerease of

emulsifying power or vice versa, as the surface tension in-
creases the emulsifyingpower decreases.

4. While this is true, it is also to be seenthat the viscosity
of a liquid has much effect upon the permanenceof its emul-
sions. Emulsions containing 5 ce of keroseneto 10ce of soap
solution break down more rapidly than emulsionscontaining
2ce ofkerosene whilethe reverse is true ofemulsionscontaining
2 ce and 5 ce, respectively, of linseed oil to 10ce of soap solu-
tions, the latter being the more stable.

5. The presence of glycerine does not affect the surface
tension to any large extent. Glycerine shouldhave no dele-
.teriouseffect on the cleansingpower of soap. A large amount
of sodium carbonate, however, raises the surface tension and
for this reason would not be desirable in cleansingsoaps.

UniversityofAftKotfW
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ADSORPTION BY PRECIPITATES. III

BY HARRY B. WE!SER AND EDMUNU B. MtHDLETON

The Adsorption of Preoipttattng Ions by Hydrous Aluminum
Oxide

In a recent communication' on adsorption by hydrous
ferrie oxide, a critical survey was given of the work of Whit-

ney and Ober'' on adsorption of cations by arsenic sulphide,
of Freundlich3 on adsorption by arsenic sulphide, and of

Freundlich and Schueht~on adsorption by mcrcuric sulphide.

Whitney and Ober concludefrom their results that equivalent
amounts of all precipitating ions are carried down by a pre-

cipitated colloid; and Freundlich concludes that equivalent
amounts of all cations are adsorbed at their precipitation
concentration; and further, that cations of different valence

are equally adsorbed from equimolar solutions which would

explain the fact that precipitation values which correspond
in the first instance to equivalent amounts, are very different.

From an analysis of their experimental data and the condi-

tions under which they were obtained, it seemed to us that

their results were scarcely accurate enough to justify their

conclusions. Sources of error arise from the dimculties in-

volved in the experimental methods; the relatively slight

adsorption in the cases studied; and the failure to take into

account the adsorption by the neutralized particles during
the process of agglomeration and settling. From the results

obtained by a study of the amounts of various cations ad-

sorbed by precipitated hydrous ferrie oxide, conclusions

were reached that are at variance in certain respects to the

conclusions reachedby Whitney and Ober and by Freundlich.

It was pointed out that the total amount of a given ion carried

down by a precipitated colloid is determined by (a) the ad-

WeiscrandMiddleton:Jour.Phys.Chem.,24,30()9M).
'Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 23, 8~2 (tçot).
3 Zeit. phys. Chem., 73, 385 (t9to).
<

Ibid.,8g,64t (t9t3).
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sorption of the electriea!tychargedpartieles during the process
of neutralization and (b) the adsorption of the electrically
neutral particles during the process of agglomeration and

settling. Failure to take b into account has led to the
erroneous conclusion that the amounts of all precipitating
ions carried down by a precipitated colloid are equivalent.
It was further pointed out that the adsorption of equivalent
amounts of precipitating ions will neutralize a given amount
of colloid providing the stabilizing effect of the ion having
the same charge as the colloid is maintained constant; but

the amounts adsorbed by the neutralized particles will vary
with the nature of the adsorbing medium, the nature of the

adsorbed ion and the concentration of the ion in the solution.

Accordingly the détermination of adsorption at the precipi-
tation concentration, as a rule, will not give comparable re-
sutts on account of the variability of the latter and the con-

sequent variability in the degree of saturation of the ad-
sorbent by the adsorbed phase.

While the manuscript on adsorption by hydrous ferrie
oxide was in preparation, investigation on adsorption of

anions by hydrous aluminum oxide were being carried out
in this laboratory. Accordingly a survey of the results of

Freundlich's pupils, Ishizaka~and Gann2 on adsorption by
aluminum oxide was reserved for this communication.

Ishizaka studied the relationship between the adsorption
by alumina and coagulation of colloidal aluminum oxide.
The colloidal alumina used for determining precipitation
values was prepared by the hydrolysis of aluminum acetate

according to Crum's method; and the alumina used for the

adsorption experiments was "grown alumina" that is pre-
pared by rubbing aluminum foil with mercury. The ad-

sorption values were determined in the usual way, by shaking
a quantity of aluminum oxide powder with a solution of a
certain concentration and determining the amount adsorbed

by the change in concentration of the solutions. Adsorption

Zeit.phys.Chcm..83,97(t9t3).
KoHoidchem. Beiheftc, 8, 63 (t9t6).
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values were obtained at different concentrations and the ad-

sorption isothenns plotted. On account of the transparency
of gelatinous alumina, precipitation values were determined

by determining the concentration of electrolyte which pro-
duced a given change in viscosity of the solution in a given
time.1 The results of the investigation can be given best by

quoting a few paragraphs from the theoretical part of Ishi-

zaka's paper written by Freundlich and Ishizaka.

"The investigation was undertaken in order to determine

to what extent the theory of the relation between the pre-

cipitation and adsorption of colloids advanced by Freundlich

applies. It has been explained aiready, that in order to

compare different electrolytes, the precipitation value can

be defined as that concentration which raises the viscosity
of the colloid ten percent in thirty minutes. It must be

emphasizedparticularly that this definition is arbitrary and

that it would be more nearly right to derive it from the pre-

cipitation velocity constants which are dependent on the

nature of the electrolyte, and to compare these values. How-

ever, since,as we shall see later, it is impossibleto represent
the precipitation velocity mathematically in a final way,
one must be content with this preliminary definition.

"Accordingto the observations of Schulze, Hardy, etc.,

the coagulationdepends first on the nature of the oppositely

charged ions; in the case of positive colloidal AI(OH)3,on

thé nature of the anion. According to Freundlich's view,

like valent ions which are most strongly adsorbed will pre-

cipitate most strongly since the adsorbed amount necessary
to cause coagulation is obtained at a lower concentration in

the solution. With like valent anions, adsorbability and

precipitating action should parallel each other. Now if one

compares the results on "grown alumina" given in Table I

with the table of precipitation values, one sees that for uni-

valent anions the parallelism actually exists to a markedex-

tent. For example, one notes the strong adsorption of potas-
sium salicylate and its low precipitation value and the small

Cf.Kawamura:Jour.Coll.Sci.TokyoImp.Univ.,!S.Art.8 (<9o8).
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adsorption of potassium sulphanilate and its large precipita-
tion value. In order to explain the differencesagain found
between one, two and three valent ions, Freundlich assumes
that the amounts adsorbed during the coagulationare equiva-
lent to each other, while the adsorption isotherms for the
different ions coincide if the adsorption values are expressed
in moles. The necessary result is that the precipitation
values lie very far apart. Now Fig. ï shows that the ad-

sorption curves for the univalent anions (Cl, N03, CNS)
coincide approximately, hence it follows that the precipita-
tion values of these ions are approximately the same as shown
in Table IX. However, the eurves for potassium sulphate
and potassium chromate do not coincide with the ahove-
mentioned curves; but lie appreciably higher. This is not
at variance with the observed great differences in the pre-
cipitation values between one and two valent anions, which
differences are much greater if one compares equivalent
adsorbed amounts. The variation is somewhat greater in
this case since the adsorption calculated in moles is greater
for divalent than for univalent ions. In the light of these

observations, it is probably impossible to calculate the pre-
cipitation values on thé basis of adsorption in so simple a
manner as Freundlich has done. However, the curve for

potassium ferrocyanide lies just above the curve for the di-
valent ions. This again corresponds more nearly to the ex-

pected behavior."

By examining the adsorption isotherms in which the ad-

sorption values are expressed in moles, we find the order of

adsorption of anions to be: salicylate >ferrocyanide>ox-
alate > chromate > tartrate > sulphate > chloride>nitrate >

thiocyanate>sulphanilate, while the precipitation values as
determined give the order: ferrocyanide>sulphate>oxa-
Iate> tartrate > chromate > salicylate >chloride > nitrate >

thiocyanate>sulphanilate. If the adsorption is expressed
in equivalents the only change in the order is that the uni-
valent salicylate ion instead of leading the list cornes just
above sulphate. From this we see that although the most
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strongly adsorbed ton seemsto precipitate in lowest concen-
tration in the case of the univalent ions, there are marked
variations from this nrle in the case of thé multivalent ions

even when the adsorption values and precipitationvalues are

compared qualitatively. As pointed out, the adsorption
isotherms for certain univalent ions coincideapproximately,
indicating that equivalent amounts of certain ions are ad-
sorbed in equimolarconcentrations. However,the isotherms

for the divalent ions are considerablyabove those for the
univalent ions and moreover they do not coincide even ap-
proximately. These variations from the simple relationships
developed by Freundlich were recognized by Freundlich

and Ishizaka who attempt to explainthem as follows:

"These observations contradict in certain respects the

measurements of Freundlich on arsenic sulphide. There he

found that different cations (NH, U02 Ce and Al ')
were adsorbed approximately equally from equimolar solu-
tions. The irregular behavior with alumina as adsorbent
can have different causes. In the first place, thé difference

between the alumina powder and the particles of AlfOH):
in the colloidal state were doubtless very much greater than

the differencesbetween the arsenic sulphidepowder and the

particles of arsenic sulphide in the colloid;it is therefore alto-

gether possible that simpler relations would obtain for the

adsorption of different ions by the AI(OH)]of the colloid.

Another explanation deserves consideration In the ad-

sorption by arsenic sulphide, the determinationsare made in

the regionof saturation. From the recent work of Schmidt'1

and Marc'' it is known that at higherconcentration,there is a

so-called saturation value of the adsorbed material which

does not change appreciablywith the concentration. In these

investigations with alumina as Fig. i shows, the adsorption
determinations are at the beginningof the adsorption curves,
far from the saturation value. Accordingto the latest work

Zeit. phys.~Chem., 74, 689 (t9to).

'Ibid.,7St7'o('9")
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of Marc,' very much simplerrelations hold for the adsorption
of different materials near thé saturation value. This may
be the reason that the relationships in the case of arsenic

sulphide are simpter than in the case of alumina."
Ishizaka also determined the amount of oxalate and ferro-

cyanide ionsadsorbed whencolloidalalumina wasprecipitated
by electrolytcs. He found that the amounts adsorbed were
not only not équivalent but varied with the concentrationof
the electrolyte. This observation is in direct contradiction
to Freundiich's conclusion based on the experiments with
arsenic sulphide, namely, that equivalent amounts of ions
are carricd down by the precipitated colloid. The explana-
tion of this variation suggested by Freundiich and Ishizaka
is that thé adsorption values were determined for arsenic
sulphide in the region of the precipitation value, whereas,
the values for colloidal alumina were determined above the
precipitation value. They conclude that "smaller concen-
trations should have been used in the determination of these
adsorption values such as were used in the determinationof
precipitation values,"

From the explanation of the so-called abnormalities
observed by Ishizaka it would follow, that in order to get
equimolar amounts adsorbed, equimolar solutions of rela-
tively high concentrations must be used; and in order to get
equivalent amounts adsorbed, the concentration must be.the
precipitation concentration. As pointed out in our recent
paper, the meager data do not justify the conclusionthat
equivalent amounts of all ions are adsorbed from equimolar
solutions. Moreover, it was pointed out that the amounts
adsorbed at the precipitation value will be equivalent onlyin case the precipitation values are the same and the ad-
sorption by the precipitated particles is negligible. Such
uniformity of conditions seldom obtains; hence, although the
adsorption of equivalent amounts of ions causes neutraliza-
tion, the actual amounts of various ions carried down, in
general, willnot be equivalent.

'Zeit.phys.Chem.,Si,64i(<9t3).
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It seems to us very questionablewhether the adsorption
values for a given substance determined by shaking up a
solid powder with the electrolyte are comparable with the

precipitation values of a colloidal solution of the substance.

Moreover, it seemsunsafeto drawconclusionsfrom adsorption
data where the degree of adsorption is so small as Ishizaka
found with grown alumina, 0.002to 0.055millimol per gram.
In a more récent communication,Gann' determined a few

adsorption values for alumina precipitated from the colloidal
condition. The colloidprepared by Crum's method was pre-
cipitated by different electrolytes and the adsorption was
calculated from the change in concentrationof the electrolyte
before and after precipitation. The precipitate was so gel-
atinous that it was found necessary to filter ôut the particles
with an ultrafilter before making the final analysis. Such
a gelatinous precipitate unquestionably carries down rela-

tively enormous amounts of water. As previously pointed
out," this may introduce an appreciableerror in the determina-
tion of adsorption values by the method described above.

Adsorption values were determined for salicylate, picrate,
oxalate, ferricyanide and ferrocyanide ions. Colorimetric
methods were employed throughout except with oxalate ion,
which was determined by titration with permanganate. The

precipitation values of the electrolytes were taken as the
concentration in solution which correspond to the same

velocityconstant. Thevelocityofcoagulationwasdetermined
from the change in viscosity with the time. It was found
that for every electrolyte there is only a narrow range of
concentration in which the velocity can be measured, "For

every electrolyte can be assigned a 'threshold value' below
which it is not possible to followthe coagulation. For the
sake of comparison it is better to designate it as the précipi-
tation value: with univalent ions it is the concentration at
whieh the constant K, has a definite numerical value-o.oi

Kolloidchem.Beiheftc,8, 63(t9t6).
WeiserandMiddleton:Loc.cit.
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was chosen; with multivalent ions (and picrate ion) the mean
concentration in the measurable region of concentrations
can be taken as the precipitation value with sufficient ac-

curacy."
For the purpose of testing Freundlich's theory that

equivalent amounts of ions are adsorbed at the precipitation
concentration, Freundlich and Gann comparedthe adsorption
values for the five ions above mentioned. Unfortunately
the data were such that direct comparisoncould not be made.
"For salicylate and picrate ion, the precipitation values fait
in the region of concentration at whieh adsorption was de-
termined. For the other ions the precipitation value is
lower but the adsorption measurements are so exact that

extrapolation is quite unobjectionable. The results show
that ferro- and ferricyanide are adsorbed completely at the

.precipitation concentration." Consideringthe error inherent
in the détermination of adsorption by a highly gelatinous
precipitate using the indirect method and considering the

objections to coloritnetric methods of analysis, it is by no
means certain "that extrapolation is quite unobjectionable."
Moreover, the adsorption values were determined on one
colloid and the precipitation values on another and correction
had to be made for this. The results are given in Table I.

ÏABLR1

Adsorption value at thc

ï Precipitation value Precipitation value
Ion

millimols per liter -––-–

In millimols tn milliequivalents

Salicylate 8.0 0.30 0.30
Picrate 4.0 o.:8 o.t8
Oxalate 0.36 o.i8 0.36
Ferricyanide o.to 0.09 0.27
Ferrocyanide 0.08 0.073 0.29

From the above results Freundlich and Gann conclude
that "the amounts adsorbed calculated in equivalents agree
remarkably wellwith the exception of the valuefor the picrate
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ion. The very different precipitation values are really con-

centrations which correspond to the adsorption of equivalent
amounts. Referencehas already been made to the difficulties
with picrate ion; however, the latter is not off so much that

thé adsorbed amount falls outside the order of magnitude of

adsorption in the other cases."

Even if weconcludethat the sourcesof error in the above

experiments compensate each other and that the adsorption
values are correct, we find the agreement less satisfactory
than it might appear at first sight: picrate ion is admittedly
wayoff being 40 percent lower than the mean value for the
other four ions; moreover, oxalate ion is 20 percent higher
than this mean and ferricyanide is 15percent lower than this

mean. Such variations might be attributed to experimental
errors but it is unsafe to do this since the corrected results

might show greater rather than lesservariations.

From the above survey of the work that has been done
on adsorption of anions by both powdered and colloidal

alumina, it seems to us that nothing more definite can be

said concerning the relationship between the precipitation
values of ions and the actual amount carried down, than that

there is a tendency for the ion with the lowest precipitation
value to be carried downthe most and vice versa. In order

to determine to what extent our conclusions reached from a

quantitative study of adsorption by hydrous ferrie oxide

were applicable to other cases, the followingseries of experi-
ments were carried out with colloidal alumina.

EXPERIMENTAL

Precipitation Values of CoUotdal Hydrous Aluminum Oxide

Preparation of theCo~A~MMMMa.–Colloidal alumina

was prepared by the method described in detail by
Weiser.'1 Sufficient aluminum chloride to make 2 grams of

AltOswas precipitated with a slight excess of sodium car-

bonate and was thoroughly washed by the aid of the cen-

trifuge until the precipitate started to go into colloidal solu-

1Jour.Phys.Chem.,~4,s<*5('920).
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tion. To the hydrous oxidewas then added 100ce of warm

acetic acid containing one-third of thé acid necessary to form

normal aluminum acetate. The solution was kept at 50

degrees until all the oxide was taken up, after which it was

filtered, diluted to 150 ce and boiled very vigorously for 36
to ~8 hours, replacing the water as it evaporated. In this

way was prepared an almost clear, odorlesscolloidal solution

in which the acetic acid concentration was so low that it

could not be detected by the taste. Since a quantity of

colloidwas necessary, a number of portions were prepared as

nearly as possible in the same way and the several portions
were mixedand diluted to a concentrationof 1.150grams per
liter. The colloid was allowedto stand for three wecksbefore

starting any experiments and it was found to be unchanged
so far as could be determined quaHtâtively. Later quanti-
tative experiments showed that the colloid was very stable,

undergoing no appreciable change in a month's time. How-

ever, the work was so planned that the experiments were all

carried out on the same colloid with as much dispatch as

possiblein order to minimizeany errors that might arise from

the colloid undergoing a slight change.
Determinationof PrecipitationValues.-The usual method

of determining precipitation values consistsin mixingvarying
amounts of electrolyte with a definite amount of colloid until

such concentration is found that it will just cause coagulation,
within a dennite time. Completecoagulationis readilyascer-

tained with a colored colloidlike hydrous ferrie oxide;but the

problem is less simple with colloidal hydrous alumina on

account of the transparency of the latter. To determine the

critical concentration Kawamura' took advantage of the

change in viscosity which the colloidal solution undergoes,
on coagulation. This viscosity method was employed by
Ishazaka and by Gann in the manner describedearlier in this

paper. By some preliminary experiments on the colloid pre-

pared as above described,wefound that it wasentirely possible

Jour. Coll. Sci. Tokyo Imp. Univ., tgt Art. 8 (tçoS).
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to determine accurately the concentration of electrolyte
which just caused coagulation within a definite time, par-
ticularly in the case of those electrolytes that precipitated in
low concentration. The method employed was as follows:

Sincethe precipitation value is influenced by the rate of
addition of electrolyte, the method of stirring, the time of

standing, etc., the experimental conditionsmust be maintained
constant throughout. The mixing was accomplished in. a

very satisfactory way, making use of the mixing apparatus
described in the paper on hydrous ferrie oxide. Into the
inner tube of this apparatus was measured a definite quantity
of electrolyte of known strength which was subsequently
diluted to 20 ce; and surrounding it was placed 20 cc of
the colloidal solution. After stoppering, the apparatus was
inverted with a quick jerk that mixed the contents rapidly
and effectively. The contents of the apparatus were then

poured into a tube 2.5 cm in diameter and to cm in length
whieh wasstoppered and allowedto stand twenty-four hours.
Thé tube with contents was next placed in the centrifuge and

centrifugedfor ten minutes at 3000r. p. m. If the concentra-
tion of electrolyte was below the precipitation value, no

precipitate or only a very slight precipitate was thrown down;
if at or above the precipitation value a voluminous precipi-
tate was obtained that was readily distinguished. In order
to determine whether precipitation was complete when near
the critical concentration, a portion of the supematant liquid
after centrifugingwas pipetted off; ammonia added; the solu-
tion allowedto stand for several hours and finally centrifuged.
The presence of a very small amount of alumina was easily
detected in this way. A series of observations in the im-
mediate region of the precipitation value enabled us to de-
termine the critical concentration to within 0.05 to o.io ce
of ~V/ioc solution in 4o ce with those electrolytes that pre-
cipitate in low concentration. The precipitation value of

electrolytes that precipitate in high concentration were de-
termined in the same way but the results were less accurate.
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Precipitation value

c- tt Electrolyte Hteetrotyte ––––––––––––––a cc llillicquiva- Millimoles
~ntspertitcrpertiter

Ferrocyanide 4.5N/ oo i. 50A~/1oo 0.375 0.094
Thiosulphate i.~A'/ioc 1.50~/100 0.375 o.i88
Ferricyanide t.50~/100 t.6oA~/ioo 0.400 0.133
Citrate 1.70~/100 !.75N/:oo 0.438 o.t46
Sulphate 2.10~/100 2.i5N/too 0.538 0.269
Oxalate 2.75~/100 2.8oN/too 0.700 0.350
Phosphate ~.ioA'/ioo 4.isN/too 1.038 0.346
Chromate 5.i5A~/ioo 5.20~/100 1.300 0.650
Dithionate 6.40~/100 6.50~/100 1.625 0.8:3
Dichromate 7.00~/100 7.ioN/ioo 1-775 0.888
Chloride n.ooN/2 n.5oN/2(?) 143.7(?) 14.3.7
Nitrate iz.ooA~/z t2.5oN/:(?) 156.3(?) 156.3
Bromide t3.ooA72 i3.5oN/2(?) 168.7(?) 168.7
Iodide 17.00~/2 i7.5oN/2(?) 218.7(?) 2:8.7

However, no difficulty whatsoever was found in getting the
order of precipitation values.

Potassium salts were used throughout all the experi-
ments in order to minimize the effect of the cation. It was

necessary to use half-normal solutions of salts with univalent
anions but ~V/ioo solutions of other salts were employed.
The A~/ico solutions were made up from the standardized

N/50 solutions used in the adsorption experiments subse-

quently described. A 2 ce Ostwaldpipette was employed to
measure the A~/ioc solutions. The results are recorded in
Table II. In the first column is given the anions; in the sec-
ond, the numberof cubic centimeters in 20 cc that just failed
to precipitate completely20 cc of the colloid;in the third, the
number of cubic centimeters in 20 ce that caused complete
precipitation; in the fourth, the precipitation value expressed
in milliequivalents per liter, calculated from the data in
column three; in the fifth, the precipitation value expressed
in millimolesper liter.

TABLE11

PrecipitationValuesof PotassiumSa)ts
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There is a. differpnrp nf nnittinn a'; tn whf'thfr thf nf~.There is a difference of opinion as to whether the pré-
cipitation value should be expressed in equivalents or in

moles. Freundlichprefers to express it in terms of the num-
ber of ions in unit volume. However since the neutraliza-
tion of a colloidstabilized by preferential adsorption of ions

carrying chargesof a given sign is aecomplished by thé ad-

sorption of ions carrying an equal number of charges of op-
posite sign, it seems to us more logical to express the pre-

cipitation value in equivalents. If so expressed the order
of ions beginningwith the one with lowest precipitation value
is as follows: ferrocyanide > thiosulphate > ferricyanide >

citrate >sulphate>oxalate> phosphate > chromate > dithi-
onate> dichromate> chloride > nitrate > bromide > iodide.
For thé ionsthat are common to each series, the order is the
same as determined by Ishazaka and by Gann except that
the latter investigators found that sulphate precipitates' in
lower concentration than citrate. Again the high precipita-
tion values of univalent ions and thé extremely low precipi-
tation values of certain multivalent ions are evident. How-

ever, the valency law can scarcely be said to apply even

approximately. Thus tetravalent ferrocyanide and divalent

thiosulphate precipitate in the same concentration as nearly
as could be determined; trivalent citrate precipitates in lower

concentration than sulphate and oxalate while trivalent

phosphate precipitates in higher concentration; moreover,
the precipitation value of dichromate is five times that of

thiosulphate, although both have the same valence. Com-

paring these results with those obtained with hydrous ferrie

oxide, we find the order of ions to be the same except that

potassium dichromate precipitates colloidal ferrie oxide in

much lower concentration relatively, than it does colloidal
alumina. The similarity between the two cases might be

expected, since the physical character of the two hydrous
oxides is quite similar and since the method of preparation
of the colloidalsolutions is essentially the same.

Weiser and Middleton: Jour. Phys. Chem., 2<t, 50 (<92<
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In certaincases the ions arrange themselves in the same

order, irrespectiveof whether the precipitation value is ex-

pressed in equivalents or in moles.' However, if the values
for colloidalalumina are expressed in moles, thiosulphate falls

below ferricyanideand citrate. This is more nearly in line

with the valency rule; but it is of interest to note that the
difference between the molar precipitation value of thio-

sulphate andthe other divalent ions is much greater than the

differencebetweentrivalent citrate and divalent thiosulphate.
For the purposeof determining the accuracy of the above

method of finding precipitation values, the precipitation
experimentswererepeated on another colloidal alumina con-

taining 0.886gram of alumina per liter. Thé results are

given in Table I II which is similar to Table II. It will be

observed that the precipitation values are slightly less as we

should expectwith a weaker colloid; but the order of ions is

the same as was found with the stronger colloid. From this

it is evident that there is no difficulty in checking the pre-

cipitation valuesproviding an arbitrary method of procedure
is rigidly adhered to.

TABUÏIII

PrecipitationValuesof PotassiumSatts

(Colloid:0.886g per1)

Precipitation value

e, Etectrotyte Eteetrotyte

Millimoles

equivalentsper liter pet liter

Ferrocyanide i.to/V/ioo 1.15~/100 0.288 0.072

Thiosutphate 1.10~/100 i-t~N/too 0.288 o.i~

F~rricyanide 1.15~/100 i.zoN/loo 0.300 0.100

Sulphate 1.7~100 !.8o~V/too 0.450 0.225

Phosphate 3.00~/100 3.ioN/too 0.775 0.258
Chromate 3.90~/100 4.00~/100 t.ooo 0.500
Dithionate ~.So~V/too 4..90~/100 1.225 o.6i2
Dichromate ~.oo~/too 5.toA'/too 1.275 0.637

Weiser and Middleton: Loc. cit.
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Adsorption Values of Hydrous Atuminum Oxide

The method of procedure followed in the determination
of adsorption values of hydrous aluminum oxide was essen-

tially the same as used in the experiments on hydrous ferrie
oxide.' As in the latter case the colloid was coagulated by
the addition of a definite quantity of electrolyte and the ad-

sorption found by determining the total amount of electrolyte
remaining after washing the precipitate. This method of

procedure is preferable to the usual indirect method in that it
avoids the error introduced by a highly gelatinous precipitate
like hydrous alumina, adsorbing solvent as well as solute.
Since the precipitate must be washed it is evident that the
method of analysis is applicable only to those caseswhere the

precipitation is irreversible. Accordingly the adsorption of

multivalent ions only was detennined.
As emphasized frequently, the determination of adsorp-

tion values at the precipitation concentration cannot give
comparable values on account of the variability of the latter
and the consequent variability in the adsorption by the

precipitated colloid. Accordingly such amounts of electrolyte
and colloid were used that four or five times as much elec-

trolyte remained as was adsorbed. The procedure was as
follows: In the outer compartment of the mixingapparatus
previously described~'was placed 150 ce of colloidcontaining
1.150 grams per liter and in the inner compartment was

placed 50 ce of an ~V/so solution of the electrolyte whose

adsorption it was desired to measure. The two solutions
were mixedrapidly and uniformly by inverting the apparatus
and shaking, after which the contents were transferred quan-
titatively to a 250 cc wide-mouth bottle which was subse-

quently stoppered. After standing for exactly 24 hours the
bottle wasplaced in the centrifuge and centrifuged for thirty
minutes at 2000 r. p. m. The extremely gelatinous pre-
cipitate was matted so firmly in the bottom of the bottle_by

WeiserandMiddteton:Loc.cit.
Cf. Weiser: Jour. Phys. Chem., 24, 505 (!9~o).

Weiserand Mid()!eton L.oc. cit.
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this procedure that the solution could be poured into a beaker

without disengaging any of the precipitate. The inside of

the bottle was rinsed, after which a small amount of water was

added and the bottle shaken by a rotary motion until the

precipitate was completely broken up. After transferring'
the contents of the bottle to a special thick-walled tube of

60 ce capacity, the total volume of solution was made up to

50 ce. The solution was next centrifuged for twenty minutes

at 3000r. p. m., after which the supematant liquid was added

to the beaker and the tube rinsed carefully. Twenty cubic

centimeters of water were now added to the tube whieh was

subsequently stoppered and shaken very thoroughly until

the precipitate was broken up. The total volume was made

up to 50 ce; the contents shaken up; and the centrifuging

carried out as before. The wash water was added to the

remainder and the process repeated. This method of washing

was comparatively rapid, considering the character of the

precipitate; and was very effective. Only a trace of elec-

trolyte was found in the third wash water. The supematant

liquid and washings were either evaporated and analyzed

directly or were diluted to a definite volume and an aliquot

part taken for analysis. The method of analysis was the

same as that used in standardizing the original solution.

The adsorption of the following ions was determined:

chromate, dichromate, oxalate, ferrieyanide, ferrocyanide,

thiosulphate, sulphate, dithionate, phosphate. Potassium

salts were used throughout since they were more readily

obtainable than the acids. Since the accuracy of the analy-
ticalmethod isof particular importance, the method of analysis
of each ion is described in some detail.

Adsorption of Chromate Ion

Mc</M~0/' ~a~M.–Thé volumetric method of Seubert

and Hinke,' which wasfound so satisfactory in the determina-

tion of dichromate,~ was employed. Thirty cubic centimeters

Xcit.anorg.Chem.,!<t,047('902).
Weiser and Middleton: Jour. Phys. Chem., ~4, 57 ft()2o).
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of an approximately ~V/~osolution of the salt was diluted to

65 cc in a $oo-cc glass-stoppered Erlenmeyer flask. To this
solution was added 10 ce of eight percent sulphuric acid;
after which the flask was stoppered and allowed to stand for
ten minutes. The liberated iodine was titrated in the usual

way with starch as indicator. The results of the standardi-
zation are given in Table IV.

TABLEIV

StandardizationofPotassiumChromate

Solutiontaken Thiosulphate Normalityof chromateion

&otut~takea t~~8~-––––––––––––––––––––––

Average

30.00 2t)..t3 o.olpSS~.
30.00 2~.15 o.019901
30-oo 24 i~ o.o!9&94 0.019893

Determination of /l~o)t.–To 150 ce of the colloid

containing 0.1725 gram of aluminum oxide were added

50.27cc of the standard chromate solution which was equiv-
atent to 50 ce of ~V/so salt. The solution containing the
unadsorbed salt was evaporated to a small volume, trans-
ferred to an Erlenmeyer flask and analyzed. The results
of a series of four determinations of the adsorption value are

given in Table V which is self-explanatory.

TABLBV

Adsorptionof CtiromateIon

A~/sopotassium chromate Adsorption value

Thiosulphate
milliequivalents

taken ––––––––––––––––

0.037084A~

Rem~in-
Adsorlxd

Per gram of A),0,

Taken Adsorhed ––––––––––––––

Average

34.34 50.00 42-45 7.55 0.1510 0.8754

34.40 50.00 42.52 7.48 0.1496 0.8672
34.40 50.00 42.52 7.48 o.i~ô 0.8672
34.35 5o.oo 42.48 7.52 o.t504 0.87~ 0.8704
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Adaorntlon nf ntnhfntMntaTnnAdsorption of Diohromate Ion

Method of Analysis.-The method of analysis for di-
chromate was identical with that used for chromate. The
results of the standardization are given in TaMe VI.

TABt.RVI

Standardizationof PotassiumDichromate

Sotutiontaken Thiosulphate Normalityofdichfomateion

Solution
taken taken.0.03708Ntaken.0.03708~–––––––––-––––––––––

Average

2~.00 ~0.~5 0.020006
25.00 4° 50 0.02002~
25.00 40 50 0.020025 0.020019

Determination of Adsorption.-After precipitating the
colloid and washing in the usual way, the solution and wash-
ings were evaporated to 200 ce diluted to 250 ce and 100 ce
taken for analysis. Thé results of a series of experiments
are given in Table VII.

TABt.EVII

Adsorptionof DichromateIon

Thiosulphate taken ~/S° potassium dichromate Adsorption value0.03708N
milliequivalentsce

Per gram At~O,
1 II Average Taken RemainingAdsorbed –

Average

28.9228.87 28.89 so.oo ~4.63 5.37 0.10740.6226
28.6928.67 28.68 50.00 44-3" 5.69 o.n;;8o.6596
28.9828.98 28.98 so.oo 44-78 5.22 0.10440.6052
28.8528.85 28.85 50.oo 44.58 54~ 0.10840.6282 0.6289

By comparing the adsorption value of dichromate ion
with that of the other ions investigated, it will be noted that
the former is comparatively low. 1'his is in line with the
observations made during the washing of the precipitate
obtained with potassium dichromate. Even on the second
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washing the precipitate tended to go back into colloidal solu-

tion and if the attempt was made to wash it a third time,
a large portion was peptized. This reversibility of precipi-
tation indicates that the adsorption is comparatively slight
in accord with the analytical results above given. These
results do not agree with the observations of Ishizaka who
found that the adsorption of dichromate ion by "grown
alumina" was much greater than that of any other ion:

"However, we are not dealingwith a pure adsorption process
in this case; but with a chemicalprocess as well, since the
usual yellow-red color of potassium dichromate is changed
by the adsorbent into the yellowishcolor of potassium chro-
mate. A drop of acid brings back the original color again
which is a sure proof that potassiumdichromate is changed
by the alumina into potassium chromate. The solution
after adsorption has almost the same conductivity as before
the adsorption; indeed, it frequently increases after adsorp-
tion. Investigations have not yet been undertaken
for the purpose of explainingthisphenomenon."

As we observed no change in color of the dichromate
solution after adsorption and as the adsorption value of
dichromate ion was low,it wasquite evident that there was a
fundamental difference betweenour experiments and Ishi-
zaka's. The difference was that Ishizaka determined ad-

sorption by powdered alumina while our experiments were
carried out with a colloidalaluminastabilized by preferential
adsorption of hydrogen ion. In a dichromate solution there
is equilibrium between the dichromate and chromate ion
that may be represented as follows: Cr~" + HzO
2H" + 2CrO/. Now if a substanceis added to this solution
which shows a strong preferential adsorption for hydrogen
ion it will shift the equilibriumto the right and so increase the
concentration of chromate ion at the expense of dichromate
ion. This is exactly what Ishazaka did. Alumina shows a

strong adsorption for hydrogenion" and so brings about the

Loc.cit.
Weiser: Jour. Phys. Chem., 24,~05 (t92o).
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decomposition in accord with the above equation. Our
experiments, on the other hand, were quite different. The
colloidalalumina exists in faintly acid solutionand is stabiJized
by adsorbed hydrogen ion. Under such circumstances one
would expect little if any decompositionwhich is in accord
with the observed facts.

It is of interest that dichromate ion is adsorbed the least
of a!l the divalent ions studied by both colloidal aluminum
oxide and colloidal ferrie oxide. The conditions of precipi-
tation were similar except that dichromic acid instead of
potassium dichromate was used for precipitating the ferrie
oxide colloid.

Adsorption of Oxalate Ion

Method of Analysis.-Oxalate ion was determined vol-

umetrically by titration with permanganate. The perman-
ganate solution was prepared several days before using and
was standardized against a weighed sample of Kahlbaum's
oxalic acid "for analysis." All titrations were carried out
at thé same temperature in the samevolumeand in the presence
of the same amount of sulphuricacid. The data on thestand-
ardization of potassium oxalate are recorded in Table VIII.

TABLEVIII
Standardizationof PotassiumOxalate

Potassium permanga-
I-

Normality of oxalate ion
Potassmmoxatate nate(tcc=t.36ycc

ce W50 oxalie acid)cc N

aeid) '1

Average

23.54~ 17.o6 o.oigSto

24 90 t8.03 o.oit~o:

34~4 !75o o.o[98?~ o.otg8t2

Determination c/ Adsorption.-The experiments were
carried out in the usual way with the results recorded in the
first four experiments in Table X.

Since it was important to know whether the colloid had

undergone any appreciable change during the course of this

investigation, a determination was made on adsorption of
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oxalate ion five weeks after the four determinations referred
to above. The result recorded under experiment 5, Table
X, shows that the colloid is very stable indeed. This is in
accord with the observations of Ishizaka and of Gann referred
to earlier in this paper. Since the adsorption experiments
herein recorded were completed within a period of three

weeks, any changein the colloidis negligible.
On account of the gelatinouscharacter of the precipitated

alumina, it seemed'desirable, to allow the solution to stand
for 24 hours beforecentrifuging and washing the precipitate.
Moreover, the velocity of precipitation varies with the con-
ditions of precipitation and the nature and concentration
of the electrolyte.1 Since the velocity of precipitation is

quite rapid in the presenceof excessoxalate ion it wasdesired
to know whether the adsorption value would be approximately
the saine if the determination was made immediately after

precipitation instead. of waiting for 24. hours. Accordingly
a determination was made following the usual procedure
in ail respects except that the centrifuging was started im-

mediately after the addition of the electrolyte. The result

given under experiment 6, Table IX, justifies the conclusion
that in this instance the adsorption value is the samewithin

TABM;IX

AdsorptionofOxalateIon

TV/iooxatieacid Adsorptionvalue
ce milliequivalents

Exp Perman- –––––––––––––––– ––––––––––––––––––

No.
ga~ate PergramA),0.No,
ce

Taken
lRemaininglAdsorbed

––––––––––

Average

l 29.45 so.oo 40.27 9.73 o. t.tzSt
2 29.23 5o'oo 3996 10.04 0.2008 1.1640
3 29.33 sooo 40'o 990 0.1980 1.1478
4 29.45 50.00 40~7 9-73 0.1946 1. I281 t.!420
5 29.37 50.00 40 t6 9.84 0.1968 1.1409
6 29.43 5o.oo 40.25 9.75 0.1950 0.1304

Ishixaka: Loe. cit.; Gann: Loc. cit.; FreundUch: Zeit. Kolloidehemie,

23,'63('9t8).
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the limits of experimental error, whether the washing is
carried out immediately or after 24.hours.

Adsorption of Ferrocyanide Ion

Method of Analysis.-The analysis of ferrocyanide was

accomplished volumetrically by oxidation of ferrocyanide to

ferrieyanide by potassium permanganate. An N/~o solu-
tion of ferrocyanide was prepared by direct weighing of
Kahibaum's potassium ferrocyanide "for analysis." This
solution was used to standardize the permanganate in accord
with the directions given by Müller and Diefenthaler.1 The

difficulty with the method is that the end-point is not well
defined particularly in dilute solutions on account of the green
color of potassium ferrieyanide. We found it altogether
impossible to détermine the end-point with the necessary
degree of accuracy in the ordinary way. The method finally
adopted was to titrate the solution in a colorimeter similar
in ail respects to that used by Weiser and Sherrick2 in a pre-
vious investigation. A solution of potassium ferrieyanide
of suitable concentration wasused for comparison in following
the titration. At the end-point the color changed from the

yellowish green which is characteristic of ferricyanide to

yellowish red. This change was so readily detected with the
colorimeter that the titrations were entirely satisfactory as
shown by the data in Table X.

TABLE X

Standardization of Permanganate against Ferrocyanide

Ce of ferrocyanide equivalent to

Ferrocyanide ~V/so Permanganate 1 ce of permanganate
w ce

Average

31-75 32.70 0.9709

s'9.95 30.75 0.97~0

32.!5 33.05 0.9728
31.20 32.05 0.9734

__J~5_ 28.85 0.9757 0.9733

Zeit. anorg. Chem., 67, <t;8 (tçfo).

Jour. Phys. Chem., 23, 20~ ('919).
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Determination of ~Jxc~oM.–A seriesof experiments
on adsorption of ferrocyanide ion werecarriedout in the usual

way with the results given in Table XI.

TAB~EXI

Adsorptionof FerrocyanideIon(a)

JV/50ferrocyanide Adsorptionvalue
Permanganate miUiequivaknts

required ––––––––––––––––––~–––– –––––––––––––
cc

Taken RemaimngAdsorbed
A);0)

32.40 so.oo 36.39 i3.6t 0.2722 t.5780
32.51 5000 36 5'1 '3-49 0.2698 t.5640
29.88 50.00 33 56 16.44 0.3288 1.9060
28.00 50.00 3' 45 '8.55 o.37'o 2.1507

The results recorded in the above table are unsatisfactory
to say the least. The cause of the wide variation in the
results was the instability of the ferrocyanide in faintlyacid
solution. The solutions which were colorlessat first became

distinctly green on standing over night even when precaution
was taken to exclude the air. To eliminate this source of
error a series of experiments were carried out in which the
solutionswere analyzed as soon as possible after precipitation
instead of being allowed to stand 2~ hours. Since the pre-
cipitation velocity in the presence of excess ferrocyanideion
is very rapid, this variation in the method of procedure is

TABLEXII

Adsorptionof FerrocyanideIon (6)

AV~oFerrocyanide Adsorptionvalue
Perman- millicquivalents

ganate
'–––––– –'––––– -–––––:––––––-–––––

required Per gramA),0,
cc

Taken Remaining Adsorbed –––––r–––––

Average

39.80 50.oo 38.72 t!.28 0.2256 1.3072
40.ro 50.00 3903 '0.97 o.2t04 !.27;9
40.05 50.00 38.98 n.02 0.2204 t.2777
40 15 50.00 39.08 to.92 0.2:84 1.266! ).28o7
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permissible,as shownfrom the experiments with oxalate ion
described in the preceding section. The results obtained
by the modifiedprocedure are quite satisfactory as shown in
Table XII.

Adsorption of Ferricyanide Ion

Method of ~Ma~M.–Ferricyanide was analyzed iodo-

metrically by the method of Müller and Diefenthaler.~ To
the neutral solution of férricyanide contained in a glass-
stoppered Erlenmeyer flask was added potassium iodide and
zinc sulphate. The ferricyanidewas reduced with the libera-
tion of iodine and ferrocyanide ion was removed from solu-
tion as zinc ferrocyanideas fast as formed. The liberated
iodinewas titrated with thiosulphate. The method was quite
satisfactory, as shownin Table XIII.

TABLE XIII

Standardizationof PotassiumFerricyanide

FcrrieyanideThiosutphatcused Normalityofferricyanideion
taken o.otyK~A' ––––––––––––––––––––––-

Average

40 M 1760 0023~8
4000 17.64 0.0236~2
4000 17.60 0.023588
40.00 17.62 o.o236t5 0.023608

TABLEXIV

Adsorptionof Ferricyanide Ion

A~/so [erricyanide Adsorption value

Thiosutphate millicquivaients

required
––––––––––––––– ~–––––––––––

o.o 17879N PerKramA),03
ce

Taken Remaining Adsorbed ––––––––––

Average

'4-74 50.00 39-51 'o.~ 0.2098;.2162
14.74 50.oo 39.~t 10.~9 0.20981.2162
t4.8o 50.00 39.67 10.33 0.20661.1977
14.7' 50.oo 39.3 10.57 0.211~1.2255 t.2139

Loc. cit.; cf. Mohr: Liebig's Ann., 105, 60 (t858).
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T1.>isvwuwww~iwau..I d.L.u. h~L.1~ .~CuL._.T_Determinationof~l~y~~oM.–Thé analysisof the solution
after precipitation and washing was carried out as described
above with the results that are tabulated in Table XIV.

Adsorption of Thiosulphate Ion

Method of ~MotysM.–An approximately N/so solution
of thiosulphate was prepared from Kahlbaum's reagent
"for analysis." This was standardized iodometrically in
the usual way. The results are given in Table XV.

TABLEXV

StandardizationofThiosulphate

Thiosulphate Mine solution required Notmatityofthiosulphateion

used i ce = 0.002887~g 1 ––––––––– –––––––––––

cc Average

30.00 u.4.5 0.017366
3397 12.95 0.017346
36.6o '393 0.017317
38.00 !4.48 0.017337 0.017341

Determination o/ ~4~o!oM.–Thé results of the experi-
ments on adsorption of thiosulphate ion are recorded in Table

XVI.

TABLEXVI

AdsorptionofThiosulphateIon

N/so thiosulphate Adsorption value
ce milliequivalents

Iodine –––––––––––––

cc PergrantAtjO.

Taken Remaining Adsorbed ––––––––––––

Average

18.82 50.00 ~2.82 7.l8 0.1436 0.8325
18.90 50.00 43.00 7.00 0.1400 o.8!i6
18.92 so.oo 43.04 6.96 o.t392 0.8070I8.9z go.oo q3.oq. 6.g6 o.I3~2 0.8070
18.85 50.00 42.88 7.!2 0.1424 0.8255 0.8191

Adsorption of SulphateIon
Method of Analysis.-An approximately A/Vsosolu-

tion of potassium sulphate was analyzed by the usual gravi-
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metric method. The precipitation was effectedby a definite
excessof barium chloride added drop by drop to the boiling

sulphate solution containing 0.2 cc of concentrated hydro-
chloric acid. Thé solution with precipitate (225cubic centi-

meters) wasdigested four hours at approximately 100degrees
before filtration. Thé results are given in Table XVII.

TABLEXVII

Standardizationof PotassiumSulphate

Potassium sut- Barium sulphate Normality of sutphate ion

phate taken found ––––––––––––––––––––––––

cc S Avcrage

50.00 O.M73 0.0200~9

50.00 0.1:71 o.ozooô~.

50.00 0.1172 0.020082

50.00 0.1170 0.0200~.8 0.020073

Determinationofadsorption.-Since a gravimetricmethod

of analysis was employed, it was necessary to use particular
care in washing the precipitate to avoid introducing any
particles of alumina in the wash water. Thé solution was

evaporated so that the precipitation of barium sulphate
could be carried out in the same volume used in the stand-

ardization. The adsorption value is recorded in Table
XVIII.

TABLE XVIII

Adsorptionof SulphateIon

~V/SOpotassium sulphate Adsorptionvalue
ce milliequivalents

BaSO< ––––––––––––––––––––
found

PersramA),0,g a

Taken Remaining Adsorbed ––––––––––––

Average

0.0966 50.00 4t-38 8.62 0.!72<). 0.9994
0.0970 50.00 ~.1.55 8.s 0.1690 0.9797

0-0963 5°'oo 4~ 8.79 0.1758 1.0191

o.og68 50-00 4~-47 8.53 !o.t7o6 0.9890 0.9968
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Adsorption of Dithionate Ion

Method of Analysis.-Barium dithionate was first pre-
pared and purified by recrystallization. A solution of the

potassium sait was prepared by mixing exactly equivalent
solution of barium dithionate and potassium sulphate; and

filtering off the precipitated barium sulphate. For analysis
50 ce portions of an approximately A~o solution of the
dithiona.te were p'aced in an Erlenmeyer flask and heated to

boiling on an electric hot-plate. Without stopping. the

boiling, 10 ce of concentrated hydrochloric acid were added
and the solution taken to dryness. By this procédure the
dithionate was converted into sulphate with the loss of sul-

phur dioxide. Oxidation of the latter was avoided since air
was excluded by the rapid boiling of the solution in a flask.
The residue of sulphate was dissolvedin water and analyzed
by exactly the same procedure described in the preceding
section. The results follow.

TAB~EXIX
Standardization of Potassium Dithionate

Potassiumdithi- Bariumsulphate Normalityofdithionateion
onatetaken found ––––––––––––––––-–––––

Average

50.00 O.IU9 o.0l()!~
50.00 O.H28 0.0:9328
50.00 o.H27 o.O!93M
50.00 o.i!26 o.oi()294 0.0:9276

Determination of ~ds&r~~pM.–Thesupematant liquid
after precipitation and the washings wereplaced in an Brien-
meyer flask and taken to dryness in the presence of hydro-
chloric acid as in the analysis of the original dithionate solu-
tion. The residue ofsulphatewas analyzedand the adsorption
value of dithionate ion calculated. See Table XX.

Adsorption of Phosphate Ion

Af~~od of Analysis.-An approximately /V/50 solution
of disodium hydrogen phosphate was prepared and analyzed
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~V/5opotassium dithionate Adsorption value
ce tnittiequivatents

BaSOt ––––––––––––––––––– –––––––––––––––––
found Per gram A):0,

g9
Taken Remaining Adsorbed –––––––––––

Average

o.!037 50.00 ~.41 5.49 o.;098 0.6365
o.iogo 50.00 44.12 5.88 0.1176 o.68t7
0.1031 5000 4417 5.83 o.n66 0.6759
0.1042 50.oo 44.64 5.46 o.f092 0.6330 0.6568

volumetrically by the modified Pemberton method. t Fortyvolumetrically by the modified Pemberton method.1 Forty

cubic centimeters of solution contained in a glass-stoppered

Erlenmeyer flask were placed in a bath at 40 degrees; and

to the solution were added 15 ce of concentratedammonium

nitrate solution and 35 ce of ammoniummolybdate solution

containing 100 grams per liter. After standing 30 minutes

at 40 degrees the flask was shaken vigorouslyfor 5 minutes

and retumed to the water bath for thirty minutesmore before

filtering and washing the precipitate as described by Pem-

berton. Following this uniform procedure very satisfactory

results were obtained.

TABLEXXI

StandardizationofDisodiumPhosphate

~V/io base required to dissolve

\r HPf)
phosphomotybdatc Normality of phosphate ion

taken
ce

ce
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Base Acid Différence Average

~o.oo 72.29 7.4.6 6~.83 o.ozn~i
40.00 7~ 17 6.~2 65.65 0.02I2Q6
40.00 7~-03 7-06 6~.97 0.02H86

40.00 72.31 7-38 6~.93 0.02H72 0.021198

D~cytMtM~MM q/ /t~or~~oK.–Thé solution after prc-

cipitation and washing was evaporated to 40 ce before pre-

1Stttton; "Votumetric Anatysis."

ÏABI.B XX

Adsorption of Dithionate Ion
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cipitating the phosphate -as described above. The results
are given in Table XXII.

TABLEXXII

Adsorptionof PhosphateIon

~V/io base required to
dissolve phospho- ~50 phosphate Adsorption value

molybdate ce milliequivalents
ce

Base Acid Remain-
Ad-

PergmtnA~O,
Base Acid Taken

ing
––––––––––

ence ing sorbed

Average

~2.84 8.09 44.75 so.oo 29.18 20.82 0.41642.4138
~2.62 8.03 44.59 50.oo 29.08 20.92 0.41842.4255
S2.76 8.o6 44-70 50.oo 29.15 20.8$ 0.41702.4173
52.51 8.3: 44-20 ~o.oo 28.87 21.13 0.42262.4498 2.4266

Discussionof Results
The results of the experiments above described have been

summarized in Table XXIII. For the purpose of comparison,
the precipitation values and adsorption values are expressed
both in equivalents and in moles.

TABLEXXIH

Precipitationvalue Adsorptionvalueper gramreClpla Ionvauc
At~Ua

Anion ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––.

MilliequivalentsMillimoles Milliequivalent Milligram
perliter perliter anions anions

Ferrocyanide 0.375 0.094. 1.2807 0.3202
Thiosulphate 0.375 o.i88 0.8191 0.4096
Ferricyanide 0.400 0.133 1.2139 0.404.6
Sulphate 0.538 0.269 0.0968 0.4984Oxalate 0.700 0.350 1.1420 0.5710
Phosphate 1.038 0.346 2.4266 0.8088
Chromate 1.300 0.650 0.8704 0.4352Dithionate 1.625 0.813 0.6568 0.3284Dichromate 1.775 o.888 0.6289 0.3:85

From the table it will be noted that ail the ions are rela-

tively strongly adsorbed by the hydrous oxide. Indeed the
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adsorption values for hydrous alumina are approximately
one-third larger than they were for hydrous ferrie oxide.

The results confirm the conclusionreached from the inves-

tigations on hydrous ferric oxide, namely, that the amounts

of various ions carried downby a precipitated colloidare not

even approximately equivalent. Thus the adsorption value

of ferrocyanide is more than twice that of dichromate; and

of phosphate is almost four times that of dichromate. It

will be recalled that Gann studied the adsorption of ferro-

cyanide, ferricyanide and oxalate ions by hydrous alumina

and from his results Freundlich and Gann concluded that the

amounts adsorbed at the precipitation value were equivalent.
This choice of ions was particularly happy since they are

adsorbed to about the same extent as shown in the above

table. Indeed, our adsorption values for these particular
ions approach équivalence much more elosely than Gann's,

although the former were not determined at the precipitation

concentration, for the reasonsgiven earlier in this paper.

Freundlich's assumption that the same amounts of ail

ions are adsorbed from equimolar solutions would seem to be

disproven by the results of this investigation. Considering
the ions of the same valencewhich were adsorbed from equi-
molar solutions, we nnd that thiosulphate is adsorbed ap-

proximately 25percent moretlian dichromate; while chromate,

sulphate and oxalate are adsorbed,respectively, 35, 60 and

80 percent more than dichromate. As before explained,
if the adsorption ceased with the neutralization of the charge
on the particles, then the amounts adsorbed would be equiv-

alent, other conditions remaining the same; but adsorption
does not stop with the neutralization of the charge since the

finelydivided electricallyneutral particles act as an adsorbent.

Accordingly the actual amounts carried down, in general,
will not be equivalent but will vary with the specifieadsorb-

ability of the ions as shownby the results above recorded.

If the assumption is made that the most readily adsorbed

ion precipitates in lowest concentration and vice-versa, then
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the orderof adsorptionof the ionsdeduced from the precipita-
tion valuesexpressedin equivalents, is

ferrocyanide,thiosulphate> ferricyanide> sulphate> oxalate

phosphate >chromate> dithionate > dichromate.
If the adsorption value is expressed in moles, thiosulphate
and ferricyanide would change places in the above series.
From the adsorption values expressed in milliequivalents we

get the followingorder of ions:

phosphate >ferrocyanide> ferricyanide> oxalate> sulphatë >
chromate >thiosulphate> dithionate > dichromate.

Although there is a tendency for the most strongly adsorbed
ions to precipitate in lowest concentration it is evident from
the above series that the order of adsorption of ions deduced
from precipitation values may show marked variations from
the order determined by direct analysis. This result con-
firms the result obtained with hydrous ferric oxide. On
account of the magnitude of the adsorption values, the ac-

curacy of the analyticalmethods employed in their determina-

tion, and the care exercisedto maintain uniform conditions,
it would seem that the adsorption values are quite accurate.
Moreover, there is no doubt as to what is meant by the ad-

sorption value. Since the order deduced from precipitation
values is not the sameas the order found by analysis, it would
seemeither that the precipitation values were not determined
with sufficientaccuracy or that the factors which determine
the precipitation value were not ail taken into account. It
will be recalled from the historical survey at the beginning
of this paper that the precipitation value has been variously
defined by different investigators. In its most usual sense
it is regardedas the concentration ofelectrolyte that will cause

complete coagulation of a colloid within a definite time.
Thé actual concentration necessary is determined by the

valency of the precipitating ion; the degree of ionization of
the electrolyte; the tendency of the electrolyte to hydrolyze;
the mobility of the precipitating ion, which frequently de-
creaseswith increasingdilution becauseof increased hydration;
the stabilizing influenceof the ion having the same charge as
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the colloid; the velocity of coagulation; and the method of

procedure followedin the addition of the electrolyte. It is

quite evident, therefore, that the précipitation concentration

of an electrolyte may not be determined exclusively by the

specifie adsorbability and the vatence of the precipitating
ion. Aecordingly,the order of adsorption deduced from pre-

cipitation values may be incorrect; and so may be quite dif-

ferent from the order determined by direct analysis, particu-

larly if the precipitation values are low and comparatively
close together. This latter fact must not be overlooked.

Where there is a wide differencein the precipitation values of

different electrolytes, it is probable that the valence and the

specifie adsorbability of the precipitating ions are the out-

standing factors; but where the precipitation values are

relatively very close togethersuch as the values for the multi-

valent ions considered in this investigation, it is probably
incorrect to assume that the precipitation concentration is

determined exclusively by the specifie adsorbability of the

precipitating ion.

From thé results described in the last two papers on

"Adsorption by Precipitates," it has been shown that in

general, the amounts of various ions carried down by a pre-

cipitated colloidare not equivalent and that the precipitation
values of electrolytes are not determined exclusively by the

adsorbability of the precipitating ions. Experiments are

planned for the immediate future which will attempt to es-

tablish qtiantitatively the relationship between the pre-

cipitation values of electrolytes and the adsorption of the

precipitating ions by choosingsuch conditions that influences

other than the specificadsorbability of the precipitating ions

are reduced to a minimum.

Summary

The results of this investigation may be summarized

briefly as follows:

(i) An investigation has been made of the precipitation
ofcolloidal aluminaby electrolytesand of the adsorption of the
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precipitating ions by the hydrous oxide. The results of this

investigation confirm the results of similar experiments on

hydrous îerric oxide.

(2) The precipitation concentrations of a number of

electrolytes for colloidal hydrous aluminum oxide have been

determined. If the assumption is made that the most readily
adsorbed ion precipitates in lowest concentration and vice-

versa, the order of adsorption of anions deduced from the

precipitation values expressed in equivalents, is: ferro-

cyanide >thiosulphate > ferricyanide> citrate >sulphate >oxa-

late>phosphate >chromate >dithionate > dichrotnate > chlor-

ide> nitrate >bromide>iodide. If the precipitation value

is expressed in moles ferricyanide and thiosulphate exchange

placesin the above series.

(3) The adsorption of a number of precipitating ions by

hydrous alumina oxide has been determined by direct analysis
and a detailed account of the methods of analysis has been

given. The determinations were confined to the multivalent

ions since the adsorption of univalent ions was so slight that

the precipitate was readily peptized by washing, owing to

removal of the precipitating agent.

(4.)The amounts of the various anions carried down by
the precipitated colloidare not even approximately equivalent.

Althoughthe adsorption of equivalent amounts will neutralize

a definitequantity of colloid,the actual amounts carried down

by the precipitate, in general, will not be equivalent, since

the amounts adsorbed by the neutralized particles will vary
with the adsorbability of the ions. The order of adsorption

beginningwith the ion most readily adsorbed is: phosphate>

ferrocyanide>femcyanide>oxalate > sulphate > chromate >

thio5ulphate> dithionate > dichromate.

(5) The order of ions deduced from the precipitation
values of electrolytes is not the same as the order found by
direct analysis. The reason is that the precipitation valuesof

electrolytesare not determined exclusivelyby the valenceand

adsorbability of the precipitating ions.

(6) Ishizaka found that potassium dichromate was con-
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verted into chromate in the presence of powdered alumina.

The explanation of this phenomenon is as follows: The

equiUbriuntin solution between dichromate ion and chromate

ion may be represented by the equation, Cr~" + H20 '~1.

2 H + 2 Cr04". Alumina shows such a strong preferential

adsorptionforhydrogen ion that the presence of the oxide in a

finelydividedcondition shifts the equilibrium to the right with

the formationof chromate ion at the expense of dichromate.

Colloidal alumina stabilized by preferential adsorption of

hydrogenion, has a comparatively slight effect on the equi-

librium.

De/'a)-<meK<o/ C/WM'~y

TheRice/tt!/<<«~
~fK~OM,Texas



BY J. STANt,HY LAtRD

The experiments here recorded were carried out under
the supervision of Prof. W. Lash Miller in the chemical lab-

oratory of the University of Toronto during the winter of

1909-1910, in order to supply further evidence as to the
connection between the toxicity of phenol solutionscontaining
salts and the chemical potential of the phenol in them, and
in the hope of finding an explanation of the results obtained

by I<emon' with 0.6 percent phenol solutions.

Determination of Chemically Equivalent Solutions, Using
Kerosene as Immiscible Solvent

I<emon's experiments had shown that in the case of
sodium chloride phenol and anthrax spores, the toxicity of a
solution containing both phenol and salt is the same as
that ofa solution containing phenol alone,if the concentrations
ôf the two solutions are so chosen that both are in equilibrium
with the same solution of phenol in toluene; or, in shorter

form, that a given solution of phenol is isotoxic with its

"chemically equivalent" solution of phenol and sait. His

experiments with 0.6 percent phenol and staphylococcus,
however, gave irregular results, and in nearly every case the

"equivalent" was found to be very much less toxic than the

pure phenol solution.

Before extending the experiments to inelude other salts,
it seemed necessary to clear up this discrepancy; and in the
first place a redetermination of the chemicalequivalents was
undertaken. After unsuccessful attempts to measure the

partial pressure of the phenol by drawing air through the
solutions and then through a solution of potassium hydrate
(the amount passing over in 2~hours was too smallfor analysis)

Jour.Phys.Chem.,24,570(1920).

THE CHEMICAL POTENTIAL 0F PHENOL IN SOLU-
TIONS CONTAINING SALTS; AND THE TOX-

ICITY OF THESE SOLUTIONS TOWARDS

ANTHRAX AND STAPHYLOCOCCUS
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the equilibrium between phenol solutions and kerosene was

studied. The use of this hydrocarbon instead of toluene

offers the advantage, that in the equilibrium experiments a

much smaller proportion of the phenol goes into the upper

layer; with dilute solutions the ratio is about ker. water

i 4.5, as against toi. water 2 i and when the con-

centration of the phenol is increased the ratio remains almost

constant, instead of greatly increasing as with toluene. The

resultsofequilibrium experiments with kerosene, when plotted,

thus give nearly straight Unes, which is convenient for inter-

polation and because of the relatively small concentration

of the phenol in the hydrocarbon, there is not so much danger

of the water content of the upper layer, and therefore the

solubility of phénol in it, being affected by addition of salt.

The determinations were carried out as follows: Merck's

cryst. phenol was distilled three times, rejecting the first and

last portions, and coltecting thé part boiling at i8ï-t82° C;

49 97 g of the last distillate, collected in a weighing glass,

was dissolved in water and made up to one liter. Measured

amounts of this original 5 percent solution, and weighed

amounts of Merck's sodium chloride, were made up to 50 ce

in a volumetrie flask for the equilibrium experiments. In

each of the latter 50 ce of the aqueous solution and 30 ce

purified kerosene were placed in a tall narrow-necked glass-

stoppered bottle (capacity about 90 ce) and stood in a thermo-

stat at 33 C; after the temperature of the bath had been

attained, the bottles were well shaken for 30 seconds and al-

lowedto settle, this shaking was repeated three or four times.

Suitable amounts of the two layers were then pipetted out for

analysis, using a bulb tube for the lower layer.' In the

aqueous layer the phenol was detennined by the method of

Uoyd~ the phénol in the upper layer was extracted five

timesby shaking in a separating funnel with normal potassium

hydrate, the washings were united and acidified, and the

phenol determined by the same method. A!l the kerosene

Jour. Phys.Chem.,24,570(t92o).
Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 27, t6 ([905).
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used in this work had been purified by shaking repeatedly
with a 25 percent solution of potassium hydrate, until the

washings gave no titre with the hypobromite solution used
in the détermination of phenol.

The following are the results obtained:

Nosalt; aqueous
(obs.) 6.66 4.36 3.74 2.92 1.954.0.787%phenol

Kerosenelayer(obs.)1.63 1.03 0.835 0.643 0.427 0.176%phénol
Kérosènelayer(cale.)1.480.97 0.831 0.649 0.4.340.175%phenol
Ratio (obs.) 4.084.234.48 4.54 4.58 4.56 Aq/Ker

2%NaCI;aqueous 1.337 0.934% phénol
Kerosene 0.319 0.224% phénol
Ratio 4.19 4..i8 Aq/Ker

5% NaCl;aqueous 4.184 2.65 2.240 1.794% phenol
Kerosene 1.530 0.847 o.68o 0.537 phénol
Ratio 2.74 3.13 3.30 3.36 Aq/Ker

:o%NaCl; aqueous 3.593 2.41 2.o6g ~54 phénol
Kerosene 2.336 1.159 0.953 0.687 phenol
Ratio 1.54 2.o8 2.17 2.24 Aq/Ker

i5% NaCl; 20%NaCt;
aqueous 2.523 1.344%phénol aqueous 1.539% phénol

Kerosene 1.722 0.870% phenol Kerosene t.754% phenol
Ratio 1.47 1.54Aq/Ker Ratio 0.88 Aq/Ker

The ratio "(weight phenol in 100 cc aqueous layer)/
(weight phenol in 100 ee kerosene layer)" increases with
decrease in the concentration of the phenol; but for solutions

without salt, containing less than 4 percent phenol, the results
are expressible within the experimental error by a linear

formula, setting the ratio constant at 4.50. The concentra-
tionsof phenol inkerosene so calculated are given after "Kero-
sene layer (cale.)" above.

For solutions containing salt which are in equilibrium
with solutions in kerosene containing 0.22 percent phenol or

less, that is which are chemicallyequivalent to a one percent
solution of phenol in water or to more dilute solutions, the
ratio has been assumed to be constant with the values given
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after "ratio" in the followingtable; dividing these ratios by

0.46 gives the "factor" by which the concentration of phenol
in the saltless solution must be multiplied in order to obtain

the chemically equivalent concentration of phenol in solu-

tions containing from 2.0percent to 20percent sodiumchloride.

Sodiumchloride, o 2 5 IO 15 20
Ratio 4.6 4.2 3.3 2.2 i.s 0.9
Factor 1.000.9: 0.72 o.~8 0.33 o.zo

Calculated in this manner, the phenol solutions used by
Lemon in his experiments with staphylococcus,viz.: 0.80,

0.70 and 0.60percent phénol in water, are equivalent to solu-

tions containing2.0 percent salt and 0.73,o.6~and 0.55percent

phenol, respectively; as calculated from Prof. Lash Miller's

experiments with toluene, the equivalent solutions should

contain 2.0percent salt and 0.72,0.63 and 0.54percent phenol.
The results of my experiments with kerosene, therefore,

confirm those obtained with toluene; and the unexpected
outcome of Dr. Lemon's workwith staphylococcuscannot be

accounted for by errors in the determination of the equiva-

lents.

The Toxiotty of i.0% Phenol, and Other Solutions towards

Staphyloooocus at 0° C

In his experiments with anthrax spores, Lemon found

good agreement between the toxicities of the phenol solutions

and those of their chemical equivalents; in his experiments
with staphylococcus the diserepancy seemed to increase with

the dilution of the solutions. To test this, 1 undertook a

couple of experiments with concentrations of phenol higher
than those used by Lemonwith staphylococcus, and worked

at o° C in order to bring the rate within measurable limit,

a preliminary experiment having shownthat while0.8 percent

phenol kills ail the cocci in 15minutes at 33° C, about 5000
colonies developed when the poison was allowed to act at

zero. The solutions comparedwere not in every case exactly

equivalent, as the experiments were made before the method

of calculationdescribed abovehad been adopted.
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Staph. in poison 2 6 lo 14..oy ~L_
Staph. in poison 2 6 10 14 :8 minutes
0.9 .~phénol ,400 3~ 240 93 45 colonies
0.44% ph. + to% NaCI 2800 600 87 67 colonies

As calculated above, the equivalent of 0.9 percent phenol
is 0.43 percent phenol + io percent NaCl.

Staph. in poison 4 6 9 12 15 minutes
i.o/c. phenol ~y 70 34 41 o colonies
0.5% ph. + [Q%NaCt ~2 – 9 i colonies

As calculated above, the equivalent of i.o percent phenol
is 0.4.8 percent phenol + 10 percent NaCl.

Staph. in poison 3.5S 6.5S 9.~5 12.5S 15.5 minutes
0.835% ph. + 2.0%

NaCI 2200 34~ 150 i8 23 colonies
0.44% ph. + io%

NaCI 3<'oo 1000 790 483 219 colonies

Both these solutions are chemically equivalent to 0.92
percent phenol.

These results serve to confirm the conclusion that dis-

crepancies of the magnitude of those observed by Lemon occur

only with the most dilute solutions.

The Toxicity of Distilled Water and of 0.2% NaC! towards

Staphylococcus

As the discrepancies and irregularities observed by Lemon
cannot be accounted for by error in the composition of the

equivalent solutions, and as they were greatest when the
solutions were most dilute, it seemed probable that they
might be due to plasmolysis of the cocci occasioned by the
low osmotic pressure of the 0.6 percent phenol solution (about
1.75 atmos.) as compared with that of its equivalent (0.54
percent ph. + 2.0 percent NaCI, osm. press. about f8 atmos.).
Experiments in which distilled water was used as the "poison-
ous liquid" were accordingly carried out, following closely the

procedure described by Lemon; they showed that, like o.6

percent phenol, distilled water is a more powerful poison

Staph. in poison 2 120 125minutes
Dist. water, room temp. inf. inf. 2 i colonies
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than Lemon found 0.54 percentph. + 2.0 percent NaC! to
be. Anotherséries showedthat 0.2percent NaCIsolution,which
has about the same osmotic pressure as 0.6 percent phenol,
caused death at a rate comparableto that usually found by
Lemon with the 0.6 percent phenol solution.

Staph.in poison i 515 2090 minutes
Dist. water 5000 – 38 i colonies
o.2%NaCt – 2800 <76o

Onrepeating the experimentswithanother culture ofstaphylo-
coccus, very different results wereobtained

Staph.in poison 15 50 minutes
Dist.water 373 343colonies
0.2%NaCI – 298colonies

This shows how great a differencethere may be in the re-
sistance of different cultures towards water and towards a
dilute sait solution; it serves to explain I<emon'sobservation
that'his Culture No 15 lived for two hours in 0.60 percent
phenol, nearly as long as in the chemicalequivalent.

Adaptation of Staphytocooous to Distilled Water

A colony, grown on agar, was removed with the usual

precautions, shaken up with distilled water, and let stand

50 minutes at room temperature, after which a loopful was
used to infect 10 ce neutral agar at 45° C, and a plate was

poured in the usual way. A colony from this (first) plate
was treated with distilled water for two hours, and a second

plate poured. A colony from the second plate was treated
with distilled water for three hours,and a third plate poured.
Over 8,000 colonies grew on this third plate.

The culture so obtained, while much more resistant to
water than the original culture, was much less' resistant to

phenol; and 2.0 percent sodiumchloridesolution, in which the

original culture grew unharmed, killed the new completely
within a quarter of an hour.

~<a~).in poisonfor [5min.at roomtemp.
Dist. water 234colonies; o.t%pheno) 182colonies;
0.2% phénol 27colonies; 0.4%,o.6%,0.8%ph.,o col.
2.o%NaCl o colonies;
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The irregular results observed by Lemon with dilute
solutions must therefore be ascribed to the variability of the
cultures employed by him in respect to their resistance to
solutions of low osmotic pressure. Most of his cultures,
like my own prepared in a similar way, were just able to
stand an osmotic pressure of two atmospheres (that of 0.7
percent phenol), but weremeasurably injured by 1.75 atmos.
(0.6 percent phenol, or 0.2 percent NaCI); while his culture
No. 15wasmoreresistant, and his No. 16was less.

Chemioal Equivalents of Eleven Phenol-Salt Solutions Used
by Paul and Kroni~

On page ~.6 of their paper "Ueber das Verhalten der
Bakterien zu chemischen Reagentien," Paul and Krônig'

record the number of anthrax spores left alive after immersion
for 24 hours 10 minutes in 4 percent phenol solutions con-
taining various salts at the constant concentration of one
formula weight per liter.

Zeit. phys. Chem., ïi, ~t~ ([896).
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In order to determine the chemical equivalents of these

solutions, 1 made up with each salt

two different solutions, each of them zooo

normal with respect to the salt, but one

containing more and the other less than
g

four grams of phenol per hundred cubic

centimeters; these wereshakenwith the

purified kerosene, and the two layers ~600

analyzed as described above. The re-

sutts are given in columns 2-5 of the

followingtable, and in Fig. i, and from

thcm by linear interpolation thé chem-

ical equivalents of the 4 percent solu-
Z0

tions were calculated; these are given
1 0

in column 6 of the table, whilecolumn

7 gives the number ofcoloniesleft alive )ooo
in the experiments of Paul and Kronig.

In the table the solutions are

arranged in the order of the concentra-

tions of their equivalent phenol solu-

tions, so that if the toxicity depended 600
only on the chemical potential of the

600

phenol, the first woùldbe the least toxic

and the last the most. 400
Thé accompanying eut, Fig. 2, in

which the ordinates give the number

of coloniesand the abscissasthe chem-

ical equivalents of the poison used,
shows that in general the toxicity de-

pends on the chemical potential of

the phenol; solutions containing acetic

acid, potassium iodide, or ammonium

cntoncle, nowever, provea to be much more toxic than

would have been expected from the chemical work. It

is likely enough that potassium iodide itself would act as a

poison; the behavior of ammonium chloride is more un-

expected. As to acetic acid, it is well known that slight varia-
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Aq. Ker. Aq. Ker. Bquiv. Col.

Sod. benzoate 4.o76 0.696 5.87 0.774 3.; ~63
Acetic acid 4.292 0.795 4.752 0.863 3.3 t6o
No salt ~.o ~05
Pot.iodide 3.05 0.854 4.36 t.34 5.0 368
Am.chloride 3.196 0.948 3.934 .25 5.3 336
Sod.nttrate 3.216 0.976 4.036 .334 5.4 422Sod. acetate 3.06 0.925 5.72 .o8 5.4 804
Pot. bromide 3.088 0.972 4.48 .o6 5.88 295
Uth.chloride 3.t9o !.o77 3.76 t.3q. 6.t 253
Sod.chlorate 2.99 [.03 4.03 .49 6.!5 280
Pot.chloride 2.94 t.ot 3.89 .44 6.25 <74.Sod.chloride 3.19 1.15 4.54 6.55 t3tt

tions in the.acidity or alkalinity of a culture medium affect
the growth; but Paul and Krônig's experiments (their table

2').,p. 438) show that normal aeetic acid by itself is not toxie
to anthrax. Experiments of my own show that addition of
acetic acid to phenol increases the toxicity of the solution
to staphylococcus; a further study of this case seems called
for.

~a~ in poison,o° C 3 6 ç t2z 15 minutes
1.0%phenol 331c Il gji o 6 colonies
1.0%ph. + 3.0%acetic 8 o o o o colonies

The acid solution was chemically equivalent to 0.9
percent phenol.

Summary

Determination of the chemical equivalents of phenol-
NaCI solutions, using kerosene as immisciblesolvent, confirm
and extend the results obtained with toluene.

The abnormal results obtained by Lemon in his experi-
ments with 0.60 percent phenol, are due to plasmolysis of the
cocci.

The increase, or deçrease, in toxicity caused by adding
ten different salts to 4 percent phenol solution, is primarily
due to the change in the chemical potential of the phenol.

The increased toxicity caused by adding acetic acid
needs further study.

7'/t<!University 0~ Toronto

/Mnf. ~o



Les Colloides. By J. /3Kc/atM. X IZ CM; ttt + 2~. ~(rYy:

Co«</<t~W<fry el Cie, 7p~o.–This subject is treated under the following heads:

gênera) methods of making colloidal solutions; general properties of colloidal

solutions; optical properties and filtration; constitution of colloidal particles;

colloids and thc ionic theory; adsorption; colloids and adsorption; physica)

properties in living organisms; technique of the study of colloids. The author

starts with Graham's view that colloids and crystalloids are opposing terms.

He is atso a believer in the chcmicat theory of colloids and considers that the

ferrie chloride which may be present in colloidal ferrie oxide is part of a compound

and is not merety a stabilizer. He assumes the existence of a cation and of an

insoluble anion consisting of ferric oxide with varying amounts of chlorine at-

tached. In other words he looks upon at) colloids in something thé same way

that McBait) looks upon soaps.

Under methods of preparation Duclaux lists metathetical reactions,

hydrolysis, and clectrical disintegration, whieh i). hardly an exhaustive classi-

fication and at that he does not mention Svedberg's method with the oscillatory

diseharge. There is no reference to peptization in this chapter. L'nder general

properties the author takes up: color; viscosity; rigidity; taste; irreversibility;

freezing; adhésion; coagulation; formation of jellies; molecular wcight. L'nder

coagulation the precipitation of albumin on boiling is given as the simplest case,

which is unfortunate because we are not very certain why albumin coagulates

under these eircumstances. Thé simplest case is thé coagutation of an elec-

trically stabilized sol by an electrolyte and that is not discussed as such. because

thé author's theory does not reeognixe the stabilization of sots by adsorbed ions.

The author does not make use of the Brownian movements to account

for colloidal suspensions not settling; but contents himself with showing that the

rate of settling is negligible with particles which are small enough, p. 5t. While

this is perfectty true, it does not meet the case in whieh the particles arc a good

deal coarser than his minimum and yet do stay suspended apparently indeft-

nitely. Hc goes out of his way to make trouble for himself, p. 52, by explaining

why it is impossible to clarify a colloidal solution by centrifuging, whereas manyy

of them, which arc stable under ordinary conditions, do preeipitate when centri-

fuged. Under ultra-filtration reference is made to Martin, Malfitano, Borrel,

Roux and Saiimbeni; but Bechhold's name is not mentioned although he bas

studied the subject more systematically than anybody eise. There is no référ-

ence to him cven in the bibliography at thé end of thé book.

On p. t ;3 thé author calls the colloidal ion in a sol the granule, white the

granule and the true ions form a micelle. Thé micelle is therefore thé ionized

colloid. Under clectrical stress the granule moves to onc pole and the truc ions

of the micelle to the other. Thé optical heterogcncity of the sols dépends on the

sixe'of the granute, p. 07. By going at the subject in this way, thé author is

really connecting the colloidal solutions with thé true solutions instead of with

the coarse suspensions. The revicwer believes that this is a mistake; and Duc-

taux's book is certainly not a striking proof of the advisability of his point of

NEWBOOKS
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view. Everything is vague and whilethe author says that he explains evcry-
thing, it is a little difficultto get anythingdefiniteout of thébook.

Dyeing is citedas a case of adsorption,p. t;;8; but there is no reference
to the effectof acids,alkalies, and salts. On p. t<~ the author points out that
in many cases colloidalmembranes do not act like sieves;and he accounts for
this by sayingthat, undercertain conditions,the poresopenand let things through
white under other conditions they closeand prevent the passage of substances
which went through under other circumstances. There is no attempt made to
show what the conditionsare which make the pores openor close, and it seems
not to have oecurred to the author that his hypothesis willnot account for se-
tective filtration ofa mixed solutionunlessheassumesthat it is always the smaller
substance which passes through. As a matter of fact it is quite impossibleto
account for thc behavior of semipermeablemembranes by any hypothesis in-

volving sieves. On p. 229 under coagulationof salts, Duclaux states that it
is quite impossibleto tell whether the precipitationis due to the sodium ion or
the chlorine ion. This seems unneeessar)'because it is a simple matter to de-
termine whether the so-caUedgranule is charged positivelyor negatively. Ad-

sorptionof the ionwith the same chargewouldincreasethé stabilization and not
cause precipitation; but Duclanx cannotadmit this, becausehe does not believe
that sols are stabilizedby ions.

Occasionallythe author is extremelydefinite. He isperfeetiy clear,p. 160,
that the color of the so-called starch-iodideis not due to the formation of any
definite compoundand he a)so emphasizesthe fact that we do not know why
iodine shouldbe blue.

The paragraph in regard to cobravenom,p. [73, wasentirety new to the
reviewer. "M. Delezennefinds a considerablequantity of zinc in snake poisons,
the amount being greater the more active the poison. The dried cobra venom
contains 5-6 parts per thousand of zinc, which is about fifteen percent of thé
minerai matter in the poison. The zinc evidently comes from the bodies of
animais on whiehthe serpent bas fed. In the tissuesof theseanimais the amount.
of zinc averages about 0.2 part per thousand, or only one-thirtieth of the con-
centration in the venom. [One-twe)(thseems to be better arithmetie. Thé
animaison which the serpents feed arpmostly herbivorousand the zinccontent.
of plants is usually less than 0.1 part per thousand, or less than half of that in
animals. The plants themselves get their nourishment from the soil which

normallycontains very little zinc and there must be many places wherethé zinc
content is less than o. part per thousand(2sogra<ns per cubic meter). The

relatively large amount of zinc in the cobra venom is, therefore, the result of a

triple or quadruple concentration: in thé plants, in the animats, in the cobra,
and finally in thé venom. This concentratingis specifiebccause iron, which is

certainly more abundant than zinc in most soils, does not concentrate in the
venom."

The cumulative enect of very smalldoses is well brought out by the ex-

perienceof the Englishship Triumph in !!ho, p. 172. A lot of mercury in the
hold escaped fromthé containers and insideof three weekstwo hundred men on.
board sufTeredfrommercury poisoningwhileail the animaisdied.

Wilder J7. Bancroft
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The Book of the Damned. By CAa~ ~o~. X /4 cm; pp.

New Kc)-6; Boni and Ltfer~/tt, ~0~9. PfMf, Sf.oo.–H is perfeetty true that

scientific men, as a rule, rejeet and then forget facts whieh do not fit the theories

of the moment, and it is also true that things which have been rejected at one

time may bc honored later whcn a new theory has corne to the front. The

author's book gives an account of phenomena which are now damned; but which

he believes will some day be important facts in a broader science. Hc shows

that many things have appeared to fat) from the sky under conditions which

make it seem impossible to him that they have been carried up in the air tem-

porarily by a whirtwind somewbere else. The discovery of Chinese seats scat-

tered in Ireland, p. 152, is difficult to explain on the ground of fraud. Many

things have been found throughout the world which are either prehistoric or

came from some other world. The pigmy flints, p. t6o, and coffins, p. 162,

the vitrified forts, p. 165, thé cup marks, p. 204, thé luminous wheels of the

Persian Gulf, p. 258, and thc'mystenous tracks in Devonshire and elsewhere,

p. 293, are phenomena which seem mysterious.

In order to account for the alleged phenomena, the author postulates

that portions of the sky are gelatinous, p. 47, and that somewhere abovc the

earth's surface there is a region in which gravity is not operative, a super-sargasso

sea, pp. 87, 241. Substances raised from the earth's surface to this region are

hetd there until shaken down by storms. He believes also that near the earth,

p. t54, there are round worlds, spindle-shaped worlds, worlds shaped like a wheel,

worlds shaped like titanic pruning hooks, worlds tinked together by filaments,

tremendous worlds, and tiny worlds. In the past, inhabitants of many of thc

other worlds are assumed to have corne here, p. )57. To account for the pygmy

relies, it is assumed that thé tiny'inhabitants of thé hypothetical Etvera came

here on hunting excursions in hordes as dense as bats, p. tôt. The vitrified

forts are accounted for by thé assumption of electric blasts from another hypo-

thetical world, Azuria, which was wrathy because the inhabitants of this world

would not tum Mue, p. 165. "Thé vast Mue bulk of Azuria appeared in the sky.

Ctouds tumed green. The sun was formless and purpte in the vibrations of

wrath that were emanating from Azuria. The whitish, or yellowish, or brownish

peopies of Scotland, Iretand, Brittany, and Bohemia fled to hitt tops and built

forts. In a real existence, hitt tops, or earliest accessibility to an aeriat enemy

woutd be the last choice in refugees. But here, in quasi-existence, if we are

accustomed to run to hitt tops in times of danger, we run to thcm just thé same,

even with danger dosest to hitt tops. Very common in quasi-existence: attempt

to escape by running ctoser to the pursuing. They built forts, or already had

forts, on hitt tops. Something poured electricity ttpon them. The stones of

thèse forts exist to this day, vitrified, or melted, or turned to glass."

In order to account for the fait of icictes, the author assumes, p. 18;, thc

existence of a vast field of aerial ice a few miles above thé earth. It is inert

to earth's gravitational force; but if it sags, the lower portion may become affected

to such an extent that thé water dripping from it falls as icictes.

The author believes that Elvera, Azuria and other worlds have crossed

the field of tetescopic vision but have not been seen because it would be improper

to see them, p. [84.

The phenomena reported almost exclusively from the Persian Gulf are
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quite normal if we assume, p. <6!. the presence in the sky of vast wheel-like eon-
structions which are "especially adapted to roll through a gelatinousmedium from
planet to planet. Sometimes they enter this carth's atmosphere because of mis-
catcutattons or beeausc of stresses of various kinds. They are likely to explode
and therefore have to submerge in the sca. They stay in the sea a while, revolv-
ing with relative leisureliness until relieved, and then emerge sometimes close to
vessets. Seamen tell of what they see; but their reports are interred in scien-
tific morgues. 1 should say that the general route of these constructions is alonglatitudes not far from the latitudes of the Persian Gulf."

The style of the book is almost incredibly bad. Wilder D. Bancroft

A History of Chemistry. By F. J. Moore. x cm;
~McC~ Book Company, 7,,< 7p~Pn~~o-In the

preface the author says: "The value of thé historical method for studying every
department of human thought is now so universally recognized that it requires
no emphasis, but to the younger student of chemistry it may be not superfluous
to point out that, by observing the errors and misunderstandings of the pastwe team to avoid errors in our own thinking; by acquaintance with the way in
whieh great men have solved problems, we are assisted in solving problems of
our own; by observing thé different aspects presented by the same facts in the
light of successive theories, we acquire an insight obtainable in no other w&y
into the nature, limitations and proper function of aU theories. Finally, as we
study how man's knowledge of nature has broadened and deepened with the
years, we acquire a better understanding of the trend of thought in our own
times, and of the exact bearing of each new discovery upon the old but ever
reeurring problems of the science. At no period has the development of chem-
istry been more rapid or more interesting than it is to-day, and thé author in-
dulges the hope that even this brief sketch of its history may assist the reader
to follow that development with a fuller appreciation of its significance."

The chapters are entitled: chemistry among the ancients; chemistry in
the M.ddte Ages; chemistry in the Renaissance; Boyle and his contemporaries;
the later phlogistians; Lavoisier; the law of definite proportions; the earty history
of galvanic electricity; Humphry Davy; Berzelius, the organizer of the science
dualism in organic chemistry; the reaction against Berzelius; Gerhardt and the
chemical reformation: the transition from the type theory to the vatence theorythe periodic law; Bunsen Berthelot and Pasteur; organic chemistry since t86o'
inorganic chemistry since 1860; the rise of physica) chemistry; radio-activity
and its influence upon atomic theory.

The bulk of the book deals with the period since .790. It is therefore
rather more interesting to the average chemist than the corresponding book
by Camphell Brown, which made a specialty of the really early history ofchem-
istry. On p. 237 it is probable that most people will get the impression that
Gibbs' paper on heterogeneous equilibrium was devoted practically exclusivelyto the phase rule. It is quite certain from thé remarks on the Rowing etcctrode
p. 250, that the author believes that wc have a method for measuring truc singlc
potential dinerences.

'Wilder D.
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THE CATALYTIC DECOMPOSITION OF HYDROGEN
PEROXIDE BY SODIUM IODIDE IN

MIXED SOLVENTS'

BYVANL. BOHNSON

i. Historical

It is well known that the velocity of a chemical reaction
is influenced by the composition of the medium in whieh it
takes place. The first case on record was noted by Berthelot
and Pcan de St. Gilles,2 who reported the velocity of esteri-
fication to be less in ether than in benzene. The literature
records a large number of experiments which illustrate an
effect of the solvent, a few of the results of whieh are sum-
marized in Table I. The figures represent the relative velocity
constants of the several reactions in the different solvents,
and are quotcd from a more comprehensive table given by
Patterson and Montgomcrie.~ The reactions represented in
thé summary are:

(I) The reaction between triethylamine and ethyl iodide.~1

(II) The transformation of a triazole derivative into a
diazoanilid ester. ¡,

(III) The inversion of menthone.

(IV) Thé transformation of anissynaldoxime into anis-
antialdoxime. ·

Part of a thc,is submitted to thc Gractuatc School of thé L'niversit;' of
Wiseon'.in in partia) fu)H)ment of the requircments for the degree of Doctor of

I'hi)osophy.

Bertheiot and Pean de St. Gilles; Ano. Chim. Phys., (.~ 66, 62 (t862,).
Pattcrson and Montgomerie: Jour. Chem. Soc., toi, 26 (t9f2~.

Menschutkin:Zcit.phys.Chem.,6,4f ([89o);se(.-a)solbid.. t,61 ()887).
1 Dimroth: Liebig's Ann., 335, 1; 338, t~; 373, 336; 377, t27; 390, Qt.
Tubandt: t.iphig's Ann.. 339, ~t; 354, 259; 377, :S4.
von Halban: Zeit. phys. Chem., 67, )29 (<909).
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Sotvcnt i !i in n' v

Water o.'J043
– – 8.26

.Methyi;\)cohot j 286.6 f.o 1.0 1.0 2.07
EthytAk'ohot so. t.<)2 2.6G i.oo 1.86

n-Yropyl Alcohol
3.38 r.8 t.G9K-PropytAk-oho)

– –
~g j.g

IsobutytAtcoho! ~3.3 – – 0~5

With these solvents in mind, it is interesting to note that
the action of sodium hydroxide on alkyl broinides is slower in

methyl alcohol than in M-propyl, but fastest in ethyl alcohol,
while the velocity of decomposition of iodoform' in sunlight
increases according to the solvent in the following order:

methyl alcohol, cthyl alcohol, propyl alcohol.

It is frequently pointcd out that there is a parallelism
between reaction velocity and the dissociating power (i. e.,

according to Nernst, the dielectric constant) of the medium.
While this seetns to be roughly true, for example, in reactions
1 and V, above, it obviously does not hold for II, III and IV,
as may be seen by reference to the constants in Table II.

Again, the conversion of ammonium cyanate into urea takes

place with a velocity thirty times as great in 90%. alcohol as
in water," although the dissociating power of thé latter is
several times that of the former. The velocity of saponi-
fication of an ester with sodium or potassium hydroxide,
moreover, is greatest in thé medium of lowest dissociating
power, and vice versa.3

Spring' has suggested that the reason for the slower

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in ether and alcohol

solution may be due to the lowering of the surface tension of
the solution.

Glycerine has been suggested in pharmacy as a preserva-
tive for hydrogen peroxide solutions, and it has been assumed

ComanducciandMeduri:Gazz.chim.ital.,48 I, 238(tgt8).
< WatkerandKay:Jour.Chcm.Soc.,7!, 489~897).
Cajola andCappeUini:Gazz.chin).ital., 30 t. 233(t~oo).
~Spring:Zftt.anorg.Chent.,to, i6t (1895).

ÏARU- I
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I)ielectrie

w

l

=

cronstant ~`x~'S`ty tensiun

Water 8t.tat)8"(a)o.oo89[ at25°' 70.6 at30"(g)
Methy) Atcoho) ~f .2 at 20°~') 0.005564. at 25°' 23.02 at 20°~)
EthytAteohot 25.8at2o°(~)o.om4.at25°' 20.20 at 4o°(g)
-n-Propyl Alcohol 22.2 at 20"(6) 0.0:962 at 25"' 23.82 at i6.~(g)
Isobutyl Alcohol 20.0 at 2o°(&) 0.0~034 at 2o°(c) 22.72 at !6°(g)
Amyl Alcohol t6.o at 2o°(~) 0.03923 at 23.7~) 23.72 at i6.~(g)
Pyridinc [2.4 at 2o°(c) 0.00885 at 25' 38.4. at i?°(g)
Glycerol 39-!at2o°(d)6.33at25°~ 64.53 att8°(/t)

TABLE II

-–– tjy" \JJ ~J !t'JJ

Sctccteft from Landolt and Bornsteh). Obscrvers: (a) Turner; (t) Abegg
and Scit!t; (c) Schtundt; (d) Drude; (f) Gartenmeistcr; (f) Thorpe and Rodger;

(g) Ramsay and Shields; (A) Dontkc.

that this may be due to the viscosityof the solution.'1 Severa I

investigators have adopted this point of view and brought
forward evidence that the viscosityof the medium may be a
factor in slowing down a reaction. Buchbôck," for example,
investigated the rate of hydrolysis of carbonyl sulphide in
various neutral salt solutions,and pointed out that the greater
the viscosity of the solutions,the greater the retarding effect.
He later repeated the work,6 revising his results according
to van't Hoff's theory (discussedbelow) and concluded that
the velocity of decompositionof thiocarbonic acid is inversely
proportional to the viscosityof the solution.

According to Raschig,7 monochloramin reacts in am-
moniacal solutions as follows:either

d) 3NH.C!+ 2NH,= N2+ 3NH<C1
or

(2) NH:C)+ NH, NH~.NH~.HC!

only traces of hydrazinebeingformed.

Dunstan: Jour. Chem. Soc., 85, 817; 87, t~ (<905).

Hartley: Thomas and Appleby: Ibid., 93, S44 (ioo8).

Jones and Schmidt: Am. Chem. Jour., 42, 37.
Bohm and Lf-ydcn: D. R. P. 18S,597.

Buchbôck: Zeit. phys. Chem., ~3, 123 (t8<)7).

Buchbôck: Zeit. phys. Chem., 34, 229 (tçoo).

Raschig: Vcrh. Ces. Naturforschcr, 2 I, t:o (tooy); Eng. P. 130 (1908).
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Upon the addition of substances which increase the vis-

cosity of the solution, such as glycerin, starch, dextrin, al-

bumen, casein, and glue, the yield of hydrazine can be in-
creased to 50-80% of the theoretical. Acetone, which lowers
the viscosity, increases the velocity of reaction (i). It has
been assumed that this effect is related to the evolution of a

gas in one of the reactions.

Thé evidencein favor of a viscosity hypothesis is balanced,
however, by equally important evidence to the contrary.
Arrhenius' found the velocity of inversion of cane sugar to be
acceleratedby the addition of salts which both raise and lower
the viscosity of the solution; Euler' pointed out the influence
of neutral salts'in the hydrolysis of ethyl acetate to be the

reverse of that assumed by Buchbôck and Reformatsky'
found the velocity of hydrolysis of methyl acetate was not
inflitencedin the slightest by the addition of sufficientquan-
tities of gélatine or agar agar to make the solution jet! at a

temperature to° below the working temperature.
Van't Hoff' pointed out that the solvent exerts a two-

fold influence;it may act not only as a true catalyst, accelerat-

ing both the direct and the reverse reaction to the same ex-

tent, but it may have the further effect of shifting the final

equilibrium. This second effect is eliminated from the ve-

locity constant by expressingconcentrations of reacting sub-
stances in terms of the solubility in the different solvents.
In this manner a constant should be obtained which is the
same no matter what solvent is used, provided no influences
are at work other than those considered in the development
of the theory. Dimroth's' results eonfirm this theory, while
those of von Halban" seem to argue against it. Bugarszkyy
studying the reaction between ethyl alcohol and bromine,

Arrhenius:Zeit.phys.Chem.,2,ï8~0888);ï8, ~t?~899).
Hutcr: Zeit. phys. Chcm., 36, 64; (t90)).

Rcforntatsky: Zeit. phys. Chem., 7, 34 (t89f).
Van't Hoff: Lectures (Hns)ish éd.). r, 22).1.

Dimroth Loc. cit.

von Hathan: Loc. cit.

Bugarszky: Zcit. phys. Chc'tn.. ?!, 70~ (<9to).
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obtains by this method nearly identical constants for the

solvents carbon tetrachloride and carbon disulphide, but a

greatly incrcased value for benzyl bromide, and concludes.

therefore, that the latter takes part in the reaction.

Comparatively little exhaustive work has been done on

velocity of reaction in mixed solvents. Hemptinne and
Bekaert' measured the velocity of the reaction between tri-

ethylamine and ethyl bromide in half-and-half mixtures of

various solvents. Eu)er'~ points out that they obtained a

maximum deviation from the mixture line in those cases
whieh show the greatest deviation of the dielectric constant.
Cohen~ studied the velocity of inversion of cane sugar in

several water-alcohol mixtures, and Patterson and Forsyth ¡

the reaction between iodic and sulphurous acids in aqueous
mixtures of methyl atcohol and of acetone. Millar' and
Braune" studied the decomposition of diazoacetic ester in

alcohol-water mixtures, finding a minimum velocity at about

n% water. The products of this reaction are different with
alcohol than with water, both substances taking part in thé

reaction.

This paper presents the results of a study of the velocity
of décomposition of hydrogen peroxide as influenced by the
medium in which it takes place; the reaction differs from most
of the reactions heretofore studied in that one of the products
is a gas. The solvents used were mixtures of water with

varying concentrations of one of the following: methyl, ethyl,
M-propyl, isobutyl and amyl alcohols, glycerine, and pyridine.

Experimental

For determinihg thé velocity of decomposition of hydrogen

peroxide, the gasometric method was used. It has been shown

by Walton~ to be fully as accurate as thé titrimetric method,

Hemptinneand Rt-kaert.:Zeit.[)hys.Ch~n..28, 22. ~899).
Hutcr:Ioc.cit.
Cohen:Zeit.phys.Chem.,28,145([89<)).
PattersonandForsyth:Jour.Chem.Soc.,tôt, ~n(t~~).i.
~tiUar:Zeit.phys.Chem..85, t2') ~9t.!t.

Braunc: [hid..8s, t7o([()~).
Watton: )bid.,47,t8~(tço~).
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and can be used in cases where catalyst or solvent would be
oxidizedby the permanganate used in thé latter method.

~l~aM~.–The apparatus was essentiallythat described
by Walton, constructed in quadruplicate to permit four de-
terminations at one time. Reaction flasks of special design
were supported by a shaking device in a thermostat, and con-
nected by means of capillary tubing with the tops of jaeketed
burettes in which the evolved oxygen was collected. The
catalyst, held in a glass capsule, was supported in the neck of
the reaction flask in such a way that it couldbe dropped into
the reaction mixture at any desiredinstant. Thoroughstirring
was insured by placing glass beads in the bottom of the flask.

The evolvedgas was collectedand measuredover water,
and a levelingtube connectedwith the bottom of eachburette
made possiblethe rapid adjustment of the water levels. Water
from the thermostat was pumped through the burette jackets,
thus obviating a variable temperature correction. Ail ex-
periments were performed at 25° C.

Mf~oJ.–A measured volume (25 ce) of hydrogen per-
oxide solution in the solvent mixture to be investigated was
pipetted into the reaction flask, which previously had been

thoroughly cleaned, steamed, and dried. Exactly i ce of the
catalyst solutionwas then placed in the glasscapsule,whichwas 1
supported in the neck of the reaction flask. The temperature
in thermostat and burette jackets being constant, and the
burettes and leveling tubes having been filledwith water, the
flask was placed in the thermostat and connectedwith a gas
burette. An initial reading of volume was made, the catalyst
dropped into the reaction mixture, and the shaker started.
After waiting until from 5 to 8 ce of gas had been evolved,
inorder to be sure ofa regular evolutionof gas,volumereadings
were taken at measured intervals until about three-fourths
or seven-eighths of the hydrogen peroxide had been decom-
posed. A final reading was taken when there was no appreci-
able change in volume after a half-hour interval. Table III
shows a typical data and result sheet. Completedata for the
duplicates are omitted.
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TABt~III
Sodium lodide Catalysis of Hydrogen Peroxide in Water

NaI = 0.02053mo!s per liter
Bar. ==738 mm Temp. 25" C a = 36.28

t Obscrved MiHigïams r ü-a o.4343K(Minutes) volume (ce) of dry O2 0.4343~

0 ~.oo 4.90
– –

5 8.05 9.87 4.97 31.31 0.01279
9 to.<)o t3.36 8.~6 27.82 0.01281

17 !5.75 '9.30 t44o 21.88 0.01292
27 20.40 25.00 20.to 16.18 0.01298
38 24.00 29.~2 24.52 11.76 0.01287
60 28.65 35.12 30.22 6.o6 0.0:295
79 3~83 37.79 32.89 339 0.01302

i')na) read-

ing 3 hrs.
later 33.60 ~t.ig 36.38 – –

t ce 0~ over
33.fio 4I.I8 36.a8

Average 0.01290
water at 738 Duplicates, 0.01285
mm and 25° 0.01286
C =

1.2257 Mean, 0.01287
mg

K!= 0.4343 K

Xio<=;28.7

Ca~/a~'otM.–Watton~ has shown that the sodium iodide
catalysis of hydrogen peroxidein aqueous solution is a mono-
molecular reaction. The velocity constant can, therefore,
be calculated from the wellknownexpression

0.4343K = ~tog x

where x represents thé amount of substance decomposed
(i. e., the amount of oxygen evolved) in the time t, anda

represents the concentration of hydrogen peroxide at t ==o;
a may, therefore, be representedby the total amount of oxygen
evolved after the time selected as the starting point (t = o).

As the table shows, the weight of dry oxygen in milli-
grams was calculated for each reading, in order that the

velocity constants obtained maybe independentof the baro-
meter pressure. Incase the barometer varied beforc the ob-

Watton:Loc.cit.
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taitting of thc firral reading, appropriate correction was made.
In order to conserve space, the remaining results of this

research have been condensed to thé form shown in Table
IV, where K, represents 0.~3~3 K X !o'.1.

ÏAsm IV
Sodium lodide Catatysis of Hydro~ot Pc-roxidcm Water

2. Xal =o.to26mo)sper)itc'r

<
A-,s

f
= 46.85

3 tf). G 83 '670 6-;s
-S 24.29 6~
7 30.n t 638

34.5' t 643
'33 405' r 622

635

Dup)teatc,6o=i

Mcan,62o

~7(!~n'a~.–In att cases the purest materials obtainable
were used. The water was distilled from a large copper still,
over permanganate, and thé middle portion of the distillate
was used. The hydrogen peroxide was Merck's "Perhydrol,"
sometimes from glass bottles, sometimes from paraffin con-
tainers. Samples from two such sources gave constants
which checked within the limits of error, and checked as well
against a constant ohtained from a sample of the middte
portion of a lot distilled in vacuo. A measured amount of

perhydrol (generally about t .5 ce) was diluted to 100 ce with
the solvent to be used. 25 ce of such a solution usually gave
a total oxygen evolution of about 40 to 45 cc or approximately
5o to 55 mg. The initial concentration was, therefore, ap-
proximately 0.12 to 0.15 mois per liter.

The sodium iodide had been recrystallized several times
and completely dried in an air bath. Standard catalyst solu-
tions were made up by weighing out thé dry salt and making
up the solution to a known volume. The concentration of

catalyst in the reaction flask is expressed in mois per liter.
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The alcohols used as solvents were distilled, dried with

anhydrous copper sulphate, and redistilled, and in some cases
further dried with sodium and again redistilled. The glycerine

used was Merck's, sp. gr. !.2ô, British Pharmacopoeia. Sam-

ptcs of pyridine from two sources were used, one which had
been prepared by the writer for a previous research, and one

prepared by Professor Koenig in this laboratory. Both samples
had been dried repeatedly over potassium hydroxide and re-
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distilled, and gave velocity constants that chcckedeach other
well within the limit of error. AU tlie solvents used were
'made up by mixing known volumes of the components; the
composition of the mixture in the reaction flask was then
calculated in percentage of alcohol by weight, in which ail
the results are expressed.

3. Results

~y of ~Qe~~M <Ht!coA~/ A~Mn~.–-Tables
V, VI, VII and VIII give the results of experiments using as
solvents binary mixtures of water with methyl alcohol, ethyl
alcohol, and n-propyl alcohol. The results are graphically
shown in Fig. t.

TAB!.EV

Catalysisin Mixturesof MethylAtcoho)withWater
Na[ = 0.02053motsper liter
C = Ateoholby weightt

x <
1

t
1 x

t. C=24.o% 2. C=34.5<% 3. C=46.o%
c=5o.02 (!=37.62 0=51.10

15 to.78 7o. i n1 ~.(,t ~.2 n g.~~3 i5.5~ 70.3 23 9.53 55.2 23 to.ôy 44.2
34 2t. t4 70.2 36 ~.79 551 39 16.83 44.5
47 26.59 70. t .53 '8.48 55.3 59 23.12 44.364 32.23 70.2 73 22.60 54.7 83 29.28 44.587 37.75 70.2 –– ~~g J~,

551 128 37.50 44.9
70.22 Duplicate, 56.11

Duplicate, 71.6 Mean, 55 6
~.5

Mean, 70.9 9 Duplicate, 44~ t

Mean, 44.3

4. C=7o.8% 5. C=93.5%
0=47-46 «=49.40
9 2.97 3t-2 10 2.83 25.6

23 7.24 3~3 22 5.88 25.0
45 '3.10 31.2 41 to.32 24.8
64 '764 3'.5 6o 14.24 26.3
94 23.65 31.9 91 '9.92 24.6

"7 27.47 32.[r it4 23.53 24.6

3'.5 25.r
Dupiicate, 31.2 Dupticate, 24.4

Mean, 3'.3

.2

Mean, 24.7Mean, 31.3 Mean, 4 7
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< <
.v

A',

t.C=t9.3% 2.0=32.6~
1;

3.0=40.0~!r. C=19.3/¡ 2. C=32.6( c
1 3. C=40.0cj

0=49.80 <;= 48.16 a=;52.9o
6 4.97 76.11 j6 8.7;) 54.3 7 4" 50.2

t4 to.88 76.5 27 ~87 54.6 1i 8~1 ~0.8
34 22.4 7~3 43 20.2; 54.9 26 !i3.6i 497 ï
47 28.12 76.8 6o 2~.73 55.2 36 [8.0! 50.2 2

65 34-22 77.6 92 33.45 55.9 53 24.26 50.3
81 38.31 78.6 t26 38.72 5~.t 74 30.56 50.6

–– ––
j––

76.9 55.2 ~50.4
Duplicate, 78.55 Duplicate, 52.8 Dupticatc, 50.2z

C
Mean, 77.7y Mean, 54.0 Mean,! 50.33

4.C=56.i% 5-C-6t.o% 6.C=93.4~
0= 47-22 ~==39.95 0=48.69

17 7..5! 442 12 4.72 45-5 6 2.91 446
27 n.36 44.3 28 M.io 45.f1 "7 7-79 445
43 ~6.83 44 5 50 16.22 45-4 29 12.48 44-4
6o 21.63 44.3 74 2t.53 455 51 '9.77 444
92 28.87 44.6 –– 81 27.45 445

126 34-35 44.8 45.4
-–

––
44.5

44 5 Dttpîieates, 44.22

Duplicate, 45.33 465
Mean, 44.9 45.6

N
Mean, 45.2z

ÏAHLRVI

Catalysis in Mi~ures of Hthyt Ateoho] with \atcr

Na! = 0.02053 moh per liter

C = alcohol by weight
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< A-,

i. C=i3.o~ 2. C=t9.8% 3. C-28.3~
«=.48.76 «=48.222 «=!47.22
6

5.95
942 4 3.37 78.7 6 4-86 78.6

1[ fo.27 M.4 12 94 78.5 2 9.08 773
'8 '563 93.2 M 14.6 78.3 t4.'t 77.tl
25 20.23 93. 30 20.;5 78.3 30 <95' 77.2
34 25.29j93.4j 40 24.76 78.2 ~9 30.74 77.5

43'j2942.93.4j 58 3'.34 78.6 81 36.20 78.
56 .34.26! 94. -–– –

!––! 78.4 77.6

j935j Dup)icate. 77.8 Dupticate, 759
Mean, 78.! Mean, 76.7

4.C=4'.8~! !5.C=6..o% 6. €=76.5~
t!=;48.o7 (!=47.'8 a-43.55
5.5
1

430 8t.4, 4 3-64 87.2 4 39' 'oz.f
tt 8.87 80.5 2 to.[8 88.0 m t8.9f) too.4
23 ~6.65:80.3) 20

[s.6t

87.2 t77 ~4.12 too.t
28 ;t9.38!8o.4~ 30 2t.4t 87.~ 29 2t.20 99.6
37 ~3.80 80.22 40 25.98 86.9 5: 30.09 too.o
48

28.29i

8o.3 58 32.63 88.1 ––

63 33'6 8o.7J
-–

too.4
71 !3530'8f.t. 87.5 Duptieate, tot.9

i–– DupUcate, 88.0 Mean, tot.i i
i 80.6 Mean, 87.7

))up)icate, 80.2

Mean, 80.4)'Iean;

7. C=93.9%
~=47.77
5 7.23 '42.5
9 !'2.;8 142.

15 j'8.48 !4f.6
23 !25.i4 t4;.i 1
28 '28.52 :40.9
35 '32.38 !40.6
47 i37.35 140.7

141.3
Dup!icate, t42.z

Mean, ~~7

TAB[.EVH.

Catalysis in Mixtures of n-PropylAtcohot with Water

Nal = 0.02053mois per liter
C = alcohot by weight
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TAH)RVni–SfMMAXV

Catatysis in Water-AIcohotMixtures

C = alcoholby wcight/(,tt~uttVt~vn~tn.

Methyt a)coho)1 Hthy)atcohot ) n-Pfopy) alcohol
`

C A\ C J~ j C
-I-u_ -1-

o t28.7 o [28.7 o t28.7
24.0 70.9 t9.3 77.7 13.0 93.5
345 5566 3~-6 54.0 '98 j 7~' 1
46.0 44.3 40.0 50.3 28.3 76.7
70.8 3'.3 56.! 449 4'.8 80.4
93.5 j 24.7 6).o 45.4

6t.o

87.7
93.4 45.2 7~.5 iof.

t 93.9 '4'.7

In Tables IX and X are given the results of experiments

using as solvents a few aqueousmixturesof isobutyl and amyl

alcohols, which are only partially miscible with water. In

no case were oxidation products of the alcohols detectable

after the completion of the reaction.

ÏAULE!X

Catalysisin IsobutylAtcoho)

Nal = 0.02053motspcrliter

C -= alcoholby weight

x K, < x K,

C = t.9% 2.C = 93.4%
a= 44.56 a= 40.33
5 5.76 i2Q 2 6.77 399
13 1346 m 5 '~89 ) 400
23 21.05 120 7 If).20 4-Ot
37 28.50 120 n

25.66
399

49 3~96 118 t6 3:. 399

120 399
Duptieate, !2! Duplicate,! 395

Mean, 120.5 Mean,! 397
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ÏABU{ X

Catalysis in Amyl Atcohot

Nal = 0.02053mo!sper liter

93-5% alcohot

V~< (~ the ~cac~K w G~cf~-M~r MM<M?-–The
results of expehments using glycerol-water mixtures as solvents
are given in Table XI, and represented graphicalty~in Fig. 2.

.<K~,––––––,––––––.––––––.––––––.

x KS

a = 32.70
5 15.28 547

"o 23.35 544
'4 27.t7 55t r

547
Duplicate, 528

Mean, 537
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< x t x Ks t x K,
––––––––––––––––––––––––

i.C=!3.9% 2.0=28.2% 3.0=41.3%
0=46.56 a=4.8.!8 0=~.1.31
3 4.83 r~S 5 8.73 174 3 5.30 [<)9
7 '0.35 156 9 '4.47 172 7 ".44 20!

'3 !7.29 i55 '9 25.25 17° 13 '8.78 202
20 23.91 156 28 31.97 169 '9 2~43 204
31 31.44 '57 – 28 30.48 208

171 –

4.C=5!.8%
156

5.C=75.6% 6.C=95.7%
203

o=45.53 a=5'.26 0=29.04
3 6.86 236 5 14.50 288 3 6.57 37'
7 1440 236 ;o 24.72 285 7 "2.8i 361

!3 23.17 237 !4 30.55 28! tl t7.02 348
i7 27.5' 237 i9 35.88 276 –
24 33-31 238 – 360
34 38.49 238 283

Velocity o/ the Reaction MtPyridine-Water Mixtures.-
The concentration of catalyst used in the previous experi-
ments (0.02053mots Nal per liter) was found to accelerate
the reaction in a concentratedpyridine solution to a compara-

ÏABLSXI

Catalysis in Mixtures of Glycerol with Water

N&I=~ 0.02053mois per liter
C =

glycerol by weight

237
Duplicate, 227

Mean, 232

C KS

o 128.7
'39 156
28.2 171
4!-3 203
51.8 232
75.6 283
95.77 36o

SUMMARY
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tively stnati extent. as shown m Expt. 9. Table XII. A
catalyst of five times that concentration was, therefore, used
in determining the effect of pyridine upon the reaction. Thé
results of these experiments are given in Table XII and graph-
ically represented by Fig. 3.

TABLEXIIa

Summary: Catalysis in Watcr-Pyridine Mixtures

10 1 620

33.5 278
57.3 no

67.!1

76.8
S'-77 39.33
88.5 35
90.2 38.6
94-7 71.2
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TABLEXII

Catalysis in Water-Pyridine Mixtures

Nal = 0.1026 mois per liter

C = pyridine by weight

1

< j X < X K, <t
X Rj

'.C=33.5~ 1 2.C=57.3% 3.C=67.t~ j
0=~5.83 0=~42.56

0=46.904 !5.7' 27; 5 556 '22 8 $.86 ~2.4
9 ~22 27! !0 '0.39 t22 20 '3'8 )7:.6

17 i'7.25 28; ts '463 )22 33 '957 J7i'–– 23 20.24
'22 gt 2Ô.40 70.5

274 3~ 27.20 123 73 32.22 ~6().<r

Duplicate, 282 – !––

Mean, 278 t22
!709

Duplicate, n7 Dup)tcate,!73.2
Mean, 120~ Mea.n,!72.o

4.0=76.8~ s.C-8t.7% ) 6.C=88.5<,

o=J4.=,.56 0=46.75 a=i48.34
tt1

j5.2t 48.0 t4 5.67 40.) 1 t~ )539 ~42

24 ,)0.46 47.2 33 12.33 40.3 30 jto.24 ~34.5

39 h5.8) 47.5 51 )i7.67 40.4 62 ~8.76
.34.4

57 !2t.2[ 47.7 73 !.23.'8 40.7 83 .23.3: !34.4

85 !z7.77 48.0 102 !28.93 ~41.1t to8 ~7~9 ~34.6
t)i !32.3t 47.4 ––

:––
–– 40.5 J34.4
47.6 Duplicate,38.i 1 Dupttcate,'35.7

Dup!tcate,~8.5 Mcan.39.3 Mcan.o
~Iean,48.o

C=90.2% 8. C=94.7% 9. Kal=o.o2053
mois 'titer

"=4725 a=38.75 a=47.'3

'4 !5.57 38.9 7 4-'6 70.5 25 .7' !6.4

30 )"5 38.9 '7 9-26 69.8 49 339 6.6

5t t'7 28 38 8 3" '4-88 70.! 90 6.04 6.6

77 ~34' 38.6 42 '9.05 70 o )2o 7 ''f 6.4
ioo .27.75 38.4 63 24.88 72.4 '5' 9.4' 5.7

'27 !3' 83 38.3 84 29.'3 72.0
–

–– ––
,6.3

38.7î 70.8 Dup)icate, 7 t

Duplicate, 38.3 DupHcate, 7'.6 Mean.j 6.7 7

38.99 Mean, 7 2

Mean, 38.6
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A T1.1. _v n_a._4. Disousstonpf Results

By extrapolation, the followingconstants (Kj;= K X 10~)
areobtained for the velocityofthe reaction in the pure solvetits,
using in each the same concentration of sodium iodide as
catalyst.

Water 128.7
Methyt Alcohol 23
Ethy! Aicohoi

M-PropytAlcohol 16.).
Isobutyl Alcohol above 397
Amyl Alcohol above 537
Gtycerol 376
Pyridine 7

Pyridine, the solvent havingthe lowestdielectricconstant,
appears to exert the greatest retarding effect on the reaction,
while the latter is acceleratedmost in amyl alcohol, the di-
electric constant of which is but little greater than that of

pyridine. If the alcohols alone are considered, the velocity
of reaction decreases as the dielectric constant of the solvent
inereases,a result entirely at variance with the usual assump-
tions. Hence there appears to be no direct relation between
the velocity of this reaction and the dielectric constant of the

pure solvent.

Drude' has shownthat the dielectric constant of mixtures
of water and methyl alcoholvaries directly with the concen-
tration of the alcohol. We have found no such direct pro-
portionality in aqueous alcoholmixtures between the reaction

velocity and the concentrationof the alcohol. It is obvious,
therefore, that if there is a relation between the dielectric
constant of a medium and the velocity of a reaction in that
medium, it is in most cases entirely offset by some other
effect.

Again, of a!l the solvents used, pyridine has the lowest

viscosity, and in it the reaction goes slowest, while it is much
faster in the medium having the greatest viscosity, pure
glycerot. Considering thé alcohols (with thé exception of

Drudc:Zeit.phys.Chem.,23,267(tSçy).
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amyl alcohol)as a group, the greater the viscosity, the greater
is thé velocity constant. This result is contrary to expecta-
tions, if the viscosityof the medium is the major influence on
the vctocity of the reaction, and we must, therefore, conclude,
as in the caseof the dielectricconstant, that whatever relation
there may be between the viscosity of the solvent and the

velocity of a reaction is quite overbalanced by another and

greater influence.

Such an influencemight be due in the case of pyridine,
for example, to the formation of an addition compound of
the pyridine with the hydrogen peroxide, since the former is
well known to be basic while the latter has been shown to
hâve weak acidicproperties.'

In Table XIV are given the viscosities and fluidities of

aqueous mixtures of all the solvents used. The fluidities are
shown graphically in Fig. 4.

TABLEXIV
Viscositiesand Ftuiditiesat 2;,°~

Mcthy) Kthv) M-t'ropyt n
akohot akoho) atcoho) Pyr'dme

l,

Oycerot1
f

alcohol alcohol

yn Ille

Glycerml

`

'7't
t)!<~

t;

o
;o.oo89,ni.))o.oo8p ttt.t 0.0089~! t.) 0.0089 tn.t o.ooSpJttt.t

I
)o ~o.ot)~! 86.c)!o.ot24 8o.7o.ot~4! 74.60.002 89.2

~.520.o.o<37, 72.9o.ot7o!
58.8o.ot83

54.60.01351
74.1

0.0200; 50.0
30 ~o.ot53( 65-30.0213 46.90.0224 44.6o.oi6o 62.5
40 'o.o; 57~63.70.0234

4~.70.0253 39.50.0)84 54.4
50 !0.ot53~ 65.30.0234 42-70-0266 37-60.0204 49-00.0615! )6.33
60 jo.o~f) 7'.9 0.0224

44.60.0270 37-00-0219

45-7
60 iO.01.39' 71.9°.0224 44.60.027° .37.00.0219 45.7170 ~o.o 123 8i.3o.ot99 50.20.0259 38.6o.o2t7 46.'
75 0.3203 3.'
8o 0.0~02 98.oo.ot74 57.50.0244 4'-oo.of89 5~.9

32o3" 3.1

90~0.0077~9-70.0143
69.90.0222! 45.oo.ot35 74-'

too ~0.0056 178.50.0!); 90.to.ot96! 5'.oo.oo88 ti3.66.33o o.f6 G

Catvcrt: Zeit. phy- Chem.. 38, 513 ()90)).
The data in this table werc obtained hy interpolating the results of:

Uunstan: Jour. Chem. Soc., 85, 8t7 (1904); 87, t2 (fgo~) fatcohots); Hartley,
Thornas and Ap;))ehy: Jour. Chem. Soc., 93, ~908) (pyridine;; Joncs and

Schmidt: Am. Chem. Jour., 42,37 ([909) (~ycero)).
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It will be noted by comparing these eur\'es with Figs. 1
to 3 that in no case is the solution of minimum fluidity the
one in which there is a correspondingminimum in thé re-
action velocity. It has been suggested by Dr. Bancroft'
that the reaction velocityin the mixturemay be a resultant of
the velocitiesof two differentreactions, one.in cachot the sol-
vents, with the effectdue to viscositysuperiniposedupon thcm.

In order to further investigate the possible effect of the

viscosity of the medium,the reaction velocity was determined
in a gelatine solution of marked viscosity (of such a concen-
tration that it solidifiedat a temperature only a few degrees
below that of the thermostat. Thé results obtained are given
in Table XIII.

TABLEXIII

CatalysisinGelatineSolution
Xal = 0.02053molsper liter
K: forwater= ~8.7

< .V

(!= 4~.0t

5 4-53 943

'3 '0.79 940
22 tô./t j M.2

34 M 94.4
62

32.6~ 94.5

94.33

tn a persona) letter to ProfessorWatton.
Rcformatsky: Loc. cit.

The velocity in this glycerine solution is shown to be
about 28% slower than in water with the same concentration
of catalyst. This result indicates that the viscosity of the

medium does exert an effect upon the decomposition of hydro-

gen peroxide, in spite of the fact that it exerts no effect on

the hydrolysis of methyl acétate.~ The two reactions differ,

however, in that one of the products of the former is a gas,
and in such a case it is to be expected that thé influence of

viscosity would be greater. In the case of solvents other than

r_~.1 Y't__t' 11:11"
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gelatine solution, it is apparent that the effect of viscosity is

masked by bne of greater influence.

An inspection of the surface tension data in Table II

will reveal that there is no important relation between that

property of the solvent and the velocity constant, the values

of surface tensions of the alcohols being quite similar, while

the velocity constants in the several alcohols differ widely.
Some measurcments were made of the surface tensions of the

various pyridine solutions used in thèse experiments, after

the hydrogen peroxide was completely decomposed. The

apparatus used was of the torsion wire type which records

the force necessary to detach a platinum ring from the sur-

face of the solution. Thé results follow:

Percentpyridine 33.5 57.3 67.1 yô.S 8r .7 S8.5 90.2 94.7ï
Diat reading 55 53 52 ~o 49 48 47 47

The slight différence in the surface tension of concentrated

and dilute pyridine solutions, and the absence of a maximum

or minimum, make it clear that the relation between surface

tension of the solvent and reaction velocity is negligible.
Walton' has shown that the velocity of decomposition

of hydrogen peroxide by sodium iodide in water solution is

directly proportional to the concentration of the iodide ion.

It is, therefore, of interest to consider the conductivity of

sodium iodide in such aqueous mixtures as are used in these

experiments. The following values were obtained by Jones
and lus co-workers.

TAn~R XV

Nat = 0.0312 motspertiter

MotccutarConduetivity
Percenta)coho[ ––-–––––––––––––––––––––––––

M(:thyta)cohot~ Hthytatcohol'

––
–––––––

o io6 106

2~ 70.6
5" .57.~z 35-.5.p

75 5~5 30.7
too 72.0 26.8

'Wit)ton:f.oc.cit.

Joncs: Carnegie Institution Publication No. 80, ~7.

Wightman, Davis, Holmes and Joncs: Jour. Chim. phys.. 12, 38;; ff()t~).
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~I~L. _1. _1_u f uThese values are shown graphically in Fig. 5. It will
bc noted at once that the eonduettvities of sodium iodide in
_L. -L t t
water mixtures of thèse alcohols

are not in accord with an as- 'M

sumption that the velocities of

reaction in the same solvents

are duc entirely to thé concen-

tration of iodide ion.

Thé van't Hon t h cor y
hcretoforc mentioned is ob-

viously not applicable to homo-

geneous systems of mixed sol-

vents such as the one studied, 0
thé solubility of the catalyst or

hydrogen peroxide in the sepa-
rate solvents not being a factor. 'l'he final equilibrium is thé
same in all of these experiments, complete decomposition of
the hydrogen peroxide being attaincd.

Thé foregoing considerations must lead to the conclusion
that there is no outstanding relation hetwecn the velocity of

decomposition of hydrogen peroxide as influenced by sodium

iodide and the dielectric constant, viscosity, or surface ten-
sion of the solvent. Whatever innuence these properties may
have, if any, must be counterbalanced by other effects.

It is noticeahle that in the case of thé alcohols, the re-
action proceeds fastest in the solvent of highest molecular

weight. It is known that alcohols of higher molecular weight
are less associated than their tower homologues and it is

possible that this property is a deciding factor in influeileing
the velocity of the reaction.

In general, it may be said that thé solvent exerts a specifie
effcct on thc velocity of a reaction taking place in it, this

effect being probably the resultant of sevcral effects, among
others those due to association of the solvent, its viscosity,
its surface tension, thé dissociation of the catalyst, and by
no means least, a chemical reaction between solvent and dis-

solved substance.
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The author desires to take this opportunity for expressing
his appreciation to Professor J. H. Walton, at whose sugges-
tion this research was undertaken, and under whose direction
it wascarried out, for his kindly interest and guidance during
its progress.

8. Summary

t. The velocity of the catalytic decomposition of hydro-

gen peroxide by sodium iodide has been measured in different

aqueous mixtures of methyl, ethyl, normal propyl, isobutyl
and amyl alcohols, glycerol, and pyridine. The solvents ap-

parently do not undergo oxidation; the decompositionof the

hydrogenperoxide is complete.
2. The relative velocity of reaction in the pure solvents

may be expressed by the following constants: methyl alcohol,

23; ethyl alcohol, 45; K-propyl alcohol, 164; isobutyl alcohol,

397; amyl alcohol, 537; glycerol, 376; pyridine, 7; water,

128.7;gelatine solution (of marked viscosity), 94.3. There

is apparently no relation between the velocity of the reaction

and the dielectric constant, viscosity, or surface tension of

the pure solvent.

3. Curves for the reaction velocity in aqueous mixtures

in some cases exhibit minima, but these do not correspond
with the minima in the fluidity curves. No relation has been

foundto hold between the reaction velocity and any physical

property of the mixed solvent.

4. It appears that the solvent exerts a spécifieeffect on

the velocity of a reaction, this effect being probably the re-

sultant of a number of other effects due to association of the

solvent, its viscosity and surface tension, the dissociation of

the catalyst, and a possible reaction between solvent and dis-

solvedsubstances.

~.<fton;/o~ o/ C~H~M/ CAcMti~ry
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COAGULATION OF COLLOÏDAL SOLUTIONS BY

ELECTROLYTES:
INFLUENCE OF CONCENTRATION 0F SOI,

BY E. F. BURTONANDMISS R. B!SHOP

Introduction

The phenomenon of the coagulation of colloidal solutions

by the addition of various electrolytes has occasioned more
work probably than any other phase of colloidal study. As
a result of early experiments by Schu!ze,' Linder and Pieton,

2

and others and later work by Freundiich~' and his co-workers,
accepted qualitative laws have been laid down.

(i) The coagulation seems to depend only upon thé ion
in the eleetrolytic solution whieh bears a charge opposite in

sign to that borne by the colloidal partides.
(2) The activity of any such ion in any electrolvtic

solution depends very greatly on the valency of the ion.
Thé efficiency of any electrolytic ion is expressed by a

quantity called the coagulative power which is defined as
follows: To a given volume of colloidal solution is added a

quantity of electrolyte just sufficient to produce coagulation
of the partides; if the molecular concentration of the elec-

trolyte in the total volume of the mixture is c (now usuallv

expressed in millimols per litre), then t.t c is called the co-

agulative power of thé given electrolyte on thé given saml)le
of colloid.

It has been known for many years that this coagulation
is an electrical phenomenon and it is well established that in

coagulation the particles of the sol are wholly or partialty dis-

charged. One would naturally expect that the coagulating
power of an ion would depend upon its valency, i. e., upon its
electrical charge and at first sight one might condude that the

coagulating powers of uni-, di-, and trivalent ions might be
in thé ratio of 2 3. The experimental results referred
to above pointed, however, to a complex relation between
the coagulative powers of these ions. Averages of powers
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of uni-, di- and trivalent ions gave ratios of thé order i 30
ÏOOO.

Attempts have been made to see if such experimental
numbers are given by any rcasonable théories. Such théories
have been suggested by Whetham' and Robertson" whieh lead
to the expression t as the above ratios, where x is
a constant; an entirely different theory suggested bv Frcund-
lich'' arrives at the ratios i" 2" 3", where is a constant.
For certain values of x and Mthese two fonnulae may be made
to approximate to the experimental ratios i 30 iooo.

In spite of the support given to such formulae by ex-

perimental results, this law of the dependence of coagulating

power on valency, winch has been called the Schulze-Linder-
Picton law, has been very seriously questioned. (See Ban-

croft/ etc.) A very impartial summary of the present ex-

perimental evidence has been recently given by Wo. Ostwald. ï

In the following table taken from the latter paper are collected
the coagulating powers with regard to arsenious sulphide
sol of various electrolytcs with uni-, di- and trivalent cations,
the active coagulating ions since the particles of arsenious

sn!phide are negatively c!iarged.
As is quite apparent from this table, the coagulating

power of univalent (or divalcnt or trivalent) ions cannot be
said to he the same. However, leaving out the single inor-

ganic sait thallimn sulphate and thé complex organic salts

quoted from Freundtich, there is a distinct break between thé
univalent and thé diva!ent powers. The same can hardly
he said for the transition between divalent ions and trivalent
ions. There is this to be said, however, comparing the rc-
sults for these two classes of ions given by Linder and Picton,
the values of C for the trivalent ions are all quite helow the
value for the divalent ions.

Ostwald' and others are inclinded to throw over the

Schulze-Linder-Picton law entirely. In making this sweep-
ing condemnation of the former view these authors seem to
have lost sight of one other variable, namely, the concentra-
tion of the colloidal solution on, whieh coagulation experi-
ments have been done.
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TAumI I

Coagulationof Arsenious Suiphidc
C = nuttimols perlitre nccessary to cause coagulation

Univalent ions

T. Schutxe' I.indM~nftPicton* Fretoxttich
~eerQye e c c

Acetic acid 14900 –

'~HaPO~ ca. '290 – –

Oxaticacid ça. 373
u_-

'AH.~0., ça 257
'A K~citrate – –

240
Kacctate – – oo

'i'2 Li2SO4 –
'24.4 _u-

LiNOj –
j09.o –

LiC! 185.4 –
58.4

V<K4Fe(CN). iSi.z –

Naacetate '54.3
– –

'K!!SO< !o t23.t 65.6
'K:oxa!ate '3!.2 – –

KNOa )f7.6 104.7 ~o.o
'~Na~Ot )09.o 13744 –

K 1 t07.3 f02.2- –

Xal –
ti~.o –

'~K..tartrate 104.3
'K.Fe(CN)., joo.5
NaNO:t foo.4 no. 8 –

KCt 97.9 (97-9) 49.5
Kao, 92.77

– –

~Ht~(~ 90.5 73.9
–

~HJ – 73.9
NH.Br 73.9
NH~t 903 629<) 4~3
KBr 8t.5 fot.o
NaBr –

109.0 –

NaCt ~80.6 '03.5 5'o
'-2(NH~SO, 80.4 95.8
'~H~SO< 80.0 924 3o t

HNO, 57.5 57.5 –

HC) 49.4 58.77 30.8
H! 57.5
HBr 5~0 –

Guanidinnitrate –
t6.4

'~T~SO., 8.36 t.ôo mm

Stryehninnitrate
– – 8.0

Ani)inch)oride – – 2.52
p-Chtoranitin-

chloride – – 1.08

Morphinchtoride
–

"4~5
Xcufuchsine – o.n/).
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Dt-ctfotvte
Schulzel Linderand Piéton~ Freundlich

~ce(oyc

L-
c c c

MgSOj 3.16 2.<o 0.810

Fe(NH,),fSOj., 3.03
MnS04 2,31 2.02 –

FeSO) 2.777 2.02

CcSO< –
.96

ZnSOj 1.86 1.68 –

NiSCj t.88 .65iSOa '1.88
1.655

CaSO) 2.6~ .60 –

NiCLj .s2
–

FeC! .42
–

Co(NO,).. –
.~y

–

ZnCI~ .34 o.685

CaCts 2.06 .3; 0.649

Ca(HCO~ :.93
–

CaBr~ – .31 r –

M~Br,
–

..3.
CoCt, .29

Sr(XO,), –
.29

–

Ca(NO~ –
.29

–

SrC!.j – 23 0.635

Cu(NO~ – .23

BaCIx 1.68 .)8 0.6911

MgCt.. t.05 .!4 o.7t7

BafXO.,); t.84 .t4 0.687

CdCI2 .0; –

UO~~O,); – – 0.642

CdBr~ –
0.964

CdS04 –
0.924

–

CuS(~ –
0.9)1 r –

Cd(XO. –
0.899

–

HgC!. 0.322
–

PbC~ –
0.225

–

TABLEH

Divatent ions
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TtXtcïfT T

Sehuh.c' UnderKnftPicton" Frenndtich

'/zFe2(SO<):<
– o.2t6 –

'ACr,(SO,), o.4
CrCts o.3[6 – –

FeCta 0.123 0.136
–

Dii.(SO~), – 0.080 –

~A!:(SO.t)a o.n2 0.074
–

'a2(S04)a 0.074
–

'ACe..(S04):j – 0.074 0.092
AtCta 0.090 0.062 0.093
At(NO~ – – 0.095

NHtFe(SO<)2
– 0.102

KCr(S04)2 o.!4!

1

0.092 –

KAl(S04)x 0.077 0.040 –

KFe(SO<)3 0.063
–

NH<At(S04)9 –- 040
–

Results given below suggest that the definition given above

for the coagulating power of an electrolyte with regard to

a chosen colloidal solution, say arsenious sulphide, has no

meaning as stated, because the power varies widely with the

concentration of the disperse phase of the sol itself.

II. Experimental Work

The extremely small concentration of the trivalent ions

is so remarkable that the problem of finding how the coagula-

tive power of a given electrolyte depends on the concentra-

tion of the colloid suggested itself. The results given by these

experiments show quite remarkable differences in the action

of uni-, di- and trivalent ions as thé concentration of the

colloidal solution is altered.

Three examples of aqueous colloidal solutions were used,

Schulze docs not give these numbcrs but in thé table C has becn calcu-

)atcd from Schuhe's results.

Linder and Picton merely give relative resutts taking a)un)inium chloride

as unity. Ostwatd recalculates Linder and Picton's resutts by making thé

values of C for potassium chloride the same in the first two columns.

TAULEIIL

Trivatent ions
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viz., gum mastic sol, Bredig copper sol and arsenious sul-

phide sol.

(i) Thé gum mastic sol was prepared by adding 25 cc
of a strong atcoholic solution of gum mastic to one titre of
distilled water. Thé conductivity of this stock mastic solu-
tion was 3 X io~ at 20" C.

(2) Bredig copper sol: this was made in the ordinary
way by arcing between pure copper terminas held below the
surface of distilled water. The conductivity of this solu-
tion was about 8 X 10-1 at 20° C and the concentration of
the stock solution varied from 0.32 to 0.36 gram of copper
per litre.

(3) Arsenious sulphide sol: prepared in the ordinary
way by bubbling hydrogen sulphide gas through a solution
of wlute arsenic. The sol was freed from excess of hydrogen
sulphide by bubhling air through it. The conductivity was
about X 10'' at 20° C and the concentration of the stock
solution varied from 2.13 to 2.8 grams per titre for different

samples.
The method of procedure was the samc in each case.

Preliminary experiments on a sample of given concentration
fixed thé amount of a given electrolyte necessary to produce
coagulation. Then into each of five test-tubes were placed
30 ec of the given sample of sol and different numbers of drops
of the electrolytic solution of known strength near the proper
coagulating amount, were added to the different tubes, addi-
tional drops of purest distilled water being added in each case
so as to bring the final volume up to the same for each test-
tube. This was donc for each concentration of the colloidal
solution and after repeated trials the smallest amount of

electrolyte which would cause the colloid to settle even after
a considérable intcrval of time, and leave thé liquid clear

above, was determined. AU of the solutions were treated in
the same way as far as possible; each was shaken slightly
after the electrolyte was added and the water used for dilu-
tion for a set of concentrations was of the same conductivity.
The weak solutions as a rule took longer to settle so all of the
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solutions were allowed to stand some days before final ex-

amination.

TAHLRr/

(jum Mastic Co))Mda)So)ution

Coagtttating concentration of electrolyte in mittimots per litre

-u_ i'ercrntagc cuucentrationin trrms of«
Conductivitv Perecntagcconcentrationin tfrms of

-§' & oforigina) oriïinatsotsampte

9 ~L

M

2

(S

1/.
20"C

S"pM 25 ~.6 to 6.6 s 3.3 2.5ç; rorr So
133~3

z5
!~6.61

ro
6.6

g

~3~3

I z.~

Altini-1 1 12-88 X 10 _I_ Ili f oo6I 2.88X~0 'o.t3!.03o!.02~o2).otj.012.009.cx)6 –~
:~lum-

X

JO .0431.030!.0241.0211'()/"I.OI2
.009.006

inium
~)j"

sul- 3-79 X 10*0~6 .02~ –.of~.o)2'.oo<) –.006.006.00~

I)Iiate 1-1--

-1-1--1--1-IIlt~.10 Xio'oôf.o~i –o30! -012! –ooc)
–

ÏABt.EV

Cum Mastic Co))oidatSolution

Coagutating concentration of electrolyte in minimois per litre

PerccntaKeconcentrationmterms

Elcetrolytc
oforiginatsotsampte

Efeetrotytc

100 =io 25 'tô.ë! 10 6.6) 5 J2.5

Potassium

chloride 20.=,.2 2-).3.o 297.7
~4-7 <'3t-6 – –

Calcium (j.
chioride )t..s3

–
13.48 ~14.43 14.43

–
14.43

clfloride

-i rr.5; -c3.48-Ic.t.ç; j1-=-1114,431.

ii4~43

Aluminium
I

AluminIUm 'I! r 0.0~3! O.U3Ui l, 1 lsulphatc 0.06 <! 0.043! 0.030 o.0t2! 0.009
–

Electrical conductivity of original sol = 3.~ X t<) at 20° C.

Iti the cases of gum mastic and arsenious sulphide, we

are dealing with negatively charged particles and conse-

quently the metal ions in an electrolyte are the powerful co-

agulating ions. Series of experiments were carried out with

solutions of the salts, potassium chloride, calcium chloride,
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and aluminiumsulphate as examplesof uni-, di- andtrivalent
metallie ions. In Table IV results using aluminium sulphate
with three different samples of mastic solution are recorded;
in Table V are given the results for the three above-named
salts on the same stock solution of mastic. Al! of these re-
sults are illustratedgraphically in Figs. i and 2.
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These results are, of course, not quoted from single ex-

periments but are typical of numbers which can easily be

duplicated. In Fig. i and Table IV we have an example

of the nature of the agreement found in various experiments

with the same colloidal solution but different samples.

In each curve, Figs. i to 4, the concentration of the

disperse phase of the colloidal solution is plotted along the

abscissa in percentages of the original concentration, which corre-

sponds to the point at the extreme right; the ordinates give

the concentration of the coagulating salt calculated in milli-

mols per litre of the sample actually under observation.

In the first place, a glance at Table V shows the great

variation in the concentration necessary to produce coagula-

tion as one goes from univalent to' divalent and trivalent

ions; we get here numbers such as might be suggested by the

Schulze-Linder-Picton law with proper values of x inserted.

However, when one compares how the concentration of

the coagulating salt varies with the concentration of the

particles in the colloidal solution, one is struck with thé di-

verse nature of this variation. In every case, when dealing

with a trivalent coagulating ion, the concentration of the

coagulating ion varies almost directly as the concentration

of the colloidal particles. Absolutely contrary to the varia-

tion witli trivalent ions is that given by univalent ions; as

the concentration of the colloidal particles is decreased, the

number of electrolytic ions necessary per ce to produce coagu-

lation actually increases-an increase which becomes very

rapid as the concentration of the colloid is decreased further

and further.

Intermediate between thé univalent and trivalent ions

are the divalent ions. In this case the necessary calcium ion

concentration at first slightly increases as the concentration

of the colloidal sol is decreased and then becomes constant

for further decrease in colloidal concentration. Whereas

the variation in electrolytic concentration'in the case of uni-

valent ions is from 205.2 to 631.6 and in the case of trivalent

from 0.061 to 0.009, while the corresponding variation of the
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divalent concentration is from n.~ to we may probably
be justified in treating the concentration of the divalent ion
as sensibly constant.

Théstrikingconclusionfromthcseresults is that manifestly
if we are to select any numbers by which to test such a law
as the Schulzc-Linder-Picton law, it is of the utmost im-

portance to take the concentration into account. From
TableVweseeat once that the ratios givenbetween the coagu-
lating powers (CI, C. Ça)of the various ionsat maximumand
one-tenth maximum concentration of the colloid are, respec-
tively, given by

pr 7, 205.2 t!.5 0.06and631.6 i.i.ii 0.012
~t ~:t

from which wededuce that

C; C: €3 = 1 17.4 3333and i 44 52000.

TABLEVI

ArseniousSutphidcColtoidatSolution

Coagulatingconcentrationofe!ectrot)'1:einminimotsper litre

Pcrccntagcconcentrationintennsoforigina)

Electrolyte
'iot:2.8grms.perHtre

j 100 50 ~5 t6.6 6.6 z.s

Potassiumchtoride sç.~ 67.8 76.3 !8o.5 89.0 to6.o

Zincsuiphate o.~t)! 0.738 0.738 0.7380.738 0.886

Aluminiumsulphate 0.017 o.ot~ o.o<2~o.ot2o.otz 0.012
R)ectrica)conductivity of original sol = 8.~5 X t0'" at 20° C.

In Table VI, similar results are recorded for the colloidal

solution arsenious sulphide; the table gives comparable results

for potassium chloride, zinc sulphate and aluminium sulphate
on one and the same sample of arsenious sulphide. Fig.

3 illustrates the results of this table and shows exactly the

same characteristics as the mastic curves.
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In the case of colloidal copper since the particles are

positively charged, the powerful ions are the acid radicle ions;

Pereentagc concentration in tc-rntsof origina)
so): 0.32grms. pcr titre

Etectrotytc
too 50 33.3 )6.6 to 5

Potassium chloride t.83 2.~ 2.t~. 2.29 2.75 j3.2t

Potassium'sutphatc o.o~f o.o~t 0.0~.1 o.o~t o.o~[o.o.t~.

Potassium phosphate 0.0~4 0.020 o.ot; o.on 0.006,0.005"r.t'I~Tï 1 1

Etectrieat conductivity of original sol = 7.52 X 10'" at 200C.

table gives comparable effects of the three named salts 011

one and the same sample of copper colloidal solution. Fig.

4 illustrates the results of this table, and here again we
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have results for the action of uni-,di- and trivalent négative
ions similar to results of the positive ions, a circumstance

which points to some far-reaching, underlying reason for this

curious relation between coagulating power of ions and the

concentration of the colloidal solution.

III. Conclusions

As a conclusion to these experiments we may say that the

coagulative power of any given ion varies with the concen-

tration of the disperse phase of the colloidal solution accord-

ing to the following laws:

I. For univalent ions the concentration of ion necessary
to produce coagulation increases with decreasing concen-

tration of the colloid-this increase being very rapid with

low concentrations of the colloid.

II. For divalent ions the concentration of ion necessary
to produce coagulation is almost constant and independent
of the concentration of the colloid.

III. For trivalent ions the concentration of ion neces-

sary to produce coagulation varies almost directly with the

concentration of the colloid.

As has been shown formerly in the work of Neisser and
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Fricdcmann, Bechhold," Buxton and his co-workers," and

Burton," on such solutions as mastic, platinum, gold andsilver,

there exist what have been called coagulation zones. That

is, if one adds to various samples of the colloidal solution

gradually increasing amounts of an electrolyte containing a

coagulating trivalent ion, coagulation is produced whcn a

certain concentration of this ion is reached and then for

larger concentrations coagulation does not take place so

readily. It is found, in this latter region, that the charge

on the particle has been ehanged, as though the particle had

adsorbed an overdose of the coagulating ion and had therehy

been stabilixed. Larger and larger concentrations of the

electrolyte again causes rapid coagulation.

However, in the above experiments we can hardly be

encountering this phenomenon because in all cases the coagu-

lation observed was that which first appears, i. e., coagulation

by a minimum quantity of electrolyte.

By contrasting the action of univalent and trivalent

ions as the colloidal solution is diluted one is driven to the

conclusion that we are dealing with two widely differing phe-

nomena. That is, the essential mechanism by which univalent

ions cause coagulation must be quite different from that by

which trivalent ions produce this result. Or, from another

point of view, thcre are possibly several elements entering

into thc process of coagulation. One set of these éléments

is particularly accentuated when one deals with univalent

ions, another set is predominant in the use of trivalent ions.

For cxample, on account of the very large amount of electro-

lyte added for the univalent ion compared with thé amount

added for the trivalent ion, the electrical conductivity in the

former case is very considerably higher than in the latter

case. Now if electrical.conductivity is for any reason a potent

factor in causing coagulation–a circumstance that may very

well be--the influence of this factor might easily dominate

the action with univalent ions
but~be

of quite secondary im-

portance in the case of trivalent ions. Combined with such

an effect, tnere might be an influence of valency quite in the
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way that Whetham pictures it (or of adsorption as Freundlich
pietures it) whieh might be the dominant feature with the
trivalent ion but of secondary importance with the univalent
ion.

That some such combinationof effects is working is sug-
gested by the relative action of the divalent ions as the col-
!oida! solution is diluted. The averages of the ordinates of
two of the curves in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, respectively, would
give eurves not uniike the third curve in each of these figures.
In any of these cases by altering the potency whieh we as-
sign to the trivalent ion effectin relation to the univalent ion
effect,we couldactually reproducethe divalent curves.

Such considerations would justify one in enunciating
the followingprinciples of coagulation:

I. There are, at least, two properties of the system made
up of the colloidal solution plus electrolyte whieh have in-
fluencein determiningthe coagulatingpowerof any ion.

II. These twoinfluencesaresuchthat they tend to counter-
act one another to a certain extent.

III. These influencesare suchthat one of them dominates
the action of univalent ions, while the other dominates thé
action of trivalent ions. In the action of divalent ions, the
two influencesseem to be somewhatequalized.

There are many possibilitiesto suggestfor these influences.
In addition to electrical conductivityand valency cited above,
we must remember that in all this work the influence of the
ion bearing the same chargeas the colloidalparticle has almost
always been ignored. This has often been commentéd on
(see Bancroft,~ Ostwald7). It does seem unscientific to
ignore completely this ion charged similarly to the colloidal
particle; one would suspect that it would oppose the action
of the other ion. Now in dealingwith.the coagulating power
of a univalent ion one aiways has present in the solution in
equimolar concentration another ion of equal or greater
valency, while in testing a trivalent ion, there is present in
equimolar concentration another ion whieh is always of less
valency than the ion tested. A proper appreciation of the
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concomitant action of these other ions charged similarly to

the colloidalparticle may throw a nood of light on the whole

process of coagulation by electrolytes. In particular, this

other ion may have a peptizing effect, or its presence in solu-
tion may exert a definite effect on the adsorption of ions by
the colloidal particle. An exhaustive series of experitnents
with a carefuUy selected list of electrolytes, introducing as

many combinationsof valency as possible,would undoubtedly
be of use provided a colloid of constant concentration were

used throughout.
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THE~EFFECT 0F ADSORBED GASES ON THE
SURFACE TENSION 0F WATER

BY SHANTtSWARUPABHATNAGAR

The experiments of Stückle and Mcyer' on the surface
tension of mercury in the atmosphère of various gases and
in vacuum indicate that the adsorbed gases have a definite
effect on the value of the surface tension.

FreundUch'~is of thé opinion that the differences between
the static and the dynamic determinations of thé surface
tension of mercury are due to the adsorption of gases by
mercury. In a thorough review of the problem, Bancroft3

emphasizes the part played by adsorbed gases on the value
of surface tension. These observations are, however, ap-
plicable only to the surface tension of mercury. as there are

probably no data in literature as to the way in which thé

surface tension of water is affected by adsorbed gases.
Thé values of the surface tension of water obtained in

vacuum in presence of the vapor of thé liquid only, leave much
to be desired. The liquid contains a lot of adsorbed gases,
while the capillary tubes or the spherical disks employed for

thé determination of the surface tension have large quanti-
tics of adsorbed gases sticking hard to their surfaces. It
was in order to obtain a value of thé surface tension free from

these effects that the following investigation was undertaken.

Later, when the apparatus for determining T free from these

effects had been designed,. a fcw experiments were performed
to see how the adsorption of various gases affected thé value

of T for vrater.

Sélection of Method

Out of the numerous methods for determining surface

tension, there is only one which can be conveniently tried in

vacuum and that is the classic "capillary tube" method.

Frcundtich:Ka))i[)archemic,86 (t<)m)).
KapiHarehcmic,85 ('909).

3 'fheoryûfHmutsincation.Part VIII. Jour.Phys. Chem.,zo, t ('9)6).
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This method is, however, subject to defects of inaccuracy
and lack of sensitiveness, and although it is possible to mini-
mize these defects by using a number of capillary tubes, i. e.,

by trying the "eapiHary multiplier method," it is very diffi-

cutt, if not impossible, to remove adsorbed gases from the
surface of such delicate and difficult-to-handle stuff. The

dangers of destroying the uniformity of the bore of thé capil-
lary, and of produeing distortion in the tube on strong heat-

ing, are numerous. Besides, the error due to the presence
of adsorbed gases in the body of the glass will be greater in
the capillary method than in the disk method, for, propor-
tionate to the amount of water in contact a larger area of

glass-surface is exposed to the liquid in the "capillary multi-

plier" method than in the disk method. The analytical
problem of evatuating surface tension by the disk method,
i. e., from a knowledge of the forces required to detach a circu-
!ar disk from the surface of a liquid had been solved approxi-
matety by Laplace and Poisson, and advoeated as an experi-
mental method by Gay-Lussac,' Buys-Bat!ot,~ Merian,~
and Hagen.' Ferguson' has found that the solution of La-

place is faulty for disks of radii less than 7 or 8 cm. Fergu-
son, on analyzing thé problem, gets

u = < a"2\

p=~) 3' 3,2

wherc P is the pull required to detach the disk, A its area, g
thé gravity constant, and p the density of the liquid and
the r thc radius of the disk.

This result is in agreement with that of Lap!ace's if the
term in be suppressed. Whether such a suppression is

legitimate or not depends upon the relative values of r and a.
The effect of this third term in the equation, as pointed out by
Ferguson, is appreciable, and can be negligible only when

Quotcd))yt.:tp!acc,op.cit.. 5~.
'Pogë.Ann., 71,~7 (tK~?).
'Ibid..73,48.s~S48).
<H)id.,77,449(;.S49).

Phi).Mag.,?) 25,507(.9.3).
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thc disk has a radius of more than 7 or 8 cm. Ferguson has
discussed at length the disadvantages, hoth practical and

theoretieal, arising from using a flat disk,' and he has sug-
gested an ingénions method to minimize these defects by
substituting for the disk, a segment of a sphere partly im-
mersed in thé liquid, so that the liquid touches the sphere
round a small cirete. Thé analysis of the forces acting on

the sphere in contact with the liquid brings ont the equation

~=~R-!If = 47rpa2 R
J

tl~
~,rpas'·

R
3 33~a

1

where w = weight required to detach thé circular disk from
the surface of water.

R = Radius of the sphere.

p = Density of the liquid.

Finding nt, we can easily obtain the value of a2 from the

equation

,~T
gp

where T is the surface tension and g the gravity constant.

Thus we can evaluate T from a knowledge of m.

Use is made of this mathematical analysis by Ferguson
in experiments described here, and a modification of Fergu-
son's apparatus suitable for the requirements of this investi-

gation has been employed to find the value of the surface

tension.

Description of the Apparatus and Expérimentât Work

The one obvious inconvenience in Ferguson's method

was the balance. In order to avoid a big balance, a suitable

spring was selected and used as a Jolly's balance, which easily

gives accurate values to four significant figures. Now it is

not possible to use a large sphere of radius from 7 to 8 cm.

with a fine sensitive spring without risking elastic fatigue of
the spring." The next thing, therefore, was to find a suita-

t.oe.cit.
The springuscd{)}()not suffcrfrom fatigueof elasticityfor weights

rangingup to xi!K'n' The total pullin gms. has nevcrexceeded22gms.in
theseexperiments.
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Me substitute for the sphère. A flat disk could not be a fit

substitute for this sphere for reasons pointed ont by Fergu-
son'in his paper on"The Solid Sphere in Contact with Liquid."
A segment of a quartz sphere was therefore obtained from

one of the best opticians hère, and carefully tested for any

irregularities of surface. It was found that thé surface of

eurvature was quite regular.
In the centre of the spherical disk was cemented a milli-

meter quartz scale, after the disk had been carefully cleaned

wjth altemate washings of HNOa, KOH, alcohol, and hoiling

distilled water. The hook at the free end of the scale was

then connected to the spring which hung freely in the glass

tube C (Fig. i), provided in the centre of a tightly-fitted

hrass cover B on a stout cylindrical jar ofglass A. The brass

cover was further perforated for admitting a tin condenserT

and for passing any gasesthrough the delivery tube D, and

for connectmgthe wholeapparatus to the air pumpand mano-

meter at a. Ablank experiment wasperformedwith the disk

Loc.cit.
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in order to find out the approximate length to which the

vessel containing water had to be lowered to detach the disk

from the surface of the liquid. This helped in choosing the

length and size of the screw S, which passed through the

centre of a fine brass support B' and was attached at one end

to a lever L of the form shown in the diagram. The end

pieces of the lever were of iron so that the screw could be

raised or lowered at will by means of an electromagnet from

outside the jar. The nickel-plated dish was cemented to the

brass lever L and the perfect hémisphère attached to thé

spring balance hung in the centre of the disk as shown in the

diagram. The tin condenser T was attached to the still as

shown in the diagram. The latter consisted of an inverted

distilling flask, thé end of whose delivery tube was thinned

down in the form of a jet and slipped into thé tin condenser.

The whole apparatus was arranged as shown in Fig. i, which

is self-explanatory. The opening at D was closed by means

of a solder when readings in vacuum were taken. The brass

cover, B, was made air-tight by means of a preparation of

rosin and becswax in equal quantifies. Very careful experi-

ments were made to calibrate the screw in order to calculate

lengths in terms of thé turning of the serew. A celluloid

scale divided in 3~ mm was pasted round the jar to find out

the actual length if the screw moved even to a fraction of a

complete round. The method employed for calculating

length correct to four significant figures to which the disk

was lowered in order to detach the disk from the surface of

water and for converting the pull in terms of the weight, is

given later. The methods for finding out the radius of curva-

ture of the spherical disk are also described later.

In order to take readings for evaluating the surface ten-

sion in vacuum the apparatus was exhausted by a good Toep-

ler's pump, and all the precautions described later were ob-

served. The manometer readings were 0.006 mm. When

the adsorbed gases from the sphere had been removed as much

as possible by heating the sphere in a coil of resistance wire

by electric current, the water was then distilled through
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+Il- 4:7. L__ 1_n .t · vthe tin condenser by applying a very low Hame to the inverted

distilling flask. The condensed water was allowed to trickle
in the nickel dish till it was very nearly full. 'l'he distilling
was then stopped and thé water was allowed to stand till it

acquired thé constant temperature of the thermostat. Thé

sphere was next hrought in position by adjusting thé serew

head S' hy an etectro-magnet and the disk was gradually
raised hy means of the electro-magnet till the water surface

just touched the apex of the sphere. This was easily noticed

by a sudden swing of the spring scale downwards. Ncxt thc

position of thc pointer attached to the lever was noticed. 'l'he

screw was then lowered by means of the electro-magnet, and

the number of rounds being noted all the while till the disk

was detached from the liquid surface. The number of rounds

and thc fractions calculated hy noting thc position of the

pointer on the scale when the disk was just detached gave
the measure of thé pull in centimeters. This was repeated
several times and consistent readings were obtained. For

ohtaining a number of consistent readings one précaution is

necessary. Whcn thé first reading has been taken the disk

attaches a drop of water with it which should be removed bv

attowmg the disk to stand for some time in vacuum and let-

ting the drop evaporate by a further vigorous motion of the
air pump and by drying it further in thc heated coils. For

working this apparatus in the atmosphère the tube at D was

opened to allow in a known quantity of thé required gases from

a reservoir with suitable arrangements for the drying and

purification of the gases in question. The precautions oh-

served in each case are treated under separate headings.
For repeating thé observation, the whole series of precautions
had to be taken over again, and thé quantity o<gases admitted
was always kept equal. No results were obtained to find the

change of T with change in timc. The next.step was to con-

vert the value of pull exerted in tcrms of weight. This was

done by very carefully adding weights to the disk till they

produced an equally long lowering of the spherical disk. A

travelling microscope was used to see that the lowering pro-
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duced by the addition of weights was exactly identical to that

produced by the pull due to surface tension. The weight
thus obtained gave us the M!of the équation.

The experiments were tried in vacuum and in an atmos-

phere of air, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, carbon monoxide,
and nitrogen, and the special precautions in individual cases

are described under the experimental data of these individual

cases. The following are the general precautions whieh have

been taken throughout the work.

PRECAUTIONS

I. The Purification of Water From Absorbed Gases and

Other Impurities

In order to see that the water contained no absorbcd

gases the following precautions were taken:

(a) The water was distilled in vacuum.

(6) A fresh sample of such distilled water was used in

different experiments. After making a set of observations

under one condition the water was siphoned off through the

opening at D and a fresh sample distilled over again for im-

mediate use in the next set of observations so that the water

left little to be desired regarding freedom from absorbed

gases.
In order to remove the possibilities of dissolved and vola-

tile impurities from the water, the following precautions
were taken:

(a) A sample of laboratory distilled water was redis-

tilled through a Liebig's condenser, and the water examined

for possible impurities of silicates and ammonia. The pres-
ence of both the impurities was noticed.

(b) In order. to free the distilled water completely from

volatile nitrogenous organic compounds it was necessary
to redistil it after adding solutions of potassium perman-

ganate and caustic potash. The examination of the water so

distilled showed it to be perfectly free from ammonia, and

gave no coloration with Nessler's solution.

(c) The presence of silicates though very slight, must
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be due to the glass condenser which was used in the blank

experiment. This was replaced later by a tin condenser. A

sample of thé tin of which the condenser was made was ana-

lyzed and found to be free from lead, arsenic, and zinc. On

redistilting water through this new condenser the silicates

also disappeared.

II. Selection of the Dish

The dish d, in which water is distilled in order to contain

as little of occ!udedgases as possible, should have the foltow-

ing qualifications:

(a) It shouldbe smoothcd on thé !athc in order to rcmove

all points and angularities for the gases are more readiiy ad-

sorbed at points than at a smooth surface.

(b) It shouldbc made of a tough porelessmetal.

(c) It shouldbe made of a substance which is not acted

upon by water and the gases (air, carbon dioxide,etc.) under

the conditions of the experiment.
In these experiments a very carefully lathed and smooth

nickel-plated nickel dish was employed, which was carefully
cleaned for impurities such as grease, dust, etc., and finally

carefully dried by heating by an electrie current in vacuum.

111. TheCleaning of the Spherio&tDisk

The edges of the spherical disk had been very finely
rounded by an expert optician. Thé disk was then carefully
eîeaned by altemate washings of nitric acid, caustic potash
and alcohol, and was further boiled for 15minutes in distilled

water. The adsorbed gases were removed by heating it in

a coit of resistance wire in high vacuum. This heating was

continued for severalhours.

!V. Other Precautions

In order to remove moisture from the apparatus a big

bottle, J, iu!I of concentrated suiphuric acid and several

bottles of calcium chloride and other dchydrating agents,
were included through (a) near the pump.

V. Température Control

The temperature was kept constant in a thermostat.
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CALCULATIONS

Calibratlon of the Sorew

Thé serew S was calibrated according to the following
methods

T he outer jar, A, with thé brass stand B and the screw

and the lever L in positionwere arranged as shown in the dia-

gram (2). The nickel dish

was cemented to the lever

L and the stand on whieh

the jar A was placed was

levened by tn o vi n g the e

hottom screws of the stand.

Water was then put in the

dish and a light float (Fig. 2)

made by btowing a thin flat

bulb at the end of a fine

capillary tube was used as

an index. The cross-wires

of the telescope of a cathe-

tometcr were fixed on thé

mark M on the float, and

the position of the two marks

on the end pieces of the lever

were also noticed. The etectro-magnet was then brought into

play, and the distance through which the mark M moved

when a number of complete half-rotations of the screw took

place was measured by the cathetometer. Thé following
table gives the results obtained:

1

~\os. f the
l'osition of the

1.'
iu cm of thc

.s-~r~
V«tiue

hruduccd

I>ythe a Nf
turn of the,

tiie e tu' of
Difference

IlOWcnng

Ilrodllced 1)
the mark

:4II
screw

the serew

of -I

one comp. rotation

tô.S~ig 2 ~6.725 0.126;; 0.1265
16.72;) 2 i6.6oo o.t2;) 0.123
i6.6 4. '6.345 0.255 0.1265
t6.35 4 !6.!0~ 0.2~6 0.123
ï6.ro~ 6 :5.729 0.375 0.125

Mean o. 125
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Thus by noting the complete rotation of the screw it is

possible to find the lowering of the level of the water accurately
to four significant figures. If, however, the screw, instead
of making a complete rotation, stands somewhere sav at one-
fourth of a complete rotation, the problem becomes a little

difficult. In order to find out the value of the lowering of
the screw in cm for even a part of fraction of a complete
rotation, a thin celluloid scale was pasted round the jar A
and the circumference was divided into 344 equal parts so
that the movement of the pointer of the screw to any part of
the scale indicative of the shghtest movement of thé screw

0.125could be calculated, one part heing equal to ––~ = 0.0036
344

cm, so that this afforded a very good and casy method of

finding out the pull in terms of length by the simple counting
of the complete rotation and part rotations of the screw.
The pull was checked frequently by a eathetometer and gave
concordant results.

Measurement of the Radius of Curvature

Thé measurement of the radius of curvature prcsentpd
some difficulties. The sphereometers which were available
did not fit the spherical disk. They were always a little too

big for it. Consequently the foUowing three methods were

employed

I. The convex surface of the spherical disk was silvered
in the laboratory, and the radius of curvature measured ac-

cording to the foliowing
method

Let 0 (Fig. 3) be the

center of thé reflecting sur-

face, and OC the axis.

Suppose two objects, A',

A", placed at equal distances

on each side of OC, and at
the distance 0 from 0.

Images of these two points will be formed by reHection at
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points «',a", on thé axes OA'. OA". sueh that (calling. the

points where the axes OA, OA' eut the spherical surface C',
C'\

A'C' ~?

° 2

OC:.vc' Ï,l

=

Üc

or

j_ 2

A'C''f;'c' OC

and

1 1 2
A"C" H"(" OC

Now the points being very distant, and therefore C'A' very
nearly equal to CX, we may assume that the straight line
a 'u cuts the axisOCX at a point u.

J- J. –
CX Cu OC

and for the sizeof the image,wehave

a'a" Ou
(2)A'A" OX

Henee, if CX = A, OC= r, A'A" = L, Cu = x, and a'a"
weget from (i)

) 2
= r (3)

Hence,

AL_(. f A rA + x r

+Ar–.v
A '"T'

and therefore

x r-x

A f + Ai
and

f–x
L +-v L A

From these two equations
Af )-=

–.–,– and
==––.–x

= A-
andÀ

= -+-2A+ r. zA + ?-

Place a finely divided scale S"S' immediatety in frontof the

reflecting surface (but not so as to prevent aIl light fallingon
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it i. c., place it horizontally to cover nearly hait thé reflecting

surface), and observe the images a', a", and the scale S"S' by
means of a telescope so that its object-glass shalt be as nearly
as possible in the middle of the line AA'. Thé length L'L"

intercepted by the scale in this experiment was very carefully

measured by means of a travelling microscope, and the points

A/A" were lighted by means of a single-filament electric

lamp. Let the object-glass be at X, let L'L" = Then

joining Xa', Xa", we getl

XL'_ A
X Xa' A +A-

A I,r
/= A~A.+.Tx 2A +

or

= y ~J< = .~J~

+
Ar

X

2A + r 2(A + r)

"2A~ r

or
2A<

r
L 2l

To make use of this method to find the radius of the curva-

ture of the surface, place thé surface opposite to, but at some

distance from, a window. Then place horizontally a straight

bar of wood, about half a meter in length bc-tween the surface

and thé window, fixing it with its ends equidistant from the

surface, and at such a height that its reflection in thé surface

is visible to the eye placed just below thé bar, and appears

to cross the middle part of the surface. Fix a telescope under

thé centre of the bar with its object-glass in the same vertical

plane as the bar, and focus it so as to sec the image reflected

in the surface.

It is best that the whole of the bar should be seen re-

flected in the surface. To accomplish this two we!t defined

patches of light from two single-filament lamps, the reflected

images of which can be seen clearly, are allowed to fall through

two points in the bar.

-'ract'cat Physics by Gtaxebrook and Shaw.
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Nowplace against thé reflectingsurfacea finelygraduated
scale, arranging it so that one edge of the image of the re-

flecting filament mark is seen against the divided edge of the
scale. This distance between the two images is measured

by meansof a travelling microscope. This givesus the length
of thé above formula. Measuring the length of the bar

or the distance between the two sources of light gives us L;
and measuringwith a tape the distance between the reflecting
surface in the center of the object-glass of the telescope,
gives A. The followingare the data:

Distance between the two points in the travelling micro-

scope

0.5(6 o.5;6 0.516 Mean,0.616cm.
Distancebetweenthé twofilamentlamps,83.75cm.
Distancebetweenthe reflectingsurfaceand the object-glass

40; .485cm.

Substituting these values we get R.

2A< 2 XQ.5'6 X 4Q!.485 t .032X 4P!.485
L–2–< 83.75–j.032' 82.718

`~I4=3 = 5, 007cm.
4.14-3"8~7.8~

II. Sphereosoopic Method

In principle this method is essentially identical with the

sphereometric method. The only différence is that there

the rotation of a needle indicates the radius of the eurvature

so that if the rotation of the needle produced by a known
eurvature is noted, the eurvature of any other surface can be

calculated from thé readings of the rotation produced in the

sphereoscope. The best way to accomplish this is to get a

number of readings by known movements by the legs of the

sphereoscope, and to obtain a curve from these readings.
The following readings were taken by adjusting the instru-

ment against a fine screw gauge. A large number of readings
were taken to obtain a good curve. The R can be read di-

rectly from the curve which can be obtained from the equa-
tion for the spherometer by plotting the followingreadings
of the instrument:
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Readingsonthe n,,r.~t:t!~ Readingsonthe n
instruments

the
Repet.t.on instruments

the
Repet.t.on

–t4.8o –72 2.43 3.37
–'335 –'3.28 4.0~ 3.82
–tt.Ss –n.82 5.40 5.30
–10.42 –10.42 6.85 6.80
–9.00 –8.98 8.30 8.22
–767 –7.68 9.63 965
–6.28 –6.30 !i.58 ;i.2o

--480 –4.88 t2.82 )2.68
–3.33 –3.50 14.20 t4.2o
–1.92 –1.93 1575 '558
–0.45 –0.00 t723 '7.18

ioo 0.90 i8.93 '902

III. The lens was further tested by the Professor in

charge of the Opthalmic Department of the local Medical

College, and the value of R obtained by the ophthalmometer
was exactly 5.007 cm.

EXPERIMENTALDATAANDCALCULATIONOF T THEREFROM

The following observations were taken at 150 C:

IN VACUUM'

Xo.of.h~r- ~°" ~°~ Fihatvatueof VatueofpuUin
valions thepmHucm terins of mass

1 3z t4332 t~
2 32 !42.8

3 32 i~o.S
4 32 140.5
5 32 t44.5 ~4"
6 32 143.-

7 32 140.8
8 32 140.3

Mean 32 14!.88 2.o66 4 "4"

Now substituting the value of m and R and prand p in
the equation

m=4~R-~R-~ 3 ~J

Adsorbed gases removecl at 0.006 mm.
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Weget

.LL~I1
=

X
22

X U.y9y a~` $.OO7
~l`~X S.cOj a j

.~=.tX~Xo.999~} {' 5.007-

1.H.p 1 =
4 X '7

X
0.999

a- 5.007'-
'3-- -:3f

Sotving this equation by Homet's mcthod of approximation,
we get a~ = 0.0735.
Kow

a~as

where g is the gravity constant.

T ==0.0735 X 0.999 X 979.7
=

71.30 dynes.

Spécial Precautions

The same as given above.

1~ CARBON MONOXtDE

Ko.nfoh-°".f''°'"P' No.ofpart. p-f \'a)ueofpnn
servations! haKturn~f turnsofthc

'=°' intcrmsof

sen, Ions,
théscrcw screw nmss

3~3
32 322
32 329.7

3 32 32z.G
1

32 322.6
32 323.8
32 32f.8

7 32 3?f.8
~~an) 32 324.01 2.t30t 4.237

Now substituting the value of m and R and ~rand p in
the equation

m=4'rp~R-
lm = 41rpa2 R

'3 3af'3 3 l
weget

4.237 =4X~X0.999 Xa~oo7--J~~X~-?, J'"33~

Solving this equation by Hornel's method of approximation,
we get a2 =

0.07527.
Now

'l'
a2

KP
where a1 is the gravity constant.
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.T= 0.999X979.7Xo.07527
=73-oo dynes.

Spécial Precautions

t. The gas was prepared by the action of conccntrated

sulphuric acid on formic acid.

2. The gas bcfore heing stored in thé réservoir passed
through two wash-bottles- onc containing water and the
other caustic potash.

3. The gas from the reservoir was connected to the ap-
paratus through a spiral tube in order to arrest partieles of

water whieh may spissh off with the gas.

IN NrrRocHx

Xo.ofuh-
Noofcom. Ko.ofpart

!pi,cof~
scw:rtions hlctclurlf turusl turns ui tYc

'(1)::1va lU:0
in terrns ofse '='"t"s

U.rn-.ofthc
i' 'tcr.Mofofthcscrcw scrcw ~mt.~mit!)<,in

_L~

32 32~
2

322

3 32 329.7

4 32 322-6
5 32 323.S.') 32 323.8
6 32 32t.8 1)
7 32 32'.SH

Mean 32 324" 2.13 7237

\ow substitutif the value of m and R and ? and p in
the eqttation

in~pa~R-?111=; 411'pa',i R aR
a

3;
we get

4.237 = 4 X X 0.999 X a'007 -J=L>L~~~.z;7 = 4 X X 0. 999X a2 5.ooï ~a X .oc~; -a 3io7 3 3,J

Solving this equation by Hornel's method of approximation,
we get a2 = 0.07527.
Now

a~I
T

a2~

whcn g is the gravity constant.

T = 0.7527 X 979.7 X 0.9~ =
j.oo dynes.
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Spooia! Précautions

The gas was prepared by heating ammonium nitritc
in a strong round bottom flask.

2. The gasas it issuedout from the flaskthrough the de-

livery tube passed through two wash-bottles, before being
finallystored up in thegas reservoir for use in the instrument
for determining surface tension.

IN HYDROGEN

ob- No.ofcorn- No.ofpart MjnatvatueofVatueofputtNo,0 ob-
plttehallturns turnsorthe n va.ueor intermsof
or the serew S~

1 32 152
2 32 1~0.8
3 32 tso.4
4 32 tso.4
5 32 t502

2.0M~M 32 150.7 ¡ 7 4.227

Now substituting the value of m and R and in the équa-
tion

m=4~{R-
weget

m
i
R `I 3 3 J

zz -'aR a
4.227=

-tX
X 0.999X

a~R–l
1

7 3 3 J

Solvingthis équation by Honiet's method of approximation
weget a" = 0.0751.

Now

a~~
gp

wheng is the gravity constant.

T = 0.999 X979.7 X 0.0751=
~2.83 dynes.

SpécialPrecautions

The gas was prepared by the action of dilute sul-

phuric acid on zinc.
2. The gas beforeentry into the apparatus passed through
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a wash-bottle containing water, in order to dissolve all solu-

bteimpurities.

3. The wash-botUe through which thé gas bubbled was

connected by means of a fine spiral tube in order to arrest

thé water whieh may splash off with thé gas.
The precautions described for caibon monoxide were

also all observed with hydrogcn.

EXPERIMENTALDATA AND CALCULATIONOF T THEREFROM

The following observations were taken at 15° C.

IN A!R

\'n nrnh No.ofcom- No.ofpart .f !ah)cof puU
;-10.0t'O)- piete halftUf1\S tUf1\Sof the the pullin

1 °t terll1,of

~x~

1 1 32 1 3z2~2 322
2 ~2 32t)
3 32 322.6Ó

4 32 320.8
5 32 322.44

Mean 3~ 324 2.133 cm. 4.242 cm.

Now substituting the value of m and R and 7rand p in

the equation

m =
~pa_ R ~alt a

m=,~R-~ .1 3
we get

~.2~2 =
X

X 0.999 X a°~ ~.oo;– –
7 3 3

Solving this equation by Home!'s method of approximation
wc get a" = 0.07535.

Now

<J ,C
a2

gp

where g is the gravity constant.

T = 0.999 X 979.7 X 0.07538 =
73~ dynes-

Special Precautions

Thé same as given above.
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iNCOj

No.ofoh- j
~o.ofpnrt

Finatvah~nf~
:'<10. of oh.

Xo, of com. No. of part
Final value

of ternis pullservations
'ft"rns

turnsofthc intern.sof

~ofthcserew screw tttLpuntnem

3~ 152

2
32 t~o.S

3 32 151.0

4 32 ;so.4 ~.228

5 32 !5'o

6
32 ~0.8

7 32 152.8

~an' j 32 i5!.2 2.08
4.228

Now substituting the value of m and R and and p in
the equation

m =.~a~R––~
33 3

We get

4.228 = 4~ X o.999a~ ~R––~
3 3J

Solving this equation by Hornel's method of approximation
we get a~ = o.o75!2.

Now

,_T

"gp
where g is the gravity constant.

T = o.99<)X 979.7 X 0.07512 = 72.85 dynes.

Special Precautions

The same as given above. The gas was prepared by the
action of dilute sulphuric acid on pure sodium carbonate.

SUMMARYANDI)ISCUSSIONOh R~SULTS

Atmosphère Va!ucofTatt5°C.
\'acuum y;~
Hydrogen ~.2.83
Xitrogen ~.oo
Carbon Monoxidc 7~.oo
Carbon Dioxide yz gq
Air

73~

i. The values of the surface tension for water obtained in
various gases and in vacuum are shown in the table above.
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It is interesting to note that the increasc in value of T for
water in gases is proportional to the risc in their densities,
in all cases excepting for carbon dioxide. A conspicuous
lowering of T in case of CO.~may be explained on the solu-

bility of the gas in water. Stôekie and Meyer's data on the
value of T for mercury show a similar discrepancy with COs.
In general, their results also indicate a rise in the value of T
for a corresponding increase in the density of the gaseous
atmosphère.

It has been endeavored throughout to exclude adsorbed

gases as far as possible. It is intended to get still better re-
sults by using a Langmuir pump, by heating the disk to a
still greater temperature, and by substituting for the brass
!id a glass lid whieh can be sealed and made perfectly air-tight.

2. A slight modification has been proposed in the optical
method of determining radius of eurvature of curved sur-
faces by making use of single filament lamps and travelling

microscopes for greater accuracy.

3. Results with substances like olive oil which have

practically zero vapor pressure are reserved for a later contri-
bution. It appears that when all gases are excluded from the

apparatus, the pull in case of olive oil is much greater than
when gases are present. This tends to show that perhaps
the pull indicates the interfacial tension between quartz and
oil. It is prématuré to draw a conclusion from this slender
and solitary observation. An instrument is under construc-
tion in which a pull greater than those observed in the present
investigation can be measured, and it is intended to obtain
results in high vacuum, with all adsorbed gases removed as
far as possible, with olive oil and other such materials having
practically zero vapor pressure.

Thé author takes this opportunity of thanking Professor

J. M. Benade for his help in constructing the apparatus and
for the benefit of his expert advice in high vacuum experi-
ments.

PhysicsD~o~Mx-Hf,F. C.College,
T'nt~tt L'))tt'f~<<y,Lahore.and

UniversityCollegf,Z.oMdo))
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THE TOXICITY 0F MERCURIC CHLORIDE, AND ITS
SOLUBILITY IN AQUEOUS ALCOHOL

BY J. STANLEY LAIRD

Among the solutions whose toxicity towards anthrax

spores was studied by Paul and Krônig, was included a series

containing one-sixteenth fonnula-weight HgClz per litre

(about 1.7$g. per joo ce) of aqueous alcoholof various con-
centrations. They found a pronouneed maximum of toxicity
in the solution containing about 25% alcoholby weight.

For lack of -a suitable immiscible solvent it seemed im-

possible to détermine the chemical potential of the mercurie
chloride in these solutions by the method employed with the

phenol-salt solutions, and the problem was attacked from
another angle.

The boiling points of solutions of mercurie chloride in
water (from 4% to 20% HgCl,) and in absolute aleohol (from
3% to 28% HgCl~) 'have been determined by Beckmann.'
In the aqueous solutions the "molecular weight" varied from

283to 3:9, in the alcoholic solutions from 26~.to 271. Thus
for concentrations up to 5% or 6% mercuric chloride the
amount of work necessary to double the concentrations of
solutions containing a fixed amount of the salt is the same,
within 7or 8 percent, whether the solvent be water or alcohol.
If it be assumed that the same holds true for solutions con-

taining both water and alcohol-this seems a reasonable

enough assumption, though there is no evidence available
either way-then one of two things must follow: either (a)
the toxicity of the aqueous-alcoholic solutions must depend
on something other than the chemical potential of the mer-
curie chloride they çontain, or (b) the solubility of mercurie
chloride in aqueous alcohol of various strengths must showa
minimum2in the neighborhoodof 25% alcohol.

To decide this, 1 made up solutions containing from 10%

Beekmann:Xeit.phys.Chcm.,6, 453,460(1890).
Lash Mi))er: Jour. Phys. Chem., l, 636 ('897).
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4..to 51% by weight of alcohol, added powdered mercuric chlo-
ride in excess, and stirred at 18° C (the temperature of P.
and K.'s experiments) until equilibrium was attained; 5 ce
portions were then removed by a pipette, and their content
of mercuricchloridedetermined by precipitation with hydrogen
sulphide. The followingare the results:

Ethytatcohot o

5 .0 .s M 25 30

40 so 5,

HgC~mioocc6.24 --5.635.435.J55.o85.867.58
– n ~gColon~ 1

383 ~9 ~4 86 70 287 3351824

There is a pronounced minimum of solubility in 24%
alcohol, corresponding dosely to the maximum toxicity
observed by Paul and Kronig.

The University of Toronto

~y 7p20

Paul and Krônig: Zeit. phys. Chem., 2t, ~8 (t896).
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THE TOXICITY TOWARDS STAPHYLOCOCCUS OF
DILUTE PHENOL SOLUTIONS CONTAININC

SODIUM BENZOATE't~iY~.JJ~i~<ft.lI L

BY KENNETH E. BURGËSS

The irregularities observed by Lemon' in his experi-
ments on staphylococcuswith low concentrations of phenol
werereferred by Laird2 to plasmolysis of the coccidue to the
low osmotic pressure of the solutions employed; if this ex-

planationbe the right one, addition of any indifferentsubstance
in suitable concentration ought to remove the abnormality.
At the suggestion of Prof. Lash Miller I put this conclusion
to the test, in the winter of 1913-

Sodium benzoate was chosen, as that salt had lesseffect
on the toxicity of phenol towards anthrax than any other
of the dozen salts studied by Paul and Krônig; and as. accord-

ing to Laird, two atmospheres is the lowest osmoticpressure
that is at all safe, a twentieth-normal solution was employed.
Blank experiments showed that decinormal sodiumbenzoate
was better for the cocci; but unless a number of equilibrium
determinations were to be made, it was obviouslybetter to

keep down the concentration of the salt.

Time o 20 35 45! 50 35 6o ~Minutes

~,3osod.ben. 3000 1500 !5oo 100 – 55 – cotonies
A'/zosod.ben. 3000 2500 –

2500 – t5oo–iooo colonies
A//tosod.hen. 2000 1500 1500 – –

1500–900colonies
.V/nNaCI 3000 3000 3000 – 25002500– colonies
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4.. .1! 1 i1tooo to 2000 diam.) and there were usually only about a
dozen cells in the field, so no attempt was made to institute
a quantitative comparisonof the results obtained by the two
methods; as my object in using the dye was merely to get
a hint whento stop, no record has been kept of these observa-
tions. Thé results of one of the preliminary trials of the
method, however, have been preserved; in this experiment
the number of colonieson the plates was larger than is con-
venient, and evidently no great pains were taken in counting
them, but it may serve as an illustration of the use of the
stain in connectionwith plating work. Two fields were ex-
amined under the microscope; the poison was o. phenol.

T""e o ;o 20 30 ~o~o ~o 60 70 8o 90 Minutes

In field (i)
–

8 8
16:4

1620 MM 8 8 cells
ofwh.stained – o t 4 3 2 5 5 j3 7 8 cells

Infietd(2) – 10102015 1822 12 25 9 9 cells
of wh. stained – i o 5 6 6 61 i~ 8 9 cells

On plate –500500 400 500 300 500 500 100 60 o cotonies

The results in each of the following tables were obtained
with cocci from the same suspension; two plates were poured
at each interval, the readings are separated by a comma.
In each table the least toxic solution is put first: "Ph 0.1"
means 0.1 g phenol per 100 ce; "B" that the solution was

twentieth-normal with respect to sodium benzoate.
An experiment in which 1.25% phénol was used, with and

without sodium benzoate, gave thickly sown plates immedi-

ately after poison and yeast had been brought together, but
three minutes later ail the cocci were dead.

o 2~ Minutes

Ph I.o B fioo, 60o Io, I z o, o coloniesPht.oB 600,600 !o,iz 0,0 colonies
Pht.o 600,6~0 5,6G o,o ) colonies

T""e 30 45 Go 75 i~nnutes

Ph 0.75 B
250, 2<to 275, 200 90,8o 40,45 i, o 0,0o colonies

Pho.75 300,310:30,13520,18 2, i o,o – colonies
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TitM o n 25 35 45 55 60 Minutes

Water 50, 5530,35 25,2525,28 8,6 6,7 o,oo colonies
Ph 0.25 B 135, tjo 50,40 40, 40130,25io, 9 o,o colonies
Pho.25 8o, 9025,25 6, 7 t. o 0, – – colonies

Time o !5 30 40 50 6o Minutes

Ph 0; B 2:0,200 J95,190190,190165,!55 160, t6o 150,140colonies
Pho.20;

B 2[o,2oo t2o, 125 t25,120 t20,115 !i5,nsn5,i!ocolonies
Water 220,200155,150145,140 95, 85 4.5, 50 35, 40 colonies
Pho.20 200,215175,165 – 75, 70 6o, 60 6, ~colonies

As was to be expected from the results with anthrax,
and from Laird's distribution experiments, this low concen-

tration of sodium benzoate has hardly any effecton the tox-

icity of 1.0% phenol; its increasing efficiencyas a life pre-
server in the more dilute solutions is in fu!t accordwith the

explanationput forward by Laird.

In the final set, the toxicity of 0.1, 0.3and 0.5% phenol
in presence of A~/20 sodium benzoate was compared; all

abnormality has disappeared, 0.1% phenol has practically
no effect and increase in the concentration of the phenol
hastens death.

Time o t5 20 4s Minutes

Pho;B 350, 400 100,125 5,33 o,oo colonies
Pho. io; B 750,800 350,400 5,66 o,oo colonies
Ph o.20; B 250,300 5o, 6o 0,0o colonies
Ph 0.50; B 350,400 o, o colonies

Summary

Determinations of the rate at which staphylococcus is

poisoned by dilute solutions of phenol with and without

addition of sodium benzoate, confirmthe conclusionthat the

abnormalitiesobserved by Iemon were due to plasmolysis.
Addition of methylene-blue and examinationunder the

microscopebefore pouring the plates saves much time and

prevents disappointment in work of this kind.

The University of Toronto

/K/y 7920



THE ACTIONOF METHYLENE-BLUEANDCERTAIN
OTHER DYES ON LIVING ANDDEAD YEAST

In the experiments of Seheurlen,' Beckmann, Paul
and Krônig,~ Lemon/ and Laird," the number of cells re-

maining alive after immersion for a measured time in a poison-
ous liquid was determined by mixing a known volume of the
cell suspension with melted agar jelly, pouring on a petri
dish, incubating, and counting the number of colonies that

appeared. This procedure involves a wait of three or four

days after the completion of the poisoning experiment before
its result is known.

Other criteria of death have been employed in similar

investigations. Bokomy" for instance, who compared the

toxicities of some 50 different chemicals towards infusoria,

algae, etc., retied on the mobility of the test objects or of
their cilia, etc., or on the persistance of protoplasmic stream-

ing in the cells as signs of life; Kahlenberg and True~and
Heald~ relied on the cessation of growth of the rootlets used
as test-objects and on their genexal appearance (flabbiness)
as evidence of death; Caleotti,9 used this last characteristic
in his experiments on the poisoning of iris pétais. According
to MoU, the fact that plasmolysis occurs only with living
cellshas been employed to distinguish living from dead cells

by Lange" and by Strecke.12

Arch. exp. Path. Pharm., 37, 74 (tSç~).

Centratb). Bakteriotogie, 20, Abt. t, 577 (t896).

Zeit. phys. Chem., 21, 4~ (i8g6).

'Jour. Phys. Chem., 24, 570 (<92o).

Ibid., 24, 664 ()9M).

POiiger's Archiv Physiot.. mo, [74 (<905); tu, 34: (i<)o6)

Bot. C&zette, 22, 8t (t896).

!bid., 22, tzs ()896).

'Zcit. wiss. Mikroskopie, tt, t?} ('894).

Progressus rei hotanicae, 2, 207 (tçoS).

Flora, t8ci, 52; see Mot): toc. cit.

Inaug. Diss. Amsterdam ([~04); see Mot): loc. cit.

i¡ 'Á1rT f

BY CHAS. G. PRASER
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With the possible exception of the last mentWith the possible exception of the last mentioned, none
of these seems adapted to the case of yeast. There secmed
more to hope from the use of dyes. According to KIocker,~
"The distinguishing of dead cells from living ones has been

assiduousiycarried on in most brewery laboratories since the

microscopecame into gênera!use. But the value of the indi-
cations given by the reagents employed for this purposc has
been very much overestimated. The question seems to de-
serve proper investigation. According to Wehmer, a half

percent methylene-blue solution will stain the dead cells

indigo blue, while the living cells remain colorless." Mosso~
has published a paper with the title "Anwendung desMethyl-
grün zur Erkennung der chemischenReaktion und des Todes
der Zellen;" on reading it, however, it appears that methyl-
green acted as a poisontowards the cells studied (leucocytes,
ciliated epithelia, etc.) and that by the time enoughto color
them anyway deeply had been absorbed, they died. Similar
observations were made by Bokomy; in discussing experi-
ments with infusoria in 0.01% Victoria-Mue,' for instance,
he says, "one can see quite distinctly that the body of the
infusorian becomes colored while it is still alive (recognized
by its movements) and that death occurs only whenthe colora-
tion has reached a certain intensity." Thé name "vital

dyes" has been given to a group of substances, thionine
derivatives prominent among them, which have the power
of staining the nerves of certain animais while they are still
alive. Ehrlich, to whom this discovery is due, was ofopinion
that the staining could occur only during the lifetimeof the
tissue affected; subsequent experiments, however, have shown
that this conclusion was too broad; indeed, Galeotti-' who
besides -contributing work of his own on salamanders and
on iris petais has provided a most convenient summary of

Fermentation Organisms, tr. hy Attan and MiUar, longmans-Green

('903'

Pnùger's Arch. Physiot., 113, 397 (;888).

'fbid..t!o, 178 (1905).

<Bio).Ccntra)!)l.,6,22f(t897).
Zcit. wiss. Mikroskopie, n, [72 (189~).
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his predcicessors'work, cornes to the exactly opposite con-

clusion, viz., that only cells whose vitality has been impaired
are capable of taking on the stain.

The Action of a Number of Dyes on Yeast Cells

To be of use for the purpose in hand, a dye must be able
to distinguish sharply between living and dead yeast cells,
more particularly when death has been brought about by the
action of phenol; it must have no toxic action of its own on
the yeast, at least in the time necessary for the test, and at
the concentration used; if in addition it should stain quickly,
so much the better.

A number of the dyes commonly used in microscopic
work were tested from this point of view, including Grubler's

methylene-blue, fuchsin, Congo-red, erythrosin, and safranin

(water soluble) Merck's methylene-blue, gentian violet, and

methyl-green, and Kahlbaum's methylene-blue6 B extra. For
most of these I am indebted to the kindnessof Prof. Thomson,
of the department of Botany and of Prof. Piersol, of the de-

partment of Biology. Aqueous solutions of each were made

containing 0.5 g per 100 ce (gentian violeto. g); these were

suitably diluted and added in tum to a suspension of yeast
cells. To test their action on living yeast, a suspension was
made from 0.6 g Fleischmann's yeast cake and 100 ce dis-
tilled water; the reactions of this suspension towards dyes
remained unaltered for twenty-four hours at room tempera-
ture. The action on dead cells was tested with a portion of
this suspension which had been heated to boiling and cooled

again ("boiledyeast") and a third suspension("mixed yeast"),
made by mixing equal volumes of "live" and "boiled," was
used to compare the colors in the same microscopic field.
A magnification of ~30 diameters was employed the fraction

given as stained is a rough estimate only; the percentage of

dye is the number of grams dye per 100ce of the liquid con-

taining dye and yeast.
Congo-red:(living)0.25%, i min. o std.; 60min. i or 2 cells std.;

(boiled)0.25%, all light orange after standing an hour; (~K'~d)
0.25%, i min.o std.; 60min. about half.
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R~'M: (living) 0.25%, none stained in an hour; (boiled) 0.25%
i min. ail stained, not so dark as erythrosin; 0.05%, stained pink
slowly; (inixed)distinction poor.

Erythrosin: (living)0.25% none stained in 100min.; (boiled)0.25%
ail stained pink in t min., dark red in about 3 min.; (mixed)0.25%
half std., sharp distinction after 3 min.

F«c~wt; (~Mg) 0.25% t min. nearly all std.; 0.05% i min. one-
fifth std. 13min. nearly aUstd.; 0.005% 100min. none std.; (mixed)

0.05%, 2 min. 5% std.; 15min. less than half std.; 60 min. about
half faintly stained.

G'M!<MM-Mo~(~Mttg)0.20%, 0.02%, t min. all std. deep violet;

0.002% 60 min. o std.; (boiled) 0.002%, aU stain slowly; (wt'.wJ)
0.002%, 3 min. about half std. light purple.

*y~Mt<~ 6B extra: (living) 0.05%, i min. o std., ~5 min.

about one quarter of the cells dark blue; 0.01% 60 min. o std.;

(boiled) 0.005% i min. all std. distinctly; (mixed) 0.005% i min.
half std., good distinction.

Af<'<)'Mt.' (living)0.25%, r min. few std., 15 min. nearly all

std.; 0.05%, 60 min. o std.; (mixed) 0.05%, half std., good distinc-

tion.
A'Mt<)-a< (living) 0.01%, i min. three-quarters std.; 0.002%,

lo min. o std., 75 min. about half faintly std. (bailed)0.02% i min.
ail pink-violet; 0.002% i min. o std., 100min. ail faint orange.

Safranin: (KwMg)0.25%, 0.05%, i min. ait std.; 0.005% i min.

o std., 20 min. one-quarter std., 45 min. half std.; (mixed)0.005%
t min. half std. a dirty pink.

Phenol (about one percent) was then added to a portion

of the yeast suspension, and left at room temperature for

three hours, which is longer than is necessary to kill ail the

cells. This "phenolized yeast" was then mixed with an equal
volume of thé various dye solutions, giving a solution contain-

ing one-half percent of phenol, and a dye concentration

chosen in the light of the preceding results.

Fosin: 0.05%, t min. all std. faintly; 80 min. much darker.

Erythros'in: 0.25% needs a minute to stain; coloras deep as with

methylene-blue 0.01%.
~KC/~t'M;0.005% very light stain; o.0!% not as dark as with

methytene-bîueo.ot%.
CM<<t<!M-M'o/0.002% stain light, cornes slowly; o.oo<).%not so

dark as with methylene-blue0.01%.
Me~~Ke-MM~6B extra: 0.005% needs a minute to stain light

blue; o.0!% much darker and quieker stain.

A~/t~f~t: 0.05% stained about as dark as methylene-Mue
0.01%.

*TheotherbrandsofmethyleneMueweresomewttatmoretoxic.
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\r~î.j. <' <A~(<r< 0.002%nonestained;0.01%a!t stainedas in the
absenceofphenol.

Safranin: 0.005%ailstainedlightorange-pink.

From these results it appears that gentian-violet,neutral-

red and safranin have too much action on living yeast to be

convenient indicators; Congo-redon the other hand has too
little action on the deadcells;fuchsin,neutral-red and safranin

are too faint; whileeosin,erythrosin,methyl-greenand methyl-
ene-blue 6 B extra wouldserve.

The question whether the presenceof these dyes in small
amounts would prevent reproduction of the yeast in culture

media was then taken up, and for this purpose a "malt"

solution was prepared by dissolving 30 g of malt extract (a
brown sticky stuff) in water, making up to 200ce, boilingand

filtering. To 4 ce of this "malt" was added 0.5 ce or 1.0 ce
of the solution of a dye, and 2 ce of yeast suspension; the

mixtures were left in test tubes plugged with cotton wool
in an incubator at 25° C. The concentrationof dye in the

mixture was in each case less than would completely stain
unboiled yeast, viz., Congo-red 0.04%, eosin 0.04%, ery-
throsin 0.04%, fuchsin 0.014%, gentian-violet 0.006%,

methylene-blue 0.07%, neutral-red 0.003%,safranin 0.014%.
After a dozen hours the occurrenceof fermentation could be

recognized in every case, by a stream of small bubbles rising

through the tube; and in every case reproduction of the

yeast was taking place, under the microscopean increase in

the number of cells could be observed,and numerous double
cells and chains of three and four were to be seen.

This result made it easy in certain cases to answer the

next question, viz., whena dye has acted onyeast longenough
to stain most of the cells, have those remaining unstained
lost their power of reproduction? Mixtures were made up
of the same compositionas before, but instead of mixing in

the order: malt, dye, yeast, the yeast was added directly
to the dye, which was thus present in concentration two or

three times greater than in the former instance; and before

putting in the malt, the mixture was let stand until most of
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the cellswerestained. Even when only a fewpercent of the
cells remained colorless, fermentation and reproductiontook

place after adding the malt; this was not quite what was

expected, as in a number of cases where wort-agar had been
seeded with a mixture of stained and unstained cells, thé
number of coloniesformed was much less than corresponded
to the numberofunstained cells. When the dyehad actedfor
a long time, and no unstained cells could be found underthe

microscope,no fermentation took place after adding themalt.

Methyl-greenseemed to behave quite differently fromthe
other dyes, though not enoughtime was spent on the matter
to make sure that the results obtained with it could not be

duplicated with others. When 0.25 ce or less, of 0.50%
methyl-greensolution was added to 4 cc malt, and then 2 cc

yeast suspensionwas put in, fermentation took placeinfrom
7 to 30 hours; but if 0.5 ce or 1.0 ce of the dye wereused,
no fermentation was observed, no increase in the number
of cells, and no chains of cells. Examined under the micro-

scope,the cellswereturgid, but after somedaysin the solution

they became granular; they remained unstained by the

methyl-green, and were not stained when methylene-blue
was added to a concentration of 0.005%. When the dye-
malt-yeast mixture was heated to 100° C, the cells promptly
stained green; the same when phénol was added; thus the

dye had evidently not lost its staining powerby mixingwith
the malt.

An hour after adding 2 cc yeast suspension(count 150)
to the solution made from 1.0 ce methyl-green0.50% and
4 ce malt, 0.25ce of thé mixturewas pipetted into 4.ccsterile
malt and put away at 25° C; similar tubes were prepared
after 2, 4., 17 and 29 hours; neither fermentation nor repro-
duction took place in these tubes in 5 days, althoughthecon-
centration of the dye was much less than that at whichyeast
growsreadily. When some more of the originalyeast (kept
in water in the meantime) was put in, fermentation tookplace
about as quickly in a parallel experiment with malt; this
showsthat the cell, not the medium, was at fault.
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Twopercent agar-agar was dissolvedin malt, and a drop
of the original malt-dye-yeast mixture added 7 hôurs after
it had been made up; a second plate was seeded from the
same solution 98 hours after it had been made up. Yeast
colonies grew plentifully on both plates; where the dye had
acted 7 hours about 20 to 25% of the cells grew, after 98
hours about onepercent.

This work with methyl-green is being continued; it is

only mentioned'here because of the evidence it affords that

yeast cells may be alive, unstainable, and capable of repro-
duction in some media, and yet incapable of reproduction
in other media in which normal yeast cells grow readily. In
case of contradiction arising between the evidence of stain
and plates this shouldbe borne in mind.

Of the four dyes named on page 745 as suitable for indi-

cators, erythrosin gives better distinction than eosin, while
the behavior of methyl-green in hindering reproduction in
the culture medium makes it for some work less safe than

methylene-blue; the choice thus lies between erythrosin and

methylene-blue.
For use with the camera, blue is not the best, as it re-

quires a long exposureduring which the light and heat may
increase the number of cells stained. With a Wratten screen
B (green), or with an "isolar" screen, using 4 mm objective,
no ocular, 100 watt tungsten lamp, and Ilford rapid plates,
about thirty secondsexposure were needed to give a good
negative.

For direct observation with the microscope, however,
blue is much lessfatiguing to the eyes than red; I, therefore,
decided to adopt methylene-blue in my further work, and
studied its behaviorwith a number of reagents apt to be used
in quantitative toxicologicalwork with yeast. In the pres-
ence of carbinol 20%, alcohol 20%, or acetone 20%, and

methylene-blue0.005%,boiled cellsstain green. With M.B.

0.005% and aceticacid 0.05% they also stain green, in shade
about as dark as the blue obtained in the absence of the acid;
with 0.15% aceticacid the stain is a very faint green, addition
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of ammonia.restores the blue. No great pains need be taken
to avoid excessof ammonia, immersionin normal ammonia
for a quarter of an hour does not cause living cells to stain.
Mercurie chloride 0.1% gives a purplish precipitate and the
eells do not stain. Sodium chloride 12% gives a purplish
precipitate, and under the microscopelong hair-like crystals
(Pelet-Jolivef found that the amount of methylene-blue
absorbed by wool is influenced by the addition of sodium

sulphate, and Ross"that the action of the same dye on leuco-

cytes is interfered with by neutral salts). If silver nitrate,
0.12%, be added to an equal volumeof the yeast suspension,
boiled a moment to kilt the cells, ("silver-yeast") and then
an equal volumeof 0.03% methylene-bluebe added, the cells
are barely stained a greenish tint; if the concentration of the
silver be decreased or that of the dye be increased, the cells
stain bluer. With this silver-yeast, neutral-red behaves
much as methylene-blue; eosin stains the cells but forms a

pink film visible under the microscope;erythrosin, gentian-
violet, and methyl-green act as with ordinaryboiledcells.

My thanks are due to Prof. W. Lash Miller under whose
direction this work was carried out.

Summary

The behavior of nine dyes with living yeast and with

yeast killed by boiling or by the action ofphenol, was studied
with the object of finding a convenient criterion of death in

quantitative toxicologicalinvestigationswith microbes. Hry-
throsin and methylene-blue6 B extra provedthe best.

In a solution of extract of malt to which methyl-green
has been added, yeast cells may lose their power of reproduc-
tion without becomingstained.

7"~ !7wf~M//y o/ T'o~oM/t)

./K/y 7p2o

Arch. Sci. phys. nat. Genève, (~.) 27, 27; from Chem. Ccntr., i))0j), I, 879.

'Joor. Physio)., 37, ~7; Chem. Cpntrafb)., ipoS, II. t~j.
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rn the preface the author says: "During thirty-seven years of experience in

the pulp and paper industry the author has frequently and rcpealedly felt the

need of a practical work on the manufacture of put? and paper, as carried on

in America, that woutd not bc so abstruse and technical as to )]e beyond thc

grasp of thc average papermaker, and which at the same time would not merely

skim thé surface of the various sub-divisions of thc art.

"tn the present volume an attcmpt has ))een made to describe the equip-

ment and processes acttta))y used in put? and paper plants on this continent to-

day. giving sueh practical information as would be of hctp to men working

around these plants from day to day. It is hoped that the present volume

will be useful to practical papermakers and, at the same time, that it may possi-

My be of service to technical mcn not intimately in toueh with thé put? and

paper industry and dcsiring to know thc salient facts about it."

The titles of the chapters arc: processes by which pulp is produced; ma-

terials from which pulp is produced; varieties of paper; the saw mill; the wood

room; the sulphite mill; the acid plant; thé soda process; the sulphate process;

the ground wood mill; bleaching; the beatcr room; the machine room; thé finish-

ing room; general design of put? and paper p)ants; the power plant; testing of

paper and paper materiats; paper defects, their cause and cure; personne); usc-

fu) data and tables.

On thc first page the author says: "Wood is. at thc present time, the

raw material most used in thé paper put? industry consequentty. the manufac-

ture of wood pulp possesscs the greatest interest from a technical and industrial

point of view. Thé processes hy which rags and other materials are converted

into pulp will bc fully dcatt with in a later chapter. Wood is converted into pulp

suitable for the manufacture of paper by two distinct classes of methods. The

<!rst class includes the mechanica) methods which produce nicchanicai wood

pulp or ground wood. Thé second class inchtdes thé various chemical methods,

which produce chemica) pulp or cellulose. This class comprises such methods

as the su)phite, soda. sulphate, and Kraft processes." It is intcrcsting to note,

p. <77. that thc sulphate process for making pulp is really a sutphidc process.

On p. 5 wc read that vegetable substances have come to bc of thé great-

est importance for thé manufacture of paper and that the commercial value of

any one veg"tabtc substance dépends on the quantity of cellulose that the nbers

contain. the quafity of this cellulose, and thé facility with which the cellulose

can bc extracted from the fibers. The author states that whatever the form

in which cellulose occurs it is chemically thc same. Thé organic chemists might

pcrhaps takc issue with that.

Under varieties of paper thc author distinguishes: book paper, writing

paper, wrapping paper, tissue and cigarette paper, bag paper. parchment paper,

news print. filter paper, hangings, roofiug and building paper.

"A good cigarette paper should bc absotutcty neutral in flavor and aroma

while the cigarette is burning. A vcry few vegemMe ftbcrs possess these propcr-
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tics, thé selection of material is most important in making this kind of ))aper.
t'UM Hax, or hnen tiber. hcmp fiber and ramie, are usuatty used. Rico straw
was formerly extensively used for making cigarette paper, but this stock does
not possess strength to satisfy thc requircntents of modem cigarette making ma-

chinery. Chemical wood pulp is only used for the eheapest grades of cigarette
papcrs. It is déficient in tensite strength untess it is too thick. Straw papers
ttsuaUy contain silicic acid, which is undesirabte in cigarette pappr' as it
<-onfers disngn-cabjp burning properties to the papcr. Hxce'.sive use of cotton
tilxr gives the lamp-wick odor found in some of the cheaper grades of cigarette
paper.

"Porosity is necessary to adtnit air for the proper combustion of the

paper. Cigarette papers arc being niade somewhat thicker today than formerly
on account of the necessity for strength io pa))er to be used on cigarette machines
and the manufacture of paper of thc proper thiekness and strength with sufH-
eient porosity is quite a prohtem. Opaquenes!. is also necessary in order to give
a good appearance to the finished cigarette. If the papcr is not sufficiently
opaque, the tobacco will show through the paper giving thé cigarette a grayish
or mottled appearance when paekcd which is undesirahte from the cigarette
manufacturers' point of view. Securing thc necessary opaqueness without

making the paper too thick is one of the nice points in the manufacture of this

varicty of paper."

Under bteuching, p. 202, we read: "Wood pulp, regardless of the process
by which it is made, requires to be bleached if it is to be used in any of thé finer

varietics of light colored paper. Rag pulp, straw pulp and putp made from

csparto. jute, etc.. and most of the other miscellaneous materials from whieh

paper of any kind is made, require bteaching in order to enhance thé value of the

product. Thc bleaching of rag stock is a comparatively simple matter owing
to the comparative frcedom of such stock from colored impurities which have to
be eliminated by thé bleaching agent. It should be borne in mind that most

rag stock of the better grade is made from material which has already been sub-

mitted to bleaching in the processes of textile manufactnring, and any coloring
matter which may be present is in the fornt of dyes which hâve been added by
the textile manufacturer or finisher, and which arc relatively easy to remove

when compared with the coloring materials embodied in wood pulp which are
an integral part of thé fiber ttsetf.

"Wood putp, no matter'howcarefully made, and whether produced by thé

sulphite or soda process, always has associated with thé cellulose a portion of

the lignin or incrusting matter ordinarity present in the raw nber and this lignin
carries with it certain colored bodies of highiy complex chemical composition.
These colored impurities cannot he removed by any amount of washing or me-

ehanicat treatment. They are united in a chemical manner with the fitjer or

cellulose and a chemical process is necessary for their removal. In addition to
the cotored materials that are ordinarily present in the fiber, other dark colored
substances are produced dunng thé process of digesting the pulp by the chem-

ical action of the acid or alkaline liquids on the various complex substances con-

tained in natural wood.

"Wood pulps and pulps made from esparto, straw, jute, etc., require a

much more drastic bleaching than rag pulp, resulting in a much larger consump-
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tion of the chemieat used for Meaching purposcs and a much greater proportional
loss in weight through the bleaching procès."

While the heater is used to eut thc nbers to a given length. this is not its

only funetion-or its most important one, p.226. "No less vital than thc cut-

ting of the fibers to a certain length is the separating of the Intndles of fibers

(which will exist to a certain extcnt h) even thc hest grades of sulphite and

kraft pulps) and to brush or stroke thc titxrs into greater flexibility.
"The tiny nbers arc stroked out by the Munt knives of the beater, in

somewhat thc same tnanner that a hairbrush strokes out human hair, and, more-

over, the <itx:rs are caused to eurl at the ends. Upott the ability of these fibers

to cur) and conneet with eaeh other, when allowed to "bond" (by removal of

thc surrounding tiquid) dépends thé strength and toughness of the resulting

paper. If these fibeni are not drawn out to the correct degree, they will not

grasp and entwine with cach other in the manner which we dénote by thé term

"Mting." It wi))readity hc appreciated that not only must thé (ibers ))e "brushed

out" and made flexible, but–in order to obtain a sheet which will hâve strength
and thickncss–thé fibers must be kept long in the beater. This applies with

partieular emphasis to papers of light basis-of-wcight, of which a great deal i'.

expected–as, for example. fine writings, ledger and bond paper and 28 and 30-

pound kraft wrapping and bag papers."

Thé size, alum, water-glass, starch, and color are a)) added in thc beater

room. The author distinguishes only four kinds of dyes, p. 2.~5: basic dyes,
acid dyes, direct dyes, and vat dyes, the last of whieh are used but little in thé

paper industry. Thé acid dyes require alum to set them; but the basic dyes

apparently dye paper direct. When dyeing textiles, basic dyes are not supposed
to dye cotton without a mordant. The difference with paper is either because

paper is not washed after it is finished or because thé size acts as a mordant;
but thé author does not diseuss this. !n regard to pigments, p.254, he

says that: "Pigments color the stock by becoming enmeshed with the (ibers

in thé beater. The size and atum helps the fibers to retain the pigments, which

adhere in small particles to the surface of the fiber. Pigments do not penetrate
the substance of the fiber as do dyestuffs. There is probably no chemical action

hctween the cellulose of the fiber and th? pigment, whereas in the use of dye-
stuffs the.comhination seems to be more chemical than mechanicat."

The machine ordinarily used for making paper is the Fourdrinier machine,
which consists essentiatty, p 282, "of a device for a))owing carefully screened

pulp of constant consistency to flow onto a horizontal wire screen, made in the

form of an endless be)t and travelling constant)y away from the point wherc

the pulp flows on it. The water in thé pulp drains through thé wire, this drain-

age being assisted by suction boxes apptied under the wire at certain points.
At the end of thé wire farthest from thé point where thé puip flows on it. is a

pair of rolls bctwcen which thé film of fibers from the wire passes. At this point
the film of fibers still contains much moisture, so it is passed through other felt-

covered ro))s, which press more water ont of it. Next it passes through a long
series of steam-heated iron cylinders, always supported by a layer of felt which

travcfs with the paper, and these cyHnders drive out ail the remaining water

except a small percentage always present even in paper commonly eonsidered

quite dry. Finally thé paper passes through pohshed catcndar rolls to givc it a

"finish" and onto reels where it is wound up."
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The book is intended to be essentiaUy a practica) treatise and eonsequentty

there is no discussion of theory anywhere, and this is carried to such a point

that the author does not.even say, as most people do, that one function of thé

beater is to hydrate the stock. Thé author has done the work that he has planned

in an excellent way, and the book will be of gréât value to everybody. The pub-

lishers cali attention to the fact that this is the first book to be written deahng

with the pulp and papcr industry as carried in America. This is important,

becanse thé pulp and paper industry has dcvctoped in America along quite

différent tines from the industry in the Huropcan countries, and to a much greatcr

extcnt. Mr. Witham's book is therefore in a sense a pioneer one.

Wilder BtfMcro/<

A History of Chemistry. By7.C«'npt<<B<'ow))..S'MOK~~th'oM. Z3 X

~j cm; p~. A:x<+ 544. P/ft<a~~M< P. B/<ttn<oM. Son and Co., ~pM. Price:

?6.oo.–Thé book is divided into two parts: ancient history and modem history.

In the first part the subheads are: the early workers; the early writers; the Greek

physicians and phitosophers; the Roman, Atexandrian, and Byzantine schools;

thé Orientas the pseudo-Geber; the technical traditions; the alchemical treatises

of the Middle Ages; alchemists of the twetfth and thirteenth centuries; the

alchemists of the fourteenth century; the protest of Paracetsus the later mediaeval

alchemists; the philosophy of the alchemists; the aims and methods of the al-

chemists; the symbolism of the alchemists; the philosopher's stone.

In the second part the subdivisions are: thé iatrochemists; the phlogis-

tonists the anti-phlogistonists; the quantitative period; the rise of electrochem-

istry the chemistry of the early nineteenth eentury the rise of organic chemistry;

the chemistry of the later nineteenth century; the chemistry of the carbon com-

pounds pbysiological chemistry; agricutturat chemistry; the doctrines of atom-

icity and valeney; thé doctrine of isomerism; the doctrines of chemical affinity

and kinetics; the doctrine of acids, bases and salts-electrochemistry; thechemical

elements.

On p. 7t the author expresses thc betief that "the origin of chemistry was

not due to the Arabs, and that they did little to extend or improve chemical

knowtedge. What they did know they derived partly from Hellenic culture

through Syriac sources, and partly from the temple laboratories of Egypt. Much

of their knowledge they did not understand, and they involved it in a mystical

confusion, which for centuries hindered the progress of the science. It is not to

the Arabs that the reat credit is due, but to thé clear thinkers and observers of

Western Europe."

On p. no we read: "Paracetsus did little by actua) discovery to advance

either science or medicine. His great work was effecting a breach with tradition,

and setting physicians and alchemists free from the bandage in which they were

held by convention. He borrowed his medical treatment from others-barber-

surgeons, otd women and quacks–and his fearless nature made him employ

the powerful and dangerous medicines prepared from mercury, opium, and

antimony more boldly than any before him had ventured to do. The great

debt which chemistry owes to Paracelsus is the influence he exerted in discarding

the ideas of the ancients, and even of the tnore modern alchemists, and in teaching

that the object of chemistry was not to make gold but to ameliorate disease.
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The art of making drugs was 9ne of the original branches of alchemy, but for

many centuries this had been obscured by endeavors to effect the transmuta-

tion of metals. Paracetsus reinstated it in its prominent position. He used

préparations not onty of antiniony, but of mercury, lead, iron, blue vitrio), and

(for externat use) arsenic. He said that thé most energetie poisons tnight become

precious medicincs, and endeavored to concentrate in essences, extracts, and

mixtures thé active principles of various drugs."

Thé author is not enthusiastic about Basil Valentine, p. <96. "We

have devoted a considerable space to Basil Valentine, on account of the réputa-

tion which he enjoyed in the Middle Ages, a reputation second only to that of

Paracelstis. But in truth his works do not merit the déférence thcy reccived,

and as thé knowledge imputed to him is almost certainly not his, but bctongs to

a far later period, it is needless to enter into a more tengthened exposition of his

views. Thé best advice whieh can be given to the student of chemical history

is to reccivc with caution ail that is said about Basil Valentine in text-books and

histories.

If Ehrtich were still alive, he might be interestet* in a paragraph about

Lemery, p. 212: "Lemery was no empty theorist, but aimed at thé exposition

of facts by rncans of experiments. Yet one of his thcoretica) conceptions was

very odd, and shows how far astray a capable man may wander, when he de-

serts observed facts for phifo.sophica) speculations. He thought that chemical

combinations between two substances, such as an acid and a base, might be

accounted for by supposing that the particles of thé one substance were sharp,

and those of thé other porous, and that combination was eliected by thé ./tMt~

of <Ae~otKh into the holes/"

The author's remarks on the Daltonian theory are distinctly interesting,

P- 333. even if one does not agree with thern. "Of course it is founded upon an

impossible assumption, Matter, however minutely divided, must conceivabty

be capable of further division,. Our reason cannot conçoive anything which,

if it existed at a)t, could not be split in hatf. But this does not affect thé value

of the theory as a convenient working hypothcsis, and so chemists suppose that

thé proportions in which bodies combine with each other depend on thc weights

of the ultimate atoms of which they arc respectively composed, and are iden-

tical with them."

The volume will prove vahtabte as a reference book. It seems a pity

that thé modern incandescent lamp should have been overlooked, in thé second

édition, p. 522. "Tungsten is of commercial importance, bcing used for the

production of steel, and for fire-proofing fabrics." M'/Mer P. Bot<fro/<

The Chemists' Year Book. /M<tM <'YF. ))'. /)~<:A'. Fo/KH;~ 1 o;~

/M< ef<<Vx)M. X In CM'; t'~ 4~; )' ~/). y/j..Yfw ~o~: /.oHg-

H<aMj.C~fH nM~ Co., 7~20. Price: §7.00. -fn thc ttrst volume the générât

heads are: atomic weights; <)ua)it<ttivc analysis; reagents; vohnnetric analysis;

gas analysis; ultimate analysis of organic substances; ctectrochemicai anaiysis;

s))ectrtnn analysis; general properties of inorganic substances; general propcr-

tics of organic compounds; nsefut memoranda; <)ve Rgure logarithms. tn thé

second volume the gênera) heads are: thermal constants; viscosity; refractive

indices; cryoscopic constants; dcnsities; sohthititics; vapor pressures; crystallog-
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raphy; properties of minerats; water analysis; fuels a.nd illuminants; enatysis
of silicates; acid and alkali manufacture; oils and fats; paints and pigments;

agricultural ehemistry; carbohydrates; beer and spirits; tannin materiats; Hbers;
coal tar products; physiological chemistry; india rubbcr; tobacco; photography.

The pages on etectrochemicat analysis and on photography show how

much can be presented in a small space. Sinee tannin is miscible practically in

a)) proportions with water, it shoutd at least be called very soluble, p. 354. If

cobaltous eompounds are to be listed as cobalt compotmds, p. 162, they should

bc put before cobaltic compounds. The editor has certainly got together a

marvellous amount of information and the fact that the book has been revised

every year seems to show that there is a distinct demand for it.

Wilder P. Bancroft

Chemical French. By AfoMftCfL. ~'o<<. Second <'(Hhott. 22 X 15 cm;

pp. tt + ~fj. Bo~Mt; The Chemical fM~MAt'ng Co., /p2o. Price: $4.oo.-
The first edition was reviewed in )9f8 (22, 460). The book has been so suecess-

fut that a new edition has now appeared. The author has corrected n!any of

the crrors in the first edition, which is an almost unprecedented thing for any
author to do. In the new edition there has been added a selection front Le

ChatcHer. The book was a good onc originally and is better now.

Wilder P. Bancroft

).:RRATA

Thc following corrections are to be made:

Page 225, line 2 Fig. 4 instead of Fig. 2.

Page 226. line 8, Fig. ï instead of Fig. 4.

Page 220, line ï, instead of '}.

Page 270, tine t~, insert missing hatf of bracket.

Page4t4,Fig8,deiete'si:'e. The eut is approximately M! size;
but the exact dimensions may depend on the method or on the

observer's methods and préférences.
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